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Preface

The old book collector's pulse tuas almost uisible,

throbbing in his wrist and temples. His uoice became

deeper as he held the book up to his eyes so be could
read more clearly, His expression was radiant.

'A magnificent book,' confrmed Corso, draggng on
his cigarette.

'It's more than that. Feel the paper.'

The Club Dumas by Arturo Perez-Reuerte

Given the commonplace usage and proliferation of
paper today, we could easily conclude that rts presence

is necessary but innocuous. Indeed, it is often of little
consequence and easily disposable. However, history
informs us that paper production and usage have

had, and continue to have, a significant impact on
our world.

Close examrnation of books. documents and works
of art on paper reveals that there rs much to appreciate

in the material itself.
Those attending the Looking at Paper symposium

- historians, archrvists and conservators - delight in
its beauty and variety. We often examine papers look-
ing for clues, traces, small imperfections and distincrive
characteristics of its making and usage. This evidence

can lead to a wealth of information on the origin,
user intent, date and authenticity of an obscure letter,

a suspicious banknote or a recently discovered old
master drawing.

While many experience the excitement of solving
little mysteries using fibre identification techniques

and microscopic surface analysis, we all enjoy the look
and feel of a sheet of paper. Though our interest and

curiosity may in large part be professional, we have, at
heart, a deep-felt apprecration for paper in its myriad
forms and for the unsung contributron of the humble
papermaker to the recording of the art and
history of civilization.

This appreciation was tacitly acknowledged in a

symposium devoted to the many diverse areas of
research pursued in the presentations and workshops
pubhshed here.

lohn Slauin
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The White Art: The lmportance of Interpretation in the Analysis of Paper

PETER BOWER

Abstract
This is a surveyof some of thevarious methods used to inves-

tigate papers and record the results ofthose investigations. lt
covers some of the similarities and differences in investigat-

ing works of art on paper, documents and printed material

through fibre analysis and watermarks and their recording.

The accuracy of historical reference material, the importance

of mill records and other archival material, and the need for
comparative material are discussed. Keeping an open mind

in both the analysis and interpretation of the evidence is

stressed, along with the importance of collaboration with
investigators in other fields.Some aspects of papermaking

and watermarking practice that seem rarely to be consid-

ere4 but which can often have an important part to play in

interpreting one's findings, will be highlighted. This paper,

along with'Beating the Forger:Case studies in forensic paper

investigation' and my workshop 'Examination of Western

Papers,'are designed as three parts of one discourse,

Every sheet of paper tells a story; it contains the marks of
its making and, as such, is worthy of close examination.
Although the methodology employed in the rnvestigation

of any paper artefact, of whatever rype - drawn, printed,
single sheet, book - often uses the same basic techniques

and equipment, it cannot be emphasized enough that
there rs no formulaic approach to the investigation of
rndrvrdual papers. The techniques and equipment remain
the same whether one is engaged rn the forensrc exami-
nation of the object or conducting an investrgation to
ard art historians or paper conservators. However, the

burden of proof required by these various discrplines rs

very different.
No investigation takes place rn rsolation since each

oblect has its own complex history having been pro-
duced in a particular way at a specific time by a particu-
lar individual or indivrduals. Much of that evidence rs

either directly visible or can be identified through vigor-
ous analysrs. It is crucial to retain an open mind, be sur-
prised by what you may find, and enjoy your work. I find
if I am having fun I do much bener work.

The papers presented in this symposium show the

depth and range of current research into paper (its mak-
ing and use) being conducted around the world. Thrs

publication and othersl emphasize the increasing impor-
tance of the study of paper and its history to people

working in a wide variefy of disciplnes. !7e all bnng dif-
ferent perspectives to our study and all benefit from the

findings of those working in other fields.

I came to the analysis of paper from papermaking,
and the practical experience of making sheets by hand
for a very wide range of uses served me well as my work
evolved away from production rnto analysis. In the late

1970s, I began to collect paper and to analyse the

particular properties of indrvidual papers in order to
make beffer paper myself. Over the years the collection
has grown and now threatens to overrun all my avail-
able space. Examining the ways rndividual makers at

different periods in history had approached similar
problems - of continuiry of raw material supplS of
preparation, of surface treatments and finishing tech-

niques - in order to achieve very particular results in
the paper when it was in use, has become an absorbing
study and has proved to be an essential background to
the forensic study of paper.

However, not all my work rs forensic; for many years

I had wanted to examine the work of a single anisr
throughout his or her working life, to be able to under-

stand how the changing nature of matenals allowed or
assisted very specific changes in working habrts on the
part of the artist concerned. I have been fortunate enough

to be awarded both a Volkswagen Turner Scholarship

and a Leverhulme Research Fellowship at the Tate

Gallery for a study of J.M.!f. Turner's use of paper. Thrs

work resulted in rwo exhibitions and nvo books.2 There

are some 20,000 drawings and watercolours by Turner
at the Tate, and several thousand other works in public
and private collections throughout the world. This sheet-

by-sheet analysis has been an absorbing and fascinating,

not to say time-consuming, occupation.
My other work involves individual and specific analy-

sis for museums, galleries, auction houses, dealers, law-
yers, papermakers and private indrviduals. Much of this
work concerns works of art on paper, but also involves

work on letters, documents, books, banknotes and other
paper artefacts. Another aspect of my work is advice on

the design of new papers, whrch has recently included
work on the production of a handmade, linen-rag-based,

gelatin-sized watercolour paper for Handgeschoptfe
Papiere, Germany, and on the design of various hand-

made papers for Bingham & Company, now based at
Margaux in Burgundy.

The range of papers I have been asked to examine is
enormous, extending from a fifteenth-century crucifixion
drawing to photocopies made as recently as rwo years

ago. It has included some fascinating cases, three of
which form the basis of my second paper on forgery. As

my work varies so much from very old to very recent

papers, reference material is essential. Mine consists of a

hbrary of fibres and raw materials, a collection of paper

samples and a library of books and journals.3 In trawling
for rnformation relevant to any particular piece of paper,

one has to cast one's net very wide. For example, with
respect to banknote information, it was essential to use

the Czechoslovak Ministry of the Interior's report on
German forgeries of British currency for one piece of
my research.a
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Fig. I Water-wheel and water filtration beds, a reprint in John Hinton's'The Method of Making Paper,'published in the Univercol Magazine,

London, I 751.

The growth of fraud and counterfeiting in so many
fields, from banknotes, drawings, books and water-
colours to official forms, documentation and packaging

used for pirated goods, is demanding much more of the

forensic paper analyst than in the past. Fortunately there

are many analytical instruments being developed, some

originally for use in other fields, such as particle-induced
x-ray emission (PIXE), which can aid us if the nature of
the work demands that kind of expenditure.s

The literature of the papermaking industry, whether it
be recent publications or material published years ago, is

also essential. For example, when determining the proba-
ble age of a toned business pape! the identification of the

colouring agent used can tell you much about the source

of the sheet, which in turn can help in dating it.6 Paper

mills regularly send me samples of their latest products
together with relevant technical data. Any informatron on

current or recent practice is of course highly sensitive, but
I have found most mills to be extremely helpful where sus-

pected forgery or fraud are concerned. However, it should

be remembered that the literature is often not going to
answer whatever your specific problem is, but will be use-

ful in pointing the way. Every case is unique, and what is
described as best practice in much of the technical litera-
ture is actually more theoretical than most authors would
care to admit. Many mills have developed very specific

variations of basic techniques, some of which are recog-

nizable under the most careful examination.
One area of research that sometimes needs to be

treated with caution is publications on paper and its mak-

ing from earlier centuries, particularly encyclopedia

entries or learned society treatises. One classic instance of
this is an engraving of a water-wheel and water filtration
beds found in Lalande's Ilart de faire le papier.T Akhough
the settling ponds (filtration beds) illustrated in figure 1

are an excellent idea and were used by many mills at a

later date, there is no archaeological evidence that any mill
in western Europe was actually using such a technique for
insuring the cleanliness of its water for nearly a century
after the original date of L698 for this engraving. The

plates found in Lalande were originally engraved by

L. Simonneau for a text by Gilles Fileau de Bilettes. On a

lighter level, the autobiographies of counterfeiters have

occasionally proved useful but they should be treated

with great caution. Eric Hebborn's recent autobiography
documenting his production of 'Old Master' drawings is

perhaps as truthful as the works he produced, adding yet

another strand of deception to an already complex web.8

Sometimes no special techniques or research are

needed. In a recent case I was asked to examine the paper

ground of an oil sketch by Raphael over which there was

some confusion. The art historians were arguing about
the handling of the paint and whether this was by the

hand of the master or one of his contemporaries. A brief
examination of the paper, simply by holding it up to the

light, revealed that the paper was a wove sheet (only

invented in the 1750se) and, judging by the details of
both the relatively coarse profile of the forming wire and

the configuration of the support wires underneath,

was likely to be English, dating from c. 1800.10 It was

obviously not a Raphael, but an interesting copy by a

much later hand.

Over the past century and a half an accelerating tech-

nological progression in the manufacturing side of the

industry has been coupled with an increasing specializa-

tion in the products. There is a vast range of difference

betr,veen a basic wrapping paper and a quality book
paper despite the fact that they will probably both be

printed on. In the eighteenth century the main difference

berween these two types of papers was simply the qual-
ity of the raw materials and their preparation; lower
grades of the same rags were used for coarse wrappings,

LOOKING AT PAPER: EVIDENCE & INTERPRETATION



but strong wrappings might well be made from rag

grades equal to those used for the finest writings and

printings, although less care would have been taken in
the quality control of the finished sheets.

In the past, similarities in raw material and produc-
tion methods made most papers of a particular type

suitable for other uses. It is common to find various
wrapping papers being used by artists for drawing and

painting simply because they liked the colours, tones and

surface characteristics. The increasing specialization of
most paper mills has led to much less versatility in terms

of what any one paper is suitable for. Nevertheless, it is
still very common to find artists in particular using
papers for purposes quite other than what they were

originally designed for. Fax papers have been used for ink
drawing, business stationery for drawing, woodcuts and

even engraving, and legal and security papers for callig-
raphy with a quill or a steel nib. A wonderful example of
this is the work of David Cox (1783-1859). None of his

three favourite papers (a true cartridge paper, a ream

wrapping paper and a map paper) had actually been

designed for watercolour. He did a drawing, The Royal
Hospital, Greentuich, on the back of a part sheet of
uncut cheque blanks (fig. 2) issued by the Marylebone
branch of the London and Westminster Bank.11 At first
the work appears to have been executed on a hot-pressed

watercolour paper, but, when seen on the gallery wall,
something about the texture of the surface suggested that
it could be something quite different. Cox was given a

lot of different papers by his brother-in-law, who dealt
in various papers, including the map papers supplied to
the Ordnance Survey.

There is such a richness of possibility for artists in the

choice of paper available. There are presently some 14,000

designed end uses for paper noq compared with half a

dozen distinct and designed uses 200 years ago. This diver-
sity can actually help rather than hinder the search for
origins or dates for a particular paper. Basic types can be

recognized and a search initiated into specific categories.

However, the difficulry of such searches is compounded by

the level of import and export sales of both raw materials

and finished paper across the world today.lz

Scientific analysis of a paper complements research

into the history of the sheet and the results may suggest

further avenues for investigating its origins. Over the
years different analytical techniques, better equipment
and deeper experience have led to the re-evaluation of
some earlier scientific findings. Analysis of some of the

earliest surviving Chinese papers, deposited at the British
Museum in 1,909 by Sir Aurel Stein, shows that hemp,

derived from waste cloth and rope, was one of the most
important fibres used in early Chinese papermaking.
Clapperton extensively discussed the use of hemp in early
Chinese papermaking, but his fibre analysis, done in the

1930s on 15 different papers from the Stein collections,

indicated no hemp was present. Clapperton's interpreta-
tion was ramie and paper mulberry.r3 However, later
analysis has provided different results. ln 1970 Collings
and Milner were given permission to remove small sam-

ples of paper from points adjacent to those from which

,i tw@1,t/h, ",,,'^| / r,,r rr, //,.,/tt.,t,l, 4.rr/,:t{'H::;
. Jir
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Fig. 2 Verso of a drawing, The Royol Hospital, Greenwich, by David Cox

(1783-1859), showing that it is executed on the back ofa part sheet ot
uncut cheque blanks. Courtesy of Spink Leger Pictures, London.

Clapperton had removed his samples. Their studies re-

evaluating the evidence, using different techniques and

more modern optical systems, were based on compar-
isons with the fundamental identification characteristics

of individual fibres derived from botanical specimens,

and the conclusions were startlingly different.la lfhile
blends of ramie and paper mulberry were present in 14

of the samples, 10 of them also contained often large

amounts of hemp, including 5 samples which Collings
and Milner estimated had more than 90"/o hemp.ts

Microscopes and testing can tell one much about
specifics, but unless the particular details are placed in
their correct context in terms of actual historical paper-

making practice - whether that be from 1500, 1700 or
yesterday - and are clearly understood, all one has is
raw information rather than knowledge. Combining sci-

entific data with the historical and contextual interpreta-
tion of that data is crucial. Too many reports are written
in such vague terms that they are practically useless. A11

too often the analysis of paper appears to come down to
very general interpretations of somewhat erroneous facts.
In the case of an old master drawing or an early-nine-

teenth-century manuscript, it is infuriating to read that
such a sheet is made of linen rag and therefore nothing
about it contradicts the purported date. Linen rags were

in use all over western Europe and beyond; they were
processed in different ways at different times and places

and, particularly from the nineteenth century on, were

found in combination with a wide range of other fibres.

Much can be deduced or interpreted from a proper
examination of the components present in the paper. One
should ask whether the fibres are clean. If not, what else

is present? Tar, for example, is often found where hemp

from old rope has been used together with linen. The

nature of the 'whiteness' of a paper can reveal a lot.
'Sfhite papers, for most of papermaking history, were
rarely as white as we see today, particularly since the

advent of optical brightening agents in the 1950s. Tones

of white are, in conjunction with other evidence, very

useful in showing one where to begin to look for the
origin of a particular sheet. Greyness or yellowness are

definite indications of different regions where papers

LOOKING AT PAPER: EVIDENCE & INTERPRETATION
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might have been made. The soaps used to wash the raw
materials before they were rags varied from country to
countrt and these soap residues had distinct effects on the

processes of fermentation used to begin the breakdown

of rags until the latter part of the eighteenth century.

Other questions to pose are whether there is one type

of linen or more present in the furnish. Has the colour of
the paper been 'corrected' by the use of any blueing agents

such as blue linen fibre, smalts, or dyes such as indigo,

ultramarine and (more rarely) Prussian blue? Were the

fibres stamper- or hollander-beaten? Stamper-beaten rag

is often recognizable. Is there any trace of bleaching of
the fibres, for instance, the presence of shives and specks

not so amenable to the chlorine bleaching powders that

came to be so prevalent in the nineteenth century? Are

there other 'rag' fibres such as cotton or hemp present?

What, if any, sizing agent has been used? Are any loadings

such as china clay or pigments present? Has the surface

finish been achieved, for instance, by plate glazing or
calendering?

With respect to the examination and recording of
watermarks, few researchers seem aware that there is a

whole series of factors, determined by the actual making
of the sheet, that produce subtle and sometimes not so

subtle changes in a watermark image and in what can be

seen of the wire profile of the sheet. Sheets made on the

same mould with the same watermark can exhibit enor-

mous differences. Drying times, whether or not the sheets

are dried in spurs, how many sheets to the spur, the thick-
ness and density of the sheet, couch faults, fibre choice

and beating details all contribute to the finished size, pro-
portion and clarity of the mark. Differences in the shrink-

age of the sheet during drying can vary the resulting dry
sheet size by as much as three-quarters of an inch in any

direction, with a resulting difference in the watermark. If
the sheet shrinks proportionally more in one direction
than the other, then the watermark's actual proportions

will change as well as its srze,

Phillip Pulsiano's bibliography of published books and

articles on watermarks records well over 100,000 water-
marks illustrated in the publications he lists. Although
incomplete, his listing is the single most useful bibliogra-
phy of watermarking so far.16 k was published in t987
and, given the dramatic increase in watermark research in
recent years both in North America and Europe, someone

could do us all an inestimable service by producing a sup-

plement bringing it more up to date.17

Early mentions of paper and its making are rare in
English, aside from the brief reference in 'Wynken de

\Tordet printing of Bartholomeus: De proprietatibus

rerum of 1496,

And John Tate the younger Ioye mote he broke
'Whiche 

late hath in Englonde doo make this paper

thynne
That now in our englysh this boke is prynted Inner8

There is little before the seventeenth century except

Thomas Churchyard's poem of 1588, the first description

at any length of papermaking in England or in English:

.!.:/),/,,,., //,,,/,,
llqry Yl. uzt 

-tzrtt

,rti.-r-rr^r.8 of John Fenn's A catatogue of the originat ,;;:, . . .

(known as the Paston Letters), published between 1787 and 1823.

I prayse the man that first did paper make,

the onely thing that sets all vertues forth:
It shoes newe bookes, and keepes old workes

awake . . .19

The next most significant publication on paper, if
one discounts the 92 times that Shakespeare uses the

word paperzj, is John Taylor's epic poem The Praise of
Hempseed. It is worth reading, not for the poetrS
which is often dreadful, but for the attitudes to paper

and its making expressed in it.21 One of the earliest

texts relating to the investigation of paper is a rare

treatise on the introduction of rag paper published by
the Dutch scholar Gerard Meerman 1722-71,\.ln 7762

he offered a prize of 25 ducats for the person who could
establish the date of the first rag-based paper. Research

on the subject and specimens of paper arrived from
scholars all over Europe. ln'1,767 Meerman published
the results of his research and illustrated his text with
two full-page woodcuts (white on black) of water-
marks. These are possibly the earliest illustrations of
watermarks published.22

More appears to have been published on watermarks
than on papermaking. Joseph Hunter records perhaps the

earliest mention of watermarks when he refers ro
Bartholus writing of the paper mills at Fabriano in the

marshes of Ancona, 'who wrote in the middle of the 14th
century . . . that the manufacturers were accustomed to
use certain marks, to which a value was attached.'23

Besides Hunter, John Fenn,2a the Reverend Samuel

Denne 25 and Samuel Sothebyze all published selections of
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Fig. 4 Plate 1 5, engraved by Thomas Fisher, of Reverend Samuel Denne's 'Observations on papermarks in a letter to Mr Gough,' in Archaeologia 12,

1 795. A very useful addition to the marks are the small-scale drawings of each sheet indicating the position of marks and countermarks.

watermark reproductions together with varying amounts

of authoritative information (figs. 3, 4 and 5).

Comparisons between two earlier filigranologists
with very different working methods may prove instruc-
tive. For instance, A. Bates and R. Lemon were amateur

filigranologists of very different degrees of skill. The Bates

Collection of watermarks2T was put together for intended

publication in the 1920s by Lt.-Col. A.S. Baces, D.S.O.,
T.D., but sadly no publication materialized.28 The whole
collection consists of several hundred British and

European watermarked papers dating from c. 1400 to
c. 1850,.as well as Bates' transmitted light photographs
(sadly somewhat deteriorated), brief manuscript notes on
many of the marks, tracings of approximately half the

marks, and tracings made from papers found in books

and in other collecti notably James McBey's

coliection. The collection also has some 70 plates pre-

pared for his intended book and some draft text (figs. 6

and 71. The collection is especially interesting for the

insight it gives into the working methods of a serious

filigranologist in the earlier fwentieth century. Although
Bates continued to use tracing as a major part of
his recording of watermarks, he is almost unique at
this date in realizing the potential of transmitted-
light photography in this field, working with
both positive and negative images as well as early
diazo techniques.

Very little is known about Robert Lemon, who pro-
duced a collection of watermark tracings in the 1860s.2e

His watermark plates were first published over 30 years

after his death in Scott and Davey's A Guide to the

Collector of Historical Documents of 1891.30 Lemon
worked at the Public Record Office and was not the

first person there to have made a study of watermarks
in English documents. Joseph Hunter (1,783-1861,),

Fig. 5 Plate G from Samuel Sotheby's Typogruphy of the 1sth Century,

Volume 3, London, 1 845.

assistant keeper at the P.R.O. and a vice-president of
the Society of Antiquaries, presented a paper to the

Society in 1857 in which he described some 30 marks.31

J.G. Brodie, who entered the Record Office in 1,879 and
retired in L924 as assistant keeper, made a large set of
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Fig.6 Bates' working tracings and the finished plate for his dated I 795

watermarks, together with his listing of the sources of the marks.

tracings of watermarks but would apparently look at

nothing after the time of Henry VIII.32 He does not
appear to have published anything on this particular side

of his research, and enquiries at the Public Record Office
have not unearthed any of his drawings. Judging by the

occasional comments made by Heawood in his Sources

of Early English Paper Supply,33 Brodie seems to have

been in contact with Heawood in the 1920s. One won-
ders if his tracing collection passed to Heawood, since he

talks of a 'rapid examination . . . made at the Record

Office of volumes of State papers chosen at random from
the long series covering the reign of Henry VIII.':+ Both
Labarre and Heawood were somewhat dismissive o{
Brodie's collection.'With respect to the Lemon collection,
Heawood felt that the value was 'reduced by the failure
to state explicitly where the documents drawn upon were

written.'35 Labarre also dismissed this collection of
watermark drawings with the words 'a somewhat in-
adequate attempt to collect a series of watermarks . . .

under each design - drawn not traced, the straight lines

and circles being produced with the help of rule and

Fig.7 A plate from Robert Lemon's watermark collection, including his

comments on the papers.

compasses - is given the date but not the description or
place of origin of the document.'36

Although I would agree with Labarre about the way
the drawings were made, I do not dismiss this collection
so lightly. Using it in conjunction with a range of water-
mark research by others over the past 150 years or so,

one can begin to trace the spread of usage across Europe,

which brings up some interesting problems. The real

value of this collection lies in its place within the

evolution of the subject of filigranology as a specific

discipline. In this context, it is a perfect example of what
not to do. When one looks at all the published
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century texts on watermarks,
one finds that they separately contain, albeit in embry-

onic form, most if not all of the elements one

might require from the comprehensive recording of a

collection of papers.

Lemon's plates were published without any accompa-
nying text, aside from the brief annotations made under

each mark on the plates. They are organized chronolog-
ically and all carry dates, but sadly without any identifi-
cation of the actual documents from which they have

come. In some instances Lemon has included tlvo or
more marks within the same border and with the same

date and paper description. I can only presume, given the
nature of the marks illustrated, that they occur in the
same source document rather than within the same sheet.

Some of the annotations refer to specific kings and to
the years of their reigns, but the majority of these notes

L.,-
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are very simple descriptions of the paper, for example,

'Paper remarkably stout and large' (no. 2) and 'Paper

smaller than foolscap and rather fine for the age'

(no. 139).

One problem with Lemon's descriptions lies in the

definitions of his recurrent terms: coarse presumably

means rough, stout mrght be heavy or thick, and clear

suggests very translucent. Occasionally he describes a

paper as 'common'; does this mean that the weight, tex-

ture and colour of the paper in question were something

that he came across reguiarly in his work at the Record

Office or, more specificalln that this mark was common
among the documents that he came across? It is also pos-

sible that he is expressing a qualitative judgement, simply
using commoz in a pejorative sense - the paper wasn't
really very good. Many nineteenth-century descriptive

terms have such a distinctly moral connotation.
In this next section I will concentrate on one particular

and very common watermark, 1794/J \X/HATMAN,in

order to discuss various aspects of watermarks to which
little consideration is given (fig. 8). It is important to
realize that artists often use sheets from a particular batch

of paper for many years. Like all artists, J.M.\7. Turner
kept stocks of paper for use; remnants of different batches

bought years before must have been stored in his studio.
There are several examples in the bequest ofTurner work-
ing on relatively old papers.37 One particular batch of
Super Royal drawing paper watermarked 1794 / J WHAT-
MAN, made by Sfilliam Balston and the Hollingsworth
Brothers at Turkey Mill, Maidstone, Kent, was first used

by him in that year.38 He returned to using sheets from
this batch in the watercolour Sketch for Cockermouth
Castle, Cumberland of c.1,8253e and for Colour Study of
Heidelberg, executed in c.1841,a0 nearly 50 years after the

paper was made. What made him return to a particular
paper years after he first used it can only be guessed at, but
the rich, glowing light is reminiscent of some of his exper-

iments in the 1790s, when he was using large sheets of
1794-Whatman paper to explore the effect of glowing
light possible in back-painting, as seen in some of his views

of Norham Castle and other works.al There are other
examples of Turner returning to a paper many years laterl
the recent Turner exhibition at the British Museum
showed the luminous Lucerne by Midnight of 1843, in
which Turner returned to the same batch of thin writing
paper watermarked / WHATMAN / 1816 which he had

used (prepared with a grey wash) for many of the series of
51. Views of the Rhine of 1,81,7. Many of these views were

in the exhibition as well. includinq some on the

same paper.a2

One must be wary of assuming that all the different
examples of the papers watermarked 1794 / J WHATMAN
are the same. Papers were being made for many purposes

and each different use had its own sheet size and weights,

even if the papers were given the same name. As the list in
table 1 shows, a Demy Printing is a different-sized sheet

from a Demy Drawing. In Turner's case, 23 different
1794 / JWHATMAN papers have been identified in the

bequest, some of which are found in three different fin-
ishes and all in different weiehts. It should be noted that in

BOWER

Fig, 8 Two examples of a 1794 / J WHATMAN watermark from the
same batch of paper but used by J.M.W. Turner 20 and 47 years

respectively after he purchased the batch of paper.

many instances only parts of these sheets can be found in
the bequest.

The sizes in the table are the nominal sizes - there was

often considerable variation in size between different
batches made on the same moulds. Changes in the furnish
used, degree of beating, weight of sheet and seasonal dif-
ferences in relative humidity and temperature could all
affect drying times and the shrinkage in the sheet as it
dried, leading to variations in the size ofthe finished paper.

The basic 1794 / J WHATMAN watermark followed
standard positions in the sheet for laid and wove, but the

scale of the lettering varied depending on the size of the

sheet; bigger sheets generally had bigger watermarks. The

marks were handmade and thus vary slightly from one to
another. Turkey Mill used double moulds for the smaller

sizes of sheets, giving nvo subtly different marks on each

mould in the pair. Some of the Post, Large Post and

Foolscap sheets were watermarked twice in each sheet,

giving four marks on each mould and eight to the pair.

It should also be remembered that rhe 1794/ I WHAT-
MAN watermark, like many other British watermarks
during this period, was actually in use for many years.

After the introduction in April 7794 of a statutory
requirement to include the year date in the watermark of
papers to be used for particular purposes, most English

paper was dated in the watermark.a3 However, most

papermakers, at least at first, changed the dates on their
moulds only irregularly, when a particular mould needed

replacing. The reason for this requirement was that
papermakers could claim a drawback on the exclse

duties payable for certain printed books, notably

. paper used for certain scholarly books printed by the

universities of Oxford, Cambridge and Edinburgh;
. paper used for bibles, prayer books and works of

devotion printed by the universities and the King's
prlnters;

. paper used for certain government publications
printed by the King's printers;

LOOKING AT PAPER: EVIDENCE & INTERPRETATION 11
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. paper used for any printed books that were

exported (bound ruled account books were
included under this heading).

Although the act's provisions relate specrfically to
printed paper, some of the moulds used, for instance, in

Printing Demy could also be used for Drawing Demy.

These sheets are often described as having different sizes;

some of that drfference in srze comes from differences in
weight and beating, which led to different amounts of
shrinkage in the drying sheets even when made on the

same mould. Each pair of moulds of a particular size had

different amounts of use dependrng upon the amount of
paper of that particular size that needed to be made.

Consequently, those moulds whrch saw much less use did
not need replacing until much later than did those

moulds ln more regular use. In the case of the moulds
used by Balston and the Hollingsworths at Turkey Mill
which carned the J. Whatman name, the next known
date is 1795, in some laid writing papers, but 1797 in
some wove papers. Other \Whatman wove papers, how-
ever, do not appear with a new date until 1801 or, in the

case of Double Elephant, 1804. The next date usually

found rn Whatman wove papers rs 1808.aa The act was

repealed in 1811, but by that date most English makers

were in the habit of changing the dates on their moulds
quite regularly.as Stevenson and others have suggested

very short lives for individual watermarks on particular
moulds, but most of this research has concentrated on

much earlier papers. By the end ofthe eighteenth century,

mould construction, particularly in England, had become

a very sophisticated craft, and better construction (in

particular the corner joints and the strengthening of
some areas of the mould frame and deckle) led to much
longer periods of usage.+e I know from my own expen-

ence as a papermaker that moulds can last for years, even

under fairly constant use.
'Western European papermakers have always used

and appropriated each other's marks. This sometimes

occurred through the subcontracting of particular
orders, where the moulds themselves would be lent to
another mill, for example, in the late nineteenth century
when J. Green & Son made some ''Whatman' papers for
the Balstons.aT But on other occasions makers stole

another maker's mark because that mark had come to
signify quality.48 A very complex area of investrgation,

and one that is partrcularly relevant in the work of sev-

eral nineteenth-century artists, is the plethora of marks

in forged Whatman paper made on the continent in the

first half of the nineteenth century. During his travels

searchrng for watermarks, the late E.G. Loeber realized

from the different shapes in the leners and other details

that some of the papers with \Thatman watermarks were

not made by W.R. Balston at Springfield Mill, Maidstone,
but were manufactured on the continent with forged

marks.4e All the forgenes found so far are in wove rather
than laid papers. Loeber's collection of forged'Whatman
marks all appear to be from documents found on the

continent, but other examples of these continental
'Whatman' papers have been found in England.

Atlas drawing 26x34

Colombrer drawrng 23.5 x 34.5

Demy qrawrng 15.5x21

Demy pnnting 17.5 x 22.5

DoubleElephant pnntrng 27 x40

Double Elephant drawrng 26.75 x 40.25

Double Medium writing 23 x36

Foolscap lard and wove '13.5 x 1 7

Foolscap drawrng | 5.1) x Io.)

lmpenal 22x30

lmpenal drawing laid and wove 22x3O.5

printrng lard and wove 22x30

Large Post writrng lald and wove 16.5x2'l

wnung 18x23

orawrn9 17.5 x22

Royal writrng lard and wove 20 x25

Royal drawing 19 x24

Royal pnnflng 19.5 x2425

Small lmperial orawrng 21.5 x 28.5

Super Royal orawrng 19.5 x 27 .25

Thrn Post writrng lard and wove I5.25 ^ 19.5

Thrck Post taro ano wove t5_/5 x t9-5

Table I Papers watermarked 1794 /J WHATMAN found in the
Bequest.

Three sketchbooks used by J.M.\f. Turner, all bought in
Austria on his way to Venice in August 1840, contain a

J'Whatman mark but are not genuine Whatman paper.so

These fake Whatman papers were produced rn

France, Germany and Austria during the early part of the

nineteenth century. The reasons for its production varied
in drfferent countries. In France, for example, it was

essentially a question of cashing in on the name and rep-

utatlon of Whatman,5l whereas in Austria such 'foreign'
papers were deliberately manufactured 'in order to ren-

der the Country independent of the seemingly indispen-

sable foreign rypes and qualities.'sz

Eineder describes the beginnings of this tradition rn
the Italian possesslons of the Austro-Hungarian Empire,

with the forgery of the watermarks of the celebrated

Dutch papermakers Dirk and Cornehs Blauw by
Valentine Galvani of Pordenone rn the 1760s.53 Qurte
large amounts of Dutch paper, from the Blauws, Cornehs

and Jan Honig, Jacob Honig and Zoon, Pieter de Vries,

Piet van der Ley, and Jan Kool were available in Italy
throughout much of the eighteenth century, and exam-

ples of these papers have been found not only in the work
of many British artists who travelled and worked rn
Italy, including Joseph \Tright of Derby (1734-971,

John Downman (1,750-1,824), !filliam Pars (1742-82\,
and Francis Towne (1739-18161, but also in the work-
ing drawings of architects and goldsmiths such as the

Valadrer family, who worked in Rome from 1695 to
1839.54 Subtle differences within many of the supposed

Dutch marks suggest that several of them were probably

Designed Use Type Dimensions (in.)

Antrq ua na n orawrng 31 x53
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Fig.9 Examples of genuine and forged Whatman watermarks,

Watermark 1 : TURKEY MILLS / J WHATMAN/ 1817

Genuine mark from the Hollingworth Brothers at Turkey Mill, Maidstone, Kent, After I 807 both Balston and the Hollingworths had the right to the
Whatman name. The Hollingworths distinguished their product by the addition of TURKEY MILLS or, usually, TURKEY MILL, to the watermark. The

JWHATMANismoreoftenfoundaboveTURKEYMILLthanintheformseenhere.Thereissomedoubtastowhetherthisformwaseverforged, Source:

Loeber KLH 5A/Fl 6595, document dated 1818.

Watermark 2: J WHATMAN / 1832

Genuine mark from William Balston at Springfield Mill, Maidstone, Kent.This letterform style is typical of Ealston's produ<tion from about 1810 and

throughout the rest of the century. The same basi< form is found in many different sizes depending on the actual sheet size of the paper. Source:

Loeber DLA 132lFO 2339lFl 7849, do(ument dated I 837, Paris.

Watermark 3: l812 / J WHATMAN

The position of the date above the name and the thinner style of lettering seen here suggest that the layout and style were copied from genuine
Whatman marks dating from the I 790s. By 1812 the lettering and date layout would have been similar to Watermark 2. Source: Loeber 23 KBH342lFl
1 0057, undated document, Giittingen.

Watermark4: JWHATMAN

Most of the letters in this mark are wrong. The dropped crossbars in the As are similar to those seen in other forged Whatman maiks (see Balston,
plates16.2andl6.5).ThisstyleofdroppedcrossbarismorecommonlyfoundinGermanwatermarksthaninEnglish. Source:Loeber23KBH305/Fl
I 0035, document dated 1 829, Hannover.

Watermark 5: J.WHATMAN

The full stop between the J and the W never appears in genuine Whatman marks. The wires crossing in the centre of the W are also something that
was not being done in genuine Whatman ma.ks after the I 790s. Source: Loeber 23 KBH 2926lFl I 0038, document dated I 832-36, G6ttingen,

Watermark6: JWHATMAN.

The fulf stop after WHATMAN is also something that was not done at Maidstone. Another feature not seen in genuine mark is the doubling of the
wiresinpartsoftheletters. Source:LoeberDLA?IO|FO2397lFl7873,documentdatedl838,Amsterdam.

WatermarkT: JWHATMAN

The crude letterforms, particularly the W, are very similar in style to marks ftom Roedter and Gossler, who each operated a small mill at Neustadt and

Frankeneck in the Rhineland. Source: Loeber DLA 1'A|FO 2421 lF | 7853, document dated 1 839, Naples.

WatermaikS: JWHATMAN

This would normally pass as a Whatman mark except for the crossed wires in the (enter of the t/y.lt is similar to, but not the same as, the Austrian fakes

used byTurner,which haveafull stopaftertheJ. Source:LoeberDLA171lFO2453lFl T36l,documentdated 1840,Dresden.
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produced by Galvani rather than the Dutch maker whose

name is in the watermark.
Austrian manufacture of such papers was based at

three mills. Gabriel Ettel ran the Pelsdorf Mill on the

Elbe, Bohemia, which in 1817 was producing the finest

'foreign'papers and 'Whatman'wove.55 The Enel family
also operated the Hohenelbe Mill on the same river.

Gabriel Ettel ran the mills from'1786 untrl 1830, when
he was succeeded by Johann Gabriel Ettel. At this date

the mills employed 80 people producing 1,150 bales

(11,500 reams) annually. Peter 'Weiss produced fake
'Whatman 

at the Scurelle Mill, Val Sugana in the Torrente
Maso, Southern Tyrol, from 1825 onwards. The busrness

transferred from father to son (the same name) in the

1830s and continued to be operated by the !(eiss family
until 1917.s6 The third mill was the Klein Neusiedl mill
on the river Fischa in lower Austria.

ln 1.793, I. Th. von Pachner had founded the largest

handmade paper factory in Austria that was devoted to
making 'foreign' papers.s7 From 1.815 onwards von
Pachner was producing banknote, security and other
papers which his contemporaries thought were in no way
inferior to the famous English Whatman papers. This
may well have been the case then, but time has not dealt

kindly with some of the Austnan Whatman forgeries,

many of which are now somewhat yellowed and brittle.
Pachner died in 1814, to be succeeded by his son Anton,
who worked the mill until 1837, when it was bought up

by Georg Borkenstein. By 1840 the mill operated four
vats and three machines and employed about 380 people,

including rag pickers.

The detection of these forgeries is not just a question

of the watermarks (fig. 9), it also involves examlnation of
the fibres, sizing and finishing techniques used, as well as

the actual paper sizes found. Some of the continental for-
geries are continental sizes rather than English ones. It
must be said that none of the Austrian 'Whatman' papers

that I have seen could, in their present state, be mistaken
for the genuine article. The weave textures of the felts are

generally more regularly marked than in $Thatman paper

and, where the sheets have been hot-pressed, the felt
weave is still very visible despite the glazing. In transmit-
ted light a curious, regular criss-cross pattern of different
densities of pulp is very apparent. Also, they are usually a

deep cream to Lght buff colour, quite unlike any of the

white or toned papers from Balston or the Hollingsworths,
although, judging by the comments above, they may well
have looked better when thev were first made..t8
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Invoking the Past:.f ohn Taylor Arms'

DEBORAH CARTON AND M. BRIGITTE YEH

Use of Antique Papers

Abstract
John Taylor Arms (1887-1953), foremost among American

etchers of the early twentieth century was a consummate

craftsman known for his meticulous rendering of architec-
tural subjects. Functioning within a traditional set of stan-

dards that stressed the importance of materials and

technical accomplishment, Arms favoured printing on

antique as well as handmade papers.

The artistic environment that fostered this use of antique
papers is explored. Among his influences, that of the
American expatriate James McNeill Whistler (1834-1903)

was paramount - evidenced not only by his choice of sub-
ject matter and medium, but also by his partiality for papers

of antique origin. In this manner Arms hoped to perpetuate

the Whistlerian tradition as it was transmitted to him

through the other pre-eminent architectural etcher, Joseph

Pennell (1859-1926), his colleagues and followers.

During his lifetime, John Taylor Arms produced approxi-

mately zl40 prints, most of which were etchings and aqua-

tints.The two most complete collections of his work reside in

the New York Public Library and the Library of Congress.

These collections are surveyed in order to determine the
extent to which he used antique papers as well as to identify
their select types. Complemented by the study of his publi-
cationt correspondence, and personal library, the survey

reveals the artist's motivations and working methods.

Introduction

John Taylor Arms (1887-1953), foremost among archi-
tectural etchers in Amenca during the first half of this
century, hved and worked in a time that witnessed the
genesls of Fauvism, Expressionism and Cubism rn the art
world. Despite these modernist trends, Arms managed to
marntain an artistic vision that was distinctrve in looking
to the past for inspiration. For this reason, he has been

referred to as a 'modern medraevalist.'l As evrdence of
this designation, one may observe how hrs application of
the 'antique' idiom may be found in his choice of antique

subjects, hrs fidelrry to traditional techniques and his use

of old papers. For sub;ect matter, he favoured images of
old European street scenes, architectural details of old
burldings and Gothic cathedrals in particular. Regarding

technique, he was a consummate craftsman who adhered

strictly to tradrtional prrntmaking methods and materi-
als. In accordance wlth his sense of craftsmanship, Arms
assigned great rmportance to the qualiry of the materials

he used. Lastly, Arms relied heavily on the legacy of
artists who shared hrs antrquarian view, most notable
among them James McNerll l7histler (1834-1903) and

Charles Meryon (182L-68). Through the inspiration of
'Whrstler and Meryon and the generation of American
pnntmakers after them, Arms developed his love for
antique papers.

The investrgation into Arms' use of antrque papers

was occasroned when several of his etchings from the

Sylvan Cole Gallery came to New York Universiry's Con-
servation Center for treatment. Through observations of
the watermarks and laid/chain line characteristics, it
became obvious that the papers selected by Arms were

not contemporary to hrs trme. In hght of the recent stud-

ies on \Whistler's use of antique papers, it was hypothe-
sized that Arms represents the continuation of the

Whistlerian tradition in America. In an effort to avord

repeating the scholarshrp already published on !(histler's
antique papers,2 thrs paper wrll focus on the manner

through which the antique vrsion was transmitted to and

adopted by later graphic artists, including Arms, rn

America. Through the study of the extensive holdings of
Arms' prints rn the New York Public Library and the

Library of Congress, light may be shed on the rationale,
extent and systematic pattern in Arms' use of the
'antique' as paradrgm. At the same time, by identifying
artistic trends of early fwentieth-century America that led

to such use, thls paper alerts the art historian and conser-

vator to the circle of American artists who may have used

antique papers in their work.

Artist's biography

John Taylor Arms' emphasis on architectural subjects

derived from his studres at Princeton University and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he majored
in architecture. After graduatingin 1912, he practised as

an archrtect for several years at the firm of Carrdre and
Hastings and later as a partner in the firm of Clark and
Arms. In 1913, Dorothy, his wife and collaborator, intro-
duced him to etching as a hobby with a Christmas gift of
a small etching kit. This modest grft eventually led to a

38-year career as an etcher, during which time Arms pro-
duced in excess of 440 images at his pnncrpal studio rn

Fairfield, Connecticut, garnerlng numerous awards,
rncluding gold medals from the Amencan Art Dealers

Association (19341, the Paris International Exposition
(19371 and the American Institute of Architects (L945).

Among his many honours, Arms was inducted into the
French Legron of Honour as Chevalier in 1933 and as

Officer in 1951, and was elected to the American
Academy of Arts and Letters in 1947.1

Aside from his artrstic accomplishments, Arms
received much recognition during hrs lifetime as a

spokesperson, activlst, educator and leader rn the field of
graphic arts. He served as presrdent of the Society of
American Etchers for more than 30 years, and was both
the founder and president of the American Natronal
Committee on Engraving. Arms also juried rnnumerable

exhibitions both domestically and abroad. From 1937 to
1953 he served on the frrst Pennell Fund Commimee.
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named in memory of the etcher Joseph Pennell, that was
responsible for purchasing prints for the permanent col-
lection of the Library of Congress. In addition to these

activities, he also found time to conduct more than 150
public demonstrations on etching throughout the coun-
try. To a large extent, Arms may be credited with revital-
izing the art of etching in America.

Of the approximately 440 images he produced, over
420 were etchings. Only eight lithographs were made dur-
ing time spent working with Bolton Brown (1865-1936)
early in Arms' career, around 1.92!.ln his initial endeav-

ours, Arms also experimented with aquatinting in order to
produce fields of tonaliry but abandoned the medium in
favour of pure etching, since aquatinting did not prove to
be fine enough for the artist. This quest for detail leads to
a discussion of one of John Taylor Arms' most outsrand-
ing traits: his absolute meticulousness. He was exceed-

ingly detailed in nearly every aspect of his work, from the
selection of his materials to the execution of his designs.

As an example, his preliminary drawings on tracing paper,

which were used to transfer the outline of an image onto
a grounded plate, are exceptionally specific. His etched

lines even record the grain of wooden doors and the sur-
face texture of cut stone, as may easily be seen in close-ups

of his print Study in Stone (79 33) (fig. 1 ). Emphasizing his
virtuoso skill, his work on miniature etchings is consistent
with his penchant for the minute, as shown by Notre
Dame tbe Tiny (1,935\, which is barely larger than a

postage stamp. Not infrequently he resorted to using the
finest sewing needles to achieve the delicately etched lines
he desired. His ability to see in such detail was considered
so unusual that his vision was studied by scientrsts ar

Johns Hopkins University.a Another illustration of Arms'
meticulous nature is his day-to-day discipline. On aver-
age, he spent 18 hours a day working on printmaking. He
also kept careful records of the hours that he spent work-
ing on a particular plate. In one extreme case, he logged
2,172hours to produce Spanish Profile, Palencia (1950).5

Art historical context
It is important to realize that John Taylor Arms was not
unique in some of the above-mentioned traits. Rather,
Arms was operating within the context of what has

been called the Realist movemenr. Proponents of this
American movement advocated a type of 'naked eye

realism' characterized as exhibiting carefully controlled
compositions, a pristine technical mastery and the
influence of James McNeill '!7histler.6

All of these traits more than readily apply to John
Taylor Arms. Through his use of architecture as subiect
matter, Arms maintained carefully controlled composi-
tions. Perhaps not by coincidence, many of the Realist
artists had previously been trained as architects, applying
their skill as draughtsmen and knowledge of European
architecture to their graphic art.

It has been well established that Arms took \(histler
to be one of his principal influences. Arms admired
'Whistler's work for its 'loving attention to detail and
textural qualitn beautiful drawing and remarkable
blending of strength and delicacy.'7 Arms' early works

Fig. 1 Detaif of Study in Stone, Cathedral of Orense (1933\. No.8 of the
Soanish Churches series.

assumed the characteristic vignetted presentation and
technical fluency of his predecessor. A comparison of one
of Arms' early prints, Ancient Gables, The Twins (1922),

with \Thistler's Wych Street sufficiently proves this point
(figs. 2,3). As further evidence of his admirarion, Arms'
personal art collection, which was donated to 'Wooster

College in Ohio, contains eight prints by \Thistler thar he
purchased. Arms therefore did not work in isolation, but
rather was part of a movement - a movement shad-

owed by the legacy of Whistler.

The Antiquarian movement in America
Artists who belonged to the Realist movement also con-
veniently overlapped with the Antiquarian movement,
which was already part of the art scene in America. The
Antiquarianists frequently borrowed their subjects from
'old European heritage.' Through his many trips abroad,
Arms and others like him made the Grand Tour of
Europe a pilgrimage, seeking to caprure what he called
the 'Gothic spirit' in architecture. Carl Zigrosser of the
Philadelphia Museum of Art once observed that Arms
approached his subject 'with a sense of worship, with
medieval nostalgia.'8 In his quest for this spirit, Arms
consistently returned to certain architectural themes,

which he organized into designated series, including
French Churches, Spanish Churches, English Themes,
Gables, Gargoyles, Italian Scenes and Princeton
University.

Naturally, Antiquarianists also professed to borrow
from past styles. In a letter to his mentor, the printer
Eugene Higgins, Arms affirmed his dependence upon
antique antecedents: 'The work of Rembrandt, of course,
and of Diirer and Meryon, some of 'Whistler's, Millet, and
among the lesser Masters Jacque, Lalanne, Appian, Brac-
quemond, Samuel Palmer, Legros, Lepere - these are my
gods of etching ...'s The manner in which Arms appro-
priated his predecessors' artistic notions becomes appar-
ent when directly comparing his works. For example, his
Le Penseur de Notre Dame (1923) is the identical subject
etched by both Charles Meryon and Joseph Pennell, and
may be considered as homage to them.

The obsessive craftsmanship that characterized the
Realist movement was shared by the Antiquarianists as

well. Looking back to mediaeval times, they reacted
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against products of the Industrial Revolution by taking
immense pride in creating arrworks with quality hand-
made materials. For instance, dissatisfied with products
in the marketplace, artists returned to grinding their own
inks. Of commercial inks, Arms states, 'I have never

found really fine etching ink already prepared and put up
in cans or tubes.'10 Arms also recognized the importance
of paper in printmaking and was selective in his use of
modern papers, working exclusively with the finest-qual-
ity handmade papers. 'The English'Whatman and Head
papers are among the best of those made today. About
50% linen and 50% cotton rag make an excellent print-
ing paper. The linen gives durability, the cotton recep-

tiveness.'11 Among the modern papers gleaned by Arms
in England, France, Italy and the U.S., as listed by

Fletcher in his catalogue raisonn6, were Maidstone,
Whatman, Head, Charles I, David Strang, Dard Hunter,
Yeddokami, Praga, Arnold, Van Gelder, Rives, Arches,

Japan, Barcelona, O'WP & ACL, England, Bond No. 2,
1919, B.S., Michalett, Ingres, Shogun and Chine.r2 Those
in boldfaced type were identified by their watermarks in
the collections of the New York Public Library and the
Library of Congress.

As another indication of his insistence on quality,
Arms learned to make his own paper with Dard Hunter
at Lyme Rock, Connecticut, berween 1928 and L931..13

He produced a greenish-blue ARMS handmade paper, on
which he printed his impression Palazzo dell'Angelo
(1931).

As a member of the Antiquarian movement, Arms had
a devotion to paper that went beyond a search for qualiry
among contemporary paper mills, even beyond his
attempts to make paper himself. Arms joined many of his

colleagues in a hunt for old papers. Of paper Arms said,

'old paper is very beautiful to print on .. . because the "size"
has worn off and the paper has assumed, in time, a tone
which cannot be obtained by staining modern paper.'14

Arms was far from unique in his attitude towards old
paper. Particularly informative with regard to the
Antiquarianists' interest in old paper are etchers' manuals
published in Britain and the U.S. in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. A review of 10 manualsls

found each author referring to common use of antique
papers. The young Arms was undoubtedly familiar with
these turn-of-the-century treatises, since nearly all were
found among the books in his personal library, which was
given upon his death to Bryn Mawr College. In his 1925
guide Tbe Art of Etching, E.S. Lumsden describes con-
temporary sentlments:

Till the nineteenth century - about 1820 - when the

adulteration which ended in making cheap paper by
machinery began, a good quality article could be had
for the ordering. Now it is a very different matter, as

very few firms make really reliable paper at all, and

still fewer make one which combines those qualities
necessary for the printing from an intaglio plate. This
regrettable state of affairs - simply a matter of sup-
piy and demand - has caused artists to fall back
upon the use of old paper.16

Fig, 2 Ancient Gobles, The Twins (1922).

Fig.3 Wych Street (undated) by James McNeill Whistler.
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In the early years of scavenging oid paper, an empha-

sis was placed on the quality and warm tone of aged

papers, along with the breakdown of the sizing agent,

which made the paper more receptive to the ink during
printing. Eventually, however, the authors of these etch-

ing manuals came to the realization, as did Arms, that
quality, modern, handmade paper could indeed be

found. Arms admitted that 'Paper of equal or even better

quality was being made.'17 Thus, artists continued to
seek out old papers for primarily aesthetic reasons.

Joseph Pennell, well-known as Whistler's most ardent

admirer and follower, pronounced in his 1919 book
Etchers and Etching:

Paper is as important as any other factor in the mak-
ing of an etching. The only good paper on which etch-

ing can be really properly printed tnust be one

hundred years old. Doubtless a little of the paper

being made today is good - or will be good for print-
ing in a hundred years. But the paper which has lasted

for a hundred years is good, though not all of it. The

tone of time, if the paper itself is good, is everything. I8

Through John Taylor Arms' writings and correspon-

dence, one learns that Arms closely associated himself

with Pennell and the cult of using antique papers. Thus

one can easily trace the lineage of using old papers from
'Whistler, to Pennell and his contemporaries, and then

to Arms.

The Collections
Arms' use of antique papers began with his earliest etch-

ings, A Gable in tbe Grande Rue, Lisieux (1916) and

Out of My Window (1916), and continued throughout
his careeq ending with Abbaye de Saint-Paul-au-Bois
(19521.In order to determine the extent to which Arms
used antique paper, as well as to identify their types, two
of the most complete collections of his work were sur-

veyed, those in the New York Public Library (NYPL) and

the Library of Congress (LC).

Arms had established as many as 30 private collec-

tions of prints for his family and friends. Table 1 lists

those of primary importance. Collections A through D as

designated by Arms were to include one proof of the

published state of each plate. Collection E, the 'artist's

own proof,' now in the NYPL, was established by the

artist as a 'total collection containing at least one exam-

ple of every print in every stage,' regardless of whether it
was published. The artist pulled each of these prints him-

Collection DesignatedRecipient Present Location

Dorothy Noyes Arms Library of Congress

Margery Arms Roberts private collection of
Lewis and John Roberts

.John Taylor Arms lll private collection of
Penelope Arms

Henry Noyes Arms private collection

John Taylor Arms New York Public Library

Table 'l Major Collections of Arms Prints

20

Fig. 4 Detail showing pronounced texture from drying felts in

antique papers.
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Fig,5 Via Facchini,Piso ('1927).. No. 1 1 of the ltalian series.

self, generally making notes in the margins on the success

of each impression.le

Although the artist's intention with regard to these

collections was to create complete sets of his prints, upon
his death the terms of his will were not carried out, and

as a result all of the collections were partially dismantled

or intermingled. For example, several 'artist's proof '

prints intended for the NYPLs collection are instead

found in the LC. To date no complete collection exrsts.

The one in the LC is the most complete, lacking only
12 impressions, whereas the NYPL collection contalns

191 images. As two of the most complete collections of

John Taylor Arms prints in public institutions, these were

selected as the focus of thrs survev.

ldentifying antique papers
For the purposes of this survey, the authors have chosen
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to define antique simply as papers manufactured before

the time of the artist. The term old papers is defined in the

same way and is used interchangeably with antique
papers. Several distinctive characteristics have made the

identification of antique papers quite reiiable, as has been

brought to light by the recent writings on '$Thistler by

Martha Smith and Harriet Stratis.2o In transmitted light,
pre-industrial handmade paper has an accumulation of
pulp beside the chain lines where the wooden ribs attach

the chain lines to the mould, producing a pattern called

antique laid. Uneven chain-line intervals, idiosyncratic to
handmade moulds, as well as fibrous inclusions, fibre
bundles and uneven pulp dispersion resulting from
incomplete separation and beating of rags, customarily
distinguish handmade papers. Moreover, characteristics

visible under low magnification include colour imperfec-

tions which also result from incomplete separation of rags

prior to beating. A final feature is the distinctive surface

texture of fibre impressions retained from the drying felts

used in pressing and drying the sheets (fig. al.
In addition to the characteristics produced during the

original formation of the paper sheets, antique papers

may often be identified by evidence of ageing and usage.

For example, a patina of a warm tone may develop over

a period of ageing. Staining, mildeq foxing, creases, dis-

colouration, insect holes, dirt and wear may also provide
a sense of the age of a sheet of paper. FinallS evidence of
earlier usage may aid in the identification of antique

papers. Most often, old papers collected by Arms and

others may be identified as flyleaves or blank book pages

removed from account books, scrapbooks or ledgers.

Frequently ink stamps or pen-and-ink inscriptions of
page numbers and ledger headings appear in the margins

of a print, as in figure 5. Often three sides of the sheet are

trimmed and bear traces of edge colouring or gilding
from the original text-block decoration. Discolouration
characteristic of atmospheric acid migration into the text
block may be evident on these same three edges but
absent on the fourth, indicating that a particular sheet

was formerly bound in a book. Similarly sewing holes

are often found along the fourth, uneven and untrimmed
edge, attesting to the sheet's earlier function as part of a

book (fig. 6).

Survey of the collections
Using these characteristics as a basis, a survey of the col-
lections in the LC and the NYPL showed that Arms
employed antique paper in 107 o( a total of 656 prints
(see Table 2).

These statistics, together with an entry from the John
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Fig.6 Sewing holes visible on torn edge of A Gable in the Grande Rue,

Lisieux (19'16).

Taylor Arms manuscript materials in Bryn Mawr College

Library, indicate that Arms reserved the use of antique

papers for only a relatively small percentage of impres-

sions within larger editions. The entry refers to an edition
of 100 proofs that were consigned to Kennedy and

Company by the artist:

December 19 1935

Venetian Mirror 59 lproofsl
of which 45 are on modern'Whatman paper

8 are on modern Head paper

6 are on old paper

This completes the edition of 100 proofs consigned to
Kennedy & Co. 2r

It is also interesting to note that each proof was priced

at $24, regardless of whether it was printed on old or
modern paper.

Thus Arms seems to have limited the number of
impressions per edition that he pulled on antique paper.

Most notably, this survey showed that the printmaker

:l:!a,i:rttitSlx*}!1*1i'91l!.*:ri:ilia!it'r,:rl,

cm

Collection lmpressions
in the Collection

Antique Paper

Total lmpressions

on Antique Paper

lmpressrons on

Blue Antique Paper

lmpressions

with Watermarks

New York Public Library 21

Library of Congress 447 27l962

Table 2 Survey Data

656
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Chnstmas Card 31

lmpressions lmpressions
in the Series on Antique Paper

uted to the influence of Meryon, who 'was one of the

first - if not the first - to make use of variously tinted
papers to aid the impression he wished to convey in any

particular plate; and hrs practice has been followed by
most of the moderns.'2a

In selecting papers on which to pull a particular
impression, Arms seems to have relied mainly on trial
proofs to establish his preference:

May 1.0, 1.952

... Jobs until noon - finished second (final?) state

black and white, Tr6b [the print entitled Black and
'White,Tr|briuan],this 

afternoon. I will send to CSW

[Charles S. $7hite, employed as printer by Arms,
1931-53] monday for few proofs on white paper to
see if need aqua[-coloured paper].25

His mention of aqua-coloured paper refers to Arms'gen-
eral predilection for blue papers, whrch ranged from a

subtle, blued white to a vibrant blue-green that he

labelled aqua. The NYPL and LC collections each con-

tain t9 prints on antique blue papers, comprising 40%
and, 3t"/o respectively of the antique papers that he

employed. Again, one might look to Meryon as the stim-
ulus for this interest in blue-green papers, as he was

known to have exploited blue papers for his sombre

architectural images, printed in strongly bitten lines.26

Acquisition of antique papers
Entries from Arms' diaries indicate that he had estab-

lished a cache of papers from which he could draw when
desrred. As described in the manuals of the period, artists

ransacked old rag shops and second-hand book shops

looking for blank pages during their periodic excursions

to Europe. However, as early as 1895 there were signs

that the supply of old papers, particularly old Dutch
handmade papers, was disappeartng.2T By 1923, Hub-
bard writes that 'the stores of old paper have been rifled
long ago, and it is rarely that one can obtain even a few
fly-leaves in good condition. These precious sheets are

kept for a few special prints; but for ordinary purposes it
is necessary to use new paper.'28 It was not only hoard-
ing by artists that contributed to the depletion of the

antique paper supply. The First World '$Var, as Pennell

mournfully notes, depleted many of these resources by
necessitating both the shutdown of paper mills and the

repulping of old paper:

Gone forever are the mills along the little streams of
north Italy, and the little streams of Philadelphra.

gone is the old paper of France and Germany and

Belgium, gone for war work - gone to end a war that
need never have cursed the world (Jan. 1, t9t9).2e

Lumsden supports this when he writes that'the stock of
good, old paper - especially since the re-pulping of
much during the war - is fast disappearing.':o

Desprte its increasing scarciry Arms continued to
acquire antique paper. Among the materials from the

Arms librarn now in the Bryn Mawr College Library is

NYPL

1

ta

5

Enghsh Themes l5

French Churches 21

Gargoyles

Italran Scenes

Pnnceton University

Spanrsh Churches

Not rn a series

Table 3 Antique Paper Use According to Series

was also discriminating in the subject matter that he

chose to depict on his antique stock (Table 3). Arms gen-

erally matched old paper with historic European archi-
tectural images. In other words, he deemed the 'antique
aesthetic' to be well suited to the subject. Conversely, his

modern subjects, such as the images of New York City
and those from the U.S. Navy Ship series appear almost
exclusively on modern papers.

Arms'selection of antique papers
Scattered references from Arms' diaries serve as an rndi-
cation of how particular he was in choosing his paper:

May 24, 1.934

Up early and inspected and signed trial proofs of

[Valley of the] Savery and [Principal Portal of the

Church of San Pablol Valladolid from Strang. Then
spent the day picking out old paper for these rwo
plates.22

His mention of Strang above refers to another printer,
David Strang, whom Arms employed from t936 to
1950. The diary entries show that, although Arms most
often did not print his own plates, he nevertheless was

scrupulous in designating on which papers they were to
be printed. Once Arms was content with a trial impres-

sion, he selected papers and prepared them for shipment
to the prlnters.

Arms was also rnterested in exploring the aesthetrc

potential of paper in printmakrng. Subtle variations were

achieved by printing different impressions from a single

plate on a variefy of paper colours, such as blue, cream

and ivory - all examples purposefully included in his

collection. In one instance, Arms seemed to have had a

particular appearance in mind when he made the artist's

proof for West 42nd Street (1920) in the LC collection. In
this unique case, the paper has been toned with an even

tan wash, recto only, to produce the desired aesthetic.

Arms' experimentation with the effects of paper tone

and colour may have been inspired by Whistler's use of
subtle variations in his printing papers.23 Arms' use of
coloured papers for more dramatic effects may be attrib-

14

12

l5

25'l
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an old address book, dating from around 1.928 to 1.936.

Under the heading O/P there is an entry entitled 'Old
paper,' listing the names and addresses of three Parisian

dealers:

Old paper

F. Marhias jeune

8 Rue Blanche, 8

Paris

Victor Riverre

55 Rue Bonapartie
Paris 6ro

Orvis, L.'W.

30 Rue Jacob, Paris

Old Paper

30 Rue Jacob:t

The etcher also collected old papers in America. The

oldest that Arms purchased was a 'Baptismal Register

Kirchen Ordnung,' from the Reformed Church,
Middletown, Dauphin Counry PA, 1708, from a book
shop in Philadelphia.:2 Arms may even have acquired

some of his papers from other artists. In his diaries he

mentions his desire to purchase a stock of old papers left
by Pennell upon his death.33

Regardless of the means through which Arms was

able to procure antique paper, he appears to have

amassed a sizeable collection. A portion of his stock of
unprinted old papers may have been distributed by his

wife to his fellow artists upon his death. The extent to
which this stock of papers, both contemporary and

antique, was distributed is uncertain. However, the John
Taylor Arms Collection of unprinted paper, numbering
in the thousands, made its way into the collections of the

Manuscripts Department of the Houghton Library,
Harvard Universiry shortly after his death.

Watermark data
The diversiry of the watermarks and countermarks in
Arms' prints suggests that Arms collected western

antique paper widely, without preference for a particular
date or manufacturer. No correlation was found berween

the date and place of manufacture of the paper and the

subject or origin of the print. The majority of the water-
marks on antique papers were documented both by rac-
ings and by beta radiography. Of the 45 antique papers

in the NYPL collection, roughly half, or 21, exhibit
watermarks. This frequency is consistent with the 27
watermarks that appear on the 62 antique papers in the

LC collection. The watermarks include well-known
motifs such as the Fleur-de-Lys, Pro Patria (Maid of Hol-
land), Strasbourg Bend and Lily, Posthorn, Grapes and

the Crown with GR below (fig. 7l.The countermarks of
J. Baffet Acariol, Ivermot, D'Angoumois, Ardon and
Lubertus van Gerrevink were also found.

The Arms Collection of antique laid papers in
Harvard's Houghton Library was the subject of a 1976

study34 in which 519 tracings of watermarks and

countermarks were recorded. Identification of the paper-
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Fig. 7 Beta radiograph of Pro Patria watermark from Old Rouen (1927),

maker, date and geographic location was made wherever
possible with the greatest possible accuracy. The results

of the survey demonstrate that Arms was eclectic in his

taste for papers, collecting western European and U.S.

papers from the fifteenth to the twentieth centuries,

including Italian (15th-17th), German (16th), French
(t7 th-1, 9 th), Spanish ( 1 8th ), Dutch (17 th-1 9 th), English
(18th-20th) and American (18th-20th). Among the

watermarks on old papers in the NYPL and LC collec-

tions, two could be matched with those in the Houghton
Library collection.

Conclusion

John Taylor Arms invoked the past in many ways:

through his preoccupation with old European architec-

tural monuments, his mediaeval manner of preparing his

own materials and, of course, his use of antique papers,

Arms was not alone in his veneration for things old,
nor in his appreciation of antique papers. Among
the generations of etchers succeeding 'lfhistler, the

Antiquarian movement thrived through the existence of
a well established circle of artist-printmakers who shared

a common vision. The late-nineteenth- and early-rwenti-
eth-century etchers listed in the Appendix were all pro-
ponents of this movement and were known to have been

in communication with one another. Those names

appearing in boldface are known to have used antique
papers during their careers, while the others are likely to
have used antique papers because of their close associa-

tion. Prior knowledge of the possible use of old paper is
relevant to the conservator and art historian alike, as it
introduces complex implications with regard to conser-

vation treatment and aesthetic interpretation. When

encountering arfworks such as those by John Taylor
Arms, the conservator must be aware that imperfections
in the paper may be inherent to their creation. Therefore,

stains, discolouration, foxing, sewing holes and so on are

sometimes best left untreated. Thus the conservator must
carefully consider the origins of the paper and analyse
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evrdence of its prior use before devising a conservation Notes
treatment plan. l. Arms, D.N. 1934. John Taylor Arms, modern medievalist.

Prrnt Collector's Quarterly 21(2): 12641.
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Artists rncluded in this hst are late-nrneteenth- and early-twentieth-century etchers associated wrth John Taylor Arms through hrs writrngs and art
historical scholarship. Names appearing in boldface are those artists known to have used antique papers; the others are likely to have used antique papers

because of therr close assocratron wrth one another

Table 4 Etchers Associated with the Use of Antique Papers
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History Revealed: Looking at Ferdinand Bauer's Floro Groeca

NANCY BELL

Abstract
When botanical artist Ferdinand Bauer (1760-1826) left
Oxford in 1786 with Professor of Botany John Sibthorp for a

botanicaltour of the Levantit is unlikelythat he had any indi-

cation that the approximately 500 sketches from his travels

wouf d produce the Flora Graeca, one of the greatest botani-

cal books of the eighteenth century. His tour with Sibthorp

lasted one year, and upon his return he finished artwork
from the sketches prepared in the field.The FloraGroecawas

eventually published in parts between I 806 and I 840.

The Plant Sciences Department, University of Oxford,

holds within its collection the preparatory sketches and fin-
ished art works for the Flora Graeca and archival materials

relating to Bauer and Sibthorp. During examination and

subsequent conservation treatment of the guardbook of
sketches, it became apparent that Bauer used five distinct
types of paper for his sketching project, and that the geo-

graphical origin of these papers coincided with known

stops on his tour. In looking at the sketches represented in

each paper type, correct geographical locations could
be assigned to the sketches, which helped to confirm the
chronology of the tour. Most of the paper was Dutch and

was produced by the Honig firm, although Bauer also used

a British paper watermarked LTaylor.

The story of Ferdrnand Bauer's most accomplished work,
the Flora Graeca, begins rn the erghteenth century, a

penod described by historians of ideas as an age of
cunosity. It was a century that witnessed a complete re-

ordering of social, economic, political and scientific insti-
tutions. The field of natural hrstory, and in particular
observational scrence, the drscipline in which this story rs

set, was no exception. Advances in design and the avarl-

ability of both the telescope and the microscope pro-
vided, particularly to the botanist, a means to measure,

observe, and quantify the natural world in a way that
was not possrble a century before. Technological innova-
tion allowed assumptions about the world to be chal-

lenged; the natural world was rediscovered by direct
observation through a lens. These developments enabled

what Foucault terms the 'description of the visible,' and

the seeing of the 'hitherto unsuspected.'r For the study of
botany there was one other landmark event of the mrd-

erghteenth century that needs mention. The development

of plant taxonomy, first by Tournefort and later by

Linnaeus, who used visual images to promote his ideas,

provided a language to the student of natural history on

which to hang the visible. The botanist could now order
and classify the influx of newly discovered plants from
around the world, and therefore make comparisons to a
degree that was not possible a century earlier.

The legacy of the eighteenth-century science of curios-

iry rs a matenal culture rich rn specrmens brought back

from expeditions: shells, flowers, bones and geological

specimens were assembled and grouped for comparison.
Equally interesting, but sadly now often dispersed into
larger library collections, are outstanding natural history

books produced in the eighteenth century to illustrate all
aspects of the natural world, particularly plants and ani-

mals. This is not to suggest that the tradition of picturing
plants in printed books and manuscripts was not well
established in the period before the mrd-eighteenth cen-

tury. Plants had for centuries been illustrated in medical

manuals and, of course, for general plant identification,
as well as for symbolic representation and pure aesthetic

delight in all forms of artistic expression. Begrnnrng rn

the seventeenth century and certainly by the eighteenth

century, however, there was a shift rn emphasis in the

purpose of botanical illustration. Many books produced

during this period were not iust beautiful; the principal

aim was to transmrt ideas and to communicate the

results of enquiry and analysis through visual images.

The text was integral to the work, but it was the image

that had to explain what was seen, wlth great precision

and accuracy. Generally speaking, these books were exe-

cuted by botanical illustrators, in contrast to those pro-
duced by aftists who were supplying a market hungry for
beautiful pictures of flowers, but which were not always

scientifically accurate. It is within this context that our
story ls set, in L784 - an age of cunosify and exploration.

The Department of Plant Sciences, Universiry of
Oxford, holds a large body of material relating to one of
the greatest botanical works ever produced, the Flora
Graeca, said even today to remain unrivalled for rts thor-
oughness and botanical accuracy. The collection includes

folded sheets of preparatory sketches, 966 finished

gouache drawings of images of the flora and fauna of the

Levant, 141 wash-and-rnk drawings of visited sites, the

herbarium specimens collected during the iourney, exten-

srve archrval materral, including the diaries of John
Sibthorp, and the final hand-coloured printed edition of
the Flora Graeca,

This paper, however, will focus on only one small part
of the collection: first, the papers Bauer used for the

preparatory sketches as illustrator for Professor John
Srbthorp during hrs expedrtron to Italn modern Turkey
and Greece, and second, Bauer's selection of paper for his

full-scale watercolours of the flora and fauna of Greece.

The aim is to demonstrate how physical analysrs of the
paper has informed our understandrng of Bauer's artistic
technique and his method of working.

The Preparatory sketches
The collection of preparatory sketches, some 150 sheets,

had been randomly assembled and bound in a guard-

book earlier this century. Over time the unevenness of
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the format had caused physical damage to the sheets,

particuiarly along the foredge. Consequently, a decision

was made to disbind the volume, which also provided an

opportunity to reassemble the drawings in a more logical
order. Once the sheets were separated, it became clear

that the sketches had been executed on seven distinct
rypes of paper, mostly folded sheets, although there were

a number of half-sheets without cognate leaves, thus

proving that many more sketches once existed but are

now lost. Closer examination suggested that the seven

papers seemed to have a distinct order (fig.1). Ultimately
the close study of these papers helped to establish more
confidently the chronology of Sibthorp's journey and to
confirm some hitherto uncertain information about the

plants.2 It was also a rare chance to study thoroughly a

fine collection of eighteenth-century papers.

Before continuing with the story of the Flora Graeca,

the two principal characters should be formally intro-
duced. The first is John Sibthorp, born in 1758. His fam-
ily was a prominent landed family of Lincolnshire. His
father was an eminent professor of botany, a path hrs son

followed after first taking up medical studies at
Edinburgh University. Sibthorp later returned to Oxford
to pursue his preferred interest, botany. There are several

significant events in Sibthorp's life that are related to the

story and that indeed made the Flora Graeca possible.

His mother died when he was 22 and left him an estate

that provided a comfortable income for a young man.

As the recipient of a Radcliffe Travelling Fellowship, he

received the sum of f,300 per annum for ten years, on the

condition that he travel abroad for at least five of those

years.3 After John completed his degree in Oxford, his

father retired from his position as Sherardian Professor

of Botany in 1784. Only a matter of months after his

father left his post, John Sibthorp became the third
Sherardian Professor of Botany.

In contrast to the wealthy, well-educated Sibthorp,
the second key character in the story is Ferdinand Bauer.

He and his brother Franz had already established them-

selves as accomplished botanical illustrators, having had

drawings published by the time they reached early ado-

lescence. Bauer was born in the small village of Felds-

burg, north of Vienna, since renamed Valtice and now
part of the Czech Republic. According to several pub-
lished biographical sources, his father was a court
painter to the reigning prince of Liechtenstein, although
he died when the children were very young. Ferdinand's

education was guided by his mother, who arranged for
the children to be tutored in drawing. It is said that they
spent their youth copying their father's work on canvas

and, in particular, copying birds and animals. Ferdinand

was also taught to paint in miniature by Father Norbert
Baccius.a In 1780 the Bauer brothers moved to Vienna,

where they were employed by Father Niclaus von

Jacquin, professor of botany and chemistry at Vienna

University, where they contributed to many publicatrons.
It was this early training which came to formulate and

guide Bauer's work by drawing directly from nature and

collecting specimens rather than by copying. This early
apprenticeship consolidated his distinctive artistic tech-

Fig. 'l Different types of paper used for the sketches.

nique and helped to develop his incredible facility for
capturing an image with speed and precision.

Having taken up his post as professor of botany, Dr
Sibthorp left Oxford in 1,784 to study the famous botan-
ical codices of Dioscorides in the Imperial Library,
Vienna, in preparation for his planned expedition to
the Levant to rediscover the work of Dioscorides and

to collect specimens of the flora and fauna of the area.

Having arrived in Vienna, Sibthorp obviously met

Jacquin, Bauer's employer, and through him contracted
Bauer to accompany him as painter on his journey

to Greece, Turkey and many of the surrounding islands.

The expedition took several months to prepare, with
the party leaving Vienna on 6 March 1786. Sibthorp's

diary records 'the day cold - wind and snow.'S More
importantly, we know that Bauer left with at least two
kinds of writing paper, being of a size and watermark
consistent with writing papers of the period. Water-

marked Crowned Posthorn and countermarked I Heller,

and marked Crowned Posthorn and countermarked
I A Heller, these papers were identified as being made on
a single-face mould at a mili on the Bohemran-

Moravian border, at Iglau, close to Bauer's home (fig. 2).

A mill had been producing paper on the site for some

time and was working until 1793, so it is likely that this
paper was contemporary with their departure in 7786.6

From Vienna the group travelled to Trieste; the journey

was mountainous and hard going. Frorn there they

departed to Venice, where Sibthorp was 'more impressed

with the city than the botanical offerings.' Bologna was

the next stop, where Sibthorp found the botanic garden

equally unsatisfactory - a city 'better known for its

sausages than learning.' Continuing south to Florence

they arrived in early spring and found the environs'highly
beautiful.'7 Bauer sketched several species of plants,

including a species of tuiip later named Tulip florentinas,
which Bauer recorded on a white laid writing paper,

watermarked with an ornamented hammer and counter-
marked with grapes. It dates from 1753-84 and is likely
to be Italian, possibly purchased in Florence (fig. 3).

The journey continued south to Pisa and Siena, then

on to Rome, where Sibthorp visited many sites, including
the Villa Borghese. There was some recording of the plants
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there, but Bauer was actrvely involved in doing sketches

of the archaeological sites, which he later completed as

finished wash drawings upon his return to England,8

From Rome they travelled to Naples, where they spent

three weeks before serting sarl for Capn on 21 April, stop-

ping first at Sicily, and recording the plants on Heller
papers that Bauer had brought wlth hlm. It was from

Capri that they started the main part of the journey, cross-

ing the Aegean in pursuit of the lands of the Levant. Bauer

took with him at least four kinds of writing paper pur-

chased in Italy - enough paper to last the entire iourney.
lfas this decision to take the papers with hrm by choice or
was it by chance?

The shght tooth of the fine-qualiry Italian writing
papers provided a good surface for drawing on with
a fairly hard pencil, since it would inhibit the chances

of smudgrng. Carrying ample supplies of paper for the

expedition across the Aegean to the islands of the Levant

meant that Bauer did not have to rely on local, unpre-

dictable sources, possibly of inferior-quality papers, or
resort to using heavily glazed sheets made in the Arabic
tradition, wrth a smooth surface that would have made

it more difficult to render a sharp pencilled image.

Bauer carefully used the folded sheets in portrait for-
mat, filling the recto of each leaf with detailed pencilled

images of birds, fishes and, of course, plants, then con-

tinued working on the verso of the sheet as one might use

a sketch-book. For the most part he used one kind of
paper for each geographical area, although there are

some anomalies. The sheets completed at the end of the
journey were turned upside down and over so that he

could draw on the unused portion of the back, thus sep-

arating one group of plants from another by judicious

use of his supplies.

The ;ourney continued for five days across the sea

before they sighted the coast of the Peloponnese, and

then anchored at the port of Milo. They found the island

decimated by the plague. Nevertheless, they continued
undaunted and soon set about recording a large number
of plants and anrmals, while at the same time searching

for a boat to return them to their awaiting anchored ves-

sel.e Eventually they found their way back to their boat,
pleased to sail on to Crete, where Bauer completed a

large number of pencilled drawings using the second

group of paper marked Heller.
The journey across the Aegean was exhaustive,

making stops at the port of Kusidasi, the island of Samos,

Mount Olympus and Smyrna. Their findrngs were all
illustrated by Bauer on a lightweight Italian writing
paper watermarked wrth a crrcled fleur-de-lys and coun-

termarked with grapes (ftg. 4). Thrs fine wnting paper

was probably made at a mill near Naples, the most likely
site berng Amalfi. It dates from about the mid-1780s.10

They entered the Levant at the end of the summer,

when plants had finished flowering. The diary entries for
this period are extensive and fully describe life in
Istanbul. Time was spent collecting seeds. They stayed

for Christmas. Sibthorp wrote in a letter to Joseph Banks,
'my painter has taken the outline of 500 plants and shall

have at least 300 new soecies to add to the Linnaean

Fig.2 I Heller and, A Herrer countermarks,

Fig.3 Ornamented hammer countermarked with grapes.

Fig.4 Fleur-de{ys countermarked with grapes.

nomenclature, also completed about 100 fish."t
From Istanbul they travelled to Cyprus, then on to

Athens. Thessaloniki. Corinth and Mount Parnassus. All
of their work was recorded on the Heller papers that
Bauer first used in Florence. At the end of summer and the

end of the journey the trme for collectrng plants was draw-
ing to a close. The first autumn-flowering bulbous plants

were recorded on another writing paper, watermarked
with three hats and countermarked CS (fig. 5). The Three
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Hats watermark, often found on papers in the north-east-

ern part of Italy, was possibly from Venice and was used

for ledger papers and documents. This was a corrected

white paper, containing some very fine red and blue fibres

added to counteract its yellowness. The drawing, on the
reverse side of the sheet, is annotated 'Morea,' the last

collection site in the Ottoman Empire. The team returned
to Oxford 15 months after leaving Venna, with approx-
imately 1,500 sketches, having endured treacherous sea

journeys, a host of illnesses, and a tense relationship
betr,veen Bauer and Sibthorp. The sketches of the area

included depictions of geological and archaeological sites.

They had scaled rocky coasts, carrying their own food
and water, in their search for herbarium specimens, which
they had pressed between paper.

The Finished watercolours
When the journey ended in 1,787 Bauer returned to
England with his companions and the booty of their trip:
stuffed birds, preserved fishes, shells, plants, seeds and so

on. Bauer immediately set about producing the finished

botanical works. He worked from the small pencil

sketches to make full-size images, beginning with a full
outline pencil drawing, using the collected herbarium
specimens, before starting to colour in gouache using a
colour code. He completed 966 drawings between the
years'1,787 and 1794 - the equivalent of 18 works per

month. The sophistication of these drawings and the
phenomenal speed with which they were completed is a
testament to the artistt considerable skill and orofound
visual memory.

All 966 finished works are executed on fwo types of
hard-sized laid writing papers. The sheets are

untrimmed at the head and tail. The back of the hand-
made sheet - the distortion made across half the sheet

when the paper was hung to dry - is still visible along
the foredge of most sheets, suggesting that Bauer proba-
bly did not expect the sheets to be bound. This provides

clear evidence that a half-sheet, roughly imperial or
imperial super royal (British sizes measuring approxi-
mately 48 x 30 cm or, doubled, 48 x 60 cm), was used.

All the drawings are executed on writing papers as

opposed to drawing papers, and were produced by the
Dutch maker C.I. Honig and by the British mill that
marked its papers I. Taylor. !7hat is particularly inter-
esting, after examining the completed works of both
flora and fauna, is that it is clear that Bauer consistently
chose to use the felt side of each sheet rather than the

slightly rougher wire side. By consciously selecting the
smoother surface, he could render sharper images, since

the smoother surface prevented the heavy pigment layer

from being visually flattened. This offers further evi-

dence that Bauer was consistently attentive to the fine

subtleties of drawing and painting and to the overall
effect of the finished work (fig. 6).

Bauer selected nvo types of paper for his finished
works, one of which was the same as the paper used for
his Liechtenstein drawings.12 !7as his selection of paper

by choice or was it by chance? It is unlikely that we will
ever know the answer to this question with any certainty.

Fig. 6 Detail of one of the finished watercolours.

Nevertheless we can get closer to discovering the answer

by looking at what he required and what might have

been locally on offer. Because he selected writing paper,

mostly Italian, to render the preparatory sketches, one

can conclude that Bauer preferred a harder-surfaced

paper, probably to prevent the pencilled outline drawings
from smudging. For his completed watercolours he

repeated his style of rendering a fine outline drawing first
and then adding many more details. He needed a large

quantity of large-format sheets with a warm, rich tone
for good contrast and to enhance the careful choice of
colour. The papers also needed to be heavy enough to
accept thinly applied layers of paint and, in places, the

extensive use of gum, without becoming distorted.
'We know that when Bauer arrived in Oxford it was

his first visit to England. As a newcomer, it is unlikely
that he would have known what paper was available.

He could have either selected his sheets from local
sources or perhaps had them sent by his brother Franz,

clsl
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Fig.5 Three Hats countermarked C5.
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who was employed as botanic illustrator at Kew Gardens

when he returned to England.

By the end of the eighteenth century favourable eco-

nomic condrtrons coupled with a growing market for
better papers gave rise to an increase in the number of
mills in England producing white papers. As Coleman

states, 'the imposition of duties on imported paper heav-

ier that those on paper of British make gave the British

manufacturers a decided advantage in competrng in the

home market with French. Italian. Dutch and German

makers.'l3 The shift in economic advantage and the

growlng demand for paper was a national pattern

repeated in the Oxford area, where there were at least

seven mills, rncludrng the largest, 'Wolvercote Mill, just

north of the city. Of these, most were engaged in making
writing and printing papers to service the university and

the large printing works of Oxford University Press, as

well as a thriving bookbinding trade which provided a

market for good-qualiry papers for ledgers and account

books. A review of Jackson's Oxford Directory for the

years before Bauer's arrival, and when he was complet-
ing his final version of the flora and fauna of the Levant,

offers few clues. There are many listings for stationers,

almost always cited with booksellers, but the emphasis

on bookselling in all the advertisements can only suggest

that bookselling was the principal activity. The one

exceptlon was Samuel Milburn, who was 'glad to serve

all tradesman shopkeepers and others with several sorts

of paper.'la The dearth of advertisements promoting
new paper products could srmply reflect the ubiquitous
nature of the product and the higher profit margins to be

gained from books, but this does not necessarily imply
that a wide selection of papers was not on offer. It is

unlikely that local mills could have provided a paper to
suit Bauer's needs, and he seems to have rejected wove
papers, whrch were certainly available but perhaps

unknown to him at this time, although he did elect to use

wove papers for the finished, coloured works of his later
Australian journey.

A few words about the papers themselves. Unravel-
hng the complex history of Honig papers - his main

choice - with their distinct beehive watermark, is com-

plicated, and lrttle primary source material still exists for
the eighteenth century. 'We know that Dutch writing
papers were the envy of papermakers throughout the rest

of Europe, but the same standard of excellence was never

reached in their printing papers. Large quantities of
paper were exported to England. In fact, the British
government contracted the Honig firm to produce wrtt-
ing papers watermarked with the royal arms, to be sent

to England for use for official documents. The other
paper Bauer used was watermarked I. Taylor and was

made by I. Taylor at the Basted Mill, Wrotham, Kent,
from 1776 to 1802. The Taylor family had a reputation

for good-quality papers and made some of the first wove

papers.ls We know that Bauer completed his work along

the Linnaean system, starting with the first orders and

moving along, beginning with the flora and then the

fauna. At the end of the work he prepared seven fron-

tispieces on'Whatman's wove paper.

Bauer's selectron of these papers may have been by

chance. However, his choice of writing papers selected

for the journey and his careful and systematic use of
paper and colour for the finished works ts indicative of
an artist consistently attentive to every detail and to all

aspects of the final presentation. It is almost certain that
he would not have selected papers that would compro-

mise hrs drawings in any way, despite the cost, whrch

for this qualiry and quantiry would not have been

insignificant.
'With the completion of the coloured drawings behind

him, Bauer left Oxford and the employ of John Sibthorp.
In 1801 he left England to travel with Matthew Fhnders'

expedition to Australia to record the flora and fauna,

Eventually the Flora Graeca was published - the frrst

seven volumes berween 1806 and 1831 and the remain-
ing three volumes from 1832 to 1840. Only 25 coptes of
the first edition were issued, at a cost ol f,254 per set, the

cost being met by Sibthorpb estate.16

Professor Lack has said that the letters and diaries of
Sibthorp and his travelhng aid J. Hawkins allow us to
follow the progress of Bauer's work over the years, and,

at the same time reflect the quality of his illustrations. If
I could suggest one additional resource that should be

added to Professor Lack's notes concerning the letters

and diaries, it must be the papers. On their own they can-

not provide a full account, but analysis of the physical

evidence of Bauer's work, including the papers, has made

for a much richer story.
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The Role of China Paper

KIMBERLY SCHENCK

Abstract
The nineteenth century marked a period in the history of
French printmaking which combined innovative printing

techniques with artistic commitment to the graphic arts.

Prints from the century were executed on a variety of
supports including an oriental paper frequently called

China paper by print scholars. China paper is a soft, thin,
absorbent paper, pearl grey to ivory white in colour, with
distinct brush marks often found on one side. Nineteenth-

century printmaking manuals praised China paper and

described its application in printing, often outlining direc-

tions for mounting sheets onto stouter plate papers.

A broad survey of nineteenth-century prints and a review of
contemporaneous print manuals provided the foundation
for this study. Suggestions presented in the manuals are

compared with actual practices observed in the prints. In

addition, this study outlines China paper's manufacture and

discernible characteristics.

lntroduction
During the nineteenth century, three major factors influ-
enced the proliferation of printed images in France: an

expanding market for illustrated print material, technical

innovation and a renewed artistic commitment to graphic

media. Alois Senefelder's 1798 invention of lithography
spread rapidly because of its abilities to provide an

in Nineteenth-Century French Printmaking

economical and speedy printing process and to auto-
graphically reproduce drawn information. Lithographic
stones could withstand numerous printings, according

them a great commercial advantage over intaglio copper

plates. Artists of the highest calibre, in addition to com-

mercial lithographic draughtsmen and engravers, con-

tributed to the great output of illustrated materials. The

century marked the beginning of an ardent collaboration
berween painters and printers who engaged in creatrve

technical experimentation in pursuit of artistic expression.
'When French prints from the nineteenth century are

examined, various types of papers are observed, includ-
ing fine French laid papers, soft white wove papers,

specialty or coloured papers and exotic oriental papers.

The increased use of lower-quality fibre sources, chlorine
bleaches, mechanized papermaking procedures and

acidic sizing agents provoked criticism of contemporary
European papers. Lithographers from the second quarter
of the century complained of acidic papers breaking
down the delicate balance of drawn and blank areas of
the lithographic stone and suggested testing papers with
litmus before printing.r The need for responsive printing
surfaces and the desire to experiment led artists to seek

out novel papers, such as fine old antique laid papers and

delicate oriental papers. Increased trade with China, and

then with Japan later in the century, initiated the

Fig. 1 Charfes Daubigny, Ihe Studio on the Boat,186l, etching on unmounted China paper (BMA 1996.4a.425a\.
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rediscovery of oriental papers, which had not been used

to any great extent in Europe since Rembrandt used them
in the seventeenth century. These thin, supple papers,

available in an array of pleasing tones, took impressrons

beautifully and successfully from lithographic stones,

copper plates and wood blocks alike.

One particular oriental paper seen frequently
throughout the century in French prints of all media is

China paper, or papier de Chine (fig. 1). China paper is

a descriptive term characterizing a soft, thin, absorbent

paper, relatively opaque and pearl grey to ivory white in
colour. Prints may be found on single sheets, called chine

uolant, or pasted onto heavier'Western papers, known as

cbine colld or cbine appliqu/. The British terms for China
paper - India or India proof paper - developed from
its association with the British East India Company,

which began regular trade with Canton, China, in the

mid-eighteenth century.2 William Savage in 1822 sug-

gested that China paper had first arrived in Europe as the
linings of tea chests and as wrappers for products such as

silk and porcelain.3 J.B. du Halde, in his book on the

Chinese empire published in 1736, remarked on the

advantages of Chinese papers, describing them as uni-
formly white, soft and smooth.4 It is unclear how China
paper began to be used in French printmaking.

China paper and bamboo papermaking
Sheets of China paper range in quality from finely made

with limited flaws to coarse with long, dark, undigested

fibre strands, shives and clumps of pulp. rWhen viewed in
transmitted light, some papers display an even dispersion

of pulp and a distinct laid pattern, while other sheets

appear cloudy with an obscured screen design (figs. 2, 3).
The chain-line interval averages 20 to 23 mm, but nar-
rower widths ranging from 4 to 17 mm are frequently
seen in parts of a sheet. In comparison, Japanese papers

typically exhibit chainline intervals of 30 to 40 mm.
Sheets of China paper vary in colour from pearl white,
with cool grey to warm grey overtones, to an occasional

pale yellow. They average in thickness from 3 to 5 mils
and are not found more than 7 mils thick. One side fea-

tures distinct, ridged brush marks while the other side is

usually smooth, but not glazed, with little dips or recesses

sometimes apparent with low-level magnification (fig. a\.
On thicker sheets the brush marks may be seen to a lesser

extent on the opposite side. China paper feels similar to a
softly textured paper towel with limited internal strength.

Indeed, the sheets are unsized and highly absorbent.

The fibre content of several prints on typical China
paper was identified as bamboo. Scanning electron

microscope (SEM) imaging of a China paper sample from
1833 revealed numerous particles lying between the bam-

boo fibres (fig. 5).5 Elemental examination with energy-

dispersive spectrum analysis (EDS) indicated a high pres-

ence of silicon and some calcium, which are thought to be

present naturally in the bamboo plant.5 In addition, resid-

ual calcium may be present from the processing of bam-

boo fibres with lime (calcium oxide). A China paper

sample from 1925 contained silicon, aluminium and
potassium, indicating a clay filler was present. (Fibre

SCHENCK

Fig. 2 Beta radiograph of China paper. Eugine Bl6ry, View taken at
Granges in Cevennes,1838, etching on unmounted China paper (BMA

1996.48.2211.

Fig. 3 Beta radiograph of China paper. EugCne Delacroix, Muleteers

of Tetuan,'1833, pen lithograph on unmounted China paper (BMA

1925.12.'tl.

analysis and SEMADS analysis of these papers is dis-

cussed more thoroughly in the Appendix to this paper

written by Debora Mayer.)

China paper, as the name implies, appears to have

come from China, where bamboo has been a chief
source of papermaking fibre since the middle of the

Tang dynasty (618 - 907 AD). In the Yangtze valley and

southern provinces, bamboo grows rapidly and abun-

dantly, and costs little to process into paper. Bamboo

fibres are frequently used in Chinese papers intended for
calligraphy and woodblock printing because they absorb
ink nicely, have a pleasant colour and easily conform to
the surface of a printing block. Since production costs

were low, bamboo papers were used extensively for
printing and were widely exported. Sixry species of
bamboo (Gramineae family) reportedly grow in China.
According to Floyd Alonzo McClure in Chinese Hand-
made Paper, Phyllostacbys edulis (Carr.l de Lehaie is the

most widely distributed species and the one from which
the best paper is made.7 Other species for papermaking
include P. beteroclada Oliv., P. congenta Rendle, and

Bambusa arundinacea Retz. Depending upon the degree
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of processing, the colour of bamboo papers ranges from
white to yellow and even to medium brown.

Young bamboo stalks, cut into short pieces, are

fermented with lime in pits for several months, rinsed in
water to remove the lime and cleaned of the tough outer
skins.8 The resulting pulp is steamed in alkaline solutions
of lime, wood ash or rice-straw ash and then rinsed.

Because bamboo is more difficult to digest than bast or
grass fibres, fermentation and cooking times are pro-
longed and repeated. The elevated amount of alkali
required to break down the bamboo stalks and its resid-

uals probably contributes to the apparent lack of acidity
in China paper, which often reads above neutral when

tested with pH indicator strips. Berween cooking steps,

the pulp may be spread out on the ground or on racks

and sprinkled with water to bleach in the sun. Chemical

bleaching, faster but more expensive than sun bleaching,

has been used in China since the 1890s and has slowly
become the predominant bleaching method over the last

century.e The pulp is beaten by hand using either a mal-
let or a large mortar and pestle, or beaten with a foot-
powered stamping machine. The pulp is then put into a

water-filled vat. Starch pastes and vegetable gums are

added to the vat to aid sheet formation, obtain better

fibre distribution and act as gentle sizing agents. These

substances are made from boiling the leaves, nvigs or
barks of various plants - Hibiscus manihot, H. syria-

cus, Actinidia chinensis, Ahhaea officinalis and Ilex
pubescens. Loading agents such as soy bean (huang tou
in Chinese and written as hautong in some print trea-

tises), clay and powdered limestone are added to some

papers to increase opacity and weight.
Sheets of paper are formed on screens made from thin

strips of bamboo sewn together with horsehair, silk, flax
or ramie. The screen sits on a ribbed frame, and deckle

sticks, held in place by the papermaker, keep the fibres

from flowing off the screen. The mould is dipped into the

vat at least twice, creating a laminate structure which sep-

arates into distinct layers when samples are prepared for
fibre analysis. Prints on China paper which have received

prolonged immersion in water may show some delami-

nation at the corners. After formation the sheets are

couched on top of one another without felts and then
pressed berr,veen boards. For drying, the sheets are

brushed with a coir brush onto a heated double wall con-

structed of either earthen bricks or bamboo lattice and
plaster, producing the distinct ridges found on the sheet's

one side. Even though the brush is coarse and prickly to
the touch, holes from the brushing are rarely seen in
China paper, but an associated pattern may sometimes be

detected in transmitted light where the stiff brush has dis-
placed the pulp (fig. 3). Authors of printing manuals

speculated that this drying system contributed to how
well China paper receives an impression, since the paper

is not heavily pressed and so remains resilient, thereby

moulding itself more perfectly to the plate.r0

Several nineteenth-century French lithography manu-
als identify bamboo as the fibre used to make papier de

chine and thoroughly discuss the Chinese process for
making bamboo papers. The descriptions are fairly accu-

Fig.4 Brush marks on China paper seen in
(BMA 1925.12.r).

raking light. Delacroix

Fig. 5 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of China paper,

450X. Delacroix (BMA 1925.12.1).

rate and include information on fibre preparation and

beating, sheet formation, and drying. Not only was bam-

boo listed as a papermaking fibre source but so too were

hemp, mulberry bark, rice and wheat straw, bark from
several kinds of trees and silk. Early sources on Chinese

papermaking may have provided the basic information
for the printmaking texts, including J.B. du Halde's

Description g1ographique, bistorique, chronologique,
politique, et physique de I'Empire de Ia Cbine et de la tar-
tarie Chinoise, from 1-736, and Joseph deLaland,e's IiArt
de faire Ie papier, from L760.11

Oriental papers similar to China paper
In addition to the paper typically described as China
paper, other less common oriental papers with similar
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characteristics were used by nineteenth-century French

printmakers. These papers are Chinese or Japanese in
origin and are difficult to identify by appearance. They
are thin, approximately 3 mils thick, creamy white to
pale yellow and finely made, with random dark bits or
fibre strands evident. They exhibit an even distribution of
pulp, a distinct narrow chain-line pattern common to
Chinese papermaking screens and weak brush marks on
one side (fig. 6). These papers feel silky and smooth, less

soft and pulpy than bamboo papers, and are more
translucent than China paper. Samples taken from these

papers reveal the fibre composition to be a mixture of
bast and grass fibres, not iust bamboo as seen in typical
China papers.

Fine Chinese papers used for painting and calligraphy,
of a rype called xuan zhi, 

^re 
made from bast fibres -

paper mulberry (Broussonetia papyriferal, Edgeworthia
chrysantha and blue sandalwood, known as quin-tdn or
ching-tan (Pterocebis tatarinowii maximl - or from
grass fibres, such as bamboo and rice sftaw (Oryza

satiua), and mixtures of bast and grass fibres. Genuine

xuan (mainland Chinese spelling) or hsuan (Taiwanese

spelling) papers of the highest quality are made in Anhui
province in central China from rice straw and blue san-

dalwood in various fibre ratios.12 Rice-straw fibres are

added to papers for calligraphy to increase their
absorbency and lustre, but will produce a weak paper

if used alone. In areas where blue sandalwood does

not groq papermakers use local fibre sources to make

imitation xuan papers.

Japanese papermakers produce gasensbi, papers imi-
tating Chinese calligraphy paper. Chinese papers were

praised by Japanese calligraphers for their soft blurring
of the ink and smooth brush touch, and were imported
to Japan during the Edo period (1603-1867).13 By 1873

Japan exported gasenshi to China.la 'When making
gasenshi, Japanese papermakers sometimes employ a

mould with narrow chainline intervals, typical of
Chinese screens, to better imitate the Chinese calligraphy
papers. To dry gasenshi, Japanese papermakers tradi-
tionally brushed sheets onto wooden boards instead of
the heated wall used by the Chinese. Japanese paper-

makers have used kozo, mitsumatd, rice straw, bamboo
and wood pulp, and frequently a mixture of fibres to
make gasensbl. Some Japanese papermakers feel the best

gasenshi is the kind made from bamboo, Chinese sryle,

so they add imported bamboo to other fibres such as

kozo and mitswmata.ls Even though bamboo is a tradi-
tional Japanese fibre, its use for papermaking is not as

common in Japan as are other fibres. By 1890 gasenshi

was being made with kozo and chemical wood pulp.r6

French imitation China papers
Throughout the nineteenth century, French papermakers

produced papers imitating the characteristics of China
paper and other papers especially for use in chine coll6.

These papers are often referred to as papier de Chine

frangais. Even though bamboo was known to be the fibre
source for China paper, these imitation papers were made

from common Western fibre sources, such as linen,
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Fig. 6 Beta radiograph of oriental calligraphy paper. Jean-Michel

Grobon, Ihe Fotest of Rochecardon, l800, etching on oriental paper

(BMA 1989.46).

cotton, hemp or grasses, and not from bamboo. In 1820

a prize of 3,000 francs was offered by the Soci6t6

d'encouragement des arts et m6tiers, a state-aided sociery

for a French paper that would successfully compete with
papier de Chine. M. Delapierre, a papermaker from the

Vosges, won the prize in 1831 with a paper composed of
marsh grass (Arundo phragmitesl after his many
attempts using a variety of other plant materials, includ-
ing mulberry bark, had failed.17 Unfortunately his paper

did not satisfy the needs of the printers, and this limited
its distribution. At the 1839 exposition, the factory of
MM Breton and Company in Grenoble presented their
Chinese-type papers measu ring 11,2 by 72 cm, at a price

comparable to papier de Chine. ReportedlS the printing
house of Lemercier, B6nard and Company purchased

some of this paper for lithographic prints. Lasteyrie made

a fine imitation papier de Chine from straw pulp, but the

cost of fibre preparation was prohibitive.r8 Alfred
Lemercier of the famous lithography family wrote in
1896 that the house of Blanchet Brothers and Kl6ber and

the papermakers of Pont-de-Claix had long made excel-

lent papers imitating papier de Chine.le These papers

were often used for printing portraits and were preferred

by Lemercier over China paper because they exhibited
fewer defects which needed to be removed or disguised

by detailed and richly printed designs. Lemercier sug-

gested pearl-grey French papers for light subjects or
portraits and light, warm-toned papers for soft interiors.

Commerce of China paper
Chinese papers came to France from China directlS from
trade with England during peaceful times, and possibly

through French interests in south-east Asia. Even though
the first French ship arrived in Canton, China, as early as

1698, direct trade between the two countries was only
sporadic. One source from 1857 stated that 1,50,822

kilograms of Chinese paper of all kinds were exported
from Canton in the summer of 1845, costing '1,99,661,

francs.2o In 1838 it was recorded that China paper came

to France through trade with England; however, relations
berween the French and British were strained periodically
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throughout the century.2l England traded more heavily
with China than did France from the mid-eighteenth
century forward to the nineteenth century.

Artists and printers purchased China paper from busi-

nesses specralizing in printmaking materials, from paper

stores and possibly from shops selling oriental merchan-

dise. On the back page of Chevallier and Langlum6's

1838 treatise on lithography is an advertrsement from the

shop of M. Mantoux on rue du Paon in Paris which lists

papier de Cbine along with typical lithography supplies

such as crayons, acids, sponges, presses and transfer
paper. Packages of the finest qualiry China paper sold for
50 francs while packages of lesser qualities sold for 25

and 30 francs; srngle sheets cost 70 centrmes. For com-

parison, the price of a sheet of China paper in 1820 was

nearly 3 francs.22 In an 1895 exhibition catalogue cele-

brating the centennial of lithography, advertisements

from Parisian paper stores, such as Maison R. Fritsch &
Cie and Darblay Pdre & Fils, list papier de Cbine and
papier du Japon alongwith various other papers used for
writing and printing.23 The notice of D. Rivage on rue

Lauzin mentions packages of papter de Chine in four
thicknesses, various transfer papers and papter hydro-
chine, a paper of unknown manufacture. Also advertising

China paper in this exhibrtion catalogue were the lithog-
raphy shops of Ch. Lonlleux & Cie and Lemerier &
A. Vanhymbeeck, makers of crayons and inks respec-

tively. Shops specializing in Chinese, Japanese and Indian
merchandise may also have sold oriental papers, includ-
ing La Porte Chinoise, which first opened as Salon des

th6s in 1826, Mme Desoye's shop, which opened in 1862,

and Decelle's A I'Empire Chinois.2a

According to one source, sheets of China paper were

available in a range of colours from yellow to off-white,
in vanous qualrties, in ordrnary or large szes and with or
without sizing.25 Sheets of Chrna paper measured 4 feet

long and 2 feet wide (130 by 65 cm) and came folded in
packets of 96 sheets, wrth 15 packets in a crate.26 Chinese

characters were printed in ink on the ends of the sheets

forming the stack, Indeed, some prints on unmounted
China paper, and even occasionally on chine coll6, display

traces of red, blue and green inks along one edge. The

printing of characters on the sides of paper stacks appears

to be a Chinese custom and not Japanese, and is found on

some Chinese papers today.

Prices for prints on China paper, whether chine uolant
or chtne coll,!, were higher than for those on European

papers. Proofs and special editions were often printed on

drstinctive papers, such as China paper or Japanese
papers, and were sought after by discerning collectors and

promoted by printers and publishers. In printer Jules
Desportes' estimation in 1838, printing lithographs on

China paper cost nearly fivice as much as printing on

wove paper because of the expense of the paper and the

time-consuming work required to prepare cbine coll6.27

Later in the century, the publisher Alfred Cadart lists the

prices of rndivrdual impressions from his '1.877 album of
etchings as 80 francs for a proof on Holland paper, 100

francs on China paper, 150 francs onJapanese paper and

500 francs on parchment.28

Printmaking treatises
In the nineteenth century, printmaking manuals and

periodicals became available to professional printers,

technically-minded artists and inquisitive amateur print-
makers. Manuals offered technical advice on the physical

preparation of the printing matrix, the drawing of the

design and its printing onto paper. In some treatises,

authors noted historical information and provided aes-

thetic guidelines. Early books describing the neq myste-

rious process of lithography were printed in small

editions, while Maxime Lalanne's etching manual, in
both French and English editions, sold widely.

After the opening of his commercial lithography shop

in 1816, Godefroy Engelmann's technical innovatlons
and insight brought him attention from both printers
wanting to learn his secrets and leading painters who
embraced the rmmediacy of the new medium. In 1822 he

published Manuel du dessmateur lithograpbe, hrs first
manual describing the materials and techniques of lithog-
raphy.2e Despite Engelmann's claim to have developed

the use of China paper in lithography in 1820, his early

treatise does not mention China paper. However, in the

final French edition of Trait,! de lithographie n 1840,
Englemann thoroughly describes China paper's use rn
printing as well as its manufacture.3o The earliest French

treatise referring to papier de Chine may be L. Houb-
loup's 1825 Th,lorie lithograpbique where he briefly cites

but does not describe the paper.rl

By the 1830s several French lithography treatises pro-
vrded detailed descriptions of China paper, praising its

thrn, soft nature and pearl-grey colour, which was consid-

ered a complement to the crayon drawrng. According to
Engelmann, a proof on China paper 'will be more fine,

more pure, and more vaporous in its light tints, more

transparent, and more brilliant and vigorous in the dark-
est parts' than the same plate on another paper.32 He
artributes this superiorrty in impression qualiry to the del-

icacy tenacity and suppleness of the paper's fibres, even

though he considered that the paper is not as well made as

the best European papers. Not surprrsingly, Engelmann

frequently employed China paper for the printing of litho-
graphs and promoted its use in Voyages pittoresques et

romantiques dans I'ancienne France (1820 to 1878), the

most ambitious publication enterprise of the centurS

rnvolving over 150 artrsts. Most manuals mention that
China paper is available in a range of colours aqd fineness,

contains small flaws and bits of shive and has rwo sides -
one smooth, the other slightly ridged with brush marks.

Engelmann and Desportes suggest that China paper can be

used not only as a printing support, but also as a rype of
transfer paper and for counter-proofing,33 The colour of
China paper was so desirable for the printing of litho-
graphs that Chevallier and Langlum6 in their 1838 treatise

discuss its imitation by use of tint stones.3a Tint or tone

stones of a solid secondary colour, often tan or gre5 are

printed in transparent ink over the black lithographic
drawing. Frequently the tint stone was selectively scraped,

producing slightly embossed white highlights in the print.
By mid-century French painter-printmakers began to

view lithography less as an artistic medium than as a
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commercial means of reproducing paintings or didactic
materials. Rejecting the crayon and stone, artists again

picked up the etching needle. This etching revival created

a market for new treatises on intaglio printmaking, some

outlining unusual or recently rediscovered techniques.

Intaglio manuals list papers suitable for printing, such as

common laid paper for general proofs and pdpier de

Chine, papier du Japon, coloured papers and parchment
for special proofs. However, they do not provide the

lengthy discussion of papers and papermaking found in
the earlier lithography texts.35 Interestingly, Auguste

Delitre (1822-1907\, the most famous etching printer of
the century and the one often credited with reintroducing

Japanese papers to artists, does not describe printing
papers in his book from 1887, Eau-Forte, pointe siche et

uernis mou.36

The most popular treatise on etching, Trait| de Ia

grauure d I'eau-forte, written by Maxime Lalanne, was

first published in 1865 at the beginning of the etching

revival by Alfred Cadart, the influential director of the

Soci6t6 des aquafortistes.3T Lalanne suggests that laid
paper is the most suitable for etching, but that Japanese
paper, with its warm yellow tones, is 'excellent, especially

for plates which need more of mystery than brilliancy,'
and that parchment has no equal in beauty. 'China paper
(India paper) promotes purity of line; but, as its surface

is dull, it furnishes somewhat dry and dim proofs.'
Lalanne does not describe chine coll6. However, he does

refer to unmounted proofs on Chinese and Japanese
papers, calling them |preuues uolantes, as prints that are

not pasted down onto secondary papers but instead are

attached at the tlvo upper corners to Bristol board.
Lalanne appears not to have used China paper often for
his etchings, even for chine coll6. One exception is a

proof on a sheet of unmounted China paper inscribed 'A
Monsieur DelAtre - Lalanne.'

During the nineteenth century, fewer books describ-

ing the techniques of woodcut and wood engraving were
published in France than for lithography and etching,

although some essays on relief printing are to be found
in journals.38 Papillon's 1766 treatise covering both the

history and the technique of the woodcut attempted to
revive interest in the medium.3e He briefly discusses

paper and points out the difficulty of printing wood
engravings on heavy laid papers, but he does not men-

tion China paper. Other than for commercial purposes,

wood engraving and woodcut were not embraced by
French artists until later in the nineteenth century. One

discussion on paper appears in an 1839 English text by

Jackson and Chatto, who warn about the knots found in
India paper (China paper) indenting the wood block and

causing white spots in subsequent impressions.a0

New lithography manuals were published towards the

end of the century when lithography regained populariry
especially for the printing of posters and other coloured
images. Alfred Lemercier's treatise reviewing the history of
lithography discusses paper thoroughly, with several para-

graphs describing'Western, Chinese and Japanese paper-

making.+r As in earlier treatises on lithography, Lemercier

admires China paper for its suppleness and agreeable tone.

.,.".

Fig. 7 Jean Baptiste lsabey, lnterior of Graville Church, 1821, crayon

lithograph with tint stone and scraping on chine colld of China paper

and wove paper (BMA 1 996.48.1 2520).

In another lithography manual from the century's end,

Henri Bouchot reflects that prints on paper from the reign

of Louis-Philippe (1830-48) appear lifeless and spotted

with unpleasant stains and that only the prints on real
papier de Chine are free from spots.a2 Indeed, many plate

papers from the century do appear foxed while the
anached China paper is comparatively unstained (fi1.7l.

Preparation of chine coll6
Lithography manuals often advise that China paper does

not have enough internal strength to survive the rigours
of passing alone through the press, and so should be

pasted onto unsized wove paper to support it. Engel-

mann, as well as other authors, notes how the margins of
the white plate paper enhance the pale grey (nankin-
grisitre-clair) of the papier de Chine.a3 According to
Bouchot in 1895, the elevated price of China paper pro-
hibited its use in the margins.aa The following is a general

description of the cbine coll6 process for mounting China
paper or any thin paper, compiled from several treatrses

written within a few years of each other.ai The texts are

very similar, but each author contributes his favourite
methods and materials.

Sheets of China paper are laid onto a table wich the

brush-marked side face up. Starch paste, thinned with
water and strained through a horsehair sieve or squeezed

through cloths to remove the lumps, is applied thinly and

evenly to the China paper with the flat side of a sponge

or large brush called a queue-de-morue. Authors warn
against flour paste or gum arabic, which turn yellow and

discolour the paper. One should avoid getting paste on
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the smooth side of the paper which will receive the ink,

as the sheet may stick to the stone during printing. After
applyrng the paste, the papers are hung on cords or
rounded dowels to dry and are then stored together flat
or rolled.

In preparation for printing, the sheets of China paper

are cut into appropriate sizes using an iron rule and sharp

knife on a cutting board of soft-grained wood, such as

beech or pear, or of cardboard. Also, a large sheet can be

folded as many times as needed and then placed under a

plank or in a press and trimmed all around so as to obtain
sheets of equal and regular size. Impuritres, such as fibre
clumps, hair, dirt and even paste lumps, are removed with
a fine-pointed knife or scraper. To save time, a proof of
the print is reviewed and those parts of the Chrna paper

which will bear highlights or important visual informa-

tion are thoroughly cleaned of impurities, while only the

most obvious fibre strands or lumps are removed from
areas that wrll be dark. At least a half-hour before print-
ing, the China paper is placed berween damp sheets of
ordinary paper to make the paper limp and to lightly
moisten the glue. The China paper is placed on the inked

stone in line with registration marks made with a carmine

solution or an etching needle, and is then covered with a

dampened plate paper. If a hole is accidentally made in
the China paper, a little piece of torn paper can be put

over it after placing the sheet on the stone and before the

plate paper is set. The pressure of printing adheres the

lightly pasted China paper to the plate paper support.
In one lithography manual, Berthiau and Boitard

describe attaching China paper to plate paper without
the use of paste.a6 The plate paper is brushed vigorously
to raise the fibres and create a nap. The dampened plate

and China papers are run through the press together,

using pressure alone to secure the sheets. However, heav-

ily inked areas may cause the China paper to stick to the

ink and pull away from the plate paper when the print is

lifted from the stone, causing bubbles berween the sheets.

Observations on French prints
French intaglio, lithographic and relief prints from the

late eighteenth century and throughout the nlneteenth

century in the collection of the Baltimore Museum of Art
were surveyed to determine the frequency of China
paper's use and to study the paper's characteristics and its

effects on impression quality and the practices carried
out by artists and printers. Initially, over 3,000 prints

were quickly observed to gain an overview of China
paper's use in French prints. Groups of prrnts, by artists

selected for their innovative and creative contributions to
printmaking, were more closely scrutinized. Individual
impressions on unmounted China paper were examined

to note the paper's various characteristics and were com-
pared to other impressions taken from the same plate,

when possible.

China paper, mounted and unmounted, is found

extensively in published editrons as well as in proofs

printed by artists. For some artists, or at least for their
printers, China paper was the paper of choice. For exam-

ple, in a survey of 62 lithographs by Eugine Isabey

(1803-86), over half of the impressions, some from
Voyages pittoresques, were printed on chine collti wrth
China paper. China paper was so popular that it was used

for printrng a posthumous rmpression of a L65'1. etching

by Claude Gell6e (1600-82), even though the paper

would have been easily detected as not being contempo-
rary with the execution of the plate. Edgar Degas ( 1 834-
L917) frequently exploited the absorbent nature of China
paper for his monotypes, and at least one monorype,

from the Museum of Fine Arts rn Boston, was printed on
a thin China paper and mounted onto a stouter China
paper. The popularity of China paper provoked its use

for applications other than fine art or commercial print-
ing. To create a decorative mount for a crayon-manner
etching by Jean-Baptiste Isabey (1767-1855), the print
was trimmed into an oval, placed onto China paper and

cream laid paper and run through the press supported by
a copper plate. Occasronally photographs were mounted
on cbme coll6 wirh China paper serving as a border
berween a golden-brown albumen print and a white
wove paper. During the 1870s the print seller and pub-
lisherAlfred Cadart pubiished several catalogues on China

paper that listed hrs rnventory of etchings and editions.

The earliest use of China paper in French pnnts may
date from the late erghteenth century. An early state of

J.B. de Grateloup's (t735-I817) engraved portrart of

J.-B. Bosseut of 1,77I is printed on chine coll6, with sub-

sequent impressions on both ordrnary and Chinese

papers.aT Prints by the commercial engravers and por-
traitists Etienne Ficquet and Pierre Savart from plates

drawn in the early 1770s are found on chme coll6 with
the China paper trimmed to the full size of the mount, a

format not seen rn later mountings, where the China
paper is trimmed along or just beyond the image. Jean-

Jacques de Boissieu (t736-1,8I01 of Lyon printed his

etchings on various papers, some unusual, rncluding
unmounted Chinese papers and a paper he called papier

de sote (silk paper).a8 Posthumous impressions of de

Boissreu's plates from the 1820s are printed on chme

coll6 with China paper.

Early lithographs and many etchings were printed on
chme co116.In early lithographs, the thin China papers are

often not squarely cut, their edges appear torn and

uneven, and occasionally their corners are folded over.

Most papers appear to be adhered with non-yellowing
starch paste as recommended in the printmaking manu-
als, except for a few prints, such as some etchings by

Rodolphe Bresdin (1821-85), rn which the artist may
have mounted the papers wrth a pale brown glue which
has discoloured both the primary support and the mount.
The presence of mends to fill holes in the China paper, as

described in the lithography manuals, could not be

detected in the prints examined.

Textures found on unmounted China paper include

those inherent ln the sheet from its manufacture and

those produced during pnnting. Brush marks were found
occasronally on the front of lithographs, sometimes

interrupting the image, but were always located on the

backs of etchings or relief prints. Pressure from printing,
whether with metal plate, lithographic stone or wood
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block, compressed the ridges of brush marks, often pro- 2. Jenkrns, P. 7994. Plate papers and indra proof pnnts. Tle
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Fibre Analysis of Selected Oriental Printing Papers

Appendix to'The Role of China Paper in Nineteenth-Century French Printmaking'

DEBORA D. MAYER

Introduction
Fibre analysis was performed on selected oriental print-
ing papers used by French printmakers in the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries in order to classify these

papers by fibre content. Fibre analysis was undertaken
to explore how fibre content and method of manufac-
turing influence the physical properties observed in
the paper, such as colour, absorbency, opacity and
printabrlrty.

The papers were selected to assist Kimberly Schenck

in her study of China papers. A modern Chinese paper
(xwanl was also sampled to provide a modern compari-
son. Papers were examined in the conservation labora-
tory to assess physical propertres such as colour and
transparency. Small samples were removed from the edge

of the paper for microscopic analysis. All samples were
examrned by optical microscopy. Two papers were
analysed by SEM (scanning electron microscope) imag-
ing and EDS (energy-drspersive spectrum) analysis for
elemental analysis.

General observations
Vsually all the papers appeared to be very similar. The
papers were handmade with a Chinese-sryle laid mould,
white in colour, with fine to moderately fine fibre distri-
bution. They were absorbent, soft, opaque or semi-
opaque, and produced fine printed impressions. The
papers vaned in thickness from 3 to 5 mils. A few papers
had a chalky feel. Although there were slight variations
in the white tone, the most significant visual difference
befween the papers appeared to be the degree of opaciry.

Optical microscopy: procedure
Samples were examined with a stereo binocular mrcro-

scope to evaluate the general composition of the paper

and fibre distribution, and to observe the properties of
the paper when wet. The samples were dampened with
water on a microscope slide to tease the fibres apart.
Once dry, each sample was stained with Graff C starn

and the fibres were evaluated for stain reaction and fibre
morphology with brightfield microscopy at 100 to 400
times magnification. The colour reaction with Graff C
stain accentuated fibre detail and provided rnformation
about the degree of chemical processing (cooking,
bleaching) used in the making of the paper pulp.r

During the teasing-apart process rwo properries of the
papers were revealed that are significant. The first was
the inclusion of particulate material in many of the
papers. During physical manrpulation of the samples on
the microscope slides, a fine, powdery dust srlted from
the samples. In some samples the quantrty of particulate
material was surpnsingly high. Secondly, the samples

immediately absorbed water and frequently delaminated
rnto several distinct plies.

Optical microscopy: results
Based on fibre content, the paper samples fell into rwo
distinct groups: papers made with 100% bamboo fibres,
and papers made with a combinatron of rwo fibre rypes,

bast and grass fibres.

Group 1: Papers made with 100% bamboo fibres
The fibres were identified as belonging to the family

GROUP 1: Papers made with I 009o bamboo fibres

Artist Date

Eugdne Delacrorx r 833 lrthograph, Muleteers of Tetuan

Eugdne Bl6ry etching,View token at Gronges in Cevennes

Charles Meryon I 852 etching, Ihe Notre-Dame Pump

F6hx Buhot etching, An Autumn Mornrng

Edouard Vurllard lrthograph, Ihe fwo 56te/s

A. Cadart, pub. 1874 Catalogue complet d'eaux-fortes onginales et nedrrcs

Henri Matrsse 1922 Jeune fille d lo charseJongue dans un sous-bots*

Henn Matrsse 't925 Odalisque assrse,d la ppe de tulle*

GROUP 2: Mixed-fibre papers - combination of bast and grass fibres

Artist Date

Jean-Michel Grobon 1 800 etching, Ihe Forest of Rochecardon

Alphonse Legros etching, Communion in the Church of St. Medard

xuan paper 1999 modern paper used for comparattve study**

Except where noted, the prints are from the collectron of the Baltimore Museum of Art, Ealttmore, MD.
* From the collectron of the Weatherspoon Art Gallery, Untverstty of North Carolina at Greensboro
** From the Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonran Institution. ldentrfied as genurne xuon paper from Anhur provrnce, composed of than bast frbre

Table I Printing Papers Sampled
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Gramineae (grass) due to the presence of the variery of
fibre and cell types which is the key diagnostic feature for
identifying grass fibres. Grasses are closely related and

their cellular elements are similar. Variations in the srze

and shape of cells and the presence or absence of specific

features are used to differentiate the different genera

from each other.

The specific identification of bamboo was determined

by the presence of wide, thin-walled, ribbon-shaped

fibres with longrtudrnal striations, the dimensions of the

vessel segments and parenchyma cells, and the absence of
epidermal cells.2 The SEM image from the paper used

by Delacroix (fig. 5) shows a ribbon-shaped fibre with
longitudinal striations, and a vessel element on the sur-

face of the paper.

The fibres and cell elements stained deep blue in
Graff C stain, which indrcated that the fibre pulp was

cooked and bleached. The fibres appeared relatively

intact (unshredded) and the moderate to high quantiry of
vessel elements and parenchyma cells present rn the

formed paper suggests that the pulp was not extensively

beaten or aggressively washed during manufacture. The

fibres in the Matisse papers starned blue with some green

tones, suggesting that these papers were not as thor-

oughly bleached.

The particulate material observed durrng samphng

was evident in many of the microscope slides. The parti-
cles were clear to pale yellow in colour, small (1 to 10

microns), forming larger agglomerates and with a refrac-

tive index of less than 1.66. The exact identification

of the material was not determined, but thought to be srl-

icate- or calcium-based.

Group 2: Mixed-fibre papers - combination of bast and

grass fibres

The combination of two different fibre rypes was recog-

nized by the stain reaction colours with Graff C stain.

The bast fibres stained a ruddy red and the grass fibres

stained blue. Fibre morphology was used to identify the

specific fibre classification.
Bast fibres come from the inner bark of trees and

herbaceous dicoryledons. The bast fibres rn these print-
ing papers were identified, as kozo or ftoeo-hke fibres

known as paper mulberry (Broussoneha papyriferal.

Many of the bast fibres were enveloped in a thin, trans-

parent cuticle, whrch rs the key diagnostic feature for the

identification of kozo.
It is probable that there are other bast fibres that

appear similar to kozo under the microscope. There are

trees and shrubs used for papermaking in China that are

not well recorded in western paper microscopy literature,

and known samples of these fibres are rarely available

for comparatrve study. An example of a fibre that is sim-

ilar to kozo is bast fibre from the than tree (Pterocebis

tatartnowii maxim), a member of the elm famrly also

known as blue sandalwood or wrng celtis. The bast fibre

in the modern xuan p^per from the Freer Gallery of Art
matched well with a brief description of the than fibre,

being uniform in width, slenderer than kozo fibres (16

microns wide) and without nodes.3

As was true with the bamboo paper, the grass fibre

component was identified as belonging ro the family
Gramineae (grass) because of the presence of a variety
of fibre and cell types which are the key diagnostic fea-

tures for identifying grass fibres. The specific identifica-

tion of rice straw (Oryza sattual in this group of papers

was determrned by the presence of very fine fibres and

serrated, heavily-pitted epidermal cells, often found rn

clusters.4 Trrchomes, another diagnostic feature for rice

fibres, were observed in the modern xuan paper. The

grass fibres, like the bamboo fibres, stained deep

blue with Graff C stain, indrcating that the pulp had

been bleached.

SEM imaging and EDS analysis
SEM imaging was performed on samples from Delacroix
(1833) and Matisse (19221.s SEM images revealed the

surface qualiry of the papers to be an open netlvork of
loosely bound fibres lying across one another, occaslon-

ally with vessels filling the pockets berween fibres (fig. 5).

There was no evidence of sizing rn or on the paper. There

was a fine distribution of small partrcles among the

fibres. It is presumed that these are the same particles

that were observed to sift out of the paper during
samphng.

EDS analysrs indrcated that the paper used by

Delacroix contained srlicon and calcium, and the paper

used by Matisse contained silicon, alumtnium, calcium
and potassium. The inorganic deposits in plants consist

mostly of calcrum salts and anhydrides of silica; rn the

Gramineae family these crystal-like formations (phlyo-

liths) are located in both the walls and the lumens of
cells.6 Therefore it is thought that the presence of silica

and calcium in the paper results from the natural growth
of the plant. It is also probable that the deposits may be

residual materials from the use of lime or lye used in the

processing of the fibre pulp. It has been noted that pulps

in China are not always thoroughly washed of process-

ing materials.T The presence of aluminium found in the

Matisse print suggests there may be clay or clayJike
materials in the paper as well.

Influence of fibre content on physical properties
The influence of fibre content and fibre processing on the

physical properties of papers is complex. Listed below
are summary observatrons and findrngs that helped in the

understanding of these China papers.

One of the most interesting observations drstinguish-

ing the two groups of papers examined was the degree of
opacity. The papers made with 100% bamboo fibres

were opaque, while the papers of mixed-fibre composi-
tion were semi-opaque.

Grass fibres, due to their relatively short length and

narrow diameters, tend to fill in the sheet, producing a

smooth surface and an opaque sheet good for printing.
Rice fibre is one of the shortest and narrowest fibres of
the grass family that is used for papermaking. It is too
short and fine to be used alone. Consequently, a long and

wide fibre hke kozo is blended with the rice to make a

stronger paper. Varying proportions of kozo to rice fibres
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will produce papers with different degrees of strength,
smoothness and opacity. The bamboo fibre, however, has

sufficient length and breadth to be made into paper

without blending with other fibres.

The absorbent qualiry of these China papers seems to
be related to the porosity of the sheet and the absence of
a srzing agent. The fibres of the grass family are relatively
short and smooth, and do not fibnllate readily, so that the
bonding or felting between these fibres tends to be much
less than with fibres from other plants. This decrease in
felting causes the paper to be soft and easily torn.

The papers that were reported to have a chalky feel

were the papers with the greater quantities of mineral
inclusions. The mineral particles may also contribute to
increased opaciry and decreased felting berween fibres.

The white colour of the bamboo paper is attributed to
the bleachrng of the pulp. Unbleached bamboo fibre
produces a tan-coloured paper. Bamboo fibres are diffi-
cult to process, requinng extensive fermentation and
cooking of the plant stem. Rumford lists various pro-
cessing steps, including sun bleaching of the pulp, in his
review of Chinese papermaking literature.8
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Academic Studies ol Acaddmies: The Search

JOHN KRILL

Abstract
Deciding what name to use for a particular early paper is

often difficult.The study of primary documentation and of

early popular names for paper can prove helpful for us today.

Between 1750 and 1850, a number of papers made espe-

cially for artists were introduced.Their names were generally

understandable save but one:silk paper.Recent studies have

uncovered the history of silk paper. lt was an English paper

made to imitate French Academy paper, a paper used for

crayon drawing in chalks or pastels. An understanding of silk

paper provided clues to what might be expected in Academy

paper, which had not as yet been identified. A study

focussing on brown paper, a class which includes silk paper,

was undertaken to help document the qualities of brown

papers used for crayon drawing. A form for recording the

essential characteristics of brown papers - from the coarser

wrappings to the finer brown silk and Academy papers -
was drawn up, tested, refined and put to use. The form has

successfully given focus to these studies for five years.

\When a piece of paper is placed rn front of you, the ques-

tion of what to call it is often intrrgurng. Sometimes,

other than seeing that it is a piece of paper, one is hard-

pressed in finding a name for the paper type. As a young

paper conservator, I was told by a curator that Edvard

Munch printed the same image on different kinds of
paper. What were the names of the papers? I was daunted.

Feeling, as many of us have, that there should be more

information out there on the subject of names for paper, I

began an inquisrtrve search. It led me to the Library of
Congress, where an unpacked, let alone uncatalogued,

collection of papers was stored. This was the Harrison

Elliott Collectron. From 1903 through 1951, Elliott
worked in advertrsing for several noted American compa-

nies, includrng the International Paper Company, the

Japan Paper Company and AndrewsNelson/Whitehead.
His collectron contains many documented specimen

sheets of artists' paper from the first half of the twentieth

century. Among Elliott's papers I found a letter fromJ.S.G.

Simmons, of All Souls College, Oxford, telling Elliott
about a new association whrch might interest him: the

International Association of Paper Historians (known as

IPH). Being brazen and narve, I wrote to Simmons in 1974

asking about the IPH and about paper nomenclature.

Srmmons replied and suggested that I write to Edo Loeber,

who was workrng on an IPH terminology prolect. I wrote

to Loeber, saying 'l have lumped into the world of paper

nomenclature from sheer need and importance tn docu-

mentrng works of art on paper.' Loeber politely responded

and suggested that I contact IPH's then current president,

Henk Voorn, for informatron. I drd, writing 'Though I
have been in paper conservation only five years, I feel

that your organlzatlon could be a great benefit to us.'

for French Academy Paper

Voorn replied, encouraged me to join, and said that their
next meeting was in Munrch in three weeks; could I come?

I drd. The IPH meeting was enthralling. I found a small

and devoted group who loved and studied paper and its

history. At the heart of the research that was presented at

the meeting were rwo things: the use of primary docu-

mentation, coupled wrth the intensive examination of
paper. I chose to follow thrs lead.

Still looking for answers concerning paper nomencla-

ture, particularly for early papers, I read everything I was

able to find that was old and that descnbed paper. It
soon became apparent that there were two broad ways

of speaking about paper - in the terms used by the

papermaker or the terms used by the general public.

These were qurte drfferent from one another. The first,

those terms used by the papermaker, included super fme

fine fine fine, long double royal, ordtnary htmber or

whited brown elephant.r These terms lacked the descrip-

tive power that might be helpful to many in describing

paper. For the most part they focused on paper sizes,

and, after all, many an object that comes to us now has

been trimmed. The second way of speaking about paper,

that of the general public, was more direct. Chambers

Cyclopaedn, second edition, 1.738, simply states that
'Papers are of vanous kinds' and goes on to list them by

colour, qualitS use, size and country of origin. The

words were readrly understandable: uhite, blue, brotun,

writing and prtnting paper. Using this nomenclature, an

appropriate paper might be described as betng a fine

white Dutch writing paper.

Over the years, wrth a direction in mind, I made lists

and hsts of common names for paper and their date of
usage. Through this exercise, it became apparent that
there had been a lot of new names emerging berween

1750 and 1850. Most of these were understandable:

dratumg paper, copperplate paper and even Bristol board

serve as examples. The latter, Bristol board, although an

enrgmatic name, was comprehensible because it is still
made today and rts basrc characteristics remain, for the

most part, the same as when it was introduced. But there

was one name that stood out boldly and mysterrously.

This was silk paper. Fortunately, an advertisement for rt

from 1810 described rts use and contained a specimen of
the paper tipped rn next to the advertisement.2 It was a

bluish-grey colour, made from brown, blue, green and

red fibres. Silk paper's recommended use was for crayon
drawing, that is, for drawing with chalk or pastel.

'Within the past ten years, the history of silk paper has

unfolded.r In 1755, the London stationer John Stack-

house Sryles received a request for a French drawing
paper which his customer called 'brown Academy
paper.' Academy paper, at that time, was a paper used in
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France for drawing acad,lmies. An acadimle was a formal
study drawn from a live model. The name for the draw-
ing and for the rype of paper used for rt was derived from
the senror and most challenging life drawing classes at the
French Royal Academy. Brown Academy paper was a
rype of paper that the French called 'coloured paper.'

'Coloured paper' was simply defined as paper made
from fwo or three different coloured pulps. The mix of
coloured pulps produced papers of neutral tones, parric-
ularly browns and greys. It appears that Sryles persuaded

the newly formed Society for the Encouragement of Arts,
Manufacturers, and Commerce (now known as the Royal
Society for the Arts) to pursue the production of Academy
paper ln England. However, possibly in a sprrit of inde-
pendence, the English copy of Academy paper was called
'silk paper.' It may have been thought that French
Academy paper contained silk, for the Society for the Arts
requested that the paper be made only from silk rags.

In March 1757, the sociery began its work with silk
paper and asked the papermaker Clement Taylor Sr,

whom John Styles had recommended to them, to experi-
ment and see if it was at all possible to make paper from
silk rags. The society agreed to provide Taylor with the
silk rags needed * although this proved easier said than
done. On 23 March an exasperated James Davidson,
who had been sent out by the sociery to find the rags,

stated that his rwo afternoons of collecting were fraught
with problems. Those who had silk rags didn't know
what to charge him, and one party actually thought that
he was in search of stolen goods. In the end, Davrdson
collected 28 pounds of silk rags from 13 different per-
sons. Two months later Taylor presented the sociery with
a ream and a half of his prototype of silk paper. He made
rlvo fypes, one thick and one thin. The thicker of the
fwo papers was intended for crayon drawing, V7ithin a

month of receiving the papers, the society donated one
sheet of each to the Society of Antiquaries of London. In
t997, the Sociery of Antiquaries kindly allowed the
thicker to be sampled for fibre analysis.a Did Taylor truly
make paper from silk? The answer is yes, but it was not
made of silk alone. A straight visual fibre counr found
the paper to contain approximately 64"h stlk and 36"/"
bast fibres.

Encouraged by success, the Sociery for the Arts spon-
sored a series of competitions specifically for the dupli-
cation of French Academy paper using only silk rags.

The first-place award in 1.759 wenr to Clement Taylor,
and the 1760 competitron was won by James Simmonds.
The winning silk papers, although not exact duplicates of
French Academy paper, were considered acceptable. No
samples of the competition papers have been located. \We

can only trust in the rwo affidavits that Taylor submiaed
to prove that he used only silk rags-one from the man
who beat the rags, the other from the vatman who
formed the sheets.s Taylor was pleased with the project
and said that he had learned qulte a bit through it.

\fhat is intriguing is that even before the Society for
the Arts ended its competitions for silk paper, silk paper
was already being marketed in London. It was a success-

ful and innovative new product. ln lanuary L759,
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Clement Taylor supplied 17 reams of silk paper to the
stationer John Sryles. These papers could be made to
Taylor's specifications, as opposed to those of the society.

Taylor found that working with silk took more time than
working wrth linen; therefore, he incorporated up to one-
third linen in his own silk papers. Coincidentally, this
was the fibre count found in Taylor's silk paper proto-
rype of 1757. As to colour, Taylor supplied Styles with a

paper that was reddish, one that was greenish and one
that was a stone colour. Not only did Sryles and Taylor's
collaboration launch silk paper as a vrable product, it
gave the modern scholar a rare look into eighteenth-
century papermaking in England. It was Styles who pro-
vided us with the only known pre-nineteenth-century
document in the English language that recounts how a

particular artists' paper was made. It concerned srlk
paper. For every task described, the cost was also
recorded. Silk paper continued to be manufactured for
crayon drawing into the nineteenth century. By the mid-
nineteenth century it became more commonly known as

'crayon paper.'

Once the history of silk paper was known, it became a

personal challenge for me to find silk paper. It was one
thrng to locate a sample of the first silk paper ever made
for crayon drawing, it had also been fascinating to find
Ackermann's promotional sample of silk paper of 1810,
but what would really be intriguing would be to find a
drawing known to have been made on silk paper. This
idea was put on my 'to do' Lst. Over the years I assem-

bled a modest hst of artists who used silk paper. The
information came primarily from reading artists' diaries
and lerters. These were informative and, very conve-
niently, they bore dates.

It was with pure joy that one day I saw pur in front
of me a signed and dated drawing by the English artist

Joseph Farington.5 It depicted a view of the peak at
Castleton drawn 24 August 1801. It had the qualities of
the Ackermann advertising sample of silk paper. It meas-

ured up to the descriptions of silk paper found in eigh-
teenth-century primary documents. It was known that
Farington bought silk paper and planned to take ir on
thrs particular sketching trip. The drawing was on silk
paper! Here are the qualities looked for in silk paper that
helped to identify it: silk paper was a neutral brown or
blue colour, made from a mixture of better-grade pulps.
Although silk paper was at first made primanly of silk,
linen eventually became the dominant fibre, with non-
bast fibres such as silk and wool added for colour and
texture. Srlk paper was a strong paper, with a slightly
rough surface and a regular grain.

Noq deep down inside, I wondered, 'What about find-
rng French Academy paper?' It must have resembled
somewhat the silk paper that copied it. What did
Academy paper look like? \fith this new quest in mind,
I prepared a form that would help me document and
remember a particular paper's qualities (fig. 1). The
form had to be relevant to the full range of brown
coloured papers that would be found to have been used
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BROWN PAPER

Artist

Object

No.

Location

Study Date

Sheet Size

Fabrication Itaid nwove

Type n finer n coarse I brown

Colour E brown: warm cool

n rough n cold-pressed

n grey: warm cool

Surface

Graincharacter nuniform Eirregular ntruefelt ! wovenfelt

Fibres in field n uniform colour n mottled colour n pronounced mottled colour

Darker individual fibres stand out sharply - yes Eno

Lengthsof darkindividual fibres X short:lessthan lmm n medium:lmm E long:greaterthan 1mm

Fibre quality n fine n middling E coarse

Percentcolourdistributionoffibres n dark 10 20 25 30 33 40 50 60 66 70 75 80 90 100

E medium 10 20 25 30 33 40 50 60 66 70 75 80 90 100

tr light 10 20 25 30 33 40 s0 60 66 70 75 80 90 100

n white 10 20 25 30 33 40 50 60 66 70 75 80 90 100

Specks nyes n no

Eyes E no

Iyes n no

I cloth n thread n string tr rope n stone n paper

Shives

Lumps

Bits

Condition Eflattened !mounted trnottreated

Resembles E sample no. D colour no. 

- 

n thickness no.

Fig. I Form used to document the chara<teristics of brown papers.

by artists - from the finer silk and Academy papers to
the coarsest brown wrappings.

To better understand the form. we must first have an

understanding of brown paper in general.T Brown paper,

typically, was made from the coarser and poorer paper-

making fibres and with less refined, or even inferior,
papermaking procedures. It was the mainstay of the

paper industry; it was easily produced, was inexpensive

to buy and met a variety of needs - particularly as a

wrapping paper. Over the centuries, brown paper, as well
as blue paper, had been recommended for crayon work.
Both paper types had a serviceable grain and provided a

middle trnt. The focus of this research is on browns.
which could be brownish or greyish in colour.

On looking at both drawings and early drawing
manuals, it would seem that eighteenth-century artists
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preferred a somewhat better-grade brown paper, which
was most likely sold through artists' supply shops. Some

artists warned against the coarsest of brown papers.

John Russell, an English artist who specialized in pastels,

said that paper for crayons should be neither'knoffy'nor
'too coarse.' If knots were present, Russell felt that it was
best to level them with a sharp blade. Inferior browns
could have been made with the coarsest furnish, poor
beating and quick papermaking procedures. They were
generally made from mixed coloured pulps of irregular
fibre lengths. There are, however, brown papers that
look as though they were thoughtfully prepared. The
pulp mixes of the bener grades appear to have been pur-
posefully, rather than randomlS selected. They contain a

blend of dark. middle-tone and white fibres. In the bet-
ter brown papers, the fibres are fairly uniform in length
and approach fineness in quality. The texture of the sheet

is not quite rough, not quite like a rough-surfaced water-
colour paper of today, but a grain is evident. This grain
may appear open and soft. The softening of the surface
may have come from a more sparing use of size and from
the inclusion of fibres with weak inter-fibre bonding -fibres like wool or silk. It is no small wonder thar some

artists, such as Russell, preferred the berter brown
papers.

The form designed to document the characteristics of
brown papers went through several drafts. Trial runs
made on site at various museums helped to identify the
form's weaknesses. Confidence came when the informa-
tion collected on the form was reasonably consisrenr
when the same objects were studied on rwo different
trips spaced two years apart. These trips had been to the
Princeton University Art Museum, which houses an
excellent collection of French acaddmie drawings.

At the heart of the form's success were an under-
standing of the characteristics of the papers being stud-
ied and the succinct presentation of these characteristics.
Here are some of the main points addressed by the form:

r Is there evidence that care was taken in the paper's
manufacture? If so. it is a 'finer' brown. If it looks
coarse, it is coarse.

r Being a neutral colour, is it closer to brown or grey?

Is it warm or cool?
. Surface texture designates fibre height.s It relates to

the smoothness of a sheet and ranges from rough to
glossy. Is the paper rough, with perceptible depth to
its texture, or does it resemble a cold-pressed papeq
wlth apparent compression of a once higher texture?

o Paper's grain is the texture embossed into it by the
woollen blankets, called felts, during couching and
the first pressing.e The grain reflects the weave or
texture of the felt. Is it uniform or does it have
irregular qualities?

o Do darker fibres stand our noriceably in a field of
lighter colour, or does the sheet read as a uniform
tone?

r If there are dark fibres that visually stand out, are

they small or large?

. 'What is the general qualiry of the fibre and the
beating used to prepare lt? Is it fine or coarse?

r 'What is the distribution of coloured fibres? Are
they nearly all dark, or a mix of light and dark?

r Are there obvious inclusions such as specks, shives,

lumps, or bits of cloth, thread or paper?
o Is the paper mounted? Has it been treated?
. With a picture being worth a thousand words, how

does the sheet match up to known samples? For
this, three sample sets were used. The first was of
brown papers from my personal collection; they
presented the range of qualities being considered.
The second was a Sennelier colour chart for pastels;

this contained many browns and greys, warm and
cool. The third was a set of papers of differing
thickness; these could be placed beside rhe objecr to
assess the object's relative thickness.

Form in hand, there was only one thing left to do in the
search for Academy paper - go to the Louvre. The kind-
ness and efficiency of the Graphic Arts Department staff
allowed me to study more than 200 French drawings
made from about 1740 to L760. Drawings from these
years were specifically chosen, as it was during the 1750s
that French Academy paper was being copied and devel-
oped into English silk paper. On the day, I could nor have

told you whether the form worked or not. It did assemble

information, for which I am ever grateful, because my
memory began to blur during the second hundred draw-
ings. 'What did stand out with the finest of clarity was
that I was findrng examples of paper that resembled silk
paper, hence its forerunner, Academy paper. Jean Restout's
acadbmie seemed the quintessence of the group.ro

After returning home, I pulled rogether all of the
forms for those papers thought to be Academy papers.
Using the information on the forms alone, I could tell
you that the colour of these papers was brown, their
grain was slightly irregular and their texture was a some-

what softened, rough surface. As to the fibres, they were
fine and presented a uniform field of colour, with a few
short darker fibres standing out visually. The papers
averaged about 107o dark fibres, 80% medium-hued
fibres and 10% light fibres. As ro colour, the majoriry
matched Sennelier number 431, Should someone say ro
me, 'This information is all well and good, but what did
the Academy paper really look like?' I would be able to
answe! 'It resembles my paper sample number one.
Have a look.'

The nomenclature of early papers has been, is, and
wrll be tricky. Among our goals should be understanding
the characteristics of parricular paper rypes. Should we
wish to study a particular type of pape! we musr come
to know its main properties and be able to write down
the key elements that will help us to identify it - then
go exploring.

Notes
1. Bagford, J. A Collection of title pages and fragments of

printed books, formed by John Bagford. London: British

Library. Harl. MS. 5942, items 24 and 35.
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Repostory of Arts, Lrterature, Commerce, Manufacturers, the Society. RSA Journal,1.44 (March\:72.

FaslnonsandPolincs 4 (June):52. 6. Knll, J. 1994. Srlk paper for crayon drawrng in the

3. Krill, J. 1997. Srlk paper for crayon drawrng rn the eigh- erghteenth century. ln IPH Congress BooA 10:118.

teenth century. ln IPC Conference Papers London 1997, ed. 7. Krrll. L994. 119 .

J. Eagan. Instrrure of Paper Conservatron. 15-19. 8. Balston, J. 1998. The '\X/hatmans and .Woue 
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Observations on the Dating of the Fourth State
Bust-Length Portrait

ROY PERKINSON

Abstract
In the 1 860s, Edgar Degas made three etched portraits of his

friend and fellow artist Edouard Manet. One of these por-

ftaits, Edouard Manet, Bust-Length Portrait, exists in four
states. While it was long assumed that all four states were
done about the same time, close scrutiny of the paper used

for the fourth state, enhanced by research on similar papers

used for prints by Camille Pissarro, suggests that the tradi-
tional dating is inaccurate.The author proposes instead that
a date from the 1890s at the earliest is more reasonable, and
possibly a date from around the first decade of the 1900s.

This study illustrates the value of close observation of paper

structure and comparison of papers used by different artists
working contemporaneously.

There are few resources for studying paper and water-
marks from the nineteenth and twentieth cenruries.
Nevertheless, careful observation sometimes bears fruit.
For example, the etchings and lithographs of Edgar Degas

have presented a number of problems regarding not only
the processes by which they were made but also their dat-
ing. \7hile Degas's printmaking activities spanned much
of his artistic career, he was notably 'private' in his
graphic output. He only published four of his original
prints during his lifetime, and until the studio sale after
his death his prints were known mostly to his circle of
friends and to collectors.l Proofs from this sale were
widely dispersed, thus hindering a careful comparison of
the impressions. In conjunction with the exhibition of
Degas's prints at the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, ln
1984, the author collaborated with several colleagues rn

examining many of these rare works. Through close

study of the physical characteristics of the paper supporrs,

as well as any watermarks that were found, a number of
conclusions could be drawn. The author assembled much
of this information on the artist's papers and their water-
marks in his essay 'Degas's Printing Papers,' in the cata-
logue of the exhibition.2

The most interesting instance of how close study of
papers can reveal new information relates to Degas's

etching Edouard Manet, Bust-Length Portrait.3 Degas
made three etched portraits of Manet, a friend and fellow
artist, not long after Manet's paintings of modern life
were exhibited in the Salon des Refusds of 1863, a water-
shed event in the history of French art. One of these

images of Manet, a bust-length portrait, exists in four
states. In the first state, Manet's personality is captured
with a variety of etched lines that fully model his head,

beard, and somewhat tousled hair. The clothing is indi-
cated summarily with a few sketchy lines. In the second

state, the modelling is refined slightly by the addition of
a few drypoint lines, but in general differs only slightly
from the first. In the third state. newly etched lines are

of Degas's Edouard Manet,

Fig.1 Edgar Degas, Edouord Monet, Bust-Length Portrcit, etching and

drypoint, fourth state, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Katherine Eliot

Bullard Fund, I 983.309.

added in order to create a mid-toned background and
to more fully render the dark jacket and vest. In this
version Manet's head and figure assume much more of a
three-dimensional, physical presence.

In the fourth and final state of the portrait a layer of
aquatint has been added throughout most of the image
except for the head, producing a dramatically different
interpretation (fig. 1). The relative lightness of Manet's
head and the collar of his shirt stand out in stark conrrasr
to their dark surroundings. The sitter now seems less like
a corporeal being, a specific individual, than a spectral
symbol of a great artist. Accompanying this change in
interpretation, the paper on which it was done rs

markedlv different from other papers used by Degas.

Using the Print Council paper-sample book as a guide,

one can characterize the paper as laid, close in colour to
'cream 3,' slightly less thick (about 0.03 mm) than
'moderately thick' and similar in texture to 'moderately
textured 3.'a The sheet measures 359 mm high by

277 mm wide and has deckle edges at the top and left
sides. The chain lines are approximately 27 to 28 mm
apart, running horizontally across the width of the sheet,

and a watermark can be seen at the far right (fig. 2). Vhile
only part of the watermark is present (it is interrupted
by the torn right side of the sheet), it is surely a porrion
of a countermark found in Arches papers.s When found
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Fig. 2 Detail of figure 1 (Degas's portrait of Manet) viewed in transmit-

ted light, showing laid pattern and partial countermark ofinitials M and 8.

in its complete form, this mark consists of tlvo letters,

M and B, done in an elaborately cursive decorative style

and interrwined with one letter on top of the other, as

shown in the accompanying illustration (fig. 3). These

letters refer to Morel and Bercioux. who were ioint own-

ers of the Arches paper mill after 1,860-61. Perhaps

because of the historical importance of these individuals

to the Arches company, a countermark featuring their

initials continued in use in Arches papers at least into
the first decade of the fwentieth century.

For the print in the museum's collection, the image

is carefully centred, aligned parallel with the edges and

printed on the top side of the sheet. The wire side (the

verso of the print in this case) shows a pronounced laid

pattern. The countermark appears to have been created

not out of wires of uniform diameter but rather some kind
of flattened metal pattern which, while narrow in some

places, tapers and swells in a calligraphic manner (fig. a).
'!7hen viewed in transmirted light, the entire sheet dis-

plays a remarkably mechanical and uniform formation.

While difficult to see, each of the chain lines shows a fea-

ture which, while subtle and rather difficult to discern, ts

noteworthy (fig. 5). Chain lines in most handmade papers

are relatively linear, but in this case they appear to have

been formed by rwo wires side by side, with one wire ris-

ing to the top of the screen while its mate goes beneath.

The result is that, at a casual glance, the path of each chain

line seems to move minutely back and forth as the rwo

wires alternately dive below and rise above the screen.

The deckle edges are also quite uniform in their

width, without the irregular perimeter commonly seen in

handmade papers; and under raking light it is possible to

discern a subtle but abrupt change - a slight drop-off in
the thickness of the sheet marking the transition to the

deckle (fig. 6). It appears that the deckles were created by

paper fibres lapping over onto a mask that determined

the outer dimensions of the sheet, rather than by the

irregular and random seeping of fibres benveen a deckle

and the surface of the mould. Taken together, all these

clues suggest that the sheet is not handmade but was

made on a cylinder machine.

Paper with these characteristics stands out as atypical
in Degas's work of the 1860s. Indeed it is not found in
any other of Degas's prints. In the period from about

Fig. 3 Design of countermark in its complete form.

Fig.4 Detail of countermark (Degas's portrait of Manet) viewed with

transmitted light.

Fig. 5 Detail showing structure of chain lines in paper used for Degas's

portrait of Manet.

Fig.6 Deckle edge of paper (Degas's portrait of Manet) viewed in

raking li9ht.
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Fig. 7 Camille Pissarro, Foneuses, etching, eleventh state, Museum of
Fine Arts, Boston, Katherine Eliot Bullard Fund.1972,994.

1856 to 1875, he used wove or thin white oriental papers
nearly rwice as often as laid paper. For the firsr rwo srates

of this etching, Degas employed a rather nondescript
smooth wove paper. He frequently printed his etchings
on white or dull grey-white papers, sometimes called
'plate paper,' that were often used by printmakers for
working proofs of intaglio prints. Unlike his close friend
Camille Pissarro, who generally preferred the 'personal-
ity' and character of antique papers obtained from old
ledger books and other sources, Degas may have found
the soft, absorbent and unassertive qualities of machine-
made wove papers effective in expressing the tonal
effects he sought while not calling too much attention ro
the support.6

In the author's experience, a paper with a very similar
appearance to the one Degas chose is found in certain
posthumous impressions of Pissarro's etchings. A com-
parison of rwo of Pissarro's prints is relevant. He printed
the eleventh state of Faneuses (haymakers) in a rich
black ink on a sheet of handmade laid paper that pos-
sesses the visually interesting qualities he preferred
(fig. 7). In contrast, the twelfth srare, which is distin-
guished only slightly from the eleventh by the addition of
a few lines, is printed rather thinly and dryly in brown
ink (fig. 8). The result is an overall flattening of the image
and loss of much of the sense of light and mood in the
former version. Close examination of the paper for this
state reveals that it is virtually identical to the paper used

for the fourth state of Degas's portrait of Manet (fig.9).
Some years ago, in a study of the papers used by

Pissarro for his prints, the author found no instance in

Fig. 8 Camifle Pissarro, Faneuses, etching, twelfth state, Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston, Maria Antoinette Evans Fund, I 932.095.

Fig.9 Detail of paper used for twelfth state of Pissarro's Faneuses, on
right, and fourth state of Degas's Edouord Manet, on left, viewed with
transmitted light.

which this kind of paper was used for any impressrons
made during Pissarro's lifetime, that is, prior to 1903.7
On the other hand, the paper is quite similar ro the paper
used for the edition of Pissarro's Vachire au bord de I'eau
which appeared posthumously in the spring 1904 vol-
ume of the Gazette des beaux-arls. In more recenr
research, the author also noticed a paper of this kind,
although somewhat thinner, with a portion of the same

M B countermark, used for an impression of a print by
Emile Besnard in the 1906 volume (opposite p. 438) of
the Gazette des beaux-arts. Indeed, the paper for both
the fourth state of Degas's portrait of Manet and the
rwelfth state of Pissarro's Faneuses fits very easily inro
the category of papers employed for large editions of
prints found in mass-produced books such as the Gazette
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The Prints and the Papers:

Whistler's Venice Sets at the Freer Gallery of Art
VICTORIA BUNTING

Abstract
James McNeill Whistler had an interest in different kinds
of paper from early in his etching career. Whistler is

particularly known for liking and using old paper for his

etchings. In this study of Whistler's aesthetic interest in
paper, the 102 impressions of the two Venice Sets at the
Freer Gallery of Art serve as a representative group.

Much of the literature about Whistler's etching career

mentions his near obsession with finding and using old
paper for his prints, especially bld Dutch' paper. This study
of Whistlerb two Venice Sets at the Freer Gallery is an

attempt to reconcile some of the ideas previously presented

concerning Whistler's interest in paper with the physical

evidence presented in the Freer etchings, by examining
mould impressions, thickness, colour and watermarks.

Some of the techniques used in this study include testing
the practicality of a portable colorimeter, in comparison to
visual examination, to define paper colour; the use of high-
kilovoltage electron radiography, rather than the traditional
beta radiography, to record watermarks; and the use of
computer imaging software to store the radiographed
watermark for study and reference.

Whistler's interest in Japanese papers was not studied, as

it has been previously researched.

History
ln 1879 the Fine Arts Society of London contracted James
McNerll Whistler to produce an edition of 12 etchings of
Venice. \Thistler wrote to Ernest G. Brown at the Fine
Arts Sociery in early 1880, asking for 'old Dutch paper'
along with other etching supplies. His letter states

... send me some pieces of old Dutch paper for in
Venrce nothing can be had of any kind. You mrght see

to this yourself, as you know what I like. \7here to
look for it I can't exactly tell you. Goulding may have

some. You ought to send me about 20 or 30 pieces -rolled up properly and sent by post would be the
way. . .. for it would be a great pity if anything were to
happen to what I value so much ...1

Of course, lfhistler was not alone in his interest rn

using old papers for his prints. The poor qualiry of much
contemporary paper, made from chemically processed

wood pulp and bleached with harsh chemicals,
prompted many nineteenth-century artists ro find old
paper made from cofton and linen rags. The Etchrng
Revival, wrth its interest in Rembrandt, also influenced
discussions about the quality of paper among etchers of
the mid-nineteenth century. As early as 1859 the Gazette
des Beaux Arrs published an article describing different
rypes of old paper and watermarks.2 Old paper could
still be found in the 1850s, but it became increasingly

drfficult to find as the Etching Revival produced a grearer

demand for it in the 1860s.:

Many rJfhistler biographers and scholars have writren
about lfhistler's particular fascination with and taste for
old paper. His first brographers, Elizabeth and Joseph
Pennell, and his fellow etchers Otto Bacher and
Mortimer Menpes all wrote humorous anecdotes about
I(histler searching for old paper in bookshops all over
Europe. More recently, Katharine Lochnan of the Art
Gallery of Ontario has described Whistler's 'old Dutch'
paper as

... a very high qualiry white paper made in the eight-
eenth century in enormous quantities rn Holland, and
exported all over the world. . .. It had the finest texture
of any hand-made antique paper, and is characterised
by rts thin, well-drawn laid lines, its translucency, and
its smooth surface.a

Martha Smith, paper conservator at the Freer and
Sackler Galleries, has continued the survey of all the
\Whistler prints in the Freer collection which began with
thrs pro;ect. Her general observatrons on the rypes of
paper l7histler used were summarized in her presentation

at the 1,997 American Institute for Conservation annual
meeting in San Diego.s Most recently, Harriet Stratis of
the Art Institute of Chicago published her research on
\flhistler's choice of papers for his lithographs.5

The Venice Sets
During my post-graduate fellowship at the Freer and
Sackler Galleries' Department of Conservation and
Scientrfic Research I had the unique opportuniry to inves-
tigate Whistler's chorce of paper, using the most compre-
hensive collection of his prints, housed in the Freer
Gallery of Art.7 Charles Lang Freer, the founder of the
Freer Gallery of Art, began collecting \i7histler's work
with a purchase of the Second Venice Set in 1887, after
vrewing Howard Mansfield's extensive lfhistler print
collection.s Shortly after, Freer formed an agreement
with'!(hrstler that 'he would purchase impressions of all
future etchings and lithographs directly from the artist.'e
Whrstler once wrote to Freer, 'I wish you to have a fine
collection of Whistlers!! - perhaps tDe collection.'r0

The Venice Sets consrst of 38 different scenes ( 12 in the
First Venrce Set and 26 in the Second Venice Set), and
there are 102 impressions of the Venice Sets in the Freer
Gallery of Art. These prints are a good represenratrve
group for studying Whistler's choice of paper, for several

reasons. \Thistler made the Venice etchrngs ar rhe mid-
point of his printing career. While printing the Venice Sets

I(histler established a personal style wrth a variety of
techniques. These include wiping the plates to make each
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image unique, drawing his butterfly monogram as sign of
his approval (or actual pulling) of the prints, trimming the

prints, leaving a tab for his monogram, and a continued

interest in obtaining old papers on which to pnnt. The

qualiry ofprinting in these etchings suggests'lfhistler took
great care in creating them. Indeed, Katharine Lochnan

wrote, 'The Venice etchings constitute 'Whrstler's most

important work in the medium, and are ranked with the

greatest achievements in the hrstory of etching.'tt

This study of \flhistler's rwo Venice Sets at the Freer

Gallery is an attempt to reconcile the ideas previously pre-

sented about'Whistler's interest in paper with the physical

evidence, found by examining mould impressions, thick-
ness, colour and watermarks in the prints themselves.

Paper morphology
Using a survey form desrgned in FileMaker Pro to record

my observations, I first examined the etching papers for
the usual characteristics: whether they were western or

Japanese, laid or wove; the paper thickness;t2 
"nO 

,n.
presence of watermarks. For laid papers, the distance

berween charn lines and the number of laid lines per cen-

tlmeter were recorded. All of these characteristics were

compiled into a database, organzed by print impressions

(see Table 1).r3

In describing the paper morphology of the Venice

prints I differentiated not only between laid and wove

papers, but also between so-called antrque laid and

modern laid papers. The distinction between antique

and modern laid papers is based on the dates of changes

in structure of the papermaker's mould (roughly the end

of the eighteenth century). However, the rype of laid

paper cannot be used exclusively to date paper, because

antique laid paper may have been made any time after

the invention of the modern laid mould by using older

moulds, or moulds made intentionally to tmitate the

antique laid look. In this study the distinctron between

antique and modern laid paper was done only to classify

and describe paper morphology, not to date the papers

used by Whistler.

Colour
The paper colour for the Venice prints has been described

by vanous people as ivory, cream, off white and tan.

These terms mean different things to different people. For

the Venice prints any method of colour description is dif-
ficult, for several reasons. In most cases the ink shows

through to the verso, changing the overall tone of the

paper. Most of the prints are tnmmed to the margin, leav-

ing only a small tab where there is no printing ink. Even

in areas with no etched lines there is a thin film of print-
ing rnk from the plate tone. In addition, many of the

prints have surface dirt on the verso or are unevenly dis-

coloured by previous mounts. Most importantly, the pres-

ent colour does not necessarily represent what lfhistler
saw or liked in the paper. All of these factors complicate

any type of colour measurement or description, and limit
its use or value.

In this study, I had hoped to find a method to measure

the colour of the paper that could be used consistently

from one collection to another. Three methods were

available to me during my research: Munsell colour

chips, the human eye and a colorimeter.

Using the Munsell colour system, one compares the

colour-standard chips to the paper or object to be classi-

fied. Munsell does not provide enough colour chips in the

lighter hues to compare to the light-coloured paper of the

Venice prints.ta Sorting the prints by eye seemed to be too

subjectrve and thus not useful to other people. The Freer

and Sackler Department of Conservation and Scientific

Research (DCSR) has a Minolta CR-227 Chroma Meter,

a portable colorimeter. A colorimeter measures the

amount of light that is reflected from the sample, using its

own light source and red, green and blue filters. One

problem with this system is that its filters can vary from
unit to unit, or can change over time, makrng compar-

isons of exact measurement very difficult.
I began with test measurements on eight prints from

the Venice Sets which were relatively clean and opaque.

The readings were quite different for each print because

of the precrse nature of the instrument, but all readings

were within a certain range because of the similariry of
the papers. After examining the data with the oblects I
was able to divide them into tlvo groups: one that looks

pinkrsh and one that looks yellowish (see Table 2).15

Considering that it would be difficult to find clean and

opaque areas to measure in all of the prints, I decided to
sort the remaining prints visually into the rwo groups,

uslng the eight measured prints as the standards.l6

After sorting, I chose six prints from each category to
measure with the Chroma Meter rn order to test my visual

sorting. Again, I chose only prints which were opaque

enough to show no printing ink through to the verso,

and./or that had margins where I could take measure-

ments. In most instances the measurements of the Chroma
Meter agreed with my visual sorting (see Table 3).17

Two other paper conservators were asked to sofi the

Venice prints visually by colour m the same light that I
had used. !(orking independentlS they each chose the

same tlvo categories (pinkish and yellowish off whrte) to

define the paper colour, without knowing the number or
rypes of categories I had chosen. Most of our choices for
the nvo categories agreed.

The fact that three people could independently choose

the same categories demonstrates that a visual compari-
son can be used when standards are chosen from within
the group. For this survey, visual sorting was a beffer

method than measurement with the Chroma Meter

because I wanted to find a few broad categories of paper

colour. The Chroma Meter detects many indivrdual cate-

gofles rnstead of a few, broad but separate categories.

Consequently I found it best to sort visually as much as

possible, using the Chroma Meter where necessary as a

final judge.

Techniques for recording watermarks
There are many techniques used for recording water-
marks. These rnclude:

. tracing or photography using transmitted light
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BUNTING

K# Title State Watermark Location X+ay # Freer # Ihickness Chain Liner Laid Lines Ant./Mod Trimmed/Not

183 Little Venrce 'l Hunting Horn (bottom) top edge 3064 93.22 l3 mm 2-9 cm 12/cm trimmed, tab

183 Little Venrce 1 Arms of Amsterdam cenrral 307 1 92.16 16 mm 2.4-2.5 cm 9/cm trimmed

'r 83 Little Venrce 7 05.179 .20 mm wove Japan not

r83 Little Venice 7 98.378 .25 mm wove Japan noI

183 Little Venice cancelled 94.40 095 mm 2-2-9 cm Ja pan no!

t83 Liftle Venice cancelled 92.25 .09 mm 3.0-3.1 cm Japan noI

1U Nocturne I lVan Gellder LL edge 3110 04.17 .30 mm 2.5 cm 8-9lcm trimmed

184 Nocturne 2 03.51 l5 mm 3.2 cm I U/Cm A nol

184 Nocturne 98.379 .23 mm wove Ja pan not

184 Nocturne btw 3&4 03.90 18 mm 2.9 cm 8/cm A tnmmed

IdJ The Little Mast 02.13',I .16 mm 2.5-2.7 cm 8/cm A trimmed, tab

185 The Little Mast 98.380 .27 mm wove Japan not

185 The Lrttle Mast 3 94.24 .095 mm 2.2-2.3 cm 14/cm M trimmed, tab

186 The Lrttle Lagoon 98.381 115 mm 2.8 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

186 fhe Little Lagoon Hunting Horn (?) botton TL corner 3070 94.41 '12 mm 2.7-2.9 cm I O/cm trimmed, tab

186 The Little Lagoon 05.1 80 22 mm wove Japan not

187 The Palaces 98.382 '13 mm 2.9-3.1 cm Japan not

187 The Palaces (unrecorded) 98.383 .22 mm 3.2 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

r88 The Doorway 2 Atlas (partial) L eoge 3r 09 98.384 .22 mm 2.7 cm I o/cm noI

188 The Doorway 5 98.385 .22mm 2.4-2.7 cm 8/cm A not

188 The Doorway 05.181 .473 mm wove not

188 The Doorway J Pro Patria/LVG centre 3060 02.45 12 mm 2.5 cm 1 o/cm not

188 The Doorway 7 04.92 .075 mm 3.2-3.3 cm 9/cm /apan nor

189 The Prazetta I 98.386 .165 mm 2.6-2.8 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

r89 The Piazetta Strasbourg Lily (part) L edge 3068 .18 mm 2.6-2.7 cm 9/cm A nol

r89 The Piazetta 3 Foolscap centre 3068 02.1 33 l7 mm 2.5-2.6 cm 12/cm A noI
'189 The Piazetta eany (lined) 05.r 82 .225 mm 2.3 cm 12/cm A not

191 The Traghetto #2 4 Arms of Amsterdam centre 306r 05.1 83 15 mm 2.4-2.5 cm I o/cm A tnmmed, tab

191 The Traghetto #2 4 98.387 .275 mm 2.6-2.8 cm 8/cm not

191 The Traghetto #2 cancelled Strasbourg Lrly (top) bot. ctr. 3075 02.277 195 mm 2.9 cm 9/cm trimmed, tab
't92 The Riva #1 I 0l.169 21 mm 2-7 cm 12/cm A nor

192 The Riva #l 98.388 .23 mm 2.6 cm 8/cm A

192 tne xtva f I btw'l&2 PD (unrecorded) 01 17Q '185 mm 2.5 cm 1 2-l 3/cm A nor

192 The Riva # l cancelled 93.92 .095 mm 2.9 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

193 Two Doorways I Strasbourg Lily/VGZ top ctr. 31 08 03.r 48 .20 mm 3.0 cm 9/cm A not

193 Two Doorways 98.389 .27 mm 2.6 cm l2/cm A nor

193 Two Doorways HD VE central 3111 91.1 l8 mm 2.6cm I o/cm trimmed, tab

r93 Two Doorways 98.390 .20 mm Japan

194 The Beggars I handshake/shield central 3065 03.149 l3 mm 2.4-2.5 cm 'I l/cm tnmmed, tab

194 The Beggars 2 98.391 l2 mm 3.1 cm Japan nol

194 The Beggars 4 18't4/2 BR edge 3067 98.392 .185 mm 2.7 cm 9/cm A nol

tv) The Mast 98.393 l5 mm 3.0-3.1 cm Japan noI

195 The Mast KF central 3112 02.1 35 .135 mm 2.5-2.6 cm I t/cm M not

195 The Mast 3 08.258 ll5 mm 2.0-2.3 cm Japan noI

195 The Mast 5 P/L [van der Ley] top left 3074 94.19 .13 mm 2.7-2.9 cm "12/cm A tnmmed, tab

195 The Mast 98.394 .24 mm wove Japan not
't96 Doorway &Vine Hunting HornMR bot. ctr. 3069 02.231 17 mm 2.3-2.5 cm '11/cm A tnmmed, tab

104 Doorway &Vine 87.2 .085 mm 2.3 cm 14/cm M trimmed,tab

197 5an Biago 08.3 .295 mm 2.5-2.8 cm I l/cm M noI

197 5an Brago 3 Hunting HornAVR central 3064 06.238 15 mm 2.4-2.5 cm '1olcm A trimmed, tab

197 5an Biago 87.4 11mm 2.2-2.3 cm l ztcm M trimmed, tab

197 San Brago 9 98.395 l3 mm 2.8 cm 9/cm trimmed, tab

r98 Bead-stnngers 87.5 ll mm 2.8-3.1 cm 8/cm trimmed, tab

Table I Paper Characteristics ofthe FreerVenice Sets
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BUNTING

K# Title State Watermark Location X-ray # Freer # Thickness Chain Lines Laid Lines Ant./Mod Trimmed/Not

98 Bead-stringers 02.120 .085 mm 22-2.3 cm 14/cm M tilmmed, tab

r98 Bead-stringers 8 05.185 .089 mm 2.2-2.3 cm 1 3/cm tnmmed, tab

t99 Turkeys 05.336 .14 mm 2.1 cm 14/cm M not

99 Turkeys I 87.6 11mm 2.7 cm I 0/cm trimmed, tab

200 Fruit Stall 87.7 135 mm 2.9 cm 9/cm tnmmed, tab

201 San Grorgio 2 Van Glelderl (partral) top rt. 3063 04 18 .265 mm 2.6-2.7 cm I o/cm M tnmmed

201 5an Giorgio 2 0s.'186 115 mm 2.8 cm 8/cm trimmed, tab

201 San Giorgio 87.8 l0 mm 2.3 cm 1 3/cm M tnmmed, tab

202 Nocturne: Palaces I Strasbourg Lrlynr'GZ 3076 06.39 18 mm 3.0 cm 8/cm M nol

202 Nocturne: Palaces Strasbourg Lrly (top) ctr. rt. 3066 87.9 .19 mm 2.8-3 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

202 Nocturne: Palaces 8 DHK top ctr. 307 1 93.23 ll mm 2.7-3 cm 9/cm trimmed

203 Long Lagoon 1 Hunting HornAVR ctr. left 3062 05.5 156 mm 2.4 cm I I/Cm trimmed, tab

203 Long Lagoon 'I Strasbourg Lrly/LVG centre 3062 87.1 0 l4 mm 26-2.7 cm 9/cm A tnmmed, tab

204 The Bridge Strasbourg Lrly/GR ctr. left 3065 87.12 .21 mm 2.9 cm 8/cm A

204 The Bndge 98.396 l2 mm 2.3 cm | 3/cm M tnmmed, tab

205 Upright Venrce 2 87.13 '10 mm 2.8 cm I 0/cm M tilmmed, tab

2Q5 Upnght Venice 2 Pro Patria (on hning?) centre 3062 05.187 17 mm 2.6-2.7 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

206 I he Hrva f2 1 Hunting HornAVR centre 3066 05.6 127 mm 2.3-2.5 cm I l/cm A tnmmed, tab

206 The Rrva #2 1 87.16 .093 mm 2.2-23 cm I 3/cm M

206 The Rrva #2 I 98 397 115 mm 2.8-3 cm 8/cm A trimmed, tab

207 The Balcony btw l&2 handshake/shield centre 3074 05.1 89 17 mm 2.6 cm 1 o/cm M tnmmed

207 The Balcony 5 87.1 8 125 mm 2-9 cm 9/cm tnmmed, tab

207 The Balcony 5 05.1 90 115mm 2.8-3 cm 9/cm A trimmed, tab

207 The Balcony 98 398 .22mm 2.7-2.8 cm 9/.m tnmmed, tab

208 Frshrng-boat 2 centre 3067 98.399 '15 mm 2.4 cm '| 
I /cm trimmed, tab

208 Fishrng-boat 3- 87.19 09 mm 22-2.3 cm 14/cm M tnmmed, tab

209 Ponte del Provan 084 .10 mm 2."1-2 3 cm 9/cm Japan nol

209 Ponte del Piovan Huntrng Horn/HG cenlre 3069 87.2 '12 mm 2.4-2.5 cm | 2/Cm

210 Garden Arm of Amsterdam centre 3061 02.121 115 mm 2.5 cm 9/cm trimmed,tab

210 Garden 87 21 .09 mm 2.7-3 cm 9/cm tilmmed, tab

211 The Rralto WW (not recorded) centre 05.7 125 mm 2.4cm 12/cm trimmed, tab

211 The Rialto Strasbourg LilylLVG centre 311r 87.22 15 mm 2.6-2.7 cm 9/cm A tnmmed, tab

Long Venrce 4 05.1 91 105 mm 2.7-2.9 cm 9/cm A tnmmed, tab

212 Long Venrce 5 87 23 .085 mm 23cm 1 3/cm M tilmmed, tab

212 Long Venice 5 98 400 09 mm 2.3 cm I 3/cm M trimmed. tab

213 Nocturne Furnac( 2 TI centre 3l l0 Q5 192 11mm 2.6 cm 1 1/cm tnmmed, tab

213 Nocturne: Furnac( 87.24 095 mm 2.3 cm I 3/cm M trimmed, tab

214 Quret Canal 05.1 93 16 mm wove not

214 Quret Canal 87.25 .08 mm 2.8-2.9 cm 1 o/cm M trimmed, tab

214 Quiet Canal 5 0s.1 94 .109 mm 2.8 cm I 1/cm M tnmmed, tab

215 La Salute Dawn 4 LVG (Strasbourg Lrly?) bot. ctr. 3069 87.26 13 mm 2.6-27 cm 8/cm trimmed, tab

216 Lagoon: Noon 87.27 085 mm 2.3 cm 1 3/cm M trimmed, tab

233 Wheelwright 87.3 .09 mm 2.3 cm 1 3/cm M trimmed, tab

233 Wheelwright 5' 0s.1 84 .099 mm 22-2.4 cm 14/cm M trimmed, tab

234 Temple only* 87.1 1 ,10 mm 2.2-2.3 cm '13lcm M tnmmed, tab

235 Lobster-pots I Strasbourg Lrly (?) bot. ctr 3070 87.15 l4 mm 2.6-2.7 cm 8/cm A trimmed, tab

250 Little Court only* Strasbourg Lrly LL corner 3075 05.1 88 136 mm 2.6-2.7 cm 8/cm trimmed, tab

236 Little Court only* Arms of Amsterdam rop eoge 3070 87 14 13 mm 2.4-2.5 cm 8/cm tnmmed, tab

237 Drury Lane only* 87.17 l4 mm 2.7 cm 9/cm tnmmed, tab

Table 1 Paper Characteristics of the Freer Venice Sets ((ont'd.)
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Acc. Number d L*a*b* Chroma A(c. Number a*

BUNTING

d L*a*b* Chroma

F94.14

Average

Standard Error

83.1 3

83.55

83.45

84.07

83.1 3

83.47

0.15

-0.39

-0.54

-0 34

-0.57

-0.37

-o.44

0.04

19.21

19 04

19.91

19.56

18.99

19.34

0.t6

0.36

0.33

0.58

065
0.49

0.48

0.06

19.21

l9 05

19.91

19.57

18.99

r 9.35

0.16

83.60

83.89

83 76

84.39

83.78

83.88

o.12

-0.31

-0.35

-0.35

-0.55

-0.32

-0.38

0.04

I o.oo

16.7 5

16.80

16.57

16.47

16.73

0.05

F05.1 81

Average

Standard Error

0.30 16.66

0.03 16.75

0.'14 16 80

0.56 16.58

0.18 16.87

0.24 16.73

0.08 0.05

F93.22 83 6r

83.74

82.90

82.61

84.01

Average 83.37

Standard Error 0.24

-0.39

-0.20

-0.29

-0.22

-0.58

-0.34

0.06

19.02

18.82

19 2Q

19.89

18.07

19.00

0.26

o-24

0.43

0.52

1 .18

1 .15

0.70

o.17

19.02

18.82

19.20

19.89

18.08

19.00

0.26

78.69

78.65

80.34

79.75

78.37

79.16

0.34

1.92

t./)

1.29

1.64

2.00

1.72

0.11

16.96

17.14

16 12

16 33

17.26

16.76

0.20

F08.3 0 ss 17.07

0.64 17.23

1.41 16.17

0.74 16.41

o 97 17.38

0.86 16.85

o.14 0.21

Average

Standard Error

Average

Standard Error

82.76

83.06

84.38

83.1 3

82.21

83.1 I
0.32

-0.79

-0.81

-1 09

-1.09

-0.97

-0.95

0.06

19.85

19.06

19.Q2

'18.31

'18.30

r 8.91

0.26

1.02

0.21

1.28

0.61

1.08

0.84

o.17

19.87
'19.08

19.05

18.34

18.33

| 8.93

0.2s

84.98

84.71

85.64

45.94

85.96

85.45

0.23

0.25

0.16

-0.01

-0.0s

0.10

0.09

0.05

13 44

13 48

13.42

| 5.lo

13.49

13.42

0.04

F04.1 8

Average

Standard Error

0.49 13.44

0.74 13.48

o 22 13.42

0 54 13.26

0.52 13.49

0.60 13.42

0.07 0.04

Average

Standard Error

84 71

84.64

85.02

84.87

84.73

84.79

0.06

0.07

-0.05

-0 05

0.04

0.09

0.02

0.03

18.09

17.05

17.52

17.75

16.74

17.43

o.22

0.67

o.42

0.2s

0.33

070
o.47

0.08

18.09

17.0s

t /.)2
17.7 5

16.74

17.43

o.22

87.56

87.65

87 53

87.58

87.65

87.59

0.02

|,25

1.20

1.38

1.32

1.19

1.26

0.03

13.02

13.26

13.27

13.48

13.45

13.30

o.07

F05.1 89

Average

Standard Error

0 28 1 3.08

0.09 13.31

0.14 13 34

0.19 13.54

0 18 13.50

0.r 8 13.36

0.03 0.o7

Table 2 Colorimeter Readings of Eight Sample Prints

. Dylux 503 (a photosensitive paper)
o beta radiography
o low-voltage radiography (also known as Grenz

radiography)
. electron radiography

Tracing or photographing watermarks using trans-
mrtted light is a very imperfect method, and gives an

lncomplete and often lnaccurate image because of inter-
ference from the design medium.

Dylux 503 has sometimes been used successfully to
get an accurate, one-to-one image of watermarks much
as in radiography. However, many people have had diffi-
culfy with thrs method, and lt was not readily available
to me.

Beta radiography is perhaps the most commonly used

radiographic technique today because the equipment is

simple. It has the distinct disadvantage of being limited
in size to 10 square centimetres, making it sometimes
necessary to record larger watermarks in successive

steps. Another disadvantage is that the exposure tlme for
beta radiography can be a few hours or even longer. Both
of these aspects, along with the added difficulry of buy-
ing and licensrng a beta plate during my tlme at the Freer,

made it an impractical technique for this project.
Low-voltage radiography and electron radiography

require an x-ray machine. In low-voltage radiography
the kilovoltage (kV) range is from 4-10. This technique
was originally considered for recording the Whistler
watermarks. However, rt would have required placing

the unexposed film and the prints in a darkened x-ray
room, and the x-ray room at the Freer conservatlon
department is not set up to enter or exit without expos-
ing the room to light. In addition, the design medium can
interfere in a radiograph of the watermark if it conrains
metallic pigment.

For practical purposes, electron radiography using a

hrgh kilovoltage was the easiest technique to use for this
project. It also has the advantage of taking a radiograph
of a whole sheet of paper up to the size of the film and the
vacuum envelope - 35.5 x 43 cm. It will not record the
medium on the surface of the paper, thus avoiding any
interference in the rmage of the watermark.ls In addition,
because the whole print is radiographed you can see the
orientation and location of the watermark within the orrnt.

Electron radiography process
In the process of electron radiography, high-kilovoltage,
filtered x-rays irradiate a lead foil and produce electrons.
As these electrons pass through a specimen of low atomic
weight, such as paper, they are absorbed differently
according to the densiry or srructure of the paper. The
differential absorption is then recorded on a sheet of film
placed beneath the paper.re

For an electron radiograph, the film, print and lead
foil are placed together in a vacuum envelope to promote
good contact between the components. Because of the
small size of most of the Venice etchings, I was able to fit
one, fwo or three prlnts on each sheet of film inside the
vacuum envelooe.
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BUNTING

Ac<. Number a*a* b* d L*a*bx (hroma Acc. Number b* d L*a*b* Chroma

F03.1 48

Average

Standard Error

85.17

84.98

85 34

84.1 9

84.97

84.93

0.18

0.43

0.s3

0.57

0.99

0.73

0.65

0.09

to.o/
17 08

16.89

17.81

16.69

| 7.03

0.19

0.48

0.14

0.44

1.r 3

0.35

0.51

0.15

16.68

17.09

r 6.90

17.84

16.71

17.O4

0.19

90.07

9028
90 20

89.28

90.26

90.02

o.17

051

0.50

0.49

0.20

0.55

0.45

0.06

'I 1.68
'l 1.38

1135

1 1.08

1 1.32

1 1.36

0.09

F03.149

Average

Standard Error

0.33 11 69

0.27 1 1.39

0.19 1 r .36

0.83 1 1.08

o.27 1 1.33

0.38 11.37

0.r 0 0.09

F98.387

Average

Standard Error

85.30

85.82

87.21

86.3s

8629
86.19

0.28

-1.32

-0.99

-t.52

-1.24

-1.1 5

-1.20

0.06

l5 45

15.81

15.19

15.53

15.08

15.41

0.12

0.90

0.59

1.05

0.20

0.35

0.62

0.14

15.51

15.84

15.25

15.58

15.12

15.46

0.11

89 40

89.71

88.1 0

88.72

88.98

88.98

0.25

1.00

0.95

o87
0.85

1.15

0.96

0.05

'r 0.98
'I 1.39

11.11

11.12

1 1.69

11.26

0.11

F02.1 33

Average

Standard Error

0.s0 'l 1.03

Q74 11.43

0.90 '11.14

0.32 r'r.15

0.47 11.75

0.s9 I 1.30

0.09 0.12

F02.45

Average

Standard Error

87 44

87.86

87.24

87.92

87.83

87.66

0.12

-1.28

-r.35

- t,/o
-1.34

-1.33

-1.41

0.08

16.99

16.85

16.24

to./o

17.01

'16.77

0.13

034
0.23

0.76

o.27

0.31

0.38

0.09

17 Q4

r 6.90

16.34

16.81

17.06

16.83

0.12

87.75

88.17

87.73

87.37

88.1 3

87.83

0.13

1.15

1 .18

1.27

1.'18

1.27

'1.21

0.02

13.21

13.49

13.35

13.14

13.40

r 3.32

0.06

F87.26

Average

Standard Error

u. l) | 5.zo

0 38 13.54

0.12 13.41

0.49 13.19

0.32 13.46

0.29 r 3.37

0.06 0.06

F98.38s

Average

Standard Error

86.59

86.53

86.64

87.03

87 70

86.90

0.20

1.30

1.37

133

1.23

1.27

1.30

0.02

13.87
'13.91

13.07

1267

12.74

13.25

0.24

0.69

0.76

0.32

0.60

0.95

0.66

0.09

13.93

13.98

I 3.14

12.73

12.80

13.32

o.24

87.76

88 13

87.77

87.86

88.01

87.9',1

0.06

| .20

1.27

1.12

129
1.23

1.23

0.03

'13.43

12.77

12.16

12.37

13.65

12.88

o.26

F87.1 0

Average

Standard Error

0.s7 13.49

0.2s 12.83

o.74 12.21

0.51 12.44

0.78 13.71

o.57 12.94

0.08 0.26

F98.392

Average

Standard Error

87.89

87.45

87.91

87.80

87.64

87.74

0.08

1.22

1.29

121

1.33

1.26

1.26

0.02

r 3.09

12.98

12.76

13.17

tJ-td

13.04

o.o7

0.17

0.29

0.33

0.r 6

0.17

0.23

0.03

13.15
'13.04

12 82

13.24

13.24

13.10

0.07

85.46

85.20

84.98

44.42

85.28

85.1 5

0.10

-0.36

-0.45

-0.47

-0.1 5

-0.13

-0.31

0.07

13.42
'13.43

13.59

r 3.68

13.79

13.58

0.06

F98.389

Average

Standard Error

0.35 13.42

0.21 13.44

0.23 13.60

0 38 13.68

0.31 13.79

0.30 13.59

0.03 0.06

F02.135 89.74

88.80

89.52

90.51

90.35

Average 89.78

Standard Error 0.27

0.95

0.65

1.03

0.85

0.85

0.87

0.06

13.35

1272
r348
12.45

12.60

12.92

0.19

o.44

1.03

0.64

087
0.65

o.72

0.09

13.38

12.74

13.52

12.48

| 2.O5

r 2.95

0.19

85.95

85.38

8s.25

85.58

85.54

85.54

0.11

-0.01

0.03

0.25

0.17

0.23

0.13

0.05

14.62
'15.20

15 81

15.12

15.37

15.22

o.17

F04.17

Average

Standard Error

0.74 14.62

0.1 9 t 5.20

0.66 15.81

o.'t2 't5.12

0.17 15.37

0.38 15.22

o.12 0.17

Table 3 Colorimeter Readings of Prints Sorted visually

In order to make handling of the prints safe and con-

venient in the darkroom, I made a Mylar polyester folder

to place around the prints. In the darkroom with a safe-

light on I lifted up one side of the polyester and placed

the lead foil in contact with the recto side of the prints.

Then I flipped the package and lifted the other side of the

polyester to put the film next to the verso of the prints.

lfith the prints aligned and enclosed in the polyester

sleeve I could safely slip the whole package rnto the vac-

uum envelope. I had originally hoped that I could put the

lead foil and the film outside the polyester sleeve, but

experimentation with the x-ray technique proved that

the print had to be in direct contact with both the lead

foil and the film in order to get an image.

Fifteen of the 102 prints in the Venice Sets are on

Japanese paper.2o A remarkable 42 of the 87 prrnts on

western paper ln the two Venice Sets at the Freer Gallery

do have watermarks. Using electron radiography I was

able to expose and develop all of the watermarks in less

than four days.21 Because of the ease, speed and thor-
oughness of the electron radiography technique for
recording watermarks, I urge anyone who has access to

a high-kilovoltage x-ray machtne to use this technique

for recording watermarks on medium to small works on

paper which can be placed safely in a vacuum envelope

without damage to the support or media.

Computer imaging
To study the watermarks with the reference materials in

other libraries, rather than photographing all of the radi-

ographs, I made use of the computer imaging technology

avarlable at the Freer DCSR. The radiographs were
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placed on a light box on an easel, and a CCD video cam-

era recorded the watermark. The image was saved and

manipulated by the computer imaging software in order
to enhance or decrease the contrast and thus sharpen the
image. After manipulation, the desired image was

printed out on thermal paper. Although this offers a

quick and easy reproduction of watermarks, the thermal
paper printout is not a 1:l image of the radiograph.
Watermark size is very important for exact identrfication.
However, this technique did provide me with enough
image information to find similar examples ln water-
mark reference sources at other libraries, which I later
checked for srze with the radiographs.22

Watermarks
Although thousands of drfferent watermark designs have

been recorded, many are slight variations on the same

design. Thrs fact, along with allowing for inaccuracy rn
copying watermarks by tracing (as was done by most of
the published watermark compilers), makes watermark
identification difficult. In addrtron, watermark designs

may have been used for centunes by the same paper mill
with only slight variations.

Initials on watermarks or countermarks are usually
those of the papermaker or the patron of the paper mill.
They were used to help distinguish one mrll's paper from
another's when watermark designs became commonly
used by many papermakers. Sometimes when a design or
initials became associated wrth a fine-quality paper from
one mill, it was used by different mrlls rn combination
with their own desrgns or rnitials.

Watermarks that contain dates are not reliable
sources for dating paper manufacture, because the paper-

making mould could have been used for many years after
the date. Papermaking moulds had an average lifespan of
30 years, during which changes may have occurred due

to movement of the wrres from cleaning the screens with
stiff brushes and resewing of broken wires.

In the published sources for identifying watermarks
(Charles Briquet, \Tilliam Churchill, Edward Heawood
and Thomas Gravell).23 the authors have dated most of
the watermarks by looking at the publication or printing
dates of the books in which the watermarked paper was

found. In order to identify exactly a watermark on a

given paper, using the published guides by the above-

mentioned authors, one must match the design, the

sewing attachments, the location of the design wrthin the

laid and chain lines of the mould and the spacrngs of the

laid and chain lines. Rather than dating specifically each

of the watermarks found rn Whistler's prints, I wanted to
use the watermarks to investigate the possible age and

origin of the papers \Whrstler had used.

Watermarks found in the Venice Sets
I identified many watermarks in the Venice Sets at the

Freer Gallery. I also found several designs which appear

repeatedly in several different prints. For the reasons

stated above I have not been able to date any of the

watermarks conclusively, but I found some which match
roughly dated watermarks in some of the reference rexrs,
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such as Churchill and Heawood. I found watermarks
that are nearly identical or identical in size among several

prints. I also researched the history of different water-
mark designs represented in the Venice etchings to pro-
vide some basis for the general age of the papers.

The watermarks themselves seemed to have been

important to 'Whistler, not only for the qualiry of paper

that they represented, but also for aesthetic reasons. In
24 of the 42 watermarked prints in the Venice Sets, the

watermark or countermark is complete and located close

to the centre of the print. Since Whistler often trimmed
his prints, the location of the watermark must have been

thought out carefully before printing so that it would not
be trimmed off. This must have involved wasting paper,

considering that watermarks and countermarks are often
located in the centre of one-half of the sheet of paper.

All of the watermarks that could be identified in the

Freer Gallery Venice Sets can be associated with Dutch
paper. The Dutch had a long reputation for supplying
good-quality paper. There were many Dutch papermak-
ers who continued to make paper by hand, usrng the same

symbols with slight vanation in their watermarks rnto

the nineteenth century.2a In all hkelihood, some of what
'Whistler called'old Dutch' paper was nineteenth-century
paper with these established watermarks. 'Whistler may
have thought the paper he was using was old because the

watermarks had been in use for centuries. He may also

have used the term 'old Dutch' to mean any handmade

paper with the qualities of old paper.

Venice Sets and other \Thistler etchings in other rnsti-

tutions contained several of the same watermarks as

those I found in the Freer Venrce Sets. This indicates that
the Freer collection is a good representative sample of
Whistler's choice of papers.25 Clearly'!Thrstler had access

to good-quality watermarked paper such as rs found rn

these collections. (For a detailed description of the iden-

tifiable watermarks, see the Appendix to this paper).

Conclusion
The information provided by thrs study of paper helps to
clarifu much of what has been written about Whistler's
interest in paper. In addition to the watermarks that
appear repeatedly, other trends are apparent. 'Whrstler

liked to use Japanese paper (both laid and wove) of dif-
ferent thicknesses, but the majority of the prints exam-

rned (60) were done on western antique laid paper. He
used western wove paper only rwice in these 102 impres-

sions. There are many papers with watermarks, most of
which can be identified as Dutch. In the Venice etchings

Whistler used only off-whrte paper, either by preference

or because it was available.

It has been surmised by some scholars that l7histler
chose certain papers for certain proofs.26 The Freer col-
lection demonstrates that \il/hrstler printed both artrst's
proofs and published sets of etchings on Japanese paper
(often of poor quality), watermarked paper that may be

called 'old Dutch,' and antique and modern lard papers

with no watermarks. There are no consistent patterns

connecting Whistler's choice of paper with the choice or
state of the orint on it.
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The techniques that I used in this study of paper

helped me to organrze a mass of details about the indi-
vidual characteristics of a large coliectron of prints.

Through this organization I was able to see both trends

and variations rn 'Whistler's choice of printing papers.

Further study of the lfhistler prints in the Freer and other
collections may continue to reveal detarls about 'Whist-

ler's interest in paper, and what papers were available to
printers in the second half of the nineteenth century.
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Appendix
Watermarks found in the Freer Venice Sets

Hunting Horn
The Hunting Horn watermark is found on eight prints in
the Venice Sets at the FGA. None of the Venice Set exam-

ples match the many similar examples in Heawood. In
four of the examples there is a WR underneath and there

rs a bell-and-clapper shape within the shield above the

rope on the horn. Two examples (94.41 and 93.22) show

only the bottom of the shield wrth a number 4 and an

inverted V. These fwo are Lke Heawood's no. 2770.
which dates from the late eighteenth century.

Atms of Amsterdam
The Arms of Amsterdam watermark appears rn four of
the Venice prints, Thrs symbol was used for over 150

years, and was imitated in many countries.2T Prints

05.183 and 02.'1,21, have the full watermark with the

countermark RK. Print 92.L6has iust the full watermark.
These three are very similar in that the rwo lions have

their heads turned to face frontally and have curly manes,

and there is a straight bar below the lions and shield. The

details of the crown and shield are also similar among the

three watermarks, but none matches the others perfectly.

These three are very simrlar to Heawood's nos. 413 or
415, but do not match in size. The fourth watermark
(87 .1,41shows a more elaborate design, with swirls below
the bar that comes beneath the lions' feet. This is some-

what like the bottom of Heawood's no. 416. The water-

marks cited for comparison in Heawood date from the

first half of the eighteenth century.

Pro Patia
Churchill lists this design as a Dutch watermark used

between 1683 and L799.28 According to Heawood, the

Pro Patria watermark was characteristic of the Dutch
from the early eighteenth century onwards.2e The two
examples in the Venice Sets (05.187 and 02.45) are very
different from each other in size and details. Print 02.45
has a countermark LVG in block letters. Two other Pro

Patria watermarks have been found in other 'Whistler

etchings at the Freer (98.324 and 98.325), but these rwo
examples have initrals beneath the fence. These rwo
prints are from the Thames Set, indicating that \Thistler
had a long-standrng lnterest in good-quality paper and

that it continued to be available. None of these exam-

ples matched Heawood's tracings, which were very
loose rn comparlson.

Strasbourg Lily
Some form of the Strasbourg Lily watermark appears in
10 of the Venice prints. Prrnt97.52 is unique to this group

because lt is the only one wlth no crowned shield around
the fleur-de-lys. This one matches very closely Heawood's
no. 1681, which dates from the late seventeenth century.

Although not all of them are complete, 05.188, 87.10,

87.22 and 87.26 all match each other rn size. These four
all have the lily in the crowned shield. The letters LVG in
block capitals are below three of the four. LVG is the rni-

tials of the Lubertus van Gerrevink family, which ran
paper mills in Holland from 1598 to 1819.30 One of the

complete watermarks of this group matches closely

Heawood's nos. 1825 or t825. which date from the mid-
eighteenth century. Two identical marks in the Strasbourg

Lrly desrgn are rn 05.39 and 03.148. They have a lily
within a shield (presumably crowned * the top is miss-

ing) wrth the letters VGZ in capital script below. None of
the examples rn Churchill or Heawood had letters in
scnpt. The use of cursive letters started rn the mid-
eighteenth century. The mark on 87.72 is very close to
Heawood's nos. 1846 or 1849, which are from the late

eighteenth century. The last rwo of this group (02.277

and 87 .9) are identical in size, but some of the details (the

outer horns) do not match perfectly. It is possible that
either of these is the top half of the watermark for 87.I2
(or one like it), as they also match Heawood's nos. 1849.

The leners GR (on 87.12) probably refer to one of the

King Georges, but not knowing which one makes it diffi-
cult to date the paper. One of the Heawood examples that
it may relate to rs from the late eighteenth century.

Fookcap
The Foolscap is probably one of the best-known and

longest-used watermark designs. It was originally used

to denote a certain size of paper (approximately 13 x
17 inches I 33 x 43 cm). and dates back to the late fif-
teenth century.3r The design was used by many paper-

makers because it symbohzed good-qualrty paper.32 This
Foolscap, with a seven-pointed collar, does not match any

of the examples in Heawood, Churchill, or Briquet, but is
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very much like severai examples found by Harnet Stratis
in \il/histler's lrthographs.33 In Heawood, rt is most like the

examples which date from the early seventeenth to early
eighteenth centuries.

Atlas
This partial watermark (98.384) looks like a human head

and arms supporting a globe with a cross on top. The

shape of the globe is very distorted. The shapes of the eyes

and the arms of the figure are very srmilar to Churchill's
no. 512, which dates from the mid-seventeenth century,

or lrke Heawood's no. 1362, from the same penod. Hea-

wood places this watermark in Amsterdam. Dard Hunter
says the Atlas watermark was used for paper measuring

26 x 34 rnches (66 x 86 cm), which was a drawing and
printing paper origrnally used for maps and atlases.3a

Van derLqt
The P and the L in thrs countermark (94.19) are joined

and have a decorative stem coming out of the corner of
the L. According to Heawood thrs was the mark of the
Van der Ley family, and was common in the late seven-

teenth century.rs There are many different watermarks in
Heawood and Churchill which use thrs countermark, but
all of the examples are less refined than the example in
the Freer Venice etching.

LVG and IV
Gravell suggests that the rnitials LVG and lV origrnally
indicated Lubertus van Gerrevink and Jean Villedary, the
papermakers, but in the eighteenth century these marks
became 'symbols of quality paper and were used rndis-

cnminately by mills all over western Europe.'3e Accord-
ing to Churchill, 'The name or initrals of Jean Villedary as

watermarks cover a perrod of 150 years. ... The rnitials
IV, of Jean Villedary, appear on many papers for books
and manuscripts in the public archives and libraries of
England and Holland. They also appear rn conjunction
with the names and watermarks of Lubertus van
Gerrevink, C.l. Honig, Adnanne Rogge, and Van der Ley.

The initials IV and LVG together have been found on
paper dated from 1735 to 1,81,2.It is not known whether
Mlledary worked rn conjunction with the other Dutch
papermakers, or whether they made use of hrs initrals,
which had become a hall-mark of excellence.'37 In the
Venice Sets the countermark LVG was found alone, with
the Pro Patria watermark and with the Strasbourg Lily.
There rs one print in the Venice Sets (98.398) that has the
countermark IV. There were 33 examples in Heawood
with IV. \fith only the countermark, rt is impossible to
date the paper or to know from which mrll it came.

The remaining watermarks (see Table 1) in the Venice
Sets are initials or dates whrch were not listed in the ref-

erenced texts. I later found watermarks on three more

Venice Set prints (making the total 421:K187,The Palaces

(98.383), Kl92,The Rtua No. 1 (01.170) andK21.l,The
Rnlto (05.7), but I did nor have rime to radiograph these.
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prnkish papers tend towards the lower values (11) and for

the yellowrsh papers the values tend towards the higher val-

ues (19). The average chroma must be looked at with the ao

and bo values to get the full picture. The pink papers had ao

values from 0 to +1.2 and b" values from 1l to 15.2. Most

of the yellow papers had ao values from 0 to -1.4 and b* val-

ues from 12,9 to 19. (For the ao values, any number between
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Methods of ldentifying Lifetime and Posthumous lmpressions

HARRIET K. STRATIS

The Lithographs of James McNeill Whistler:

Abstract
Within a typical edition of any given lithograph, James

McNeill Whistler insisted that a variety of papers be used,

including an assortment of western laid papers and various
Japanese papers. lt is unfortunate however, that Whistler did
not sign every impression of every lithograph printed during
his lifetime,since an extensive posthumous printing was car-

ried out. Inaccurat€ record-keeping, inconsistent use of a

posthumous-collection stamp, and the existence of a great

many unsigned lifetime impressions make the task of differ-
entiating posthumous impressions from those printed
during the artistt lifetime extremely difficult.

By turning to the evidence provided by the papers them-
selvet it is possible to categorize and differentiate a number
of lifetime papers from posthumous papers. Moreover, it is
even possible to identify several papers that were used dur-
ing Whistler3 lifetime and left over in his studio to be made
available for the printing of posthumous impressions, A

comprehensive study of Whistler's papers, comprising the
cataloguing of thousands of impressions and beta
radiography of all the watermark found among a core
group of collections, was recently included in the Art
Institute of Chicago's newly published catalogue raisonn6 of
the artistS lithographs. Objective criteria were used for the
first time to resolve long-standing questions about differen-
tiating between the prints produced posthumously and
those produced during Whistler's lifetime. In a systematic
manner, this paper reviews the methods and summarizes

the findings presented in the catalogue raisonn6.

The catalogue raisonn6 is without a doubt one of the
most essential tools of art-historical scholarship. In its
most basic form, it functions as a compendium of an

artist's work in a given medium. Used as a means to doc-
ument prints, the catalogue raisonn6 must also effectively
address the paradoxical fact that prints exist as multi-
ples, even though impressions of the same image may
vary significantly in appearance. The lithographs of
James McNeill Ifhistler present a perfect case in poinr,
since the artrst deliberately sought variation among
impressions within a single edition. He achieved this in
large part by choosing a variery of papers to print a given
image. He also encouraged his printers to vary the inking
and use ink that was not intensely black, resulting in airy,
evanescent lithographs that closely resemble drawings.
For cataloguers of \Whistler's 'drawings on stone,' as the
artist himself called his lithographs, the task of examina-
tion, documentation and accurate compilation of such

images is, to say the least, daunting. Moreover, the
posthumous printing of a great many stones in 1903 and
1904 further complicates matters, as the character and
qualiry of the posthumous images closely approximate
'!Thrstler's own.

\fith thrs in mind, a team of scholars was assembled

over a decade ago to produce a revised catalogue
raisonn6 of lfhistler's lithographs.l Art historians asked
a simple, but at the time almost incomprehensible ques-

tion, given the vast number of indivrdual impressions
that would have to be examined ro answer it: Ifould it
be possible, by turning first to the evidence provided by
the papers themselves, to categorize them and then to
differentiate the lifetime papers from those used post-
humously? Ten years, 3,000 impressions, and nearly 500
beta radiographs later, the answer is, quite simpln yes.2

By bringing together extensive, object-based, technical
examinatron with iconographic, contextual art historical
research, a concise picture of \Thistler's lithographic
achievement and its chronological development was
established. In addition, considerably more is now
known about the papers used in the printing of the post-
humous editions.

Central to developing methods to answer this long-
standing question was the abiding recognition among
'Whistler 

scholars that the artist ascribed tremendous aes-

thetic importance to the papers on which his lithographs
were printed. It is unfortunate that l(histler did nor sign

every impression of every lithograph printed during
his lifetrme, since an extensive posthumous pnnting was
later produced. Iifhistler's executrix (and sister-in-law),
Rosalind Birnie Philip, commissioned the posthumous
printing and hired the printing firm of Frederick
Goulding to carry out the work. Birnie Philip's sometimes
inaccurate record-keeping, her inconsistent use of a

posthumous-collection stamp and the existence of a great
many unsigned lifetime impressions make the task of dif-
ferentiating the posthumous impressions from those
printed during the artist's lifetime exrremely difficult.
Vsual evidence contained in various papers, including
theirwatermarks, could,however, be combined with infor-
mation from primary source material to establish more
accurate dates of usage. Among these sources are the cor-
respondence berween lfhistler and his London prinrers,
Thomas and T.R. Way; the Vays' rnvoices that provide
dates for some of the lifetime printings; and Birnie Philip's
own inventory of Goulding's printing of posthumous
editions, that records the date on which each stone was
printed, the number of impressions pulled and whether
the stone was subsequently destroyed or retained.3

l7histler spent a great deal of time seeking out fine

Japanese papers (fig. 1) and sheets of old handmade
western laid papers. When placing orders with the \fays
in London, tifhistler provided them with his desired
sheets. rWithin a typical edition of approximately 25
impressions, lfhistler insisted that an assortment of
western laid papers and variousJapanese papers be used.

\7hile working rn France with the pnnters Henry
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Fig.l James McNeillWhistler,Iete-d-Tete in the Garden,l894,Mansfield-
Whittemore-Crown Collection, Art lnstitute of Chicago.The lithograph was

printed on a fine sheet of thick golden-toned Japanese paper with the
pronounced deckle favoured by Whistler.

Belfond, Alfred Lemercier and Auguste Clot, 'Whistler

placed a similar emphasis on paper, again providing each

of his Parisian printers with some of his own choice

sheets. Similar, if not identical, papers have on rare occa-

sion been found among the lithographs printed by all

three. In one example, a paper used in the fall of 1895 by

Lemercier, for a proof of the first version of The Duet,
has also been identified among impressions of the second

version, printed by !ilay only several weeks later.

The handmade papers chosen by 'Whistler impart
unique visual qualities to the prints because of their warm
tones and the patina that they developed as they aged.

For \Whistler, the flaws, discolouration, staining and fox-
ing that commonly appear in old paper only added to its
desirability (fig.2). The Ways often disagreed and com-

plained bitterly when they felt the condition of Whistler's
papers detracted from the lithographs and made them
unsuitable for printrng. In one instance. upon examining
a group of proofs sent to him by T.R. !(ay in September

1893, Whistler wrote, 'l am delighted with the proofs. . . .

I don't know what you mean by finding the paper dread-

fully stained - I like it.'a Anecdotal evidence of this sort

is crucial, given that similar patterns of foxing, staining,

and grime appear in multiple sheets of the same type of
paper, and can be used to identify them as 'lifetime'
regardless of whether or not they are watermarked or
signed by the artist. Conservation treatment could have

significant repercussions, since the present-day conserva-

tor may erroneously view as damage the surface dirr,
staining and foxing that t)fhistler found so desirable. It

: vq ?ir#effiqF'x*;r

.; 'i:'

Fig. 2 James McNeill Whistler, Gonts de Suide, 'l'89O, Art Institute of
Chicago. Detail of the foxing and staining that is so common in many of
Whistler's chosen sheets.

should be kept in mind that even minimal alteration of
these sheets may destroy evidence of their original
appearance, and hence, their lifetime status.

'\)Thistler shunned most contemporary papers in

favour of what he called 'old Dutch' paper for printing his

lithographs.s Indeed, most of his sheets of western laid
paper that were removed from bound volumes and ledger

books retain evidence of their origins. Often one, two or
three edges of a sheet of paper bear coloured ink or gild-
ing; sewing holes from the binding can be located and

measured; inscriptions and pagination unique to a spe-

cific book can be identified: and on occasion. two halves

of a torn sheet can be reunited (fig. 3). This has often
resulted in identification not only of the watermark but
also of its adjoining countermark. There are examples in
which one of the two separated halves of a sheet was

signed by the artist, thus allowing the other to be assumed

to be lifetime as well, even though the marks look noth-
ing alike. Papers of eastern origin, although they do not
bear watermarks, do have certain characteristics that can,

albeit infrequently, provide enough visual evidence to
allow categorization of them also. Finalln the presence or
absence of \Whistler's graphite butterfly monogram and

the appearance of Rosalind Birnie Philip's distinctive
stamps (square for lifetime and round for posthumous)

often help to confirm a given identification (figs. 4, 5). Yet

because Whistler did not sign every impression by hand,

and Birnie Philip would occasionally apply her stamps

incorrectly, these two factors cannot always be relied

upon unquestioningly in the absence of other evidence. In
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Fig. 3 Two impressions of James McNeill Whistler's The Terrace,

Luxembourg,1894, A. Steven Crown Collection and the Estate of Pauline
K. Palmer Collection, Art Institute of Chicago. The two halves of a torn
sheet used to print these two impressions were reunited, resulting
in identification of the watermark (ProPatria MVD) and its adjoining
countermark (Crowned GR with crossed branches in a circle). Signed
impressions with both marks have been identified.

fact, on rare occasions Birnie Philip herself, upon realizing
that she had erroneously applied a 'posthumous' stamp to
Iifetime impressions, returned to the sheets to correct her
error by placing her 'lifetime' stamp adiacent to or over it.

Perhaps because the sheets of old paper that l(histler
was able to procure for his printers were so rare, he had a

great deal to say about their use. He was extremely con-
cerned with the correct placement of the images on the
sheets, and sheet size was chosen or altered to achieve
desired spatial effects. Street scenes, for example, were
often printed on long, narroq vertical sheets, well above
centre, with the artist's graphite butterfly monogram
placed well below centre, so that the expanse of paper

between image and signature would suggest a sunny, light-
filled foreground. Portraits were often printed on smaller
sheets, and in 1894 Whistler was fortunare enough ro find
for this purpose a large number of sheets of small, nearly
square paper in a set of botanicals (fig. 6). Many of these

sheets bear a Strasbourg Lily watermark (fig. 7) and dis-
play the offset of the botanical illustration from the facing
page.5 As a result, portraits printed on this paper fill the
sheets and appear quite intimate.

\Thistler summarized the manner in which he envi-
sioned his paper being used for printing in a December
1893 letter to T.R. lWav. as follows:

Now in printing, I think that some of the sheets are

perhaps too big - The pretry size is the smaller Dutch

- and print always a little htgher up in the paper than
down. ... Another little thine to notice is that when

Fig.4 Whistler's distinctive graphite butterfly monogram appears on
numerous examples of his lithographs. However, he did not sign every
impression of every lithograph printed.
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Fig. 5 The stamp with the initials R8P in a square is meant to indicate a

lifetime impression and the stamp with the initials in a circle denotes a

posthumous impression (Lugt 406 and 405 respectively).
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the sheet has a cut edge and a rough one, I would
always put the straight cut edge at the top. Also when,

as is often the case, there are written figures - num-

bers - in the corner of the page, tell your printer to be

careful to choose the other side of the paper for
his impression.T

Examination of impression after impression, sheet after

sheet, reveals aspects of '!Thistler's decision-making

process regarding the use of paper, and confirms the

extent to which his printers respected his advice (fig. 8).

When Whistler died on July 17, 1,903, his estate

included 103 original stones and 18 transfer drawings.

Later that year Rosalind Birnie Philip commissioned

Frederick Goulding's firm to print posthumous editions

of many of \(histler's lithographs from these stones and

transfer drawings. Between October 1903 and May
1904, Goulding pulled impressions from 94 stones and

transferred and printed 10 previously untransferred lith-
ographic drawings. The posthumous impressions printed

by Goulding, in addition to lacking the artist's signature,

do not fully display Whistler's sensitivity to paper type

and size, or to image placement. Goulding, by virtue of
his collaboration with Birnie Philip, was certainly aware

of some of Whistler's preferences. Like \Thistler and'Way,

Goulding varied the papers he used to print a single stone,

pulling his proofs on a variety of old and new, laid and

wove, western and Japanese papers. He was cognizant of
the fact that Sfhistler favoured old Dutch paper or the

finest Japanese sheets he could find. Goulding must have

examined the many lithographs inherited by Birnie Philip,

and it appears that he too sought old paper that he could

remove from bound volumes. Such sheets must have been

scarce, since Goulding's impressions are so often printed

on older sheets marred by text, or on contemporary
papers. This is no wonder, given that \Thistler and '!Vay

themselves had difficulry finding fine old papers as much

as a decade earlier.
'While Sfhistler very deliberately chose papers of a spe-

cific size for specific subjects, and placed the images

strategically on the paper to achieve desired spatial

effects, Goulding did not cut down his large sheets of con-

temporary paper, and always more or less centered the

images on the sheets. As a result, posthumous impressions

are often easily recognizable as such by virtue of their

large sheet-size and the central placement of the image on

the paper. The papers Goulding chose most often are

watermarked D&C Blauw;they are rather large and have

a slight greenish cast. He also printed a great many

impressions on large sheets of contemporary papers

watermarked O\v{P 6 ACL or M/C with a lion in a

shield.8 All lack the warm tonalities and surface inconsis-

tencies favoured by Whistler, and it is clear that the artist
would have considered some of the papers used by

Goulding as too stark and devoid of character.

In fact, large quantities of contemporary wove sheets

and lesser numbers of contemporary laid sheets, which
were used infrequently by Whistler and Way for this very

reason, remained in the artist's estate only to be provided

to Goulding, who made extensive use of them in his

Fig. 6 James McNeifl Whistler, Lo Belle Dame Endormie, 1894,

A. Steven Crown Collection, Art Institute of Chicago. Small,

square sheets such as this were favoured for the printing of intimate

Dortraits.

Fig.7 This Strasbourg Lily watermark (actual size) appears in numerous

sheets identicaf to that used to print La Belle Dame Endormie lfig.6l.
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posthumous prinrings. In several instances Goulding even

used the same type of paper that had appeared in the life-
time edition of a lithograph to print posrhumous impres-
sions of the same lithograph. The leftover papers rhat have

been identified include three rather nondescript wove
papers watermarked R Munn (y Co, J Simmons, and H
Smith (, Son. A laid paper set aside by \ffhistler, only ro
be used later by Goulding, is watermarked with a tree in
an elaborate shield and countermarked lWwith a flower.e

The watermark present in a given sheet of paper does

not often provide sufficient evidence in and of itself to
make a definitive assessment as to whether a lithograph
is lifetime or posthumous. Any number of physical char-
acteristics must be taken into consideration, together
with information about the printings derived from
archival sources. In the earliest phases of this study,
compilations of the watermarks found in those litho-
graphs printed only during'Whistler's lifetime and those
printed only posthumously were used as a first means

of categorizing the watermarks found among litho-
graphs printed both before and afrer the artist's death.
Similarly, the watermarks found in impressions of early
states of multiple-state lirhographs could be immediately
confirmed as lifetime. This core group of papers and
their watermarks were used repeatedly to categorize
impressions on the same paper that either were unsigned
or lacked any other evidence to identify them as lifetime
or posthumous.

The chronologies of both the lifetime and post-
humous printings are a critical component of this study.
It is unlikely that a printer would keep small amounts of
fine paper to use over a long period of time. Because it
was in short supply, it is more likely that as paper was
bought, it was used almost immediately for printing.
This was certainly the case with 'Way's printing of
Whistler's lithographs over a number of years. Corres-
pondence between the two men reveals how desperate
'Way became when he lacked the good-quality papers
\Thistler insisted upon. During the late summer of 1.894,
T.R. Way wrore to the arrisr:

I hope you will like fthe proofs] but what you will
think of the mixture of papers I dont [sic] know!
... How much harder our lot, when you reject our
paper and supply us 13 dutch and 8 Japaneese [sic]
sheets to print 4 proofs and 42 impressions!!! I have
mixed up all sorts of old rejected stuff to spin our
enough, and now have nothing at all left.to

Amounts were certainly limited, and sheets of identi-
cal or nearly identical paper removed from a book and
used by 'Way at one point in time are not likely to be

found years or even months later, the supply having been

quickly exhausted. In contrast, during the eight months
in which Goulding printed his posthumous editions, he

followed a different chronology, printing lithographs
that were originally printed years apart on sheets of
paper that he removed from the same book or took from
the same stack of loose sheets. For example, The Market-
place, Vitrd and Fifth of Nouember were posthumously
printed by Goulding on the same type of paper on 3 May

Fig, 8 James McNeill Whistler, Study: Maude Seated, 1878, Art
Institute of Chicago. The irregularly cut edge of this sheet was
deliberately placed at the bottom of the image. Whistler preferred

that straight cut edges be oriented at the top.

and 13 April 1904 respectively, while Way's printings of
them on decidedly different papers occurred in the sum-
mer of 1893 and the fall of 1895.

'$Tithin the well-established genre of the catalogue
raisonn6, the presentation of paper evidence and the con-
clusions drawn from it must be seamlessly integrated with
art-historical fact. Each catalogue entry in Volume 1 of
The Lithographs of James McNeill Whistler includes a

series of watermark and posthumous watermark numbers
that brings the reader to a compilation of the warermarks,
reproduced at actual size and grouped alphabetically
by type in Volume 2. Numbered captions that correspond
to each visual image are intended to provide accurate
descriptions of the visual characteristics of the papers.

First and foremost, it is stated whether a watermark is

lifetime or posthumous, with evidence for making this
determination immediately following. ft was important
to convey the original appearance and function of the
papers, so sheets are often described as being removed
from books or as loose sheets, with approximations of
their full sheet-sizes given as necessary.ll Idiosyncratic
physical characteristics are also described. For example, a

number of lifetime impressions of Little London Model
were printed on papers with an elaborate blind stamp that
the printer curiously placed right over the model's head in
several impressions. 12

This comprehensive study has resolved a number
of long-standing questions regarding the lifetime and
posthumous printings of Whistler's lithographs. The
present work is not a complete census of all existing life-
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time impressrons. As art historians, prmt connoisseurs

and paper conservators take up these volumes to cata-

logue addrtional examples, more impressions will
emerge, with credible signatures or other evtdence to

establish the paper on which they were printed as life-

time. Whistler gave much thought to the use of paper,

and because of his chorces we now have a better under-

standing of his lithographic production. It is likely that
he would never have fathomed the depth of evidence

that sheets of paper provide.
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Contemporary Artists' Papers:

An Overview of Works at the National Gallery of Canada

ANNE F. MAHEUX

Abstract
The increasing occurrence, over the last couple of decades,

of paper as the support of choice among contemporary

artists can be attributed to aesthetic changes in contempo-

rary art as well as, perhaps, to more obvious and basic

concerns such as ease of storage and cost. While artists

continue to draw on paper to work out concepts and
produce preliminary studies, works on paper have also

taken on a more public role, marked especially by their
ever-increasing size,Whether seeking to confront or envelop

the spectator in a public context, or to evoke an aura of
fragility and vulnerability which reflects the changing and

sometimes ephemeral nature of the artistic process, artists

have employed a diverse and extensive array of papers,

This essay provides an overview of the types of paper

supports found within the contemporary art collection at

the National Gallery of Canada. lssues of preservation,

mounting, presentation and storage are discussed.The con-

servator must work with both curator and artist to ensure

that the intentions of the artist are appropriately presented

and preserved, without distortion. Examples demonstrate

the conservation challenges.

lntroduction
A contemporary renaissance of drawing has contributed
to the evidence that paper is increasingly the support of
choice among contemporary artists. The great interest in
the medium of drawing that artists have shown recently

comes not only as a result of the renewed preoccupation
with representation, but is also a sign of a focus on the

subjective - a reaction perhaps against the intellectual

orientation of much contemporary art.r 'While drawings
still serve as studies and may still be seen as the works
that best convey that sense of intimacy and immediacy
inherent in the artist's touch, they have also taken on a

much more public role. Drawing is, above all, where

the idea is worked out, where traces of the intellectual
process remain visible, and is valued as such in a con-
temporary aesthetic. The large public scale assumed by

some contemporary works of art on paper may have

opposing effects, on one hand serving to challenge or
envelop the spectator, while on the other serving to
impart a sense of fragility and vulnerability (fig. 1).

Contemporary artists have employed a diverse and

extensive array of papers, more often than not choosing

their supports with some deliberation. A survey of works
of art on paper in the contemporary 

^rt 
collection of the

National Gallery of Canada illustrates that these objects

represent a broad range of type and intent, from prepara-

tory sketches which provide insight into the creative

process concealed behind finished works of art, to
supports for conventional techniques, to components

within installations and elements of more unorthodox
object-making.

History of contemporary art at the National
Gallery of Canada
The National Gallery of Canada has been committed to
the collecting of contemporary art since its inception. On
6 March 1880, the first exhibition of the Canadian

Academy of Arts (later the Royal Canadian Academy of
Arts), was opened in Ottawa at the Clarendon Hotel by
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the Governor General of Canada, the Marquis of Lorne.

Most of the paintings and sculptures in the exhibition
were the work of contemporary Canadian artists; they
rncluded diploma works that were grfts to the nation from
newly appointed academicians. These diploma works

formed the nucleus of the National Gallery's collection.
They marked an early commitment, maintained to this

day, to feature the work of living Canadian artists in the

gallery's exhibitions and in the collections that grew

from them.

The gallery continued to collect Canadian art of the

period largely through the purchase of paintings and

sculptures, but also of prints and drawings from exhibr-

tions in Toronto and Montreal. This acquisition of con-

temporary Canadian art laid the foundation of what would
become today's collection of historical Canadian art.

In 1966, under the directorship of Dr. Jean Sutherland

Boggs, the curatorial staff at the gallery underwent a
major reorganization and expansion in order to meet a

perceived need to intensify and develop the collections.

Dr. Boggs created specialized areas of collecting which
included, for the first time, Canadian contemporary and

non-Canadian contemporary art. A notable outcome of
the reorganization was the adoption of a policy to collect
Amerrcan contemporary art. In fact, this policy comple-

mented earlier commitments to purchase avant-garde art
in both Canada and abroad and was, in that sense, in line

with the gallery's earliest traditions.
The National Museums Act of 1990 empowers the

National Gallery of Canada both to continue its collect-

ing traditions and to encourage a deeper appreciation of
the visual arts throughout Canada. Embracing both
historical and contemporary art, the mandate recognizes

the gallery's roots in the past and its role in the visual

arts today.

In the contemporary area, as in others, works of art
on paper are essential to complement and enhance pur-

chases of paintrngs, sculptures and other works in a

variety of new media, and they have increasingly gained

imponance as autonomous objects.

Scope and nature of the contemporary
art collection
Contemporary art at the National Gallery of Canada is,

for purposes of acquisition, defined as art executed from
after 7970 to the present. In recent years, the emphasis

has been on buyrng work of the moment by Canadian

artists. The corporate plan states:

It is essentral for the rntegrity of the Canadian collec-

tion to continue this practice. In fulfilling its national
role, the National Gallery has a primary responsibil-

iry to the public and to the artists themselves, to

acqurre and exhibit contemporary Canadian artl and,

once it has acquired them, to maintain these works as

part of the permanent collection.2

To date, there are 5,829 works in the contemporary
category - that is, created since 1970 * making up

t37' of the entire National Gallery collection. Of these,

L,963 are works of art that are executed on paper or that
include a paper component, representing 34"/" of all
works in the contemporary category, or approximately
10.5"/" of the total number of works of art on paper in
the collection.

For contemporary Canadian art, the gallery is com-
mitted to collecting the work of artrsts who have

achieved a marked degree of artistic and intellectual
maturlry while also supportlng younger artists who
bring new points of view and different systems of artrstic

thought to their work. The gallery collects outstanding
works in all media by significant European and

Amencan artists, allowing it to show a range of contem-
porary activity.

Ifith its limited budget for acquisitions, the gallery
remains a mrnor player rn the international arena. How-
ever, choice Canadian art continues to be less expensive

than international art, and the budget goes accordingly
further rn this collectrng area. Therefore it is not surpris-

ing to note that works by contemporary Canadian artists

account for 62"/" of the entire contemporary collection.
Of these, works with paper components by contempo-
rary Canadian artists comprise the majority of the

collection of contemporary art on paper, at 680/0.

Categories of contemporary works on paper
Contemporary works on paper in the National Gallery

collection can be broadly assigned to four categories:

traditional works such as prints and drawings on rela-

tively standard-size papers; oversize works on paper;

works that incorporate paper as an element in an instal-
lation or multiple-medium work; and three-dimensronal

works made wrth paper in various ways - both conven-

tronal and new. A description of the materials used for a

work of art is normally supplied by the artist during the

acquisition process, and verified by conservators during
the mandatory examination that objects are subjected to
before approval of the purchase is finalized.

Traditional applications
It is a widespread practice for printmakers to choose

good-quality rag papers for print editions, and there are

numerous examples in the gallery's contemporary print
collection that demonstrate this fact. The predilection

for using good-qualiry paper seems to be the result of
the so-called print renaissance that occurred in North
America in the late 1950s, when the demand for a

greater variery of printing papers, particularly for lithog-
raphS raised the consciousness of paper among artlsts.

The Tamarind Lithography 'Workshop was very active

at that time in testrng fine papers, and the firm of
AndrewsAJelson/Whitehead was instrumental in search-

ing out qualiry papers for artists.

The most commonly used printing substrates found in

the gallery's collectron are Arches and BFK Rives mould-
made rag papers. The full range of good-quality rag

papers also includes, for example, the heavy, handmade

Hayle Mill paper selected by Eduardo Paolozzi for
his portfoho of 24 etchings entitled Conditional
Probability Machine.3 Lithographs by Jim Dine are
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printed on Hodgkinson handmade orange wove paper

(Hammers IA Diptych]),a and Harold Klunder favoured
a robin's-egg-blue handmade sheet for his lithographs
(Elderslie).s John Scott chose a four-ply rag board for
the supports for 100 Workers,6 a series of photo-seri-
graphs with temporarily adhered, changeable texts
which chronicles occupation-related deaths of Canadian

workers (fig. 1).

Inuit works on paper comprise a large group of works
within the contemporary category; they currently num-
ber over 500. Most of these are prints executed in co-op
printmaking workshops in Canada's North. Printmaking
is a fairly recent phenomenon among the Inuit of
Canada, beginning in the late 1950s in Cape Dorset and

later spreading to other Inuit communities across the
Arctic. For the most part, Inuit prints are executed on
good-quality papers. Intaglio prints and lithographs are

routinely printed on Arches and BFK Rives papers,

which are particularly suitable for intaglio because of
their good wet strength and their abiliry to conform to
the planar differentials of the printing plate.T

Japanese papers are used for Inuit stonecuts, as they
provide a soft yet strong surface for the hand rubbing
that is required to transfer the image-ink from the stone.

As paper conservators knoq all Japanese papers are not
equal to the pure, strong-fibred sheets that we have come

to know and love. The Japanese papers used for early
stonecut prints made befween the late 1950s and L970

were executed on papers of mixed quality, doubtless

because the printmakers used whatever stock they could
quickly acquire. The scarciry of tools and equipment can

still be a problem for artists in the Arctic today because

of the distance from southern suppliers, shipping com-
plications and other related factors. The early papers

contain mixtures of wood pulp and kozo, or Manila,
hemp and kozo.8 The presence of inferior fibres, com-
bined with the particulate iron deposited by the large

iron dryers once used in Japan, has contributed to the

foxing sometimes observed in these early prints. Then, as

now, the major concern for Inuit printmakers was to
locate a paper that was suitably white - which must be

the most natural colour imaginable for artists from the

North - and sufficiently strong to withstand the hand
rubbing employed in the printing of stonecuts (fig.2).t

Since the mid-1980s, conscientious suppliers have

made more pure Japanese papers available to northern
co-ops. Ise, a very white koeo with a small amount of
wood pulp, and kizuki kozo, or pure kozo, have been

used in Cape Dorset in more recent years. These are of as

good a quality as seems possible, given the requirement
for whiteness.lo

Japanese papers have been used as supports by con-
temporary artists, not only for these more traditional
printmaking techniques, but also for more innovative
printmaking applications. The Canadian artist Yves

Gaucher has been incorporating Japanese papers into his

complex, layered relief prints for the last 30 years.

In early works of 1953, such as Hommage d'Weburn
No. 2,11Japanese paper, solidly adhered to Arches paper,

forms the substrate of the print. The localized staining

Fig. 2 Luke Anguhadluq, Hunting Coribou from Kayaks, colour
stonecut and stencil on Japanese paper. Acc. no. 36446. National

Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. Gift of the Department of Indian Affairs

and Northern Development, 1989.

il,..,ffi,.
Fig. 3 Yves Gaucher,Si/ences, colour etching and woodcut on Japanese

papers, laminated on wove paper. Acc. no.38192. National Gallery of
Canada, Ottawa.

and foxing evident in these supports was likely caused by
particulate iron. The artist admits that he used commer-
cial wallpaper paste as an adhesive, sometimes adding
salt to retard decomposition of the paste. He recalls see-

ing small, dark specks in the salt that he now assumes

were iron particles which have caused the foxing stains

evident in the relief laminates of this period.
Gaucher has continued to experiment with Japanese

papers. A recent print entitled Silences is a colour etching

and woodcut (fig. l).rz The etched central portion was
printed on Japanese moriki paper in three colours, using

ten plates; the rwo-colour woodblock was printed on
goyu papet. The various components were then posi-

tioned on a full sheet of kai paper with a horizontal band

of usunezumi paper, then all of these layers were finally
laminated onto a sheet of BFK Rives paper. A thin layer

of adhesive was airbrushed onto the verso of the vanous
paper components before final positioning. The elements
were pressed into contact with a roller, then the entire
piece was passed through an etching press. Gaucher's
adhesive of choice is now Rhoplex N-580, a pressure-

sensitive acrylic polymer emulsion.

Storage, framing and exhibition of the more tradi-
tional rypes of art on paper are relatively straightfor-
ward. When possible, works are matted and stored in
Solander boxes. When required for exhibition or loan,
works are framed in standard-size beech or birch frames.
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Works that enter the collection in frames selected or fab-

ricated by the artist are permanently stored in those

frames, after it has been ensured that the works are

archivally mounted. Backings and hinging systems are

upgraded as necessary. Where an artist has employed

poor-qualiry materials or has constructed an unstable

frame, or a work is entering the collection unframed, the

artist is consulted so that housing can be designed to
meet gallery standards without compromising the intent
or appearance of the original.

Compared to the papers associated with printmaking,

the supports used for drawings are more varied in size,

type and quality. John Scott - despite the previously
cited example of photo-serigraphs produced on archival-
quality matboard - is more inclined to work with
papers of lesser quality. His series of tempera paintings

on cheap bond paper seems to demonstrate a disregard

on the part of the artist for the supports' inherent
fragility; the sheets are severely dented, creased, wrin-
kled, crumpled and soiled from the regular wear and tear

of studio traffic (fig. 4). The condition of the paper is, in
fact, an intrinsic part of the work; should the conserva-

tor attempt to clean, repair and flatten such a work,
something of the artist's intent would be lost. Similarly,
several works by Greg Curnoe, composed of bond-paper

sheets with typewritten text and collages of drawings,
sandwiched between plexiglass by the artist, are in a for-
mat which is questionable from a conservation perspec-

tive, but which is maintained as the artist intended.

Oversize works on paper
Oversize works on paper in the National Gallery con-

temporary collection are executed on diverse supports.

Some artists have appropriated papers of various quali-
ties, which are available in wide rolls and are used prin-
cipally in the printing, textile and graphic arts industnes.

Nevertheless, rag and Japanese papers in large formats
and in rolls have been used for a surprisingly large pro-
portion of the oversize works in the collection. In the

early 1,970s, 1,007" rag matboard and paper in rolls 72

inches wide were manufactured by Buntin Gillies in
Canada according to specifications developed by the

National Gallery. This Harumi paper, named for scientist

Jim Hanlan, conservator Mervyn Ruggles, and curator
Mimi Cazort, was favoured by several Canadian artists

working in large format at that time. Greg Curnoe was

fond of boasting that all of his oversize works on paper

ofthe 1970s and 1980s were executed on Harumi paper.

Unfortunately, production of this paper was discontin-
ued sometime in the 1980s.

Large sheets of handmade Japanese paper sometimes

figure in the work of Shelagh Keeley since she was artist
in residence at a Japanese papermaking studio in
Imadate, where the tradition of washi is still practised. In
nvo drawings, entitled Neurologia Tab. XLVII and,

Neurologia Tab. XLVilI,l3 the paper - which has the

look of skin and displays a wonderful responsiveness to
the drawing media of wax, pigment, graphite, charcoal

and wax crayon - has become an important aesthetic

element of the work.

Fig. 4 John Scott, Horror Files ..., acrylic and red crayon with collage of
gouache on wove paper,on wove paper. Acc. no.37221. National Gallery

of Canada, Ottawa.

The oversize drawings of Betty Goodwin present a

challenge for display, handling and storage. Goodwin's
strong printmaking background laid the foundation for
her devotion to paper. 'l didn't choose paper, it chose

me,' she recently stated, explaining that, after a self-

imposed two-year period of working in black-and-white
media on paper and other drafting supports, she could
never go back to canvas.14 Her large drawings of swim-
mers were initially produced in the late 1970s on long,

abutted pieces of thin wove rag paper (manufactured by

the Akubee Co., New Jersey) and were intended to be

tacked to the wall for display. A mounting method devel-

oped at the National Gallery provides a hidden hanging

system, composed of an extended margin of Hollytex (a

non-woven polyester web) applied at the top edge, which
retains the immediacy of the original presentation while
protecting the drawing from undue manipulation and

risk of damage.

Goodwin's serendipitous discovery of translucent
drafting materials, as used in Carbon,ts marked the intro-
duction of large mylar (polyester film) substrates into the

collection (fig. 5). Products such as Geofilm are not paper,

but very durable films of polyethylene terephthalate,

coated with quartz in a highly cross-linked binder to
achieve a frosted appearance. Goodwin now favours this
material above all others for its character - likening it ro
skin or to the transparency of water - for its receptivity
to various media such as graphite, oil stick and tar; and for
its resilience to the aggressive working and reworking to
which her drawings are subjected. The photomechanical
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reproductions that the artist also uses as drawing sup-
ports are printed on Cronaflex, which has a mylar base

similar to Geofilm and is coated with a silver gelatin
emulsion. These mylar films are subject to irreversible

dents and creases, and it is therefore strongly recom-
mended that handling and manipulation of the works be

minimized. To date, the artist prefers to have the large

drawings on Geofilm framed. This minimizes the possi-

bility of damage, but it also presents the challenges of
securing storage space and of handling the mammoth
crates that must be built to protect the works while
in transit.

Cathy Daley's seductive oil-pastel drawings are exe-

cuted on a substrate commercially known as Vidalon
Vellum. This product has the appearance of Geofilm but
is in fact a rag paper manufactured by Canson. The
natural transparency comes from a proprietary beating
process that produces a high-densiry paper with no chem-
ical additives or coatings.16 Daley likes the durability of
the paper, which allows her to work and rework her
drawings with smudging and erasure. The paper is highly
reactive to moisture, but the Nupastel drawing medium
can be dissolved and diluted with petroleum distillates
which do not cause planar deformations in the sheet.17

Several oversize works on kraft-type wood-pulp
paper, of dimensions that preclude the possibility of fram-
ing, are tacked directly to the wall for installation and are

rolled for storage. Hinges incorporating tabs of Velcro are

sometimes used to avoid repeated piercing of the support.
Because the Velcro remains affixed to the work, storage
becomes somewhat problematic; the works cannot be

rolled onto themselves for fear of planar deformations
which would develop as a result of the localized bulk.
'When dimensions permit, these works are stored flat in
custom-made boxes. Otherwise, they are rolled onto
Sonotube fibre tubes with slits through which the Velcro
hinges pass, thus protecting the work from being rolled
over an uneven surface.

Large composite supports in the collection have been

assembled using a variety of methods. Roland Poulin
works on sheets ofArches paper centrally abutted to cre-
ate large supports for his charcoal collages. By contrast,
the artists Lyne Lapointe and Martha Fleming compose
their supports by adjoining smaller sheets. Lapointe
favours reviving old materials for her work, regularly
making selections from her vast collection of antique
papers. She admits awareness - with a certain degree of
guilt - of the instabiliry of some of her working meth-
ods, but she places strong faith in the ability of conser-
vators to service her works and preserve them for future
generations.ls The large screen 1 Haue Been Abandoned
by tbe \X/orld,1e by Lapointe and Fleming, is made up of
24 smaller sheets of Canadian-made Rockland bond
paper that have been slightly overlapped, adhered and
reinforced at the seams with layers of various poor-qual-
ity pressure-sensitive tapes. The paper has been deliber-
ately abraded by sanding to create thin, translucent areas,

visible when the screen is installed with a single, dangling
light-bulb illuminating the work from behind. When this
work was acquired, the tape was removed with the
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Fig. 5 Betty Goodwin, Carbon, oil pastel, charcoal, pastel, wax
and gouache on translucent Geofilm. Acc. no. 35976. National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa.

artists' permission and the entire verso was lined with
Cerex (a spun-bonded nylon gossamer web) for overall
support, resulting in a marked decrease in planar defor-
mations. The result of the treatment was acceptable to
the artists. It was also essential for preservation of the
work. The screen can now be rolled safely for storage
without undue creasing and wrinkling.

Interventions such as these will occasionally exert a

positive influence on an artist. The assembly of a recent
large drawing by Martha Fleming, entitled Cardinals,2o is

a case in point: the artist used non-woven polyester strips
and an acrylic emulsion adhesive to join a number of
smaller sheets, working with the assistance of National
Gallery conservator Richard Gagnier.

Multiple-medium works incorporating paper
There is an increasing number of installation works in
the collection that incorporate paper. As already indi-
cated, Fleming and Lapointe often employ paper. For
Miasma/Hyena and tbe Value (hg. 6),21 old laid sheets

were pieced together and adhered directly to ply.wood
supports; three-dimensional elements were secured to the
substrate with wires and adhesive. Their Oriental
Bearded Ladies incorporates an old wove paper as sup-
port for a drawing in oil paint which is ornamented by a

mounted scorpion specimen in a frame fabricated by
the artists.22

The handmade wove paper components in Joanne
Cardinal-Schubert's work Preseruation of a Species:

Shroud - Spill23 are arranged into a cross and attached
to the wall with nails inserted through metal grommets
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which were punched into the top of each sheet for this
purpose. PVC strips are attached to the verso of the work
with grey duct tape and pressure-sensitive surgical tape.

The artist does not wish to have the strips or the tape

replaced with more stable materials.

Three-dimensional applications of paper
Paper also takes the form of three-dimensional, and

sometimes unorthodox, objects in the collection. There is

a limited number of artists' books, including one by

Shelagh Keeley entitled Notes on the Body,z+ a volume of
grey BFK Rives paper with drawings executed in
graphite, dry pigment, wax, gouache and ink on transfer
prints (fig. 7).

Liz Magor's Production is a work of and about paper,

rather than being on paper.2s It is composed of a wall of
papier-mich6 bricks made from newsprint, which vartes

in its installation according to the nature of the specific

exhibition space, and the pulp-covered mould machine

used to fabricate the bricks. The artist is agreeable to the

production of new bricks in the event of decay or
destruction of the existing bricks.

A final example is Jeannie Thib's delicate piece enti-

tled Manual 1 (fig. 8).26 Pairs of gloves were sewn from
kozo paper bearing a serigraph inspired by nineteenth-

century textile designs, and lightly coated with Danish oil
to impart some translucency to the printed paper. Thib is

particularly sensitive to issues of permanence and dura-

bility and uses good-quality Japanese papers for her proj-

ects.27 This work has been archivallv framed by the artist.

Conclusion
A survey of contemporary works on paper in the

National Gallery of Canada's collection has revealed that

a surprising proportion of the objects executed since

1970 incorporate papers of reasonably good qualiry.

Recent conversations with a number of contemporary
artists reveal their increased awareness of the durability
of their chosen materials. The decision to use good-qual-

ity paper is sometimes informed by economic realities

associated with the saleability of fragile art objects, but
other factors such as working properties may override
such concerns. The use of poor-quality materials or
unstable mounting methods may also reflect deliberate

choices based on a certain contemporary aesthetic.

Moreover, preliminary drawings and sketches have been

executed on a wide variety of papers of differing quali-

ties, implying a degree of spontaneity that may or may

not preclude the artist's concern for the longevity or
future of the drawing. The examples discussed represent

only a fraction of the variables encountered when deal-

ing with contemporary works on paper. These variables

ensure that the dialogue befween artist, conservator and

curator will continue to be an essential ingredient in the

care of these objects for many years to come.
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An Introduction to the National Gallery of Art's Paper Sample Collection

JUDITH WALSH AND MARIAN PECK DIRDA

Abstract
In 1 991, the Paper Conservation Department of the National

Gallery of Art in Washington began a project to collect

documented samples of artists'papers.The archive now con-

tains over 2,000 groups of papers.The single sheets, sample

booklets, broadside advertisements and bound volumes

date primarily from the twentieth century.The samples have

been used in designing conservation treatment strategies,

as experimental samples for scientific analysis and for

authentication of work of art.

Details of the papers'fabrication have been catalogued

in a computer database. Information on the maker, date of

manufacture, manufacturer's intended use, distributor and

watermark are noted.The prototype database on CD-ROM,

covering the first 300 items in the collection, with a like

number of images of watermarks seen in the sheets, was to
be introduced at the conference.

The scope ofthe collection will be suggested by the pres-

entation of overviews of two groups of items in the archive:

a major gift from the Strathmore Paper Company of approx-

imately 900 sample book and related material dating from

1892 to 1992, and ephemera produced by the Japan Paper

Company and its successor companies, including Andrews/

Nelson/Whitehead,from 1901 to 1986.The histories of these

two companies tell much of the story of the distribution and

manufacture of paper for artists'use in the U.S. during the

twentieth century.

lntroduction
ln 199t, the Paper Conservation Department of the

National Gallery of Art in 'Washington began collecting

documented samples of artists' papers. This paper will
describe the scope of the collection, how it was formed,

where rt is housed, its uses and how the catalogue data-

base of the collection is being made available.

The Paper Sample Collection began in 1991 as a tool
to identify the papers in works of art that were being

treated or studied in the conservation laboratory. One

might, for instance, identify exactly the smooth wove

unwatermarked paper in a t9l7 Georgia O'Keeffe draw-

ing by comparing it with actual samples of similar papers

from the period. The conservators decided that all sam-

ples had to be identified by the manufacturer or distrib-

utor in order for researchers to draw valid conclusions

from them. The scope of the collection would cover any

paper that an artlst was likely to use, Decorative papers,

however, were excluded.In t992, we requested samples

and information from all the papermakers listed rn Silvie

Turner and Birgit Skiold's book, Handmade Paper

TodayJ 'We subsequently solicited donations from the

major manufacturers of mouldmade and machine-made

artists' papers in the United States and Europe. The col-

lectron also includes Japanese papers and, to a lesser

extent, exotic papers from less obvious papermaking

countries such as India, Nepal and Mexico, In addition

to requesting papers from manufacturers, we have pur-

chased some older samples and received a number of
gifts from the estates of artists, from paper distributors

and from generous friends. At this time, the collection

contains about 2,000 sample booklets, single sheets,

bound volumes, broadsides and pieces of ephemera. The

material dates primarily from the rwentieth century but

our earliest sample is a sketchbook of paper water-

marked 'Whatman 1830. Over 90 companies from 30

countries are represented.

The collection is stored in a room near the archives

of the National Gallery of Art. The samples are housed

in archrval envelopes and storage boxes, in flat file
drawers or on bookshelves, depending upon their for-
mat. The researcher consults the collection through a

FileMaker Pro computer database. FileMaker is a strong

and flexible program that allows a user to search, list and

sort by any combinatron of fields. The booklets are

arranged and requested by sample numbers, which are

assigned consecutively when the matenal is catalogued.

An extensive group of books about papermaking and

paper history is catalogued separately and stored in the

National Gallery of Art library and in the paper conser-

vation office library.

Strathmore sample books
By far the largest number of samples from a single man-

ufacturer comes from the Strathmore Paper Company'

Strathmore was founded in 7892 as the Mittineague

Paper Compang located in Mrnineague, Massachusetts.

Strathmore began by making all-cotton Fourdrrnier

papers for writing and record-keeping. In 1894 and circa

1900 they imported two cylinder-mould machines.

Almost immediately, Strathmore established a niche pro-

ducing papers with interesting colours, textures and fin-
ishes for the new field of advertising. All-rag drawing,

watercolour and charcoal papers for artists soon fol-
lowed. Strathmore has been, and still is, the most impor-

tant American paper company for the manufacture of
high-qualiry artists' papers.

Paper manufacturers prior to the Strathmore Paper

Company produced sample books. However, Strathmore

took the bold step of using the sample books to demon-

strate the possibilities of its unfamiliar products to print-
ers. Horace Moses, the founder of Strathmore, hired the

famous designer Will Bradlen of the S7ayside Press, to

illustrate the creatrve effects that could be obtained by

printing text, photographs and line blocks on the sheets

he manufactured. In the same promotional vein, Moses

printed testimonials from artists such as Charles Dana

Gibson inside the front covers of his artrsts' swatch sets.
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Strathmore's lnnovatlon was to use illustrated sample

books to instruct and inspire potentral users of its papers.

ln 1996, Strathmore invited representatives from the
Natronal Gallery of Art to gather sample booklets from
the company archives housed in the basement of its

warehouse in Westfield, Massachusetts. More than 800
items were taken, from every decade from the 1890s to
the 1990s. Among the treasures of the collection is a

booklet of Photo Mount Paper, dated 1904. This is the
paper used by Alfred Stieglitz n Camera \York. The col-
lection rs so extensive that it is possible to trace the intro-
duction, history and demise of many named varieties of
paper. Five examples of the booklet Strathmore Drawing
Papers (renamed Strathmore Artists' Papers and Boards),

dating berween 1900 and L9L2, record the company's
name change to Strathmore in l9lI, the redesign of the
blind-stamped thistle used on artists' papers, the
increased importance of illustration boards, and the
introduction of Strathmore Detail Drawing paper. The
glory days of expressive advertising papers ended with
the Depression and World War II, and Strathmore's
drawing papers became an important source of income
for the company ln the posrwar recovery. The introduc-
tion of pads of a single kind of paper rn 1951 was a rev-
olution in art materials. Except for a few imporred
watercolour blocks, artists' papers had always been sold
as single sheets. The new pads appealed to the amateur
artist and proved to be a runaway success.

The Paper Sample Collection contains sample books
designed for a variety of recipients. Most are relatively
simple booklets containing limited information on only
one type of paper and were meant to be given away by
the thousands to pnnters and artists. Those destined for
paper drstributors or major customers are bigger, provide
more detailed information about manufacture and use,

or compare a wider range of papers. Over three-quarters
of the booklets in the Strathmore collection are devoted
to high-quality commercral papers for pnnting pam-
phlets, advertisements and reports, with the rest devoted
to artists' papers. Part of Strathmore's success derived
from the synergy betlveen the two types of paper.

Graphic designers, having cut their teeth using
Strathmore artists'papers in school, tended to specify the
familiar brand once they were employed.

Promotional flyers, clippings of advertrsements in
artists' magazrnes, sales posters, catalogues, price lists
and annual reports also came from Strathmore, and

serve to highlight changes in the company's products.
Strathmore closed its last rag-cuttrng room in 1972, and
converted the last of its cylinder-mould papers, including
Strathmore Charcoal Paper, to Fourdrinier production rn

the late 1950s and early 7970s. After International Paper
purchased Strathmore in 1986, it reformulated the com-
mercial paper lines, to the accompaniment of intense
publicrry. Interestingly, International Paper's ownership
heralded the return of mouldmade papers to Strathmore,
when it acquired the Lana Mill in France in the 1990s

and then marketed those papers through Strathmore.

Some of the most interesting items in the collection
are not sample books at all, but unique objects, such as
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the leather binder which belonged to Mr Moses. In it are

odd assemblages of printed and manuscript materials

valued by the president of the company. One of the most
interesting is a typed letter from one of his managers,

sent from a hotel room in France, describing in detail hrs

observations on the process of making photographic
papers at the Rrves Mill. Evidence of other practical
research includes several test patches of the hard rubber
blankets used to emboss paper and the papers so em-

bossed, dandy-roll covers, and test runs of experimental
finishes.

Some of the items appeared to be a lirtle obscure at
first, but as the large grft was organized and catalogued,
connections between objects could be made. For
instance, the centenary hrstory published by Strathmore
Paper Company contains the comment that at the turn
of the century Mr Moses was profoundly disappointed
because, although he could make mouldmade paper with
four true deckles, he could not make it economically and
had to abandon the idea.2 A sample group of three sheets

of paper with true deckles all around were found in the
collection. Artached to them is a memo to Mr Moses
indicating that these are the samples of four-sided deckle-
edge paper made 29 November 1898.

Other manufacturers
The National Gallery's Paper Sample Collection conrains
examples from other commercial manufacturers of the
early rwentieth century, such as the Reading Paper

Company and the Worthy Paper Company, that
attempted to reproduce the colours and textures of fine
European papers. At this time we are not actively seek-

ing more samples of modern commercial printing and
correspondence papers. We do continue to collect large
American manufacturers of student-grade artists' papers,

such as the Bee Paper Company and the Brenfang brand
of paper in pads manufactured by the Hunt Corporation.

Members of the hand-papermaking revival movement

occupy the other extreme of contemporary American
papermaking. Papermakers such as John and Kathy
Koller of HMP Papers, Sylvie Gosin and Bruce lfineberg
of the Dieu Donn6 Papermrll and Howard and Kathryn
Clark of Twinrocker Handmade Paper produce beautiful
papers in the traditional manner, using the finest materi-
als. They make artists' drawing, watercolour and print-
making papers, and specialize in custom production.
Elaine Koretsky of the Carriage House Press and Paper
Mill rs represented by Color for the Hand Papermaker, a

manual and boxed set of tinted paper samples. 'We also

have vintage examples of the Aardvark paper dyes that
she discusses rn her text.

Not least, the collection rncludes about 25 entries
from each of the major traditional European artists'
paper mills, such as Canson et Montgolfier, J. Barcham

Green, Arches, Fabriano and 'Whatman, ln 1925,
Canson and Montgolfier met the challenge posed by the
Strathmore Paper Company and produced therr own
illustrated sample book for the American market. The

collection contains several examples of the famous

Canson Ingres and Mi-Teintes lines of coloured drawing
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papers imported from the 1970s by the Morilla
Company now part of Canson. Hayle Mill / J. Barcham

Green is represented by several sample books and by a

large group of single sheets of paper dating from the

1940s to the 1980s, all acquired from New York Central

Art Supply. Among these are examples of the different
runs of Renaissance paper. We have many vintage single

sheets of paper made by defunct English mrlls such as

Hodgkinson and Company. Other mills, such as

Whatman, that revived their artists' paper lines after a

perrod of dormancy are represented in both incarnations.

The archive owns a few examples of papers from the

onginal Arches, Rives and Marais mills (such as an

Arches Ingres from circa t9I1.), but most samples date

from the second half of the century and were produced

after the mrlls had combined under the Arjomari name,

Reflecting the modern trend towards consolidation rn the

fine paper industry, the most recent additions to the col-
lection come from the multinational giant, Arjo lfiggins
Appleton, PLC. For all manufacturers, we have

attempted to gather as much supplementary material

as possible, such as catalogues, price lists and mill
brochures. The historic Fabriano Paper Mill in Italy is

particularly well represented by a large collectron of
Italian-language histories published by the mill.

Several paper mills represented in the collectron exist
primarily as museums of papermaking, deriving a por-

tion of their income from tourism, which is supple-

mented by sales of the paper they produce. Examples are
'Wookey Hole Mill in England, La Papeterie Saint-Gilles

in Canada and Moli de Gelida in Spain.

Sample booklets from Japan display both plarn and

decorative papers. Some materials have been prepared

for the American market by regional associations of
papermakers, such as the Fukuiken Japanese Paper

Industnal Cooperative. However, some of the most glo-
rious books (donated by Aim6e Kligman of the Victoria
Paper Company) are annotated entirely in Japanese and

are untranslated at this time.

A robust style of paper (both decoratrve and for fine

arts) comes from the Xylem company and Sri Aurobindo
Ashram, both in Indra. Similar papers, made of leaf

fibres and bark, are imported by the Victoria Paper

Company and originate from Colombia, Costa Rica,

Braztl and the Philipprnes. These papers are produced as

the result of inrtiatrves in those countries to revitalize
local economies by reintroducing cottage industries

using indigenous matenals.

The final trend found rn flventieth-century paper-

sample books is quite new Srnce 1994, many small hand-
papermakers and giant paper conglomerates have begun

to operate \Web sites that contarn vast amounts of infor-
mation about their companies and products. The most
sophisticated sites, such as those run by Canson
(wwwcanson.fr) and A{omari-Diffusion (www.arjoman-

diffusion.fr), are capable of interactive searches for papers

such as '300 glm2 rough artists' watercolour' paper. !7e

collect information from these Web sites, but at the same

time worry that the virtual sample books will someday

replace real, beautiful and tactile swatch books.

Sample books from distributors and retailers
As sample books are essentially commercial tools, both
distributors and retailers of paper also produce them. The

best of these help foster the market they hope to capture.

Some display extravagant prlntrng or give details of the

manufacture or furnish, if these are the selling points of
the particular product. Art-paper samples tend to be quite

straightforward, as the manufacturer cannot predict the

range of uses the artist might apply to any given sheet.

The earliest commercial sample book in our collection
rs dated 1860. The Varieties and Relatiue Values of Paper,

by Richard Herring, is a salesmant compendium of sheets

offered for export from Britain. It holds numerous large

samples and some data on the sheets, but unfortunately
does not identify makers. Herring's collection comprises

a wide range of paper types, including some of brilliant
colour. Bright yellow, bright green and raspberry red

sheets are all found among the expected cream, white and

pale-coloured samples. Compared to another nineteenth-

century sample book, a sketchbook of pastel-coloured
'Whatman drawing papers dated 1830, the 1860 Herring
papers are positively garish. Papermakers must have

rushed to use synthetic coal-tar dyes, first produced in

1854, when making these sheets. Artists and book
designers, however, were more conservative; they did not

use these highly coloured sheets for another 20 to 30

years. In the U.S. the Herring book has become quite

rare, no doubt in part because of the historical accident

that its use coincided with a paper shonage caused by the

American Civil !flar (1851*55). Examples of paper scav-

enged from this book can be found in municipal archives

throughout the southern United States, having been used

to record transfers of property or other civic events.3

Japan Paper Company
By far the finest distributor's sample booklets are found
among the advertising work done by the Japan Paper

Company. Founded in 1901 by Rrchard Tracy Stevens,

the legendary Japan Paper Company survives today as

AndrewsAJelson/Whitehead - Crestwood, a drvision of
the lfillmann Paper Company. The Japan Paper

Company began by rmporting Tosa tissue from Kochi for
use rn Elizabeth Arden cosmetics and in the manufacture
of tea bags. In 1911 George A. Nelson joined the JPC
and focussed on the importation of fine paper for artists'
use. Spurred by Horace Moses' success with Strathmore
advertising, the JPC created many hundreds of posters,

folios, broadsides, sample books and keepsakes printed
on their paper stock. By 1930 they were rmporting hun-
dreds of sheets from over 15 countries.

The Japan Paper Company also took a lead in dis-

seminating information about papermaking itself, moti-
vated both by hope of commercial success and a srncere

love of the product. The first of many informative publi
cations was an account of vellum papermaking in Japan.
In 1905, Richard Tracy Stevens traveled to Japan for 10

weeks to observe the making of vellum in both the

Imperial Mill rn Oji, near Tokyo, and the newer com-
mercial mill at Shizuoka, and to visit traditional paper-

making villages in Kochi and in north-western Japan.
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Upon his return, he wrote a monograph,The Art of Paper
Makmg in Japan, privately published rn 500 copies. Free

from the overt racism found in some contemporary travel
accounts ofJapan, Stevens notes with pleasure the skill of
the papermaking men and women and, with some con-
cern, thelr low wages.a Photographs from the trip docu-
ment the contemporary tension between technology and
tradrtion in papermaking.s In contrast to the tradition of
farming and papermaking in vrllages, the big factory
mills at Oyi and Shizuoka used modern technology as

much as possible to increase production. Mitsumata fibre
was purchased from farmers and transported to the mill,
where it was macerated and washed by hand, the bark
picked off by hand, bleached in large iron cauldrons,
then washed in man-made pools of running water. Beaten

by machine in a row of hollander beaters, the fibre was
hand-cast into sheets in a modified factory system in
which rank upon rank of vats extended across a huge
mill floor. The sheets were dried and polished indoors
against metal tanks filled with piped steam. They were
then wrapped and trimmed by hand for market.

In about 1910, the Japan Paper Company began to
showcase its fine printing and art papers by issuing
advertising folios of each sheet as it was added to the
line, or as new ideas for advertising came up. The indi-
vidual folios were gathered in a folder of handsome grey

Japanese-paper-covered boards with a vellum spine. Each
bore a Japan Paper Company label, either Hand Made
Papers or Printing Papers. The portfolios extanr today
are numbered and carry folios printed within a period of
a few years. Apparently the grey folders were kept sepa-

rately from the sample sheets, and groups of papers were
made up with current fohos as needed for presentation.
The folios displayed printing on rwo of the four surfaces

so the buyer of paper could see printing, bleed-through
and blank paper in each sample. The folios bear numer-
ical codes on the back that run chronologicallS perhaps
to indicate the printing job number. Some also have indi-
cations of the press and designer of the folio.

In 1 953, George Nelson, then president of the Stevens-

Nelson Paper Company, embarked on a sample-book
project that has never been equalled. He published 5,000
copres of Spectmens, the non plus ubra of sample books.

Quarter-bound in leather wrth various decorative paper
covers, this book was presented to paper company exec-

utives, papermakers, pressmen, fine press libraries and
directors of museums. It contains 109 sample sheets, all
demonstrating paper use by well-known designers and
presses. Specimens is often found with a price list of the
sheets for 1953. Vera Freeman, who began working at
Stevens-Nelson as Mr Nelson's assisrant in 1955, remem-
bers well the comments about the huge expense incurred
in making Specimens, and jokes that another book like
that would ruin the company.

Perhaps it was a renewed sense of fiscal responsibiliry
after the cost overruns incurred by the publicatron of
Specimens that made single-sheet samples the rule at
Stevens-Nelson for the remarnder of the 1950s and '60s.

ln 1952, the company changed its name, to reflect the
new reality of ownership and partnershrp, to Andrews/
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Nelson/Whitehead. During the 1970s, modesr booklets
of various types of paper were produced annually by the
fine paper group, of which Vera Freeman was then vice-
president. These bore simple descriptive titles - Onental
papers, European Printmg, Papers for Conseruation -
and did not vary much from year to year. However, taken
together, the small booklets chan the expansron of the
fine printmaking papers stocked by A/NAW. In 1960,

June Wayne, the founder and director of the Tamannd
Lithography Workshop, complained ro Vera Freeman
that she could not buy in the U.S. many of the finest
printmaking papers she had found in Europe. Mrs
Freeman corrected that. The range of printmaking
papers offered by A/N|W grew steadily through the
1960s and '70s as the fine paper division negotiared wirh
the principals of the fine-print renaissance and the own-
ers of mills with whom they had a long relationship.
Together the makers, sellers and users of paper developed
new products, including mouldmade printing paper in
rolls, mouldmade papers in 30 colours and high-qualiry
archival printing papers.e Some of these could also be

used in the conservation of historic or artistic materials.
In fact, the company donated papers for the reparr of
books damaged by the floods in Florence. Other prod-
ucts were specifically marketed for conservation, includ,
ing the first coloured archival-qualrty matboard,
introduced tn L976.

ln 1982 the All,tr/W Art Paper Catalog was pubhshed.
Although this plastic-covered ring binder did nor conrain
actual samples of sheets, it drd collect information of
interest to artists on the indivrdual papers, rncluding
weight, colour, dimensions of the sheets, number of deck-
les and suggested uses. A short narrative described each

sheet, such as this entry for Rives Heavyweight:

Mouldmade in France, 1007" rag. \Tatermarked.
The heavy version of Rives: about 50% heavier than
Rives Lrghtweight. Both weights are made exclu-
sively for the U.S., hence the distinguishing 'RIVES'
watermark rather than the usual 'Rives BFK.'
Off-white and very light buff. Acid free.

ln 1986, AAJM's last gorgeous sample book was
issued to coincide with Vera Freeman's rerirement. Using
paper donated by the papermakers, 1,000 copies of Hand
Made Papers were designed and printed by Henry Morris
at the Bird and Bull Press. Recently A/N/W Cresfwood
has put together The SourcebooA, a sample package rhat
displays all the products available from the company.
Armed at designers and advertisers, it displays the afienrion
to design that is the legacy of the Japan Paper Company.

Retailers
In 1994 Edward and Zora Pinney donated their collec-
tion of artists' materials to the National Gallery of Art.7
Since they had run an art supply store in Los Angeles for
a number of years and had been active in the National
An Materials Trade Association, their collection com-
prises most of the parnts, brushes, media and varnishes
commonly sold in the last quarter of this century. They
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also donated many papers sold to artists in the form of
pads, blocks, single sheets and sample books. Their rn-

house sample notebook and handwrrnen card file was

consulted by the staff and patrons of the store for paper

selection. Other mail-order retailers have made formal

sample books or collections of their stock. Among the

most valuable for us have been the sets put together by

Falkiner's Fine Paper in London and Daniel Smith in
Seaftle, since we also have examples of their printed

mail-order catalogue. We need to find similar printed

and physical paper sample sets for German, French and

Italian art supply houses to round out the collection.

Collectible books on books
The last malor category of samples in our collectton can

be classrfied as 'paper specimen' books. Often grouped

with 'Books on Books' rn dealers' catalogues, these

books are designed for the lover of paper, but not neces-

sarily the purchaser of rt. Such collectible pubhcatrons

follow in the tradition of Dard Hunter's Papermafung

lourney /o . series, whrch we do not currently own.

These books bring together sample papers of a particular

rype, wrth lnstructive text. One of our most spectacular

samples of this type is Japanese Hand-Made Paper by

Seikichiro Goto (1958), whrch was a gift from our paper

conservator colleague, Murray Lebwhol. This book con-

tains hand-stencilled nvo-colour prints of papermakrng

villages and processes, along with text and samples of the

paper produced. It is a wonderful object, rn addition to
being informative. We hope someday to own the second

volume of the set also. Other samples of this type are the

tiny books made in the 1970s and '80s by Asao Shrmuro

and Timothy Barrett, which highlight papermaking in

the countries of East Asia. There are also fine-press

books published by small presses, such as English Hand
Made Papers Suitable for BookworA, by Geoffrey
'Wakeman (Plough Press, t9721 or A Collectrcn of
Paper Samples from the Hand Papermills of the United

States of America, by Peter and Donna Thomas (Santa

Crv. 1993\.

The Paper Sample Collection catalogue
The Paper Sample Collection has been of great use to the

staff of the Paper Conservation Department at the

National Gallery. We have used it to identify papers used

by artists and forgers, to devise treatment strategies, to
interpret the artist's intent in changed works of art and

to contnbute test samples to proJects of the Scientific

Research Department at the National Gallery of Art. 'We

found the collection to be so valuable for all our work
that we became determined to make the collectron better

known and more readily accessible to our colleagues.
'We 

thought about puttrng the catalogue of the collec-

tion on line along with the National Gallery of Art's

library catalogue, but our systems of classificatron were

not as minimally and rigidly defined as those of a well-
run library. The gallery's'Web site (www.nga.gov) might
have provrded a home, but our particular hardware

could not support the amount of free-text searchtng we

thought imperative to the successful use of the catalogue.

Happrly, we found that FileMaker Pro RunTime allows

us to present the information as a nonchangeable, cross-

platform, completely searchable database.

The database is in a developmental state, We have put
296 of our cunent 2,000 catalogued record groups on the

CD beta copy of the database, along with transmitted,

light rmages of watermarks and raking-light rmages of
blind stamps found in those papers. Our Paper Sample

Collection Catalogue provides completely searchable

fields for date and name of the sample, method of manu-

facture, manufacturer's suggested use for the sheet and

watermark images and text. Extensive information on the

paper manufacturers and distributors has been entered

rnto the catalogue for use as finding aids. We distributed
100 copies of the Paper Sample Collection Catalogue CD

at this conference. 'We hope that those who use the beta

versron will offer us suggestions for ways that it might be

rmproved. By the spring of 2001,, we hope to have more

than 500 items avarlable on a CD. in version 1.0. that we

will sell through the Conservation Division at the

Natronal Gallery. We will update the CD as we get signif-
rcant numbers of samples into the CD format.

Our Paper Sample Collection Catalogue provides a lot
more mformation on each ttem than a simple listrng of
titles would provide, but much less information, or pleas-

ure, than one senses when handhng a piece of paper. 'We

hope the Paper Sample Collection Catalogue will help

users answer some simple questions about paper, but also

identrfy the sample record groups that are of the most

interest to them. We look forward to accommodating

users of the physical samples at the National Gallery in
'Washrngton. 

Please contact us to make an appointment.
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1. Turner, S., and B. Skrold. 1983. Handmade Paper Today.

London: Lund Humphries.

2. Roseman, M. 1992.InThe Strathntore Century, the 100th

Anruuersary lssue of The Strathntorean. 6.

3. Harnson Ellott, VP of the Japan Paper Company, was a

paper salesman, papermaker and friend of Dard Hunter. He

left his paper-history materral and memorabrlia to the

Lrbrary of Congress. Wrthrn the Harrison Elhott Collection

are several bits of secunry papers showrng a herrrngbone

watermark upon whrch are written properry transactions.

These bits were retrreved by Elliott from the records of a

town rn South Carolina. Elhott believed them to be

rnscnbed on papers made durrng the Civrl War. In fact, they

are from pages of the Herring sample book.

John Krrll pubLshed a biography of Elhott, along with an

overvrew of the Harnson Elliott Collection, n 1978. It
contarns much rnformatron about the collectron, and
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rmportantly, a hstrng of the papers rmported by the JPC

n 1927. See Krill, J. 1.978. Harnson G. Elliott: Creator of
handmade paper. Quarterly Journal of the Lrbrary of
Congress 35(ll:4-25.

4. See for example, LaFarge, J. 1897. An Arttst's Letters from

Japan. New York : The Century Company.

5. Some photographs from the tnp are now found rn the

Harrison Elhott Collectron at the Lrbrary of Congress. I
want to thank Holly Kreuger for makrng these available to

us and Andrew Robb for photographing the pictures that

pertaln to the Japan Paper Company.
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A,/N/W worked wrth Gemrnr GEL in 1.957 to develop an

oversrzed pnnting paper for Robert Rauschenberg, and rn

1.973 facllirated his sojourn at the Richard de Bas Mill rn

Ambert, France, to create hrs frrst paper-pulp preces.

The Modern Materials Collection rs housed and catalogued

at the National Gallery of Art, Conservation Dlvrsion,
\Vashington, DC.
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From Sketch to Presentation: A Study of Drawing, Tracing and
Speciality Papers Used by American Architects

LOIS OLCOTT PRICE

Abstract
Throughout the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth
centuriet paper was the universal choice as a support for
American architectural drawings, but the nature, manufac-

ture and variety of papers changed radically.This study of
papers used by architects traces these changes and the
reasons for them, as architects made the transition from
general purpose, handmade writing and drawing papers to
purpose-designed, machine-made drawing papers, tracing
papers and other specialized supports. Part of this story lies

in the technological changes that made these new papers

possible but part also lies in the history of the American

architectural profession as it evolved from its roots in the

building trades into a part of the fine arts fraternity with
one foot firmly planted in the world of business. A survey of
trade cataloguet architects' manuals, representative draw-

ings and paper samples, as well as the papermaking litera-

ture, reveals the full range of options available and how

these options changed over time.

Throughout the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twenri-
eth centuries, paper was the universal choice as a support
for American architectural drawings, but the sryle and

function of these drawings and their paper supports

changed radically. Architectural drawings became

increasingly important, moving from simple, utilitarian
documents, often worn out or discarded at the comple-

tion of a project, to finished renderings hung in public
exhibitions and considered necessary to the successful

completion of any major building prolect. The materials

and techniques used to create an architectural drawing
can tell us much about the role that a drawing was

expected to play: a functional image required to execute
construction of a building; a seductive rendering designed

to woo a client; or a work of art created to enhance an

architect's professional position. The purpose of this
study is to document the papers available to architects,
explore the way they used them and postulate the reasons

for their choices.

The English and American architects' and builders'
manuals published from the late seventeenth century
onwards are key documents in understanding the fabri
cation of architectural drawings. American trade cata-
logues, which began to appear in the 1840s, also proved
to be key documents, Early manuals and trade cata-
logues produced dunng the period of estabhshed
apprenticeships provide only scattered details about spe-

cific materials and techniques, while later manuals and
trade catalogues, written after the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, provide rncreasingly detailed information about
papers and draughting techniques. 'When these sources

are used in conjunction with the examination of existing
drawings and a general knowledge of artists' materials,

we can glean a reasonably clear picture of draughting
practice and the role of various papers.

In choosing their papers, architects had many of the

same concerns as artists, such as the suitabiliry of the

paper surface for a given medium. In addition, however,

architects highly valued durabrlrty in all grades of paper.

A brief exploration of their working methods reveals

why. Drawings were laid out in pencil, using compasses

as necessary. The paper had to secure the point to achieve

a smooth curve. Inked lines were then added with a rul-
ing pen, whose nibs were kept sharp to ensure a clean line

- sometimes too sharp, resulting in scoring and weak-
ening of the paper. Corrections were made with a scraper

or penknife. After corrections, the paper was expected

to take inked lines and watercolour without a flaw, even

in the corrected areas. Presentation renderings often
involved applying multrple layers of ink and watercolour
washes, interspersed with rinsing and scrubbing the sur-
face to achieve the most translucent and luminous effects.

Often the finished drawing was duplicated by pricking
it through to another sheet, by sharply tracrng the lines

with an agate stylus and transfer paper, or by exposing it
to bright sunlight or arc lamps in a blueprinting process.

Following possible exposure at the construction site, if
the drawing survived that long, rt was rolled in a bundle

or folded sharply for storage. In addition to durabiliry
cost was a factor, because architects, particularly after
1860, used paper in quantities that had a financial impact
on their practice. Therefore papers were carefully chosen

to balance the function, cost and durabiliry required for
each phase of the draughting process. Papermakers and

designers competed to meet these needs.

In eighteenth-century America, unlike England, the

architectural profession did not exlst. Drawlngs were

executed, when they were executed at all, by master

builders. These drawings, rypically composed of thin, uni-
formly inked ruled lines and simple watercolour washes,

were generally done to a small scale and included very lit-
tle desrgn detail. During the first decades of the nineteenth

century, beginning with the arrival of Benjamin Henry
Latrobe n 1796, the professional archrtect began to
replace the carpenter-builder. Latrobe was a fully trained
English architect who brought with him sophisticated

draughting techniques and professional attitudes unfa-
miliar to American builders. As Latrobe and his students

and followers struggled to establish themselves as profes-

sionals essential to the design process, drawings became

the major expression of therr superior knowledge and aes-

thetic judgement. These attributes and their use of the
materials and techniques of artists established them as

part of the fine arts rather than the craft communify. 1

Papers of this early period fell into three major cate-

gories - wntrng, printing and wrapping. \Writing papers
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were strong and well-sized to allow the quill of a pen to
glide smoothly over the surface and absorb the ink with-
out spreading or blotting. Since both artists' and
builders' drawings were relatively simple exercises in pen
and ink, with the occasional ink or watercolour wash,
any paper considered appropriate for writing was also

used for drawing. Wrapping papers also appear wlth
some frequency, usually in construction drawings of
framrng plans or roof trusses.

The abbreviated design process evident in builders'
drawings was possible because of the nature of eighteenth-
and early-nineteenth-century aesthetic assumptions and
building practices. A plan, roughly drawn to scale, wrir-
ten specifrcations and an optional front elevation were
often all that were necessary. Construction technology
and vernacular deslgn were based on well-understood
craft traditions, while the design princrples that guided
more formal Georgian, Federal and Greek Revival archi-
tecture were readrly available in pubhshed design books
and familiar to both client and master builder.

In contrast to these small, modest drawrngs, trained
English archrtects occasionally appeared in the colonies,
where they executed the type of drawings common
among their peers. rJfhere the American drawrngs were
executed on writing paper in iron-gall ink with the occa-
sional flat, bright, watercolour wash, the English archi
tects, such as Joseph Horatio Anderson in his designs for
'S7hitehall, used large sheets of drawing paper water-
marked J Whatman, carbon-based India ink lines and
graduated ink washes.2 The difference that the chorce of
both ink and paper made in the drawings is clearly evi-
dent. Generally, India ink lines and washes are crisp and
clear while washes laid in over iron gall ink lines on the
more absorbent and uneven writing paper cause feather-
ing and uneven washes.

Drawing papers
The indifferent' American attitude toward drawing
papers changed in the late eighteenth century when the
British began to develop and populanze the watercolour
techniques and materials that revolutionized the medium
and ultimately elevated watercolours to the status of oil
paintings. The technical demands of the new watercolour
methods resulted in papers designed specifically for
watercolour work.

The need for speciahzed drawing papers was most
successfully addressed by I(hatman papers, which soon
became the standard among watercolourists and Britrsh
architects. They quickly discovered that wove papers,
originally developed by Whatman, allowed them to lay
down uninterrupted washes across a sheet without the
pooling and irregular colour deposition that occurred
along the laid lines of traditional writing paper. \Vhile
other mrlls soon began producing wove papers,
'Whatman papers retained their pre-eminence because of
their exceptional qualiry and'Whatman's development of
paper surface texture and sizing techniques that pro-
duced papers uniquely suited to watercolour work. The
papers could be dampened and stretched on a drawing
board, then dampened and dried through repeated cam-
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paigns of applying, softening and lifting watercolour
washes without damage to the size or paper surface.

By the 1840s, American supphers of artrsts' materials
had begun to publish catalogues of their wares, provid-
ing further insrght rnto the materials available to
American architects. In the catalogue of N.D. Cotton of
Boston in the 1840s, the paper stock included:

'Whatman drawing paper in sizes demy through
antiquarian, including imperial in double thickness
and double thickness rough.

American drawing paper - demy, royal, double ele-

phant and imperial.

Also - a large cheap paper, for common outline
sketches, 50 inches by 42, and 42 by 30, suitable for
machinists, cabinetmakers and other working plans.

London and bristol board, cap through impenal and
2-8 sheets thick.:

The American drawing paper is probably a machine-
made, cartridge-fype paper cut rnto standard size sheets.

This assumption is based on the wholesale conversion of
American hand paper mills to machine-made papers dur-
ing this period and the lack of watermarked Amencan
paper among the many architectural drawings examined
for this study. The term cartridge onginally referred to
a strong, tough paper used to wrap gunpowder or
cartridges. By the early nineteenth century, however, car-
tridge referred to a type of drawing paper that was
strong, with a relatively rough surface, and available in
either whrte or a buff colour. It was clearly considered a

drawing paper of lesser qualiry that archrtects used for
developmental sketches and working drawings.a

The 'large cheap paper' probably refers to a lower-
qualrty detail paper of a buff colour that was srrong and
suitable for working drawings and large-scale details
executed in pencil or ink. Unlike the wrapping papers

that had once served this function, the surface was better
adapted for drawing but not formed or sized to take
washes or precise inked lines.

Bristol is a smooth glazed board made by pasring
together several layers of fine wove drawing paper, which
made it suitable for detailed renderings. It was fabricated
by a stationer or paper merchant and embossed with a

circular stamp.

In addition to the papers Cotton provided in the
1840s, the catalogue rssued by Goupil & Co. of New
York in 1857 lists sheets of 'Sfhatman's cartridge paper,

including imperial size for engineers, and 'Engrneers and
Architects'Paper,'available in rolls up to 54 inches wide.s
Both are machine-made papers clearly designed for
draughting. This is the first evidence that the marker
for draughting papers had reached the point that specrf-

ically designed special-purpose papers were available.
The 'Whatman paper was probably made at one of
the Hollingsworth mills that could legally use the

J. lThatman name for either hand- or machine-made
papers until 1859.

As the trade catalogues note, less expensive drawrng
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papers were available, but an examtnation of the draw-

ings indicates that architects consistently chose expenstve

handmade drawing papers for much of their surviving

work. Of the hundreds of architectural drawings exam-

ined during this study, almost all watermarked papers,

particularly after 1840, were 'Whatman papers. This

includes even the office copres of architects such as

George M. Dexter of Boston (practised 1835 to 1852),

who left 11 volumes of approximately 12,000 drawings,

almost all on Whatman papers.6

This reliance on Whatman papers among American

architects is consistent with therr vision of themselves as

artrsts, In their struggle to differentiate themselves from

builders and establish their professional credentials as the

essential element in the design process, the abiliry to
draw and through drawing express their superior aes-

thetic judgement and knowledge of architectural history

and forms was critical. The use of the best-qualiry artists'

materials for these drawrngs was therefore an expression

of their status as artists as well as a means of achieving

the best possrble results.

Not unexpectedly, archrtects who wrote for builders

and house carpenters pointedly did not recommend the

materials of the artist. In The Amencan House

Carpenter, published in L844, R.G. Hatfield recom-

mended that for line drawings 'drawrng-paper' was not

necessary and rather costly. He recommended cartridge

paper as almost as good quality as drawing paper. 'If the

drawing is to be much used, as workrng drawings gener-

ally are, cartridge paper rs much better than the other

kind Idrawrng paper].'7

The advice published for builders and architects in

Appleton's Cyclopedn of Drawing in 1857 probably

best represents the choices most commonly made in the

decade before the Civrl \(ar:

'Whatman's whrte paper is the qualiry most usually

employed for finished drawings; rt will bear wetting

and stretching without injur5 and when so treated,

recerves colour readily. For working drawings that are

not damp stretched, cartridge paper, of a coarser,

harder, and tougher qualiry is preferable. It bears the

use of rndia rubber befier, receives ink on the original

undampened surface more freely, shows a fully better

line, and as it does not absorb very rapidly, tinting lies

better and more evenly upon rt. For delicate

small-scale line-drawrng, the thick blue paper, such as

rs used for ledgers, &c., imperial slze, answers exceed-

ingly well; but it does not bear damp-stretching with-
out injury, and should be merely prnned or waxed

down to the board.8

The decades after 1850 saw an extraordrnary increase

in the rypes of papers used by architects. Machine-made

drawing papers in a variety of weights, textures, colours

and costs became widely available; tracing papers and

cloths were manufactured in a bewilderrng array of sur-

face qualiry durabiliry colour and transparency; and

inexpensrve machine-made detail and manila papers

were sold in wide widths by the roll. Before 1850, the

function of each of the three major rypes of paper used

by archrtects - drawing, cartndge and detail - had

been clearly defined, and choices had been limited. In
the decades after 1850, these functions became blurred

as lower-qualiry drawing papers and better-quality car-

trrdge or detail papers began to be used rnterchangeably.

!7hile handmade'Whatman drawrng paper, the work-
horse of the pre-Civil '!Var period, continued to be listed

in trade catalogues, machine-made papers predominated

by 1880. By 1900,'Whatman was sometimes the only

handmade paper listed in pages of machine-made papers.

In spite of its much higher cost, however, Whatman

handmade papers remained the support of chorce for
full watercolour renderings by leading architects, partic-

ularly those executed for design competltions and impor-

tant presentation drawrngs. In a lener of 1853 to the frrm

that supplied his papers, Thomas U. 'Walter, architect of
the Capitol, wrote 'I don't want any paper but What-

man's;l have some larger paper of French manufacture,

but it is not fit for fine drawings. By fine drawings I mean

highly finished drawings - it is the roughness of What-

man's paper that makes it so famous for producing fine

architectural effects.' e

H. VanBuren Magonigle, an architect known for hrs

renderings, expressed the same opinion in 1922.'Of all
the papers rn the world the best for rendering is !7hat-
man's cold-pressed.'According to Magonigle, age would
even rmprove the subtle qualities of a sheet of Whatman

paper. 'The older the paper the better dried out and sea-

soned rt is. Some thoughtful persons lay down a few

sheets a year as our forebears laid down wine to ripen

and mellow.'10

The choice for pen-and-ink drawrngs, common m the

later decades of the nineteenth century, was somewhat

different. Benjamin Linfoot, in his 1884 publication,

Archfiectural Picture Making with Pen and Ink, advises

draughters to use cold-pressed Whatman; he then adds,

in a rather contradictory manner, that it is a little more

laborious and does not provide as much freedom as a

smoother surface. He also notes that other draughters

used cardboard and very smooth paper for their pen-

and-ink work. In this instance, he is referring to hot-

pressed papers and Bristol-rype boards. rr

Even Magonigle, however, had to turn to machine-

made papers on occasion:

For very large drawings it is sometimes necessary to
use roll papers. Most of them are to be avoided.
'Whatman makes a good roll paper which lacks the

qualiry of the hand-made sheet paper but has a fairly
good surface. Eggshell paper was the best roll paper;

it had texture, would stand hard usage and come up

smiling to take a wash beautifully. [Most machine

made papers are] so non-absorbent that the washes

won't dry and you get run-backs and fans.. . the sur-

face is too hard.12

Magonigle was probably unaware that Whatman's
handmade papers and Whatman's machine-made papers

came from rwo different mills owned and run by differ-
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ent individuals. The Springfield Mill, under the manage-

ment of the Balstons, continued to produce handmade

paper with the J lfhatman watermark until 1955. The

Hollingsworth mills, which discontinued the productron

of handmade paper sometime benveen 1848 and 1859,

retained the nght to use the Turkey Mill mark on all their
papers, although they could not include the J Whatman
name after 1860.13 They made a variery of machine-

made papers, including 'IiThatman's cartridge paper and

Whatman's Imperial Machine Paper, described as 'a
cheap and excellent substitute for the Handmade Paper

where not so much colouring is required.'tl Many archi-
tects continued to associate the Turkey Mill mark with
the Sfhatman name and hand papermaking, and none of
the trade catalogues make any distinction. It is possible

that their machine-made paper, which was also available

by the sheet, may have been sold and/or purchased as

handmade paper.

The other machine-made drawing paper that
Magonrgle mentions was frequently listed in the trade

catalogues. Eggshell refers to a paper with a pebbly sur-

face resembling a coarse eggshell. It is produced by omit-
ting the calendering of the damp paper after the sheet is

formed and/or by the use of special felts or embossing

rollers rn the paper machine. Papers referred to as

antique finisb are very similar, but more finely grained.

By 1880, suppliers of draughting materials marketed

papers designed for different draughting functions. They

sought to provide a range of different papers that would
be rdentrfied with their particular brand names, probably
ln an aftempt to create product loyalty in an increasingly

competitive market. ln 1892, F. Weber & Co. rntroduced

Columbia drawing paper, which it marketed as the suc-

cessful rival of Whatman papers. It was hsted immedi-

ately after Whatman papers as available by the sheet,

without any indication that it was machine-made. That
became evident only when Columbia was also hsted

among the roll papers as the finest roll paper made.15 As

machine-made rivals of !?hatman's, always advertised as

'just as good,' Columbia was joined by Paragon, Peerless,

Acme and Jupiter.
Cartridge and German drawing papers occupied a

middle ground berween first-quality hand- and machine-

made drawing papers and detail papers. They continued
to be hsted rn trade catalogues throughout the late nine-

teenth century and were available in different grades

from superfine, which could be used as a drawing paper,

to good, which was more appropriately used as a detail
paper. Many of the papers were available in tints, such as

buff and grey, for use with pencil or pen-and-rnk render-

ings. By 1900, these medium-grade papers, like the top
quality papers, were offered by brand names such as

Sovereign, Empire, Janus and Superior. A typical descrip-

tion would read 'A good moderate priced paper for gen-

eral work. Takes ink and colours well. Has a shghtly
grained surface.'16

Laminated Brrstol-type boards became increasingly

popular after 1880. Bristol had become a generic term
for a board composed of laminated layers of paper;

abraded board meant that the smooth surface had been

adjusted to provide a slight grain. By 1895, laminated

illustration boards with a paper face and core of inferior
board were available. Weber & Co. listed architects'

watercolour and mat boards in three weights and rough

or eggshell surface.

Aside from the use of lamrnated boards, another com-

mon and very popular means of providing additional

support for all kinds of papers, from'Whatman to detail,

was to use paper mounted on muslin, Artists' and

draughting suppliers routinely offered most of their
papers mounted and available in sheets or rolls.

Detail papers
Detail, the least expensive and lowest-qualrty papers,

were used for developmental sketches and working
drawings of construction details that were often full-scale

and therefore quite large. These drawings were constd-

ered temporary, so, while short-term strength was impor-
tant, long-term durabrlrty was not an issue. Most detail
papers could not be dampened and stretched, so washes

were used sparingly if at all. For large detarl drawings,
smooth brown manila paper, composed partially of jute,

was recommended. It was tough and strong and did not

show the dirt, ideal qualities for paper used on construc-

tion sites or in the shops of metal workers and other sub-

contractors. Tinted detail papers in shades of buff, green

and pink were designed to reduce eye strain.

As with other types of paper, the 1880s saw the intro-
duction of special-purpose, brand-name detail papers. In
1885, lTadsworth and Howland listed Duplex, a water-
marked, better-quality detail paper, hard-srzed, 1007"
rag and tinted so it would not show the drrt. It was soon
joined by Simplex, Ajax and many other brand-name

detail papers.

Graph, cross-section and profile papers
Although its presence is not noted by the early-nine-

teenth-century trade catalogues, graph or co-ordrnate

papers were occasionally used by architects during this

period. Thomas Jefferson's drawings provide the first
documented use of this paper in the United States, when
he used it for drawings of the Virginia Capitol tn 1,786.

He imported his paper from France, where it was pro-

duced to assist in draughting tapestries.rT Architects such

as A.J. Davis of New York used graph paper occasionally

in the 1850s, but there is linle evidence of its widespread

use until the last decades of the nineteenth century.

Cross-section paper, composed of a grid of prrnted

squares, was used by architects and engineers to draw
buildings and machinery to scale. It was particularly use-

ful for measured drawings and rough sketches.
'S7hile profile papers vary, most are composed of a

grid of rectangles; they were used to draw a vertical sec-

tion of the ground along a surveyed hne or graded work.
Profile papers were used primarily by civil engineers and

landscape architects.

Tracing papers
Untrl the demand for tracing papers increased after 1 860,

there were hmrted choices available. As demand
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increased, particularly after the introduction of blue-
printing rn the 1880s, the papermaking industry began to
develop new papers that fulfilled the need of architects

and engineers for a variety of transparent papers that met

different drawing and photo-reproductron requirements.

Early recipes for the manufacture of tracing paper call
for the use of oil of turpentine alone or mixed in varying
proportions with a drying vegetable oil such as boiled or
raw linseed or walnut oil. Banknote and bond papers,

the most common supports, are thin, strong papers of
well-beaten, compacted fibres that naturally have a mod-
erate degree of transparency. They were used for tracing
both plain and prepared with orl.

N.D. Cotton's trade catalogues of the 1840s and 1 855
provide information about tracing paper in the first
half of the nineteenth century. They listed rwo types of
tracing papers. Finest French Vegetable Tracrng paper,

available in sizes up to 27 by 41 inches, was used wrth
erther ink or pencil. Prepared Tracing paper, available in
various unspecrfied sizes, was suitable only for pencil.

The appearance of tracing papers in American trade

catalogues corresponds to their appearance among archi-
tects' drawings. Drawings on prepared tracing paper

appear in the work of Capt Alexander Hood, a civil engi-

neer and architect who graduated from 'West Point in
t827, and in the 1849 drawings by Augustus Plintoe for
the \Tashington Monument in Capitol Square in
Richmond.18 Although tracing papers were not heavily

used in the decades before 1860, they were probably
more prevalent than their occasional presence in scat-

tered collections might suggest. Those that have survived

are generally very bnttle and discoloured, suggesting that
many others may simply have been too fragile to last.

In the decades following the Civil War, the role and
use of tracing paper changed and expanded. It began as

a utilitarian support onto which drawings could be

traced to provrde the graphrc information necessary for
the construction of increasingly complex burldrngs
employing numerous contractors. The 1880s saw the
introduction of blueprinting, whrch was widely adopted

by the architectural profession as a substitute for the

labour-intensive process of tracing multiple copies of
drawings onto tracing paper or cloth. The process

required a drawing executed rn dense black ink on a

translucent support to serve as a master in making the

blueprint. To provide this drawing, the image was first
laid out on a sheet of medium-qualrry drawing, cartridge
or detail paper whose thickness and density allowed the
use of drawing instruments and permined any necessary

erasures. This drawing was then traced in ink onto
tracing paper or cloth. The original drawing was often
discarded and the inked tracing became the drawing of
record for the project.

By the opening decades of the twenrieth century,
architects turned increasingly to dry media in the execu-

tron of both working and presentation drawings, a prac-
tice that greatly reduced the time required when
compared with the use of rnk and watercolour. Tracing
papers, as manufacturers developed and refined their
properties, offered an ideal surface for dry-media tech-

niques. The diazo photo-reproduction process, intro-
duced in the late 1920s, would reproduce pencil lines on
a translucent support and further encouraged the use o{
dry media on tracing paper,

By this time, tracing papers, available in many grades

and rypes for every purpose, had become the workhorses
of most archrtects' offices. It was not unusual, by 1930,

for the preliminary and developmental sketches, the pres-

entation drawings and the working drawings all to be

done on different varieties of tracing paper. Typical cata-
logues listed 15 to 20 varieties m a range of costs, weights,

surfaces and degrees of transparency and durability.
Tracrng papers used by architects can be divided into

three sometimes overlapping categories based on their
manufacturing process and properties. By combining
various production techniques, manufacturers sought to
balance the often conflicting properties of transparency,

durabiliry erasability, dimensional stabiliry media recep-

tiviry and cost.

Papers produced by impregnation are commonly
described as oiled, prepared or vellum papers. The basic

concept is to fill the voids in a sheet of paper with an oil
and/or resrn with a refractive index similar to that of cel-
lulose, which wrll allow more light to pass through the
sheet. Until the introduction of acrylic resins in the 1950s,

durabiliry remained a problem for prepared papers. As

the dryrng oil oxidized, it formed an increasingly inflexi-
ble and discoloured matrix withrn the paper fibres.
Experimentation with various orls reduced these prob-
lems, but did not solve them until the use of acrylic resins.

Thrs resulted in the paper that architects now call vellum.
Natural, or unprepared, tracing paper was made by

beating the pulp for a prolonged period of time. The
highly hydrated fibres bonded closeln and the damp

sheet was compacted further by the calender rollers at
the far end of the papermaking machine. The filling of
the pores and elimination of light-reflecting surfaces pro-
duced a translucent paper. Many of these papers have

survrved rn good condition.
Aside from their superior transparency, prepared

tracing papers usually have fewer visible fibres and

exhibrt a distinct opacity wherever they have been creased

or damaged. Natural tracing papers are less transparent
and the fibres and sheet formation are far more evident.

Vegetable parchment or parchment papers were pro-
duced by briefly exposing the paper to a strong acid

bath, whrch leached out, swelled and partially dissolved

the shorter-chain cellulose molecules. These were
deposrted in the voids between the fibres when the paper

was washed and neutralized, rendering the paper translu-
cent. Parchment paper first appeared in an American
trade catalogue in'1.879, when its remarkable toughness

and transparency were noted.

From the antique laid writing papers of the eighteenth
century to the specialized tracing papers of the twentreth,
this study records the development and increasing
sophisticatron of both the architectural profession and
the paper rndustry that supplied its needs. The variery of
papers used by architects was remarkably broad,
although the reasons for their choices remained consis-
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tent - a drawing surface appropriate for the media,
durabiliry and cost consistent with the function of the
drawing in the design and construction process, and a
due regard for the architect's professional stature and
place in the fine arts communiry.
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Paper Evidence and the Interpretation of the Creative Process

in Modern Literary Manuscripts

CLAIRE BUSTARRET

Abstract
How does the material description of modern manuscripts

provide evidence for the interpretation of the creative

process? Handwritten or typed drafts by modern writers are

composed of various kinds of paper supports. Different

kinds of paper may be used at various periods and for vari-

ous purposes by a writer who tends to develop meaningful

habits, not only in using the writing surface of paper, but

also in folding, cutting or gluing it.

Therefore a codicological description must follow
specific Auidelines for gathering all the details needed for

identification, classification or dating purposes, and beyond

thaL to permit an interpretation of how an individual writer

makes use of paper. A methodology based on the limited

observation that can be carried out by a researcher in a

library reading room has been tested over the last twenty
years in the Institut des textes et manuscrits modernes.

Databases of modern watermarked and unmarked papers

have been developed and are still being improved to
answer the needs of research in genetic criticism. lmportant

results have been obtained from the systematic study of
papers in the manuscripts of writers such as Diderot,

Stendhal, Heine, Hugo and Roussel, and of artists such as

Marcel Duchamp.

The outcome of such case studies is promising inasmuch

as codicology and paper history are able to share their

results on a wider scale. As the specialist is confronted

with the lack of resources available concerning physical

descriptions of industrially produced writing papers,

research tools such as databases tend to become reference

tools, although they are still to be considered as work
in progress.

Handwritten or ryped drafts by modern writers are

composed of various kinds of paper, ranging from large

double sheets of watermarked laid paper to small frag-

ments from pocket notepads, standard wove Extra

Strong A.4 typewriter paper, low-quality cross-ruled

school notebooks and so on. Since genetic criticism

developed in France as an approach to the study of hand-

written drafts in order to explore writers' process of com-

position, literary scholars have turned to the material

analysis of modern manuscripts (from the eighteenth cen-

tury to the present) with renewed interest.l Among other

tools enabling us to grasp the complex interaction

berween the various phases of writing and edrtrng, paper

analysis has in fact played a srgnificant role, but one often
performed backstage. It is carried out, wrth minimal

means, in a codicological perspective, which means that

information obtained from the paper cannot be inter-

preted separately from other aspects, such as the hand-

writing, the visual layout or a hngurstic analysis of
the manuscript.

The common category of writing paper has developed

into a wider and wider range of products, undergoing a

spectacular growth rn the mid-nineteenth century as lit-
eracy and education improved. Parallel to the markets of
printing and newspapers, stationers invented all kinds of
specific rypes of paper to answer the needs of schools and

administrations, as well as private consumers.2 On the

other hand, mechanization itself, followed by the indus-

trial standardization of srze and qualiry tended to reduce

the rndrvidual aspects not only of each sheet of paper, but

of each kind of paper as well. It seems obvious that such

an evolution in papermaking renders the task of identr-

fying papers in recent documents all the more difficult.
To the naked eye, handmade, watermarked laid papers

used by Diderot are much easier to identify than stan-

dard, anonymous A4 sheets found, for instance, in
Sartre's archive.

Searching for evidence
Modern codicology must come to terms with both hand-

made and industnal papers, the latter bearing fewer

visible clues of its origin. Unfortunately, hnle help is to

be found in the avarlable sources on the history of
recent papermaking, since most of them concentrate on

machine improvements and economics rather than

descnbing the products. Considering the variety of mate-

nal available to a modern writer, and the complexity of
the workrng process - that takes shape on the surface of
paper and leaves material evidence in the mass of several

hundreds of leaves - what does looking at paper mean?

One may even wonder whether the information provrded

by analysis of paper is still useful in dealing with the

problems raised by the reconstruction of the writing
process rn modern literary works, as it has proven to be

for the study of historic drawings, engravings, musical

drafts and books.

Providing a technical context for the literary artefact

As an object made of paper used for writing, a manu-

script bears witness to a hrdden part of the poetic accom-

plishment: It shows the hard work in a material way.

Ifhen they decide to keep their drafts, wrtters are aware

of their ambiguous testimonial value. Some of them even

make a point of enhancing their active and intimate

involvement with the material aspect of the creative

actrvity, especially as concerns paper.3 Andr6 Gide writes
in hrs diary on 4 June 7949,'There are days when it
seems that if I only had a good pen, good ink and good

paper, I could easrly write a masterpiece.' Stendhal sim-

ply notes down as a landmark, in a margin of folio 272
intheVie de Henry Brulard, 'March 5,1836. New paper,

bought rn Civita Vecchia,' while Hugo turns a simrlar

note into a monument: 'Apr1l 29,1865, I write the last
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page of this book on the last leaf of the "Charles 1846"
paper. This paper will have started and ended with this
book.' Marcel Proust provocatively claimed to be a

'manual worker,' and the amazing aspect of his note-

books, where most pages grow out into as many as four
additional scrolls folded on the sides, gives us an idea of
what he meant. Another advocate of the pleasure of the
craftsmanship of writing, Roland Banhes, also fre-
quently indulged in collage, long before the notion of'cut
and paste'was promoted by electronic text processing. In
order to describe such drastic material transformations,
it is necessary to look at the object without any prejudice

about the process of textual elaboration.
The very notion of a manuscript as a single oblect -a result of its preservation in a library or museum -

often belies the scattered and mobile state of the wrinen
material on the writer's desk. Nevertheless, some unex-
pected characteristics of a specific process may come to
light as one takes into account the technical context
(including wntrng material and tools) rn which singular
gestures of the writer have taken place.

As professional consumers of paper, writers also
respond to the growing offerings of the market. In the
nineteenth century for instance, they tended to behave

accordrng to rwo major trends, the first being a consis-
tent, stable consumption, such as that of Flaubert or
Zola, who were attached to one or two malor kinds of
paper and faithful to a small number of well-known
papermakers (for example, Blanchet Frdres & Kleber, and
Lacroix Frdres) throughout their lifetimes. Conversely, we

also find a more varied consumption, such as is shown by
the heterogeneous manuscripts of Balzac or Hugo. All
kinds of paper qualities and sizes are tested, adopted for
a while, used simultaneously or successively out of some

material constraint (for instance, visits abroad or exile),

as one indulges in a whim of fashion or casually picks up
an envelope lying on a desk to scribble a note.

Different kinds of paper may be used by a writer at
varlous periods or for specific purposes, as the manu-
scripts of Stendhal illustrate quite clearly. They combrne
stable options of good-quality paper used in full in folio
format for his major works (mainly when rn Italy on
diplomatrc service, but also when working with a secre-

tary rn Paris) and haphazard sets of laid or wove paper

folded or cut into smaller dimensions for short notes and
undeveloped drafts. But even such broad categories of
behaviour are not so easily outlined, as we shall see in
developing some of the cases previously mentioned. A
writer is liable to develop meaningful habits as well as to
react to incidental events (which may remain for the
most part unknown to us), not only in choosrng the
paper, but in using the writing surface, as well as in fold-
ing, cutting or gluing rt.

Another element should be taken rnto account before
interpreting any information based on the material aspect

of manuscripts: However well ordered, neatly bound and
fully documented they may be, the documents we

encounter today in library or museum collections are but
a partial amount of the total mass of papers actually used

by a writer to compose his works. Moreover, their present
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state may possibly reflect a selective disposition adopted

by the author in consideration ofthe posterrry of his or her

work, or even a posthumous arrangement resulting from
someone else's appreciation of the archive. Such limita-
tions should not halt our investigation, but should remind
us that all the clues do not lie in paper analysis alone.

Collecting data on modern manuscripts

Some remarkable research has been undertaken and pub-
lished in recent years on the use of paper by artists. The
material ob;ects first underwent close scrutiny, which
led to identifying or dating drawings, watercolours and
prints.a Now the results of such detailed and systematic
analysis have led to further conclusrons concerning the

choice of paper by artists such as Turner and Rembrandt,
and their experimenting on it wrth various technical
devrces.s In other words, paper can no longer be consid-
ered solely as a passlve surface receiving the creative
work, but as a tool in the creative process. As P. Bower
writes about Turner's work, 'The paper is always an inte-
gral part of the work ... .It is never merely a ground to
carry an image.' ConcurrentlS in the field of textual stud-
ies, material descriptions of manuscripts have been pub-
lished either as a part of the most thorough scholarly
edrilons of complete works, such as Heine's Siikularaus-
gabe (Akad,eme Verlag, Centre natlonal de la recherche
scientifique), or as a separate codicological catalogue of
the manuscripts, such as Der Handschnftliche Nacblass

G.W.F. Hegels from the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, pre-

sented by E. Ziesche (Harrassowitz Verlag, 1995). In
both cases, the search for evidence appears to have been

fruitful, yet it remains uncertain how much of such

minute and precrse data will actually be put to use in the
interpretation of the work, especially when the codicolo-
gist's propositions happen to question some well-estab-
lished scholarly interpretations.

As a first step, the limited observation that can be car-
ned out by a researcher in a library readrng room may
provide enough data to identify the vanous kinds of
paper and list their appearances. As long as we limit our-
selves to data accessible to the naked eye, the specific
guidelines a codicological descriptron should follow in
order to gather all the details needed for identification,
classification or dating purposes are quite simple.6 If the
paper was not bought and used as single loose sheets, the
kind of object the sheet belonged to origrnally (such as a

notebook or notepad) should be mentioned before
describing its physical aspects, and it may be useful to
determine whether it was separated from the binding
before or after wntrng.

Besides the description (and reproduction) of water-
marks, as well as their position in the sheet, some physi-
cal characteristics allowing us to sort out different types
of paper should be registered, for example, dimensions
(fragment or full sheet, when available, with tnmmed
or original edges), manufacturing technique (hand or
machrne) and rype of paper (laid or wove), colour,
smoothness, rigidity and thickness. For laid papet the
average interval of chain and lard lines should be noted,
and when it rs printed, the colour and rhythm of ruling
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or cross-ruling lines, and the letterhead, if present.

Alterations such as folding. cutring. tearing or creasing

should also qualify each leaf or fragment individually.

Because of such alterations, modern manuscripts

present a number of obstacles to identification and dat-

ing. Full sheets are seldom encountered. When cut and

folded, wove paper provides less information about the

initial format than does laid paper. Often partially hid-

den by heavy ink erasures, watermarks are not easily

accessible on in quarto or smaller folios (especrally when

they are bound). Fragments torn on more than fwo srdes

or rn rrregular shapes do not allow us to determine the

origrnal size easily. Yet the cross-checking of the vartous

critena mentioned above, when entered in a database,

allows us to reduce the amount of unidentified paper,

and may even suggest hypotheses to gather together

some isolated preces.

Theoretically, on a higher level of investigation, meas-

unng exact thickness, degree of smoothness or colour

with more sophisticated instruments or comparing the

orientation of fibres by means of optrc and laser analysis

would facilitate comparison and checking. It would also

enable further identification of unmarked wove sheers or
smaller fragments, which are very common, for instance,

in the manuscripts of Balzac or Stendhal. PracticallS

such an examination must be undertaken under the

responsibilrty of conservation departments, which are

not always open to research projects aimed at literary
analysis rather than preservation.T

However precise the level of description, the next

stage of research conslsts of comparing the papers found
rn a single work to other papers used by the same writer
or some of his or her contemporaries, with a preference

for complete sheets and dated documents. Identrfying the

papers in the author's leners may prove very useful for
dating purposes, in that the same rypes might appear ln

some of the undated manuscripts. 'When Diderot,
Montesquieu or Stendhal worked with several secretaries

in various places or at different periods, distinction of
the paper rypes gives solid ground upon which to
confirm the identification of handwriting. The large

number of characteristics and criteria thus used for com-

parison requires a heavily structured database system.

Furthermore, cross-checking results from querying the

codicologrcal database with the results of hnguistic and

sryhstic analysis, as well as with available biographical

or autobiographical data, often sheds new light on the

perception of the creatrve process.

In order to interpret properly some of the information
which comes out of the codicological description,

another stage of the work involves research in historical

sources. Concerning recent history, it is not always easy

to find information about the papermakers whose names

are found in the watermarks or to trace back some tech-

nical characteristics in the hope that this might help

localize or date a type of paper. Since existing watermark
databases must improve before they become available on

the Internet, we must still rely, most of the time, on indi-
rect sources such as commercial or industrial exhibition
catalogues.8 Gathering scattered and often partral data in

such a context is time-consuming and often disappoint-
ing. Nevertheless, some significant results have been

reached through a systematrc study of papers in the man-

uscripts of writers such as Stendhal, Hugo and Roussel,

with a relatively low input from the bibliography on

paper hrstory. More discoveries are to be expected when
consistent documentation on nineteenth- and rwentieth-
century papers becomes available.

Of course, paper by itself does not hold all of the

clues, but looking at it closely may reveal unexpected

twists and turns of the creative process, and thus provide

decisive milestones to find one's way in the wrimen

labyrinth of the drafts. The fact that a piece of paper may

have been used by the writer on more than one occasion,

as shown by differences in inks and writing tools, or by

the shape of the handwriting itself, makes it, in most
cases, irrelevant to aftempt a linear, sequential ordering
of the sheets. Scholars in genetic critrcism establish vir-
tual sequences based on the results of the codicological
analysrs correlating the various stages of the work in
progress. They are often more attached to the relative

chronology than to dating, strictly speaking. Needless to
say, in order to visualize such a multifarious and dynamic
process, that takes into account several hundred pages

(rn the case of Flaubert, Joyce or Celine, for rnstance),

scholars find tremendous help in the non-linear and

multi-drmensional links offered by hypertext tools.e

Bearing in mind the limits of such an rnvestigation, the

question one pursues ln systematic research on the paper

found in literary manuscripts should not be merely whtcb
kind of paper was used - whrch leads to an identification
process based mainly on data related to the history of
paper production - or even wben was it used - a ques-

tion which requires cross-checkrng historical data about
production and biographical data concerning the writer,

and a comparison of as many autograph documents as

possible - but also botu was it used * a questron which

opens up a wider perspectlve on the history of writing
in its material and cultural dimensrons. even if it means

an even more cautious or skeptical approach to what
historians would call material evidence.

Case studies
Dating and chronology based on paper evidence

Following in Briquet's footsteps, art historians, bibliogra-
phers and phrlologists have often focussed their interest in
paper on watermarks. Yet, as Jean Irigoin underscored,l0

datrng a single item or a group of works with the help of
watermarked papers implies a much wider knowledge of
the history of paper than is provided by a glance at the

major watermark catalogues available. His point is even

more convlncrng when applied to modern documents,

considering the small proportion of nineteenth- and rwen-

treth-century watermarks in the published catalogues.

Moreover, as suggested earlier, the lack of documentation
rs not the only obstacle; the supposedly unique shape of
the handmade watermark on the mould used to produce

paper sheet by sheet has little to do with the stereofyped

metal cast fixed on the dandy-roll, whose imprint is

repeated at regular rntervals on the surface of the endless
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reel of machine-made paper.l1 The larter rs not always
strictly connected to a single type of paper or even to a

particular papermaker. Hence the difficulty in genrng any
useful informatron from such standard watermarks as the
famous J \Xlhatman found in a great number of wove
sheets under the quill ofBalzac in the 1830s, for instance.
To what degree is variation in dimensions or position of
the mark significant?

Nevertheless, in cases where the mark does bear
either the name of a mrll or several names (or initials) of
associated partners, referring to a papermaklng company
whose officral existence can be precisely determined,
identifying the paper's watermark can still provide at
least a terminus a quo by whrch to date a work. Among
the ink drawings of Victor Hugo, some happen to be

completely abstract, depriving art hrstorians of any the-
matic or sfylistic landmark. This fact entails rwo oppo-
site interpretations. Some experts date them as part of
the earliest graphic experiments carned our by the poet,
others, on the contrary, as a freehand caprice by a mature
artist. Fortunateln one of the wash drawings bears the
watermark DAMBRICOURT FRERES/Hallines. After
exploring a large sample of early and late Hugo manu-
scripts, we found that rt appeared only in later works,
such as La Ldgende des siicles (1875-78). This did not
come as a surprise, considering the sryle of the water-
mark as well as other technical aspects of the paper.

Further enquiry gave us the exact location and dates of
activlty of the mill, confirming the hypothesis of a late
qate. after lu/),ri

'!7hen a watermark includes a date of manufacrure,
the problem of dating seems quite easily solved. Paper his-
torians have even determrned an average delay between
date of manufacture and date of use, although such a

delay is bound to undergo imporranr variations according
to historical and geographical circumstances.l3 One must
also take into account a greater degree of freedom among
private users compared to the normal professional (pub-
lishers, secretaries) and administrative consumption of
paper, which is bound to lead to a quick turnover of
stock. Furthermore, a number of examples bring to our
attention the deliberate choice of writers or panters ro
buy old paper or to keep it in a drawer for a long period
of time. A note in Vrctor Hugo's diary gives us some

details about the paper he calls 'Charles 1845' (whereas

the watermark actually reads C. Harris/18461, which he

bought in January 1854 dunng his exile in Guernsey.ra

This information is valuable, considering his note at the
opening of the manuscript of Les Trauailleurs de la mer:
'June 4, 1864.1 start using today this Charles 1846 paper
which Bichard sold me as unalterable,'as well as the final
remark quoted earlier. In this case, it would obviously be

a mistake to question the autograph date of the manu-
script (although they are often mrsleading in Hugo's man-
uscripts) in favour of the watermark evidence.

In most cases literary scholars are not so much con-
fronted with a problem of dating as they are concerned
with establishing a relative chronology, enabling them to
situate one folio before or after anorher. For this purpose
the connection between the paper used for drafts and for
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letters may provide a precise chronoiogical reference.

Such a connectlon is most effective with writers of the
eighteenth century, who did not have at their disposal a

specific kind of paper for lefters, as would be the case in
the next century. In a thorough study of Diderot's papers,
M. Bockelkamp was able to assign to each kind of paper
found in the manuscripts a limited span of rime, accord-
ing to the kinds identified in the philosopher's almost hfe-
long daily correspondence with Sophie Volland.l5 Some

undated autograph pages among the late copres of his
manuscripts ordered by Catherine II, and now in rhe

Russian National Archives, could be approximately
dated thanks to this chronological classification of paper.

Similar research has been undertaken recently on the
notes, for the most part undated, of Marcel Duchamp.
This corpus combines half French and half Amencan
papers now in major museums and collectrons on both
sides of the Atlantrc. Here the question of dating each

fragment becomes crucial, since the artist kept coming
back to some specific projects periodically after as many
as 10 or 20 years. Yet the methodology adopted for
Diderot's papers proves to be less effective for several
reasons depending on both the history of papermaking
and the individual means of use by the arrist. On the one

hand, industrially produced paper does not bear as many
clues about its origins as does handmade paper. In par-
ticular, watermarks in the twentieth century are less fre-
quent and less informative, and many rypes of paper
have become standard products, available in a great
number of slightly drfferent versions, such as the famous
American yellow legal-pad paper.15

The systematrc comparison of Duchamp's notes with
his letters, although it does allow much valuable cross,
checking, is less useful in view of the fact rhat numerous
lefters are not dated, and many of hrs notes are scribbled
on second-hand materials which are seldom used for
letter-writing, such as the margins of a page torn from
a telephone book, and the back of a label from a

Camembert box.17 On the other hand, some of these
printed papers provide useful clues for dating or localiz-
ing the origrnal document, which might give us a termi-
nus a quo. This is the case with dated electricity brlls,
invitations to weddings or exhibit openrngs and telegram
forms printed in Spanrsh (issued by a Buenos Aires
company), as well as wrth printed letterhead from a hotel
in Copenhagen or a transatlantic travel company. Some

envelopes of letters addressed to the artist also have

dated postal stamps, in instances when they have not
been torn into smaller fragments.

As a matter of fact, Duchamp's habit of dividing the
page into smaller pieces appears as one of the major
obstacles to our investigation. The most frequent treat-
ment of a large sheet of paper would be for hrm to fold
lt in fwo, write on the first, fourth (extenor) and then
second and thrrd (interior) pages, and eventually sepa-

rate the rwo halves. lfhen the rwo halves have both been
preserved, and if we find them among hundreds of kag-
ments, the irregularly torn side allows us to put them
back together as two matching pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.
Another frequent manipulation consists in tearing a
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single corner out of a fully written page, the smaller piece

usually being preserved, whereas the bigger one has been

either lost or destroyed, thus depriving the remnant piece

of its original (genetic) context.
In other words, it is not by chance that this large

collection of scattered fragments contrnues to resist all

attempts at ordering, numbering or classrfying. Our hope

is that the material analysis may reveal some of
the deliberately hidden relationships linkrng the wander-

ing pictorial or verbal messages, which Duchamp him-

self published in facsimile in The Green Box as loose

unbound fragments, so that the reader would make

up random combrnations as she or he went along. For

this reason his notes never became a text per se, but

remained as a living, unfinished form, perpetually show-

ing its own genesis in statu nascendi.

Paper against textual evidence: Deconstructing the

manuscript as an obiect
Taking the object for granted as it is preserved today in a

hbrary brnding has, in the past, led some philologists

astray. A more preclse codicological analysis of the mate-

rral leads to criticism of previous interpretations. This

remark does not mean that the classifrcation adopted by

the librarian is pointless. As a mafter of fact, the purpose

of giving access to a 'readable' manuscript often entails

a matenal paradox when the draft has several parallel

layers and conflicting versions lntertwined on the same

sheet of paper. They are materially inseparable although

they belong to different phases of the genesis. Yet some

early parts of a work, erased and deleted or scamered by

later interventions of the author, may well pass unnoticed

in the process of ordering a manuscript according to the

final and best-known (in most cases, published) version.

Even before thrs ultimate step, we are aware of the risks

undergone by the mass of papers as they are handled by

family, friends, heirs or collectors before they find mate-

rial stability. Moreover, working on drafts teaches us how

mobile a work in progress can be throughout rts career in

the writer's hands! Thus there are many reasons to ques-

tion the object in its present state and to search for safer

grounds for interpretation.
Among the recently discovered drafts of Raymond

Roussel (1877-1933), the Bibliothique nationale de

France has bound in three volumes some 915 autograph

leaves related to the novel Impresstons d'Afrique.rs Two
volumes gather the chapters of the first and second parts

respectively, whereas all the fragments which did not

appear in the published version - either because they

represent early summary verslons of some episodes, or
because they had been re;ected at some point from later

stages of the work - are found in the third volume. At
first sight, describing the papers seemed an easy task,

since everything was written on the same kind of mate-

rial; the 915 leaves came from standard school note-

books (approximately 222 x L72 mm) composed of low-
quality ruled paper that Roussel apparently used as

loose sheets. Closer examination revealed the presence

of seven drfferent kinds of laid paper, of whrch four hap-

pened to bear a watermark, and two kinds of wove

paper, without watermarks but bearing different ruling,
one of them significantly smaller in size than all the

others (209 x 166 mm).

Thanks to the earhest numbering of the pages by the

writer himself, we have been able to reconstruct several

long sequences developing a coherent narrative. Wrinen

initially on either one of the two kinds of wove paper'

this early version is now scaftered throughout the three

volumes, slnce some of the leaves were corrected and

kept in a different order in the late version, while others

were abandoned and put asrde. A number of pages have

been cut and glued onto a different kind of paper bear-

ing new developments, yet many of these fragments

can be matched, thanks to the irregularly cut edges,

allowing the reconstitution of their original state. Unlike

the continuiry found in the use of the wove papers' the

drfferent krnds of laid paper are generally used in short

sets of less than 10 leaves, which means they had been

inserted later in the genetrc process. In most cases,

though, the early strata plainly disappeared underneath

heavy erasures and additions superimposed on the same

page. Starting with 89 disconnected leaves, we ended up

restoring five early narrative sequences (comprisrng 232

wriffen pages in total) whose existence was not previ-

ously suspected.

Such a spectacular result is all the more striking since

the apparent homogeneity of the material components of

the manuscript sustained very low initial expectations.

$Tithout the guiding thread of paper analysis, the likeli-

hood of a phrlological study finding coherence among so

many scattered fragments was rather limited. In fact, the

cohesion of the last version, set forth by the final organi-

zation of the volumes, hid its own genetic background

from the eye of the reader. To discover it, one had to give

up reading entirely in order to lust /ooft at the paper. A

similar method was applied to the manuscnpts of
Stendhal's last novel, Lamiel,which was left unfinished at

his death. In this case, a long series of posthumous publi-

cations has artempted to organize the various comPo-

nents of the archive as a whole to make it accessrble to
reading. But the editors found themselves compelled to
argue that only the author's deteriorating health could

explain the great number of mrstakes, gaps and discrep-

ancies in the narratrve, such as constant alterations of the

main characters' names.

In his genetic approach to the problem, Serge Linkds

followed the methodology which proved successful with
Roussel's drafts, and started wrth the description of the

paper.re Using a database to cross-check the codicological

data with the rnformation about the handwriting, the

places of work and the dates of Stendhal's travels

bewreen Italy and France at the end of his life, he discov-

ered that the chronology generally accepted was not com-

patible wrth the material composition of the manuscript,

especially concerning the genesis of the very first period

of the work.
To make a complex story short, after joning down a

sketchy program of action and characters in Paris in May
1 839, the writer is supposed to have developed a first draft
of 71 pages while he was back in Civita Vecchia at the
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beginning of October, followed by 87 more pages at the

end of November. He would have resumed work on
Lamtel's first chapter during his stay in Rome at the begrn-

ning of January 1840, completing the October version up

to some 112 pages as he dictated it to a secretary. He
would have started correcting this new version in early
February and then continued working sporadrcally on the

second chapter for rwo years, until a few days before his

death, in Paris. From several remarks rn his letters, we

learn that he praised highly the capacity of his secretary in
Paris, named Bonavie, and was not so satisfied with the

one he found in Rome (apparently no one was available

to work in French in Civita Vecchia). Although this second

secretary remains anonymous, Stendhal refers to him in
the marginalia of Lamiel by means of an ugly crow's head,
probably a pun on the manb name.

The correlation befween the rypes of paper and the

identification of the handwriting gives a quite different
picture of the begrnning of the work. According to
Linkds, the 80 pages which were obviously dictated to the
French secretary, Bonavie, on French paper (a wove paper

marked by an embossed stamp with the name

Chambellan, Paris, probably provided by Bonavie's

agency) must date from Stendhalt stay rn Paris (May
1839), shortly following the autograph sketch. In
October, back in his office rn Civita Vecchia, the consul
starts rewriting the first pages of the novel on a different
wove paper, then grves up on the autograph copy to work
directly on Bonavie's copy. Once the correction is fin-
ished, since he does not have a secretary in Civita Vecchia,

Stendhal goes on, wntrng a few pages in his own hand,
apparently without much convictron. It is only when he

goes to Rome in January that he is able to develop a new
version, amplifying the first Parisian version he revrewed

during the fall as he drctates to the Roman secretary. Thrs

amphfied second version (112 pages) is wrrtten in 'the
Crow's' hand on Italian wove paper bearing the water-
mark Feliciano I nnamorat i.

The most important point in this new perception of
the chronology is that the short, autograph version of the

begrnning of the novel ts not a first draft but an aborted
new version written in Italy. Thus the earliest narrarive
development is done orally, dictatrng to Bonavie, and pre-

cedes the writer's autograph tentative revision. This
working scheme apparently contradicts most critics'
preconceptions, since none of them tried to question the
model of the autograph first draft followed by a neat

copy in a secretary's hand. This new chronology, estab-

lished on codicological grounds, solves most of the
incongruencies and inner contradrctions befween the suc-

cessive versions. It also shows that Stendhal obviously
lacks energy to write in his own hand, but that his sick-
ness does not prevent him from mentally composing
some 80 pages in a few days, and that he actually keeps

control over the narrative transformatrons of his novel

through a year of interrupted work in vanous locations.
Linkis' approach also demonstrates that a long-lasting
biographical legend may obscure material evidence for
several generations before a newcomer simply endeav-

ours to look at the paper.
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The Use of paper in the writing process:

Beyond evidence?
Although describing the physical characteristics of mod-
ern literary manuscripts and searching through the

recent history of papermaking to document one's find-
ings offer the codicologist a lifetime pursuit, there rs a

second motivation for our enquiry which eventually
takes us beyond the aims of discovering and gathering
evidence. Our purpose in examining manuscripts is nor
only to help define and understand the writing process

by providrng factual elements, but also to open up a dif-
ferent approach to the creative phenomenon. The ques-

tion is not only which paper has been used when and by

whom (the major topics for the an historian) , or by
whom and how this paper was produced and sold (the

main focus for the paper historian), but ultimately, how
it was used by the artrst or writer.

The results of such an investigation give a revealing
picture of some material aspects of the work that are sel-

dom commented upon by wnters themselves, \fhile they
may be tempted to modify their manuscripts' dates or tell
tales about the genesrs of their works, it would be sur-
prising to see authors intentionally alter physical details

of their drafts a posteriori, unless they decide to destroy

them. It is precisely because they are performed, ln most
cases, unconsciously that the gestures performed on
paper to shape the work matenally out of poetic neces-

sity are so unique, and so meaningful. Looking at paper

to uncover the meaning of its transformations is a way to
approach the creative phenomenon qualitativeln in its

dynamic singularity.zo

The never-ending outgrowth of Proust's collage for
A la recherche du temps perdu and, in a less spectacular

way, the unexpected treasures hidden in Roussel's drafts
show that a material as common and basic as a school
notebook may be used, under the urge of creation, in so

many completely original ways. As revealed rn the radical
change of perspective on Stendhal's working habrts, a

minute detail such as an embossed stamp barely showrng
at the corner of a folio may lead one to reconsider a whole
conception of the genetic process. It is true that the scarce

available resources in recent paper history do not always
provide sufficiently solid ground for new interpretations;
yet, many of these could not be reached without the con-

tribution of paper analysis. Through their common
search for evidence, codicologrsts and literary scholars are

beginning to learn to what extent the paper plays an

active part in the genetic process. Looking at paper as it
is, wrthout yielding to well-established preconceptions

about what the writing means, brrngs to light some of the
writer's most personal and compulsive gestures, previ-
ously unnoticed. It seems that paper still has a lot to teach
us about how we wnte. When Yves Bonnefoy argues that
'writers' manuscripts raise more problems than they can
solve,'21 Duchamp's stimulating answer would be,'There
is no solution, because there is no problem.'
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Board Making in Lalande's Art du cartonnier

JANE EAGAN

Abstract
ln 1762, the celebrated French astronomer Joseph J6r6me
Lefrangais de Lalande saw published his treatise on board
making, Art du cortonnier. Lalandeb mdmoire was part of an

ambitious project, initiated almost 70 years earlier by the
Acad6mie royale des sciences, to record all of the industrial
processes of France. A scaled-down version of the project,

which would have been the earliest such survey in any
country had it been carried out as planned, was revived
and the resufting Descriptions des arts et mdtiers was
pubf ished in parts from 1761 to 1 788.The publication of the
Descriptions was partly in reaction to Diderot and d'Alem-
bert's Encyclopidie, a work which in the opinion of some

members of the Acad6mie had, in trying to cater to the
specialist and the uninitiated at the same time, succeeded in
satisfying neither.

fn his account, Lalande, author of Art de faire le papier,

outlines the eight steps of pulp- and pasteboard manufac-
ture and lists types, qualities and usage of boards. The

engraved illustration by Ludovic Simonneau, which gives a

naturalistic depiction of stages of the work an exploded
view of machinery and a primer of tools, dates to 1697,

when the project was first begun and abandoned.
This paper gives an overview of Lalande's treatise based

on the author's annotated translation, which draws from
descriptions of boards and board making found in contem-
porary French and English sources.

ln 1752, Joseph J6r6me Lefrangais de Lalande saw pub-
lished his work on board making, Art du cartonnier.l
One volume, or cahier, of the series, Descriptions des arts
et mdtiers, was published in parts from 7761to 1788 by
the French Acad6mie royale des sciences.2 Art du carton-
aier furnishes a detailed record of the method of produc-
tion, rypes and use of board in eighteenth-century France.

Lalande (1732-1,8071 is best known to paper conserva-
tors and historians for his peerless work on papermaking
published in 1762 and entitled Art de faire le papier.3He
was best known in his own time as France's most cele-

brated astronomer, called by one eulogist the 'embodi-
ment of astronomy in the French mind.' Admitted to the
Acad6mie des sciences rn 1753, Lalande was a compli-
cated figure, tireless in his pursuit of knowledge, yet
relentlessly self-publicizing, contentious and impetuous.
Controversial statements, partrcularly regarding his athe-
ism in his later years, made him an increasing number of
enemies in high places, culminating in his official silenc-
ing by Bonapane in 1805. The order preventing him from
publishing was eventually relaxed on condition that he

show his writings to other academicians.
Lalande contributed nine mdmoires on aspects of the

paper and leather trades to the Descriptions des arts et
mdtiers, a series comprising from 73 to 81 separate

accounts of the arts and handicrafts.a The Acad6mie's
project was an ambitrous one, its aim to document in an

objective and scientific way all the industrial processes of
France. This goal seems to have been present in some

form or other from the earliest days of the Acad6mie,
which was originally an informal group of scholars
(including Descartes and Blaise and Etienne Pascal)

organized by the statesman Jean-Baptiste Colberr in
1656. ln 1 675, Louis XIV requested that the group begin
work on a treatise on the theoretical and practlcal arts;
this was to prove the beginning of an almost century-long
preoccupation for the body, undertaken after some delay
in 1693 and culminating in the Descriptions des arts et
mdtiers. During the long period of work on the projecr,
the fortunes of the Acad6mie were not wlthout reversals,

and towards the end of the seventeenth century it fell into
a state of decline. On its revival in 7699 and with the
approval and support of Louis XIV it once again
resumed its project, preparing and reading m4moires
under the directron of Ren6 Antoine Ferchault de

R6aumur (1683-1757). The manuscripts were held in the
stores of the Acad6mie until they could be gathered into
a collection with a coherent arrangement. \7ith R6aumur
acting as editor from 1711, volumes of varying length
were completed on a wide range of subjects, such as mir-
ror and pin making, copper-plate engraving, type found-
ing, sugar refining, gold beating and harpsichord making.
On his death in L757, and possibly in response to publi-
catron of the first volumes of the Encyclopddie,s
R6aumur's papers were distributed among 20 members
of the Acad6mie charged with bringing the project to
completion, examining and publishing manuscripts if
possible, completing unfinished accounts and determin-
ing what remained to be covered. Among R6aumur's
papers were 38 portfolios of plates.e It is probable that
the driving force behind the project from this poinr was
Henri Duhamel Dumonceau (1700-82), author of the
first published volume, Art du charbonnier,in 1,767 and
of the 'Avenissement g6n6ral'announcing the project. A
new sense of urgency resulted in a shift in approach from
the'detailed monument to posterify,'to a more utilitarian
collection of practical accounrs investigating working
methods and trade secrets with a view to improving pro-
duction and maximizing profit.T

The Descriptions des arts et mAtiers was the earliest
practical, descriptive survey of the handicrafts conceived
in any country. In England, the Royal Society of London,
established h 1650, had conceived of a similar study
and, as early as 7667,had prepared descriptions or'his-
tories' of certain industrial processes. Their practical
approach, however, was abandoned in favour of a more
theoretical one, and the technical arts fell into neglect in
England until the foundation of the Sociery of Arts in
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1753. Certainly no publishing initiative to equal the

French project was ever attempted in England. The

Descriptions des arts et mdtiers, then, stands alone by

virtue of the scope and depth of its programme of pro-
viding objective and descriptive accounts drawn from the

experience of practitioners and aided by the powers of
scientific observation and knowledge, for the benefit of
the country.

The accounts were published as separate cahrcrs tn

folio, available at low cost to widen their availability. By

1788, the Acad6mie des sciences had almost 13,500

pages of text and over 1,800 plates. Accounts were pub-

lished at a rate of four to six per year for nearly 20 years,

but the project lost impetus in the 1770s and from 1780

to 1788 only five new titles appeared. No official state-

ment was made as to why work ceased. Lack of money

due to poor sales may have contributed; the price was

reduced in 1783, presumably to try to reverse this trend.8

The series was quickly taken up in translation, begin-

ning with a 2O-volume German publication in quarto
entitled Schauplatz der Kilnste (1,762 ro 1,795\,e and indi-
vidual accounts were translated into Polish, Dutch,
English, Spanish, Arabic and Portuguese. Excerpts of
Lalande's Art de faire le papier were translated almost
immediately into English and appeared in the Uniuersal

Magazine.lo Art du cartonnier, however, has not yet

benefited from a proper translation into English. It exists

in an incomplete and inadequate translation dating from
1950, which took as its source text the rather verbose

eighteenth-century German translation. 1 1

Lalande's account of board making, comprising 30

pages of text and one copper engraving,l2 begins with a

reference to his description of papermaking (fig. 1).

Although the two arts are similar, at least superficially,
we are told that a separate account of board making was

felt necessary in view of the great number of distinct
details presented by the materials and machinery used in
its manufacture, as well as the use made of it. Lalande

points out that, while bookbinders made the most inter-
esting use of board, it was frequently used in other arts,

such as in the production of boxes and cases for haber-

dashers, hatters and shoemakers and in architectural
papier mAch6.

The 'matter,' or raw materials, mentioned by Lalande

included all types of paper, but principally that which
could not be used for anything else, such as trimmings
produced by binders, playing-card makers, papermakers,

print sellers and fan makers and printed and written
waste paper. White and coloured paper, old torn board,
wrappings, old boxes and even notices stripped from bill-
boards were also used. Lalande bemoans the fact that a
more than ample supply of material would have been

available to board makers, had unsold books in sheets

not been sold for wrapping at a rather prohibitively high
price. He also signals a change in the disposal of danger-

ous and prohibited books and indicates that this was the

only material from which a profit could be made. $fhile
it had been customary to burn banned books, instead

these works were taken directly to a board maker's

workshop and pulped immediatelS at the same cost to

Fig. 1 Art du cortonnier, 1 762, Bodleian Library, University of Oxford,

pfate facing page 30 from 1733 b.7 .

the board maker as trimmings. According to Lalande,

the profits from this were distributed to the poor. To give

an idea of prices and profits of the time, 1 quintal (the

equivalent of 100 lb.) of paper trimmings cost 6 livres

and 1 quintal of finished board fetched 12 livres; raw
materials therefore cost the board maker about half the

takings of the finished product.l-l
Trimmings were sometimes sorted by quality and

colour: binders' and playing-card makers' trimmings
were reserved for a better-quality board called carton
blanc (white board), while the coloured papers, including
blue wrappings and recycled board, were used for the

lower-quality carton bis (brown board). The material
was soaked either in a heap on the pavement of the

workshop or in troughs, in the manner of rags for paper-

making. The trimmings were then piled in a heap eight

feet long by six and one-half feet wide which required
seven to eight days to ferment, depending on weather
conditions. The fermented trimmings were then taken to
a trough where they were cut and roughly sorted by hand

to remove foreign objects, beaten with a wooden shovel

or iron scraper until reduced to small bits and put in a

wooden mortar. The waste paper was then worked in a
horse mill, which consisted of the wooden mortar with a

vertical wooden shaft inside, turning in a metal thrust
bearing at the bottom and pivoting on the ceiling beam.

To this shaft were attached rough bands of metal, either

fixed or removable, which acted as knives, cutting the

material in water and reducing it to a pulp. The harness-

ine of the horse to the horizontal turn-tree attached to the
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main shaft is also described by Lalande, who mentions
that the horse was walked in one direction for three-

quarters of an hour, then was turned and made to walk
in the other direction for the same length of time, a rou-
tine which apparently eased the animal's labour. 'We are

told that one horse made to complete the pulping three
times per day could supply two vats, and thereby six
men, fwo at the vat and four at other tasks.

Ifhen readn the pulp was taken from the mill to the
vat or put aside in the equivalent of a stuff chest: a

trough, a vat or some barrels. The moulds used for form-
ing the board were made of a frame of four pieces of oak
joined together along the long side by anywhere from
just one batten to ten or twelve. On the surface of the
mould was a facing of brass wires, the edges of which
were covered with sheet brass nailed with wire nails

to the frame. The wires were laid about one-fwelfth of
an inch apart and were artached to other wires at fivo-
to three-inch intervals, which held them in place. The

deckle was made of four sides wrth a central bar and was

eight- to nine-twelfths of an inch high. Lalande menrions

that in Paris prn makers made these rather rough single-
faced moulds, which cost about 40 livres.ra

The work at the vat was essentially the same as in
papermaking. Boards were couched onto felts of soft,
loosely woven, woollen cloth; the cheapest cloth was

usually sought. The felts were often too narrow to cover

the newly made boards, and gaps had to be made up
wrth odd pieces of other woollens, including old tapes-

tries, which led to inconsistencres in texture and thick-
ness in the finished product. The felts required washing
every three to four weeks and lasted only one year or so.

The boards, between felts, were placed on a platform
which was dragged under the press; it was designed with
a hole to let excess water drain rnto a bucket, to be

reused or merely routed away. Board of different quah-

ties and consistencres could be made using the same pulp.
Approximately 112 to 115 boards were made in about
three to four hours, and up to 200 thinner boards could
be formed rn that time.

The first pressing in felts was done in a large wooden
capstan press. Four men were needed to turn a lever five

feet in length that was placed between the staves of the

lantern wheel of the press. After the first presslng, women
carried out such unskilled tasks as picking out foreign
material, taking the boards from the felts, piling them and
mending any faults. The second pressing was done with-
out felts. The board post, three and one-half feet high, was

put back in the press and the boards were evened up and

squared by scraping any excess material from the sides

with an iron scraper; the excess was returned to the vat.

After pressing the boards were hung on S-shaped

hooks of wire, two or three at a time, from the laths in the

dryrng loft. Heavrer boards were hung singly because of
their werght.'Vfhen space ran out, the boards were put on
end on the floor, ln the manner of a house of cards.

Polishing or glazing with an iron roller and spring pole
was done to compact and consolidate the board.ls As it
did not require a high polish, this step was done quickly,
according to Lalande, although polishing eight to ten

sheets on both sides seems to have taken an hour.'Water
was often required to dampen the boards, which had been

hanging and were very dry. After polishrng, some were

passed to the paster, who laminated them one to another

or lined them with paper. An adhesive of four parts ani-

mal glue to one part flour paste was used. The paster had

six to seven packs of board to laminate and press in a day.

Too heavy to hang, the laminated boards were put on end.

Lalande identifies rwo categories of board based on
means of productron, made either on the mould or by

pasting. The first he calls carton de moulage (mouldmade

board), which includes single plies or feuilles made of one

layer of pulp on the mould; cartons redoubl,ls, where a

second layer was couched onto a newly couched board
(couched laminates, or multi-couched boards); and car-

tons coll4s (adhesive laminates) which could comprise

seven to eight sheets in the case of boards used for bind-
ing large and heavy books such as bibles. The carton
redowbl1 made quite a soft board, and was not often
made of more than two plies; this quality was recognized

by the book trade and binders often chose the more

expensive but stronger carton coll6, despite its higher
cost. Another, more exotic rype of board, made by splining
a single sheet while damp and inserting a second feuille
before pressing, was called carton entd (grafted board).

The most common mouldmade boards by size were

Petfi Ais at 13 x 19-20 in., used on text blocks of folio
or duodecimo small paper; Catholicon 

^t 
1.4 x20-2! n.,

used on duodecimo usual-sized paper, folios of papter de

Hollande and octavo small paper; Bible at 16-17 in.,

used for folio, quarto and octavo; and Satnt-Augustin at

18-19 in,, used on folio, quarto and octavo large paper.

This first category of board can be divided further
according to composition, whether carton bis (brown

board), made of coloured paper, wrappings, old board
and other waste - an economical matenal for cases,

comb stands, backs of frames for little prints, et cetera;

or carton blanc (whtte board), made of cleaner and finer
material.

Lalande's second category is carton de pur collage
(true pasteboard), made by pasting sheets of paper

together (usually from five to rwenty) with flour paste.

The most common rype of pasteboard was made in
exactly the same way as playing cards, with a middle of
either two layers of a grey paper called matn-brune or of
carton bis, with pastings of Carher and Pot on the sides.

This board was called Carte de Rouen in Paris, as much
of it was made in Rouen. Included in this group was

carton couuerf, or lined board, a single ply of board to
which a sheet of whrte paper was pasted on one side for
drawing or writing.

These pasteboards were improved by pressing, and

Lalande indicates they were pressed several times during
drying and at each lamination. They were also polished
with a stone rather than the metal roller, using soap, as

for playing cards, for they were less supple than mould-
made board. In view of their formation, the size of paste-

boards was predetermined by the size of the sheets of
paper from which they were made, although larger
boards could be made by overlapprng sheets. In view of
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the multiplication of operations, increase in labour

required and more costly materials used, it seems that

these pasteboards were of higher qualiry and more costly

to manufacture than the simple mouldmade boards.

Lalande's Art du cartonnier offers a wealth of detail

based on eighteenth-century objective scientific observa-

tion and practice and rs a valuable source of informatron

about historical techniques of production. This wealth of
detail speaks of the wide range of materials available to

craftsmen and artists and of the differing qualities of a

matenal, whrch were understood and chosen. Each

seemingly small choice of material or technique builds on

others, modifying and determining the nature of the

object produced. It may be that a fuller understanding of
these choices and their significance wrll be useful in the

interpretatron of objects of cultural productron.

Art du cartonnier, ytst one of the Descrtptions des arts

et m6tiers, seems to fulfil the hopes of its creators, that

discoveries in the arts, as in the sclences, should be as a

common treasure to all peoples, as well as confirming

their suspicion that the project could be even more useful

in the centuries that followed than it was in its own.r5

Notes
1. No prrnter or place of pubLcatron of the treatise is given.

The first mdmotre of the senes, Duhamel Dumonceau's Art
du charbonnter, is preceded by a general title page for the

series which grves the following informatron: Paris: Desarnt

& Saillant, Librarrres, rue SarntJean de Beauvars. '1,761,. Art
du cartonnrcr was repnnted tn Les arts du papter. Geneva:

Slatkine.1984.

2. The story of the Descrtptrons des arts et mdtters ts given in

Lalande's preface to Art du tanneur, published n 1764.

It rs reponed rn Englsh by A. Cole and G. Watts. Tbe

Handrcrafts of France as recorded ffi the Descrlpilons des

Arts et M6trers 1761-1788. Boston: Baker Library. 1952;

and descrrbed rn relation to the Encyclopidre by J. Proust.

Dderot et I'Encyclop6&e. Paris: Armand Colhn. 1952. A
plan of the entlre prolect rs outlined in the 'Avertrssement

g6n6ral' by Duhamel Dumonceau in Art du charbonruer,

published n 1761.. A recent addrtron to bibliography on the

Descrtphons des arts et m(itters rs the new edition by

J. Mosely of H. Cartert translatron rnto English [London:
Soncino Press. 19301 of Pierre-Srmon Fournter's Manuel

typographtque. Darmstadt: Technrsche Hochschule. 1995.

3. An account orrgrnally entltled 'Lart de la papetene,' pre-

pared and read to the Acad6mre n 1706 by des Brllettes and

later reworked by Lalande.

4. The nrne mdmotres by Lalande are L'art de fare Ie maro-

qum. n.d.; Art de fare le paprcr. n.d.; Art de faire Ie par-

chemrn. [Pansl: H. L. Gu6rin and L. F. Delatour. 1762; L'art

de I'hongroyew. n.d; Art du cartonruer. 1762; Art du

cbamoseur. 1763; Art du corroyeur. [Paris]: L. F. Delatour.

1.767; Art du mdgtssrer. fPans]: L. F. Delatour. 1765; Art du

tanneur. [Paris]: H. L. Gu6rrn and L. F. Delatour. 1.764.The

number of separate items whrch constltutes a complete

senes varres; rf one includes supplements and correcttons, rt

rs 81, if not, rt is 73. A complete hst of rndrvrdual cahiers

and supplements can be found in Cole and Watts. Appendrx

A, 25-35; and of contnbutors, rn Appendix C, i743.

5. A publication whrch overshadows the Descnptnns des arts

et mitters today, but which was heavily rnfluenced by the lat-

ter, particularly in the desrgn of the plates, whrch feature a

vignette above wrth a prlmer of tools and machrnery below.

Of the Encyclopldre, R6aumur sard that it 'm'a paru ou trop

long ou de beaucoup trop court,' reported rn J. Torlars.

Rdaumur. Paris: Descl6e De Brouwer. 1936.249.Influences

on the Encyclop1dte are descnbed by J. Proust. 'La docu-

mentatron technrque de Diderot dans l'<Encyclop6die>'.

Reuue d'htstotre lttdraire de h France 57 0.957\:335-52.
6. A full discussion of the question of plagransm of these plates

by 'gents [src] peu d6licats' in the preparation of the

Encyclopidrc rs beyond the scope of this paper; thrs sublect

rs treated by J. Proust. Dtderot. 1,962, and in M. Prnault. 'A
propos des planches de I'Encyclop6drc.' Studies on Voltatre

and the Erghteenth Century 254 (1988): 351.-62.

7. Proust. 1.962. Dderot. 183, 187.

8. [n1773 the frrst 85 cahrers were sold as a set for 540 livres

({28 ) and the rn dwrdual cahiers for 2 hvres, 10 sous (2s. 2d. ).

In 1783 the price of rndrvrdual cabrcrs was reduced by nvo-

fifths (1 \we, 1.2 sous) and the whole senes by half. Cole

and Watts. 1952. 22. Exchange is based on rates grven by

G. Barbeq ed. Anecdotes typographtques, by Nicolas Contat

dit Le Brun. Oxford: Oxford Brbhographrcal Socrety. 1980.

22-23.

9. Publrshed from 1.762 to 1795. See Kayser's Vollstiindiges

Bucher-Lextcon for edrtors and places of publicatron.

10. March L762, 11.3-17; May 1762, 260-61; June 1762,

281-82.

11. The author has been preparrng an annotated translation

from French to Enghsh of Art du cartonnrer, which is forth-

comlng. The translatron referred to above may be found rn

H. Bockwitz and H. Kotte. Cardboard in tbe Course of
Ttme. 1950, a pubhcation celebrating the fiftreth annrver-

sary of the company Feldmuhle Works, of Arnsberg,
'Westphalia, 

Germany.

12. The engraving by Simonneau is dated 1697, plaang r
within the earliest penod of work on the proJect, prior to
the revrval of the Acad6mre n 1599. The plate mark meas-

ures 330 x 220 mm and the border 325 x 21.7 mm.

13. Twelve livres would have been roughly equrvalent to

10s.6d. and 5 hvres to 5s.3d.

14. These board moulds were often made of oak throughout,

and were much stronger than ordinary paper moulds,

resembhng more closely moulds for wrapprngs.

15. The sprrng mechanrsm consrsted of a plank frxed to the ceil-

lng, presslng down onto the upper end of a pole, whrch frt-

ted onto the wooden box rn which the iron roller was

mounted and on the sides of which two handles were frtted.

15. In Lalande's words, 'tout ce qul se d6couvre dans les Arts

comme dans les Scrences doit 6tre un tr6sor commun i tous

les peuples du monde.' Preface, Art du tanneur. 1764. iv;

and in Dumonceaut, 'l'on ne peut employer i la fois trop

de mains habrles pour acc6l6rer l'ex6cutron d'une entreprise

qui peut 6tre utile i notre srdcle, & plus encore i ceux qui

le suivront.' Avertissement e6n6ral. Art du cbarbonnter.

1761. ri.
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Design for Water-Powered Stampers: Early ltalian Papermaking Technology
lllustrated in a Drawing in the Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal

THEA BURNS AND MYRA NAN ROSENFELD

Abstract
This paper describes and considers the evidence afforded by

an ltalian sixteenth-century technical drawing of paper-

making stampers.The drawing, a highly detailed image of a
stamping mill powered by a water-wheel, has been attrib-
uted to Alberto Alberti (1526-98).lt may be the earliest illus-

tration in the West of this hydraulically powered machinery.

An accompanying inscription documents the adoption of
fulling-mill technology to the preparation of rags for paper-

making. The attribution of this drawing to Alberti will be

discussed and the drawing will be situated in the broader
context of the Tuscan and Florentine tradition of technical
illustrations of machines.

Description of the CCA drawing
The sixteenth-century Italian drawing Design for 'Water-

Powered Stampers is preserved today in the collection of
the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montreal (fig.1).
It measures 227 x 379 mm and is executed in pen and
brown ink on an antique laid paper substrate. Besides the
manuscript inscriptions within the body of the drawing
referred to above, which will be discussed later, there are

nvo additional inscriptions on the recto: one, the name
'alberti' written in pen and brown ink at the lower left,
and the othet the number 42 in graphite at the lower
right. The side designated recto features a series of draw-
ings of water-powered stampers executed from a variety

of different viewpoints. There is an underdrawing in
black chalk beneath the finished image, which has been

executed in pen and brown ink. The freedom, variery,

tentative placement and repetition of the lines indicate

clearly that this drawing is an original, not a copy. The

CCA drawing is double-sided. The verso features draw-
ings of water-powered and geared mechanical saws

and an edge-runner mill; there is no exploratory under-
drawing beneath the machinery illustrated on the verso
(fig.2).

The main furnish for papermaking in the early mod-
ern period was linen rags or hemp ropes. Preparation of
this source material into a consistency satisfactory for
sheet forming involved several steps; one of these was
beating and bruising to clean the raw material, to sepa-

rate the rags or ropes into their constituent fibres and to
fibrillate the fibres. This could be done in various ways;l
one, shown in the CCA drawing, was to pound the rags

with hammers in a stamping mill.
A small sketch in the lower right corner of the CCA

drawing identifies the various parts of the central image
with manuscript inscriptions. In the upper left corner of
the full paper sheet the artist has placed a view of an arri-
ficial or natural reservoir of water (inscribed 'gorgone
d'aqua,'translated as whirlpool). From the pool a chute
or jet of water is directed onto an undershot wheel
(inscribed 'rota'),which is placed partly within and partly

Fig. I Afberto Alberti (1526-98), Paper Moking Machine, pen, brown ink and black chalk underdrawing, about 1558-65, 22,7 x 37.9 cm,
Centre d'Architecture/Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal, Prints and Drawings Collection, DR I 979:0020, recto.
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Fig.2 AfbertoAfbetti(1526-98),EdgeRunnerMill,ThrceSetsofGeorcondaSawDrivenbyGears,pen,browninkandblackchalkunderdrawing,about
1 55A,65,22.7 x 37.9 cm, Centre d'Architecture/Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal, Prints and Drawings Collection, DR I 979:0020, verso.
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outside wooden walls - the parallel vertical lines suggest

wood construction (inscribed'la rota entrd . . . muro'\.
The water discharged from the wheel exits 1e 1ls 'i-ht
(inscribed 'aqua che frk ... Ia terra'\.

The water-wheel drives a long round shaft with cams

(inscribed 'fuso,' meantng shaft) which lift three other

square-cut shafts or beams attached to hammers
(inscribed 'mazi'l; these are grouped on either side of the

wheel. Such cams were typically off-set from each other

so that the stamper feet could be raised in sequence, not

all at the same time; this feature is precisely recorded in

the CCA drawing. The machinery in the foreground is

drawn in some detail; that on the far side is merely sug-

gested. As the wheel and camshaft turn, driven by the

falling water, cams lift the hammers and then release them

so that they fall back into the trough or vat. The rags are

not shown in this drawing but we may presume that they

have been or will soon be placed in the water-filled boxes

or vats (inscribed 'cassa'\. The vats are constructed of
smaller pieces of wood and feature widely flaring sides.

This special shape assisted the circulation of the pulp

under the hammers and prevented it from splashing out.2

The precision of the draughtsman's observation is

evident in the way he has made the beams supporting the

hammers for each vat splay out from their supporting
pivots, rather than placing them parallel. Richard Hills
noted this feature in an early paper mill at Pescia in Italy.:

Precise observation is also evident in the way in which

the angle of the main shaft slopes up from the back piv-

ots through the hammers to the camshaft. Hills has

described this as a characteristic feature of Italian stam-

pers found, for example, at Fabriano. It shortened the

bearing block for the pivots and may have increased the

steadiness of the stamper feet.a In the earliest preserved

,;.t,iir:{
illl:,,,.i:

layouts for stamping mills described by Hills, at

Capellades and La Riba in Spain and at Ambert rn

France, the rags being pulped were to be passed from one

vat or trough to another.s

A small plan placed at the lower left of the CCA

drawing shows the hammers and the vat. A larger vlew

farther to the left shows a single hammer in greater

detail. The stamper foot and shaft were not set vertically
in the vat but were angled. Thus, in action, the head

moved slightly sideways as well as moving vertically; this

orientation assisted in circulating the pulp.

The rags were customarily moved from vat to vat dur-
ing the beating process so that they would be beaten in

turn by stampers with different types of feet, usually of
three designs. It is thought that it was in Italy that stam-

per feet were first fitted with spikes to shred and pound

the rags.6 Hills has described this arrangement at
Capellades and La Riba. This ensured that the fibres in

the pulp would be appropriately dispersed and bruised

before sheet forming took place.T Plain wooden feet were

used for blending the fibres at the end of the beating

process or for repulping them if they had previously been

dried and stored. There is. however. no indication in the

CCA drawing of a metal bedplate fitted into the bottom

of the wood vat; feet shod with metal spikes would
require one.8 Nor is it clear how the feet were shod. The

draughtsman does not show the rags being beaten, the

entry point into the vat of the clean water required in the

beating process (though possibly the rags were to be

washed in a separate operation), the covering of the

bottom of the vats or the cladding of the stamper feet.

This may indicate that he is more conversant with and/

or interested in the water-driven mechanism than the

papermaking process. 'We see only nvo troughs in the
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drawing, not the customary grouping of three thought to
have been found at Amalfi, from the thirteenth century
in Spain and elsewhere.s Hills has suggested, however,

that the number of troughs undoubtedly varied with the

power available, which would determine the length of
the camshaft to be dnven and number of cams on it.10

The main inscription, in the lower centre of the draw-
ing, is in archaic Italian; translated into English it reads:

Structure of a fulling mill used for shredding rags and

making paper. The wheel, with hollowed-out pockets

to catch the water. The long shaft with pegs which
lifts three hammers on each side for a total of six.

Turning, [it] lifts three hammers [per] box. The box is

shallow and widely flared on each side.11

The text of this inscription makes it clear that these

are stampers for papermaking. The inscription also

relates the technology of the stamprng mill, for pulping
rags to make paper, to the fulling mlll (gualcberia).

Fulling mills were used for washing or scouring and felt-
ing woollen cloth. Hills has suggested that the similarity
of pnmitive fulling stocks, preserved today in Romania,
to early papermaking stampers is significant and could
help to account for the design of stamping mills in early
modern Europe.l2 Water-powered fulling stocks, nor-
mally featuring a pair of straight hammers with pegs

sticking out at the back, were lifted by cams on the water-
wheel axle. Cloth was placed in the basin or trough to
soak in the fulling liquor. The cloth was moved around in
the trough by the action of the hammers. The link made

befween papermaking and fulling technology is not arbi-
trary; Italian and Spanish wool merchants and manufac-
turers were heavily involved in the early paper industry.l3

Several further observations may be made about the
machinery illustrated on the recto of the CCA drawing.
'Water-powered 

stamping mills preserved today at Amalfi
and Pescia are considered to be surviving examples of an

early form of this technology. Typically there, as in the

CCA drawing, the water-wheel was burlt directly around
the camshaft which lifred the sramper heads. This elimi-
nated the need for gearing. Such an arrangement is also

rypical of many drawings of other machines from early
modern Italy. Lrkewise, the use of a directed impulse of
water ls common to other early water-wheels, both under-

and overshot; sometimes water falls on the wheel from a

great height. The method shown in the CCA drawing is

similar to that described for the paper mills at Amalfi and
Pescia; the water is dehvered in a concentrated jet from a

vertical tapered cufting in the rock or wood chute. A jet

hits the crrcumference of the wheel at the level of the

camshaft.la The draughtsman of the CCA drawing has

merely suggested this arrangement; undoubtedly it was

such a well-known feature of contemporary technology
that he felt no need to render it in detail.

The Attribution
Alberto Alberti, to whom this drawing is attributed, was

born in 1526 in Borgo San Sepolcro (now called

Sansepolcro), a town on one of the crossroads berween
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Tuscany, Umbria, and the Marches. He dred there in
1598. Alberto Alberti is less well known than his three

sons, the painters Alessandro (1551-961, Cherubino
(1553-1615) and Giovanni (1558-1601), who were

responsible for important fresco cycles executed in Rome

at the end of the sixteenth century: the vault decorations

of the Chapel of San Silvestro and of the Sala Clementrna
(1596) in the Vatican, the Scenes of the Ltfe of St.

Clement (1602-5) in the Canon's sacristy at San

Giovanni in Laterano, and those in the Aldobrandini
Chapel in Santa Maria sopra Minerva (1604).15

Alberto, who was the son of the metal founder
Giovanni di Berto Alberti, was active as an architect, mil-
itary engineer, sculptor and engraver. According to his

diaries and those of his sons, which are dated between

1543 and 1593 and are deposited in the Uffizi Library,
Florence, he was involved in construction of the fortifi-
cations of Livorno rn 1.558 and those of Borgo San

Sepolcro between 1561 and 1555. He had been called to
that task by Giorgio Vasari (1511-74), artistic and archi-
tectural advisor to Duke Cosimo I de Medici of Florence
(1519-741. 'We also know from these diaries that Alberto
first went to Rome n t547 to study ancient architecture.
He senled there in 1566 and on February 8 of that year

he opened a workshop. On 5 July 1568 he was rnscribed

in the guild of wood sculptors and engravers in Rome,

which may explain his interest rn the papermaking stam-
pers illustrated on the recto of this drawing. According to
hrs son Cherubino, Alberto was elected to the council of
the guild on 17 March 1576. Although he lived in Rome,

Alberto Albertr continued to work in Tuscany. His build-
ing commissions are marnly found in his native town of
Borgo San Sepolcro. The most important are the monas-

teries of Santa Chiara (1587) and San Bartolomeo
(1589). Alberto acted as an intermediary for Giorgio
Vasari on Vasari's commissions of the chapel of Pius V in
the Vatican in Rome (I57I) and the choir of the

Cathedral of Arezzo (1554).15

Alberto Alberti's securely artributed drawings are

divided berween the Gabinetto Nazionale delle Stampe,

Rome, where there are three albums of drawings of
Roman burldings by Alberto and one album with figura-
tive drawings by his sons and drawings of machines by
Alberto himself, and the Gabrnetto Disegni e Stampe,

Uffizi, Florence, where there are several figurative and

architectural drawings by different members of the

Alberti familS in four drfferent albums.17 It is difficult to
identify Alberto's autograph drawings. He collected

drawings; consequently not all of the drawings in the
albums in Rome and Florence are by himself or his sons.

Since very few of his drawings are dated and since there
has been no study of the development of his graphic
style, it is not possible to securely date the drawing in the

Canadian Centre for Architecture. Lamberini has dated

the drawings of machines in the albums in Rome,

befween 1558 and 1565, when Alberto was designing

fortifications for Duke Cosimo I de Medici.18 The CCAs
drawing, executed in pen and brown ink with black chalk
underdrawing, is extremely similar in style and technique

to a drawing of a frieze with putti in the Uffizi, as well as
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to a drawing from one of the albums ln the Gabinetto
Nazionale della Stampe, which shows the remains of a

Roman monument in the vicinity of the Church of Santi

Quaftro Coronati rn Rome. This drawing has been dated

by Forni to the latter part of Alberto's career, between

1570 and 1598.1e \7e find the same vigorous, bold pen

strokes, parallel and cross-hatching to indicate shadows,

chalk underdrawing (red) and handwriting with the

same characteristic s, f and d as rn the drawing at the

CCA.20 There is no watermark on the CClfs drawing.2l
There rs a modern paper hinge along the left side and the

number 42 inscribed in the lower right corner, whrch
indicate that the CClfs drawing was originally part of an

album composed in the nineteenth or twentieth century.

The inscription 'alberti' in the lower left corner rs not

autograph, but may have been added in the seventeenth

century.

The Broader context
In contrast to the drawings on the recto (fig. 1), those on

the verso (fig.2), according to examination with an infra-

red Vidicon, have no pentimenti and thus must have been

copied from other drawings. The drawings on the verso

of the CCA sheet, showing an edge-runner mill, three sets

of gears and a saw driven by gears, reveal that Alberto
Albertr knew the drawings of the fifteenth-century

Sienese painter, sculptor, architect and military engineer

Francesco di Giorgio (1439-1502\. Although, according

to Scaglia, none of the machines in the CClfs drawing

were copied directly from known drawings by Francesco,

they do show similar gears, machines and mills.
Francesco di Giorgio is not known to have drawn paper-

making stampers like those depicted on the recto of this

drawing.z2 It is possible, however, that Alberto Alberti's

drawings were copied from lost drawings by Francesco.

There are similar drawings of mills with gears run by

water in a vellum manuscript, Codex Ashburnham 361,
Biblioteca Medrcea Laurenziana, Florence, which was

executed in the scriptonum of the monastery of Monte
Oliveto Maggiore, near Siena, by an anonymous Sienese

artist between 1480 and 1503, after a lost copy of
Francesco di Giorgro's first treatise on architecture,
Trattato 1. The original, lost version of this treatise has

been dated by Scaglia to befween 1475 and'1,480.23

Francesco's interest in hydraulic engineering is further

shown in a drawing on folio 2 recto of a fragment of a

recently discovered manuscnpt in the Biblioteca
Municipale A.Panizzi, Reggio Emilia, which was drawn,
like that in the Bibhoteca Medicea Laurenziana, after the

original, lost version of Trattato 1. The sheets in Reggio

Emilia may have originally been part of the Codex
Ashburnham 351. The drawing there shows various

machines which could be used to attack a castle located

on a body of water.z4 Francesco di Giorgio worked as a

hydraulic engineer, as did his compatriot Manano
Taccola (1382-1453) before him. During the fifteenth

century Siena had the largest water supply system in Italy.

Taccola, who was responsible for improving that system,

made the greatest innovations in hydraulic engineering in

fifteenth-century Italy. He had illustrated several pumps

and mills run by water in his first treatise on engineering,

De Ingeneis, wriften berween 1427 and 1.433.2s'We know
that Francesco dr Giorgio had access to Taccola's manu-
script of the first part of De Ingeneis in the Studio, a

schooi and scriptorium in Siena, since he placed notes on
several fohos of one of the autograph manuscripts now in
the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich.25

Alberto Alberti's drawings are witness to the crrcula-

tion of manuscript copies of drawings by Mariano
Taccola and Francesco di Giorgio to the end of the six-

teenth century. Francesco di Giorgio's drawings of
machines were copied by Leonardo da Vinci; a drawing
of gears and a crankshaft originally designed by Filippo

Brunelleschi (1377-14461 is found in the Codex
Atlanticus, today in the Biblioteca Ambrosiana, Milan.
Leonardo executed this drawrng in France before 1519,

the year of his death.27 The rwo artist-architects had met

in Pavia rn 1490. Leonardo had gone to the monastery of
Monte Ohveto Maggiore near Siena in 1503 while he was

designing the fortrfications at Piombino, and he made

notes in the copy of Francesco di Giorgio's first treatise,

which has survived in Codex Ashburnham 361.28 In addi-

tion, Leonardo, like Alberto Alberti, was rnterested in the

making of paper and printing. Leonardo had drawn a

printrng press berween 1480 and 1482, which is depicted

elsewhere in the Codex Atlanticus.2e

Copies of Francesco di Giorgio's drawings of
machines circulated not only in Tuscany but also in the

Veneto. Daniele Barbaro had illustrated five pumps, a

mill and several wooden beam supports by Francesco di
Giorgio in his Italian translation of Vtruvius, which was

published in Venice in 1556.30 He had access, like

Vttorio Zonca (1580-1502), the author of the Nuouo
teatro di macchine, published in Padua in 1,607, to a

copy of a manuscript showing machines by Francesco di
Grorgro, perhaps the Opusculun, composed, according

to Scaglra, between 1470 and, 1475.31 'We have already

seen that Zonca's illustration of papermaking stampers

depicts technology similar to that shown on the recto of
the CCAs drawing (fig.l). Zonca, who was the architect
for the crty of Padua, worked briefly as a hydraulic engi-

neer in 1.599 for the magistrates and deputies rn charge

of the water system for the city of Venrce.32 Zonca's book
was preceded by another important book on machines,

Le diuerse e artificiose machine, published by Agostino
Ramelli (1531-1600) in Italian and French rn Paris in
1588; it contained illustrations of machines after
Francesco di Giorgio's desrgns.

Sometime berween the late 1550s and the 1570s,

about the time that Alberto Alberti executed the drawing
now ln the Canadian Centre for Architecture. there was

an attempt in Florence to pubhsh a printed book with
rllustrations of machmes, similar to that published in 1507

by Zonca in Padua. A manuscript with ink drawings on

vellum and text on paper and vellum folios, now in the

Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale. Florence (Ms. Palatrno

1"0771, rs the preparatory manuscript for this unpublished
book. It has been dated by Scaglia to sometime before

1556 and by Lamberini to benveen 1572 and 1575.
Scaglia's dating is more plausible since the manuscript
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was copied by Daniele Barbaro in his 1556 edition of
Vitruvius. Many of the drawings, like the one of a per-
petual motion machine on folio 75 recto, are derived
from Francesco di Giorgio's earlier designs.33 Lamberini
has artributed the text of this manuscript to the Florentine
mathematician Bernardo Pucci (1521-75), who was a

member of the court of Grand Duke Francesco I of
Tuscany (1541-87). She has related Pucci's presence at
the Medici court to the rntroduction of mathematics as a

subject of instructron in the Accademra del Disegno in
Florence in the late 1570s, by the painter Federico
Zuccaro (ca. 1,540-7609) at the instigation of Grand
Duke Francesco I, who was himself interested in mechan-
ics and alchemy. It is possible that the duke also encour-
aged the publication of the book on machines which was
to have been published after Ms. Palatino 7077.34

Thus Alberto Alberti's drawings of machines in the
Canadian Centre for Architecture are the product of the
great interest rn mechanics in Italy at the end of the six-
teenth century. The image of papermaking stampers
attributed to him is the earliest known technical drawing
of papermakrng stampers that has been preserved.

Appendix
Other early illustrations of papermaking technology:
1. Jost Amman (illustrator of) Hartmann Schopper, P ano-
plia omntum, . . artium. . ., Frankfurt a./M: Feyerabend
(1568) (155 x 95 mm).
This famous woodblock print of 1558 has been

described as 'the earliest surviving illustration of a

papermaker in the 'West.'3s It appears in the Panoplia, a

book of trades which describes 139 different trades and
professions. The Panopha was written by the German
Hartmann Schopper and illustrated by the Swrss artist

Jost Amman. A wheel with typical shrouds or flat board
sides attached to its outer nm is visible outside the wrn-
dow The stamping mill with its axle, attached cams and
stampers is visible in the background; the stamper feet
are suggested but not precisely delineated.
2. Jacques Besson, Theatre des mstruments mathema-
tques (z mecbaniques, Lyons (1579), engraving, pl. 25.
This engraving illustrates a simple, hand-operated
mortar-and-pestle arrangement for beating pulp for
papermaking. Sometimes, as here, the heavy pestles were
suspended above their mortars to relieve the operator of
their weight.:e
3. Vittorio Zonca, Nouo teatro di machme et edificii,
Padua: Pietro Bertelli (t607), engraving (281 x 197 mm).
This engraving shows an undershot water-wheel placed
rnside the stamping mrll, driving the camshaft. The cams

or lugs on the camshaft raise the indrvidual hammers
and let them fall. This illustration has been called 'the
first technical illustration of a stamping mill.'37 Because

it was vital for the stuff to circulate under the sramper
feet rf it was to be evenly beaten, water is shown running
from a raised channel into one corner of the trough.
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Notes
1. Hrlls, R. 1984. Papermaking stampers: a study rn techno-

logical drffusion. In IPH Yearbooh of Paper Hstory 5:

67-76. Hllls summarizes the varrous methods used rn the
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A Technical Revolution in Papermaking, 1250 -1350
RICHARD L. HILLS

Abstract
Around l200,the paper produced in Spain, based on Arab

techniques, is thick poorly beaten, sized with starch and
has no watermark. Although its appearance seems fine,
it is liable to disintegrate around the edges when handled.

By looking at sheets of paper made in ltaly between 1250

and 1 350, we can see that the character of paper changed
completely. The technological advances that brought this

about can be deduced by comparing earlier technology, that
has survived in countries such as China and lndia, with that
of ancient European handmade paper mills.We can identify
improvements in pulping techniques, changes to paper

moulds and the introduction of new drying techniques.

Long before l400,ltalianswere producing a much thinner
sheet of paper, better beaten, with watermarks and a gelatin

size that was very strong so it withstood the use of quill pens

an4 later, printing presses. New papermaking techniques
enabled paper to supplant parchment as a writing material,

and the art of papermaking soon spread from ltaly into the
rest of Europe. Few changes were made to the equipment
or techniques used in the mills for the next 400 years.

I received a telephone call last summer asking if I could
identify the oldest sheet of paper discovered in the
archives of the Hereford Cathedral library.l Someone in
the papacS while it was at Avignon, had used this sheet

to write a letter to the ecclesiastical authorities in Hereford
around 1308. The paper itself was quite different in char-
acter from later sheets and is further evidence of a tech-
nical revolution in papermaking occurring roughly
between 1250 and 1350. If my thesis is correct, for 400
years, during a migration westward from China to
southern Europe, papermaking underwent little technical
development. Then a sudden and dramatrc improvement
occurred in Italy that set the sryle of papermaking for the
next 400 years, until the advent of the machine.

'Whrle 
the background to this research has been car-

ried out over many years ln many different countnes, I
wrll base my contribution to this symposium on this
sheet and three later ones, also in the Hereford Cathedral
archives, to see how we can reconstruct what happened

to change the sryle of papermaking. 
.We 

will use evidence
from the historical background, evidence from examin-
ing the artefacts themselves, evidence from pnmitrve
techniques which survive today or have survived until
recently, and archival or pictorial evidence. In addition
there could have been chemical tests, microscopic exam-
ination or modern reconstructions of ancient techniques,
but none of these methods were available in this case.

Historical evidence
The letter written on our oldest sheet of paper gave us a
place and a date. It is from Avignon in the south of

France. The earliest tradrtronally accepted date for the

start of papermaking in that country is 1.325, although
evidence for this is slim; better-authenticated dates are

1338 or even 1348.2 Whichever you choose, this shows

that this sheet of paper could not have been made in
Avignon or in France. Where else was paper being made

at that time? The Arabs had started to make paper in the
south of Spain around the middle of the tenth century.
However, it is probably of great significance that there
was always hostility befween the Muslim Arabs in the

south of Spain and the Christian Europeans in the north
during this time. This almost certainly prevented the
transfer of papermaking through Spain and into the rest
of Europe by this route.

The art of papermaking spread through Sicily into
Italy itself by another traditionally accepted date of 1.269,

but in fact rt must have been much earlier, around 1210.
There is now considerable evidence to show that the
region around Genoa was a very important area for early
papermaking, and probably preceded Fabriano.3 'We

must also note another traditional date, 1.282, for the
introduction of the first watermarked paper at Fabriano
in central Italy.+ ltr this period Italian paper was already
showing signs of a technical revolution in manufacturing
while that produced rn Spain was not. So this may give

us a clue to the origin of our sheet of paper, because the
papacy had fled from Rome to Avignon, and might
therefore have preferred establishing trading links with
Muslims in Spain rather than hostile Chnstians in ltaly.

Visible evidence
Now let us turn to the primary evidence we can gain

from this sheet of paper itself (fig.1). Drscolouration over
a large part of its surface indicates it must have become
damp at some time in its life, but in those areas unaf-
fected, the surface is fairly shiny and a bit whiter than
later papers. Handling the paper shows that, while it is

thicker than later sheets, it is much more flexible and
softer. But what is noticed immedrately by a quick glance

is the roughness of the surface. Lumps of fibres can be

seen and there are even short lengths of rwisted thread or
yarn. At the edges of the sheet or where the surface siz-

ing has been destroyed, the paper is fuzzy or furry, show-
ing quite long whitish fibres rather like cotton wool,
suggesting that the coating has not penetrated far. It is

obvrous that this paper would quickly disintegrate if
handled extensively. When the sheet is held up to the
hght, the clumps of long fibres can be seen clearly rn large
blotchy patches. However, the thickness of the sheet and
the long-fibred pulp obscure detail of the construction of
the mould on which the paper has been made. It is pos-

sible to make out chain hnes at a spacing of 55 to 55 mm,
although the laid lines are not visible enough to measure
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them.s All of this is typical of early Arab paper made in

Spain, and therefore all the evidence we have seen so far

confirms that this sheet could have been made iust before

1308 in that country.

Pulp preparation
The next stage is to see if we can determine how this

sheet of paper might have been made and why it is so dif-
ferent in many ways from later ones. The short pieces of
rwisted yarn show that it has been derived from some

textile fibre. The appearance and fineness indicate a cel-

lulose origin rather than wool. This points towards the

traditional papermaking sources of rags made from linen

cloth, or hemp ropes - probably the former in this
instance. These remained the usual fibre sources for bet-

ter-quality paper in Europe until the middle of the nine-

teenth century. While the raw material used to make our
sheet of paper is similar to that used later, there is a great

difference in the way this material was prepared. There

must have been some form of beating process to break

up and disintegrate this basic material. While crushing it
under the stones of an edge-runner or kollergang! has

been suggested, there is no evidence for the use of such a

machine in places where handmade paper continues to
be made (China, Nepal, India and Kashmir). Nor do sur-

viving handmade mills in Europe, such as those in Italy,
Spain and France, have such equipment.

On the other hand, we can trace the development of
the hand-held stick beater used to prepare tapa cloth in
the Pacific islands, through the hand-held mallet or ham-

mer used in China and Japan, then finally into the foot-
operated tail stamper. The foot-operated stamper was also

used for hulling rice in China and was easily adapted for
papermaking. It is almost certain that this was the device

taken by papermakers as they migrated slowly west-

wards, so it could have eventually been introduced by

Arabs into Spain. The Arab Emir Mu'izz ibn Badis, who
lived berween 1,007 and 1061, instructed that after the

fibres had been cut with scissors into short lengths and

bleached, 'beat the fibres in a stone mortar, making sure

they remain fresh and moist.'7 This certainly sounds like
pounding with a pestle or hammer rather than crushing
under a heavy stone, and points to something else: that
the rags were not being pulped while immersed in water.

The foot-operated stamper may still be used in India

at the present time, since it was certainly in use up to the

Second'World'$7ar.8 It was operated by one or two men

who pressed down one end of a long, pivoted beam to
raise the heavy hammer head at the other end. They let it
fall onto a slab of stone, where another man pushed small

pieces of rags soaked in water under the head for pound-
ing. This sounds rather similar to the method of Emir

Mu'izz ibn Badis. We can imagine how labour-intensive

and therefore expensive this process must have been, and

how the person shoving the raw material under the ham-

mer head would have been tempted to skimp on his job.

It would be necessary to add water during the beating pro-

cess so that the pulp remained 'fresh and moist.' A better-

qualiry pulp resulted from the material being returned to
the same stamper fwo or three times, but obviously this

Fig. I Probably a Spanish/Arab paper used for a letter written around

1308 from Avignon to the ecclesiastical authorities in Hereford,

Hereford Cathedral archives, no. 1443, by permission of the Dean and

Chapter of Hereford Cathedral.

took longer. This poorly-beaten pulp would consist mostly

of long fibres and would drain quickly on the mould.
It was probably in Europe that the person or people

who raised the stamper head were replaced by a water-

wheel. Here again we have an accepted date for this, in

Xativa, Spain, in 1151, but it did not lead to the techni-

cal revolution occurring there.e This would have reduced

cost and would have been easier to operate for longer

periods to beat the pulp better. A primitive form of
water-wheel-operated stamper, with a single head where

a man shoves the rags underneath, survived in Kashmir
as late as the 1930s.10 On this machine the cams on the

drive shaft pushed down the tail of the shaft, but on sur-

viving western models the cams lifted the end at the ham-

mer head, like the arrangement in fulling stocks. Fulling

stocks were probably the crucial element in our technical

revolution (fig.2l. First, they had a pair of hammer heads.

Second, they did not hammer the cloth with a vertical

blow but pummelled it so the cloth rotated as it lay in the

trough. In this way it was treated evenly. Third, the

trough could contain water and fuller's earth for washing
the cloth. Finally, the layout of the stocks with the

camshaft close to the heads meant that access to the

troughs was restricted.
'We must now turn to our second sheet of paper

from Hereford Cathedral (fig. 3). This has been dated

to 1,322-23 and is most likelv ltalian: it has an indis-

&,'*
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Fig.2 Finishing stampers in the Richard-de-8as mill, Ambert, France.

tinct watermark, so it cannot be Spanish.tt The first
improvement by the Italians was in beating the pulp.
Even a quick glance shows that the surface of this sheet

is much smoother. Holding it up to the light reveals that
the lengths of twisted yarn and clumps of fibre are miss-
ing, even though the furnish is still thick and heavy.

How was this improvement in beating achieved? \il/e

must jump to surviving artefacts in remaining water-
powered mills in Italy and Spain, where we discover
three probable developments. The first is that the man
pushing the rags under the hammer head has been

replaced by a trough filled with water in which the rags

can circulate, giving much more even pulping. The sec-

ond is that, instead of a single stamper head, there are

now usually three or more, which provide a more thor-
ough beating. These two changes alone would result in
an improvement in the pulp as well as a reduction in
costs. We can see the influence of the design of the
fulling stocks, but no doubt the development was slow
as angles of shafts and heads were altered to achieve the

optimum performance. This could have been an inter-
mediate stage in the development of stamper unirs,

which is reflected in these early sheets of Italian paper.

Typically they have a long-fibre pulp which makes it
difficult to distinguish the watermark, and so it is also

difficult to make out the construction of the mould with
its chain and laid lines. Such is the case with this second

sheet of paper from Hereford Cathedral, another indi-
cation that its date is early.

The third sheet from Hereford Cathedral is much
later, dated 1375-1400.12 It shows a marked improve-
ment in pulp preparation, with shorter fibres so that the
mould construction can be seen much more clearly
(fig. a). This is where our third improvement must have

been introduced. If we look again at European mills
where stampers have survived, we will see that there are

sets of three or more troughs in which the material was
passed in succession from one to the next. An examina-

tion of the bottoms of the stamper heads will show the
reason why. In the first trough the bottom end of the head

had special nails driven into it, each of which ended in a

single sharp rib so that they would cut the rags against a

metal bedplate. In the next the heads of the nails have

three blunter ribs, to pound as well as cut the rags and
fibres. In the third set the stamper heads had no nails

and pounded the pulp to fibrillate it. Here we have a

process with the potential for preparing an even pulp
with short fibres to produce smoother paper.13 Such well-
beaten pulp would have greater bonding strength

r,*

Fig,3 A letter dated to 1322-23 which is most likely on ltalian paper.

The lines across the surface of the paper are probably caused by the
sizing technique. Hereford Cathedral archives, no.3004, by permission

of the Dean and Chapter of Hereford Cathedral,
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Fig.4 The mould construction can be seen more clearly in this sheet

dated around 1375.The very thick laid lines should be noted. Hereford

Cathedral archives, no. 31 88, by permission of the Dean and Chapter of
Hereford Cathedral.

and drain more slowly. These qualities would enable the

papermaker to produce thinner, stronger sheets with
clearer watermarks. 'We can see this in another sheet

of paper from Hereford Cathedral (fig. 5), dated to
1,393-96, with a griffin as a watermark.l4

An Italian drawing from the middle of the sixteenth

century which was discussed at this symposium shows

three heads per trough but only rwo troughs, one on

either side of the water-wheel.1s The set of stamper

troughs in the paper museum at Capellades in Spain has

three troughs, each with these different types of stamper

heads. Remains in other mills in that region confirm that
this was the usual layout there. Italian mills such as Pescia

and the Richard de Bas mill at Ambert in France have

more troughs but still have only the three different types

of stamper heads. The reason for more troughs is that two
or three are used for the cutting stage, two for the second

stage but only one for the last, all tending to produce bet-

ter pulp. The oldest printed picture of papermaking stam-
pers, that by Zonca of Italy in 1,607, shows eight heads

and multiple troughs, but the precise number of these

cannot be determined.16 In Zonca's picture and in French

and Spanish mills, the water-wheel was placed at one end

of the camshaft lifting the stamper heads. Therefore the

final system and layout must have been improved over a

number of years but its origins must have been in Italy
towards the end of the thirteenth century.

Fig,5 The griffin watermark along with the narrow laid lines and fine
chain lines reveal the transformation which had occurred in paper pro-

duction by the date of this sheet, c. 1 343. Hereford Cathedral archives,

no.3205, by permission of the Dean and Chapter of Hereford Cathedral,

The Mould
Improvement in Italian pulp preparation seems to pre-

date developments in mould construction and sheet

formation. It could well be that the slower drainage of
better-beaten pulp necessitated changes in couching off
the sheet of newly formed paper from the mould. The

mould has a special sieve or cover through which the

water in the pulp can drain, leaving the fibres behind on
the surface to make the sheet. Right up until the middle
of the eighteenth century this cover was nearly always

made with the same basic structure, which dates back

almost to the first days of papermaking. It consisted of
thin parallel strips of grass, reed, bamboo or, later, bronze

wire (the laid lines) running from side to side and bound
together by chain lines made from thread, horsehair or
thinner wire which ran from top to bottom. The water
ran out through spaces left befween the laid lines, leaving

the fibres on top. This cover was supported by the

wooden framing of the mould, which normally had ribs
in the middle, also running from top to bottom, under the

positions of the chain lines to keep the cover flat.
The earlier eastern tradition has been, and still is, to

have a loose cover which can be taken off when the sheet

of paper has been formed.17 After it has drained, the

sheet is removed from this cover by turning both upside

down, placing the wet sheet on top of the previous one

and peeling the cover off the top. This is possible through

**
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the flexibility of the chain lines. 'We have no evidence of
this type of mould being used by Arab papermakers in
Spain. Emir Mu'rzz ibn Badis does not describe how the

paper was couched off the cover or mould. One transla-
tron of his account reads,

You put the mould rn it [a large vat] and shake it from
nght to left and from front to back, and with your
hand you even out the pulp left on the mould so that
it does not come out thrnner on one srde and thicker
on the other. 'When the pulp is well spread out, you
leave it on the mould until it has the desired consis-

tency. Then you transfer the sheet from the mould to
a flat plate.rs

I have no idea whether this confused account originated
with Emir Mu'izz ibn Badis or with the translator, but
one possibly significant point that is missing here is the

mention of felts, a feature particularly associated with
Italian papermakers and wool merchants. Therefore I
ascribe to the view that the Arabs in Spain were still prac-

tising the earlier eastern methods of papermaking, using

a mould with a removable cover, and that this was prob-
ably how the oldest sheet of paper in the Hereford
Cathedral archives was made.

Of what material might the cover for this Spanish

mould have been made? The Arabs were, of course,

skilled workers in metal and so could have used metal
strips for their laid lines. The binding chain lines would
almost certainly have been sewn up either with thread or
horsehair. This was probably continued on early Italian
moulds, where we can see that the chain lines are very
narrow. Flexing a removable cover would have work-
hardened copper or bronze wire, so fine chain lines made

of these substances would have broken quickly. It is

unfortunate that the long-fibre pulp on our earliest west-

ern Italian papers makes it very difficult to distrngursh the

laid lines and so determrne their size accurately. 'lfhere

they can be seen, they appear to be quite thick. If the

Arabs used strrps of reed and the first Italian mould mak-
ers followed their example, there is no reason why a

watermark profile made from wire could not have been

sewn on top of such a cover, provided it were fixed to the

mould. So thrs could have been an rntermediate stage.

There survrves in Italy an ancient wire profile made from
srlver, so perhaps that rs how the first watermarked cov-
ers were made, with a silver-wrre profile sewn onto a reed

or cane cover whrch ln turn would be sewn onto the

mould framing. Perhaps the Italian papermakers had dif-
ficulty rn couchrng off therr better-beaten, wetter sheets of
paper and needed a more rigid type of mould. The west-

ern mould has the cover attached to its upper surface.
'Sfhen 

the new sheet of paper has drained on the mould
sufficientln both are turned upsrde down and the paper

couched off onto a felted blanket. 'lfhen the mould has

been lifted off, another felt is placed on top so the sheets

of paper are separated by layers of papermaker's felts.

Are we able to determine the steps in which changes

from the eastern to western mould may have occurred -
through our Hereford sheets of paper? At least we have
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evidence for a change in the construction of the mould. I
mentioned that on our earliest sheet of paper we could
see chain lines spaced at 55 to 56 mm apart. Those on
the last must average something like 38 mm. This rs con-
sistent wrth the development of narrower chain-line
spacing over the years, covering the transition from
Spanish-Arab moulds to the traditional western type

of mould.
There is also evidence in the watermarks. A more

appropriate name for a watermark would be a wire mark
or wire profile, because these watermarks, which show up

in the paper as a lighter part of the sheet, are made from
lengths of wire bent to the appropriate shape and stitched

onto the surface of the cover. Therefore they protrude
into the pulp on the mould, causing thinner and hence

lighter places. Because these wire outlines are stiff, if they
were sewn onto the flexible cover of the eastern mould
they would soon come off as the sheet was being couched.

Therefore a watermarked sheet of paper must have been

couched on a rigid mould where the cover is firmly
attached to it. Hence watermarked papers, such as those

originating from Fabriano around 1282, must have been

produced with some embryonic form of western mould.
From the two earlier sheets of paper at Hereford

Cathedral we can distinguish little of the mould structure
except that the chain lines are at 55 mm and 50 mm
respectively - again indicating early paper. But on the

third sheet, dated to the last quarter of the fourteenth
century, we can see heavy laid lines 1.2 mm apart cover-

ing most of the sheet, but some very fine ones at top and

bottom for about 15 mm. By this date we must surely be

looking at metal wires. It has been suggested that the ear-

liest metal wires were cut from a sheet and then ham-

mered round. This could mean that they were fairly thick
and heary, so it is possible that this is what we are seeing

here. This does not account for the narrower laid lines at
the edges, which remain a mystery.

\fire-drawing rn Europe dates from about 1100.re

The art was known in Italy before Germany. Evidence for
the spread of this art, so essential for the western paper-

making mould, is still lacking.2o Drawing wire would
have been a cheaper method than hammering and, as the

art was improved, would have produced thinner wrre.

We can see this in our fourth sheet of paper.21 The diam-
eter of the wires forming these laid hnes must be 1 mm or
shghtly less. We can also observe that the chain lines are

thicker than on the earlier sheet. \What must have hap-

pened here is that the fine horse hair or thread has been

replaced by wire, even though the wire-drawer did not
yet have the skill to make it quite as thin as the thread.

From this date onwards the construction of traditional
western hand-moulds would alter very little.

Pressing the paper
A further difference beftveen eastern and western paper-

making is that in the 'West, newly formed sheets had as

much water as possible removed by subjecting them to
pressure in some form of press. This may have been nec-

essary because the better-beaten pulp would have

retained water longer. Some water is necessary to help
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remove the sheet from the surface of the cover when

couching with the western mould, but I have no experi-

ence of eastern rypes. In surviving mills we can still see

the heavy wooden framing supporting press heads that
are driven down by a screw. This was a type of press used

in the woollen industry for pressrng cloth and later would
be developed into the printing press. The lever press,

found rn vineyards, does not seem to have been used for
paper in the'West, although it has been in the East.

The Drying loft
Ibn Badis said, 'You transfer the sheet from the mould to
a flat plate, and with the help of this, you place it on a
clean, smooth wall where you leave it stuck until, once

dry, it comes loose.'22 His account of drying paper

follows eastern practice as found in Kashmir and India.
The wet sheets were couched off on top of one another,

with a board or flat plate placed underneath to support
the pile. Then they could be carried to a place where they
could be spread across a plastered wall and left to dry.

There are accounts of people chasing down the street

after sheets whrch the wind had blown off. In the Italian
town of Amalfi, a couple of old papermills have never

had drying lofts above them where paper could be hung

up on ropes and left to dry. Might drying lofts be another
Italian development? Lofts would be essentral when

papermaking spread to the wetter, colder regions rn
Europe nomh of the Alps.

Sizing
'We are on firmer ground when we examine the sizing of
these sheets of paper from Hereford Cathedral. The size

traditionally used in the East and by the Arabs was a

flour or starch paste. In India, until recently, thrs would
be applied and smoothed across the surface with a

gloved hand. When dry it would be polished with a

smooth stone. Presumably this was the way the Arabs
sized and polished their papers. Although chemical tests

have not been carried out, I am certain that starch size is

what would be found to have been applied on the earh-

est sheet of paper from Hereford Cathedral. The appli-
cation of this size as a paste rather than a liquid supports

my observation earlier that the size appears to have

remained on the surface and not penetrated far into the

fibres. This would account for the fuzzy, cotton wool-like
appearance where the size has been worn away. It would
mean that, once the sized surface was destroyed in some

way or removed by handling, the fibres underneath

would not have much cohesion.

The second Hereford sheet has qurte a different sur-

face. It is much harder, and is evidently a gelatin rather
than a starch size. Gelatin size gives a much harder sur-

face, which was better for writing on with a quill pen,

as used in the 'West, than for painting with a brush in
the Chinese manner, which is suited to softer, starch-

srzed papers. If this sheet is held so light shrnes across rts

surface and it is positroned almost honzontally lust
below eye level, the size does not appear to have been

applied very evenly and there are lines or scratches

across the surface. In some other sheets made about the

same date, it looks as if the size has been applied with a
brush, and this method (or the gloved hand) may have

been the way the early Italian papers were sized, fol-
lowing the Arab example.

When the fwo more recent sheets from Hereford are

examined in a similar raking light, the sizing on their
surfaces appears much more even. 'Ways of sizing hand-

made paper that have survived until recently are either
by dipping the sheets into a bath of size or pouring the

size over the sheet. 'We can understand immediately why
these methods would have placed a more even layer over
the sheet. A liquid would penetrate further among the

fibres, helping to adhere them all together and so make

a tougher sheet.

Who made these changes?
Hrstoncal tradrtron links the spread of papermaking in
Italy with wool merchants who already had their trading
links well established. As well as wool, they would have

been in a position to trade in the skins of sheep from
which the earlier writing material, parchment, was made.

However, this is my speculation, because I have never

seen any discussion about trade in parchment. !(hat is

significant is that many of the western improvements in
papermaking techniques can be seen to have links with
the woollen industry. 'Western stampers have been based

on the layout of fulling stocks used to clean and compact
woven cloth. Fulling stocks by 1300 were driven by
water-power, and such mills could have been converted

easily into paper mills. While development of the mould
has no traces of influence from the woollen industry,
couching the newly formed sheet onto a felted blanket
obviously does. The screw press again was almost cer-

tainly adapted from linen or other textile presses. Gelatin
size would be made from boiling up pafts of animals

such as hooves, skins and bones, raw material to which
wool merchants might have had access. Another indica-
tion of these links is found on an old paper mill in
Capellades; the keystone of the arch over the main door
is carved with emblems of finishing woollen cloth -
teasels and hand shears. Incidentally, some form of hand

shears could have been used initially to cut up the rags.

The trading connections of the wool merchants,

across Italy and then into the rest of Europe, may have

contributed to the spread of papermaking. I have sug-

gested that improving the stampers reduced the cost of
pulp preparation. Making the sheets by the western

method was quicker than earlier ones, again tending to
reduce the price. Therefore paper became more compet-

rtive against parchment, and I am sure it is significant
that papermaking spread into northern Europe after the
improvements in techniques outlined here had taken
place. 'We find that mills were spreading across the

northern parts of Italy during the middle years of the
fourteenth century for example, Padua in 1339, Urbino
in t37 5 and Turin in '1,392. North of the Alps, we have

the possibility for the first one appearing in France at
Troyes in 1338 or 1348. In Germany there were mills in
Nuremburg by 1390 and Switzerland as well - Freiburg
in '1,41,'], and Basel in 1434 - iust to mention a few of
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the earliest in each country.23 Britain lagged behind with

John Thte's mill being established around 1494. This
new sryle of papermaking spread into northern Spain in
the Catalonra district and ousted the earlier Arab meth-
ods. This shows how the Italian-sryle paper superseded

not only the earlier Spanish paper, but also parchment.
More importantly, rt formed the basis for the printing
presses of Gutenberg, which were so vital for the devel-

opment of our civilization. Yet we still know very lirtle
about when and where these changes in manufacturing
techniques were introduced. Our understanding of this

wrll only be improved by studying more closely the sur-
viving evidence - the paper itself.
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Quality and Quantity?
Eighteenth-Century Acceleration of Hand Methods of Papermaking

PIERRE CLAUDE REYNARD

Abstract
The methods at work in European paper mills before the

spread of the paper machine had matured in the Middle

Ages, when oriental principles were adapted to European

needs and resources.The longevity of these practices offers

a good illustration of the stability of early modern tech-

nologies, a stability that should not, however, be confused

with immobility.The manner and the environment in which

papermakers operated never stopped changing.The follow-

ing pages turn to one crucial dimension of change in the
lives of papermakers, the increasing pace at which they
worked. How did papermakers reconcile the imperatives of
quality and quantity as the output of their mills grew?

A comparison of papermaking in the fifteenth and eigh-

teenth centuries is hardly possible, because of the dispar-

rtres of the sources. ConsequentlS much of what follows

will be concerned with papermaking on the eve of mech-

anization, when the rate of change accelerated. The scale,

pace and skill requirements of eighteenth-century paper-

making will first be recalled. Then the quality of early

modern paper will be assessed, with partrcular attention
to the multitude of complaints faced by papermakers.

FinallS the ways the papermakers addressed the qualiry

challenges facing them will be described.

By the eighteenth century, the mills of France, Italy,

England, the Low Countries and Sparn dominated

European markets. Some rare aggregate figures reveal an

important industrS whose value of output ranked

berween that of the linen- and the soap-making sectors rn

France. In this krngdom alone, some 900 to 1,000 vats

were at work on the eve of the Revolutron. They pro-

duced berween 11,500 metric tons (mt) and 20,000 mt of
paper, rwo figures that remind us of the precariousness of
quantitative data before the nineteenth century. Nonethe-

less, a rough comparison is possible with the output of
English mills, which approached 5,000 mt at the end of
the same century, and that of Dutch mills, which had

likely reached 2,000 to 3,000 mt a few decades earlier. In

the bemer documented English context, we are also told
that per caplta consumption of whrte and coarse paper

had steadily grown from % pound around 1600 to
1% pounds in 1715 to 2% pounds late in the same cen-

tury.r It appears that between 1538 and 1800, British
paper mrlls quadrupled their output, while their number

only doubled. In the Auvergne, France's leading paper-

making region, production rncreased fivefold from the

early 1680s to the late L770s.2

The growth of the papermakrng rndustry was sup-

ported by broad commercial, adminrstrative and lirerary

expansron. Most important to remember is the surprising
number of uses to whrch paper was put. Paper wrapped a

wide range of goods, from delicate fruits to gunpowder

to sugar to pins. It also served to make playing cards,

pasteboards, fans and a multitude of decorative objects. It
gave lustre to textiles through the hands of cloth pressers,

decorated furniture and walls, offered cheap protectron

from the elements when oiled and assisted hair dressers

in their art.'Wntmg and printing reached well beyond the

areas of intellectual inquiry or didactic and entertainment
publishing. Commerce floated on a sea of paper and,

notably, a nsrng tide of advertlsement, while administra-
tions cultivated their taste for paperwork. Reading

touched an ever-wider pubhc through cheap editions and

the posting of news on the walls of expanding cities.

Paper should also be seen as an experimental material.
Some enterprising manufacturers envisioned the making
of large sheets rntended, once tarred, to protect the hulls

of ships from the manne life that afflrcted them in tropi-
cal waters. Another went as far as patenting a paper-

board intended for house and shrp building! Even if such

projects proved less than successful, it is clear that, con-

trary to what a cursory reading of literacy statistics may

suggest, few households would have lacked some paper

goods.3 By the end of the early modern period, paper was

becoming an object of common usage, and papermakers

obviously responded to this demand.

A further proof of the growing availability and popu-

lariry of paper is to be found in its dropping price. This

demonstration is complicated by the very diversity of
papers made and sold over several centuries, the fluctua-
tions of the many currencles in which paper was traded

and the absence of serral data. Yet, it is possible to
assemble a composite series of the price of a mix of paper

sold by three mills of the Auvergne for the last century of
the anaen rdgime.a The price of paper from this leading

region at the mill's door dropped below 10 sous tourno$
per pound early in the century, and remained below this
threshold over the following six or seven decades, in spite

of the rnflationary trend affecting many other commodi-
tres during the same period. Papermakers often con-

trasted this stability with the substantial increase

characteristrc of the cost of rags, and worried about the

drmrnishing profitability of their trade.s Consumers,

however, would no doubt have come to appreciate the

fact that, if paper remained far from cheap rn the eigh-

teenth century (since a pound of paper cost berlveen a

third and a half of the day wage of a labourer), it was

nonetheless becoming increasingly affordable.
Like many other industries, papermaking shows signs

of concentration in the eighteenth cenfury although a

majority of mills still employed less than a dozen people

around one vat. Some dynamic papermakers had gath-

ered several mills in their hands as early as the seventeenth

century and some very large units opened in the middle
of the following century. However, big or small, all mills
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displayed the same substantial but limited degree of mech-

anizatron, the same advanced division of labour and yet

the same need for qualified hands. Each vat required the

services of four or five highly skilled workers, the beater-

man, the vatman, the coucher, the layer and the sizeman

(who, in small mills, could well be also the beaterman).

Those familiar with this trade, both in its historical
dimension and in its present state, cannot fail to be

impressed with the productiviry of early modern teams.

All accounts suggest that an average team produced
berween 5 to 12 reams a day (2,500 to 6,000 sheets),

depending on the rype of paper made. The records of the

Montgolfier mills (Annonay, France) show all of their
teams consistently producing over 5,000 sheets per day

over many years late ln the eighteenth century. Both gov-

ernment regulations and regional customs defined a

proper daily workload just under such numbers, but all
agreed that piece-rate supplements were fully appropri-
ate. J. de Lalande remained vague when he suggested a

maximum daily output ranging from one to nlne reams

for paper varying from 6 to 130 lbs per ream, but rwo
rulings tell us more. In 1688, the administration ended a

labour dispute in the Auvergne by posting the requrre-

ment of a daily output of benveen five and erght reams,

according to their weight. A simrlar settlement rn the

Angoumois a few years later demanded the production
of 4,977 sheets at 13 lbs per ream (130 lbs of petit
comptel or 2,360 sheets at 35 lbs per ream (155 lbs of
royall or 1,320 sheets at 60 lbs per ream (158 lbs of
impirial).It appears that workers were expected to pro-
duce therr weight in paper before they could benefit from
the piece-rate supplements they likely had come to expect
in penods of hrgh demand.o

These figures imply the formation of a sheet every 5 to
10 seconds. During that brief time, the vatman fitted the

deckle on a mould, plunged it partly into the warm cellu-

lose pulp, pulled it out, shut the fibres through the shak-

ing of the dripping mould and slid it toward the coucher

while retrieving the deckle. The coucher grabbed the

newly loaded mould while handing back an empty one to
the vatman and lard rt to drarn on the horn. He then laid
a new felt on his post, on which he delicately overturned
the fresh sheet of paper. He finally turned back to the vat
to trade moulds again. This rapid exchange was repeated

until a post was ready for pressing.

Other tasks demanded skill and experience, if less co-

ordination of movements. Both the retting and pulprng of
rags required sharp vrsual and tactile monitorrng. The

handling of damp and still fragile sheets after the frrst
pressrng had to be attentrve and light. Therr srzrng rn a gel-

atin bath called for a rapid but even leafing movement, as

well as a subtle awareness of atmosphenc condrtions and

knowledge of the animal by-products used. The pohshing

of dry sheets may have been of lirtle risk to their structure,
but rt conditioned their receptrvity to ink. A final inspec-

tron entailed the rapid handling of each sheet before

packagrng. In the eighteenth century, Dutch papermakers

rntroduced a practrce known as 6change, which called for
a succession of Lght pressings between which indivrdual
sheets were rotated. Varying the areas of contact between
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adjacent sheets before the initial drying delivered a more

uniform grarn, yet such handling of fresh sheets at great

speed could only be done by steady hands.
'Without 

allowrng for a measure of productiviry gains

in paper mills, data cleariy reveal a pattern of incremen-

tal improvements characteristrc of early modern techno-

logrcal complexes. Close examinations of early sheets

have documented the refining of the mould's chain and

laid wires to maximize support and draining, their even-

tual use in pairs and the appearance of a rwo-sheet

mould for lesser formats late rn the seventeenth century.

A sparse iconography has recorded lmprovements to the

bridge where the hands of vatman and coucher met, the
heating of the pulp to ease its draining and the quest for
ways to refill and stir the vat without disturbing work. In
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, mechanical

rag-cufting, trip hammers, glazing rolls and friction cal-

enders accelerated the first and last stages of papermak-
ing, while alum helped control sizrng. The shape and

number of stampers, their mallets and their metal-
studded heads had been frequently amended before the

eighteenth-century arrival of the hollander. This Dutch
invention eliminated the retting stage and shortened

pulping time, but rather enhanced the skills of the beat-

erman. The rntroduction of steam drying, hydraulic
presses, iron water wheels, vat agitators and the bleach-

rng of rags attests to the continuing pursuit of efficiency

lust before the paper machine recast the craft.T The pro-
ductrvrry gains resulting from these improvements could
only magnify tensions around the crucial tasks that
remained entirely dependent on human skills. The result-

ing imperfections have left numerous traces.

A Less than perfect output
Once experience had alleviated inrtial fears about the

fragility of paper, consumers learned to look for thrnness,

or a thlckness appropnate to intended use, and opaciry;

strength with regard to tears, scratches and folding lines;

whrteness or, later, a bluish or creamy tint; the absence

of foreign particles, stains, drscolouratlon, air bubbles,

water drops, ripples, fingerprints, partial tears or even

stretching; uniformity of grain (itself dependent on
intended use); appropriateness of sizing; fullness of sheet

(including clean edges); and uniformity of these charac-

teristics within and benveen batches, particularly for
paper destined to be bound in volumes.

It is generally agreed that the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries wrtnessed considerable amelioration to the

qualrty of paper in all these areas, reflecting the spread of
the methods pioneered in Italy which were well suited to
European resources. The record of the following two
centuries is, in contrast, most often seen as one of erosion

of quality, linked to the multiplicatron of mills fostered

by the rise of the printrng rndustry. The wealth of evi-

dence available for the eighteenth century reveals a more
mixed picture.s Good paper and bad paper abound
because of the diversity of national and regional con-
texts, but also because even the best producers could not
help but make both. They were indeed quite aware of the

unevenness of their oroduction.
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The correspondence of de Canson, a leading French

manufacturer in the early nineteenth century, registered

the incessant complarnts of his customers. A generatron

earlier, his predecessors, the Montgolfiers, had tacitly
acknowledged the validity of similar charges by readily
granting disgruntled clients a rebate. An educated com-
parison was made in the second half of the nineteenth

century by a manufacturer-turned-historian of the

Angoul€me (France) paper industry. A. Lacroix observed

that early modern Angoul6me paper - ranked among

the best in France - was less pure, less white and of a

rougher surface than even fairly common sheets of his

own mrlls. A study of seventeenth-century sales in this
same region confirms that parties to the trade antrcipated

unsatisfactory deliveries. Contracts included a sample

sheet, the name of a third parry to arbitrate disputes and

a scale of the discounts to be granted. In spite of such pre-

cautions, merchants 'not infrequently' refused a delivery
of paper because of rts poor qualiry.e

The correspondence beftveen a small Lyon (France)

paper retailer and his suppliers offers a lively record of
such disputes over the years 1726 to 1744.t0'!(/hrle cour-
teous, the exchanges berween Andr6 Charmette and his

suppliers leave no doubt as to the obstacles lying in their
paths. Although such letters may overstate the difficulties
arising berween a suppher and a customer, the explana-

tions offered by papermakers lend credibility to
Charmette's accusations. Suppliers could rarely deliver

the type and amount of paper ordered on time. Not
infrequently, they substituted one rype of paper for
another. Yet, upon arrival, the reams were most often
found wanting.ll A srmrlar, rf shorter, record of dissatrs-

faction is found among the papers of M. Joannrn, a Lyon
paper merchant selling on commission for many paper-

makers. His customers often denounced obvious drspar-
ities benveen samples and deliveries. One client took
advantage of a shrpping mistake to unfavourably com-
pare his purchase wlth that intended for a local rival.
Barely a month later, however, the latter also rejected

much of the very same redrrected delivery!12

Similar quarrels appear rn the records of celebrated
producers and some of therr important clients. After
sending samples to the offices of the Montpellier inten-
dant (the king's representative in the Languedoc), the
brother of Charmette's Annonay supplier, Jean Johannot,
received an order for 26 reams of his best paper. Upon
delivery it was judged to be so much below expectarions
that the intendant hrmself penned his displeasure. A gen-

eratron later, the same family anticipated similar disap-
pointments. Vhen Mathieu Johannot planned to have

Arnoult, a Pans merchant, act as his main wholesaler in
the capital, the contract obligated him to recerve all paper
re;ected by the region's buyers. He was to try to sell rt in
the best possible fashion.ls A final confirmatron of drs-

satrsfaction is found in R. Darnton's probe, The Business

of Enligbtenment. The pubhshers of the third edition of
the Encyclopddte strtggled to supply their presses from
mills situated in a wide radrus around Lyon. Panckoucke

and his associates were only claiming a fractlon of the
rndustry's output during the years 1,777 to 1781, but

their ambitious project entailed strict quality and

timetable standards. Delays multiplied and the prinrer,

the Soci6t6 rypographique de NeuchAtel (STN), 'almost
systematically' asked for a discount upon receipt of a

shipment. The STN was justrfiably worried, since its cus-

tomers rarely found the volumes to match the samples

advertising the subscription. 1a

Such disputes fostered the growth of an impressive

and picturesque vocabulary common to French paper-

makers and their clients. Drarning the mould too swrftly,

allowing an uneven spreadrng of the stuff on the mould
or working with too warm a solution marred the sheet

wtJa andouilles and chAtaignes, or enuerge. Old or dirry
felts or an rll-frtting deckle delivered a paper dentell,l or
rebord,!. Water drops or air bubbles dotted the sheet with
musettes. A sheet stressed by an rndelcate pull would be,

according to the degree of injury, lacbde, coul,le, 6cras,le,

trde de flautre, labour'4e or bourdonnde. A pied de

cbdure reveals an attempt to weld back together rwo
halves of a ripped sheet, while the words chaperons,

ntarroquins and, godies refer to the unwanted results of
improper hanging and drying. Paper could also be burnt
by size (brfil| de collel, rouilld (stained by rust spots),

broqueteux, nuageux, picqu6, reuerch|, laden with
unsightly bouteilles and so on! This vocabulary and its
equivalents in other languages testify not only to the oft-
noted Lveliness of the culture of papermakers, but also to
the repetitious nature of the pnncipal mistakes these

skilled artisans could not avord making.ls It informed the

work of, among others, the women who sorted the sheets

into several categories. They separated bon (full-size and
free of defects), retnd (re-sorted and blemished rn certain

ways) and chantonn4 (burdened with some more senous

defects) paper, while putting aside all cassl and short
sheets. The woman doing this exacting work was not
expected to sort more than the output of a day at the

vat.l6 This means that she was granted as much time to
examine each sheet as had been taken to form or couch
rt, a confirmation of the senousness of this iob.

A few papermakers also tried to quantify the uncer-

tain results of their methods. At a time when they were

embarking on the modernization of their enterprise that
would bring them natronal attention, the Montgolfiers
set aside one of their slx vats to record its expenses and

output. The 1,779 and 1779-80 campaigns offer a meas-

ure of the irreducible proportron of paper deemed less

than satisfactory, sorted into three categories.lT Sheets

that could not be sold and had to be re-beaten (cassdes)

were weighed and, for accounting purposes, attributed a

price comparable to that of rags ready for the stampers.
Sheets deemed infdrieures were to be sold separately, and
discounted some 307o of expected sale price. Finally,

mofti1es (when half of the sheet could be salvaged and

sold) were discounted more heavily than inferior paper

but less than cassies. The figures recorded for each of
these three categories of unsatisfactory paper of every

rype vary berween 5"/o and 257".\n their overall evalua-

tion, the Montgolfiers concluded that an average daily
production of erght reams, including two unsatisfactory
reams, met the team's obligations.
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Less than 100 miles from Annonay, another paper-

maker engaged in a related exercise. In 1.784, Jacques
Berger started to record his impressions of the paper sent

to his warehouse by the tenants of his La Chatte mill in
Thiers. Upon receiving these reams, Berger made a note
of the possible need to discount some of them and penal-
ize his tenant. Among the 16,310 reams delivered in six
years, over 2,400 reams were deemed of questionable

weight, while some 2,000 reams exhibited signs of poor
stzing, poor beating, and so on. Over 20"/o of this pro-
duction was earmarked for a potential discount because

of one or both types of problems.18 These figures offer an
estimate of the proportion of a mill's shipment (after
some post-production sorting) that could be deemed of
questionable value by an admittedly inquisitive receiver.

How did papermakers face this substantral challenge?

Coping with imperfections
Papermakers naturally strove to dimrnish the percentage

of discounted and wasted sheets. To that end, they fol-
lowed several strategies. They could first supply their
teams with better working conditions and supplies.
Papermakers appreciated the advantages of repairs and
renovations to tools, machines and buildings, and
acknowledged the importance of clean and well-sorted
rags. Good working conditrons also included proper
lighting, a clean mill, draught control in the drying lofts,
pure water for the vat, qualiry size, clean felts and even

good food for therr staff. Directly related ro investment
and operational costs, these elements were the oblect of
frequent negotiations berween workers, mill masters
and, in the eighteenth centurt the inspectors sent to the
mills by the French state.re Papermakers could also select

and train their workers carefully, monitor their work
attentively and stimulate them with an appropnare com-
pensatron package. The state of the labour marker in a

given area fixed the cost and effectiveness of such

efforts.2o Papermakers operating more than one vat
could create a hierarchy among them, gathering their
most skilled workers around a leading vat to produce the
better grades of paper with some consistency. Such a
strategy is most evident among the vats of rhe
Montgolfiers late in the eighteenth century, but is also
seen among smaller enterprises.2l

Finally, papermakers could monrtor the evolution of
their trade in the search for technological solutions to
their quality worries. For instance, late in the eighteenth
century, the bleachrng of rags promised more uniform
sheets, just as the hollander had slowly offered a finer
pulp. However, no radical technological answer to the
problem of qualiry emerged until the paper machine was
fully operational, well rnto the nineteenth century.
Naturally, the paper machine took a long time to become
a reliable producer. Because its operating speed (and,

ultimately, the cost of its paper) conflicted with the qual-
iry of its output, rt conquered only gradually the more
demanding markets. However, it opened the way to such

a vast range of incremental improvements to both speed

and qualiry of production that it changed the nature of
the problem. In their quest for quality and speed, the
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owners of a paper machine focussed on design modifica-
trons or adjustments to its settings. Slowly the markets
for newsprint, wrapping, qualiry printing, office wnting
and, eventually, drawing and engraving came within
their reach.22

In contrast, pre-machine producers faced a more ngrd
limit set by the skills of their key workers. Although
human talents are presumably infinitely improvable,
within a grven set of circumstances ranging from the level
of their investment to the characteristics of their labour
pool, a point came where papermakers could only
qurcken their production at the expense of its qualiry
and vice versa. And what papermakers decided to be an

optimal combination of speed and care delivered a size-

able and irreducible burden of below-grade paper. The
profitability of their enterprises depended on their abiliry
to valonze this stack of imperfect paper. To that end, they
multiplied the categories of paper they sold.

Most evident is the great range of formats produced in
early modern paper mills. The 1739 to 1.74I French
attempt at standardizing output officially recognized
57 formats differing in weight and size. Exceptions to this
standard were claimed and granted, while the dimensrons
of exported paper as well as most small and rough sheets

remained undefined.23 Papermakers could further seg-

ment their output by increasing the number of grades they
offered. \ffhrle many smaller mills only distinguished
benveen fine, medium and wrapping grades of paper, the
Montgolfiers made six different qualities (formats and
grades combined in this case to offer some 90 distinct
product hnes). Arches (Vosges, France), chosen by Beau-

marchais for his fine edition of Voltaire's work. distin-
guished only four categories of rags, but further ranked
its fine papers according to the proporrion of second-rate
rags included (none, 1/5, ll4, 1./3). The Auvergne and
Dauphin6 often divided their output into seven groups.2a

Further distinctions were based on the degree or absence

of sizing, blueing, pohshing, cuttrng and so on.
In itself, this diversity could not answer the qualiry

concerns of papermakers, since each production run
yielded its percentage of imperfect sheets. Nonetheless,
short batches were less revealing of the unreliabiliry of
hand production methods than large lots, because they
limited buyers' expectations of the number of similar
items they could find. Moreover, the multiplicity of prod-
ucts invited a careful definition of users' needs and, if
possible, the substitution of one rype of paper for
another. The Montgolfier records tell us, for insrance,
that a 20"/o variation in the weight of a ream of bdtard
moyen changed its destination from musrc to plain writ-
ing.25 In a mechanized envlronment, long production
runs deliver a small number of distinct product hnes. In
each line, consumers expect large numbers of items to
meet specifications and answer their needs. Early modern
paper mills, however, delivered an immense array of
papers of distinct formats, each in very limited quantiries.
In response, consumers defined their needs in a narrower
fashion and searched for lesser quanrities of the matching
product among a greater diversity of offerings. The
process is readily visible in the case of printers.
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'Whereas modern printers will print large numbers of
many different books on paper produced to reliable stan-

dards in endless lots, their early modern counterparts
printed each text on a short batch of paper (a practice

naturally facilitated by the diminutive runs of pre-indus-

trial publishing). In effect, the diversification of marketed
products transferred some of the qualrty burden onto

customers, who had to define their needs more precisely

and shop more aftentively than their modern successors.

Papermakers also had to choose the degree to which

they would eliminate blemished sheets from their ship-

ments. Mid-eighteenth-century French commerctal stan-

dards considered marketable a ream that included eight

quires of good paper, eight of sorted paper and four
quires of even more seriously defective paper (it was put

on the outslde to protect the ream). Customers could

expect only 40"/" of a shipment to be of first grade,

although it rs reasonable to assume that this sorting

process varied according to the client. Many paper-

makers failed to match this goal, and even this rather lax

standard imposed the rejection of many sheets, which

would be cut and further sorted. If half a sheet could be

salvaged, it was used for writing pads. Quarter sections

became papier d poulet, little note-pads. Yet rougher

sheets could go to grocers for wrapping small orders.

Finally, after all efforts had been made to find a use for
imperfect sheets, we are told that even the bemer mills still

had to reject at least 10% of the production that reached

the sortrng tables. Part of thrs contrngent found its way to

the shops of the cartonniers who pasted remnants into
vanous sorts of cardboard, but most of it awaited re-

pulprng.25 The kind of precise post-production sorting

descnbed here is very vrsrble in the particularly detailed

shipping records of a medium-sized French mill.

The Layered output of the mill at Arcier (France)

The shrpping records of a medium-sized French mrll

show that the manufacturing of a large batch of paper

was accompanied by the production of several secondary

lots of shghtly different paper. In effect, the irreducrble

uncertainties of accelerated hand production added sev-

eral smaller echoes to each principal call for production.

In the middle of the eighteenth century, the paper mrll at
Arcier came to be owned by two paper sellers/printers

from neighbourrng Besangon. The estate was indivisible,

and tensions between the two families led to the precise

recordrng of the type and weight of papers manufactured

and shipped directly to the owners' warehouses from
t743 to 1757, allowng for a detailed analysis of the

structure of production and sorttng.2:

The first evidence of the packaging of imperfect sheets

comes from entries of reams labelled retri6, de rebut and

de reste (re-sorted, rejected and remnants). A lease signed

in '1.740 explicitly permitted such shipments of remnants.

It also suggested a second way to dispose of flawed paper,

through the bundling of some 'small reams' alongside

shipments of 'large reams.' The latter contained sheets

meeting the order's specifications and the former par-

tially blemished sheets trimmed to yield smaller paper.

Throughout the period, various types of paper left the

mill in a large quantity of rames grandes and a smaller

number of rames petites. For instance, on I Aprll 1,744,

the owners received 499 lbs of grand raisin rn 18 large

reams and 2 small reams. A few months later. 240 lbs of
couronne frne hss,4 arrived in 19 large reams and 1 small

ream, and so on,

A third category of shrpment testifies to the careful

selection that followed production. Over time, a major-

ity of the reams of a given rype of paper was shipped at

a consistent weight per ream equal or close to the offi-
cial standard weight. Over the same period, the remain-

ing paper of the same type was shipped in reams of
various and drstinct, although not unrelated, weight.

Thus, while 29 deliveries of couronne were recorded at

12 lbs per ream (the prescribed weight), the owners also

received, at rntervals, 16 batches of the same paper

weighing berween 10 and 14 lbs per ream. The random

assembling of several scores of reams for a shrpment

would have yrelded an average weight close to 12 lbs per

ream, and regulations drd not call for such distinctions,

since they tolerated deviations from the standard of 1'0"/"

to 20o/". Yet this mill chose to sort its production and

ship lighter and heavier reams as separate lots for all its
main products.

Overall, almost all (95%\ of the paper manufactured

at Arcier berween 1743 and 1757 was shipped in a lay-

ered pattern that rs best described as consrsting of, for
each rype of paper, a core of numerous shipments made

at the standard werght per ream, and a sertes of second-

ary shipments of reams of a weight slightly drfferent from
the standard weight or consisting of remnants or
trimmed sheets. This pattern is rllustrated here for nvo
types of paper, bhtard and croix de mahe:

Sbipments of bAtard paper from Araer
(1743-57):

Core shtpments:

33 lots (1,534 reams @ 17 lbs/ream,

or 65Y" of all bitard outout\

Secondary shtpments:

2lots en peht (half-sheets?; 42 reams @ 8.5-8.6 lbs/ream)

1 lot remnants (6 reams @ 16.5 lbs/ream)

3 lots (134 reams @ 13.5-13.7 lbs/ream)

3 lots (180 reams @ 16 lbs/ream)

8 lots (223 reams @ 18-18.1 lbs/ream)

1 lot (70 reams @ 20.3 lbs/ream)

1 lot (10 reams @ 22.5 lbskeam\

1 lot (5 reams @ 25 lbs/ream)

12 small reams (exact weight unknown)

1 lot (9 reams @ 14.8 lbs/ream)

3 lots (104 reams @ 1.6.5-16.7 lbs/ream)

2 lots (54 reams @ 20 lbs/ream)

l lor (29 reams @ 21 lbs/ream)

1 lot (4 reams @ 24.8 lbs/ream)

Shtpments of crov de malte paper from Araer
(1743-57):

Core shtpments:

136 lots (4,734 reams @ 7 lbs/ream and 1,398 reams

@ 14 lbs/ream, or 86%" of crotx de mabe output)
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Secondary shipments:

5 lots remnants (95 reams @ 14 lbs/ream)

1 lot (60 reams @ 5.3 lbs/ream)

1 lot (109 reams @ 6 lbs/ream)

3lots 1297 reams @ 6.5 lbs/ream)

4lots (477 reams @ 6.7-6.8 lbs/ream)

1 tot (41 reams @ 8.2 lbs/ream)

1. lot \27 reams @ 9.4 lbs/ream)

1 lot (9 reams @ 12 lbs/ream)

1 lot (10 reams @ 12.8 lbs/ream)

2 lots (113 reams @ 13 lbs/ream)

1 lot (36 reams @ 13.4 lbs/ream)

This sketch of the structure underlying the produc-
tion of a paper mill calls for some immediate remarks.

Admittedln we do not know that secondary batches

were not made purposely to a format different from that
of most reams of the same name, lust as we have no
evidence of the owners' intentions to sell them sepa-

rately. However, several arguments may be advanced to
support our interpretation. First, we know that the ten-
ants were aware of standard weights for each category of
paper, which were spelled out in their lease. Second, it
appears that secondary lots were consistently smaller
than their core counterparts, even when the paper did
not fit official measurements and could thus have been

manufactured according to demand (such as in the cases

of croix de mahe or thise). Had these reams been the
product of special orders, we could expect at least some

of them to appear in substantial quantities. Third, it is

also unlikely that these secondary batches could have

been made expressly at a weight differing only by a small
margin from the usual figure. Fourth, it appears that not
all products were sorted to the same extent. The propor-
tion of output shipped at the core weight vanes from
65Y" to 997". Since there is no reason to beheve that
papers such as catdchisme or hewres could be manufac-
tured in more uniform batches than a comparable

couronne. we must assume that therr intended uses did
not demand as rigorous a sorting. Finally, it must be

noted that the categories shown here are not consistently

related to other distinguishrng characteristics, such as

polishing, sizrng or pulp grade.

Overall, the structure of the output of Arcier suggests

the followrng practice. Paper was manufactured accord-
ing to prescribed or traditional measurements. The

weight and the qualiry of the sheets were drstnbuted
around the target weight and qualiry in a pattern depend-

ent on the skills of the team at work and the pace of
work. A process of sorting assembled a large core of
reams of acceptable quality close to the standard weight
for the rype of paper under consideration as well as a

smaller number of reams of remnants, reams of trimmed
sheets and reams of a weight slightly different from the

expected standard. Concurrently with other rypes of sort-
rng, thrs selection defined the homogeneiry of the reams.

This analysrs suggests that the output of an early
modern paper mrll was forcefully structured by the irre-
ducible diversity of output characteristic of hand
methods of production under a demanding schedule. To

position themselves in the marketplace, papermakers

could modulate their investments in mills, raw matenals
and labour force. Beyond that, they could vary the for-
mat and grade of their paper, as well as the degree of sev-

eral secondary preparations. Finally sorting eliminated
the worst sheets and transformed the remaining drversity

into a predictable order suited to a fragmented market.
The technological and economic determinants of the

quality of early modern paper were complemented by

what was, in effect, a social process, an ordering process

designed to meet customers' expectations. Sorting mate-

rialized, a producer's understanding of his or her market,
creating layers of forms and qualities intended to prof-
itably reflect the many hierarchical and corporate divi-
sions of early modern society.

lmplications
Enhanced by watermarks, the heterogeneity of the paper

leaving early modern mills was reflected in the large and

carefully itemized stocks of paper sellers, who could not
expect to easily re-order paper that would match a

depleted line. The 1732 inventory of Antoine Flachon, a

Lyon paper seller, counted 554 reams of paper, valued at
over 3,600 liures tournois (lt) and composed of 49 rypes

of paper. More than a generatron later, 69 qualities of
paper made up the 808 reams valued at over 5,200 lt
found in the storerooms of Joannin, the Lyon paper mer-

chant encountered earLer. His clients obviously appreci-

ated the chorce; betrveen August 1778 andOctober 1779

Ducrest, a grocer for whom paper was a minor item, pur-
chased 9 sorts of paper in 13 small orders amounting to
only 197 lt. A nearby confrdre, Genevet, deployed a srm-

ilar strategy. Between June 1778 and January 1,779 he

ordered 200 reams of 36 distrnct rypes of paper, for a

total value of L,421 lt. Not surpnsingly, an advertisement

for the store consisted, like many others, of a simple but
impressively long list of rypes of paper and related objects

offered 'at the right prics.'2s Clearly, consumers entering

these shops expected a vast array of papers of differing
quality rather than a limited range of perfect sheets.

Printers similarly held large stocks of paper, although
perhaps on a more restrained scale. J.-J. Vatard, for
instance, had some 910 reams of 22 typesat his disposal
rn 1777. Almost a century earlier, the Paris Imprimerie
royale logged,457 reams in 10 qualities.ze

The implications of this diversity are numerous. From
the pornt of view of economic hrstory, one may ponder
the costs associated with the handling, storing and

marketing of numerous batches of different reams or,

conversely, the benefits of artracting a wider range of
consumers in a still very fragmented marketplace.
Historians of technology will wonder how these tradr-
tional patterns affected the decision to adopt the paper

machine, which would slowly make possible a more tar-
geted production but also called for new marketing
strategies. Historians of consumption, for their part, will
want to consider the hnks befween the stratification of
demand and the transformation of commodiry supplies

before and during the period of industnalization. Those

concerned with entrepreneunal strategies will recognize
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m the patterns outlined here a form of batch production

shaped as much by necessiry as by the conscious will to
steer away from mass production. More generally, all
those interested rn the process of industrialization will
read here the need to reflect on the particularities of what
may be termed, in a precise if not elegant manner, large-

scale, concentrated and rapid production of finished or
semi-finished goods to fixed specificatrons. This rather

heavy label apphed, in fact, to a large segment of the

manufacturing sector: a type of fabrication centrally
located (both chronologically and methodologically)

berween the opposite poles of craft and mass production.

For their part, those interested in the hrstory of paper-

makrng and paper usages will note that the reputation of
mill owners would have been closely linked to their will-
ingness to finely segment their production and design

their marketing strategles accordingly. Indeed, the reputa-

tron of any mill should not be seen as a simple, solid

entify. A papermaking name would have meant drfferent

things to different users of paper. A papermaking reputa-

tion should be seen as a layered properry, to be cultivated
as much through marketing strategies as through atten-

tion to skrlls, supplies and techniques, as much through

diversification as through specialization. No direct com-

ment on the question has come to us, but inventories of
ready-to-ship paper at various mills suggest a proportion-

ality between the range of product hnes and the size and

renown of enterprises. Small or medium mills in Ambert
(France) often had between 8 and 15 drstinct product

lines in stock at the time of inventories. The slightly more

important mill of La Combe-basse, also in Ambert, was

equipped with 26 sets of moulds, suggesting a more var-

ied output. A similarly important mill in the Beaujolais

(Les Ardillats) held upon the death of its owner 18 distinct
types of paper and several piles of varied paper. The very

large mill of Buges stocked 44 distinct product lines.30

Production records speak to the same trend. From 1767

to 7782, J. Berger's tenants delivered 47 types of paper. A
century earher, the Colombier brothers of Ambert, own-
ers of a much larger operation, shipped over 4,300 reams

of 36 different rypes of paper in one season.31

This great diversiry of offerings will explain the often-
noted practrce among anists and other drscriminating
users, of a careful and very personal choice of paper for
their varrous projects.32 For them, the distinctrve charac-

teristics of a sheet mattered as much as its more standard

qualities, and the selection available for examrnatron rn
the shops they frequented was no doubt as important as

the international reputatron of vanous papermakers. In
turn, such an observation leads us to a fuller appreciation
of the role played by those who retailed paper, who most
likely further refined the selection process initiated at the

mrll. Similarly, we may better credit the selection process

that took place in early modern print shops. The need for
a homogeneous supply of paper would have limited the

size of print runs and added to their cost, particularly for
large formats. For their part, discriminatrng book buyers

would have paid great attentron to the homogeneity of
the volumes they bought, an expectation especially diffi-
cult to meet in the case of multi-volume publications.

The importance of sorting may also lead us to reassess

our understanding of regional and national reputations.
If the quality of a papermaker's output was determined

as much by his or her soning practices as by the atten-

tron paid to the material used and the labour standards

maintained, one may be led to conclude, with some pru-

dence, that the reputation of a region rested to a great

degree on the understanding its mill owners had of the

nature of their markets and the extent to which they per-

mitted a detarled sorting. Commercial factors - the size

of the market in particular - must have played as great

a role in establishing the hierarchy of European paper

mills as more traditional determinants of quality such as

labour skills and technological standards. Similarly, the

much slower work pace of those who are today making
paper by hand may in part be explained by the narrow-
ness of the markets they expect to reach.

Not long ago, T. Barrett reflected on the quality of
incunabula-era papers. His familiarity with such pre-

cious volumes and his experience of the trade led him to
clearly see that the beauty of fifteenth-century papers lay
in the 'tension between the natural irregulariry of hand-

work and the excellence of skilled workmanship.' The

mixrng of skills and production demands resulted in 'a
variety of slight rmperfections amid a generally high level

of qualrry.':: This insight is most important and may be

extended well beyond 1500, if one takes the precaution

to complement it by taking into account the selection

processes that stand behind the corpus that was the

object of his study. The rare fifteenth-century books that
have reached us were no doubt deserving of the best

paper originally, within the limits imposed by the com-

mercial operatrons that conceived them. Their produc-

tion entailed the rejection of many other sheets. Their
paper is representative of a commercral selection process

as much as of a refined level of skills.

The beauty of early modern paper connects us not

only to the skills of the artisans that produced it and

therr very human inability to produce two exactly simi-
lar, blemish-free sheets. It also reminds us of the many
other sheets that were selected for a myriad of more
humble usages. Even those familiar with archives of pri-
vate papers going well beyond printed material only see

a fraction of the paper produced and used in early mod-

ern Europe. Each sheet of handmade paper that has

reached us speaks of a workday when many others were

made. The qualiry of the former directly depended on

findrng uses for the latter. Ironically perhaps, in this case

as in no doubt many others, exceptional qualrry rests on
common needs.
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makers rn the Auvergne. Journal of Economtc Htstory 58
(1):155-82.

3. Drverse uses of paper mentroned rn:

KrillJ. 1987. English Arnsts Paper, Renatssance to Regency.

London: Vrctorra and Alben Museum. passrm, 101,

Dorzy, M.-A. and Ipert, S. 1985. Le paprer marbr6, son hs-
toire et sa fabncatton. passrm.

Feyel, F. 1995. N6goce et presse provrnciale en France au

18e srdcle : m6thodes et perspectlves de recherches. Cubures

et formatrcns nigocuntes dans I'Europe moderne, under

the drrectron of F. Angiolmr and D. Roche. Pans. 439-511.
Popkrn, l.D. 1990. Reuolutnnary Neus. The Press m
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nay.90.
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mills (Ambert, France, 1588-1720,1.738-80) and mill of J.

Berger (Thiers, F rance, 17 69-89) Sources: Archives d6pane-

mentales du Puy-de-D6me (henceforth AD PD). 2 E 518,
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chant A. Charmette, Archives d6partementales du Rh6ne
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Lyon, Paprers Charmette. 1726-44. S6rre 8 B. Among other
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management in the Montgolfier paper mill 1761-1804.
Doctoral thesis, Pnnceton University. Chap. 5.

French estrmates: de Lalande, J. U761) 1984. Art de fare le
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d'Angoumots, Pdngord et Limousin (Dix-septtime sticle).
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Desmarest, N. 1788. Art de fabnquer le paprer. In
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Bower, P. 1990. Turner's Papers, A Study of the manufac-
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de Lalande. L984. 5 5-76.
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Chap 1.22.

Reynaud. 1981.200.
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Pars. 29.

Deldge. 1991..22-29.

10. Not taken rnto account here are pleas for drscounts not
accompanied by references to specrfic product shortcom-

rngs. In the followrng note, dates refer ro: AD R. Fonds de

la Conservatron des Forres de Lyon, Paprers Charmette.

1,726*44. S6rre 88 (145 letters to and from mrlls). For

another, less systematic and more obviously brased example,

see the letters accumulated to discredrt the tenant of the

Arcier paper mrll near Besangon, France, mid-eighteenth
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1733, 20 June 1733, 1 August 1.733, 2 August 1733,

21 August 1736, Zg Aprl 1737,25 March 1738,2 May
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1738, 20 May L738, 4 June 1738, 13 June 1738,

14 December 1739, 17 January 1740, 25 March 1740,

15 September 1.740, 5 July 1742, 21 Atgust 1.742,
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mars dernrer lusqu'd ce 7olrr,' Archrves natlonales, Parls
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often also had to work on therr plots of land (Gazel. 1910.

70-75). For an example of the recommendations made by

rnspectors, see AD PD. 1 C 504 (1,742).
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21. Rosenband. 1980, Chap.5.

Audebert, G. 1984. Conditions ouvrtdre, papetenes du dis-

tnct d'Angouleme (An Il\. La recherche gindalogrque en

Cbarente 5:23-28.
Isnard, E. 191.6.Les papetenes de Provence au XMIIe srB-

cle. Mimotres et doatments pour seruir d I'hstore du com-

nterce et de I'mdustne en France, under the dtrectron of

J. Hayem. 4th series. 39-53.

Onfroy, H. 1912. Htstoire des papeteltes d la cuue d'Arches

et d'Archettes, 1492-1.9 1 1. Evreux.

Sarnt Eloy, M. 1967 . Vre et mort d'une rndustrie ntvernaise :

la papeterie de Sembrdves (avant 1661-18351. Actes du 92e

Congris des soci,ltds sauantes, Sectton d'htstotre moderne et

contentp oratne, t. 2: 327 - 48.

22. Andr6.1992. passrm, and in partrcular chaps. 1 and 6, sec-

ond part, and chap. 1, third part.

McGaw, J.A. 1987. Most Wonderful Machine, Mecharuza'

tion and socMl cbange m Berkshre papermaktng,

1 80 1-1 8 8 5. Prtnceton. Chap. 2.

23. Delaunay, P. 1985. L'mdustne papetire franEatse et Ia ftol-

malsatrcn des fonnats, Mdlanges offerts d P.F. Fournrer.

Clermont-Ferra nd. 215-19. The 1741 reviston of the 1739

standards rncreased the range of acceptable weight for each

format. The appearance of mechantcal threading around

1700 allowed even modest mills to stock an assortment

of moulds.

24. Reynaud.1981.24l.

Onfroy. 19L2.23.

Roux, X. 1887. Les papetrers du Dauphmi Iuant et aprAs

la Rduolutron. Grenoble. 1.37-38.

25. Rosenband. 1980. 27.

26. de Lalande. 1,984.78,84.

Desmarest, N. 1788. 522 (ctng a lower level of 1/15).

'Recycled' pulp only delivered a paper that was less than

white. The Montgolfier record analysed above shows close

to one metnc ton of cassis after the productlon of iust over

1,000 reams (some 10 mt). Buges drstrnguished between
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cass4s de uente and cass1s de refonte, and close to 17,000 lb

of reyected output was stored next to some 100,000 lb of
ready-to-shrp paper at the time of inventory. Gerbaux, F.

1903. La papeterie de Buges en 1.794. Brblrcgraphe mod-

erne (1-2):25-83. For smaller mrlls see: AD PD. Inventory

C. Sauvade. B AM 86. 6 and 7 November 1755 (400 lb);

Inventory C. Chapon, notary Journet. 14 January 1772

(263 lb ftn cass6;166 lb moyen cass6;111 lb bulle cass6\.

27. Archrves d6partementales du Doubs. Arcier paper mill
records. Justice consularre de Besangon. B.J.C. 15 B.

L306-20. Arcrer produced ;ust under 220,000 lbs (local

unlt) of paper for wntlng, pnntlng, and several other uses,

in three campaigns: fall 1743 to winrer 1750, tall 1751 to
summer l 753 and f all 17 5 5 to spring | 757.

28. AD R. Inventory A. Flachon. BP 21.27. 16 March 1,732.

Inventory Joannrn ( 1 9 June 17791 and purchases by Ducrest
(14 August 1778), Papiers Joannin. I B 971.

Paprers Genevet. Livre d'achats, commenc6 le 4-6-1778.

Advertrsement. 8B 919.

29. AD R. Inventorres: J.-J. Vatard. BP 2266. 1.0 JuJy 1777
(value: 6,130 lt); B. Manin. BP 2121. 6 September 1730

(76 reams, 4 types of paper); P. Andr6. BP 2028.7 July
1694 (1,276 reams, 5 categones of paper). Inventory of
the Imprrmerre royale (457 reams, 10 distrnct qualities),

Brbhothdque natronale, Nouvelles acqursitrons frangaises

2611.1,5 February 1691.
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30. The Ambert mills inventoled are those of Lagat-le-haut

(owner C. B6gon, 193 reams, 8 categones of paper), Crones

and Escalon (C. Sauvade, 617 reams, 11 categories), la

Boule and Tranchecoti6 (P. Favier, 172 reams,9 categories),

Boule-basse (C. B6gon, distinct from prevrous of same name,

over 200 reams, 8 categories), Fr6drdre-basse (P. Anaud, 800

reams, 8 categories). All rn AD PD: notary J. Gladel.

27 February 1719;not. B. Collangette. 1.6 September 1.726

and12May L727;not. E. Margnet.24 December 17611'not.

P. Mathias. 10 Apnl 1.767; not. A. Journet. 
'1,9,21, May and

10,12 June 1779\.

The mills of J. Grivel, 1584, rn Micolon de Gu6rines, C.

1998. Notes sur Jean Grivel (1539-1684) et Marie Bursson

(1,650-1734), marchands-papetrers de la vall6e de Lagat.

Chronques hstonques du Lturados-Forez 20: 1.07-14.

Inventones of la Combe-basse in AD PD. B AM 86. 6,7
November 1756; les Ardillats (Beaulolars) in AD R. 48202.

5 September 1788; and Buges rn Gerbaux. 1.903.25-83.
31. C. Arthaud, another tenant of J. Berger, produced 38 cate-

gorres of paper between 1783 and 1789 IAD PD. 3J42); AD
PD. 2E518. 8 Apnl 1687 to 7 February 1688.

32. See, for instance, the remarks of Bower. 1990 and Krrll.
1987.

33. Barrett, T. 1.993. Frfteenth-century papermakrng. Prtnttng

Htstory 1,5(21:33-41.. (quotes 39-40). See also the remarks

of Bower. 1.990.21 ff.
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Papiers Briquet: The Charles-Moise Briquet Archive in Geneva

DANIEL W. MOSSER

Abstract
C.-M. Briquet's album of watermarks, Les Filigranes, has

been the standard reference tool for bibliographers and

paper historians since its publication in 1907. Despite its

importance, however, the album is not all that it could have

been, Having collected approximately 60,000 watermark,

Briquet was forced by economic considerations to publish

only 16,1 12. The unpublished tracings, which comprise

part of the Charles-Moise Briquet Archive (Papiers Briquet)

held by the Bibliothaque publique et universitaire in
Geneva, usually show variant states or twins of those that

were published.

In July 1998 the author spent ten days working with the

Papiers Briquet and, in a small test which he designed to

assess the usefulness of the resource, was able to make

exact or nearly exact matches with 2l of 30 watermark

images which he had taken with him to Geneva,The author
proposed to the administrators of the Bibliothdque
publique et universitaire that he publish Briquet's unpub-

lished watermark tracings on the World Wide Web and, in

January 1999, received written permission to do so.

In this paper, the materials in the archive are described,

the uses to which they can be put are illustrated, and plans

for incorporating these unpublished tracings into a search-

able Web database are discussed.

Briquet's Les F ili g ranes
C.-M. Briquet's album of watermarks, Les Filryranes:

Dictionnaire historique des marques du papier dis leur

apparition uers 1282 jusqu'en 1600,t 1't^t been the stan-

dard reference tool for bibliographers and paper histori-

ans since its publication in 1907. Despite its importance,

however, the album is not all that it could have been.

Allan Stevenson remarks on some of its deficiencies in hrs

rntroduction to the 1968 lubrlee edition of Les Filrgranes:

As all handmade paper has been manufactured on

twin moulds, employed together at the vat, collec-

tions of watermarks should show both members of a

pair, Together the two marks that make one paper

greatly increase the ease of identifying that paper,

even when they occur underneath type, for one of the

marks may be confusrngly similar to another mark.
Briquet was misled by an imperfect understanding of
these companion marks and their function for paper

study, and was hampered by the economic necessiry

of presenting as many marks as possible. As tt was, he

cut his collection from some 60,000 to 16,112, thus
jettisoning numerous rwins, as we learn from exam-

inrng the Briquet Archive at Geneva. The fact that
inclusion of rwins would have made a more valuable

work is apparent in those few instances where twins
did get in.2

A researcher attempting to make an identical match

of a grven watermark with a facsimile rn Briquet faces

very slim odds of accomplishing that end. Stevenson has

calculated those odds at 'no more than five percent'

(given that Briquet reproduces approximately 16,000 of
an estimated 250,000 marks dating prior to 1600).3

Assuming one finds a morphological similariry between

the mark on hand and one rn Briquet, one is then likely
to find in Briquet's descnption of the mark a reference to
other instances of the mark found in artefacts produced

over several years or even decades. The problem, of
course, ls that one has no easy means of consulting those

other examples.

To cite a specific case, in the course of my work on the

manuscripts of the Canterbury Tales, I attempted to
refine the dating of the earliest manuscript of that text to
be copied on paper, Cambndge Universiry Library MS

Dd3.24, which consists of paper gatherings with mner

and outer bifolia of parchment.a The manuscript contains

two paper stocks, both folded quarto. The first eight
qurres (originally 192 folios, which have suffered some

losses, primarily in the first quire) are comprised of a sin-

gle stock showing a pair of twin marks: dragons, or in
Briquet's taxonomy, Basilic, similar to the pair of twins
lrsted in Piccard as Drache 266 and 319, dated 1401,

Utrecht.s ln Les Filigranes, the closest match was no.

2530 ('Udine, 1384. ... Var. ident.: Lucques, 1381; Paris,

1385; Venise, 1390-92; Voorne [Pay-Bas], 1391'),5 but
none of the published examples come anywhere near

providing an exact, or even a very close, match. The other
paper stock in MS Dd.4.24, found only in the last of the

surviving gatherings,T in fols. 194-203, is a dog, Chren

Entier, very like Briquet 3597 ('Palerme, 74L3-76.... Voy.

Zonghi [LX, n'2], Fabriano, 1400'). The Zonghi water-
mark - no.989, dated 1400 - proves to be a better

match with the mark rn MS Dd.4.24 than the tracing
reproduced n Les Filigranes.8 From the evidence cited to
this pornt, the manuscript would appear to have been

copied very early in the fifteenth century. No manuscripr

of the Canterbury Tales has been convincingly dated to
before 1400, the year of the poet's death.e I will return to
this example and detail two others later in thrs essay.

Papiers Briquet:The Briquet Archive in Geneva
Tantalized by Allan Stevenson's allusron to the Briquet
Archive at Geneva, I made some further enquiries, discov-

ered that Briquet's papers were archived at the

Bibliothdque publique et unrversrtaire in Geneva (where

the collection is referred to as Paprers Briquet), applied for
a grant and spent 10 days rn July 1998 working with the

collection.r0 The Briquet papers include a great deal more

than the published and unpublished tracings.rl I have

published an annotated translation of the Bibliothdque's
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rypescript inventory as part of the Thomas L. Gravell
'Watermark Archive on the World !7ide Web (http://ada.

cath.vt.edu:59 1/dbs/gravell/).12 The unpublished tracings,

on tracing paper cut to approximately 1,2 x 9 cm, are

stored in envelopes measuring 15.5 x 13 cm, arranged

according to Briquet's taxonomy, and archived in five car-

tons (F 78-82). The tracings show laid lines and attendant
chain lines, a Briquet number in red,r3 and information
about distances between chain lines, paper size (with an R

indicating trimmed sheets) and the name of the archive

holding the original watermarked paper. Most, but not all,
tracings are dated.

The published tracings tn Les Filigranes are very close

reproductions of the original tracings (preserved rn car-

tonsF 75-771; that is, they are faithful to the size ofthe
watermark and the spacing of chain and laid lines.

Occasionally the chain lines are slightly 'off '; for exam-

ple, when the tracing of Anneau 692 is superimposed on

and aligned with its reproduction in Les Filigranes, it
appears that the attendant chain on the right has been

straightened in the reproduction and has been shifted

1 mm (at the top) to 5 mm (at the bottom) from the con-

figuration of the tracing. In addition to the red accesslon

numbers that accompany the unpublished watermarks,
the published tracings also bear the number assigned to
them in Les Filigranes, usually in green, but in some cases

in red with a circle around it.
As a test of the usefulness of the archive, in advance of

my visit I reproduced 30 facsimiles of watermarks that I
was interested in matching.la I was able to make exact or
nearly exact matches with 21 of the 30 watermark
images that I took with me. This high success rate was no

doubt achieved with a certain amount of serendipiry.

Nevertheless, following Stevenson's method of reckon-

ing, since the archive holds some 60,000 tracings, the

chances of making good matches should be almost one in
four (247"1. Among the matched materials were the

reproductions I had of marks from the paper stocks of
the Cambridge Canterbury Tales manuscript, MS
Dd.4.24. I found a near match for one of the dragon
marks which is much closer than any I had previously
found in published reproductions: Basilic, accession

number 9024, 30144 Udine, dated 1402. The chain-line
spacing is identical and most of the morphological fea-

tures match as well. The MS Dd.4.24 stock is probably
from the same mould in a different state. Notably,
this dated example is not alluded to in the Briquet com-

mentary. This near match would seem to support the

early-fifteenth-century dating of the manuscript.
An even better match was found for the dog/Chien

Entier mark previously noted and also from the

Cambridge Canterbury l7rles manuscript MS Dd.4.24:
accession number 6652, 30/N44 Cancelleria no. 22,

dated 1416, from Archiv. Palerme.ls This tracing rs one

of the examples referred to in Briquet's comments on

the published tracing, Briquet 3597. The congruity of
the two marks provides compelling evidence for a later
dating of at least the final gathering of the manuscript
(figs. 1, 2). The front legs in the two reproductions
have a slightly different alignment. Although Briquet

MOSSER

Fig. I Cambridge University Library M5 Dd.4,24, fols. 197+199. By

permission of the Syndics of Cambridge University Library.

Fig. 2 Bibliothdque publique et universitaire, Papiers Briquet, Carton

79: Filigranes non reproduits C-F,Chien, accession number 6652 ( 1 41 6).

has not traced the full length of the chain line that
bisects the figure horizontally, it appears that a line

extrapolated from where his tracing ends would run
through the upper and lower jaws at a slightly higher
point than the chain line does in an example from MS
Dd.4.24. The rear halves of the two images could not
be more congruent. The two examples are, almost cer-

tainly, slightly different states of the mark from one

mould. Other evidence in the manuscript suggests that it
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was copied and corrected over a period of time long

enough for the scribe to exhaust one supply of paper and

to acquire another stock, perhaps a decade newer, to
finish the book.

Another manuscript of the Canterbury Tales,British
Library Egerton MS 2864, is assigned the date 1460-80
by Manly and Rickert.l5 It contains six paper stocks.l7

Manly and Rickert identify the grapes/Raisin mark on
one of these stocks as Briquet 13055, dated 1453. There

are, however, closer matches among the unpublished
watermarks in the Papiers Briquet: the closest - with
identical laid lines and chain lines - is accession num-

ber 22042 (Constance, 1465). Figures 3 and 4 repro-

duce the Briquet tracing and an example of the mark
on the Egerton MS 2864 paper stock from fol. 52
(the paper stock comprises fols. 50-78, and 80-98 in
the manuscript).

A third manuscript of the Canterbury Tales, Bodleian

Library MS. Rawl. C.86 (actually a miscellany compila-
tion of four booklets, including The Clerk's Tale and
The Prioress's Talel, contains several paper stocks made

over a lengthy period of time.1s Although the second

booklet has been broken up and disordered, what was

originally the first gathering of that booklet - the pres-

ent fols. 77-89 (wants i and, the watermark distribution
suggests, xv and xvi) - contains a single paper stock,

with a distinctive bull's head/T6te de Boeuf watermark
which resembles one identified by Paul Needham as

similar to Piccard's Ochsenkopf Abteilung IX, no. 6

(Sutfen, I473),1e the 'general class' of which Piccard

localizes to Burgundy-Lorraine.2o !(/hile Les Filigranes

contains no close match with this watermark, the un-

published tracings include an identical match: Papiers

Briquet, Carton F 82: Filigranes non reproduits R-7,
T€te de Boeuf, accession number 23420, dated t469
(figs. 5, 6).

There are several pieces of textual evidence for dating
other parts of the manuscript, which was copied over a

period of time by several scribes. Immediately preceding

Chaucer's The Prioress's Prologue and Tale is a Latin
poem on the death of Edward IV, which occurred on 9
April 1483. The stock on which this elegy appears is in a
quire made up of paper bearing an unidentified hand/
Main watermark, of the same general type as Briquet
L0708, dated 1478, but proportioned very differently.
The final booklet in the manuscript contains the poem

entitled rn the Index of Middle English Verse as'Verses

on the Kings of England' (IMEV 444, 343L),21 which
alludes to Henry VI's re-interment at Windsor on 12

August 1484. These rwo historical references, then, could
not have been copied before 1483 and 1484, respectively.

'We may speculate with some confidence that, while
the second booklet could not have been finished until
after 1483, it could have been begun, and the first gath-

ering of it completed, as early as L469. This finding is

somewhat at odds with the dating suggested by Jeremy
Griffiths, who describes the main scribal hands in this

booklet as belonging to 'the early sixteenth century.'zz

Given the date of the paper stocks, it would seem more

plausible that the copyists were innovative practitroners

Fig. 3 British Library MS Egerton 2864 fol. 52. By permission of the
British Library,

1 z.a $t&

Fi9.4 BibfiothCque publique et universitaire, Papiers Briquet,Catton 82:

Filigranes non reproduits B-I, Raisin, accession number 22042 (1465).

of the secretary script working in the last quarter of the

fifteenth century. In any event, one now has to account

for the very firm dating provided by the evidence of the

paper stock.

Incorporating Briquet's unpublished tracings in a

World Wide Web database
These examples should suffice to demonstrate the poten-

tial that these unpublished tracings hold for scholars and

others seeking matches with dated examples. The imped-
iment, of course, is that the tracings are housed in what,
for many, is an inaccessible archive in a city where the

cost of living quickly exhausts the resources of most
academic researchers. A oossible solution to this
dilemma beckons.

I
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Following my research trip to Geneva in July 1998,

I proposed to the administrators of the Bibliothdque
publique et universitaire that I publish Briquet's unpub-
lished watermark tracings on the'World Wide Web, and

in January 1999 | received written permission to pro-

ceed. Sample entries (from photocopies made during my

visit to Geneva) have been incorporated into the Thomas
L. Gravell 'Watermark Archive.23 To access these, one

should select the 'Search the Database' option at the

Archive's home page, and type 'Briquet' in the field

labelled 'Image Collector.' Clicking on the 'Start Search'

button will provide the user with a screen of results,

including thumbnail images of the watermarks.
In early 2000 we received funding from the College of

Arts and Sciences at Virginia Tech to have the Briquet
papers digitized. This process is well under way, and by
the time this is published, we should have all of Briquet's

unpublished tracings and data burned onto one or more

CD-ROMs at 300 dpi. Thus we will have created a digi-

tal backup copy of the fragile collection in Geneva, and

will have the material in hand and readily available for
incorporation into the Thomas L. Gravell 'Watermark

Archive. The timing of its appearance on the \feb will, of
course, depend on funding.

The present platform of the database component of
the Gravell Archive is FileMaker Pro 4.0, which includes
'Web Companion. The database is searchable by any or
all of the data-record fields, and the results can be sorted.

The Web front end was constructed using Claris Home
Page and CDML (Claris Dynamic Markup Language)

tags, while maintaining a straightforward FileMaker Pro

database structure as the back end. The'Web interface is

able to access the database content dynamically, and it
interacts seamlessly with the Web resources that have

been part of the Gravell Archive since its inception in
1,995 (for example, our Bibliography and Supplemental

Reference Materials).
'We have recently restructured the database to make

the fields more congruent with standards adopted by the

International Association of Paper Historians (http:ll
www.paperhistory.org/wmclass.htm) and the Watermark
Initiative (http://www.bates.edu/Faculry/wmarchive/wm-

initiative/).2a We have not provided for all of the IPH data

fields since we often do not have access to the information
they solicit (neither Gravell nor Briquet recorded much of
this information) and because it is desirable to keep the

data records to a manageable size (a single screen is the

optimum goal). A data-record page now contains fwo
columns; on the left is a thumbnail image of the water-
mark along with information about the watermark and

paper, and on the right is information pertaining to the

artefact and to the process of incorporating the water-
mark into the Gravell Archive.

'We are also in the process of changing the platform
from FileMaker Pro on a Macintosh serve! to a multi-
processor, Linux SQL (Structured Query Language)

database server. SQL will allow multiple simultaneous

users to access a robust database with very fast retrieval

times. During this transformation, we will try to achieve

even greater congruency with the IPH and Watermark

Fig. 5 Bodleian Library MS, Rawl, C.86, fol. 81v. By permission

Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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of the

Fig.6 Eibf iothdque publique et universitaire, Papiers Etiquet, Catton 82:

Filigrunes non reproduits R-1i TOte de Boeuf, ac(ession number 23420

(r 469).

Initiative standards. We have found the FileMaker Pro

platform to be a comfortable one to work in as we com-
plete the final structuring of the database, and we plan to

use it until we feel certain we have the structure in final
form. The front-end Web interface should remain essen-

tially the same regardless of the identiry of the back-end

database platform, and export and import of data from
one to the other should be straightforward.

'While the prospect of keying in data for an addi-

tional 45,000 watermarks is a daunting one, I believe it
is a worthwhile endeavour, and I am grateful to the
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proprietors of the Briquet papers for extending their
generous cooperation and for contributing to the possi-

biliry of a very nch database of watermarks on the

!7orld Wide Web.
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Fickle Friends: Watermarks and Paper

Ornament Prints

VICTORIA BUTTON AND ELIZABETH MILLER

Abstract
The focal point of the paper is the interpretation of paper

evidence with particular reference to the rediscovery of sets

of ornament prints from a volume published by one of the

most influential print publishers of the sixteenth century -
Antonio Lafrery. The process by which the volume was

unearthed is discussed alongside research into the paper on

which the sets were printed. A number of factors relating to

the physical similarities between the sets are discussed, for

example, the size, type of paper and stitching holes left

behind by the now lost binding. Moreover, the presence of a

particular pair of watermarks and their repetition through-

out the volume can be seen as an indicator of one publisher's

output and illustrates our key use of watermarks in this

instance.This offers some insight into a publisher's working

practice by using sets of prints as the focus.

This research is part of a catalogue published by the

Victoria and Albert Museum in 1999 which includes an

appendix of watermarks compiled by the curator and

conservator who authored this paper.

'Fickle Friends' has been chosen as the title of this article

as a reflection of some of the difficulties of interpreting

the evidence gathered from studying watermarks in six-

teenth-century Italian ornament prints. Over a two-year
period 759 Italian prints from the sixteenth century were

examined to determine if they were on watermarked
paper. These watermarks were then related to the pub-
lished literature on watermarks. David Woodward's
Catalogue of .Vlatermarks in ltalian Printed Maps ca

1540-1600,t which reproduces watermarks by radiogra-
phy or photography, was particularly useful and relied

upon much more than the tracings found in older refer-

ence works. The overlap between Italian map and print
publishers during this period also made this comparison
especially valuable. The results of this project can be read

in the watermark appendix in the recently published cat-

alogue 16th-Century ltalidn Ornament Prints in the

Victoria and Albert Museum by Elizabeth Miller.2
This article focuses solely on a volume which was

purchased by the V&A Museum in 1873, which once

contained nine items mentioned in the c. 1573 stock list
of the Roman print publisher Antonio Lafrery
n5n-77\. These nine items consisted of architectural
treatises by Antonio Labacco (c.7495-I559) and

Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola (1507-73\ along with seven

sets of ornament prints. Henceforth the volume will be

referred to as the Lafrery volume.

Since the sixteenth century, 'ornament' has been one

of the categories used to organize large collections of
prints by subject. One of the earliest theoretical formula-
tions of the category 'ornament print' dates from 1565,

when possible subdivisions were listed as 'foliage,

Evidence in Sixteenth-Century ltalian

Fig. 1 The disbound Lafrery volume reassembled in a pile.

frames, grotesques, animal designs, trophies, fruits and

designs of mixed type.': A recurrent feature in ornament
prints is a concern with surface decoration. They were

frequently published as sets in the form of a number of
variations on a theme, rather than as individual images.

Ornament prints form a subgroup within any period and

national school of printmaking prior to the twentieth

century. They have played an essential role as sources of
inspiration for designers and craftsmen and as reposito-
ries of design ideas for those studying the decorative arts.

Ornament prints form the nineteenth-century nucleus of
the V6cA Museum's print collection, and were acquired

specifically to contribute to the museum's founding mis-

sion of educating craftsmen and designers. The collectron

of ornament prints numbers some 35,000 examples and

is one of the most important of its kind in the world.
A11 the unbound ornament prints in the collection are

housed in Solander boxes arranged alphabetically by

artist, regardless of period or school. In 1 996 all the

prints due for inclusion in the forthcoming Italian orna-
ment print catalogue were removed from their boxes and

temporarily rehoused according to broad subject cate-

gory: friezes, grotesques, trophies and so forth. This
resulted in the revelation that many of the subject cate-

gories contained sets of prints on paper of the same stze,

that were accessioned in 1,899. When all these sheets were

assembled in accession number order, one arrived at what
amounted to a volume with the binding removed (fig. 1).
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Research for thrs symposium led to the rediscovery of a

volume which must now be recognrzed as one of the great

treasures of the museum's print collection. No such vol-
ume had previously been known to exist in any museum

collection, and no description of such a volume existed in
the literature on prints. On the princrple of the whole
being more than the sum of its parts, the contents of thrs

volume had a far-reaching rmpact on the cataloguing of
sixteenth-century Italian ornament prints, leading to
major revrsions of attribution and chronology. These

prints had been stored in four separate boxes since 1899,

and it was only by paying attention to the paper on
which they are printed that they could be properly under-
stood. In a lecture given by Antony Griffiths n 1,996,he

spoke on 'the archaeology of the print.'4 This concept

was very helpful, and it has been used here to refer not
only to the printing technique, the size of paper used,

fibre content, tone, texture, weight and watermarks, but
also to the housrng history of partrcular prints, which may
have resulted, for instance, in alterations or damage.

Research in the V&A Museum's archives has revealed

that in 1873 the museum paid 13 guineas for a vellum-
bound volume containing seven sets of ornament prints,

and two sixteenth-century Italian archrtectural treatises,

Lfuro d'Antortio Labaccos and Regola delli cinque ordini
d'architettura6 by Gracomo Barozzi da Vignola, first
published in 1552 and '1,562 respectively. These nvo
architectural works have since been rebound individu-
ally. Apart from a few letterpress pages of introductory
material in the Labacco, both these architectural books

are printed from copper plates.

Antonro Lafrery (1512-77) was the most important
print publisher in Rome in the third quarter of the six-

teenth century. No earlier than 1573, he issued a letter-
press stock list itemizing the subjects of around 500

srngle-sheet prints and 19 books or sets of prints, he was

offering for sale in hrs shop. This is the first list of its
krnd in the history of European prrntmaking, and sur-

vives in a unique copy in the Bibliotheca Marucelliana in
Florence.T Both of the architectural books and all seven

sets of ornament prints contained in the volume pur-

chased in 1873 can be matched to entries in Lafrery's
stock hst. This is the first time it has been possible to put
faces to some of the hrtherto enigmatic names on

Lafrery's stock list, such as 'Book of Masks.'
The seven sets of ornament prints consist of impres-

sions of 133 copper plates printed on 90 folios. The seven

sets of prints are Book of Cornices, Capitals and Bases

after the Antique Ruins That You Can Daily Discover in
Rome; Book of Various Frames; Book of Trophies, after
Drawings by Polidoro Imitating Antique Examples; Book
of Masks; Book of Grotesquesl Book of Friezes and

Foliage; and Book of Vases and Candlesticks.

The number of copper plates used to print each set

ranges from 13 in the Book of Various Frames to 30

plates in the Book of Cornices, Capitals and Bases. The

vellum-bound volume was broken up by the museum in
1899, when the sets of ornament prints were transferred
from the collection of books to that of engravings. At thrs

time the individual impressions were given accession
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Fig. 2 Variations in folio composition of the sets, Top: Masks, single

folios; Middle: Grotesques, folios tipped together; Bottom: Trophies,

bifolia.

numbers. The destructlon of the vellum binding in 1899

is to be deplored, since the date of that binding cannot
now be determined, However, the loss of the binding
meant that it was possible to examine the method by
which the sets of ornament prints were assembled and

the paper on which they are printed, far more easily than
would be the case if they were strll bound.

Frgure 2 shows the three marn variations in the

make-up of the sets. Every folio throughout the volume
is printed on one side of the paper only. At the top is the

Book of Masks, printed on six single folios. Each folio in
this set has either four or three copperplates printed on

it. In the middle is the Book of Grotesques, printed on

sxteen folios, which have been turned into eight bifolia
by tipping them together on guards. Each folio has a sin-

gle copperplate printed on it. At the bottom is the Book
of Trophres (frg. 3), pnnted on true bifolia (full sheets).

Each bifolium has rwo copperplates printed on it, result-

ing in one copperplate per folio when the bifolia are

folded and made up into a set.

The remainrng sets of ornament prints consist of per-

mutations of these formats. In the sets made up of true
bifolia, each is made up of gatherings of rwo or three

brfolia slipped inside each other. The Book of Trophies is
made up of eight bifolia arranged in four gatherings of
rwo bifolia each. As each of the Trophies has an engraved

plate number on it, they had to have printed the plates rn
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Italian drawings on blue paper.lo The positioning of the

blue paper in the Book of Masks within the set and not at
the beginning or end is problematic, but there is further
evidence to support the idea of temporary bindings. This
is provided by the presence of holes which could corre-
spond to a tacket on one of the other sets. A tacket is com-
monly a length of gut or thread used to keep the wrapper
in place on a binding. These holes are consistently placed

19 mm from the top edge on all the folios making up the

Book of Cornices, Capitals and Bases. The bifolia measure

388 by 548 mm and are consistent throughout the vol-
ume. This, together with the pattern of printing the plates

described above, would indicate an intent to publish in
sets or volumes. The bifolia sizes remain intact throughout
the volume, despite being disbound, with the exception of
the candlesticks, which were cut down sometime after
being acquired by the museum.

Discovering the size of the moulds on which these

papers were made is not straightforward, not least

because there is little clariry about paper size standards

during the Renaissance period.l1 Dard Hunter notes that
'In the early years of printing, the paper was seldom cut,
the sheets being printed upon in the original sizes formed
in the moulds, although in many cases the deckle edges

were trimmed away.'t2 In binding a folio volume the

sheets were folded in the centre, the chain lines running
parallel to the fold. Despite the confusion surrounding the
mould sizes, it seems probable that the sheet would not
have been significantly bigger than it is now, for the fol-
lowing reasons. First, there is consistency in the position
of watermarks between the true bifolia in the Book of
Trophies and Book of Vases and Candlesticks and the
tipped-together bifolia and single folios in other sets. That
the watermarks are centred or almost centred in each of
the folios where they occur supports the theory that the
position of early watermarks is nearly always in the mid-
dle of each half-sheet.13 Second, there is the presence

down the centre of several bifolia of what appear to be

rope marks. These occur during the drying stage of the
papermaking process when the damp sheets are hung over
a drying rope. Third, there is the consideration of the cost
of paper, which would surely curtail needless waste from
excessive trimming.la FinallS the arrangement of the cop-
perplates on the folios, as described above, would seem to
indicate a concern for the economical use of materials.

The paper within the volume can be described as

cream-coloured rag paper. It is a laid sheet of medium
weight with a moderate to heavy texture from the mould
wires and pronounced felt-marks from pressing. Seen rn

raking light, the felt impression as well as distortions
from the lost binding are clearly visible (fig. 5). Subtle
differences do occur in the papers, such as the amount of
size used, slight discrepancies in weight, imperfections
and different watermarks, but overall they are good-
quality papers with well macerated fibres. Visible imper-
fections include the thinning of fibres caused by splashes

of water from the papermaker's hands. Seen in transmit-
ted light, the anatomy of a rypical bifolium becomes

clear. The chain-line spacing is around 30 mm - a spac-

ing that in a French paper of that time would have been

BUTTON / MILLER

Fig. 6 Book of Trophies bifolia in raking light, from the Lafrery volume.

significantly smaller. The watermarks are anchored to
the chain lines. These characteristics are typical of six-
teenth-century Italian paper, during a period when the
paper industry was firmly established in Italy, with little
or no need to import papers from other countries.15

Table 1 represents the distribution of watermarks in
the separate items which make up the Lafrery volume.
Every box down the left-hand side corresponds to one

item on Lafrery's stocklist. There are eight watermarks
present. The letterpress folios of the Labacco contain two
watermarks, these being Crossbow in Circlel5 and
BlacksmithtT (also know as Arms of Fabriano). In the
papers used to print the Labacco copper plates there are

two different watermarks, the letter M under Fleur-de-
Lys in Shieldl8 and Pilgrim Vertical Crook in Circle.re
This makes a total of four watermarks in this item. In the
Vgnola there are three watermarks, one of which, the
letter M under Fleur-de-Lys in Shield, is the same type as

one in the Labacco, thus linking these sets.

Moving from the bound architectural treatises to the
unbound group of seven sets of ornament prints, we find
that the next two sets, Book of Cornices, Capitals and
Bases and Book of Various Frames, have the same water-
mark, Tulips in Shield under Six-Pointed Star.2o This is

also present in the Vgnola and links these sets. The next
set, the Book of Trophies, has a new watermark, Man's
Head with Headband,2l which is different from those
already encountered. The Book of Masks, the Book of
Grotesques, and the Book of Friezes and Foliage all have

the watermark Tulips in Shield under Six-Pointed Star
(fig. 7), already found in the Vignola, the Book of
Cornices, Capitals and Bases, and the Book of Various
Frames - again making a link between these sets. The
Book of Vases and Candlesticks has two watermarks,
Man's Head with Headband (present in the Book of
Trophies) and Anchor in Double Outline with Star,22

which stands alone.
To summarize, of the seven sets of ornament prints,

six have only one watermark qvpe, and of these six, five

are the same: Tulips in Shield under Six-Pointed Star,

which is also present in the Vignola. This distribution of
watermarks surely represents the use of a batch of paper
and ties the architectural books and the ornament sets

closely together.
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Labacco letterpress

Labacco copperplate

Vignola

Cornices, Capitals and Bases

Various Frames

Trophies

Masks

Grotesques

Friezes and Foliage

Va ses

Candlesticks

Table 1 Distribution of Watermarks in the Lafrery Volume

The above approach focusses on the distribution of
watermarks. The copper plates for printing certain orna-

ment prints were in use for very long periods of time,

amounting in some instances to centuries. Examining the

distribution of watermarks within a related group of
prints such as the Lafrery volume, independent of the

dating of the prints, is one way around this problem. As

is clear from the Lafrery volume, the presence of several

watermarks does not prove there is no connectron

between the prints. In cataloguing the ornament prints

every case had to be judged on its merits, and the water-
mark evidence was taken in tandem with other consider-

ations such as similar subject matter, style, technique and

even plate size.

Dating of either the prints themselves or other
instances of the use of paper with the same watermark
should not, of course, be ignored. The Book of Corntces,

Capitals and Bases includes images which are dated 1537

in the plate, while the first plate of the Book of Friezes

and Foliage is dated 1570 in the plate. Nevertheless, both

sets are on paper with the same watermark, Tulips in

Shield under Six-Pointed Star, which was recorded by

David 'Woodward on maps first published from '1542

to 1570. In the Fabriano archives two versions of this

watermark were found in paper used in 1,572 and 1,573.

The first plate in the Book of Trophies is dated 1553

in the plate, while the last two plates in the same set are

dated 1550. Twelve out of the 14 vases in the Book of
Vases and Candlesticks are dated 1543 in the plate, yet

they are on paper with the same watermark as the Book

of Trophies. The vases and the candlesticks in the Book
of Vases and Candlesticks are on paper with two differ-
ent watermarks. The explanation given for this in the

published catalogue is that Lafrery had a business agree-

ment with his rival publisher Antonio Salamanca (and

subsequently with his heir) that they would exchange

impressions of each other's prints on a wholesale basis. It
is suggested that the Candlesticks were in fact printed under

this agreement by Salamanca's heir.23 This explanation
has divided print scholars between those who accept it
and those who reject it, saying that the conspicuously

Anchor
in Double
Outline
with Star

Fig. 7 Radiograph showing watermark of Tulips in Shield under Six-

Pointed star.

poor impressions of the Candlesticks in comparison with
all the other prints in the volume indicate the substitution
of poor impressions for good ones at some time after the

volume was assembled. Some of these questions remaln

unresolved, and in the absence of other Lafrery volumes,

watermark studies are unable to resolve them.

In the longer term, the issue facing both the curator-
ial and conservation staff charged with the care of the

Lafrery volume is how it will be stored and hence con-

sulted by future visitors. Any solution to this needs to
combine doing justice to its enormous richness as a

resource for the understanding of sixteenth-century
Italian paper, watermarks, copperplate printing, and
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publishing, whrle at the same time recogniztng its true
nature as a collection whrch entered the V&A museum

as a bound volume.
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Martha and Mary, 1568-70: The Use of a Pair of Watermarks in

Reconstructing the Venetian Map Trade

DAVID WOODWARD

Abstract
A key pair of watermarks, in many ways archetypal of the

use of paper in the Venetian map trade, depicts a siren with

two tails in a circle surmounted by a star. From various kinds

of contextual evidence it is possible to infer that the marks

were current from 1568 to 1570.The abundant use of this

pair of watermarks makes it possible to reconstruct a cohort
of map plates that was used contemporaneously in the

map-publishing workshops in Venice.This paper addresses

the level of precision with which states of these watermarks

during this short period can be used to reconstruct the

order of paper use. In addition to detailed comparison of
the watermark states, evidence of map offsets, PIXE tech-

niques to establish the chemical consistency of paper

bearing these watermarks and contextual bibliographical

evidence (such as the occurrence in composite atlases) is

employed. By focussing on this pair of paper moulds that
was short-lived but centrally important to the Venetian map

trade, the paper will suggest ways in which detailed water-

mark analysis of this type can (and cannot) provide useful

bibliographical and historical information.

A key pair of watermarks, in many ways archetypal of
the use of paper in the Venetian map trade, depicts a

siren with rwo tails in a circle surmounted by a star. This
watermark design exists in two variants, and I have gath-

ered a total of 44 high-quality images (fig. 1). The

chances are very high that these constitute a twin pair of
paper moulds, for three reasons. First, no other examples

of these designs came to light in a sample of over 1,100

watermarks from sixteenth-century Italian printed maps.

Second, when these occur on rwo-sheet maps, they

most often appear (7 5'/" of the time) on respective sheets.

Two-sheet maps were usually printed in tandem. That is,

while plate one was being printed, plate two was being

inked. In a normal stack of paper, alternating twin water-
marks are found, so that normally twins are found on
alternating sheets. This can be confirmed with evidence

of offsets.r Breaking and shuffling the stack would
confound this rule, of course, so it is possible that sheets

of a two-sheet map have the same watermark, but they

do so in only 257" of the cases.

Finally, the amounts of key elements (iron, potassium,

and calcium) in the paper on which these two water-
marks appear were measured using PIXE (particle-

induced x-ray emission) at the Davis Crocker Nuclear

Laboratory, University of California. Using discriminant

analysis, differences in the chemical makeup of the

paper bearing the two watermarks were found not to be

significant. This suggests that both batches of paper used

a similar papermaker's recipe. It should be added that
data gathered from paper watermarked with different
motifs showed a significant difference in chemical
makeup.2 Paper made from a given paper mould shows

Fig.l Examples of a twin pair of siren-in-circle-with-star watermarks (A08 and Yl6). A08 is a map of the Peloponnese published by Claude Duchet

in Venice in 1 570, from an impression in the Newberry Library, Chicago, Novacco 2Fl 92. Yt 6 is from a map of the world by Giovanni Paolo Cimerlino

dated 1 566, and is from a positive radiograph print of the map in the Nordenski6ld Collection, University of Helsinki (2586, 3R).
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Fig. 2 Comparison of details of shape in A16 and A20. Note the longer right shoulder in Al6. Al6 is a contact photographic print from the
marginal strip used to bring maps to standard size in a Venetian composite atlas assembled in '1570, offered for sale by Sotheby's on
27 September 1988 and now in the possession of a private collector in the United Kingdom. A20 is from an undated map of Greece in the Roy
V. Boswell Collection at California State University, Fullerton.

marked consistency in the relative amounts of chemical
elements, impiying either highly consisrent recipes on rhe

part of papermakers or a rather short production period
for each mould.

The twin designs were nicknamed Martha and Mary
for convenience. Following the biblical allusion that
Martha was generally beefier than Mary, the siren with
the enlarged right shouider earned the name Marrha. A
confident discrimination of these watermarks could not
have been undertaken without the use of contact photog-
raphy, beta radiography and access to many hundreds of
maps owned by or loaned to the Newberry Library,
Chicago, while I was employed there. The bulk of the
radiography was done in 7979 and 1980.

Maps that bear the Martha/Mary pair of warermarks
all bear Venetian imprints, and are associated with the
engravers Paolo Forlani, Girolamo Olgiato, Domenrco
Zenoi and Giovanni Francesco Camocio, all extremely
active from 1565 to 1570 in the print workshops of the
Frezzaria, between Piazza San Marco and the Rialto.
Claude Duchet, who usually worked in Rome, was in
Venice in 1570 and brought some of his piates there.

I do not know where the paper was made. It is not a

Fabriano watermark and I am inclined to think ir was

from a paper mill in the Veneto, but given the state of
archival studies in sixteenth-century Italian papermak-
ing, this is presently difficult ro documenr.

To what extent can internal variations in these warer-
marks be observed? \Jfhen my watermark studies started,
Allan Stevenson's incredibly detailed study of the chang-
ing watermarks in the incunable Missale Speciale cap'
tured my imagination. Stevenson showed that paper
moulds could go through identifiable stages in their lives

analogous to the states of a printing plate. They could be

increasingly distorted with use as excess pulp was
brushed from it during the end-of-day cleanup. More dra-
matically, when the mark was situated berween chain lines

Stevenson even estimated the rate of movement along the
wire lines as averaging about a millimetre a month, a dis-
tance certainiy discernible on a radiograph.3 The preci-
sion of this analysis fascinated me, and I thought I might
be able to apply it to sixteenth-century Italian maps.
Given the quantity of good radiographs available, a close

study of Martha and Mary seemed a good place to srart.
The radiograph negatives were carefully scanned into

Photoshop at 600 dpi and the brightness levels were
manipulated using the histogram to standardize rhe con-
trast of the images. The Martha images were labelled
A01-A26 and the Mary images Y01-Y18. The images

were taken from various collections and included maps
with printed dates between 1559 and 1570. In both sets

of images minute changes were observed in the shape of
the right shoulder (sharp versus more roundedl (fig. 2,
4'16 versus A20), the angle the shoulder made with the
crook of the right arm/fin(?) of the siren and the angle

between the branches of the tail (sharp versus rounded,
with a difference in the number of sewing dots) (fig. 3,

A08 versus A21). The difference in the character of the
sewing dots in figure 3 could mean that A01 is earlier
and the mould was later strengthened in that area with
more attachments. In some cases a slight bending of the
central chain line was also observed (fig. 4, A05 versus

A14). These variations were in keeping with a slight
movement of the design leftward in response to the
repeated stress of cleaning the mould. In the Mary
watermarks, the angle of the crook of the right arm,/fin

Al6
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Fig.3 Comparison of details of shape in A08 and A2'1. Note the difference in sewing-dot pattern in the branches of the sirenl tail and the

difference in the number of sewing dots. A08 is a map of the Peloponnese published by Claude Duchet in Venice in 1 570, from an impression in the

Newberry Library, Chicago, Novacco 2F 1 92. A21 is a positive radiograph print from a map of the Brabant by Girolamo Olgiati, in the Nordenski6ld

Collection, University of Helsinki (2586, 1 6L).

Fig. 4 Comparison of details of shape in AO5 and A'14. Note the slight bowing to the left of the central chain line in A05 and the elongated shape

of Martha! right shoulder. AO5 is a map of Poland by Paolo Forlani, from a plate dated 1568 in the Roy V. Boswell Collection at California State

University, Fullerton (GHB' T455').

also appeared to change (compare Y08 and Y13 in
figure 5).

How can these be fitted into known termini a quo

and dnte quem? A terminus dnte quem is 1570, for
no maps bearing this pair of watermarks have been

found dated after'1570. George H. Beans gave a range of
'1.561.-70, but also found none after 7570.a Something

happened to this pair of moulds in 1570, and the search

is on for maps with such a mark bearing a publicatron

date of 1571 or after. However, on the basis of the large

sample already gathered and the length of time I have

been looking, it is unlikely that such maps will be found.
A terminus a quo is 1566, because we have two

pieces of evidence. One is what is arguably the earliest

405
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Fig. 5 Comparison of details of shape in Y08 and Yl 3. Note the difference in shape in Mary's right shoulder and the angle of the crook in the arm/
fin(?) of the siren and the width of the gap between the fin and the shoulder. Y08 is from a map of Zara and Sebenico by Martino Rota dated I 570,
from an impression in the Newberry Library, Chicago, Novacco 4Fl03r.Yl3 is from a map of the Brabant by Girolamo Olgiati (same map, different
impression from that in fig.3), in the Roy V. Boswell Collection at California State University, Fullerton (GHB 216).

surviving Italian composite atlas, in the Biblioreca
Nazionale Marciana, Venice. This atlas contains no map
dated after 1565 and characteristically contains tree-rn-

a-circle-under-a-star watermarks (no Marthas or
Marys).5 Furthermore, this atlas lacks a map of the siege

of Malta, which is most unusual for an atlas appearing
after mid- or late 1565. Another piece of evidence is in
the Forlani map of North America, which occurs in two
states of the plate, one undated state without publisher
and a later state with the name of Bolognino Zakieri,
dated 1,566.6 The earlier state is in the Marciana atlas
and can be dated to 1565; it does not have either Martha
or Mary. Nineteen examined impressions of the second

state bear a variety of watermarks, but the siren-in-circle-
under-star now becomes common.

Further evidence may push the terminus a quo to
1568. There is another composite atlas (clearly Venetian)

in the Biblioteca Casanatense, Rome, that contalns no
map dated after 1,567; here the siren-in-circle watermark
(without star) is the most common, but Marthas and
Marys are missing.T This may suggest that the pair of
watermarks under consideration here started their
widespread use after the Casanatense atlas was bound,
in 1558.

Within this window of 1568-70 it is regrettably not
possible to order the variations within the paper moulds
in any meaningful way. Paper stocks were unlikely to
have been used in strict rotation and there does not seem

to be a consistent pattern of change. For example, maps

with 1570 imprints do not consistently show variarions
in their watermarks that might be associated with
more wear,

In conclusion, this study shows rhat radiographs,

when gathered in quantity, can precisely identify and pin-
point the life of a pair of paper moulds within two to four
years. This evidence allows us to link almost any docu-
ment printed on such paper with a few engravers and pub-
lishers working in Venice in the late 1560s. Unfortunately,
the very precision that narrows the window of when this
pair of moulds was active does not help with microdating
within that rwo-to-four year period. Although subtle
changes in the shape of the watermark designs during the
period are observed, they cannot be correlated with the

date the documents were printed. The reason for this lies

no doubt in the random rotation of paper stocks shared

among various printers during the short period. The kinds
of changes that Stevenson observed for the fifteenth cen-

tury are not possible for this short-lived pair of Venetian
paper moulds in the late 1560s. It is not even possible to
analyse variation in ink batches to provide more positive
corroborative evidence. Copperplate inks have proved to
be more variable in their elemental content across a

given map when analysed using PIXE, and it is very

unlikely that clear discrimination could be made between
different printers.8

The general lesson is that we need to match the preci-

sion of our methods with the precision of our needs. If
sixteenth-century printers had carefully used paper stocks
in rotation, they would have provided us with a more

useful clue. The lack of such evidence is a weak link in the
chain. To paraphrase a comment on the recent bombing
of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade, 'a combination of
smart bombs and dumb maps,'we have a combination of
smart radiographs and dumb paper.

I want to end on a more hopeful note, however.

I believe I have demonstrated what photographic and
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radiographic images can tell us about an energetic, if 3. Stevenson, A. 1,967. The Problenr of the Mtssale Speuale.

short, period of Venetian map and print publishing rn London: Bibliographrcal Society. 248-52.

the mid-sixteenth century. I think that, given the level 4. Beans, G.H. 1938. Some S$teenth Century Watermarks

of precision we need to keep constantly in mind, such Found m Maps Preualent m the'IATO' Atlases. GeorgeH.

images may have more utility in identifying the origins Beans Lrbrary Publtcattons, No 13. Jenkrntown, PA: George

and dates of historical pieces of paper - whether they H. Beans Library.

carry maps, music, archival documents, prints or any- 5. Gallo,R. 1954. Cartegeograftcheanquecentescheastampa

thing else - where the life of the paper mould was della Bblrcteca Maraana e della Bfulioteca del Museo

longer, so that more corroborating historical and biblio- Correr dr Veneaa.Yenice.

graphical evidence can be brought into play. 5. Woodward, D. 1,994. The Forlanr map of North America.

lmago Mundi 46:29-40.

Notes 7. Ganado, A. 1982. Description of an early Venettan six-

1. Woodward, D. 1991. The Evrdence of offsets rn teenth century collection of maps at the Casanatense

Renarssance Italian maps and prints. Prtnt Quarterly 82 Lrbrary rn kome. lmago Mundt 34: 26-47.

235-51. 8. Woodward,D.1990.84.

2. lVoodward, D. 1990. The Correlation of watermark and

paper chemrstry in sixteenth-century Italian pnnted maps.

lmago Mundr 42:84-93.
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Digital lmaging: Watermarks, Rare and

IAN RUSSELL CHRISTIE-MILLER

Fragile Books, Palimpsests

Abstract
There is a variety of means available for the recording of
information contained both on and in bound and unbound
materials. After consideration of the differing requirements
of individuals and institutions,and in light of the advantages

and disadvantages of the various techniques, a full
description is given of a new recording method that uses

reflective surfaces and a cold, ultraviolet-free light source.

The practical use and value of this new system is discussed

and examples of digital images of watermarks used to date a

sixteenth- and a seventeenth-century book are presented.

Means of reducing or eliminating overprinting from images

of watermark are described along with ways in which the
system may be used for forensic purposes or for the recovery
of text in palimpsests.

The intention here is to survey the vaned means available
for the recording of information contained on and in
bound and unbound materials. After noting the relative
merits of those systems, a full description is made of the
digital imaging system I have developed. This sysrem not
only allows one to look at paper and parchment,but tnto
and througb these materials as well.

The varied means available for imagrng watermarks
have been surveyed usefully by de la Chapelle, Monbeig-
Goguel and le Prat.r They divide the means available into
traditronal methods and radrological methods. In the tra-
ditional group there are tracrng by hand, direct photo-
graphic contact, Dylux paper, transmined light and
ultraviolet light photography. In the radiological group
are x-rays, electron radiography and beta radiography.
The fact that there are so many methods indicates that
there is no particular one that is the best under all cir-
cumstances. Many of the advantages and disadvantages
of the various methods were discussed by de la Chapelle
et al. It should be noted that their survey was carned out
in 1994. Recent advances in computer technology and
digital imaging since then have ushered in new possrbili-

ties. The survey reviewed watermarks in the 125,000
samples of paper in the Louvre. Although the Louvre
survey favoured beta radiography, the authors recom-

mended that alternatives be considered, The alternative
proposed here is the Bookmark system.

The Bookmark system has the advantage of being
carefully designed to ensure the integrity of even tightly
bound volumes; it allows one to lmage watermarks in
books using a very small opening and therefore reduces

the chance of damage to the binding. It can also be used

to solve the problem posed by the presence of watermarks
in or near the gutters of books. It is a portable system thar
provides digital rmages (though it is not hmited to digital
output) and is a very economical process that poses no
health or safefy concerns. The most signrficant drawback

is the presence of overprinting on images of watermarks,
but there are ways in which this can be reduced. In some

circumstances overprintrng can be entirely eliminated.
The records produced are both preserved and dissemr-

nated easily in an age when our socrery rs part of a global
nerwork.

The Bookmark system is comprised of a flat, cold,
ultraviolet-free light source and a reflective system. It can

be assembled in a variety of different confrgurations.
'When an electrically strmulated light source is placed

under the paper to be examined, hght passes through the
paper - illuminating the watermark and paper structure

- to the reflective mirror assembly. This assembly uses

front-surface-srlvered Lexan Margard. It uses no glass.

There are fwo reasons for silvering the front surface as

opposed to the conventional rear-surface srlvering. It
eliminates the very faint reflectron from the transparent
surface - that is to say, the front. It also eliminates the

colour shift that occurs when light passes through plastic
or glass. The disadvantage is that the silvered surface rs

delicate, so gloves must be worn. The mrrror assembly,

which is inserted into the book, is set at an angle of 45

degrees, with no angular distortion of the image, though
it is a reversed, mirror image. The watermark may be

seen directly, although it is being viewed at an angle. In
order to obtain a distortion-free image, the camera ls

placed on the working surface and pointed at the reflec-

tive surface to view, via a single reflection, the sheet in
question. ri7here necessary, the side arms can be removed

and exchanged, which reduces the angle to 30 degrees so

that trghtly bound books can be imaged. In this case

there is a slight convergence of parallels. It is a simple
matte! with a graphics software package, to 'stretch' the
image to remove the convergence. There are three other
modes in which rwin reflective units can be mounted. For
easy portabiliry the mirror assembly can be folded flat.

Once the light source under the paper is turned on,
wlth the mirror assembly positioned in the book, the
image can be recorded by the camera on the working sur-
face. A transparent graduated scale should be on the sheet

to serve fwo purposes. Frrst, the scale provides a direct
measure of the dimensions. Second, the image in the first
configuration of the system is the product of a single
reflection; therefore it is a mirror image and needs to be

flipped. The appearance of the reversed numerals on the
scale in the image is a good reminder of this.

The cheapest method to record the watermark by
transmitted light rs to use a simple 35 mm camera. The
image may then be transferred to a CD. Once digrtized it
can be archived electronically and enhanced. Some drsad-

vantages arise when large-scale projects are to be under-
taken. However, I believe the use of 'digital capture' is

environmentally preferable and has the advantage of
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producing images that are immediately available for
inspection (fig. 1).

A common problem encountered with these record-

ings is overprinting. Computer software can do a lot to
eliminate this. There is, however, another technique that
with some sorts of paper is extremely successful. It
involves the use of a piece of black card in the imaging
process. A typical example of overprinting is to be found

in the letter dated 5 January 1999 from the organizers of
this symposium. The paper has a watermark near the top

in the region of the date. Figure 2 shows an image of that
part of the letter taken with transmitted light. The date is

partially obscuring the watermark. Consequently, the

paper, should be turned over and illuminated by reflected

light. The date can still be seen through the paper, so the

next step is to place a black card under the sheet. The

black printing of the date is now masked by the black
of the card and can no longer be seen. The observer or
camera is now looking at a black sheet filtered by the

watermarked white sheet. This can be enhanced on a

computer, as figure 3 shows. The watermark is now
clearly visible and entirely free from overprinting. There

are, however, limits to the usefulness of this technique.

A pronounced watermark is needed, and there must not

be overprinting on the side facing the observer.2

\7e now turn to other uses of the equipment. It can,

of course, be used for imaging the contents of a book or
details such as blind stamps. 'Sfhen recording surface

topography such as blind stamps, the light sheet would
be reversed and angled to provide a raking light. There rs

the simple, convenient option of taking a film record

using a 35 mm camera and transferring it to CD-ROM
later. For better results such a rakingJight image may be

taken using a studio camera.

My research on an early manuscript by Jean Thenaud
illustrates the practical value of this imaging system. Jean
Thenaud was a French Franciscan monk from Angou-
l6me who died around 1,542. Only one of his works was

ever published - an account of his journey to Cairo and

Jerusalem on behalf of the French royal family, to whom
he was devoted. However, a number of his works were

manuscripts destined for the personal possession of the

family of his beloved Francis I. Two of those works were

of direct interest to me. These were the 1579 and 1521,

kabbalistic works written on the direct order of the king.
One of his other works was a moralistic celebration of
the triumph of virtue, currently manuscript 3358 in the

Arsenal Library in Paris. With grateful thanks to the

librarian, an image was taken of page 207 using a small

digital camera. The image was then enhanced, enlarged

and finally made negative. Reference to Briquet's Les

Filigranes showed that the watermark Gauntlet and

Fleur-de-Lys, revealed and stored digitally, matched that
recorded in Thenaud's native Angoul6me dated 1522.3

This is a useful corroboration of Thenaud's movements

after his return from the pilgrimage.
Earlier, reference was made to the possibilities offered

by computer enhancement. In the following case it did
not lead to a welcome discoverv. but one from which les-

sons can be drawn.

Fig. 1 Watermark from H. Wolfe, Ihe Unknown Goddess, 1 927 (London:

Methuen and Company) in transmitted light.

Fig. 2 lmage of part of a letter showing watermark partly obscured by

date'January 5,1999.'

Fig.3 Reflectedlight image of letter in figure 2 with a black card under-

neath; computer enhancement of selected rectangle.

The thesis is that conventional microfilms may be cor-
rupted. This corruption is not just unwanted data from
the other side of the paper or parchment being examined,

but also from the underlying folio. The folio in question

was 105 verso of Jean Thenaudt Arsenal MS 5051. \fith
computer enhancement the lettering on the underlying
folio (104 verso) could be clearly discerned through an

examination of the folio (folio 105 verso).a The lesson

here is that all such recording of information should be

done with a black card under the sheet being imaged. An
incidental advantage of using a black card is, as has been

discussed and demonstrated above, that watermark data

may be revealed. A second lesson is that the person tak-
ing the image may be quite unaware of some of the data

being gathered. Indeed, a future researcher, armed with
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more powerful apparatus, may unearth data that are

currently overlooked.
Another more general lesson to be drawn is that, for

most purposes, fairly low-grade rmages are perfectly

acceptable. For instance, the portable camera used for
the images of the 1522 Arsenal manuscript gave a colour
image of just over one megabyte. One such image can be

stored on one high-densiry diskene. However, in the

future there might be a need for far more detailed data.

Databases therefore need to have the capaciry to hold
large files. Some 500 of the relatively low-grade images

may be held on one CD, but when handling images

of the quality of the rakingJight image of a blind
stamp mentioned earlier, only a dozen can be held on a
CD. Clearly there are formidable amounts of data to
be archived.

Not only does such data have to be archived, but it
also has to be made accessible. Conventionally databases

of watermarks have been in pnnted form, such as

Briquet's Les Filigranes. More recently some databases

have become electronic, where searching may be done by
using a keyword. It is now possible to search a database

of images without using a keyword. One example of this
type of system is being developed in Britain and is called

ARTISAN (Automatic Retrieval of Trademarks by Shape

ANalysis).5 The current tlvo-year project is being jointly

funded by the Institute for Image Data Research at the

University of Northumbria and the U.K. Patent Office.
The aim is to develop the protorype shape-retneval

system into a working system for the search and regis-

tration of abstract trademark images. Such work has

exciting possibilities for watermark study and is actively
being investigated.

Finally, I would like to make brief mention of a

patented imaging technique with great potential. This is

the Four Images scanning technique. It can be used with
the above-mentioned mirror system in a configuration
where rwo of these mirror units are placed facing each

other. They are linked, with the page inserted between the

units. The sheet may be illuminated from one side. The

light is reflected from one unit and simultaneously trans-
mined through the sheet to be reflected from the other
unit as well. The viewer then observes one side by

reflected light plus the watermark on the other side by

transmitted light. Now, the sheet may be illuminated

CHRISTIE-MILLER

from the other side and the view would be reversed. In

this way four images may be obtained from one sheet.

This abundance of images may be of value in certain cir-

cumstances. Perhaps computer software could be used to
process and combine the images for forensic purposes, or
to recover data erased from the surface of a sheet.

A notable example of such an erasure occurs at folio
110 verso of Jean Thenaud's parchment manuscript men-

tioned above. The four lines that are missing are in the

middle and are not evident on a paper pnntout. The

image used for recovery of the missing lines came from
a conventional black-and-white silver-based microfilm.
The image was then digitized and stored on a CD in the

form of an 18-megabyte file. Even with such an indirect
product, some of the words could be recovered, thanks
to computer enhancement. The image was cropped,
inverted and enlarged and the levels adjusted.5 Even bet-

ter results could be obtained using a black card under the

folio, a high-quality camera and colour image, and per-

haps the Four Images scanning technique.

In conclusion, the following considerations should be

noted. The needs of the digital age must be recognized.

There is room for a variety of techniques for recording

watermarks. The Bookmark system provides an econom-

ical, efficient and versatile method of obtaining digital
images of watermarks. V/hen used with the techniques

mentioned here, researchers can record, sort and search

for a great range of information locked within the wrinen
and printed materials themselves.

Notes
1. de la Chapelle, A., C. Monbeig-Goguelle and A.Prat. 1,994.

Les filigranes des dessins anciens et les reldves betaradr-

ographiques. Annals of Radtology 37 (41 249-58.

2. An animated sequence of this may be viewed at

http://www.christre-mrller.demon.co.uk

3. Brrquet, C.M. 1968. Les Filtgranes: Dictionnatre htstorrque

des marques du papter des leur apparition uers 1262

psqu'en 1600: A facsrmile of the 1907 edition, ed. A.

Stevenson. Amsterdam: Paoer Publicatrons Sociew.

4. See URL in note 2.

5. Eakins, I.P. 1,997. The shape of things to come: Automatic

retrreval of srmilar shapes. Bntsh Ltbrary Research Bulletm

15(6-7).

5. See URL rn note 2.
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Historicaland Literary Papers and the Application of Watermark Descriptions:
A Case Study Based upon the Archival Records of the lst and 2nd Earls of Oxford

RUBY REID THOMPSON

Abstract
Robert Harfey, lst Earl of Oxford (1661-17241, and Edward

Harfey,2nd Earl of Oxford (1689-1741), are well-known to
historians and English literary scholars,The first earl is bet-

ter known as a statesman, the second as a bibliophile. Both

left substantial archival holdings, notably in the British

Library and in the Portland Collection at the University of
Nottingham. The literary series of the Bentinck dukes of
Portland from Welbeck the context in which the records at
Nottingham survive, has recently been the subject of
detailed analysis.The project was driven by a need to estab-

lish associations between loose-sheet manuscripts in an

effort to identify authort copyists and provenance group-

ings. lt expanded to include nonJiterary documents in an

effort to establish probable date ranges in the use of spe-

cific papers.

This study describes the evidential significance of water-

mark in identifying documents drawn from a particular cir-

cle. lt demonstrates the value of linking paper descriptions
with paper usage as determined by document function,The
paper will discuss the creation of a database of paper evi-

dence,assess the problems involved and suggest how schol-

ars and researchers in other fields could apply its evidence,

My interest in the application of watermark descriptions

within a database staned in 1995, when I participated in
the creation of the computerized catalogue of the Port-
land Collection of Literary Manuscripts in the Hallward
Library at the Universiry of Nottingham.l At that time
my role was to provide physical descriptions for the

5,500 entries rn the collection. Records of the dimensrons
of each manuscript and of their watermarks and coun-
termarks assisted in the precise identification of the
entries. This dimensions field, together with the water-
mark field, allows relationshrps to be established

befween single-leaf manuscripts, thus re;oining some

which had become separated through author indexing or
sub;ect-matter cataloguing. The use of thrs approach in
the new computerized catalogue resulted rn happy
reunions of previously isolated papers. For example,
there are two anonymous and undated poems that had

been catalogued by firstJine entries. These are written on
conjugate but separated quartos. They were compared

srde by side because their dimensions, watermarks and

scripts matched. It then became clear that one was the
continuation of the other and the rwo manuscripts are

now reioined.

This rype of physical information wrll further assist in
the identification of texts, authors and dates, since many
of the manuscripts from the Portland Literary Collection
remaln anonymous and undated. I was not involved in
the indexing of content. This was considered a separate

task that would bring its own data.

A subsequent application of the computerized
catalogue is to compare the physical characteristics of the
literary manuscripts with similar information arising
from dated, and often signed, correspondence and politi-
cal documents, all within the main Portland archive. This
experiment, aimed at providing brackets of dates and
perhaps places of issue to unidentified manuscripts, can

be performed at Noningham because both the Literary
Collection and 15 other collections share one prove-

nance:'Welbeck Abbey, in Noninghamshire.2
Table 1 sketches the main family members whose

manuscripts are part of the Portland holdings from
'Welbeck. The family records start in the early sixteenth

century contrnue to the late 1920s and consist of many
thousands of manuscript documents.3

The Welbeck archives were preserved and enriched by

subsequent dukes of Portland and were sorted into inde-
pendent collections during the time of the sixth and sev-

enth dukes. ln 1949 the seventh duke divided the bulk of
the records accordrng to subject matter among five

national reposrtories: the British Library, the Bodleian

Library in Oxford, the Nottinghamshire and Hampshire
Record Offices and the Nottingham Universiry Library.
The portion allocated to Nottingham Universiry contains
mostly political and literary papers.

The Harley family contribution appears to be small
when compared to that of the Cavendish-Portland-
\flelbeck conglomerate, but nevertheless the two earls of
Oxford, Robert and Edward Harley, are the central fig-
ures of this study because they have been credited as the
main contributors to the Portland Literary Manuscripts.
They were not the only manuscript collectors in this
extended familn but they were among the most serious

and dedicated literary members of it. Both earls kept
close relationships with major literary figures of their
time, such as Samuel and John Wesleg Alexander Pope,

Jonathan Swift and many others. Aside from their col-
lecting passion, the earls were engaged rn copyrng and
exchanging literary texts. Their personal roles in the for-
mation of the Portland Literary Collection may have

been considerable, but the extent of their direct responsr-

brlity has not been tested.

One of the methods available to narrow the gap that
separates us from those who put together original docu-
ments is to let those documents speak for themselves. This
requires that the container, as well as what it contains, are

given an equal chance to be weighed. Much can be

learned from the tangible materials that hold the recorded
message of an anonymous manuscript. The physical

analysrs of wriften papers produces impartial information
that can be measured, described and subsequently
assessed. The significance of thrs data is separate from the
historical rmportance of the contents held in a text. The
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Charles Cavendish (1 552-l 61 7) acquires Welbeck

William Cavendish (1 593- 1 676), Marquess and 1 st Duke of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, establishes Welbeck as marn cultural centre

HenryCavendish(1630-91),2ndDukeofNewcastle-upon-Tyne marries FrancesPierrepont

I

Margaret(1661-1716) marries JohnHolles(1662-1711),4thEarlofClare,createdDukeofNewcastle-upon-Tyne

They hve at Welbeck

Robert Harley (1661-1724), tst Earl ofOxford
lives in Westmtnster and Brampton Castle

(1694-1755) marries Edward Harley (1689-'t741 ), 2nd Earl of Oxford
They live at Wimpole

Henrietta

In 1741 she sells Wimpole

and returns to Welbeck

Wm. Henry Cavendrsh-Benttnck (1 738-l 809),3rd Duke of Portland
Lrves at Welbeck

where family line continues to 7th Duke of Portland

I
I

I

Margaret (1 71 5-85) marries Wm. Bentinck (l 709-62),2nd Duke of portland

Elizabeth (1 735-'l 825) marries Th.Thynne, Marquess of Bath

They live at Longleat

where she keeps a portion of Harley-Cavendrsh documents

The bulk of the family records remain at Welbeck until their dispersal by the 7th Duke of Portland in 1 949 and I 968.
Official ownershrp rs transferred In 1986 to the following five repositories:

British Lrbrary,

Dept. of MSs

Bodleian Library

Oxford

University of
Noningham

Nottinghamshire Hampshrre

Record Office Record Office

They Lve at Bulstrode

Table I Cavendish, Harley and Bentinck Connections Within the portland/Welbeck Archive

5,500 entries stored in the computerized catalogue of lit-
erary manuscnpts at Nottingham include the following
fields related to physical features for each manuscripr:

. paper, watermark and countermark dimensions
o watermark family and variants
r physical condition of the paper
. other characteristics such as gilt edges, deckled

edges and bindings
. nature of the document, such as draft, fair or pres-

entation copy
. comments on page set-up
. comments on script

This catalogue of physical descriptions sparked the
formation and became the origin of a separate water-
mark database, also prepared at Nottingham and
referred to in this study as NULWD (Noningham
Universiry Library 'Watermark Database). It conrains
watermark information from a further 12,000 records
which date from circa 1580 to 1820.c lt is hoped that
eventually it will hold details of many more manuscriprs
originating from the Portland Archive. This will be a reli-
able pool of information and will assist enquiries regard-
ing the use of paper in England berween the sixteenth
and nineteenth centuries. At the moment it is primarily a

tool for accurate cataloguing and allows very limited use

to researchers.

I have identrfied a total of 131 main watermark fam-
ilies in NUL'WD, the names of whrch are listed in table 2.

The study prepared for this paper concentrates on rhis
most basic element of paper identification: watermarks
and countermarks. Even though it is based on this aspect

of physical evidence, the scripts of the two earls of
Oxford were also included because they give fundamen-
tal clues regarding their choice of paper. This is a trial run
of the evidential value of the database. For this purpose
I designed a separate mini-database dedicated to the
most prolific watermark family identified in the Portland
archives: the Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield (fig.1).
This generic type of watermark was present in over
2,000 manuscripts, that is, nearly 1,5'/" of the total
entered in the main database. This finding agrees with
classrc studies on paper that describe the Posthorn as a
'prolific' and 'widely current' warermark, although refer-
ences to Posthorns are not always precise.s

This small, purpose-built database contains material
from 20 archival sources; 18 of them encompass the life
spans of the rwo earls of Oxford (from 1.56I to 1741\ and
2 consist of the literary collections that date from the late
sixteenth century to the early rwentieth century. Ten col-
lections belong to the Portland Archive at Noningham
University; 5 come from the ex-Portland Loan, now part
of the Additional Manuscripts in the British Library; and
5 belong with the Portland Papers ar Longleat (table 3).
As a token control group, the 38 Posthorn in Crowned
Shield watermarks from manuscripts recorded by
Heawood are also included. The total number of entries
in the mini-database is 1.714.
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France & Navarre FIag pole and banners

Genoa Fleur de lis, platn

Great Bnt. Fleur de lis, in shield

GB & Holl Flower

Hanover Foolscap

LeTelher Grapes

London Hand

Lond, plarn Hand and star

Lond, ornate Hats,three

Medrci Hats, three double

Memmingen Heart

Marqof Pompone Horn,freestanding

Anchor

Arms:

Amsterdam

Q. Anne

Bern

Colbert

England

Eng & Holl

France

Wilham lll

Banners

Bell

Bird

Eird withrn crrcle

Boat

Britannia

Cardrnall hat

Cartouche

Cartouche,

crowned

Ltrcle:

Crrcles, three

Crrcles, fwo

Crrcles, six

Coat of Arms:

double

wrthin laurels

Cockatrice

Columns

Crescent

Cross

Cross, Roman

Cross and Horn

Crossbow

Crossbow, double

Crown

Crozrer:

Plarn

+ Post horn

of Basle

Dagger

Eagle

Frr cone

Flag

Horse

Hts

IHS and Strasbourg Lily

Insignras

Ladder

Letter B

Letter L

Letters AR

Letters E&P

Letters QQ

Lion,free standing

Lion, Seven Provrnces

Monogram AXA

Monogram CC

Monogram IONG

Monogram IXS

Monogram JW

Monogram VAL

Monogram XSX

Mounds, three

Name, CONCEL

Name, CURTEIS & SONS

Name DURHAM

Name, G. PIKE

Name,GARLAND

Name.GOMBlER

Name, H. SALMON

Name,J. WHATMAN

Name, LIBERTAS

Name MALMENDAIDE

Name RUSE &TORNERS

NameIH.SAUNDERS

&co
Obelisk

Orbes

Oval form and quatrefoils

Oval form and fruit

and fokage

Paschal Lamb

Paschal Lambdouble

Peacock

Post-horn:

free standing

large,free standrng

small,free standrng

rn ornate shield

in crowned ornate shield

Posts

Posts, large

Posts, small

Posts and fir cones

Pot

Pro Patria

Sceptre

Sceptre and crown

Serpent

Shreld

Star

Star of Davrd

Strasbourg, Bend

Strasbourg Lily

Sun

Swan

Sword

Tower

trerorl

Tyger

Unrcorn

(Unclear c.25)

Total number of marn famrhes within NULWD: l3'l

Table 2 Abbreviated List of Main Watermark Families in NULW

The largest incidence of Posthorn in Crowned Shield

within a single collection is 45o/o, found in Volume 7 of
the Portland Papers at Longleat. The second-largest

occurrence of this rype of watermarked paper is 43.5"/"

recorded from addrtronal MS 70295, a composite vol-

ume of verses related to the Harley family. The following
manuscript collections also have an unusually high pro-

portion of this watermark:

o PwD, with 35.9o/", is the correspondence and doc-

uments of the 2nd Duke of Portland, who was

Edward Harley's son-in-law;
o Plc1. with 32.6Y". is the Portland London corre-

spondence that contains legal documents issued by

agents of the Harleys;
e Plc2, with 31%, is a continuation of Plcl;

Fig.l Posthorn in Crowned Ornate shield and conjugate folio wlth

countermark monogram DVE

o Pw2Hy, wrth 29.9"/", rs the main repository of the

Harley family records and correspondence at

Nottingham Universiry Library.

In these six Harley-related collections, the percentage of
paper bearing a Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield

watermark is well above the general average of 15'h
given by the large watermark database in Nottingham
University.

This high-qualiry writing paper was available in

Europe and England from the late sixteenth century to the

nineteenth century, inclusive. The great maiority of this

rype of paper is very smooth, without much grain, comes

in a variety of cream colours and has a translucent qual-

iry that visually distinguishes it from other papers. In spite

of being light in weight, it is dense, but does not permlt

clear writing on both sides of the leaf. It usually came

neatly cut in half-sheets, showing gilt edges all round.
'When the single folios were used for correspondence, they

were usually folded in half along the longer side to form
rwo conjugate quarto leaves. The text was written fol-
lowing this format. The paper would then be folded

again, addressed and sealed.5 The majoriry of the 1,71'4

documents entered in the mini-database actually carry the

chosen watermark. In addition, the total includes coun-

termarked records that can be assigned with certainty to
the watermark famrly. This assignation was made only

when a manuscript shared its origin with another one that
bears the actual watermark form. This would be the case

for records where the place and date of issue, as well as

the correspondent, are one and the same in both manu-

scripts. A further condition is that both records would
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Coll. ref.

Collection's Full Title
and Content

Recs.

Used

Total o/o Psthrn in

Recs. Cr. Shield

Pwl Portland Welbeck correspondence and documents of
William and Henry Cavendish, l st and 2nd dukes of Cavendish 5.05

Pw2 Portland Welbeck correspondence and documents of John Holles,

Duke of Newcastle, father of Margaret 65370 10.72

Pw2Hy Portland Welbeck correspondence and records related to the Harley family |,432 29.96

PwA Portland Welbeck polrtical papers and correspondence of
Wrlham Bentrnck, l st Duke of Portland 318 2,860 11.12

Portland Welbeck correspondence and documents of
William Bentrnck,2nd Duke of Portland 42 117 35.90

PwE Portland Welbeck correspondence and documents of Margaret Cavendish Holles Harley,

Duchess of Portland, daughter of Edward Harley 8112

Portland welbeck ltterary manuscnpts ( l st deposit) c.5,000 5.38

Pw2V Portland Welbeck lrterary manuscnpts (2nd deposit) c.500 4.40

Plc'l Portland London correspondence 'l st serres (filtered records with Harley references) 196 c.600 32.66

Plc2 Portland London correspondence 2nd series (filtered records with Harley references) c.100 3',I.00

LtPPT Longleat Portland Papers vol.7

Robert Harley, 1 st Earl of Oxford correspondence 90 c.200 45.00

LtPP.I O Longleat Portland Papers vol 10

Harley family correspondence 28 c.200

LtPPl 1 Longleat Portland Papers vol.1 1

Political verses c. 1589-1769 c.150 9.33

LTPPI 2 Longleat Portland Papers vol.12

Correspondence between A. Pope, Swrft etc. and Edward Harley,2nd Earl of Oxford 25 c.150 16.67

LIPPl 3 Longleat Portland Papers vol. 1 3

Correspondence between Pope, Swift etc. and R. and E. Harley, 1 st and 2nd earls of Oxford c.150

ADD 70053 (British Library ex Portland Loan)

Addrtronal manuscnpt 70053.Miscellaneous Documents Cavendrsh-Holles 88 6.82

ADD.70054 (British Library ex Portland Loan)

Addrtronal manuscript 70054,Miscellaneous Documents Cavendish-Holles 80 13.75

ADD.70055 (British Library ex Portland Loan)

Additional manuscnot 70055,Miscellaneous Documents Cavendish-Holles l6 00

ADD.70056 (Bntlsh Library ex Portland Loan)

Additional manuscriot 70056. Mrscellaneous Documents Cavendish-Holles

ADD.70295 (Brrtish Library ex Portland Loan)

Addrtional manuscnpt 70295,Verses to Harley Family 37 85 43.53

Hwd 30 E.Heawood 1930,'Papers used rn England:l' t'l

Hwd 31 E.Heawood 1931,'Papers used in England:ll' 3.90

Hwd Bk E. Heawood book,Watermatks Matnly of the | 7th and | 8th Centul,es (l 950)

Table 3 Contents of Mini-Database

have other physical characteristics in common, such as

colour, weight and dimension. In cases where these

requirements were not met, the document was not
included. Thrs policy was especially important when
faced with folios that carry certain countermarks, such as

H, HR, 18 and IV, which accompany watermarks from
other main famrlies as well as this type of Posthorn.

The mini-database shell reflects the aim of this prol-
ect, which is to find the subyect and date contexts of Post-

horn in Crowned Shield watermarked paper, with
particular reference to the Harleys. The ten fields are:

1. Document reference

2. Document nature

3. Author
4. Recipient
5. Place of issue

6. Date

7.Date comment
8. Harley input
9. Addrtional elements

10. CountermarkT

The first one is the reference number as it appears in
the main catalogue. The second contains the nature of the

document and covers two aspects; one is rts purpose, for
example, a lefter, bill or report; the other relates to lts
scribal qualiry such as draft or copS erther professional or
autograph. In the third, fourth and fifth fields the author,

recipient and place of issue (if known) are recorded.

The sixth and seventh fields are Date and Date
Comments. Both entnes are necessary because the system

requlres a day, month and year to sort entries by date, and

these three parts of the date are not available for many
documents. Another requirement was to indicate
assigned dates, old./new calendar dates, ranges of dates or
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Categories
No. of Different No. of Different Total No. Date
Insignias C/marks Variants Range

a. Crowned shield wrth no addrtional elements susDended from 11 1652-1740

b. Crowned shreld with insignia suspended from the base of the shield and

attached to tt by the figure 4; the insignia compnses letters, names or icons 1810 1696-1784

c. Crowned shield with the ancrent Wendehn Rrehel Insignra 4l,yR suspended

from the base of the shield 1616-1796

d. Crowned shield with Insrgnra 4l,yR suspended from the base of the shreld

plus an addrtional monogram below the Insignia l0 1659-1744

e. Crowned shield wrth unattached letters or names below the shreld 1682-1714

Total vanants of Posthorn rn Crowned Ornate Shield rn the mrni-database 1616-1796

Table 4 Categories of Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield and Number of Variants in Each

approximate dates, none of which could be entered in the

main Date field. The extra Date Comment field overcame

these difficulties. The eighth field records any input made

by Robert or Edward HarleS and these are entered

according to the nature of the contribution, as in full
autographs, annotatlons, endorsements, corfections et

cetera. This field derives partly from the content and

partly from the physical evrdence of the script.
The last rwo fields relate to watermark description.

Since all the entries consist of one family of watermarks,
the field title'Watermark Variant describes the additional
elements of the shield. The final field lists the counter-
marks. These nvo fields represent the two separate parts

of a full watermarked sheet of paper. In documents that
consist of an entire sheet, both the variant and the coun-
termark, or the absence of one, are stated with certainty.

Where records consrst of single folios, the missing variant
or countermark could sometimes be assigned by looking
at rwin documents as described above.

The appendix to this study lists the extensive variety of
the Posthorn in Crowned Shield watermark contained in
the mini-database. The rotal 1,71,4 entries were divided
into five categories according to the presence and type, or
absence, of an additional element beneath the shield. This
obvious drstinguishing feature did not prove to be a use-

ful element for dating the paper, but was useful when sort-
ing this watermark family. The appendix is summarized

here as table 4. Each of the five categories contains addi-
tional elements and./or countermarks, which in combina-
tion amount to'1,47 drfferent variants of the Posthorn in
Crowned Shield watermark.

The most useful filter that was applied to the mini-
database sorted the records by countermark, then by the

additional element of the main watermark and then by

date. This filter produced date ranges for each of a total
of I47 variants. However, several of these date ranges are

of limited value when a precise period of time rs required
to date the use of one of the variants. The reason for thrs

drawback is that many entnes carry dates that are vague.

Documents that have arca preceding a ye r or a century,

and manuscripts that were written on single folios or on
fragmented folios where a conjugate leaf is mrssing fall
into this category. Once these classes of documents are

excluded from the mini-database, 73 variants that hold
precise date informaflon remain. These can give time
brackets as to when a specific watermarked paper was

used in the Portland-\Welbeck archive. The results of this

reduced but accurate exploration are listed in alphabeti-
cal order in table 5.

This small database containing information on a srn-

gle watermark family resulted in the assignation of reli-
able date ranges to 29 manuscripts, 167" of the total
179 undated literary manuscnpts that were entered.

These are listed in table 5. Their suggested dates will be

filed in the main computerized catalogue, and the date

fields in each entry will carry a qualification to indicate

that these were assrgned on grounds of therr water-
marked paper.

These 29 watermark-dated literary manuscripts can

be considered as benchmarks for helping assign dates to
other manuscripts that share enough physical character-

istics within that collection. There are various paths to
folloq the first of which is to return to the Folio
Dimensions file within the main database and use it to
list those manuscripts that share dimensions with the

29.8 All manuscripts that correspond with any of the 29

in size will now be physically compared with them again

in the muniment store. The condition for confirming that
two separate leaves are of one rype of paper is that the

qualiry is identical, the pattern of laid and chain lines is

congruent and any watermark or countermark informa-
tion is a direct or concordant match. It may be possible

in this way to assign a watermark variant, and conse-

quently a date, to some of documents.e

Any manuscripts paired by this secondary method
would be assigned the same date as its match from the

29 watermark-dated documents. In these cases the date

field in the main catalogue will have to carry the further
qualification 'date assigned on basis of watermarked
paper of match' (+ reference of match). If any manu-

scripts extracted by these means are found to also

share therr page set-up and script, they will be consid-

ered fwins.
I have started to test this procedure using the water-

mark variant 4WR with countermark HR that is found
in 7 of the 29, and in 23 dated manuscripts in the minr-
database. By comparing PwY 68129 with other literary
manuscripts of similar drmensrons, rwo further perfect

matches were found: PwV 693 and Pw2V 55, that can

now be assigned a date.10 lf all29 benchmarks were used

in this way it is clear that a greater percentage of literary
manuscripts would be grven brackets of dates.
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Countermark
Add'l Element
to Shield

No. of
Mss. Date Range Countermark

Add'l Element
to Shield

No. of
Mss. Date Range

I 666 IB 4WR ou 1 686-1 71 8

nilAI too/-/o ID 4WR 1721-28

AXA I 705-1 8 ts 4WR )? 1707-17

AXAB IV4GR 1723 4LVGerrevink 1742-46

AXEA 4WR 15l5 1704-17 4LVG 1719-44

Cl small 4WR 171 1 tv 4WR 1707-44

ctA 4WR | 705 4WR+CA I 710

DR small 1711 KWM 4WR 1713-21

DS 4WR LABriglla Beehiv+GV 1812

4ADV 1707-10 LG 1783

DVE 4WR 1705-14 HG

DVEmon 4WR 1713 LR 4WR 1706

DVL 1713 FGLR

GMT 4WR 1708 HG | 680-91

GRcrwnd 4SCK LS small 4WR1761 1705

GRcrwnd CADmon 25 1758 LVGerrevrnk t725

GRcrwnd 1746 nrlMCMD 1676-96

nil 1695-1739 MCMD I 683-1 707

1695-1713 4WR 1659

4WR 1693-1 71 ',l nil HG 1 681

nilnilnilHDL I 700 1676-1734

HDV 't696-1710 PvL 4WR 1692-17 15

1696nrlHDVE 1704

HDVE 4WR nrl1696-1713 1678

Hearts twined 1704 RW1797 GR 1799

5BHIB 4WR 't704-11 4WR 1704

4WR 1699 255H 1692-97

1697-1741 1691-96

HR 23 1704-29 SVB 4WR 1713-18

Beehrve 1727 SVDP 17'tO

TBuhHR 1742-43 4WR 1706-19

HV large 4WR 17Q7-8 4WR 1691-94

I qtrefoil I 4WR 1673-78 4WR 16 1704-10

IHONING nrl 1733 WAK sm 4WR 1705

tAc 4WR 17Q5

IAC+H 1696 WVE 4WR 1708

1696-1723

Highlighted variants provide brackets of dates to undated literary manuscripts. Only dated mss. have been entered In thrs list.

Table 5 Mini-Database: Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield watermark Family. The total 73 watermark variants are listed alphabetically by
countermark followed by the corresponding additional element to the shield, and by the date ranges when the paper was used.

nil

A further use for the 29 benchmarks would be the
identification of other documents within the collection
that share the same script and page set-up, including
those manuscripts where either the paper and/or rhe

dimensions do not match. In these cases the dated bench-
marks would offer a provisional range of dates to differ-
ent families of watermarks.

The results of this exploratory study of a single fam-
ily of watermarks are promising, Ifhen the remaining
130 watermark families present in the main database are

sorted and filtered, using the same procedure as applied
to the Posthorn in Crowned Shield, the number of liter-
ary manuscripts with newly assigned dates will increase

considerably.

The Welbeck listings of the Portland Literary
Collection served as a base for the oresent revised and

computerized catalogue at Nottingham University. The

archivists and librarians involved have an accumulated
knowledge of the manuscripts and have classified them
accordingly, offering in some cases brackets of dates

based on the contents. The present study of the paper of
the manuscripts should be considered as a complement
to those dates when given. Furthermore, brackets of
dates given through watermarks will necessarily be

refined as the watermark database increases, becomrng
more accurate,

The mrni-database has pointed to the value of rnclud-

ing documents from related collections now housed rn
scaftered locations. Many questions about the literary
manuscripts were answered through the watermark data
found in other collections wrthm the Portland manu-
scripts at Nottingham. Additional information that was
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Reference

Number
Content
(and date assigned on grounds of content)

Watermark Variant
Add. Elem.

Date Assigned
byWMc/M

PwV 8/ff 1-16 Copy patents John Holles (1 705-1 1 ) (17Os-14)

PwV 40/i-ii Copy poem (late 1 600s) nilntl (1676-1734)

PwV 54121 5-1 8 Draft warrant - Ratisbon (1.5.1 699) MCMD (1683-1707)

PwV 67 /35 Politrcal document - Ryswrck (1697) 4WR MCMD 11683-1707)

PwY 68/29 Copy of Polrtrcal document ('1697) 4WR HR (1704-29\

PwV 74/19 Copy of legal document,Westminster (1 697) (1 683-r 704)

PwV I 42 Copy of poem by A. Alsop 4WR HR (1704-29\

PwV 1 43 Copy of poem by A. Alsop 4WR HR (1704-29)

PwV 155 Autograph poem by M. Barber (1 704-r 0)

l0 PwV'180 Copy of poem by W. Congreve 4WR HIB (1 704-1 1 )

ll PwV 200 Copy of poem by J. Dryden (1676-1734)

?wV 279/'l-8 Autograph poem by B Kennett (1710) 4WR KWM (17r3-31)

l3 PwV 327 Copy of poem by W. Murray 4LVGerrevink (1742-46)

14 PwV 367 Copy of poem by C. Scroop nrl (1676-1734)

IJ PwV 370 Copy of poem byT Shadwell nilHG (1 681 )

to PwV 383 Copy of poem by E. Srnger (1704-11)

17 PwV 449 Copy of poem by S. Welsley Jr 4LVGerrevrnk (1742-46)

'18 PwV 636 Copy of poem (anon.?) (1676-1734)

'19 PwV 1236 Copy of poem by E. Waller 4WR MCMD (1 683-1 707)

20 PwV 1 248 Copy of poem (anon ) nilnil (1676-1734\

21 PwY 1276 Professronal copy of poems (anon.?) 4LVGerrevink (1742-46)

22 PwV I 290 Fair copy of Latin verses, Westminster School (1 7 I 2) 4WR HR (1704-29J

23 PwV I 308 Copy of Latin verses,Westminster School ('l 730) (1704-29)

PwV 1 343 Copy of Latrn verses, Westmrnster School ( I 7 1 I ) 4WR HR (1704-29\

25 PwzV 204 Draft notes on logrc 4WR IV (1707-24\

Pw2V 2Q4/9-10 Draft notes on logrc 4WR (1707-24)

27 xPw2Y 3/3/1 lmDrinted famrly-tree forms 4WR ( r 691 -94)

28 *Pw2V 3/3/2 lmpnnted family-tree forms (1704-29)

29 *Pw2Y 3/313 lmprinted family-tree forms 4WR (1721 -28)

* = Pw2V 3 rs a single document consrsttng of three files of genealogrcal rnformatron, recorded on pre-impnnted sheets. They contain 6 variants of Post

horn in Crowned Ornate Shreld, with insignia 4WR below the shield. Only three of these variants could be dated through the database.

Table 6 Literary Manuscripts Which Have Been Assigned Dates Through their Watermarked Paper as a Result of the Present Mini-Database.

All entries refer to the watermark family Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield.

ID

not available in the universiry archive was gleaned from
manuscripts with a Harley link and a shared Velbeck
provenance in the Bfltish Library and Longleat House.

This specific database reconstructs the Harleys' working
environment in terms of the use they made of paper.

The first and second earls of Oxford gave a human
focus to this study. It is now clear that they were not the

only members of the English anstocracy who used this
elegant writing material. They did not each have an

exclusive source of paper that could identify either of
them personally. This is why it is not feasible to assign a

manuscript to either Harley on grounds of its paper

alone. Nevertheless, a substantial matoriry of their auto-
graph drafts and leffers are written on Posthorn ln
Crowned Shield watermarked paper. It was issued from
many of their residences, and secretaries and other mem-

bers of their staff used it for presentation copies.

Other rypes of European and English contemporary
papers were also present in their offices and homes. For

example, a portion of the Harleys' autograph drafts
found rn Noningham, Longleat and the British Library
are written on less fine papers, which also appear among

the undated literary manuscripts. The common origin of

these papers is identified by both quality and shared

watermarks. The mini-database has illustrated the avail-
abiliry of Posthorn writing paper in England and has

reproduced the Harleys' use of it. The remarning Harley-
related documents now require the same treatment: to be

placed back in their original historical context by means

of therr physical analysis, which should be entered into
the database. The choice and format of the paper and the

distribution of the text on the page, as well as the script
used, may identify the works of the two earls and those

of their agents. These characteristics form a meaningful
total that must be evaluated as a whole. Nevertheless, the

watermarks m the paper remain the essential strand of
the physical make-up of manuscripts.

Watermark databases have a wider purpose. They are

reference tools to be used and applied by scholars and

researchers from a variety of historical disciplines, par-

ticularly with reference to dating. The make-up of man-

uscript paper is generally different from that used for
printing; therefore watermark data from one category is
of limited relevance to the other. The precision of assign-

ing dates to rndividual manuscripts increases in direct
relatron to the number of documents entered into the
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database. The wider the breadth of contemporary collec-

tions included, the more likely the identification of
undated papers becomes. SimilarlS the date ranges for
the use of any paper within any variant of a particular

watermark family become more accurate as the database

THOMPSON

grows. A comprehensive watermark database is a reli-

able pool of historical information that complements

other bibliographrcal reference works. Above all, the

database serves as a springboard to the field of physical

identification of documents.

Appendix
Mini-database: Summary of the watermark family Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield and its variants. The range

of dates indicates the period when the paper was used.

A. Postborn in Crouned Ornate Sbield and no insignia belou., the shield, uitb countermark if any

No, of Records Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield: variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

6 Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shreld and no Insiqnra belowthe shield nil 1685-1734
'18 nrl 1652-1711

nil 1710

1719-34

3 mounds & cross 7

AI 1667-76

1705

AXEA (1 668-1 709)

Dt5 1709

DS 1704

1695-1739

1 693HDAE

Hearts twined 17Q4

HDL 1 700

I ovoHDVE

HG (1692-99)

HR 1697-1743

I. HONING 1733

IAC+H r 696

l0 toto- | I 25

1707

MCMD 1692-96

MCMD 1676

12 1676-88

PVL 1692

1678

5H 1692-97

1 708

B. Posthorn in Crou.,ned Ornate Shield and insignta swspended from tbe shield, with countermark if any

No.ofRecords Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield:Variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

Posthorn rn Crowned Ornate Shreld and insignia suspended

from shreld 4+Bell 1741

I 783

ll 4GR 1719-61

1723

4GR ID

4GR+HS '1738

(4GR) AXAB 1723

4GV 1696

I 718

31 4LVG 1717-72

IV"t7 4LVG 1719-43

74 4LVGerrevink I 71 3-88

19 4LVGerrevink 1732-s2

4LVGerrevink

4LVGerrevink IV 1742-46

4LVGerrevink 1720-61

4LVGerevink nil 1720

4LVGerrevink nil 1761

4lVGerrevink+B (1756-57)

17614SCK

4WT
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C. Posthorn m Crowned Ornate Shield and insignia 4Y/R suspended from the shield, uith countermark if any

No.ofRecords Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield:Variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

120 Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shreld and rnsionia 4l4R susoended

from the shield 4WR 1616-1796

16 (4WR) t688-1726
4WR

4WR

4WR AXA 1718

(4wR)

AXEA 1718

AXEA17 (4WR) 1704-14

cl t711
(4WR) ctA I 705

(4WR) DP (1702-4)

4WR DR l7 11

(4WR) DR (1 708-1 s)

U5 1689-1702
(4WR) DS (1 689-1 702)

(4WR) DV 1710

DV(4WR)

DVE | 705-1 3

(4WR) DVE 1 708-1 3

(4WR) 1713

4WR (1 703-9)

4WR GMT
'1695-1 708

t6 (4WR) 1704-13

HC (1 699-1 790)

4WR HD (1694-97)

(4WR) HDAE

HDV 1696

(4WR) HDV r 710

(4WR) HDVE 1687-1713

4WR

Ht8 1709-11
(4WR) HIB 't704-11

4WR HIP 1703-4

1697-99
(4WR) HP 1699

l0 4WR 1711-30
(4WR) 't704-20

4WR HV 't707

(4WR) 't708

I quatrefoil I 1673-78

4WR tAc 1654-55

1 686-1 71 8

(4WR)38 1 703-1 8

4WR ID 1721-28
(4WR) ID 1722-28

4WR IHD

(4wR) IHD

4WR

14 1716-17

l1 (4WR) 1707,17
(4WR)

IV

(4WR) IV 1707-44
(4WR) 1707-25

1710-21
(4WR) KWM 1713-21

4WR

LR 1706

1705LS(4WR)

4WR LVGerrevrnk 1725

MCMD 1692-1707
(4WR) MCMD (1684-97)
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C. (continued) Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield and insignia 4]f/P. suspended from the shield, witb
countermark if any

No.ofRecords Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield:Variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shreld and insignia 4LVR suspended

from the shield 4WR

4WR

(4WR) PvL 1706

4WR I 708

(4WR) R5

(4WR) )D 1704

SH 1691-96

1693-96SH(4WR)

SVB11 1717-18
(4WR) SVB 1713-21

1710SVDP

(4WR) SVDP

4WR TB 1706,19
(4WR) TB

4WR t691-94
4WR WAK I 705-l 0

tb (4wR) 17Q4-6

4WR WG ( r 699)
(4WR) (1 706)

WVE 1 708
(4wR) I 708

D. Postborn m Crowned Ornate Shield and insignia 4\/R suspended from the sbield plus monogram below
the insignia, with countermark if any

No.ofRecords Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield:Variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

54 Posthorn in Cro

from the shield plus monogram below the insignra 4WR+Aj pT 1682-98

4WR+AJ (1 683-86)GMD

4WR+AJ (1704)

4WR+tu RSMD

4WR+CA 1714

4WR+CA JR I 7',10

4WR+HG '1689

4WR+JB (1 699)

4WR+U | 695

4WR+star

E. Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield with letters (or name) belou the shield, uith countermark if any

No. of Records Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield:Variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

Posthorn in Crowned Ornate 5hield with letters (or name)

below the shreld AB 1 695-98
ACB I 800- I 804

I 06/

A.,,

12 Beehive 1725-28

Beehive+C&lH 1785

Beehive+GV LA Briglia 1812

(Beehive) HR 1727
25 CAD mongr. GR crowned I 758

cs 1790

I Ov)LRFG

FT
'15

1739-90
't742HRGR

1742(GR)

GR R.Wllliams 1797 1799

GRV

GS in shield

HC 1 689
13
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E. (continued) Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield wtth letters (or name) below the shield, with countermark if any

No.ofRecords Posthorn in Crowned Ornate Shield:Variants Insignia Countermark Date Range

JAV Kool 1758

LVGerrevrnk 1772

Lvcerrevink+8 (1770)

LVGerrevink+B (1770\

1714-79

LVG+star

Scroll work

Cobb&Co London

t reloil+tJ&L6 GR crowned

Treforl+GR I 780

1758

GR crowned 1746

Notes
1. I am grateful to Dr DorothyJohnstone and to the members

of her staff for facilitating my research in the Department of

Manuscnpts and Special Collections in the Hallward

Lrbrary at the Unrversity of Nottrngham.

2. A further collectron, Plc, arnved at a later stage at

Nottingham. It contarns documents kept by London

lawyers employed by a sequence of family members from

thrs group of families.

3. At the beginnrng of the seventeenth century, Charles, the

youngest son of Bess of Hardwick, was the first member of

the Cavendish famrly to live at Welbeck. His son lVrlham,

the 1st Duke of Newcastle, who was a malor contributor to

the social and rntellectual enrichment of Welbeck, followed

him. Henry, u(rlliam's elder son, became 2nd Duke of

Newcastle; after hrs death in 1691, three women in succes-

sron rnhented lWelbeck. The first was Margaret, the

favourrte daughter of the second duke. She married her

cousin John Holles, who was created Duke of Newcastle in

1694.Margaret and John had only one daughter, Henrtetta,

who later marrred Edward Harley, the only son of Robert

Harley, lst Earl of Oxford. ln 1712, when Edward and

Hennetta were married, they hved at Wimpole Hall, another

Cavendrsh-Holles property near Cambridge. The ancestral

seat of the Harley family was Brampton Castle in Hereford-

shire. Robert Harley, as head of the family, hved there but

spent much of hrs politrcal hfe in Westmrnster, London,

where his own residence was tn Dover Street.ln1724,when

he died, Edward transferred to $Timpole hrs father's library

and collection of early manuscripts, makrng Wrmpole the

centre of his own brbLophrle activities. The 2nd Earl of

Oxford dedicated hrs hfe and a large part of hrs wife's for-

tune to extending hrs father's collectrons. Just before hrs

death in 1741,, the sale of Vimpole had been arranged in

response to hrs financral difficultres. When Henrietta

became a wrdow, she completed the sale of \Wimpole and

returned to Welbeck, her own famrly home. She inherited

the Harleys' extensive hbrary of printed books, manu-

scrrpts and other ancrent records, which she transferred to
'Welbeck together wrth Cavendish-Harley family documents

and personal papers. She was involved in reburldrng and

enlargrng Welbeck and, followrng her mother's example,

became the second woman to be tnstrumental rn its preser-

vatron. Henrietta and Edward's only child, Margaret, who

marrred lVilham Bentrnck. eventually became the 2nd

Duchess of Portland. In 1753 Henrietta and Margaret drs-

posed of the 50,000-volume library of pnnted books and

the collection of 350,000 pamphlets that had belonged to

the two earls of Oxford. These two women subsequently

sold to the nation the vast Harley Collectton of

Manuscrrpts, which became one of the main foundations of

the British Museum. Margaret inherited \Telbeck on her

mothert death, but she and her husband lived rn West-

minster and at Bulstrode, a Bentinck property located west

of London. It was Margaret's eldest son, William Henry the

3rd Duke of Portland, who made Welbeck hrs home and

who preserved the family archives there. Margaret's

favourite child, her eldest daughter Ehzabeth, married

Thomas Thynne, the future Marquess of Bath, and took

with her a relatively small but lmportant portion of

Cavendish-Harley manuscripts to her new home, Longleat,

rn Wiltshire. Thrs seems to be the only group of family

records separated from Welbeck Dntll 1949, when the col-

lectrons were systematically drvided and dispersed by the

7th Duke of Portland.

4. These entries are ln the process of being standardized. At

this trme the marn purpose of the database is to supply

physical characteristics of the holdrngs to the maln manu-

script catalogue, which is held rn a separate database. The

contents of the documents are of primary interest to

researchers, and the physical descriptions are still the

province of the archrvist. The interplay of these two areas

wrll be of interest to both. It rs expected that the refined cat-

alogue will be available though the World Wrde $(eb and

will answer questlons that up to now could only be

answered by handling the manuscripts themselves.

5. Labarre descnbes Post paper as 'an obsolescent stze of papeg

orrgrnally rn three sizes varying from 20 x 16 rnches..., the

half sheet of which when folded formed the ordtnary letter

paper (Oxford Enghsh Drctionary) but now chrefly found in

the following combrnatrons, of whrch Large Post may be

sard to be the prrncrpal commercial size used ln the UK.'

Labarre,E.I. 1,952. Drctrcnary and Encyclopaedra of Paper

and Paper-makizg. Amsterdam: Swets & Zethnger.202.

He grves a Lst of 13 drfferent types of Horn paper; denom-

inations indrcate dimensrons of the sheet of paper.

In his anicle on paper stzes (Labarre, E.J. 1949. The

Srzes of Paper, Their Names, Origrn & History. Buch und

Paprcr: Hans H. Bockutzzum 65 Geburstage dargebracht.

35-54.), Labarre grves an up-to-date summary of its history,
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traclng lts origln to Italy in the fourteenth century, and adds,

'This mark has always been popular rn the Netherlands,

probably because the emblem is part of the Orange Nassau

coat-of-arms. There can therefore be no doubt that thrs

watermark was one of the most general and wrdely distrib-

uted of marks, and rt rs not surprisrng that it has been taken

rn practrcally all countnes uslng paper as the name of both

a qualrry and a size of paper.' Later on he says, 'As with
practrcally all names of sizes derived from watermarks, it rs

impossible to fix the penod when a name definitely passed

from that of a kind of paper, that rs, a paper wrth a known

mark hence of a known quality, to that of a aze only. ln the

case of "post" thrs drfferentratlon, at least internatronally,

never seems to have been complete, for post ls stlll known

in the prrncrpal countnes of Europe, except France, as a

quality of paper, and not a size.'

And he continues, 'The earlest date quoted by the

English Oxford Drctionary is l7ll, in an Act of Queen
Anne, obvrously a customs tariff imposing duty upon ". . . all

paper usually called or known by the name of fine Large Post

which shall be rmported or brought in as aforesard, the

summe of Two shillings and six pence for every Reame." It
may therefore be safely stated that "Post" as a paper term

entered England from Holland rn the 17th century rogerher

with the paper so called, and not from France.'

THOMPSON

6. The marn central fold coincides with the centre of either the

watermark form or the countermark. 'When the paper rs

worn or torn along the maln fold and rs subsequently

reparred, or when the document is pasted onto a new leaf as

part of an aggregate volume, the countermarks are rmpossr-

ble to identify. Obtrusrve 'Bodley repairs' add a second layer

of watermarked paper to many of the original documents at

Nottrngham University.

7. A further 3 fields - Collection Reference, Sort Reference

and Item Number - were used for sorting purposes only

and do not show in the prinrouts.

8. Only the lrterary manuscnpts currently have the Dimensrons

field rn the marn catalogue.

9. I had already performed the'matchrng'procedure using the

Drmensions field, and had rdentified groups of related man-

uscripts that, rn addrtron to dimension, shared a rype of
paper, a srmilar page set-up and/or scrlpt or common con-

tent. By this means, exact matches were located, a few of
whrch could also be assrgned dates. The 29 watermark-dated

manuscripts provrded a focus to test these results and to

expand on them.

10. PwV 593: an anonymous poem addressed to the 3rd Earl

of Burlington and another addressed to Wrlliam Kent.
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Beating the Forger: Case Studies in Forensic Paper Investigation

PETER BOWER

Abstract
What one man can make, another can copy; where one man

can copy, another can tell a copy was made.This paper is

based on the investigations and discoveries made in three

individual forgery cases: a group of early-nineteenth-
century watercolours;Leon Warnerke,who may be the great-

est banknote forger ever; and the 1,2 billion dollars worth

of U.S.Treasury bonds - that werent.
It covers the physical investigation of the objects

involved, the interpretation of those findings and the tech-

niques used by the forgers, emphasizing the importance of
background research and of collaboration between investi-

gators. Other areas discussed include some of the basic

dynamics of forging, including one of the most important

elements of a'successful'forgery - the manipulation of the

victim. Reference will be made to other, similar cases involv-

ing the author, as well as some famous historical cases.

lntroduction
Over the years, the forensic rnvestigations on which I
have been asked to work have varied enormously from

business correspondence and banknotes, to bonds, draw-
rngs, watercolours and printed books. They also range

from Jack the Ripper's so-called diary to packaging used

for fake car parts. Every single case was completely
unique.

'What one man can make, another can copy.' This rs

a truism that lies at the heart of a complex world where

nothing is what it seems. Like forgery itself, it does not
tell the whole truth. A second part of this truism should

be 'where one man can copy, another can tell a copy was

made.' That the copy can be rdentified as a copy is the

simple basrs for all forgery investigations. No matter
how sophisticated forgers become, no matter how
knowledgeable or technically proficient they are or how
much time and money they are prepared to invest in
their schemes, it is possible to uncover the deceit. Forgers

work on a set of principles or assumptions, of which the

victim's greed is perhaps the most powerful. Their tech-

nical skill and virtuosity are based on a simple fact: every

artefact contains the marks of its making and, as such, is

capable of being analysed and then replicated. The obvi-
ous fact that the artefacts they produce also contain the

marks of their making, however 'aged' and drsguised,

seems to escape most forgers. They often underestrmate

the range of skills and techniques that can be applied

against them. The late Enc Hebborn is a good case rn

point. In his vanous publications he railed against the

so-called experts that he 'fooled' for their incompetence

and ignorance, and boasted of his marvellous skill.l
However, having examined many of his works, I find
that they certarnly do not stand up to his own estimation
of his talents; the combination of often facrle draughts-

manship with rnapproprrate and out-of-period papers

does not succeed.2

Nonetheless, it is perfectly possible to produce some-

thing that will 'fool some of the people some of the

time,' or at least for a sufficient length of time for the

forger to make an escape. Many forgeries are not
designed to have a long shelf-hfe; they are produced
quickly to achieve a specific set of ends - the chief of
whrch rs usually money.

The three cases discussed here - a group of water-
colours, some extraordinary forgeries of banknotes and

perhaps some of the most inept bonds ever produced -
illustrate most of the important areas in the investigation
of forged paper artefacts. They show some of the often
very complex methods used by forgers, something of the

thinking behind such forgeries and the basic investigative

methods used to uncover them. Each in its own way also

shows the importance to the investigator of collaboration,
the value of comparative material and the essential under-

standing of particular historical contexts. Understanding

the thinking behind any forgery is of great importance.

Each new case produces new rnsights from the extraordi-
nary variety of deceptions that can be practised, not only
by the forgers on their often willing victims, but by the

victims of such forgery on themselves, which is a crucial
element in the relative success of any forgery. I say

'relative'here because, obviousl5 these forgeries farled -
we are talking about them now. No doubt there have

been perfect forgeries, objects so well made, so anchored

in their context, so technically correct and cleverly done

that no one (yet) suspects that they are not what they

seem. However, as the Warnerke banknote case shows,

even tlme cannot always prevent the unmasking of
a forger.

Two of the cases discussed here are based on the srm-

plest of tncks: The forger creates something that is

known to have existed, is recorded as having existed, but
is no longer traceable. The forger can use whatever doc-

umentary evidence that exists about the real object as

evidence for the genuineness of his own creations. The

importance of provenance, whether real or manufac-

tured, is well illustrated by the recent John Drewe case in
the United Kingdom. Drewe employed John Myatt to
create over 200 paintings, while Drewe's part in the

fraud was the manufacture of false documentation. This
included exhibition catalogues containing documenta-

tion of his fakes, and the planting of such documentation
within major art history archives.3

There is a consrderable difference befiveen the burden

of proof demanded by the art world and that required by
a court of law. It is fascinating sometimes to listen to art
historians defend posrtions that are based more on wish-
ful thinking than on hard evidence. Any work of art is
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1. Studyoftreesandafence,relatingtoNearBrcndsby,Yotkshire,lS0S (AshmoleanMuseum,Oxford).

2. Study for The Ploughed Field,relating to The Ploughed Field,'1808 (Leeds City Art callery).This work also bears some relalionship to Bornard Castle

fromTowler Hill,1806 (Leeds City An Gallery).

3. Study for On theTees at Rockcliffe, relating to On the Tees ot Rockcliffe,l 808 (Victoria and Albert Museum).

4. A sheet of studies that do not relate to any specific work by Cotman.

5. Study for Gretd Eridge, relating to Grcta Bridge,1807 (British Museum).

6. Study for Hell Cauldron (fig.1 ), relating to both Hell Cauldron,called A shady pool on the Greta,1807 (National Gallery of Scotland)

and On the Grcta, called Hell Cauldron, 1 806 (Leeds City Art Galleries).

7. Another study for The Ploughed Field (fig.2), relating to The Ploughed Field, 1 808 (Leeds City Art Gallery).

8. Another study for The Ploughed Field, relating to The Ploughed Field, 'l 808 (Leeds City Art Gallery).

9. StudyforChirkAqueduct,rclatingtoChi'l.Aqueduct lso-called], 1806-7(VictoriaandAlbertMuseum).Thisworkalsorelatestoanotherdrawing,

Aqueduct, called Telford's Aqueduct at Chirk,1806 (Ashmolean Museum, Oxford).

10. Anotherstudyfo(OntheTeesatRockcliffe,relatingtoOntheTeesatRockcliffe,lS0S (VictoriaandAlbertMuseum).

1 1. A landscape study towards distant hills that does not relate to any specific work by Cotman but is similar to many of the Greta works.

12, Srudy of Grcta Bridge,rclatingto Greta gild7e,1807 (British Museum).

'l 3. Another study of Greta Bridge,relating to Grcta Bridge, 1 807 (British Museum).

14. AnotherstudyfotOntheTeesatRockcliffe,relatingtoOntheTeesotRockcliffe,lS0S (VictoriaandAlbertMuseum).

1 5. Another study for The Ploughed Fiel4 relating to The Ploughed Field,1808 (Leeds City Art Gallery)

16. AnotherstudyforThePloughedField,relatingtoThePloughedField,l808(LeedsCityArtGallery).

Table 1 A List of Fake Cotman Paintings and the Genuine Paintings to Which They Are Related

a physical object and can be examined as such, and a

serious investigation of the materials used in a particular
work often solves their riddles and proves or disproves
their dearly held theories.

A Group of early-nineteenth-century watercolours
Some years ago I was asked to examine a group of 16

watercolours that had been purchased as the work of

John Sell Cotman (1782-1842). The owner had begun

to have his doubts about them and had also heard that,
in fact, doubts about this group had been expressed by

several people prior to their sale.a At first sight these 16

works appeared to be studies for some of John Sell

Cotman's most celebrated works. In table 1 I have indi-
cated which works by John Sell Cotman these studies

relate to, as well as the public collections which hold
the originals.

The works that these studies relate to were also

examined, as were a representative group of other works
by John Sell Cotman from the collections of the Victoria
and Albert Museum, the British Museum and the
Norwich Castle Museum. In the case of the Norwich
works and some of the other works, accurate compar-
isons of original surfaces, textures and colours were

i .i1,:'.:,:,
:.4..:rt,

i;,:aaat:.

,::il

Fig. 1 Purported study for Hell Cauldron, based on two works by John Sell cotman: Hell cauldron, called A shody pool on the Greta, 1807 (National

Gaffery of Scotfandl and On the Greta, called Hell Caurdror, I 806 (Leeds City Art Gallery).

1::;a
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somewhat restricted because of the individual histones

of some of the works, particularly those at Norwich,
which had been restored and conserved by Kennedy

North during the 1930s. These examinations showed

that none of the buff-grey laid papers used by Cotman
himself during the period 1804-11, for his Yorkshire
subjects and other subjects, are from the same batch of
paper or made on the same moulds as the paper used in
this group of fakes. None of the paper found in the

Cotman works had the same colour or tone as the paper

in this group. However, it is important to recognize that
none of the works examined in the various museum

collections has the same appearance as when it was exe-

cuted. This change of state applies as much to the paper

as to the paint and pigments used. The washing and

cleaning treatments used by Kennedy North to deal with
the moulds, iron discolouration, resinous stains and

'noxious growths living on the various pastes and glues

that had been used to mount the works, not only
changed the nature of the colours but also the tone and

texture of the papers used.'-t North, in his report, also

describes how 'drawings responded to treatment in
heightening of colour and enrichment of tone' and how
it was 'possible to enhance large areas of a drawing and,

indeed, in some instances, the whole of a drawing.'
During my work on the 16 watercolours, a further

group of nine 'Cotman' works surfaced, as well as

another single work. They all came from the same source

as the 16 I was investigating and all proved to have been

executed on exactly the same batch of paper from the

same moulds as the disputed 16. These 10 works were

also examined. They were all Greta-related landscape

studies and included another study for On the Tees at
Rockcliffe and another study for Greta Bridge, as well
as a subject not encountered in the first group, a study
for Deuil's Elbow, Rokeby Park (in the Norwich Castle

Museum).
The genuine works by John Sell Cotman, which were

executed on various brown and buff-grey papers, are on

10 different examples of a type of strong and relatively
cheap wrapping paper in common use in the early nine-

teenth century. These papers differed because they were

either formed on different moulds, made with different
blends of fibres or had different beating characteristics.

Cotman had begun to use this type of laid wrapping
paper in 1804 and continued to use it, primarily for
works in watercolour over pencil, for many Yorkshire,
Norfolk and other subjects until 1811. The brown and

buff papers he used after that date are all wove papers

and are generally of much better quality.6

The outcome of investigations such as this rarely
depends upon one specific find, fact or result. More often
than not it is a combination of many factors that con-

tribute to one's conclusions. Accordingly, every possible

area is explored, not merely the obvious ones such as

fibre identification and watermarks. If one examines 20

different aspects of the work and L9 of them show dif-
ferences or anomalies, or contradict his known working
practices when compared with known works by the

artist, then it probably is not by that artist. Two of the

critical areas of examination in this case were the side of
the sheet that had been worked on and, because these

works were on laid paperj the alignment of the image to
the chain lines.

l:,::':':

;1\.at .. .a.:.,::'

"i::,::rllr,

Fi9.2 PurportedstudyforThePloughedField,basedonJohnSell Cotman'sIhePloughedField,laOS(LeedsCityArtGallery).
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Artists develop habits of working on particular sur-

faces, and while one cannot make hard and fast rules, it
would appear that with any given paper an individual
artist will have a preferred surface for working on. \7ith
laid papers, the horizontal or venical alignment of the

image in relation to the chain lines is often a matter of
chance, in the sense that it depends on the format and

size the artist wants to work with. What is important,
however, is whether or not there is a paffern in the artist's

work of wire- or felt-side usage together with a prefer-

ence for chain-line orientarion.
Examination of Cotman's works on brown and buff

wrappmg papers shows a distinct and changing pattern

of usage. In the period 1804-7 Cotman seems to have

preferred to work mainly on the felt side of the sheet and

was more likely to work with the chain lines running
horizontally across the image. From 1807-7t we find a

much greater incidence of the use of the felt side and

more works where the chain lines are found running
vertically across the image. In the disputed works, the

original 16 and the additional 10 that surfaced (all

purportedly done from 1804 to 1805), the pattern rs

somewhat different. lfhile the use of the sheet with the

chain lines running horizontally across the rmage is con-
sistent with that found in genuine Cotmans from the

period 1804-7, the side of the paper worked on is com-
pletely different. Only 3 of these 25 works were painted

on the felt srde - Cotman's preferred surface on this rype

of paper during this period.T

All the paper in these 26 disputed works was found to
be part-sheets from the same batch of a handmade, heav-

ily flecked, self-coloured pale buff-grey laid paper made

on a pair of double-faced moulds. The fibre was a blend

of low-grade whrte linen rags and hemp derived from
old rope, with a small portion of blue linen rag fibre.
There was some variation in weight, bulk and tone
among the various sheets, but nothing rnconsistent with
all these sheets having come from the same batch of
paper. Qualiry control in wrapping-paper mills was not
nearly as stringent as in the mills producrng fine white
papers. The furnish was not particularly well beaten and

varies a little among the different sheets. The slight dif-
ferences in colour among individual sheets comes from
variations in the amounts of different fibres present;

these would be added to the vat as more pulp was

required during formation. There are many specks and

shives and some process dirt present. The fibre content,
degree of beating, tone, texture, surface strength and

degree of original sizing all suggested that the paper was

a 'strong' wrappmg or press paper. Some of the sheets

exhrbit varying amounts of rwo-sidedness - colour dif-
ferences between the rwo surfaces. This is common in
handmade coloured sheets made from blended fibres,

where the heavier fibres sink to the wire side during for-
mation and drainage. Each side, therefore, has a different
proportion of the nvo fibres present and appears slightly
different in colour.

All the part-sheets, with some deckle edges as well as

some rough-cut and torn edges, varied in size from 335
by 352 to 353 by 595 millimetres. The largest work was

Fig. 3 Above: Traditional positioning of watermarks and countermarks

in laid paper,When quarto or o<tavo part-sheets are trimmed the water-

marks easily disappear. Eelow: Traditional positioning of watermark in
English-made wove paper. Again,the watermark €an easily be lost when

a sheet is trimmed.

one of only three sheets that had deckle edges on three

sides (two shon edges and one long), giving us the

dimensions of the whole sheet.

No complete watermark was found in any of these

sheets, but 20 of the 26 contained parts of watermarks
consisting of either an F and part of a letter, or part of a
lerter and an M. Details of these watermark fragments

reveal that rwo moulds were in use, the most obvious dif-
ference between the rwo being that the letters in one

mould were aftached to the forming surface between the

chain lines, while the other mould letters were attached

across the chain line. Despite the difference in watermark
alignment, the wire profiles of both moulds were very
srmilar * a double-faced laid mould with a charn-line

spacing of 27 to 28 millimetres and a variable lard-line
frequency of 8 per centimetre.

'lTatermarks are relatively rare in Cotman's work, not
because he preferred to work on unmarked paper, but
because, for the most part, when working on laid paper

his preferred working sizes would have come from quar-

ter-sheets.8 By the end of the eighteenth century, the con-

vention developed that laid papers were watermarked
with an rmage in the centre of one half of the sheet and

a countermark, rdentifying the maker or mill, centred

in the other half of the sheet (fig. 3, above). The tradi-
tional position for watermarks in English wove papers

during this period was a maker's name or inrtrals,

placed rn the bonom right or, more rarely, the bottom
left of the sheet (fig. 3, below). Initially the watermark
in this paper was recorded as being the letters FDM

QvAR-To &
0c7 Av o
TRIN

ocfAvq TRtM
I

OCTAVO TRIM

quARTo &
0cTAvo
'fRIM

JI\M {AT'M.AIV

quARTb TRtM

?UARTO TRI^'1'
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in the centre of the whole sheet (fig. 4), a relatively
rare occurrence rn English watermarking practice at

this date.

Making use of the three part-sheets that had three

deckle edges each, I used the relationships benveen the

tops and bottoms of the letters in the watermark to those

deckle edges that are present in the remaining sheets, to
come up with a possible sheet size of 71.2 by 597 mil-
limetres, a size known as elephant (28 by 23% inches).

From the middle of the eighteenth century onwards there

was an increasrng correlation berween the intended use

of the paper and the size of the sheet. The 28 by 23% inch
elephant is found as both a wrapping-paper size and as a

pressing-paper size. Pressing papers were designed for
use in the woollen industry. This size was only rarely
used for writing (28 by 23 inches), printing (28-30 by

23 inches, variable) or drawing (28 by 23% tnches),e

berng more commonly found as the larger double ele-

phant (40 by 27 inches). A closer examination of the torn
and cut edges of all these sheets, to the right of the F or
the left of the M, revealed that none of the tears or the

rough-cut edges matched with any other. One might have

expected, from what is found in the works of many other
artists working on a particular batch of paper, that at
least some of these sheets would combine to be half-
sheets with some of the tears or cuts matching up. Other
indications, such as a long couch fault (visible in trans-

mitted light) which has distorted the laid- and charn-line
patterns, show that at least rwo pleces of this paper were

once part of the same sheet, but one has a torn edge and

the other a cut edge. This suggested that perhaps part of
the central area of the sheet had been removed and that
the long dimension of the sheet was actually more than
28 inches (fie. a).

There are reasons why such a sheet might have its cen-

tral portron removed. Handmade paper was traditionally
dned by berng hung over ropes. When dried too fast or
with linle care (as was frequently the case with wrapping
papers) an often prominent back-mark remained; a series

of ripple marks would be created in the area around the

rope where the rope had either inhibited drying or, if the

rope was uncoated, had actually accelerated drying by

drawing moisture from the wet, newly formed sheet

where the tlvo came in contact with each other. Many
artrsts did not like working across the back and would
trim their paper accordrnglS but Cotman was not one of
them. There are many examples of Cotman's painring
right across such areas of the sheet.ro It would therefore

seem unlikely that Cotman had trimmed all these differ-
ent sheets for this reason. There is. however. another rea-

son why the centre of the sheet would be missing - to
remove information that might throw light on the origin
of the paper, and this would only occur if the works were

being forged (fig. a). Such information could be the name

of a maker or a mill, perhaps with a manufacturing date

centred below it. 'Was this a possibiliry? 'Was there a
larger wrapprng- or pressing-paper size that retained the

597 mrllrmetre (23% inchl short dimension while having
a greater long dimension? \fhat word or words might be

missing from the centre? \fith regard to the size, there

Fig. 4 Above: The presumed configuration of a whole sheet of the
paper with centred FDM watermark. Centre: Possible configuration
of a full sheet of this paper, indicating the missing area. Below:

Configuration of the sheet of paper indicating the possible missing
parts ofthe watermark, based on the design ofothercentral watermark.

are two that fit: wrappmg imperial (found in 30-32 by
23-23/, inch sizes) or rmperial casing (found as large as

33-34 by 23% inchesl, dependrng on the mill and manu-
facturing details.rl

If the centre of the sheet had been removed, then the
watermark fragments, F with two parts of letters and an

M, were not initials but the beginning and end of a word
or words. An exhaustive survey of late-eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century English papermaking records was

conducted to see if any makert name or mill name (par-

ticularly if the mill was making rope-browns, wrappings
or press papers) corresponded to the potential space

available in the missing centre of the sheet.

This search narrowed the possible origin of the sheet

down to two Yorkshire paper mrlls, Freedom Mill (some-

times called Morton Mill) at BingleS or Freedom Mills
at Bishops Monkton, near Ripon. Given the size of the F
and M letterforms and given the lerter-spacing between
both the F and M and their accompanying letter frag-
ments, then the word FREEDOM would fit in an impe-
rial casing sheet. It could never be determined if there
had been a date or the word MILL or MILLS below.
ConsequentlS a further search began for any examples
of watermarks from erther mill.12

The Freedom Mill, Bingley, was operated under this
name by H. and J.W. lfright from 1862 to 1907,
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producing handmade press papers and pasteboards

made from 'ropes of all kinds, coal sacks, brown papers

and rags' as raw materials.13 The Bishops Monkton mill
began to be called Freedom Mills in 1846 under the

occupation of Thomas Hollisla and continued in opera-

tion until the early years of the rwentieth century, oper-
ating one papermaking machrne and rwo vats for
handmade papers. It produced milled boards, press

papers and glazed boards under various owners.1s

Eventually the search paid off and a part-sheet of a very
similar brown wrapping paper came to light in a private
collection, with the word FREED OM as a central water-
mark. It was in a box labelled 'Yorkshire papers.' It has

still not been determined which of the rwo mills made

the paper, but this discovery places the date of the
paper at 1846 at the earliest, 40 years after the works
were supposed to have been done, and 4 years after
Cotman's death. The paper came from the right part of
the country but, unfortunately for the forger, not from
the right period.

The combination of all the various anomalies in these

sheets with this final piece of evidence suggested that the
works were indeed forgeries. The search now switched

to where and how the works had come into exisrence.

This case was based on one of the simplest of forger's

tricks, where the forger creates something that is known
to have existed, is recorded as having existed, but is no
longer traceable. 'V7hatever documentary evidence that
exists relating to the real object can be used by the forger
as evidence for the genuineness of his own creations. In
this case, he based hrs work on considerable research into
Cotman. He discovered that in 1805 a portfolio of
Cotman's drawings apparently went missing while
Cotman was travelling in Yorkshrre from Brandsby
(where he had stayed with the Cholmely family) to
RokebS where he was to stay with the Morritts.
Accordingly, these studies were placed in an old, early-
nineteenth-century portfolio and then offered to the

world - not as works by Cotman, but just as a portfolio
of early nineteenth-century watercolours. The forger had
probably read most, if not all, of the Cotman literature,
and to some extent had designed these works to fit some

of the theories of Cotman's working practice held by a

particular Cotman expert, knowing that as soon as these

works appeared on the market he would surely be one of
the first people asked to examine them. That expert
enthusiastically endorsed them as being by Cotman and
was ready to include them rn the catalogue raisonn6 of
Cotman's work that he was preparing.

The forger was clever. Under English law you have to
(utter' a forgery, that is, indicate either verbally or in
writing (with a signature, for instance) that a work is by
a particular person. The forger never stated that these

works were by Cotman. Indeed, there is one account of
him standing in the auction house disagreeing with the

attnbution to Cotman by their experts, and saying he

thought it unlikely because the pencil underdrawing was

weak and the washes too lifeless for Cotman. Despite his

apparent cleverness, several things betrayed him. First of
all, the work was just not good enough to be by Cotman.

BOWER

Many people who saw the group prior to the sale

expressed their doubts on just these grounds. Second,

there were anomalies in the portfolio story. The docu-
mentation for this event comes from rwo letters from
Cotman's friend Teresa Cholmely to Francis CholmelS
in the Cholmely archive.t6 The first lener describes how
on their return from York the Cholmelv familv:

... found y[ou]rs and Cotty's letters, & what was les

agreaable, the girls prouced Cotty's most mportant
frame and Porfolio w[hi]ch they had not found till
after we went. I have pack[e]d it carefully up and shall
send it by the York Postillon to Southern to forward
it if possible today to Rokeby.tz

Teresa wrote again to Francis on the following day:

Cotry's portfolio... is at York and Miss Southern at

a loss how to forward it. I must write to her
immedIiate]ly to desire her to send it carrIia]g[e] pIai]d
to Ferrybridge and desiring Mr Alderson to fow[ar]d
it from thence by the Glasgow mail. ... If hrs portfolio
does not arrive in a day or rwo, you had best write to
Mrs Southern about it.18

There is actually no evidence ln the above that the
portfolio went missing permanently, merely the fact
that Cotman left it behind and it was sent on to him.
Unfortunately for the forger, the group of works that he

created could not be from this 'missing' portfolio.
Cotman was on his way to Rokeby for the first time,
and some works by the forger are studies for pictures of
places he had not yet actually seen, let alone painted.
Third, he misunderstood the subtleties of Cotman's
working habits during this period of his life, not realiz-
ing that Cotman had particular ways of workrng on
particular types of paper. Fourth, and more cruciallS he

used the wrong paper. As we have seen, although the
paper was visually very similar to the wrappings
Cotman was using in Yorkshire, the papers he used

were 40 years or more too recent. In addition, the paper
was made on a double-faced laid mould, something not
seen in wrapping papers in England until after l820.te
Despite these errors he managed to sell the works for a
considerable sum, and has never been prosecuted for
his crime.

Leon Warnerke: Perhaps the greatest banknote
forger ever
For as long as money has been made it has been coun-
terferted, usually by individuals or small groups of peo-

ple motivated primarily by greed. However, the largest

and most successful counterfeiting projects by far have

been conceived and executed for political ends rather
than from mere avarice. Such projects have generally

been directed by one government against another. There

are, however, other such politically motivated forgery
cases drrected by individuals, and this part of my paper

is concerned with just such a case, the 35-year career of
a late-nineteenth-century master forger and the group of
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people around him, whose main aim appears to have

been the destabilization of the currencres of Russia,

France and Britain for political ends.20

The dehberate forgery by one government or power

of another's currency is not new As early as 1470, Duke

Galeazzo Sforza of Milan counterfeited the money of
Venice in an attempt to damage the respectabiliry and

reputation of Venetran bankers. The British have a long,
if not honourable, history of such activiry. During
the eighteenth century the British struck gold Louis

coins at Birmingham, and they also printed the currency

of the infant United States during the 'War of Indepen-

dence. On 10 May 1775 the Continental Congress had

decided to issue paper money; within five years these

'continentals' had almost completely lost their value.
\Washington himself wrote that 'a whole wagon full of
paper money barely suffices to buy a wagon load

of food.'2r

One of the most successful of these ventures was the

forging by the British of assignats, the paper currency of
the French Revolution.22 Until recently, most of the rel-

atively rare references to the forgery of assrgnats rn

Britain in the 1790s have either dismissed the whole
thing as a vile slander about the probity and integrity of
the English establishment, or have carried some sort of
disclaimer disassociating the British government of the

day, the Bank of England or any members of the estab-

lishment from any knowledge of or involvement in the

project. The occasional writer has lamented the lack of
evidence. However, research over the past 10 years has

uncovered substantial concrete proof in the form of
documentary evidence, as well as some of the actual

artefacts used. It is now possible to document the whole
of this operation from the foremen and workers of the

paper mills to the printers, engravers, merchants, pam-
phleteers, the military, the court of directors of the Bank
of England and finally right up to the British Cabinet,

the Prime Minister and the Chancellor of the Exchequer.

William Pitt.
Seldom has the introduction and use of any paper cur-

rency been the cause of as much suffering and chaos as

the French issue of assignats berween 1,789 and 1,795.

The internal and external pressures that France was

under - the war, the Terror and the Vend6e rebellion -
were to produce 13,000 percent inflation in France by

1,795 and the eventual and perhaps inevitable withdrawal
of assignats from circulation, followed by official
destruction of the remaining currency, presses and paper

stocks.23 However, these were not the only pressures that
brought financial chaos to revolutionary France. Perhaps

the brggest single factor was an idea, that of destroying
the financial stabiliry of a country by flooding it with
forged currency. This would be an operation carried out
by a mixture of private enterprise and government. In this
case, the active participation of agents of the British gov-

ernment went, in many instances, far beyond the power
of their positions.

By 1,795, when assignats were withdrawn from crrcu-

lation, the economic plight of France was disastrous.

Two million, four hundred thousand livres of a new

paper currency, mandats territoriaux, were issued, but
these depreciated so rapidly that by early 1797, when
they were withdrawn, they were only worth one percent

of their face value. Beggars would not take them and

peasants wanted metal coin for their produce, saying that
they would only take 'the other stuff if their horses

would eat it.
During the occupation of Vienna rn 1805, Napoleon

had plates of currency notes issued by the 'Wiener-

Stadt-Banco copied; he later printed thrs Austrian cur-
rency rn both Paris and Italy. Napoleon also had both
25- and S0-rouble Russian state credit notes (assignats)

counterferted befween 1805 and 1812 tt an effort ro

destabilize a financial system already burdened by

massive devaluation. There rs some evidence that he

also attempted the forgery of English banknotes during

the same period.2a

During the Second \7orld \War, the United States

counterfeited Japanese currency and the author John
Steinbeck tried to persuade Franklin D. Roosevelt to
flood Germany from the air with marks. The Germans

themselves, in both Operatron Andrew and Operation
Bernhard, produced some of the best forgenes of British
banknotes ever produced.

Forgery for personal gain has always attracted its fair
share of skilled but flawed individuals. The Austrian
Peter Ritter von Behr, after the failure of his business

ventures in 1839, embarked on a senes of exceptionally
high-quality forgeries. After he and his wife were

arrested in 1845 he admined only to producing as much

as he and his wife needed at any one time and denied that
his wife knew anything of his activities. In Britain in the

1960s and 1970s, Charles Black also produced some

quite high-qualify notes, but he also was caught and

spent some years in jail.

Leon Warnerke, the indivrdual whose story forms the

second part of thrs paper, is of a different calibre alto-
gether. In 35 years of activity producing Russian, French

and English banknotes, between c.1 865 and 1900, he was

never caught - but came very close. In fact, it is only in

the past few years that his activities have come to hght,
with the discovery of a hoard of his printing trials, notes,

letters, documents and equipment. Politics played a great

part in his operation, at least initially, and remained an

important motive for many of his co-conspirators
throughout, although it has become obvious as I have

researched this particular case that the sheer challenge of
the job, the intricate and complex workmanship involv-
ing complex printing skills, chemistry, watermarking and

papermaking knowledge, probably became'Warnerke's

chief motivation.
\fhat both the British forgery of assignats and

'Warnerke's operation have in common, besides the

attempt to ruin or at least destabilize a government's

economy, is that the various skills and techniques

involved were at their time right at the forefront of
developments in various technologies. The manufacture
of genurne assrgnats had involved great and very effec-

tive experimentation rn a variety of disciplines by the

French: the development of securiry and chiarascuro
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watermarking, changes in paper technology (the bleach-

ing and beating of rags, for example), the mechanics of
printing (the rapid development of stereotype and poly-

rype techniques), engraving methods and the hardening

of metal plates and punches. The forgery of these notes

involved an equal expertise, as well as considerable time,

trouble and expense, all of which led to equivalent tech-

nical developments in Britain. 'Warnerke's use and devel-

opment of the latest advances in the photographic
reproduction of artwork, in paper science and technol-

ogy and in various methods of printing were equally
inventive and innovative.

ln 1,991 an extraordinary collection, consisting of
banknotes, printing trials, watermarks, papermaking

moulds, letters, receipts, a memorandum book, photo-
graphic material, press cuttings and ink trials, was

brought to my attention.2s Examination of this complex
material revealed an extraordinary story. ln '1,871, a

wealthy young man, with his wife and young daughter,

arrived in London from Paris and settled in south-east

London. Over the years he established himself as a very
successful businessman and inventor dealing with the

technology of photography. He won numerous prizes and

awards as well as the respect of his peers. Although based

for most of the latter part of his life in a large, imposing
house on Champion Hill, his business and photographic
interests led him to travei constantly throughout Europe.

He died in Geneva in October 1900.26 The story that
emerges from the mass of documents that surfaced in

1991 tells a very different story, however, suggesting that
this well-respected man had another life. For some 30

years he was also involved in forging the banknotes of
Russia and other countries2T as part of a widespread con-

spiracy that grew out of an alliance of survivors of the

Paris Commune, anarchists, Polish exiles, rebels fighting
the 'Russianization' of their country and gangsters out for
what they could get.

The whole question of 'Warnerke's true identity and

the part he played in this grand conspiracy is a complex
and multifaceted probiem. His public persona is briefly
documented in various sources which provide a very

striking image of a man of singular talent and character.

Leon 'Warnerke was born, by his own description, in

Moravia, then one of the provinces of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire.z8 His entry in the 1881 census places

him at Silvenhall, Champion Hill, Camberwell, and lists

him as Austrian.2e His return for the 1891 census at the

same address, this time spelt Silverhowe House,
Champion Hill, Camberwell, lists his place of birth as

Moravia, Austria.so In both these returns there are con-

siderable discrepancies berween the entries for all the

members of the'Warnerke family.:t The photography his-

torian Joseph Eder was convinced that 'Warnerke was

Russian by birth, on the basis of conversations with
Eder's collaborator, Joseph Plener, who had also worked

with'Warnerke in London.32 Eder says that

Joseph Plener convinced this author that 'Warnerke

was a Russian by birth. Plener was a Pole in Czarist
Russia and at that time involved in a revolt against
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Fig.5 Portrait of Leon Warnerke from the Supplement to the Srit6h

Journol of Photognphy,lS )anuaty 1884.

Russia. He fled to London as a Russian emigrant. He

devoted himself to photography and invented his cen-

trifugal machine for using silver bromide in the pro-

duction of gelatine emulsions. In 1882 he came to

Venna to work in Eder's Laboratory. Later he started

the dry plate factory Lowy-Plener, in Venna, the firm
which first manufactured Eder's orthochromatic ery-

throsin plates. In London, Plener had close personal

contact with Warnerke, with whom he was able to
converse in Russian, his mother tongue, and he

always described Warnerke as a Russian.s3

The mystery of 'Warnerke's origin is further com-

pounded by examination of the letters. These consist of
actual letters, draft letters and copies of letters made by
'Warnerke, his wife Marie and other hands. They date

from the 1860s to the late 1890s and are directed to and

have been received from several different people. They

are in English, French, Polish, Russian and sometimes a

mixture of these languages.

Among a whole series of letters relating to a court
case, one in particular to Marie, Warnerke's wife, is of
special interest. It is from Nicolai Pogolski, a one-time

friend and co-conspirator with Warnerke who sometimes

stayed with him at Champion Hill.3a By 1897 Pogolski

and'Warnerke were no longer friends; the court case was

an acrimonious affair, involving blackmail. One of
Pogolski's letters shed much light on various groups of
documents, relating to a certain'Wladislaw Malachowski,

that had previously been difficult to interpret. He wntes
to Marie Warnerke in Polish, accusing Warnerke of hav-

ins several aliases:
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9th November 1897

Most respected Lady
Enough of this!! This comedy makes us a laughing
stock, diminishes us in the eyes of foreigners. I will
bring this comedy to an end. At this moment I am

busy preparing three documents, one for the Judge,
one for the lawyer and the third will be lying on my

desk. In each one I mention everybody, beginning

with \Tladyslaw Malachowski, alias Fr. Schultz from
Tor. Av.; alias Fr. \Wolf from Springfield Ter, alias
'Warnerke of Siiverhowe etc one after the other.

One of these aliases, Wladyslaw Malachowskr, was
already familiar to me from reading some of the earlier
letters, a series in Polish dating from the late 1860s to
the early 1870s from a Josef Horodice to Wladyslaw
Malachowski. Some in this series contain references to the
organization of the network that'Warnerke and others
were involved with. These cryptic references mention codes,

invisible inks and a range of complex communication pro-
cedures to be followed by the conspirators. There are many
other Malachowski family documents, including the Last

Will and Testament of Julian Simon Malachowski,
Wladyslaw's father, dated 26 Aprll 1865. There are

repeated references in'Warnerke's own letters to obtaining
his father's family papers, including land grants and the
details of various properties in Poland. But the political sit-

uation, the Russianization of that part of Poland where the
family estates lay (now Belarus) and the uprisings by the
Poles against the Russian occupation made it very difficult
for Warnerke/Malachowski to claim his inherirance.
'Wladyslaw, 

like Joseph Plener mentioned earlier, had to
flee into exile, but, unlike his friend, he felt he should make
a new identity for himself, an identity which might then
have been compromised by claiming his inheritance.

The problems of communication between the conspir-
ators were immense. Among the mass of documentation
in this collection there are groups of letters which relate
to each other specifically. Some of these pieces provide
extraordinary insight into the risks to which some of rhose

involved in this scheme were exposed. One such group,
for instance, consisting of drafts for coded letters, invisi-
ble-ink letters and a press clipping, all refer to the arrest of
a certain Josephine Dobrovolska on the Polish-Russran

border.3s The press clipping, fvvo copies of which were
tucked into a notebook perhaps sent to Warnerke by col-
leagues on the continent, is from an undated, unnamed
FrenchJanguage newspapel The notebook contains many
such cuttings in English, French, Polish and Russian, all
referring to the forging of banknotes and covering quite a

long period of time. The Polish and Russian articles were
primarily concerned with warning the public of the spe-

cific details of various forged notes, while the French and
English are more general, talking in terms of the threat to
economic stability posed by such anarchistic projects.36

One letter, written in invisible ink under a perfectly
innocuous covering letter and then treated by the recipi-
ent to make it legible, is essentially an appeal for funds,

with the writer asking for money to be sent to him so he

can stay free.37 The use of invisible ink seems to have

Fig. 6 Letter written in invisible ink describing the arrest of Josephine

Dobrovolska.Two sets ofwriting are visible.The fainter lines are the let-
ter that was written on top of the hidden message. After the letter was

chemically treated, the true message appears darker and the ordinary
words fade away. (Ultraviolet-light photograph taken by Marcus Leith.)

been common, at least in the early stages of this gianr
conspiracy. There are other examples in different hands,

and also examples where letters have been tested to see

if such invisible messages are present. Another letter in
particular actually talks of preparing the paper, and is
perhaps worth quoting in full for the light it sheds on the
orsanization:

2nd September

My dear Sir

Although we still haven't received any letters from
Max38 - Don't forget that he has left here under the
impression that our position is possibly dangerous. It
would be best to re-assure him. And as Jos.3e is aware

that we will use the new ink it is necessary that you
prepare the paper. It seems to me that the best means

of despatch would be by Iindecipherable] Send him the
address today in invisible ink and coded. He will
address the letter to himself. [crossed out: Ask
Madame to write a smokescreen of a letter in French.]
'!flhen you have the paper ready send it to us with the
smokescreen of what you want to say. Don't forget to
write to us.

H. ...40

Resolving all the riddles posed by these letters, where
every discovery poses new questions, will be a pains-
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Fig. 7 Lined and patterned 1O-rouble watermark and J WHATMAN watermark found in the same untrimmed sheet used for the 1866
10-rouble note. Letter fragments of the J WHATMAN watermark are just visible along the bottom edge. (Transmitted-light image by Marcus Leith.)

taking task, but with careful translation and analysis
they should reveal more of the extraordinarily complex
lives of those involved.

Perhaps the most fascinating part of the collection are

the banknotes, and the most intriguing are the counterfeits
of the 1866 1O-rouble issue. Many of these were prinred
on English-made paper watermarked / \WHATMAN, but
they also contain the normal lined and pafterned 10-rou-
ble mark. Close examination of the two marks shows that
the J WHATMAN mark is on the wire side of the sheer, as

one would expect in a handmade sheet. The style and scale

of the letterforms visible suggest that this Whatman sheet

was made by \f & R Balston at Springfield Mill, Kent.
Balstons were supplying Russia with some handmade
writing papers in the nineteenth century, but never
banknote paper. The real curiosity lies in the relationship
berween the nvo watermarks. The Russian mark is on the
opposite (felt) side. No papermaking process, then or now,
allows watermarking from two sides of the sheet (fig.7l.

There is, however, an explanation for this apparent
conundrum. A friend and colleague of Warnerke, who
sat on various Royal Photographic Sociery committees
with him and lived nearby in Camberwell, was Walter
lfoodburSat inventor of the \iloodburyfype method of
reproducing photographs. \Woodbury also developed a

further refinement of his technique which he called
pboto-filigrane. 'Woodbury's technique used a relief of
hardened gelatin in which the lights and shades of any
photograph were reproduced by varying the thickness of
the gelatin. When such a gelatin film was placed in con-
tact with a sheet of already made paper and the two were
subjected to very heavy pressure, the paper was more

impressed where the gelatin was thicker, and less

impressed where it was thinner, thus producing a picture,
on first impression, exactly like a watermark.a2 It is pos-

sible that'Warnerke, who well understood the properries

of gelatin and paper as well as the techniques of photog-
raphS adapted or utilized his own version of lWoodbury's

technique for the watermarks in some of the earlier for-
geries, although he was later to make true watermarks
on moulds.

The photo-filigrane process was not used much in
Britain. The paper historian and collector Clayton Beadle

felt that 'beautiful effects were obtained by Woodbury's
process and that it no doubt ought to be capable of
useful and artistic treatment,'43 but that the problem of
water affecting the image was against it. Sir Henry
Trueman \(ood did not consider that '\Toodbury's
invention had any practical application, and doubted
whether it was ever of any great value ... despite the
extreme ingenuity which was exercised.'aa IThen
'Woodbury's invention was first brought out, many
bankers and others who depended on watermarking as a

security device were very concerned about the possible

use of this technique by forgers. UnfortunatelS
Voodbury's technique suffered from one fault; when the
marked paper was moistened the image disappeared. It
does appear, however, that the longer the period of time
since the image was first impressed onto the paper, the
more stable it becomes. Some of the French 'Woodbury-

type photo-filgranes made by Rives in the 1870s and
1880s are now very stable.

\(oodbury's invention was in fact exploited more on
the Continent and in the U.S.A. It was used commercially
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under licence by both the Arches and Rives paper mills in

France.as Indeed, the whole process was further refined

by continental papermakers - 'many of the best

German, Austrian and Italian notepapers of the qualities

most in demand are so marked'a6 - and adopted with
great success in the first years of the twentieth century

by N.S. Amstutz of Chicago,aT the Southworth Paper

Company at their Mittineague Mill in Massachusetts

and the New York paper merchant Charles D. Jacobs.+s
'Warnerke's methods changed constantly throughout

his working life, and the curious blend of amateurish but
inspired improvisation and complex technological
sophistication becomes more and more marked as one

examines the various trials, proofs, essays and finished

products made, particularly towards the end of his work-
ing life. Warnerke's use of a version of 'Woodbury's

photo-filigrane process, probably while Woodbury him-

self was developing it from his Woodburytype photo-

graphic engraving process, is a measure of his familiarity
with the most up-to-date methods and techniques, and a

measure of his imaginative use of anything that might

further his purpose, whatever the source.

Another of his special areas of knowledge, and essen-

tial to anyone wishing to forge the banknotes of the

period, was the use and preparation of the gelatin used

for sizing the sheets of paper. In a report on a lecture

given by Thomas Bolas as part of the Bolt Court series,4e

we find the chairman of the meeting asking'Warnerke to

round the meeting off by describing a method of purify-
ing gelatin that Warnerke had recently tested:

Mr. Warnerke said that the method in question

consisted of making a solution of gelatine or glue in
hot water, to which was added alum in excess, which

would cause the gelatine to precipitate. In this state it
could be thoroughly washed in hot water, after which
it was strained out and a little citric acid added. This

rendered the gelatine again soluble. The next step was

to allow the gelatine to set, and to wash it in cold
water to remove the excess of citric acid. The final
result would be a gelatine of very considerable purity.50

'Warnerke was a frequent visitor to such meetings

throughout his life and, as an article about him states,

Mr Warnerke is of the most sociable and genial dis-

position, and ever ready to assist by his advrce or
otherwise, in any matters photographic; and few of
the regular frequenters of the meetings of the metro-
politan photographic societies, or of those who have

enjoyed his hospitaliry but have cause to be grateful

for his kind assistance in some photographic
difficulrY.sr

One area where the blend of amateur ingenuity and

sophisticated professional techniques can clearly be seen

is in the construction and employment of the mould and

watermark for the 1890s 10O-rouble note. The water-
mark has been traced directly from a genuine note onto
celluloid film using pen and ink. \Tarnerke was well

Fig. 8 Pen-and-ink tracing of the 1 00-rouble watermark onto transpar-

ent celluloid film.

aware, however, that all paper shrinks as it dries, and

when he constructed the watermark on the mould sur-

face he had to take this shrinkage into account. The note-

book found among his papers shows several examples

of such calculations. Comparisons of the handwriting
identified as 'Warnerke's in some of the letters with the

writing in this notebook shows that these calculations

were all made by 'Warnerke. They were crucial to the

success of counterfeiting this particular issue, as the

printed image on the recto of the note had to align pre-

cisely with various parts of the watermark (fig. 8).

The actual method of watermark construction is of
great interest. Rather than using bent and soldered wire,
which would normally be used, he employed what
appears to be an enamel paint, building it up in layers

and then carving it down to the correct shape. This

would have been an extraordinarily laborious process,

but it had the advantage of allowing very fine adjust-

ments to the actual form of the watermark by the addi-
tion or subtraction of minute amounts of the enamel

(see fig. 3, page 2L7\.
In complete contrast to this process is the watermark

used for the t866 50-rouble note, which on close exam-

ination of the sheet shows every indication of having

been produced by wires and by raising and lowering the

three oval or circular areas of the wire. Unfortunately the

mould for this note has not survived. This use of differ-

ent levels of wire can also be seen on the forming surface

of the 10O-rouble mould.
The very high quality of this particular note and the

10- and 25-rouble notes from the same period suggests

that at least during some periods in his career as a

banknote forger 'Warnerke had access to some highly

experienced papermakers, as well as to the necessary

equipment and raw materials - if not to genuine mate-

rial as well. Joseph Eder's account of lTarnerke's time in
St. Petersburg suggests just such a possible connection
during the early 1880s, through the Imperial Russian

Office of Government Papers.s2 According to Eder, Leon
'Warnerke was born in 1,837 in Russia. He was a civil
engineer, but devoted himself entirely to photography.
He spent his youth in St. Petersburg and came to London
in 1870. He then started a private photo-chemical labo-
ratory, inventing the roll holder with silver-bromide col-

lodion stripping paper. Warnerke received a prize from
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Belgium in 1877 for his work with silver-bromide collo-
dion and, in 1881, the Progress Medal of the Royal
Photographic Sociery of Great Britain. He gave lectures

before the photographic societies of England, France,

Belgium and Germany. In 1880 he founded a photo-
graphic firm and a technical journal in St. Petersburg. He
was also financially interested in the manufacture of dry
plates in Russia. The first Russian gelatin dry-plate fac-

tory was erected by A. Felisch in 1881. Then Warnerke,

with Stresnowsky, established a gelatin silver-bromide
plate factory in St. Petersburg to which he later added the

manufacture of gelatin silver-chloride papers.

The tempestuous political conditions during this
period of the Czarist monarchy and the large amount of
propaganda material, printed mainly in underground
printing shops, led to the most rigorous supervision of all
printing presses by the government. This was a great hin-
drance to the spread of new reproduction techniques:

Official photography was advanced especially by the

Imperial Russian Technical Society at St. Petersburg,

which consisted of several sections, each of which
dealt with one of the different technical fields as its

subject proper. Urged by Warnerke, the fifth group of
the Sociery, "The Photographic Section" was estab-

lished in 1880. It became the important center of the
photographic industry and of the various branches of
industrial, artistic and scientific photography. From
here were published the reports of the "Office for the

Production of Government Papers," St. Petersburg,

and of the cartographic section of the General Staff,

which had in its service studios and efficient reoro-
duction technicians.53

The Imperial Russian Office for the Production of
Government Papers was responsible for the production
of bonds, rouble notes, stock certificates and valuable

printed matter of all sorts. This appears to be Warnerke's

connection with the official production of Russian bank-
notes, but further work needs to be done to resolve this

association.

The painstaking accuracy'Warnerke strove for is well
illustrated by the large numbers of photographic nega-

tives and positive prints also found in this collection.
Many of these bear the marks of additional alterarions

and the working out of specific details by hand. He also

spent considerable time and effort to achieve the correct
balance of inks for the 100-rouble rainbow note, listing
in more than one place in his notebook the specific

colours necessary. The annotation of these colour trial
sheets in English, with the names of London Artists'
colourmen, suggests that at least the trials and proofing
were being done in England. The colours on the sheet

illustrated bear such maker's names as J 
rWinston Bronze

1893, Millar Blue, and Stanbury 1893, but most of the

colours are simply labelled with their names. Some evi-

dence in several of the letters suggests that work was also

being done in France and Poland, but the heart of the

conspiracy was here in England in a large and comfort-
able private house on a quiet and secluded road in

Fig.9 A complete set of one of the bonds (evidence number DA9/3),

including envelope and receipt.

Camberwell, where a very civilized and popular gentle-

man, well respected by his friends and neighbours, lived
an extraordinary double life.

The 1.2 billion dollars worth of U.5. treasury bonds

- that weren't
Some cases start quietly and develop a momentum and

complexiry that can become very demanding. One such

case began with a quiet phone call from a London solic-
itor who was enquiring if I would be able to look at some

financial documents. It was only an enquiry, much the

same as many I get; the solicitor was not sure if I would
be needed, but just in case I was, he wanted to know if I
would be willing. Some three months later, after I had

heard nothing in the intervening period, there was

another phone call asking if I would be available the fol-
lowing day to have a preliminary look at the material
and suggest what lines of investigation might be fol-
lowed. I went to their offices the following day to find a

pile of evidence bags and a selection of the exhibits.
What I was looking at was part of a haul of about 1.2

billion dollars in U.S. bonds, which constituted some of
the material seized by police after they had arrested a

man for attempting to use some German bonds as secu-

riry for a loan at a bank in the city of London (fig. 91.s+
'What struck me immediately was how awful they

were. Having seen hundreds of examples of such bonds

from different countries and different periods, I could
not imagine that anyone in their right mind could possi-

bly think them genuine. At this preliminary examination
the bonds were examined under reflected light, raking
and transmitted light, ultraviolet light and 30-times

magnification. Given the absence of any comparative
material, it was initially difficult to interpret the physical

details of the documents, but my necessarily brief exam-
ination revealed a complex series of anomalies and also

showed several possible avenues for further examination
and research, regarding both the materials and tech-

niques used and relevant historical background.
The documents appeared to have been produced using

a range of different papers, many of them laminated two-
and four-ply sheets made up using both coated and
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uncoated papers. The presence of coated papers as the

base for security documents gave real pause for thought,

since such papers are rarely used for security printing
because of a very important drawback - they are very

easily damaged if they get wet. They stick to each other

and once they have dried out are next to impossible to get

apart without destroying the printing on the surface of
the paper. Another immediately apparent anomaly was

that there were no true watermarks of any sort present in

any of the documents I examined. Several of the pieces,

however, contained a relatively unusual security device,

the internal printing of both text and images within the

laminated sheets. This is visible when the sheet is held up

to the light. \rhile it is unusual in lfestern security print-
ing or papermaking, it can be seen in Asia, particularly in

the various issues of Tibetan banknotes produced

between 1912 and t959.ss

The third major anomaly was the method of printing.

These bonds were all printed using both lithography and

hand-set letterpress rather than intaglio or a combination
of lithography and intaglio, which are processes one

would expect in such valuable documents. Securiry print-
ing of bonds and banknotes is a very specialized business

involving some of the finest papermaking and printing
skills. However, most of the printing seen in these exam-

ples is of a very low qualiry especially in the use of inks

that were totally inappropriate for the paper stocks used.

The problems the printers had were easily vrsible under

3O-times magnification: the spread of the ink impression

and, in many cases, the partial break-up of the ink.
The point was made at this first meeting that some-

times deliberate errors are introduced into the text or
images in the security printing of bonds, banknotes and

other financial instruments but, and this must be stressed,

this does not mean that such documents would be badly

made. The errors in these documents seem much more

rypical of mistakes rather than deliberate errors. Delib-

erate errors in security printing are usually much more

subtle than what appears in these bonds. Some of these

mistakes are laughable. It is very hard to believe, for
example, that absolutely essential information identifying

the integriry of the bonds would be misspelled, as in
.MINITRY OF FIANCE'(MINISTRY OF FINANCE)_
hardly a deliberate error, particularly since the United

States has never had a ministry of finance. They have a

Treasury Department headed by a secretary rather than

a minister. It is equally unlikely that the name of the

President of the U.S.A., Franklin Delano Roosevelt, would
be spelt'Fianlinn Delaoo Doosevelt.'The design and lay-

out of the blocks of hand-set type text, and indeed some

of the errors, are very reminiscent of small local print shops

in the Far East, where the typesetter is working in both

a language and an alphabet that are unfamiliar to them.

If these items had genuinely been produced in the

1940s for the U.S. government, as the defendant in this

case truly believed, then they would have been produced

by one of the security printers that specialized in such

work. If they had been produced in China under U.S.

supervision, then one of the companies from different

countries involved in the production of bonds and bank-

notes for China during the 1930s and 1940s would have

received the job. All the printers involved in this lucrative

trade produced work of very high quality; if they had

produced the shoddy workmanship seen in these bonds

they would have lost their contracts.s5

The defendant, who had worked for over 25 years for
the C.I.A. (once he had been fired, they dismissed him as a

'cowboy'sz;, was absolutely convinced that these bonds

had been produced as part of a covert operation without
Congressional authorization, as a means of funding

Chiang Kaishek's Nationalists and allied warlords in

their fight with Mao Tse-tung's Communists. There is

absolutely no doubt that the American government did
issue such bonds, but as we will see from the analysis of
the documents themselves that what the defendant held

were not the actual bonds, but later Chinese forgeries.

If these bonds had indeed been issued by the U.S. War

Department, the U.S. Treasury or their agents as part of
some covert operation, the obvious place to verify it
would have been in the records kept by Henry Morgen-

thau, secretary of the treasury at the time, because

Morgenthau 'seems to have kept nearly every document
and summaries of all the rest: meetings, proposals, let-

ters. He also kept stenographic transcripts of his more
important phone calls.'sa Morgenthau's papers were sup-

posed to have been housed in the Roosevelt Library,
Hyde Park, New York, but when we asked to see them
we were informed that all hrs papers had been burnt in
an accidental fire.

Although the U.S. certainly did produce such finan-

cial instruments as part of various covert fundlng opera-

tions during the course of the war, it was becoming

clearer that these documents were not the bonds that had

been produced in the late 1930s and 1940s.5e Complex
connections existed bet'uveen Chiang Kai-shek and his

various allies, Madame Chiang and General Clairemont,
and such covert operations, via the AVG (Flying Tigers),

USAAF and the later China Air Transport. The Flying

Tigers were initially freelance American pilots flying for
Chiang Kai-shek's Kuomintang (the Nationalists) but
were later rncorporated into a more formal arrangement

with the U.S. authorities. They fought the Japanese air
force for Chiang and flew guns, money and medical sup-

plies into south-western China over 'the Hump,' the

mountainous region between Burma and the Nationalist
enclaves in China.

Given the gross inaccuracies, bad workmanship and

inappropriate materials seen in these items, where prac-

tically everything about them that would normally give

credence to the issue is actually wrong, it is unlikely the

bonds would have been acceptable to the Chinese. Many
of the high-ranking Chinese Nationalists spoke English;

many had been educated in the U.S.A. (Madame Chiang
was educated at Wellesley and was very familiar with the

U.S.) and would never have been taken in by the crude

and somewhat naive work seen here.

Because of the sheer amount of paper that had to be

examined (under a very tight schedule because the case

was about to come to court) and the need to provide

corroborative analysis, several different people became
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involved in these investigations. Some of this research

was carried out by Nick Pearson and Bob Abbott of
PIRA (Paper Industry Research Association), using scan-

ning electron microscopy, energy dispersive x-ray and

both macroscopic and microscopic analysis.

To summarize our various findings, it was discovered

that several of the bonds contained bamboo fibres, indi-
cating a Far Eastern origin for these papers rather than
American. Several also contained eucalyptus, a tree

species not widely used for paper manufacture until the

late 1950s and not really used in European or American
papermaking until the early L970s. Many of these sheets

are rwo- or, in some cases, four-ply laminates and several

of the different papers fluoresced brightly under ultravio-
let light, indicating the presence of optical brighteners.60

Scanning electron microscopy showed that most of the

coatings were clay-based, with rwo barium-rich examples,

and that magnesium silicate was in four of the coated
paper samples. This is an extremely unusual additive for
paper coatings, being more commonly used in the paint
industry, and the PIRA database contains no record of its
having been used in the paper industry.6l Examples of the

furnishes found in different bonds showed the foll<-rwrng

fibre composition (percent by weight; +l-S"/oir:ez

Sample 1 89% hardwood chemical

(gum, eucalyptus, aspen)

11% bleached sofrwood chemical

trace of bamboo

Sample 2 72"/" hardwood chemical

(gum, eucalyptus, aspen)

22''/" bleached softwood chemical

57o hardwood semi-chemical (aspen)

Samples 3,4,5 1007o cotton

Sample 6 79o/o hardwood chemical (gum, eucalyptus)

17o/o bleached softwood chemical (pine)

4% hardwood semi-chemical (aspen)

Sample 7 100% bamboo

Samples 8,9 1.00'/" bamboo

trace of hardwood chemical (birch)

Sample 10 71.7" straw

297" bleached softwood chemical (spruce)

Sample 11 670/o straw

33% bleached softwood chemical (spruce)

Sample 12 66o/o hardwood chemical

(gum, eucalyptus, maple)

24o/" bleached softwood chemical (pine)

10% hardwood semi-chemical (aspen)

Among the furnishes found in sheets making up the

laminated papers (they had a four-ply composition con-

sisting of tlvo thin outer layers and flvo inner layers, one

of which had been printed on) were the following:

Sample 13 69o/o hardwood chemical (gum, eucalyptus)

(Printed 21.o/o bleached softwood chemical

Middle) (pine, Douglas fir)
8% hardwood semi-chemical (aspen)

27o softwood thermomechanical

Fig. l0 Verso of bond (evidence number DA9/32) printed on an uncut
sheet of counterfeit U.S. dollars, The Federal Reserve Bank letter B is

clearly visible.

Sample 14 63% hardwood chemical (gum, eucalyptus)

(Outer 25% bleached softwood chemical

Layers) (spruce, Douglas fir)
13% hardwood semi-chemical (aspen)

Sample 15 79%" hardwood chemical (gum, eucalyptus)

(Middle 21"/" bleached sofrwood chemical

Layer) (spruce, Douglas fir)

Some 90 other sets of bonds similar to these have sur-

faced in different countries in the past five years, which
suggests they were recently made. The printed middle
layer in sample 13 gave the best indication of when these

bonds were produced. It had been printed on uncut
sheets of counterfeit 1,976 wvo-dollar Federal Reserve

notes. Other bonds, with the same design and printed at
the same time, had been made using similar uncut sheets

of counterfeit 1993 one-dollar Federal Reserve notes
(fig. 10). This provides us with a production date of late

1,993 at the earliest.

Examination of iust one of the bonds will give a real

sense of how bizarre these objects are. The DA 9/3 bond
set consists of six elements, rwo of which are the same and

all of which show either serious anomalies, inappropriate
use of materials, design faults or other curious features.

!7hile errors and anomalies may be deliberately used as

security devices, the scale and quantiry of errors in these

bonds make this very unlikely. It is, for example, unlikely
that the issuing authoriry would be given a fictitious
name; this would surely render the instrument invalid. By

the purported date, the inclusion of apparent errors
as security devices in such documents would be subtle,

such as minor shifts in the alignment of letters and
patterns, minute changes across printed patterning or
the marking of individual letters. A good example, the

MINISTRY OF FINANCE OF USA $10,000,000 Bond,

consists of rwo copies of a similar bond, one with four
coupons clipped. Among the many errors and anomalies

are the following:

. The portrait of George 'l7ashington is a dot-
screened copy of the engraved portrait found on

U.S. one-dollar bills.
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o The crrcled B stamp, surrounded by the words

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK
NEW YORK, was copied from a U.S. currency bill.

. The version of the American Great Seal, with the

date 1786 on the shield borne by the eagle, is not

found in this form anywhere else.

o The same erroneous post-1.966 design for the U.S.

Treasury seal, with the 1786 date, is used on each of
the coupons.s3

. The text on thls bond contains several factual

errors as previously described, and some extraordi-

nary usage of English - commonly seen in work
produced by those for whom English is little under-

stood. Much of the text is, quite frankly, gibberish.

Many of the specific errors and anomalies found with
DA9l3 are repeated in the other bonds.

Provenance is crucial in cases such as this. and the

supposed provenance for this cache of bonds was that
they had been inherited by the descendants of one of
Chiang Kar-shek's less successful generals, Tang Engbo

(or Engpo).6a Tang Engbo's name appears as the pur-

chaser - which is one of the few historical accuracies on

these bonds. He was a very big player in the complex

world that was China in the late 1930s and 1940s. One

of the foremost historians of the Chinese Kuomintang

regime, Professor Lloyd Eastman, described Tang Engbo

as a Chiang Kai-shek loyalist corrupted by the opportu-

nities for trade and money-making. He notes:

After srx years of desultory warfare, Chinese officers

at virtually all levels of command were engaged in the

traffic [of money and goods]. Tang Engpo, a favourite

of Chiang Kai-shek and deputy commander of the

First'War Zone tn Honan-Anhui was reprimanded by

General Tai Li (who also was heavily involved in cre-

ating as much wealth for himself as possible) for
devoting too much attention to commerce and

neglecting hrs military responsibilities.es

V4rile Tang was obviously a five-star candidate to

receive such covert financial aid from the U.S. and may

well have been the beneficrary of their largesse, none of
the defendants had the good fortune to be descendants of
his. The principle defendant was sentenced to six months

in jail, having already served seven months on remand.

The other five defendants were all acquitted.
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Notes
1. Hebborn, 8.1991. Drawn to Trouble: The Forgng of an

artrst. Ednburgh: Mainstream, and Hebborn, E. 1997. The

Art Forger's Handbook. Woodstock, New York: Overlook

Press. Hebborn's autobiography rs as full of decert as hrs

work and hrs handbook, whrle exhibitrng a sure technrcal

understandrng of matenals and techniques, also contarns

so much rubbrsh that it must have been rntentional. If
you followed some of Hebborn's recipes and techniques

you would not fool anybody; he has left out important

parts of some processes and added unnecessary complica-

tlons to others.

2. Although superficrally clever, practically every work tn the

exhrbitron Enc Hebborn: The Difficubres of Attnbutrcn at

the Archaus Gallery, London, in 1.994 contained glanng

errors of both handling and materials.

3. Drewe was sentenced to six years' imprisonment at

Southwark Crown Court in February 1999.

4. For legal reasons the names of various indrviduals are not

glven rn this paper. While thrs protects the innocent, it has

the added consequence, ln the case of one rndtvtdual, of pro-

tecting the guilry.

5. Kennedy North, S. 1936. Report on the treatment of water-

colour drawings by lohn Sell Cotman and John Crome m

the Cobnan Collectton, Norwtch, carned out between

September 1.934 and August 1936. Privately printed. 9-12

(also rndividual entries relating to parttcular works).

6. Research that rs continuing seems to show that many of

them were made by George Steart of De Montalt Mrll, Bath,

Somerset, whose blue, grey and buff watercolour papers

were used extensrvely by J.M.'W. Turner (1775-1851).

7. Full details of thrs rnformation can be found in Bower, P.

1991. An Examinatnn of the paper used for uarrous water-

colour draumgs attnbuted to John Sell Cotman

(1782-1842). Bower Report No. 14 91 4.

8. See Bower, P. 1996. The evolution and developrnent of
'drawrng papers' and the effect of this development on

watercolour artists, 1750-1850. In The Oxford Papers,

Studrcs in Bnnsh Paper Htstory I.73-74 for a drscussion of

Cotman's paper usage.

9. The earhest reference I can frnd to drawing papers being

sold rn the elephant srze is a trade catalogue for Reeves and

Son from 1856, I?insor & Newton Archives, London.

10. For example, St. Luke's Chapel, Norwrch Cathedral, 1.808

(Norwich Castle Museuml, Duncombe Park, 1805 (British

Museum) and Deul's Elbow, Rokeby Park, 1806-7

(Norwrch Castle Museum).

1 1. Casings were originally developed as lining papers for pack-

ing cases, but their strength and large size led to their being

used for all sorts of ordinary wrapping uses, as well as car-

trldee cases.
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12. Thrs research turned up a surprisingly large number of
Bntrsh central-position watermarks. The rnformatron rs cur-

rently being prepared for publication.

13. Kent's Paper Mills Drectory. Various years from 1852 to
1907.

14. Excrse General Lettet, 23 February 1 846.

15. See Craig's Directory of Papermakers. L876, 1885 and

7894, and Kent's Paper Mills Drcctory.'1862-1907.

15. Holcomb. A.M. 1980. John Sell Cotman tn the Choltneley

Archue. North Yorkshrre County Record Office.

17. Holcomb. 24. Aletter from Teresa Cholmeley at Brandsby

to Francis Cholmely at Rokeby 2 August 1805.

18. Holcomb. 25. A letter from Teresa Cholmeley at Brandsby

to Francis Cholmely at Rokeby, 3 August 1805.

19. Double-faced laid moulds first appear in Enghsh white
paperc ctrca 1810, but not rn large numbers until after the

appearance of Didot's patent regarding double-faced

moulds in 1812. At first they were more expensive than sin-

gle-faced moulds and few wrapprng papermakers would
have bothered wlth the extra cosr, partrcularly when the

subtle qualrty drfferences in surface densrty for which these

moulds had been invented (for fine printrngs and wntrngs)

were unnecessary for wrapping papers.

20. Both these stones are the sublects of individual books cur-

rently in preparation.

21. Quoted rn Kranister, I7. 1989. Tbe Moneymakers.

Cambridge: Black Bear Pubhshrng. 295.

22. For more on thls subiect see Bower, P. 1.995. Economrc war-
fare: Banknote forgery as a dehberate weapon. In The

Banker's Art: Studtes m Paper Money, ed. Virginra Hewrtt.

London: Britrsh Museum. 46-63.

23. In fact much important matenal survrved, pnmarrly because

of the efforts of Armand Gaston Camus, Guardran of the

Archives of the Republc. This material consrsts of draw-

ings, proofs, preparatory designs, documentation, notes,

stereotypes, papermaking moulds and more. Besides mate-

rial held in private collectrons, the most important matenal

can be found ln three collectlons: the Conservatolre national

des arts et m6trers (CNAM) in the Mus6e natronal des tech-

nologies, the Archrves nationales held rn the Mus6e de l'his-

toire de France and the Hotel de la monnare de Paris. Some

of thrs matenal is illustrated and discussed in Alarn

Mercrer's L'Argent des rduolutionnares, Paris, 1989.

Camus hrmself documented some of the details of assrgnat

production n hs Histoire et procddds du polytypage et du

stdr6otypage, published rn Parrs in 1802.

24. As late as 1852 Napoleon's grandson, Emperor Napoleon

III, was paying a pensron to Mlle de Monranr, the daughter

of the engraver rnvolved in this partrcular project, to ensure

her silence about hrs predecessor's activitles.

25. Offered at auction at Phillips, London,4 October 1991,lot
277.lt s now in a pnvate collectron. The descriptlon was

wrltten up for Phillips rn Bower Report No. 29 91, 1,5.

Further rnformatlon wrrften up for the present owner rs in

Bower Report No.47 92 11,.

26. Fder, J.M. 194J. History of Pbotography, trans. Edward

Epstean. New York: Columbia Unrversrty Press. 452. There

is, however, some doubt as to whether he actually died rn

Geneva as Eder states. Further work needs to be done to
resolve thrs ouestlon.
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27. There rs evrdence that the forgery of both French and Bntrsh

banknotes was also part of thrs wrdespread conspiracy, but

ln thls paper I wrll concentrate on the Russian material.

28. B. Jones n Cyclopaedia of Photography (page 559), The

Brtsh Journal of Photography, l8 January 1884 (page 39)

andTbe Bntisb Jowrnal Photographic Almanac (page 6721

all hst lfarnerke as being of Hungarran ongrn. This is not

lnconsrstent with 'lTarnerke's description of hrmself, srnce

Moravia was then part of the Austro-Hungarian Emprre.

29. Public Record Office. 1881 Census Records. Rclll674.
30. Publrc Record Office. 1891 Census Records. RGl2/466.

31. For example, Warnerke's wife Marre, who was 45 rn 1881,

rs 52 rn 1891 (ten years later), while Sophie lost rwo years

going from 12 years of age in 1881 to 20 rn 1891. Marie
had originally grven her place of brrth as Belgrum and

Sophie's as Francel by 1891 they were both registered as

havrng been born rn Austna.

32. Eder. 1945.451.

33. Eder. 1945. 782, note 2.

34. The 1891 census places a Nicolas Pogolsky as a'vrsitor'in
the house on the census date. The census descnbes him as

'livrng on own means' and as havrng been born in 'Russia S

Petersburg.'

35. Josephine Dobrovolska was a survrvor of the Paris

Commune.

36. For example, a French-language clipping dated 20 Apnl
1897, subtrtled 'une nouuelle maneouure analchtste,'

descnbing a masslve plot to undermlne the economies of
France, Belgrum, Germany and Russra.

37. This letter rs part of a group of letters, all unsigned and

undated and all written in rnvrsrble ink by the same hand.

They all appear to come from the same period, are all writ-
ten on the same paper, and all have been grven the same

chemrcal preparation and later treatment,

38. Max (or May) rs frequently mentroned rn several leners. He

appears to have been travelling rn Europe under an assumed

name.

39. Possibly Joseph Horodrce.

40. The signature, which rs very difficult to decrpher, is possibly

Herve.

41. WalterVoodbury (1834-85)was a well travelled and rnven-

trve man. During hrs younger years he hved in both Australia

and Java before returnrng to his birthplace, England, rn
1853. Between 1856 and his death 19 years later he took out
over 20 patents for photomechanical printing processes and

for photographic and allied apparatus. He dred suddenly at

Margate rn 1885 from the effects of an overdose of lau-

danum. Examples of his work can be seen rn Bower,P. 1,994.
'I(alter 'Woodbury and the photo-filigrane process. Tbe

Quarterly, Joumal of the Britsh Assoaatrcn of Paper

Hstoruns 12 (September): 10-12.

42. Rrchard Brown of Brown, Barnes & Bell, working inde-

pendently of Woodbury, also devised and patented a srmilar

photo-filigrane process, but ran rnto a linle trouble wrth the

polce when he tried to persuade the Bank of England to
buy up and suppress hrs method on the grounds that lt
would facilitate forgery.

43. Anon. 1.906. The Process Engrauer's Monthly 13. 138.

44. Anon.1905.

45. Bower Collectron. 390-94.
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46. Arnot, J. Melrose. n.d. Journal of tbe Socrcty of Arts

1852-1.908. London: Socrety of the Arts.

47. The lnland Pnnter. n.d.

48. Bower Collection. 921-23. It should also be noted thar sev-

eral mills and merchants rn Europe and the U.S.A. still offer

updated and adapted verslons of thts process for small runs

of busrness statlonery.

49. Thomas Bolas gave the fourth Bolt Court Lecture, Gelatme

as the leadmg collod for process work - Compounds of
chromtum. The Bolt Court School later became part of the

London College of Prrnting, now the London Institute.

50. anon. 1898.The Process Photogram dt Illustrator 54 (Jtne):

87-89.

51. anon. 1884. The Bntrch Journal of Photography 18

(January): 39.

52. Eder. 1945. 451-52, 708-10.

53. Eder. 1945.

54. A small representatrve sample of the bonds and related mate-

rial under consideration was examtned on the 15 November

1995. Thrs sample consisted of the followrng rtems: DA9l3,
DA 9/1 1, D A 9 t23, D A 9 /24, D A, 9 I 36, D A 9 127, DA 9/30

and DA 9/36. See Preltminary exam,nation of pre-World

War lI US bonds. Bower Report No. 253 96 43. The

German bonds were actually genurne and the German gov-

ernment was quite happy to pay out on them, so the charges

relating to them were dropped, but the defendant strll had to

face the charges relating to these U.S. bonds.

55. See Bower, P. Splrtung Tibetan banknotes. To be pubhshed

nThe London Papers, Studes in Bntsh Paper Htstory 3.

Currently in preparatron.

56. There were several secunty printers tnvolved in the Chrna

market durrng the 1930s and 1940s, when so many banks

and warlords were issuing therr own currency that tt was

lrterally a time to 'prlnt your own money.' The marn pro-

ducers outside China were the Amertcan Bank Note Co.

(U.S.A), the Britrsh Amerrcan Banknote Company

(Canada), Thomas De La Rue Ltd (U.K.), the Security Bank

Note Company, later called Secunty Columbian (U.S.A)

and Waterlow and Sons (U.K.). The Chinese security prtnt-

ers were the Bureau of Engravrng and Printing (Pekrng), the

Central Printrng Factory (Srnkiang), the Commerctal Press,

the Chung Ha Book Co., Dah Tung Company and Unton

Publishers and Prrnters.

57. Prrvate communication wrth a C.l.A. agent. 1997.

58. Bloom, M. T. 1983. The Brotherhood of Money. Ohrc:

BNR Press. 252.

59. Durrng the war the Amerrcan Board of Economic STarfare

under Vrce-Presrdent Henry Wallace was certatnly involved

rn a whole range of rndustrial and economic espronage,

rncluding the counterfertrng of currency, an actlon that

would rn later years have a malor lmpact on the Chrnese

economy. One of the most actlve U.S. officials was the enig-

matic Solomon Adler, chref representatlve of the U.S.

Treasury Depanment in Chrna in the early 1940s. See Yu,

Maochun. 1996. OSS m Chtna: Prelude to Cold War. New

Haven: Yale Unrversrty Press. 85, 270.

60. It should be noted that some document examrners have a

theory that a paper that would not normally fluoresce under

ultravrolet light can exhibit strong fluoresence rf rt has been

sublected to some anrficial ageing technrques. See Carson,

S.L. 1992. Has a srxth copy of the Gettysburg Address been

found? The Manuscript Society News l3(2): 44. Quoted rn

Nrckell, J. 1996. Detectrng Forgery: The Forenstc

Inuestigatton of Documents. Lexrngton: Universrty Press of
Kentucky. 96.

61. Pearson, N. 1997. lnuestigation of U.S. Treaurry Bonds

PIRA ref J47155.
62. Microscoprc analysrs by Bob Abbott.

63. Frredberg, R. 1992. Paper Money of the Uruted States.

13th ed. Chfton, New Jersey: Corn and Currency Institute.

Descnbes the rntroductron of the new design of the seal in

1966 and illustrates the old seal with rts Latrn motto and the

new seal wrth the addrtronal date and wording rn Enghsh.

64. ln 1944 rn Hunan province some 50,000 Japanese troops

defeated 300,000 Kuomrntang soldiers under Tang Engbo,

who had been lulled into a false sense of security by the cosy

and very profrtable tradrng relationships he had estabhshed

wlth the enemy.

65. Eastman, L. 1980. Facets of an Ambryuous Relatrcnshry:

Smuggltng, puppets and atroctrcs dunng the war 193745.

282.
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New Zealand Paper Trails:

Experimentation with Alternative Fibres in the Nineteenth Century

SYDNEY J. SHEP

Abstract
This paper traces one aspect of the troubled history of paper

experimentation in New Zealand in the nineteenth century.
Responding to the worldwide paper famine early in the cen-

tury, and later unable to keep up with local demand, colonial
papermakers attempted to develop an industry based on

indigenousfibres such as NewZealand flax (Phormiumtenax)

and native tussock grasses (Carex sppl. Despite their early
potential, these experimental papers created problems for
papermakers and printers alike, and are now of concern to
conservators and collectors. The impact of such colonial
papermaking endeavours upon a cultural history of print will
be traced by examining the contexts for production of sev-

eral key books, newspapers and pieces of ephemera. In the
process, techniques for and problems with identifying these
papers will be discussed, and parameters for developing a

critical discourse appropriate to the historian's engagement
with nineteenth-century papers will be suggested.

The utrlization of waste materials for paper-making is
a subject upon which a great deal has been said and
still remains to be said and done. In every country
waste vegetable matter which contains fibre in any-
thing like suitable proportions is sure to arrracr much
attention.l

On 27 July 1870 Dr James Hector, Director of the
Colonial Museum in \Welhngton, New Zealand, gave

evidence to the Joint Committee on Colonial Industries.

In answer to the question of whether there would be any
use for the 'vegetable productrons' of New Zealand,
he replied:

There are many valuable grasses which mighr be

available for paper-making, and to which aftentron
has not yet been directed; and by modifyrng the
machinery, I am inclined to think that the pulp from
flax might be converted into a paper of qualities
which could be substituted for the lighter kinds of
calico and scrim. By restoring the gum to the pulp in
the process of manufacture, and submining rt to a

high temperature, a waterproof material is obtained.2

Although printing first occurred on New Zealand sotl
in 1830, it was not until 1876 that domestic printing on
New Zealand machrne-made brown and grey papers was

accomplished. During this 45-year penod, numerous

attempts to develop a local papermaking industry were
floated, bolstered by government bonus schemes,

debated in the press and in Parliament, interrupted by the
Maori wars and encouraged by colonial and inter-
national rndustrial exhibitions. Overseas, the chronic
shortage of rags, increased demand for paper, the success

of esparto as an alternative fibre, experimentation with
various wood pulps and price fluctuations due to trade

embargoes, suspected manufacturing combinations or
draconian excise regulations all influenced the ways rn

which the paper industry developed in New Zealand.
Central to this development was the impetus given to
technical research into indrgenous fibres.

It is often said that New Zealand's nineteenth-century
economy was based upon four resources: sheep, timber,
gold and flax. New Zealand flax, or Phormium tenax,

dominated early discussrons of indigenous fibres, partic-
ularly when it was realized that it could be manufactured
lnto rope, rigging, canvas, bags, mats and fine textiles, as

well as paper.3 None of these industries was ever satisfac-

torrly realized in the nineteenth centurS but the potential
of Pbormium has remained to haunt the international
scene to this day. Initially, Phormium's suitability for
paper was recognized by the Scottish essayist John
Murray, who as early as 1823 proclaimed thrs wonder
fibre to be the saviour of Britain's papermaking woes. He
subsequently wrote three works printed on bleached and

unbleached Phormrum made at the Morton Paper Mills
in Yorkshire, from plants grown on his Scottish estate.

An Account of the Phormium Tenax of 1836 and 1838

became a talisman, and a rare one at that, for budding
New Zealand industrial entrepreneurs. Two possible

avenues were repeatedly explored: either exporting raw
or semi-processed fibre to Britain, or investrgating the

viability of a domestic papermaking industry extracting
the wealth of raw materials at hand.

Throughout the century, however, Pbormium lived
up to its namei tenax. Problems with preparing the fibre,
an rnability to guarantee constant and consistent supply
and the economics of extraction and shipping to an over-
seas manufacturing centre militated against its wholesale

adoption in the foreign papermaking industry. On the

domestic front, the capital investment required for estab-
lishrng a paper mill made it virtually prohibitive for the

small businessman or colonial consortium. 'Whereas 
a

complete flax mill cost at most d!,500, a simple paper-

making machine could cost befween d3,000 and {8,000,
and total capital outlay for a paper mill was calculated to
be at least {20,000 and closer to d50,000. Labour costs

were double those in Britain. Distnbutron was depend-
ent upon coastal shipping or, in the absence of railways,
primitive road networks. Mills could not always be sited

close to major ports even though they were close to water
power and fibre plantations. The lack of protectionist
tariffs meant that local producers were forced to com-
pete with cheap, duty-free, imported paper. Ultimately,
since the problem of Phormium fibre preparation
remained unresolved, entrepreneurs and scientists turned
to alternative sources and Australian expertise.
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Australia led the way in scientific and industrial
research to discover new papermaking materials. It is

important to bear in mind that papermaking across the

Tasman Sea had a 60-year lead compared to New
Zealand. The first mill in Australia was established in
1818 at Botany Bay, Sydney; the next, Collingwood
Paper Mills in 1,864 at Liverpool, New South Wales; and

most famously, Ramsden's Paper Mills in Melbourne,

Vctoria, in 1858. Although he was not a papermaker

himself, Samuel Ramsden placed experrmentation at the

forefront of his industrial policy. Overseas mills fre-

quently refused to interrupt production for experimental
purposes, often with good reason, given the chance of
damage to machinery and/or significant disruption to
productlon schedules. Ramsden, however, recognized the

need both to develop local resources and to keep abreast

of current research. Even before his mill was completed,

Ramsden invited the general public to send in specimens

of native herbs and grasses whose suitability for paper he

could assess.a

In this Ramsden was encouraged by several local ini-
tiatives. In 1865, the Royal Sociery of Victoria estab-

lished a commlftee to bring together existing research

and to investigate new sources of indigenous papermak-

ing fibres. This activity was driven by the increasing

demand for and inability to produce enough esparto

grass for the British papermaking industry - hence the

goal to find alternative sources of fibres - combined with
the need to discover antipodean substitutes to make a

domestic industry financially viable. The scientific com-

muniry was also spurred by the Victoria government,

whrch rn 1864 allocated f,5,000 in start-up incentives to
new colonial industries; a f,1,500 bonus was to be

awarded for the first 10 tons of paper produced weekly,

whether wrapping, printing, grocer's or draper's papers.s

Experiments were carried out on local grasses, reeds and

cereals, which could be mrxed with rags for white papers

or used alone for brown wrappings and newsprint. At
the forefront of these investigations was Baron

Ferdrnand von Mueller, the internationally renowned
German botanist who was director of the Melbourne
Botanical Gardens from 1865 to'1,874.

In hrs Reporl on the Vegetable Products Exhibted tn

the Intercolonial Exhbition of 1866-67, von Mueller
documented some 30 different Australian fibres prepared

as pressed and dried, pure, unbleached pulp linters by his

lab assistant, Christian Hoffmann. Pride of place was

given to Phormium tenax:

Paper has been placed in the Exhibiton from material
grown in Victona. The readiness with which the large

richly fibrous leaves can be turned into pulp for a very

substantial paper, entitles the plant not alone to our
consideration, but also the fact that it may be perma-

nently established wrth the greatest ease in any

swampy ground.5

At that time, von Mueller had yet to undertake com-
prehensive tests to determine the actual pulp percentage

content per fibre rype; he was certainly oblivious to the

difficulties Phormium had historically presented to the

aspiring New Zealand paper industry and did not at all
understand lts growth habits. He remained convinced,

however, that not only was each of his 30 vaneties suit-

able for manufacture into compressed and dehydrated

half-stuff blocks for shipment to overseas mills, but that
'together with the consumption of rags in local factories,

the new articles indicated will largely enter into the fabri-
cation of Victorian rndustry,'z since 'the yield from
Mctorian material is much larger, moreover the supply
infinitely vaster, and locally much less expensive and

much easier to work.'8
Baron von Mueller's sphere of influence in the pursuit

of alternative papermaking fibres was extended not only

through his copious publications and the trading of pub-

lished pamphlets and monographs berween members of
the worldwide scientific fraterniry but also through the

increasrngly frequent industrial exhibitions which
afforded the opportunity to exhibit paper samples in the

lnternational arena. His paper collection was showcased

at the Paris Universal Exhibition of 'I..867, then travelled
to New Zealand for a special Phormtum exhibition in

1871 staged by Dr James Hector at the Colonial
Museum in \Tellington. In 1875, the samples were exhib-
ited rn Melbourne in coniunction with 40 additional
specimens prepared by von Mueller's successor at the

Botanical Gardens,'Wrlham R. Guilfoyle, then sent to the

Philadelphia Centennial Exposition of 1876 and later,

the Sydney Exhibition of 1882. These exhibitions were

crucial for the exchange of knowledge and technology.

The award system and jurors' reports enabled periodic

assessment of rndustrial manufacturing, gave recognition

to innovation, and spurred additional investigation.
The von Mueller collection became as internationally

famous as a suite of 15 papers produced by Samuel

Ramsden which was awarded the silver medal at the

1872 Melbourne Inter-Colonial Exhibition. Ramsden's

papers were one of 700 exhibits selected to represent the

state of Victoria at the London International Exhibitron

ol 1873. They then went on to win first prize at the

Melbourne Inter-Colonial Exhibition of 1875 and

travelled to the Philadelphia Centennial Expositron of
1876.The range of papers Ramsden was able to produce

is a testimony to his achievement in colonial manufac-

tures: imperial white cartridge, printing paper, printing
news paper, coloured printings, bookbinders' pressings,

tea cartridge, tea paper, coffee paper, grey royal hand

sugar paper, thin grey demy and brown wrapping,
both thick and thin. Three additronal specimens received

considerable attention in the jurors' reports: grey
casing made entirely from New Zealand grass, grey cas-

rng made entirely from Victoria grass and brown wrap-
ping made entirely from Victoria grass.e J. Cosmo

Newberry, chairman of the experts' panel for the paper

and cardboard class, was most impressed with
Ramsden's collection:

The experts in this division in the exhibition of 1872
regretted that the manufacture of paper from
Victorian fibre-yielding plants had not been
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attempted on a practical scale, so that this jury is

pleased to be able to record so high an opinion of the

excellence of the paper made from these fibre plants,

on a commercial scale, at Mr. Ramsden's mills; and

they hope that, as it has been shown that this material
bleaches well, we shall, before long, see good printing
and writing paper made from this source, though it is

perhaps scarcely to be looked for at present from
mills using the muddy and drscoloured Yarra water.10

Ramsden began his career intending to produce a
wide range of papers, and his sample book is testimony
to thrs. Yet, over the years, he gradually concentrated on
brown wrappings and grey newsprint, that is, those
papers which did not compete with the export rag mar-
ket or cheap imported writing and printing papers, those

which did not depend on pure water and those which
couid easily use local, indigenous fibres as substitutes

for traditional raw materials.By 1875, S7illiam Guilfoyle
claimed that, given the wealth of alternative fibres

proven experimentally to be fit for papermaking, there

was no need to use any rags at all.l1

Early research into alternative paper fibres was car-
ried out in New Zealand by several key players in the
Phormium industry. None entered the commercial
papermaking arena, but their experiments informed the
preliminary feasibility studies of Edward McGlashan,
founder of the lfoodhaugh Paper Mills in the Leith
Valley of Dunedin, who produced the first New Zealand
machine-made brown paper in 1875. Throughout this
period, Dr James Hector, director of the Colonial
Museum in Wellington, took a great interest in von
Mueller's fibre experiments in Austraha and corre-
sponded with him regularly. Hector particlpated in the

first New Zealand, Flax Commission of 1859, whose

findings were pubhshed in 1870. He soon realized that a
full scientific study of the plant, its growing habits and its
suitability for different manufactures was essential. This
phytological approach, first proposed by von Mueller,l2
was implemented by Hector when he was appointed
chairman of the second Flax Commission in 1870. This
commissron went into greater detail about all aspects

of Phormium, from its propagation and cultivation to
its preparation and manufacture. The commission
appointed a network of local and international agents

who solicited a wide range of technical expertise,

acquired fibre samples from throughout the country
and sent samples to manufacturers overseas for testing

and assessment. Hector was assisted in this endeavour

by the establishment of a fully equipped scientific lab at
the Colonial Museum, supervised by William Skey.

As chair of the New Zealand Institute. later to become

the Royal Sociery of New Zealand, and director of the

ITellington Botanical Gardens, Hector also had direct
access to an excellent nerwork of New Zealand-based,
like-minded scientific explorers and civic-minded
industrialists.

Thomas Kirk, secretary to the Auckland Institute, was

one such man. He keptJohn Murray's book and his ideas

about Phormium in circulation, taking his copy to soci-
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ety meetings and entering it in various industrial exhibr-

tions, always affirming that 'in strength and tenacity [it]
resembles parchment, rather than ordinary paper. There

can be no doubt that it is a paper of extraordinary dura-
biliry.'t: Unlike some of his New Zealand, conrempo-

raries, however, Kirk clearly understood Phormium's
limitations which made it uneconomic for the paper-

making industry. British papermakers John Evans and

Thomas Routledge viewed von Mueller's samples at the

Colonial Office in 1,857 and reported back to the

Association of Paper Manufacturers of Great Britain and

Ireland, an organization of which Evans was president.

Noting that only six of the fibres were actually suitable

for paper, they agreed that Phormmm was the prime
candidate, but quickly pointed out that its price of {35
per ton, compared to a maximum of {,5 for esparto, pre-

cluded its use in the British papermaking rndustry.la

F.D. Bell and I.A. Featherston toured the manufactur-
ing districts of England in 7870 and reported that:

The cost of New Zealand flax places it entirely
beyond reach of paper makers, who to a large extent
depend on the refuse of other trades. Esparto grass

from Spain, which, although scarce, can be bought
here at f,S a ton, is now extensively used in the man-

ufacture of newspaper and book papers; and

although New Zealand flax would be useful for giv-
ing it strength as a better class paper, and for pro-
ducrng good papers by itself, yet the price would be

such as could never pay the colonists to export. There

is a wood pulp imported from Germany, and New
Zealand flax or tow might probably pay if reduced to
pulp and shipped in blocks at a low freight. Blocks of
any size would suit, but they must be pressed free of
water, and unbleached. It is difficult to get makers to
commit themselves to anticipatory prices, but f,18 to
f,20 ts a probable figure. Doubts are however sug-

gested as to the pulp keeping during so long a voyage,

and we were advised to recommend that, before ship-
plng to the Home market, parcels should be first sent

for experiment to the paper mills at Melbourne.ls

This position was echoed by Bennett Brothers, fibre
brokers rn London, who acted as the second Flax
Commission's agents to distribute samples to varlous
British manufacturers. lnlate t872. thev told Hector and

Skey that:

I7ith respect to the sample marked B we cannot at the

moment say anything [as] it is in the hands of a man-
ufacturer, but [it is] much too good for paper making.
In fact a fibre from New Zealand for paper making
would not pay carriage. Germany, Sweden, Switzer-

land and even England are producing large quantities
of fibre from wood shavings, etc. a good fibre only
fetches about 201- per cwt after a cost of 15/- per cwt
to produce, without value of material. Bamboo rs

berng imported from Jamaica but is a wretched busi-

ness. Rags (linen) from China and Japan are selling

here at 5l- per cwt (dirry of course).16
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But Hector did not glve up. The following year, he

again wrote to Bennett Brothers with the notion that,
when reduced to its ultimate filaments, Phormium could
be used for 'vegetable felting, taking advantage of its
wonderful plasticity when wet to form it into a kind of
thick tough paper, whrch by after treatment would be

rendered impervious to water.'I7

For a time, Edward McGlashan also kept Pbormrum
alive as a possible papermakrng material. \When the

Otago Provincial Council first announced their paper

bonus scheme in 1865, d500 was to be awarded to the

person or company who first produced, within 12

months, one ton of paper from Phormium or other
indigenous fibre. This bonus was far more realistic than
that of the Victona government, which expected newly
established colonral papermakers to produce 10 tons of
paper per week. The rnitial New Zealand, bonus was not
taken up and was frequently revised over the ensuing

years. In a letter addressed to the Joint Committee on

Colonral Industrres, McGlashan affirmed that:

the manufacture of paper from flax and other indige-

nous plants ought to be successfully carried out, and

to large profit, in New Zealand. The capital, however,

required to purchase and erect the necessary plant is
considerable. Grocerg printing, and writing paper

could all be manufactured to profit, particularly wrap-
prng paper, which requires no bleaching material.l8

Despite the Scottish mills proclarmlng that Phormium
was impossible to work, McGlashan sent bleached and

unbleached half-stuff samples across the Tasman to
Ramsden's paper mills for testing. Ramsden's results

were encouraging, though, according to McGlashan, 'he

did not offer a paying price.'ts McGlashan still had the

successful example of John Murray's book before him,
and indeed had himself, at considerable cost, sent fibre to
England to be made into paper some years ago. He
donated samples of this fibre to the colonial industries

commissron, and it may have become part of the flax
exhibition n 1871, catalogued as 'paper, made in
London, 1855.'20 The paper which eventually won the

Otago papermaker a place in New Zealand history on

1 May 1,876 was an unsized, improperly calendered

brown paper composed of old sacks, rope and tussock

grass - no Phormium in sight.

As von Mueller did for Australia, Kirk also experi-
mented with native New Zealand plants more suited to
the needs and resources of the oresent industrv;

Doubts having been freely expressed as to whether
the Colony possesses a sufficient abundance of
raw material for the manufacture of paper to allow
of the process being undertaken on a remunerative

scale, it may be worth while to call attention to sev-

eral plants available for the purpose, all of which
occur ln abundance, and are yearly destroyed to
an enormous extent by the process of settlement.

Several of them could be cultivated so as to afford a

regular supply.2l

Kirk's identification of 18 different fibres, including
Phormium, demonstrates a growing range of possible

fibres and sources. International trade publications such

as Tbe Paper Makers' Monthly Journal were keen to
communicate such antipodean progress. Founded rn

1,864, at precisely the moment when the industry was

having to accommodate rapid technological change, this
journal surveyed the state of the trade worldwide,
tracked the growth of alternative fibre experimentation,
kept old ideas in circulation and presented innovations
and boasted a lively discussion forum in its lerters and

reports. Kirk's report, for instance, had already been

picked up by John R. Jackson, writer for the scientific
journal Nature, and was subsequendy extracted in Tbe

Paper Makers' Monthly Journal.
Alternative paper fibres had been the subject of inter-

national interest from at least the last quarter of the sev-

enteenth century. It was not until the German scientist Dr

Jacob Chnstran Schdffer began to publish his six-volume
treatise on vegetable fibres in 1765, complete with spec-

imens, that the diversiry of flora possible for papermak-
ing was intensively explored. Schdffer's experiments were

followed in quick succession by a number of works
pnnted on paper made from alternative materials, culmi-
nating in the landmark research of Manhias Koops, pub-
lished in 1800 and 1801. Although he went bankrupt in
1804, Koops definitively proved that vegetable fibres

such as straq rather than linen and cofton, could be used

to produce paper on a commercial scale.22 In subsequent

years, substances as varied as groundwood, beetroot,

cornstalks, mummy wrappings and cow dung were

thrust upon the paper stage. In 1851 the Exhibition of
the lilTorks of Industry of all Nations, or the Crystal
Palace Exhibition, as it became popularly known,
brought together the results of international fibre
research. Although New Zealand was represented in
London with examples of Maori-dressed Pbormium
only, it was the 1865 Dunedin International Exhibition
which signalled New Zealand's entrance into the paper-

fibre arena. To complement a collection of Indian fibres

and Dr Lauder Lindsay's 'various curiosities of paper

manufacture,'23 Dr James Hector submitted specimens

of New Zealand trees, shrubs and grasses from the

Colonial Museum that were suitable for papermaking.
Predictably, Pbormium received the highest prarse, yet

the jurors noted a number of fibrous grasses, including
Triticum, Agrostio arunds and Danthonea.

Another of these grasses, Schoenus pauciflorus, or
snow-grass. was particularly rntrrguing:

Many of the grasses of New Zealand are sufficiently
fibrous for the manufacture of paper, and the profu-
sion in which they grow on almost every variery of
soil, and under every condition of the climate, is an

additional reason why effons should be made to uti-
lize them. One variety of grass in particular claims

aftentlon from rts resemblance in many important
features, to the Esparto or Spanish grass, an article
which is now very extensively used in the manufac-
ture of paper in England; this is the 'snow grass,' one
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of the tussocky grasses of the colonists, which grows
rank and luxuriant at high elevations and on barren

soil in the interior of the Mrddle [r.e. Southl Island.2a

The jurors remarked on the successful papermaking
experiments performed on tussock grass by Edward
McGlashan, who had sent samples of tussock to both
Ramsden and Thomas Routledge of esparto fame, but
recognized that the lack of suitable machinery in the

colony was a deterrent to further exploitation. Rivalling
Phormium, tussock continued in the limelight during the
1879 Sydney International Exhibition and the 1880
Industrial Exhibition in Christchurch. For the Sydney

Exhibition, which then travelled to Melbourne,
McGlashan entered a sample of paper stock made from
'NZ grass'; the Otago Paper Mills (the firm which
bought him out in late September 1876) won first prize

for its brown wrapping paper; McGlashan's rival John
I(alker Bain's Mataura Paper Mill (also producing paper

from 18761 won first for its brown and grey wrappings,
again made from 'NZ grass'; and the Invercargill Bag

Factory won a fourth prize for its bags made from
Mataura's brown and grey wrappings.2s At the
Christchurch show, the jurors reported favourably about
Mataura's tussock grass paper:

A sample of brown wrapping-paper, made at the
Mataura mills, was shown. This paper which is
strong and tough, has been manufactured from the
fibre of one of our native tussacs fsic], Danthonia

flauescens, or broad-leaved oat tussac grass. On our
upland sheep runs it grows in great abundance, up to
an altitude of 3000 ft, and it is considered to be capa-
ble of affording 'an unlimited amount' of fibre mate-
rial of the manufacture of paper. The manufacture of
printing and other papers from linen rags, & c., has

yet to be undertaken in New Zealand,26

Four years later, George Didsbury the Government
Printer, recalled Mataura's 1879 brown paper in quite
different terms. Citrng the addition of too much tussock
in the furnish, he claimed that the paper was too brinle
for wrapping paper and totally unsuited to printing.zz

The manufacture of printing papers in New Zealand
was to remain a vexed issue right up until the 1950s,
when the descendants of the Otago and Mataura mills,
the New Zealand, Paper Mills Limited, were finally able
to make white paper suitable for book printing.zs Almost
a century earlier, McGlashan wrote to the colonial secre-

tary asking for modifications to rhe bonus for printing
paper announced by the Committee on Colonial
Industries in 1872:.

Neither the Dunedin Mill nor the Mataura Mill have
been enabled to attempt the manufacture of printing
paper, the necessary machinery for which, so as to
make a good saleable paper, not being procurable in
the Colony and also from the fact that both mills have
been striving to fulfil the conditions for the manufac-
ture of Brown Paper in which they have succeeded,
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and have been able to turn out paper much superior
to the imported article.2e

One of the conditions of the bonus was that the paper

had to be manufactured in New Zealand by machinery
permanently established in the colony.3o McGlashan
wanted the Government to pay the bonus up front to the
mills so they could invest in new equipment; instead,

the deadline was extended to enable more time for the

requisite machinery to be shipped out from England.

A request in 1880 by James Hanan of Invercargill to
encourage the production in the colony of proper
machinery for the manufacture of white paper for news-
papers similarly fell on deaf ears.31

In the mortgagee sale of the Australian Paper

Company's works at Liverpool, New South'Wales, in
1871, the auction announcement provides a breakdown
of principal customers and markets supplied for the
mill's 400 tons per annum output: 100 tons of various
grey and brown packing papers were sold generally, 100

tons went to the New South Wales Government Printing
Office and a combined 160 tons were sold to the region's
newspapers. The figures also include 40 tons sold to
unidentified New Zealand newspapers.32 These export
figures may not appear overly large, but before the estab-

lishment of a New Zealand paper mill, domestic demand
for newsprint increasingly put pressure on the printing
industry's sources of supply. Bet'rveen 1860 and 1879,
New Zealand's gold-rush period, 181 newspapers were
founded, some lasting but one or rwo issues and in print
runs frequently of only 100 or 200 copies per issue.33

Nonetheless, compared to the 16 newspapers founded by
1851 and 28 by 1858, the increase was exponential.
Newspapers were the lifeblood of New Zealand's geo-
graphically isolated communities, linking each wrth the
next and to the world at large. Time and again, however,
printers ran short of paper, havrng to abbreviate their
publications, substitute whatever was at hand, or stop
production altogether. The Spectator appeared on red

bloning paper for several weeks; early issues of the
Mataura Ensign and the Dunedin Herald were printed
on the local mills' experimental papers; and the old
Otago 'Witness advertised for donations of paper, then
ceased when supplies dned up.

Newspapers also frequently advertised for waste
paper. Koops' method of de-inking and thus recycling
paper was by now a standard fixture in the papermaking
lndustry. After an audit of the Government Printing
Office in !(ellington in 1874, the policy of selling waste
paper - usually printed public documents and govern-

ment forms - to local shopkeepers for grocery wrap-
pings was reviewed. The chief clerk of the Audit Office,

J.G. Anderson, astutely suggested that the government

investrgate a pulping machine 'by which the waste can be

reduced by a simple process to a form very saleable to
paper makers.'3a This idea does not seem to have been

taken further, but waste paper became a valuable com-
modity. In 1880, for instance, the GPO alone shipped 42
tons to England, where it fetched befween d5 9s and
f,7 9s per ton; 13 tons were sold to local paper mills for
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[,4 per ton. The following year, only 21 tons were

shipped overseas, whereas 22 tons were sold locally.

Increasingly too, the government stationery store econo-

mized by re-using cancelled forms and substituting
cheaper papers for the expensive handmades previously

bought.:s Such cheaper papers were, however, still
imported.

Colonial papermakers wanted to manufacture writ-
ing and printing paper, but there were challenges aplenry.

There are many complications in converting a wrap-
ping machine to fine papers, and it is equally difficult
to traln a wrapping craftsman to make banks and

bonds. Nor is it a simple matter to attain within a few
months, quality standards of fine papers equal to
those of overseas mills which have been making them

for half a century.36

It must be remembered that neither New Zealand nor

Australia had the benefit of progressing slowly from
handmade papermaking through to the machine-made

era, thereby amassing a skilled workforce and generating

any sense of local industrial memory; nor did they have

the location or capital to enable regular upgrades of
machines and technology in order to keep abreast of
overseas developments and compete against foreign
imports. Across the Tasman,

a constant problem Ramsden faced was the securing

of the market agamst overseas competition. The mill
increasingly concentrated production on wrappings;
the manufacture of printings, both news and fine,

becoming more and more difficult by the 1880s. This
position had resulted from following the use of new

and cheaper raw materials for papermaking in
Europe and America and the introduction of more

efficient machinery in overseas mills, the machines in

Victoria rapidly becoming outmoded.3T

Furthermore, despite the development of an

antipodean industry based in part on rndigenous fibres,

three additional variables were introduced: the public's

resistance to buying locally produced goods; too many
local merchants, stationers, and paper brokers all vying
to out-price the others in the same import market, even

when superior-grade, locally produced brown and grey

wrappings could be purchased more cheaply; and the

lack of protectionist tariffs to encourage local industry.
Even if colonial papermakers could gain easy access

to raw materials, equipment and technology, as long as

tariffs favoured imported papers, there was no point try-
ing to compete, retool or recapitalize. Although citizens

successfully petitioned the Victoria government in the

1870s so that a 3l- per cwt dury was imposed on im-
ported wrapping paper, it didn't significantly alter the

level of imports untrl the 1890s depression, when dutres

were doubled; and srnce printing paper continued to
remain dury-free, this emergent industry was crippled.:t
There were also questions debated, most vehemently in
1895, about whether the local taxpayer was supporting

an industry which was actually uneconomic. In New
Zealand, manufacturlng stationers tried to avoid paper

duties by ordering larger sizes from the overseas mills,
then cutting them down for domestic resale. When the

government printer told the colonial secretary that his

office would start buying locally produced brown paper

and he would try to encourage the post and telegraph

office and the railways stores to do likewise, his only neg-

ative comment was that people were prejudiced because

of the inferior qualiry of the early papers coming out of
the Mataura and Dunedin mills. Yet, had they not gone

through this experimental phase and come out the other
end as commercially viable brown-paper manufactories,

Didsbury's vision of a healthy development for the indus-

try would not have rung true: 'This I think may be taken
as an rndrcation of a growing demand for our local pro-

ductions, and that the public are gradually becoming

alive to the fact that an equally good article is obtainable
at [our own] doors at prlces quite as reasonable as it can

be imported for from other places.'3e

Given the belated development of papermaking
'down under,' local manufacturers expenenced a rela-

tively short period of success. They found answers to the

fibre question by investigating indigenous resources and

made brown and grey papers for a significant wrapping
and bag industry. However, the development of wood-
pulp processes overseas meant that antipodean paper-

makers soon turned to the importation of pulp untrl local
factories could be established using the considerable trm-
ber resources available in both countries: radiata pine for
New Zealand and eucalyptus for Australia. In the twen-
treth century, Phormrum tenax was used in periods of
shortage and depression, particularly during and after
the first and second world wars, but both Phormium and
other indigenous fibres have only taken centre stage

again with the hand-papermaking craft revrval.

Epilogue
As a book historian and scholar of material culture, I
would like to conclude by sharing some thoughts about
paper history research in New Zealand and Australia.

Several years ago, John Bidwell characterized nineteenth-

century machine-made papers as 'regular, reliable, and

anonymous.'4o Perhaps not all mills were able to achieve

this desideratum of product standardization, but this
description succinctly identifies some of the problems

and challenges of working in the paper archive.

The critrcal tools for rdentifyrng and vocabulary for
discussing handmade papers have been codified for some

time; those for nineteenth-century machine-made papers

are still in their infancy. Central to the emerging (or re-

emerging) field of history of the book and print culture is

the recognition that physical artefacts must be contextu-
ahzed as well as described. Scholars aim to map the net-

work of relations linkrng the production, dissemmation

and preservation of books and print, researching the

wrder intellectual, social, cultural, politrcal and economic

contexts. For nineteenth-century machine-made papers

thrs process is crucial, grven that the paper's physical 'sig-

nature' * if there is one - is often rnsufficient to provide
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conclusive identification. Extra-textual records thus take
on an important dimension and include business archives

of those who make, distribute, use and preserve paper
(mills, stationers, printers, pubhshers, shopkeepers, read-

ers, collectors, librarians); contemporary manufacturing
records of the paper trade, found in trade journals, corre-
spondence and publshed accounts; and historical evi-

dence and accounts of the various forces (including

geography, weather, shipping patterns and migration of
personnel and technology) which can affect the book
trade rn general.

Although there is no substitute for the experience of
handling thousands of sheets to hone one's visual, tactile,
aural, gustatory and olfactory perception of paper, arte-

factual evidence is not enough; at times it is not even

extant. I refer, in particular, to brown papers which were

the mainstay of New Zealand and Australia's early
papermaking industry. Used as broadsheets, newspapers,

wrappings and bags, in the street, in the grocery and at
the drapers, these papers are ephemeral; they were never

meant to be saved, their use frequently implied their
destruction and their chemical composition - whether
because of fibres, additives or finishing - guaranteed a

short shelf hfe. Such self-consuming artefacts are the

researcher's nightmare and are often outside the collect-

rng mandate of most institutions.
Drifting tantalizingly through the New Zealand

archive is the mention but not the physical evidence of
single sheets: from William Colenso's specimen sheets,

exhibited in 1855, of the paper upon whichJohn Murray's
An Account of tbe Pbormium Tenax was printed, to the

1871 Flax Commission exhibition which included
unidentified Phormtum paper made in London in t866.
Murray's book exists precisely because it is a book,
because its subject mafter has guaranteed its survival and

because the cataloguing conventions of libraries and

archives privilege the author and his title, perhaps even

the publisher and collector, yet rarely that vehrcle of com-
munication, the paper substrate. The survival of single,

particularly blank, sheets or discrete mill samples is jeop-

ardtzed almost from the start; ditto, if they are pieces of
ephemera such as broadsheets, household goods such as

paper bags or reading material such as newspapers. Such

objects are part of our disposable culture. A recent thesis

examining the archaeological evidence of nineteenth-cen-

tury Chinese communities on the Otago gold fields found
that, despite the dryness of Otago's climate, paper bags,

for rnstance, were only preserved because they were used

as mortar in the walls of buildings.al

Where and when brown papers do survive, they suf-

fer further complexities of identification because of the

admixture of substances used in the furnish. 'Without 
a

reference library, including a microphotographic portfo-
lio, of the indigenous fibres used ln any one country at
any one time, simple visual analysis fails to assist the

process of identification. To tell the difference berween

papers made from any one of von Mueller's one hundred
different Australian fibres is perhaps easy; in combina-
tion, however, identification is quite a different matter. If
we were able to pin down the fibre composition, what
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would it tell us? In the absence of mill records, a great
deal, as we are often left only with the material object.

Colonial industry was inherently unstable. \ffith natural
disasters, bankruptcies, mergers and takeovers, records

of business activity were frequently lost, burnt or trashed.

Mountarns of account books tracing everyday operations
were often used for waste-paper recycling, and if any

records were saved, the principles of selection and

preservation were often very different from those we use

today. It might be possible to track papers from the mill
through the records of various middlemen, whether
paper brokers, stationers, printers or publishers, but pro-
gressively the paper trail becomes thmner and thinner.

Tracking the geography of the nineteenth-century book
is challenging, the geography of ephemeral papers even

more so.

How can we distinguish between different species of
the regular, the reliable and the anonymous? What is the

repertolre of evrdence marshalled in order to identify the

unique fingerprints of nineteenth-century machine-made

papers? C.R. Elmore suggestively turns to the (albeit

frequently subjective) tests and terminology known to
nineteenth-century paper dealers and members of the

paper trade.a2 In addition to using physical dimensions

and visible markings to describe paper, G. Thomas
Tanselle enumerates several testrng categories which bib-
liographers can adopt from the quantitative methodolo-
gies of industrial paper chemists: performance (substance,

strength, permeability and absorbency, formatron,
smoothness); chemical (fibre and mineral constituents,
srzrng agents, pH); and optical (colour, gloss, opacity).a3

Tanselle rs quick to rule out any destructrve or mutilating
tests as well as those tests which are impractical for the

researcher, such as those requiring access to and knowl-
edgeable use of precision instruments, particularly in the

scientific laboratory. This fifth level of engagement with
paper, like the sixth, which identifies the individual
manufacturer or mill by means of such laboratory tests,

reference to specimen books or other research, is clearly
beyond Tanselle's ideal bibliographrcal necessity. Yet it
is precisely these tools which the historian of paper, partic-

ularly nineteenth-century machine-made papers, requires.

!(hen looking at papers made from indigenous

plants, the scientific analysis of fibre is essential. Some of
these papers, generally ephemeral brown and grey wrap-
prngs and printings, are deteriorating because of the

chemical structure of the origrnal fibre as well as their
method of preparation and manufacture. Conservatron

solutions are dependent upon sound identification and

assessment; can non-destructive tests be developed for
identifying nineteenth-century machine-made papers? If
not, are we willing to sacrifice a very small percentage of
the original paper to create a reference library available

to conservators and researchers alike? As librarians,
archivists, bibliographers and book hrstorians become

increasingly aware of the importance of paper itself in
the communication circuit, it is to be hoped that the evi-

dential needs of the historian of nineteenth-century paper

can be met by combining sensitive laboratory analysis

with contemporaneous documentation surrounding the
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artefact and with the experience of handling the extant
artefacts of the paper trail.
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Through the Microscope Lens:

Classification of Oriental Paper Technology and Fibres

ANNA-GRETHE RISCHEL

Abstract
The Austrian professor Julius von Wiesner was a pioneer in

scientific analysis and identification of fibre materials in
central Asian paper nearly 100 years ago. As a botanist, he

collected reference material from local plants used for
papermaking in order to identify the fibres in paper frag-

ments from the Taklamakan desert. In a study similar to von

Wiesner!, reference material consisting of oriental papers of
known technology and fibre content was analysed macro-

scopically and microscopically in order to identify papers of
unknown origin.The reference papers proved to be useful in

identifying the unknown paper fibres and in revealing
information about the papermaking process.

The 1983 Japanese exhibrtion at the National Museum
in Denmark 1 exhibited a wide variety of washi samples

in kakemono, ukiyo-e, sbAji and lanterns. The supply of

Japanese paper for restoration normally available at that
time in Denmark was limited, expensive and of varying
qualiry. The exhibrtion therefore inspired me to look for
new and better restoratron papers in Asia by visiting
papermakers' workshops and studying hand papermak-
rng in practice. A number of field trips to papermakers in
Nepal, Thailand and Japan in the following years

resulted in a collection of 77 papers suitable for restora-

tion. This collection of paper samples of known origin
and technology g ve me an excellent opportunity to
learn more about oriental paper by combining a study of
the actual papers with my many field notes, drawings
and photographs.

The inner bark from only four or five plants served as

the raw material for paper production in all three coun-
tries. Therefore, the many small details of traditional
papermaking, in preparation of the fibre and formation
of the sheet, unchanged for centuries, had to be of impor-
tance in order to produce the great variery of papers in
Nepal, Tharland and Japan. For example, the handmade

papers of kozo fibres produced in Thailand and Japan
were different in look and quality. The most influential
determrnant of paper qualiry was not obvious: the bast

material itself, the preparation of the raw material, the
paper mould, the sheet formation, the addition of for-
mation aids or fillers, the final drying process or a com-
bination of several of these factors. Studies in oriental
paper history did help with a theoretical understanding
of the material and of the technology used, and it
inspired me to search for a connection betlveen the look
and qualiry of the paper and the raw materials and tech-
nology used.

Non-destructive macroscopic and microscopic analy-

sis showing the connection befween the condition of the
fibre material and the paper qualities would be a very
useful tool in paper conservation, and would help

achieve a better understanding of the paper. This better

understanding would lead to more appropriate handling,
exhibition, storage and conservation of paper objects.

Traditionally, analysis of oriental papers involved the

identification of the fibre materials. The Austrian scien-

tist Julius von Wiesner was a pioneer in this field with his

1887 analysis of Arabian paper from the Rainer collec-

tion.2 As a botanist, he used traditional microscopic
methods to identify the fibre material and discovered

that Arabian rag paper was made of flax fibres and not
of cotton, as had been believed for centuries in Europe.

His later analysis in 1902 of ancient east Turkestan
paper fragments was based on a comparison of the paper

fibres with reference material from Asian papermaking
plants.3 He succeeded in identifying the fibres in good
condition by using this reference material, but found it
impossible to rdentrfy many of the materials because of
the mechanical treatment of the fibres in the paper-

makrng process.

Microscoprc analysis of paper was for many years

limrted to botanical identification of the fibre material
by means of spot tests, fibre morphology and other char-

acteristics. ln 1,959 the German scientist Mananne
Harders-Steinhariser used technological observations
and traces of laid lines and woven texture in her analysis

and identification of the geographic provenance of
ancient paper fragments.a However, it was obvious that
much more information could be extracted from the

same papers. Mrght it be possible to identify the technol-
ogy ofpapers by observing and identifying the distinctive
characteristics of the papers and any traces of the paper-

making process, and then comparing these to papers of
known origin and technology?

Inspired by Juhus von Wiesner's method and later
microscopic paper analysis, a pilot project was devised

with the aim of writing a detailed systematic description
of the fibre material and the actual paper technology
used for a reference group of paper specimens. This ref-

erence material would then serve as the key for identifi-
cation of fibre material and technology used in papers of
unknown origrn and technology.

The following 14 samples of paper from the collec-
tion of 77 new oriental papers were chosen as reference

materials of paper of known origin and technology:

Sample No. 1 . .. . . . Sa SL 32

Moraceae famrly, Thailand
Sample No.2. . . . . . yoshinogami 93

Moraceae familS Japan
Sample No.3 . . . . . . misugami G 118

Moraceae familS Japan
Sample No.4. .. ... Sa KT 30

Moraceae familv. Thailand
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Sample No.5. . . . . . kozoT 1,24 Part l:Analysis of the 14 known paper samples
Moraceae family, Japan Three checklists were prepared: A, B, and C.

Sample No.6. . . . . . lokta T 12

Thymelaeaceae famil5 Nepal Checklist A: Field notes and observations

SampleNo.7.. ....gamprCLLG Checklist A listed 54 statements concerning field notes

Thymelaeaceae famlly, Japan and observatrons on the production of the paper: the

Sample No.8 . . .. . .mttsumataCLl23 preparation of the fibrematerial, thetypeof mould used,

Tbymelaeaceae famlly, Japan the sheet formation and the final drying process. Every

SampleNo,9......local kozoSBl2S statementwaseitherconfirmedordeniedandallanswers
Moraceae family, Japan for the 14 samples were collected in a simple database.

Sample No.10 . . . . . lokta L 10

Thymelaeaceae family, Nepal 7. Preparation of fibre mateial
Sample No. 11 .....local kozoLGBl02 A01. Separation of bark layer and rwig atcollection

Moraceae family, Japan A02. Separation of outer bark layer and inner bark

Sample No. 12 . . . . . kozo mino 88 layer at collection
Moraceae family, Japan A03. Steaming and separation of bark and rwig

Sample No. 13 . . . . . tengujosbiT 107 A04. Rinsing and dryrng after steaming

Moraceae family, Japan A05. Soakrng rn water of dry bast strips

Sample No. 14 . . . . . kozo uda CL 92 A05. The outer bark layer is removed manually with a
Moraceae family, Japan blunt knrfe

A07. The outer bark layer is removed mechanically by

The selected reference papers vaned rn fibre material, a rasping machine

preparation, weight, thickness, densiry of frbres, content A08. The bast is boiled in a lye solution made from
and rype of fillers and sheet formation aids, paper mould, ashes

sheet formatron and final drying process. These authen- A09. The bast is boiled rn a calcareous lye

tic paper specimens corresponded in principle to Julius A.10. The bast rs borled in a lye solution made from soda

von'Wiesner's reference materral of known Asian paper- A11. The bast is boiled in soda/calcareous lye

making plants, except that the distinctive features char- A12. The bast is boiled in soda/caustic soda lye

acteristic of the various steps of the papermaking process '\13. Cooling in the cooking boiler
had not yet been analysed and described. A14. Chemical bleaching, followed by rinsing

Thirteen samples of eighteenth-century Japanese A15. Short rinsing
paper of unknown provenance from the National A16. Sun/water-bleaching rn running water 1-3 days

Museum in Denmark were chosen as test materials for and nights

the project. Only minor drfferences were expected to be A17. Snow bleaching

found between the Japanese reference material and the A18. Manual removal in water of coarse fibres and

eighteenth-century paper samples, because traditional remnants of outer bark layer

papermakrng traditions had continued unchanged for A19. Repeated manual rinsrng of dry bast mass

centuries. It ought to be possible to draw sufficient par- A20. Mechanical treatment with wooden mallets

allels between the known reference material and the old A21. Mechanical treatment in stamping machine

unknown samples for a realistic identification of fibres as A22. Mechanical treatment in hollander or nagindta

well as technology used, in spite of the approximately A23. Mechanical treatment in hollander with chlorine-
120 years of drfference. Looking at the paper with the containing water
naked eye combined with microscopic examination of A24. Maceration in lined baskets

the structure and individual fibres was expected to give a

more profound understanding of the material and hope- 2. Paper mould
fully reveal hidden information of rmportance to paper A25. The inner length of the mould./deckle,

conservation and paper history. This non-destructive 33.5-80.0 cm

method of analysis was considered suitable for a limited A25. The rnner length of the mould,/deckle,

amount of test material, and would be similar to an 80.1-115.0 cm

analysis of a valuable manuscript or a work of art on A27. The inner length of the mould/deckle,
paper. The selected samples were therefore considered 115.1-158.0 cm

and treated as single objects of original material and not A28. The inner width of the mould/deckle,
as test materials in an analysis. 16.5-38.8 cm

The pilot project consisted of three parts: Part I, ana- A29. The inner width of the mould/deckle,
lysing and describing the reference material of 14 known 38.9-54.5 cm

paper specimens and looking for a pattern of distinctive 430. The inner width of the mould,/deckle,

features; Part II, a similar analysis and description of the 54.6-65.0 cm

13 unknown paper samples and experimenting with an A31. Fixed mat of open woven material
rdentification; and Part III, developing a classification key A32. Removable flexible mat of twisted thread and

based on the distinctive features found in Parts I and II. bamboo solints
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A33. Removable flexible mat of rwisted thread and B09. The sheet has been trimmed on all edges

reed/straw B10. The average thickness of the sheet, 0.022-0.122 mm
A34. Fine woven silk combined with the mat 811. The average thickness of the sheet, 0.123-0.196 mm
A35. Fine and coarse woven silk combined with B12. The average thrckness of the sheet, 0.1,97-0.597 mm

the mat B13. Minrmum thickness of the sheet. 0.022-0.120 mm
436. Double bamboo mat B14. Minimum thickness of the sheet, 0.121-0.190 mm
A37. Supporting ribs in the mould B15. Minimum thickness of the sheet, 0.191-0.504 mm
A38. Removable deckle B15. Maximum thickness of the sheet,0.030-0.129 mm
A39. Hinged deckle B17. Maximum thickness of the sheet,0.130-0.210 mm
A40. The mould connected to balancing sticks B18. Maximum thickness of the sheet,0.211-0.753 mm

B19. The weight of the sheet, 0-50 g/mz

3. Sbeet formation and drying process B20. The weight of the sheet, 51-100 g/mz

A41. Blending of pulp and water with srngle reed B21. The weight of the sheet, t01,-156 g/mz

A42. Blending of pulp and water with double reed 822. The densiry of the sheet, 0.15-0.20 g/cm:
A43. Blending of pulp and water by electric engine 823. The densiry of the sheet, 0.21-0.31 glcms

A44. Blending of pulp and water with deckle, wooden 824. The densiry of the sheet, 0.32-0.72 glcms

paddle or whisk B25. Imprint of coarsely woven material
A45. Adding of filler 825. Imprint of rwrsted warp threads (chain lines)
A46. Addrng of plant mucilage 827. Shadow lines from the transverse ribs of the mould
A47 . The pulp is scooped with the mould 1-2 times B28. Imprint of the bamboo splints or stradreed of the

A48. The pulp is scooped with the mould 3-5 times mat (laid hnes)

A49. The pulp is poured into a floating mould B29. Distance befween chain lines, 2.6-3.6 cm

A50. The pulp is spread with rhythmic movements of B30. Distance befween chain lines, 3.7-5.0 cm
the mould B31. Distance between double chain lines, 0.7-2.0 cm

A51. The pulp is spread by light vibration of the mould B32. Distance between transverse ribs, 5.5-8.0 cm
A52. The pulp is spread by rotating hand movements B33. Distance between transverse ribs, 8.1-12.5 cm
A53. The pulp flows out and is smoothed by the hands 834. Bamboo splints or stradreed per 3 cm, 13-17
A54. The pulp residue is thrown back in the vat B35. Bamboo splints or stradreed per 3 cm, 18-23
A55. Double edge is folded after the sheet formation B35. Bamboo splints or stradreed per 3 cm, 24-30
A56. The sheet is couched with a flexible removable mat B37. Opacitys, 0.20-0.50
A57. The sheet is couched directly on the drying board B38. Opaciry 0.51-0.80
A58. Thread/bamboo splint is inserted between the 839. Opacrry 0.81-1.15

sheets of paper B40. Opaciry I.t6-1.40
A59. The sheet of paper dries on a fixed mat 841. Colour reflection6, 9.33-9.39
A50. Draining of the couched sheets of paper under 842. Colour reflection, 9.40-9.49

pressure B43. Colour reflection, 9.50-9.51
A61. Individual smoothing of the sheet of paper with B44. Glossy surface

brush on drying board B45. Matte paper surface
462. Individual smoothrng of the sheet of paper with 846. Smooth paper surface

brush on heated metal board B47. Rough paper surface
A63. Sun drying B48. Irregular paper surface
A54. Drying in shadow B49. Stiffness/flexibiliry: stiff

850. Stiffness/flexibiliry: pliable
Checklist B: Macroscopic laboratory observations B51. Stiffness/flexibilrty: soft
Checklist B was prepared, listing 61 statements about the B52. Deep rusthng sound
macroscopic examination of the single sheet of paper B53. High rustling sound

using the naked eye. Size, surface, look, colour, quality, B54. No rustling sound

character and traces of the mould and drying processes 855. Homogeneous fibre distribution
were described in a similar way to Checklist A, with con- 856. Slighdy clouded fibre distribution
firmation or denial of each statement. Macroscopic pho- B57. Irregular fibre distribution
tos were used to document the observations. B58. Dominant fibre direction

859. Random fibre direction
B01. The length of the sheet, 33.5-58.0 cm B50. Traces/streaks from brush hairs

B02. The length of the sheet, 58.1-78.0 cm B51. Impression of wood structure
B03. The length of the sheet, 78.1-145.0 cm

B04. The width of the sheet, 15.5-23.5 cm Checklist C: Microscopic laboratory observations
805. The width of the sheet, 23.6-34.6 cm Checkhst C, listing 64 statements, served as a systematic
806. The width of the sheet, 34.7-64.0 cm record of the microscopic analysis, using three different
B07. The sheet has not been trimmed rypes of instruments. The undisturbed paper structure as

B08. The width of the sheet is intact well as cross-sections of each sheet were observed using
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a scanning electron microscope, which revealed informa-
tion about the fibre bonding, what was lying between

and among the fibres, and the laminates of fibres with
different fibre orientation. By adding a drop of water,

each sample was separated into its rndrvidual fibres, dis-

turbing the original material as little as possible. The

morphology of the separated fibres was studied with a

polarizing microscope and a differential interference con-

trast microscope.

C01. Mixture of thin and thicker fibres

C02. A few coarser and unseparated fibres

C03. Average fibre wrdth, 0.011-0.013 mm
C04. Average fibre width, 0.014-0.020 mm

C05. Average fibre width, 0.021,-0.025 mm
C06. Minimum fibre width, 0.005-0.006 mm
C07. Minimum fibre width, 0.007-0.008 mm
C08. Minimum fibre width. 0.009-0.010 mm
C09. Maximum fibre width,0.018-0.029 mm
C1.0. Maximum fibre width,0.030-0.039 mm
C11. Maximum fibre width, 0.040-0.043 mm
C12. Average fibre length, 2.0-3.5 mm

C13. Average fibre length, 3.5*5.5 mm

C14. Average fibre length, 5.6-8.9 mm
C15. Minimum fibre length, 1.1-1.9 mm
C16. Minimum fibre length,2.0-4.0 mm

C17. Minimum fibre length,4.1-5.7 mm
C18. Maximum fibre length,3.0-7.0 mm

C19. Maximum fibre length, 7.1-L3.0 mm
C20. Maximum fibre length, 13.1-14.5 mm
C2l.Yarytng thickness of cell wall
C22.Fibre ends tapering and pointed

C23. Fibre ends rounded
C24. Fibre ends branched

C25. Smooth surface of fibre ends

C25. Slighdy wavy surface of fibre ends

C27. Fibre surface smooth
C28. Fibre surface veined and striated parallel to the

long axis of the fibre
C29. Dislocations
C30. Diagonal cross marks
C31. Horizontal cross marks

C32. Short cross marks
C33. Thickening of fibres

C34. Constriction of fibres

C35. Loose primary wall
C36. Folded loose primary wall
C37. Frayed primary wall
C38. Tiny ribbons of primary wall around the fibre
C39. Burst and sporadically missing prrmary wall
C40. Secondary wall laid open in areas

C41. !7eak swelling reaction to chloride/zrncliodine
staining

C42. Strong swelling reaction to chloride/zinc/iodine
staining

C43. Fibres connected by amorphous substance

C44. Fibres surrounded by amorphous substance

C45. Sporadic occurrence of amorphous substance

C45. Sporadic pectin reaction to staining in amorphous
substance

C47. Pronounced pectrn reaction to stainrng in
amorphous substance

C48. Sporadic pectin reaction to staining in fibre wall
C49 . Ltght fibrillation
C50. Heavy fibrillation
C51. Individual cluster crystals of calcium oxalate
C52. Chains of cluster crystals of calcrum oxalate
C53. Single prismatic crystals of calcrum oxalate
C54. Clusters of prismatic crystals

C55. Individual uncooked starch grains

C56. Clusters of intact starch grains

C57. Individual raphides

C58. Filler particles present

C59. \(eb of hyphae

C50. Cross-section shows layers with varying fibre
direction

C61. Cross-section shows random fibre direction
C62. Cross-section shows a dominant fibre direction
C53. Cross-section shows a central interstice

C54. Fibres smooth on top surface of paper

At the beginning, the microscopic analytical results

were a confusing mixture of expected and unexpected

details, but after some time, by systematically following
Checklists A, B and C, a kind of pattern began to develop.

Photographic documentation, notes of observations,

all relevant information from the macroscopic and

microscopic laboratory analyses and the field notes were

all combined to create an individual description of each

paper in the reference samples. The followrng example

demonstrates how the description usrng the numbered

statements of the checklists is combined into a detailed

analysis of Sample No.2, yosbinogamr 93.

Amount of paper: % sheet

Provenance:295, Kubokaito, Yoshino town in Yoshino
counry, Nara prefectu re, 639 -34, Japan

Papermaker: Kazuo Konbu
Visit: 9 September 1988

Checklist A. Field notes and observations for sample

no.2
7. Preparation of fibre naterial
The preparation of the bast material of kozo strips starts

with 24 hours of soakrng in runnrng water, followed by

draining on a grating of bamboo (A05). The outer dark
bark layer is removed manually with a blunt knife (A05)

before the bast is boiled for 4 hours in a lye of soda (A10).

The boiling lye is stirred at intervals to ensure evenness of
cooking, and the bast material is left to cool in the lye

solution until the next morning (A13), followed by a

short rinsing on the bamboo grating (A15). Next is a
sunL/water bleaching of the bast strips in cold running
water in a big basin in front of the workshop (A16),
removing amorphous substances and other soluble
products released during the boiling. The bast strips are

turned at intervals in order to obtain a homogeneous

bleaching.

Remnants of outer bark layer, knots and other coarse

inclusions are now carefullv removed bv hand while the
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bast is lying in cold water (A18), followed by a repeated

careful manual rinsing of the dried bast (A19). The bast

mass is finally pressed together in firm, round balls ready

for the mechanical treatment. The wooden hammers in
the stamping machine change the rinsed mass to an even

pulp of individual fibres in one hour (A21). The pulp is
collected in nylon-lined baskets and rinsed and macer-

ated for the last time in running water (A241. At this
point, only the pure fibres are left, resembling a white
fleecy material.

2. Paper tnould
The classic tripartite Japanese mould is used at Kazuo
Konbu's workshop. The inner dimensions of the mould
do not correspond precisely to the dimensions of the
sample, because it is divrded into halves. The length of
the mould ls estimated to be approximately 100 cm
(A25). The width of the mould is 24.4 cm (A28).

A removable flexible mat of rwisted silk threads and
bamboo splints forms the bottom of the mould (A32),
supported by transverse ribs in the mould (A37). The

mat is fixed during the sheet formation by the hinged

deckle (A39).

3. Sheet formation and drying process

Fibres and water are mixed in a deep, steel-lined wooden
vat to form a homogeneous pulp using a single large reed

temporarily hung over the vat (A41). Water and fibres are

mixed together by moving the reed to and fro. A portion
of viscous plant mucilage rs added (A45) (an aqueous
extract from the inner bark of Hydrangea paniculdta,
locally called utsugi nori or neril. It is mixed together
with the pulp, rmmediately changing it to a viscous con-
sistency. The mucilage prevents the fibres from clumping
together and sinking in the vat. The draimng of water
through the woven mat during sheet formation is delayed
by the mucilage, giving time for an even spreading of the
fibres on the mould.

The pulp is scooped up with the mould once (A47),
and spread with light vibration of the mould (A51) in an
even layer. The mould is placed on a tilting board over the
vat and, using the flexible bamboo mat, the layer of fibres
is couched (A55) directly onto the wooden drying board
(A57). The board is placed in the sun for final drying of
the sheet of paper (A63). The usual procedure of pressing

or smoothing the paper with a brush on the drying board
was not carried out.

Documentation: 15 colour slides from Kazuo Konbu's
workshop.

Checklist B. Macroscopic laboratory observations for
sample no. 2
The length of the sheet is 49.5 cm (B01) and the width is

24.4 cm (B05). The width of the sheet is intact (B08), but
the length was originally about 100 cm. The average

thickness of the sheet is 0.047 mm (B10), minimum
thickness is 0.044 mm (B13) and maximum thickness is

0.050 mm (B16). The weight of the sheet is 8 g/m2 (B19)

and the densiry 0.15 g/cm3 (B22). There are impressions

of rwisted threads in the paper in the form of 13 light
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chain lines (8.261 and traces of the supporting ribs in the

form of T light shadow lines (B27). The distance between

the chain lines is about 3 cm (829), and about 5.5 cm

between the shadow lines (B32). The opaciry of the thin
paper is 0.23 (B 37) compared to the reference measure

of 1,.27 . The colour is warm greyish white with a reflec-

tion of 9,44 (842) compared to the reference measure of
9.41, and, the colour is in the dark part of the scale. The

paper is glossy (B44) with a smooth surface (846), with-
out brush marks or an impression of wooden structure.
The paper is very soft (B51) and has no rusding sound

with quick movement (B54). There is a very even fibre
distribution (B55) and a dominant fibre direction paral-
lel to the chain lines (B58).

Documentation: 9 black/white photos, 5 colour slides.

Checklist C. Microscopic laboratory observations for
sample no. 2
The fibre mass is a mixture of thin and slightly thicker
fibres (C01). The average fibre thickness is 0.020 mm
(C03) with a minimum fibre thickness of 0.008 mm
(C07\ and a maximum fibre thickness of 0.040 mm
(C11). The average fibre length is 6.6 mm (C14), and

minimum and maximum fibre lengths are 2.7 mm (C15)

and 8.8 mm (C26). The fibre ends are tapering and
pointed (C22), with a slightly wavy surface (C25). The

fibre surface is veined and striated parallel to the long axrs

of the fibre (C28). Dislocations (C29) and diagonal cross

marks occur frequently (C30). Horizontal cross marks
have also been observed (C31), as well as thickenrngs of
the fibres (C33).

The primary wall is looseJying (C35) with folds
(C36), frayed (C37), burst and sporadically missing
(C39). The secondary wall of the fibre is laid open in
areas (C40) and staining with chloride/zincliodine causes

a strong swelling reaction of the secondary wall (C42).

Amorphous substance connects the fibres sporadically
(C45) and a sporadic pectin reaction of purple and red
colour occurs in the amorphous substance when stained
with ruthenium red and toluidine blue (C46). Few fibres
show pectin content in the fibre wall when stained with
toluidine blue and ruthenium red (C48). Light fibrillation
occurs (C49). Individual cluster crystals occur (C51), as

well as prismatic crystals (C53). The presence of plant
mucilage is revealed by the uncooked starch grains (C55)

and raphides from the inner bark of Hydrangea panicu-
lata (C57). A web of hyphae is observed (C59) and a
cross-section of the paper shows a dominant fibre direc-
tion (C62).

Documentation: 11 scanning electron microscope
photos, 39 differential interference contrast microscope
photos, 4 polarization microscope photos, 2 sheets of
fibre drawings.

Part ll: Analysis and identification of unknown
eighteenth-century Japanese papers
This second part of the project dealt with the analysis of
the collection of eighteenth-century paper specimens of
unknown origin, following methods analagous to Part I.
Early seventeenth- and eighteenth-century references to
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Japanese paper production and technology substituted 2.Preparationoffibremateial
for field notes related to the actual production of the 13 C02. A few coarser and unseparated fibres

papers. These references with empirical information give C37 . Frayed primary wall
some idea of what one might expect to observe and what C39. Burst and sporadically missing primary wall
would be unusual. However, these were less useful than C40. Secondary wall laid open rn areas

detailed field notes, and this part of the project relied C41. Weak swelling reaction to chloride/zincliodine

mainly on the rdentification of fibre materials and paper staining

technology in the unknown papers and a comparison of C42. Strong swelling reaction to chloride/zincliodine

these with the known papers. staining

A revised checklist, omiaing irrelevant observations C43. Fibres connected by amorphous substance

from lists A, B and C, was compiled for the macroscopic C44. Fibres surrounded by amorphous substance

and microscopic analysrs. C45. Sporadic occurrence of amorphous substance

C46. Sporadic pectin reactlon to staining in amorphous

Checklist D: Identification of unknown paper substance

1. Fibre /naterial C47. Pronounced pectin reaction to stainrng in amor-

C03. Average fibre width, 0.011-0.013 mm phous substance

C04. Average fibre width, 0.014-0.020 mm C48. Sporadic pectin reaction to staining in fibre wall
C05. Average fibre width, 0.02t-0.026 mm C49. Light fibrillation
C05. Minimum fibre width,0.005-0.006 mm C50. Heavy fibrillation
C07. Minimum fibre width. 0.007-0.008 mm

C08. Minrmum fibre width, 0.009-0.010 mm 3. Paper mould
C09. Maximum fibre width, 0.018-0.029 mm B01. The length of the sheet, 33.5-58.0 cm

C10. Maximum fibre width, 0.030-0.039 mm B02. The length of the sheet, 58.1-78.0 cm

C11. Maximum fibre width, 0.040-0.043 mm 803. The length of the sheet, 78.1-145.0 cm

C12. Average fibre length, 2.0-3.5 mm B04. The width of the sheet, 16.5-23.5 cm

C13. Average fibre length, 3.6-5.5 mm B05. The width of the sheet, 23.6-34.6 cm

C14. Average fibre length, 5.5-8.9 mm 806. The width of the sheet, 34.7-64.0 cm

C15. Minimum fibre length, 1.1-1.9 mm B07. The sheet has not been trimmed

C16. Minimum fibre length, 2.0-4.0 mm B08. The width of the sheet is intact

C17. Minimum fibre length, 4.1-5.7 mm B09. The sheet has been trimmed on all edges

C18. Maximum fibre length, 3.0-7.0 mm B25. Imprint of coarsely woven material

C19. Maximum fibre length, 7.1-13.0 mm 826. Imprint of chain hne of twisted warp thread

C20. Maximum fibre length, 13.1-14.5 mm B27. Shadow lines from the supporting ribs of the mould

C21.. Yarying thickness of cell wall B28. Imprint of laid lines from bamboo splints or
C22.F1bre ends tapering and pointed straw/reed of the mat

C23. Fibre ends rounded B29. Distance befween chain lines, 2.6-3.6 cm

C24. Fibre ends branched B30. Distance befiveen chain lines, 3.7-5.0 cm

C25. Smooth surface of fibre ends B31. Distance beftveen double chain lines, 0.7-2.0 cm

C26. Slighdy wavy surface of fibre ends 832. Distance between shadow lines (transverse ribs)

C27.Fibre surface smooth 5.5-8.0 cm

C28. Fibre surface verned and striated parallel to the B33. Distance berween shadow lines, 8.1-12.5 cm

long axis of the frbre B34. Bamboo splints or stradreed per 3 cm, 13-17
C29. Drslocations B35. Bamboo sphnts or stradreed per 3 cm, 18-23
C30. Dragonal cross marks 836. Bamboo splints or stradreed per 3 cm, 24-30
C31. Horizontal cross marks

C32. Short cross marks 4. Sheet fortnation and drying process

C33. Thickening of fibres C58. Filler particles present

C34. Constriction of fibres C55. Individual uncooked starch grains

C35. Loose primary wall C55. Clusters of intact starch grains

C36. Folded loose primary wall C57. Individual raphides

C3T.Frayed primary wall C60. Cross-section shows layers with varying fibre

C38. Tiny ribbons of primary wall around the fibre direction

C41. Weak swelling reaction to chlonde/zincliodine C61. Cross-sectron shows a random fibre direction

staining C52. Cross-section shows a dominant fibre direction

C42. Strong swelling reaction to chloride/zincliodine C53. Cross-section shows a central interstice

staining B55. Homogeneous fibre distribution
C51. Individual cluster crystals of calcium oxalate 857. Irregular fibre distribution
C52. Chains of cluster crystals of calcium oxalate B58. Dominant fibre direction
C53. Single prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate B59. Random fibre direction
C54. Clusters of prismatic crystals A55. Double edge is folded after the sheet formation
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A58. Thread/bamboo splint is inserted between the

sheets of paper

B10. Average thickness of the sheet, 0.022-0.t22 mm
B11. Average thickness of the sheet, 0.723-0.1,96 mm
B12. Average thickness of the sheet, 0.797-0.597 mm
B13. Minimum thickness of the sheet, 0.022-0.120 mm
B14. Minrmum thickness of the sheet, 0.121-0.190 mm
B15. Minimum thickness of the sheet, 0.191-0.504 mm
816. Maximum thickness of the sheet, 0.030-0.129 mm
B17. Maximum thickness of the sheet, 0.130-0.210 mm
818. Maximum thickness of the sheet, 0.211-0.753 mm
B50. Traces/streaks from brush hairs

861. Imprint of wood structure
C54. Fibres smooth on top surface of paper

Results

The final identification of the unknown paper specimens

by comparison with the reference material of known
papers confirmed that the method was useful to some

extent, and that information could be derived from the
papers about fibre material, paper mould and sheet for-
mation. However, a complete identification of the entire
papermaking process from preparation of the fibre mate-

rial to the final drying process was not possible.

No optical evidence was found in the reference papers

to distinguish between the different methods of the initial
pulping of the original papermaking material, or the final
mechanical treatments of the individual fibres. The

degree of fibrillation seemed to be the result of the actual
tendency of the fibres to fibrillate and the duration of the
mechanical treatment and maceration, rather than being

dependent on the method of treatment. Fibres that were
more heavily fibrillated than those in the reference
papers were observed in the old paper samples, as well as

a less perfect distribution of coarse fibres. These types of
papers may have been recycled paper, meant for decora-

tive applications.
The identification and description of the unknown

paper samples in the pilot project corresponded in many
ways to information that appeared later in a handwritten
list of Japanese paper samples at the National Museum.T

Edouard de Bavier, a Swiss silk dealer, had collected the
paper samples tn 1872, rnspired by a similar collection of
paper organrzed by Sir Henry Parkes when Parkes was
British ambassador in Tokyo. De Bavier copied the

English classification for the samples, referring to the

Japanese designations for paper qualities and prove-

nance, and this list confirmed the results of the pilor proj-
ect identification.

Part lll: A Classification key
This part of the pilot project developed a classification
key based on distinctive features found in the reference
material of oriental papers of known origin.

Classification of fibre material and technology used

7. Microscopic obsentations
(a) Class{tcation of fibre material

(i) Average fibre length 2.1-4.9 mm; ample occur-
rence of pectin in the amorphous substance; smooth
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and pressure-sensitive surface of the fibre: Thyme-

laeaceae famrly (mitsumata, gamp i, Iokta)
o Presence of druses; fibre ends rounded, pointed
and bifurcated; ample pectin in fibre walls;
strong swelling with chloride/zincliodine stain:
mitswmata, lokta
r Lack of druses; sporadrc or complete lack of
pectin in fibre walls: gampi
. Sporadic occurrence of loose primary wall; no

transverse folds: mitsumata

(ii) Average fibre length 6.0-8.9 mm; loose trans-

verse folded primary wall; pointed fibre ends;

diagonal and horizontal cross markings and thick-
enlngs; varying occurrence of pectin; occurrence of
druses; varylng occurrence of prismatic crystals:
Moraceae family (kozol
r Average fibre length 6.0-8.9 mm; fibre width
0.013*0.020 mm: kozr.t

(b) Fibre preparation
(i) Lack of pnsmatic crystals in Moraceae: The
green inner bark of the kozo bast strips is removed
with the outer bark before the cooking process.

(ii) The amount of amorphous substance
o Ample amorphous substance: The rinsing process

has been of short duratron, and the fibre material
most likely originates from a plant of the Tbyme-
laeaceae famrly.
o The fibres are partly combrned with amorphous
substance: The rinsing process has been careful and
stretched over several days, combined with a sun

and water bleaching process.
o The fibres form an open nefwork structure, with
sporadic occurrence or lack of amorphous sub-
stance: Several days of rinsing and maceration
followed by a final maceration in water of the pulp
in lined baskets have drssolved the orieinal fibre
structure.

(iii)The degree of fibrillation
. Light fibnllatron of the fibres: The cooking process

has weakened and softened the mid-lamellas to such

a degree that prolonged hammering/stamping and
macerating in a hollander or naginata is unnecessary

for the complete dissolution of the original fibre
structure.
r Heavy fibrillation of the fibres: The cooking pro-
cess and maceration have not resulted in a sufficient
softening and breakdown of the mid-lamellas. A
long mechanical treatment was necessary to break
down the fibre matenal into individual fibres. Heavy
fibrillation is a characteristic of recycled paper.

(c) Pulp preparation
(i) Occurrence of separate uncooked starch grains:

Aqueous extraction of plant mucilage is added to
the pulp as a sheet-formation aid.

(ii) Occurrence of needle-shaped crystals (raphides):

The plant mucilage is an aqueous extraction of the
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inner bark layer of Hydrangea paniculata, locally

called utsugt neri rn Japan.

(iii) Fine granular particles among the fibres: Fillers

have been added to change the opaciry hygroscop-

icity and colour.

(iv) Clusters of uncooked starch grains: Finely

ground rice has been added to the pulp as a filler.

(d) Sheet formahon
(i) Cross-section of the sheet of paper shows one

dominant fibre direction: The mould has been

moved forwards and backwards with a slight
vibration, resulting in a dominant fibre direction;

most fibres are seftled ln the same orientation
(tame-zuki method).

(ii) Cross-section of the paper shows stratified lay-

ers of fibres in that the fibre direction of layers 1, 3

and 5 is the same, and is perpendicular to the fibre

drrection of layers 2 and 4: The papermaker has

spread the pulp in the mould wrth rhythmrc move-

ments forwards and backwards ln the two outer

and the middle layers, all having the same fibre

direction. The mould has been moved from side to
side in layers 2 and 4, resultrng in a fibre direction
perpendicular to layers 1, 3 and 5. Before couching,

the coarser fibres still in suspension are thrown
back rnto the vat (nagashi-zufu method).

(iii) Cross-section of the sheet of paper shows a ran-

dom fibre direction: Plant mucilage has not been

added as a sheet-formation aid, causing the pulp to
drain quickly through the mould.
. The pulp is scooped up once with the mould,
which is vibrated slightly during the qurck draining
process, or
. The mould is floating in water while the pulp is

poured into the mould and distributed by quick,

whirling movements of the hands, or
. The mould is floating in water while the heavily

beaten pulp is poured into the mould, spreading to
an even layer.

(iv) Cross-section shows a central interstice wrth
equal numbers of layers on each side: The sheet of
paper is a double sheet, formed simultaneously in
the mould on rwo loose mats. These are put

together when the fibre distribution and thickness

of the sheet are satisfactory. The top mat is replaced

in the mould while the double sheet of paper is
couched from the bottom mat.

2. Macro s copi c ob sent ations
(a) Preparation of tbe pulp

(i) The fibre mass is a mixture of fine fibres, coarser

fibres and unseparated fibres: The sorting of the

outer bark layer and coarser fibres was done wrth
the wet bark strips.

(ii) Occurrence of larger coherent clumps of new

fibres: The fibre mass consists of recycled material,

more or less thoroughly dispersed, mixed with new
raw bast fibres.

(iii) The fibre mass is a homogeneous mixture of
fine fibres with a few single coarser fibres, or wrth
no coarser fibres: The sorting of coarser fibres has

been done both from the wet bast strips and from
the dried ones, followed by straining of the pulp

before the sheet formation. One more sorting of
coarser fibres takes place during the sheet forma-
tion in the nagashi-zuki method, where the sheet

formation finishes with the dispersal into the vat of
the superfluous coarser fibres.

(b) Sheet formahon
(i) Even drstribution of the fibres: Plant mucilage

has been added to the pulp in order to prevent the

fibres from clumping together and to delay the

draining. The papermaker controls the distribution
of the pulp with various movements of the mould
while the fibres settle slowly.

(ii) Cloudy distribution of the fibres and random
fibre direction: Plant mucilage has been added to
the pulp, but the pulp has not been mixed suffi-
ciently before the distribution of the pulp in the

mould.

(iii) Irregular distribution of the fibres and random
fibre direction: Plant mucilase has not been added

to the pulp.

(iv) The fibres lie in irregular groups where coarser

fibres form round pafterns: The pulp is poured into
a floating mould where the fibres are distributed in
swirls by stirring.

(v) The fibres lie in irregular, lightly cloudy groups:

The beaten and stirred pulp has been poured into
the floating mould with the fibres spreading and

settling srmultaneously when the mould is lifted up.

(c) Paper mould
(i) Impression of lard lines, chain lines and shadow

lines in the sheet of paper: The sheet is formed on a
mould with a flexrble, removable mat made from
bamboo sphnts or straw, joined together with
thread. The mat is supported by cross-ribs in the

lower part of the tripartite mould.

(ii) Laid lines with irregular distances: The mat is

made from straw or reeds.

(iii) Laid lines with regular distances: The mat rs

made from bamboo splints.

(iv) Impressions of chain lines and shadow lines

only (no laid lines): The mat has been covered by a
thin silk matenal rn order to obtain a smooth paper

surface.

(v) Impressions of shadow lines only (no laid or
chain lines): The rmpressions of the chain lines can-

not be seen through the srlk material because of the

densrry of the fibres.
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(vi) Impression of a woven fabric paftern ln the

paper: The mat has been covered by two layers of
silk, preventing the mat structure from making an
rmpression in the sheet of paper, or the sheet ls
formed on a mould with a fixed mat of woven
linen fabric.

(vii) The original four edges of the sheet of paper

are preserved: The inside measurements of the

deckle or mould correspond to the format of the

sheet. The width of double sheets must be doubled
to calculate the width of the mould.

(virr) All original edges have been trimmed: No
information about the precise inside measurement

of the deckle/mould and no information about
double edges or impressions of separating threads.

(d) Character and look of the paper
(r) A glossy surface, light crackling rattle, low opac-
ity: No filler has been added.

(ii) A lustreless surface, high opaciry and weight in
proportion to thickness: Filler has been added to
the pulp, or a ground has been applied to the paper.

(iii) A porous transparent paper without crackling
rattle: Thin kozo paper.

(rv) A non-porous transparent glossy paper, light
crackling rattle: Thrn mitsumata, gampi or lokta
paper.

(v) Varying fibre distribution, paper thickness and

stiffness: Sheet formation was done on a floating
mould, followed by drying in the mould without
presslng.

(vi) The front of the sheet of paper (the front is the
smoothest side, without the impression of the mat
or brush marks from the smoothing of the paper

before drying) shows an impression of wood grain:
The sheet was dried on a board of pine. Drying on

boards of pine can result in impressions of wood
grain on the front, in contrast to drying on smooth
ginkgo boards or steel plates.

(vii) Slightly uneven front surface without woven
paftern: The sheet of paper has dried in the mould.

(vrri) The back of the sheet of paper shows an

impression of chain lines and laid lines, visible in a

raking light: The rougher side was in contact with
the mat during the sheet formation.

(ix) The back of the sheet shows an impression of
brush marks: The sheet has been couched and

smoothed on a drying board with a brush.

(x) An impression of wood grarn on the front and

a lack of brush marks on the back of the sheet: The

brush hairs have been covered with a piece of silk
in order to avoid brush marks.

(xi) An impression of linen woven fabric: The sheet

of paper has dried in a mould with a fixed mat or
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the mat has been covered by coarse woven silk. The

texture of a linen woven mat makes an impression

on the back of a sheet of heavy paper, but thin
papers will be clearly impressed with the woven pat-
tern of the fixed mat or the silk-covered flexible mat.

This classification system has recently been used in a

comparative analysis of central Asian paper of much
older origin than the eighteenth-century collectron of
Japanese paper samples.8 These central Asian or east

Turkestan papers originated in the same area and period
as the ancient fragments analysed nearly 100 years ago

by Julius von Wiesner. The papers are in most cases well
preserved because they were protected for centuries

against humiditS light and mechanical damage.
However, the mixtures of recycled fibres from hemp,

ramie, and linen, and raw fibres from bamboo, rice

straw, kozo, gampi and,lokta, rypical of these very early
paper manuscripts, are confusing and much more com-
plicated than the eighteenth-century Japanese paper sam-

ples. Further observation and studies of the changes that
occur befween the original botanical bast material and
the web of fibres rn a finished paper sheet are necessary

in order to find distinctive features for hemp, ramie,

bamboo, linen and rice straw similar to the descnption of
kozo, gampi, mfisumata and lokta ln the reference mate-
rial. It is time-consuming but fascinating to look for
information in the paper itself in this non-destructive
way and hopefully to find new knowledge about the on-
gin, provenance and condition which will be of impor-
tance to curators as well as to paper conservators and
paper historians.

Notes
1. The princrpal subjects of the summer exhibitron were Japan,

Japanese culture, and the uses of paper rn everyday Japanese

hfe.

2. The Austnan archduke Rarnerb collection in Vienna con-

srsted of 12,500 documents datrng from 796 to 1388 and

included wntrng materials of skin/leather, parchment,

papyrus and paper. Von lfiesner's examrnation of Arabian

Faqfrm paper from the erghth to nrnth centuries was the first

scientrfrc analysrs of paper.

3. Von Wtesner focussed on rlvo types of local frbres: frbres

prevrously used for woven materials (linen, hemp, ramre,

lute, sunn and gambohemp), and raw fibres used for paper-

making (bamboo, grasses, rlce straq linen, hemp, ramre,

jute, sunn, gambohemp, paper mulberry mulberry, khor,

gampt, mft sumata and lokta,\

4. In Mtkroskopische Untersuchung emrger fniher Ostaxats-

ch er Tun-Huang P ap iere, Harders-Steinhauser descnbes frbre

lengths and fibre widths, as well as macroscopic observatrons

of watermarks. fibre distrrbutron and fibre orientatron.

5. A simple method for measunng opaciry using a Barbrerr

reflection and transmrssron densltometer was chosen. The

portion of the incrdent light not transmined through the

paper sample rs the opacitS and the value rs read drrectly

from the lnstrument. Sample no. 4 (Sa KT 30) was chosen

as the reference sample because it was the thickest, wlth an

opacrty readrng of 1.27.
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Colour reflectance as measured by the Barbien densrto-

meter is the ratro of incrdent hght to reflected light. Kozo

paper no. 2 from Paper Nao's 1989 sample book was cho-

sen as a reference sample because rts colour was in the mid

range of all the samples, with a colour reflectance value of
9.41 unrts.

The handwntten list of Japanese paper samples contarned

information about the name of each paper, lts provenance

and its use. It was divided into three sectrons: whrte papers,

treated and decorated papers and oil-treated waterproof

papers.

8. These were archaeologrcal paper fragments which were

excavated rn Lou-lan by Sven Hedrn rn 1901 and Sir Aurel

Stein in 1907. The results of the examrnation are to be pub-

hshed in Kyoto.
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Japanese Decorated and Processed Papers of the Nineteenth Century

PHILIP MEREDITH

Abstract
A great number of handmade papers were produced in
Japan during the nineteenth century, many of them deco-

rated or processed for a specific use. This paper is an

overview of these decorated and processed papers, their
namet the techniques used in their production, how to
recognize them and the purposes for which they were used.

The paper also refers to Japanese decorated and processed

papers acquired in the early nineteenth century by Philipp

Franz von Siebold and held in the collection of the National

Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

Nineteenth-century Japan was a culture that relied heav-

ily upon paper, not just for the more obvious uses of
documents, letters and printing, but for many other pur-
poses that extended rnto all aspects of everyday life.

The craft of handmade papermaking had been intro-
duced from China and the Korean peninsula around the

beginning of the seventh century; at first paper was used

primarily by the temples, the government and the court.
During the following rwelve centuries the craft of paper-

making blossomed and spread throughout most of the

country. The earliest papers were made from hemp fibre,
but by the beginning of the nineteenth century the most
commonly used fibres were kozo (Brussonetia kapnoki
Sieb.\, gampt (rXlikstroemia sikokiana Franch. et Sav.)

and mttsumata (Edgeuorthia papyrifera Sieb. et Zrcc.).
The nineteenth century saw the end of the feudal Edo

period and the beginning of industrialization with the
Meiji period rn 1858. Although industrialization brought
the rntroductron of machrne-made paper to Japan, hand-
made paper continued to be an important product
throughout the nineteenth century.

The uses of paper were numerous. In houses, it cov-
ered the windows (sbo1i), the walls (kabe-baru), ceilings
(tenio-baril and sliding doors (fusuma). It was used for
the mounting of hanging scrolls (kakejikul, folding
screens (byobu) and the binding of books and albums.

Made into thin, sheer tissue, it was used as a handker-
chief or cosmetic paper. Fans, parasols, umbrellas and

lanterns were all made of paper. It was used in sheets for
clothing (kamiko), as a lining to provide warmth, or
waterproofed for rainwear (ama-gappal. It was also

rwisted into thread and woven to provide a textile strong
enough to withstand washing (shifu). Pasted together, it
formed a durable laminate, which was sometimes further
strengthened wlth olls, tannins or lacquer and used for
boxes, containers, foodware, hats and helmets. Similar
objects were also made from paper twisted into string,
whrch was then woven and strengthened in the same

way. Heavy paper was treated with oils and embossed or
textured to make an imitation-leather paper used for
tobacco pouches. wallets and stationery boxes.

Despite the widespread use of paper ln Japan, its
sometimes ephemeral use and status as a less expensrve

substitute for other materials in the applied arts has

meant that surviving examples of unused papers or
everyday paper objects are not numerous. Those that
have survived in Japan are often undated or undocu-
mented, which can make it difficult to ascribe them to a

specific period. There are, however, some collections pre-

served in Europe which offer a valuable insight rnto the

vanefy of papers produced in nineteenth-century Japan.
They are important because they reflect the drfferent

rypes of papers available at the time of their acquisition
and can sometimes serve as a guide to identifying or dat-

ing other papers of an unknown provenance.

The earliest collection of nineteenth-century Japanese
papers in Europe is housed in the National Museum of
Ethnology, Leiden, in the Netherlands. Other collections

are preserved in the Royal Library in The Hague, the

Victoria and Albert Museum and Kew Gardens in
London, the German Book and Writing Museum in
Leipzig, the National Museum of Denmark, Copen-

hagen, the State Museum Art Librarn Berlin, and the Art
Gallery and Museum, Glasgow.

The Leiden collection was acquired during the second

and third decade of the 1800s. At that time the Dutch
were the only westerners permitted to trade with the

Japanese. They were confined to the artificial island of
De;rma in Nagasaki Harbour and, except for official
court journeys to the capital of Edo, were not allowed to
travel through the rest ofJapan. There seems to have been

no active or regular export of Japanese papers to Europe

by the Dutch at that time. There is some evidence that

Japanese papers had reached Europe in the past, but those

had been irregular or perhaps small consignments taken
privately without appearing in the official register books,

as was permitted. The Leiden papers were obtained by

three people, all in the employ of the Dutch East India
Company: Jan Cock Blomhoff, Johannes van Overmeer

Fischer and Philipp Franz von Siebold.

An item in the Siebold collection of Japanese papers

will be used as the basis for this paper: a collection of
paper samples bound together in book form. It consists

of over 120 samples of paper, plain, decorated and
processed. This sample book rs of special interest because

it can be dated to the years 1823 to 1829, when Srebold

was on Dejima. The title plate describes the book as 'A
Collection of Japanese Papers - Special Products of the

Various Provinces' with the additional note that they
were 'Purchased in Osaka.' Osaka and the capitai were

the rwo major trading cities durrng the Edo period
(1615-1868). Papers from all over the country were

brought to the warehouses of the various provincial gov-
ernments for resale and distribution. Many of the papers
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were processed and decorated by craftspeople in the

cities of Edo, Osaka or Kyoto, adapting the already

established skills of book and print production and tex-

tile dyeing and printing that were peculiar to each loca-

tion. It is not known whether Siebold ordered and had

these papers sent to him at Dejima at some time between

1823 and 1829. We do know. however. that he travelled
on the court journey to Edo in 1826, so it is possible that
he bought the papers en route to the capital, rn which
case they can be dated more accurately to that year. The

sample book is of interest also because the sheets are

identified with their names and places of production
written in phonetic syllables and are mostly untrimmed,
giving an indication of their various sizes.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all of
the papers in the sample book, or to describe all of the

decorated and processed papers produced in Japan dur-
ing the nineteenth century. Using some of the decorated

and processed papers in the Siebold sample book, how-
ever, it is possible to group them and look for clues as to
how they were produced. It is hoped that this will serve

as an aid to visually identifying and differentiating
between other examples ofJapanese papers. For the pur-
poses of this paper, the term 'decorated and processed'

has been chosen to describe papers that differ from plain
papers in that they are embellished with a design or pat-

tern, or have been modified ln some way before, during
or after formation of the sheet.

As a prelimrnary means of visually rdentifying papers,

it may be useful first to subdivrde them rnto coloured,
decorated and textured groups. There will, of course, be

papers that conform to all three categories, but the ini-
tial subdivision should help in looking for information
on thelr manufacture. The three groups can be further
subdivided by looking for evidence of techniques and

methods of production which can provide more infor-
mation about the papers and help with differentration
and identification.

A note on the names of Japanese papers may be of
help. Many end in the suffixes -kami, -gami or -shi, all of
which mean paper. The suffixes -some ot -zome mean

dyed or coloured, and the suffix -hiki or -biki, brushed

or drawn.

Coloured papers
Papers may be coloured in various ways, using dyes,

pigments or loading agents.

Suki-zome. When the fibres are dyed prior to formation
or a colouring agent is added to the vat, the process rs

known as suki-zome. The resulting sheets can often be

identified by their evenness of colour, which penetrates

the whole sheet and is the same front and back. Vat-dyed

sheets were often sold in sets of five colours (goshiki-
gamil. Thinner sheets were used for craftwork such as

paper flowers. Heavrer sheets were used for calligraphy
or printrng. Vegetable dyestuffs include beni (safflower\

and suo (sappan) for reds; shikon (gromwell) for purple;
kariyasu (miscanthus), kihada (amw cork tree\, kucbr
nash (Cape jasmin) and ukon (turmeric) for yellows;

kurumi (walnut), yamamomo (myrica) and yasha (alderl

for browns; and tade-ai (Japanese indigo) for blue. Other
colorants include sumt (carbon inkl, bengara (red iron
oxide) and naturally coloured earths, such as the

coloured kaolins used in maniai-sbi. Papers with a heary
mineral loading, such as manni-shi, were often formed
in a mould which included a woven textile (sla) placed

over the bamboo-splint mat used in tradrtronal moulds;

the effect can be seen with transmitted light. The woven
textile slowed drainage of the stock through the mould
and allowed a more even sheet to be formed.

Vegetable dyes can usually be identified by their
transparent colour, which allows the lustre of the fibres

to shine through. Mineral fillers fill the spaces berween

the fibres, resultrng in a more matt, opaque effect. Papers

were also made whiter, smoother, heavier or more
opaque by the addition of calcium carbonate or rice

starch, but rt is difficult to differentiate benrreen the two
by vrsual means only.

Sukikae-shi. By the nineteenth century, Japan already

had a tradition of recycling papers that went back over
eight centuries. Recycled papers (sukikae-shil were made

from waste paper and documents broken down rn water
and re-formed. In order to disguise the resulting dis-

colouration from the old sheets and undissolved inks,
papermakers would sometimes add some extra colour to
the vat. A dark grey recycled paper with a strong addi-
tion of sumi, known as minato-gaml, was used for paper-

ing the base of interior walls. Lighter grey recycled

papers were used for official documents. A very thick
recycled paper to be found in the Siebold sample book
was produced as the base paper (shin-gamt) for the cov-
ers of printed books. This type of paper was subse-

quently covered wlth a coloured paper and sometimes

embossed before use, but can occasionally be discovered

when a book is disbound or broken. Coarser coloured
recycled papers were used for wrapping and packing.
Recycled papers can often be recognized by fragments of
undissolved paper in the sheet, as well as other inclusions

such as harr and thread. Llke maniai-shi, many sukikae-
shi were formed on a mould which included a sha, to
help with even distribution of the sometimes lumpy
stock. If the paper is not too thick, this can be detected

with transmitted light.

Hiki-zome. W'hen papers are coloured after formation of
the sheet by application of a colouring agent with a

brush, the process is known as hikt-zome. They can be

rdentified by brushstrokes which are sometimes left on
the paper, or a puddhng of colour from when rt was

applied too heavily. There is also a tendency for the

colour to be stronger on one side of the sheet than on the

other. This is most noticeable when the colour is an

opaque pigment applied to a sized sheet (gu-biki), bt
more difficult to discern when the colour is a dye applied

to a thin, unsrzed sheet. Gu-bik papers were often pro-
duced for decorative use, sometimes as the first stage in
the production of a decorated paper (see kara-kami).
Yakutaishi, a brownish-red brush-dyed sheet with a
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distinctive glossy surface, was used for wrapping medi-

cine. Persimmon tannin (kaki-shibu) was brushed onto
paper to render it tougher and water-resistant.

Tsuke-zome. Paper was also coloured by dipping the fin-
ished sheet into a vat of dye (tsuke-zome).This method
was most commonly used in the nineteenth century for
dyeing paper with indigo. For a truly deep indigo colour
this was the only satisfactory method. A vat of fermented

indigo dye would be prepared, and each sheet to be dyed
was clamped befiveen rwo wooden sticks along the short
edge of the paper in order to keep the sheet straight and
allow for easier handling. After removal from the vat, the
greenish-grey indigo dye oxidizes and the paper turns
blue. A deeper shade was achieved by repeated dippings.
A distinctive feature of paper dyed this way is the white
border left where the paper was clamped befween the two
sticks and protected from the dye. Vat-dyed indigo paper

was used for the covers of books (again, the white border
can sometimes be seen on a disbound book). It was also
used as a paper for the copying of Buddhist sutras rn

gold ink. A pale indigo-blue paper was obtainable in
fwo ways: by adding indigo colour to the vat or pre-

colouring the stock (suki-zome\, or else by breaking down
tsuke-zome sheets and re-formins them as a kind of
sukikae-shi.

Decorated papers

Japanese papers may be decorated by a variety of tech-
niques. As with coloured papers, it is possible to look for
evidence that identifies the technioues and allows them
to be classified.

Brushing
Brushes were used for creating patterns on paper. A wide
brush with coarse or separate bristles could create an

abstract pattern of parallel hnes (hakeme-bikil. Paper

with a grid of horizontal and vertical brushstrokes,
usually brown, is known as choii-biki. It takes its name
from the colour obtained from cloves, which were origi-
nally used in the production of this paper, scenting ir
as well as decorating it. By the nineteenth century ir
was used for the covers of books and albums and for
papercraft. Paper with a fine grid of brushmarks was
used for the borders of paper hanging scrolls. Known as

shike-shi, or slub-silk paper, it imitated the effect of a

plain-weave silk.

Printing
A large number of decorated papers were produced by
printing, mostly with woodblocks or stencils.

Kara-kami is one of the oldest varieties of decorated
papers. It was first imported to Japan from China during
the Heian period (794-1185). It was so much prized as a

calligraphy paper that domestic production began, and

by the nineteenth century it was used extensively for
papering walls, ceilings and the backs of folding screens

and sometimes for the borders of paper hanging scrolls.
Usually it consists of a sized sheet which is brush-dyed
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Fig,1 Kara-kami, Block-printed. Siebold sample boolg sample number
24. Collection number I -3060, National Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

with an opaque pigment, often shell white. The design is
generally printed in mica, which gives a distinctive soft
sheen to the image (fig. 1). Sometimes this is reversed,
with the ground brushed with mica and the image printed
in shell white. Either the shell white or the mica can be

tinted with other colours to create an infinite variety of
colour combinations. There are numerous designs used

for kara-kami, many of them based on textile designs

from various periods. By the nineteenth century this
repertoire had expanded to include the more graphic and
dynamic designs of the late Edo period. The printing
technique for kara-kaml differs from that of Japanese
woodblock printing in a number of ways. The block is

cut from a thick plank of magnolia wood. This is softer

than the cherry wood used for woodblock prints, but
allows the block to be cut more deeply, thus prevenring ir
from flooding with the generous application of colour
used for the printing process. (Vfhen it can be derected,

the flooding of finely cut shallow depressions in the block
with ink or colour is one of the signs that distinguishes a

block-printed paper from a stencil-printed paper.) The

colour is applied to the block with a sort of cloth-covered
tambourine, called a furui. Paste and seaweed g el (funoril
are added to the printing colour. The ratio may be altered
to produce an opaque or a semi-translucent mix. This is

brushed ontothefurui and the colour is transferred to the
block by patting it on with the furui. The paper is low-
ered onto the block and gently rubbed with the palm of
the hand. The sheet can be half peeled back and further
colour added to the block, first on one side, then the
other, in order to build up the densiry of colour, if
required. When the paper is finally peeled away from the
block, there is sometimes a distinctive dragging or move-
ment of the colour (tarashikomi\, which is a characteris-
tic of kara-kami. This gentle method of printing does not
leave the 'bite' of the block in the paper as can sometimes

be seen in traditional Japanese woodblock printing (see

chiyo-gami, e-hosho, e-maki-gami etc). Some texture rn
the surface of kara-kami can be seen, however, when it
has been treated to give it the appearance of a woven tex-
tile, perhaps in reference to the origins of some of the pat-
terns. This effect, known as nuno-me-ucbi,was achieved

by stacking damp sheets interleaved with mats of woven
horsehair. The stack was beaten or oressed and the
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texture of the textile transferred to the paper. During the

nineteenth century, kara-kami was also produced with
stencils, which were made from a laminate of papers

brushed with persimmon tannin. To produce a pattern ln

high relief known as oki-age, a thick stencil was used to
provide depth and the colour was smeared through the

stencil with a spatula. Thinner stencils were used for
kara-kami where a thick build-up of colour was not

required; this variery of stencilled kara-kami can some-

times be seen on the backs of folding screens. It was con-

venient for the mounter to paper the back of the screen

first, then have the kara-kami printer paint and stencil

the surface in rwo successive operations. Stencil-printed
papers can be detected in a number of ways. 'When the

colour is brushed on, it sometimes seeps under the edge

of the stencil, bleeding out beyond the limits of the

image in a way that is not possible with block-printing
(fig. 2). Some designs (a ring, for example) cannot be

printed by stencil without the use of'bridges' to prevent

the centre of the stencil from falling away (fig. 3), or the

use of a 'double stencil,' in which the ring is divided
into four slightly overlapping quarters and printed with
fwo stencils.

Gpsei-sbi is a paper printed in a single colour, often
from a white-line block, so that the background appears

as coloured and the image is held in reserve (fig. 4). The

designs are usually small in scale, depicting auspicious

emblems or ornaments and generally printed on smooth
white maniai paper. The colours are usually the organic

blues, reds and yellows used in woodblock printing. This
paper was used for book covers and craft work, such as

the lining of boxes.

Rikkyu-shi somewhat resembles European paste papers

(fig. 5). A well-sized sheet of paper is coated generously

with a mixture of colour and rice-flour paste. This is put
down onto the printing block and rubbed with the palm

of the hand. As the paper is lifted away, the points where

the block was in contact with the colour create a rip-
pling, almost three-dimensional effect. Where the pig-

ment did not touch the block, the marks of the brush

used to apply the colour can sometimes be seen. lfhite-
line blocks were sometimes used for rikkyn-sbi, but the

designs are generally larger in scale than those of gyosei-

shi, and are often floral motifs or arabesque patterns.

Rikkyu-shi was used for the backs of folding screens, the

borders of paper hanging scrolls and book covers.

Kinran-slti means gold-brocade paper. It was printed
from relief blocks onto paper with an opaque coloured
ground. The 'gold' pigment used was an imitation gold
alloy, which tarnishes with exposure to the air. It was

used for the borders of paper hanging scrolls as a less

expensive substitute for genuine gold brocade. Some

examples ol kinran-shi using a stencilled adhesive and

metal foil are also known.

Chiyo-gami was produced in the same way as Japanese
woodblock prints. It was printed in the larger cities, such

Fig, 3 Kara-kami. Stencil-printed. Private collection.

Fig. 4 Gyosei-shi. Block-printed. Siebold collection. Collection numbel
'l -4621, National Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

Fig.5 Rikkyu-shi. Block-printed. Siebold sample book, sample number
50. Collection number 1 -3060, National Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

Fig, 2 Kora-komi. Block-printed, Private collection.
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as Kyoto, Edo (Tokyo) and Osaka. The use of hard
cherry woodblocks allowed for fine, detailed cutting.
Vigorous burnishing of the paper on the block with the

baren sometimes results in the 'bite' of the block remarn-

ing in the paper, particularly if it is of a heavier weight,
such as hosho, which was used for the more expenslve

varieties. The marks of the baren can sometimes be seen

at the back of the sheet and, with thinner papers, the

colour often penetrates to the reverse. Sold as a 'toy'
paper, it was used to make dolls, line boxes, make deco-

rative wrappings for small items and for other forms of
papercraft. Parterns and designs often depict flowers or
toys or have some seasonal or literary reference, and

cover the entire surface of the sheet (fig. 6). The designs

of chiyo-gami vary according to their time and place of
production, so examples in collections such as Leiden's
(which are recorded as having been produced in Osaka)

are invaluable when referring to other examples.

E-hosbo and e-maki-gami (or e-hangire) were produced
in the same way as cbiyo-gami. They were both intended

for use as a calligraphy paper, so the designs are usually
asymmetrical, covering only a part of the sheet and
printed in paler colours than chiyo-gami, so as not to dis-

tract from the script intended to cover them. E-hosho are
whole sheets of paper. E-maki-gami are half-sheets, cut
horizontally and sometimes joined to make a roll, and

used as a letter paper.

E-ii-tehon. Tehon were calligraphy practice books, and
in the early nineteenth century a tall, narrow, accordion-
fold format was common. Illustrated varieties, printed
like e-bosho, were known as e-iri-tehon. The Siebold col-
lection contains an unfolded and unbound sheet with a

simple line-block image of a horse and groom printed in
black, red and green, which serves to indicate a style pop-
ular at that time.

E-sugiltara. An unusual calligraphy paper in the Siebold
sample book is described as e-sugihara. Sugihara-kami
(also known as sugiwara-gami and suibara-gami) was
popular in the Middle Ages as a rugged calligraphy paper

for the warrior classes. The example in the Siebold col-
lection is described as produced in Osaka and is deco-
rated with a group of rimpa-style pine trees, printed like
kara-kami, in mica, but onto an uncoloured sheet.

Mon-tenguio. Tengu'jo is a thin tissue paper. A decorated

variety, mon-tengujo, was used for making paper
lanterns, covering small paper windows and wrapping
cosmetics. It was block-printed with shell white, usually
in small geometric or floral pafterns. The Siebold collec-

tion contains a chrysanthemum arabesque design
printed in white and a coloured example (iro-mon-ten-
guio) of a spearhead design in green.

Sarasa-gami, Sarasa was the name given to painted and
printed fine cottons imported from India and Java. Much
prized in Edo-period Japan, they were later made domes-

tically, and known as wa-sarasa, or Japanese sarasa.The
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Fig.6 Chiyo-gdmi. Block-printed. Siebold sample book, sample number

43. Collection number l-3060, National Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

Fig, 7 Sarcsd-gdmi.Mixed technique.Siebold collection.Colle€tion number

1 -461 5, National Museum of Ethnology, Leiden.

Fig, 8 Sarcsd-gami. Stencil-printed. Private collection.

Japanese variety was sometimes block-printed, but more
often produced with stencils, a technique which had

already been developed for the fine paste-resist ko-mon
textiles favoured by the townspeople. Sarasa-gami was
popular for craftwork, the borders of paper hanging

scrolls and book covers. The motifs are generally based

on sarasa textiles, both imported and domestic, and it is
interesting to note that there is often an attempt to sug-

gest the texture of the cotton graphically, as with the

Siebold example, by printing a background of fine ribbed
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dots (fig. 7). How this was achieved is uncertain, but
perhaps some kind of textile may have been used as a

printing surface (it is interesting to compare the effect

with the blind-printing nuno-me-ucht technique used for
some examples of kara-kami). The Siebold sarasa-gami,

which was made in Edo, has a bold design of plum blos-

soms and maple leaves stencilled in blue and brown.
Other sarasa-gami can be recognized by the use of sten-

cilled overprinting of fine white dots in shell white
(fig. 8). This is perhaps in imitation of the pin-blocks that
were used for some of the importe d sarasa fabrics, or the

fine dotted stencils used for ko-mon fabrics. As with
stencrl-printed kara-kami, it is also possible to recognize

stencrl-prrnted sarasa-gami by the use of bridges or dou-

ble stencils, or the seeping of colour between the stencil

and the paper.

Marbling
Suminagasbi. Marbled paper was used for calligraphy rn

Japan from the rwelfth century onward and was still
popular in the nineteenth century, as the example in the

Siebold book shows. It was produced in Echizen, where

the technique had been a closely guarded secret for some

centuries. It was produced by floating sumi and some-

times blue or red colour on the surface of a vat of water,

separating each application with oil or resin. The colour
was blown about the surface of the water and drawn out
with a pine needle or human hair until the desired effect

was achieved. A sheet of paper was then lowered onto
the surface of the water to transfer the image to the

paper. Examples of printed suminagashi also exist,

produced as a krnd of chiyo-gami.

Vat-processing

Kumo-gami. Also known as uchi-gumo, uchrgumcrt
and un-shi, kumo-gami (as it is identified in the Siebold

book) was also popular as a calligraphy paper from the

twelfth century onward. It was produced by first form-
ing a sheet of tortnoko paper. While still in the mould, a
separate stock, prepared from gampi paper dyed blue or
purple and then broken down, was poured across the

sheet. The mould was then agitated to cause the lines

of dyed fibres to move across the surface of the paper,

producing a distinctive wavy, cloudJike effect.

Matsuba-gami. The Siebold book contains rwo samples

of this paper, one blue and one red (ao-matsuba and aka-
matsuba). Although the name means'pine-needle paper,'

this appears to be a recycled paper which has been deco-

rated by the addition of a scattering of chopped bark. It
is similar to other papers known as sennen-shi, sendai-shi

and sugikatua-gami, all of whrch were decorated with
fragments or slivers of bark of some kind, and were used

for papering walls.

Mon-sboin, Sboin-shi are papers used for covering the

windows of the tokonoma, or formal drsplay alcove, in a
traditional Japanese rnterior. Although plain papers were

commonly used, there are examples of decorated varieties.

Mon-shoin is a watermarked paper, usually produced by

sewing a design, cut from paper treated with persimmon

tannin, onto the mould, to create a lightly watermarked
paper.'Watermarked papers were also produced in moulds

containing a sha upon which the design was painted

in lacquer. Mon-sboin pafferns are generally floral or
geometric, as with mon-tenguio. The example in the

Siebold book is a medium-srzed chrysanthemum
arabesque.

Textured papers
Momi-gami means'crumpled paper,'and rn the Siebold

book is an example identified as shibu-momi-gami. lt
has been treated with persimmon tannin, giving it a dis-

tinctive glossy, dark brown surface, and then crumpled
by hand to produce a fine network of breaks and

creases in the surface of the coating. The paper has also

been printed in the same way as kara-kami, with a

design of small plum blossoms in imitation gold. Thrs

paper was used for the borders of hanging scrolls and

sometimes referred to as momi-kara-kami, to distin-
guish it from other crumpled papers, such as the thicker
variety used for paper clothing. Sbibu-momi-gami is not
the most common form of momi-kara-kami, More pop-
ular were the papers made with earth colour and shell

white mixtures. The base sheet was sized, then given

one coating, or sometimes rwo, in contrasting colours.
When dry, the sheet was crumpled or creased to cause

some of the pigment to fall away and produce a variery
of effects. At this point the textured surface of the paper

is apparent, but after lining, the relief texture disap-

pears and all that remains is the craquelure effect in
the pigment.

Danshi. By the nineteenth centurS danshi was a heavy

paper with a deeply furrowed surface. It was created by
smoothing three or four sheets of newly formed and

pressed but undried paper onto a board. The sheets were

peeled back at a sharp angle, creating rippled creases. The

uppermost sheet was removed and air-dried, not brushed

onto a drying board, as was normal for other handmade

papers, thus preservrng the texture. It was used for callig-
raphS formal lists of gifts and formal wrappings. The

sample in the Siebold book is identified as chutaka-dan-
shi. Clnttaka- refers to the size of the sheet, chu meaning
medium. Otaka- and kotaka- mean large and small,

respectively.

Nuno-me-uchi kara-kami. See kara- kami.

Reference List
Coloured papers

suki-zome

sukikae-sbi

hiki-zome
tsuke-zome

Decorated papers

brushed bakeme-biki
choii-biki
shike-shi
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pinted kara-kami block-printed / stencilled
gyosei-sbi block-printed
nkkyu-sbi block-printed
kinran-shi block-printed/stencilled
chiyo-gami block-printed
e-hosho block-printed
e-hangire block-printed
e-iri-tehon block-printed
e-sugihara block-printed
mon-tenguio block-printed
sarasa-gami stencillediblock-printed

marblcd suminagashi marbled / block-printed

uat-processed kumo-gamt
matsuba-gami

mon-shoin

Textured papers

moml-gamt
danshi

kar a- k ami nuno-me-u ch t

This list is by no means exhaustive and is intended only
as a suggested guide to looking for evidence that will help

to identify decorated and processed papers and the meth-

ods of their production. For further information refer to
the bibliography. Of special interest are Tindale and
Tindale's The Handmade Papers of Japan, which con-
tains many tipped-in samples of historical papers, and

the Mainichi Newspapers' Tesukiwashi Taikan, with over
one thousand examples ofJapanese handmade paper.
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Characterization of Western Handmade Decorated Paper:

Development of a Standard Terminology

HENK J. PORCK

Abstract
With regard to the use of terms in the field of decorated
paper there is much confusion, as a uniform and systematic

terminology does not exist. The Belgian-Dutch Society of
Students of Bookbinding (Bandengenootschap) decided to
tackle this problem, and formed a working group of book-

binding and paper historians for the purpose.

The first objectives of the group were to establish a logi-

cal nomenclature and a list of terms with unambiguous

meanings. lt was decided that the nomenclature should be

based on the pattern of the decoration and other directly

observable features, rather than on the technique of manu-

facture.On the other hand,the arrangement ofterms - that

ittheir classification into categories - is based primarily on
production technique.

For practical reasons, analysis was confined to western

handmade decorated papers produced prior to cr'rco 1850.

Furthermore, the terminology was not intended to be all-

embracing. Despite these limitationt the resulting terms

in Dutch and their equivalents in other languages may

provide a first step towards an international standard for

the description and registration of decorated paper.

The main features of the developed terminology are

described. For marbled papers, it proved possible to develop

a very detailed terminology, which is presented. ln the

context of identification methodology, the principle of a

new'fingerprint'technique for identification of the sources

of brocade paper is outlined.

lntroduction
On studying decorated paper, one finds that it has been

used in a multitude of ways. Decorated paper has been

associated wrth bookbinding since the beginning of the

sixteenth century, and circa 1700 it became a common
material for book covers and endpapers. It has been used

as a lining material for boxes, cabinets and suitcases, and

for various other applications.
The literature of book and paper history provides no

unambiguous nomenclature - a serious problem for the

description and documentation of the different sorts

of decorated paper. The traditional terminology rs far
from consequent; in some cases terms refer to the tech-

nique of decoration, in others, to its pattern or colour.

Some terms even refer to the country of origin. A single

kind of paper may have several different names and

different kinds of paper have sometimes been given the

same name.

Several attemDts have been made srnce the 1930s to
develop a logical system for classifying and naming the

various rypes of decorated paper. The current proposal

originated more than 10 years ago with the Belgian-

Dutch Sociery of Students of Bookbinding (Bandenge-

nootschap). Early in the 1990s a working group of this

sociery was formed to follow up on the idea. Members of
the group are Elly Cockx-Indestege, curator of the Royal
Library in Brussels; Jan Storm van Leeuwen, curator of
bookbindings at the Royal Library in The Hague; and

Carina Greven and Henk Porck from the Historical
Paper Collection of the Dutch Royal Library.

Full of enthusiasm, we started with the primary

objective of working out a logical system for describing

the decorated papers used in bookbinding, while also

aimrng at a set of clear, unambiguous terms for the

characterizatron of these papers. It soon appeared

impossible, however, to cover the whole field. For this
reason, we have hmrted our analysis to western hand-

made decorated papers produced prior to the mid-
nineteenth century.

'We began by studying primary and secondary litera-

ture from the past 150 years. These sources provided a

good overview of the existing pafterns of decoration, of
the techniques of their manufacture and of traditional
descriptive nomenclature. On the basis of this overview,

and also guided by many practical consultations with
present-day craftsmen, we developed our system.

The main categories of our terminology are based on
evident technical characteristics of the papers. There are

six such categories: plain coloured or monochrome
paper, metal paper, marbled paper, paste paper, block-
printed paper and relief-printed paper. The subgroups

are, however, distinguished on the basis of their visual

aspects, their pafferns,rather than decoration technique.

The technique of manufacture often cannot readily be

determined.

Only in the case of marbled papers was it possible to
construct a terminology sufficiently detailed that each

of the many different marbling patterns found could be

classified. The other main types of decorated paper

allowed only a more general set of terms.

Although our standard terminology was developed in
the first instance for the Dutch language, equivalent
terms for Enghsh, French, German and Italian are also

proposed.l

Overview
Decorated paper, for our purposes, was defined as paper

that is decorated on one or both sides, with colours rn a

more or less distinct repeat paftern. This definition was

most relevant for the majority of papers in question.

An overview of the six main categories of our clas-

srfication system follows. The illustrations all repro-
duce endpapers or loose sheets from the Bookbindings
and Historical Paper Collections of the Koninklijke
Bibliotheek, the Dutch Royal Library in The Hague.

Only the Dutch terms and the equivalent English
terms, signalled by knotun as, are given here. In cases
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where it is considered useful to provide a literal trans-
lation of the Dutch term, the translation is signalled
by meaning.

Plain coloured or monochrome paper
Effen papier, known as plain coloured paper or mono-
chrome paper, \s not commonly considered decorated

paper, but the category proved to be essential to our
system. A colorant can be mixed with the pulp during
the paper production process; we call these papers effen

gekleurd, meaning plain dyed paper. Alternatively, the

colour can be applied by printing or by brushing.

Brushed colour will often clearly show the brush strokes.

Here we speak of effen geuerfd papier, meantng plain
painted paper.

Metal paper
Decorated papers that are evenly covered with a thin
layer of gold- or silver-coloured metal foil or paint are

called metaalpdpieren, meaning metal papers. The two
subgroups are ziluerpapier, known as siluer pdper, and
goudpapier, known as gold paper or gih paper. These

papers can be manufactured with real or imitation silver

or gold leaf. With gold papers, the overlapping edges of
the individual sheets of gold leaf are sometimes clearly
visible. When gold or silver paint is used, the surface is

often polished to obtain a metallic effect.

Marbled paper
Marbled paper is commonly produced by means of float-
ing colours on a bath of liquid marbling size in a mar-
bling trough, and by gently laying paper onto the

coloured surface so that colour is transferred to the sheet

as it is lifted away. These papers are referred to as

bakmarmerpapieren, meaning trough-marbled papers,

and known generally as the common marbled papers.
'Within 

the group of common marbled papers many
types can be differentiated, such as hiezelmarmer-
papieren, meaningpebble marbled papers, and known as

stone marbled papers. Figure 1 shows one of the many
variants of stone marbled paper: stippenmarmerpapier,
known as antique spot marbled paper. Another subgroup

is the getrokken-marmerpapier, meaning drawn marbled
paper, a specific subdivision of which is the kammarmer-
papier, known as comb-marbled paper, made by drawing
a comb through the colours on the marbling size.

Figure 2 shows a variant of comb-marbled paper called

boeketkammarmerpapier, and known as peacock comb-

marbled pdper or bouquet.

Another interesting subgroup is schaduumarmerpa-
pieren, meaning shadou marbled papers, and known as

Spanish or Greek marbled pdpers. The beautiful shaded

band structures are produced by a special technique for
applying the paper sheet to the coloured surface of the

size. A variant called moir|-schaduwmarmerpapier,
known as Spanish marbled paper tuith a moiri effect, rs

shown in figure 3.

There is also a group of marbled papers, to be distin-
guished from the common marbled papers, to which the

colours are applied directly: ulekkenmarmelpapxeren,

Fig.1 Stippenmarmeryapierlantique spot marbled paper.

Fig. 2 Boeketkammormerpapier/peacock comb-marbled paper or

bououet.
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Fig. 3 Moir6-schaduwmarmerpapierlspanish marbled paper

moi16 effect.

meaning spot marbled papers. This group includes, for
instance, sprenkelmarmerpapier, known as imitation
marbled paper ot sprinkled paper; wolkenmarmerpapier,
known as agate paper; dgadtmarmerpapier, known as

Gustau marbled paper; and toepmdrmerpapier, known
as daubed paper.

Often one can distinguish more than one pattern in a
marbled paper. Figure 4 shows an example of a combi-
nation of a kiezelmarmering, known as stone marbling,
and a streepmarmering, meaning striped marbling. In
our system this combination is called kiezel-streep-

marmerpdpier, or zebra marbled pdper tn English.

Paste paper
Stiifseluerfpapieren, known as pdste papers, constitute
another category of decorated papers. Coloured paste is

evenly brushed as a single solid colour or in variously
coloured patches onto the paper, which is then tooled,
while the paste is still wet, with utensils such as brushes,

combs, stamps, rollers, fingers and thumbs. This tooling
creates the typical paste-paper characteristics, sometimes

with intriguing three-dimensional effects (fig. 5).

Paste papers that are rich in ornamentation, like
the example shown in figure 6 (see also colour plate 6),

are sometimes referred to as Heffnhut papers, a

term derived from the eighteenth-century Moravian
Herrnhuter Gemeinschaft, whose members indeed man-
ufactured this kind of paper. In our opinion, however,

the term Herrnhut paper should only be used if there rs

Fig. 4 Kiezel-streepmarmerpapier/zebra marbled paper.

Fig. 5 Stijfselverfpop,erlpaste paper.
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Fig,6 Stijfselverfpapier (Heffnhuter papier) lpaste paper (Herrnhut paper). Fig.7 Sitspapierlcalico, pattern or chintz paper

substantial evidence that the paper in question really
originated from that religious association.

Block-printed paper
Blokdrukpapier, known as block-printed paper, is pro-
duced by the printing of inked or painted wood blocks

onto paper. In general, a printing block is applied several

times in sequence to build up the complete design. A
multiple-colour decoration can be obtained by using dif-
ferent printing blocks, by means of stencils or by hand

colouring.
'When normal, non-metallic block-printing colours

are used, the papers are called sitspapier, known as

calico paper, pattern pdper or chintz pdper (fig. 7). The
name is derived from the Indian printed cotton fabric
known as slts, or chintz. Especially in France these

papers are often called papiers dominotiers, referring to
the French dominotiers who manufactured it. As in the

case of the Herrnhut paste papers, we do not recom-
mend the use of this term unless a real dominotiers
origin can be proven.

In Germany and France another type of block-printed
paper is known, called bronsuernispdpier, known as

bronze uarnished paper (fig. 8). Varnish mixed with
bronze powder was used for printing these papers. They
were manufactured only during the first decades of the

eighteenth century and are now rather rare.

Relief-printed paper
The final category of decorated paper included in this Fig.8 Bronsvernispapierlbronze varnished paper.
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classification is the relibfdrukpapier, meaning relief-

printed paper. The characteristic feature of these papers

is the relief that is obtained by embossing the paper sheet

with a meral plate or cylinder roll into which the decora-

tion has been cut.

In the case of uncoloured, plain coloured or metal

paper, these are called gegaufreerd papier, meaning

blind-embossed paper. An interesting subgroup is the

paper that is embossed with the grain of a particular type

of leather. These have frequently been used to supply
books with imitation leather covers.

Another type of relief-printed paper is the brokaatpa-
pier, known as brocade or Dutch gib or gold-embossed

paper.Brocade papers are generally considered to be one

of the most valuable types of decorated paper. They were

made predominantly in the eighteenth century, many

originating from the major centres of production in
Germany, such as Augsburg and Niirnberg. With these

papers the embossing is not blind, but in gold, resulting
in either a gold background or a gold-figured design, as

shown in figure 9. This figure also illustrates the charac-

teristic relief structure of brocade paper, which allows it
to be distinguished from the block-printed bronze var-

nished papers described above, which are not embossed.

In rare cases the decoration of these papers may be silver

rather than gold.

As illustrated by figure 10, many brocade papers show

additional decoration with patterns of mutually joined

patches of colour. The overall colour pattern is produced

by means of a fixed set of stencils, one for each colour. In

a recent study of eighteenth-century brocade-paper book
covers in the collections of the Dutch Royal Library, it
was discovered that these colour patterns offer a new way

to identify the source of a paper. The patterns depend on

the stencil sets used to produce them and they appear to
be characteristic of the individual workshops where these

papers were made. Using the extended reference collec-

tion of well-documented brocade papers in the Royal
Library Historical Paper Collection, comparison of
colour patterns made it possible to attribute several

anonymous brocade papers to various well-known manu-

facturers. Further details of this promising 'fingerprint'
technique are published elsewhere.2

Discussion
The nomenclature has been constructed in such a way

that terms are applicable to both loose papers and those

fixed in and on bookbindings, as well as to the related

methods for decorating the edges of a book and non-
paper covering materials such as leather.

Only for marbled papers have we been able to con-

struct a detailed terminology, which is based on the vari-

ous marbling patterns and other visual characteristics of
the papers. For the other main categories of decorated

paper, only a list of broader terms, indicating the major

types, could be worked out. Stiil, in order to standardize

the description of these other papers, which are widely

variable in appearance, we have developed a set of gen-

eral terms, not discussed in the preceding overview, which

deal with the structural features of the background,

Fig,9 Brokaatpapierlbrocade, Dutch gilt or gold-embossed paper.

Fig. 1O Brokoatpapieren omslaglbrocade paper cover.
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the type and geometrical arrangement (pattern) of
the elements of decoration (ornaments and motifs)
and the positron of these elements within the overall
design.:

To date we have worked only with western handmade

decorated paper made prior to 1 850. Papers of other and
more recent origin remain to be studied.

Development of the terminology has been focussed

pnmarily on Dutch-Belgian usage. The equivalent terms
proposed for English, French, German and Italian can
only, though hopefulln be considered a starting point for
discussions concerning the standardization of decorated-
paper terminology elsewhere.

Concerted action is necessary to reach the final goal:
an internationally accepted standard for the documenta-
tion and registration of decorated paper. The Inter-
national Association of Paper Historians (IPH), which is

making much progress in the development of standards
and the construction of a database for the registration of
watermarks, and of paper in general,a might well offer
the best sening for such a joint effort.

Looking at paper: euidence and interpretation, the
theme of this symposium, is a worthwhrle enterprise. But
in the case of decorated paper, one is somerimes inclined
to forget the evidence and omit the interpretation, and
just stick to looking at paper. And why not? Alongside
our scientific endeavours, we should also enjoy these
papers, as we were meant to, for their beaury and crafts-
manship.
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Looking at Paper:

Evidence & Interpretation

PART 2: WORKSHOPS

These workshops provided an opportunlty to see and

hear how two individuals with a great deal of expertrse

in the history and making of paper, Peter Bower and

Akinori Okawa, examine and characterize a variety of
antique and contemporary papers. The focus was on
learning what methodology they used and how it rs

applied to specific papers, arfworks and documents.

Peter Bower's workshop dealt with papers of European

or American origin whrle Akinori Okawa's studied

Japanese and Chinese papers. They both brought a wide
range of papers to examine, often making use of instru-
ments such as the stereobinocular microscope, fibre
optic light source and transmittedJight table.

The following transcripts were edited from record-

ings of the workshop sessions held in the conservation
department studros at the Art Gallery of Ontario.





Examining Western Papers: A Workshop with Peter Bower

lntroduction
Peter Bower combines actual papermaking expertise with
an extraordinary knowledge of the history and analysis of
paper. He brought many interesting papers to the work-

shop and a few slides which reproduced some distinctive
features and qualities of specific sheets. Given his recent

research on J.M.W. Turner, the Art Gallery of Ontario pro-

vided for discussion examples of Turner's work along with
a watercolour painting by Thomas Girtin and a chalk draw-

ing by Frangois Boucher. The highlight of the workshop
was examining an unpublished drawing by Michelangelo

to try and determine whether it was executed on blue
paper. We are indebted to Julien Stock from Sotheby's,

London, Old Master Painting and Drawing Department,

who recently discovered this drawing, for bringing this
beautiful work and attending the workshop. Many partici-

pants, such as Roy Perkinson and lrene Bruckle, made

significant contributions to the discussions and we were

very grateful to have them and many others share their
expertise and enthusiasm.

Peter Bower: I've brought some examples of a range of
papers. I'm sure we'll look at several over the course of
this workshop. First, though, we have a real treat - an

absolute treat. We are starting with something which
might be a blue paper. This is a Michelangelo drawing
(fig. 1. See also colour plate 1) and, since he never really
worked on blue paper, the important question is, was
this ever blue?1 It definitely has some oddities in it and
those of you who are familiar with blue papers might
find looking down the microscope useful. I have had a

quick look at it. I think this is what is called a music
paper. It appears to be laid down - a laminate of rwo
sheets with the chain lines running in one direction in
one sheet and in another direction in the other sheet.

This is quite common for early music paper; it's called
music paper but it was used for all sorts of things. It was
laborious to write music out a lot so musicians often
worked on laminated papers, which stood up to a lot of
handiing; they couid pass them around among them-
selves and they would last longer. But a lot of artrsts

drew on them because they were more rigid, and I won-
der if this is one of these.

However, I really ought to start this workshop rn a

very simple way. I am so excited about looking at this

drawing that I am forgetting about basic things. As I said

in one of my talks, watermarks are a detail that I look for
almost immediately. But as useful as they are, there is

much more information in the sheet, and the first thing I
do with something like this is really look at the fibre -
what you can see, quite simplS with magnification. Have

a look at the Michelangelo and see what you think. I
know what I think it is.
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Fig. I Michelangelo Buonarroti (1475-15641, Study of o Mourning
Woman, pen and brown ink on paper with white heightening, 260 mm

x 164 mm,Castle Howard.Yorkshire.

!7hat I really like about this field is that it doesn't
matter how many pieces of paper you look at, you
always see something that you've never seen before. The

fibre in this, the inclusion fibre in this, is quite interesting

and one would actually have to do proper analysis on it,
which we can't do quickly today.

Participant: \Would you always start by looking under
a microscope?

PB: Oh, yes.

P: Do you have a small portable microscope that you
take with you?

PB: Yes. It only does 30 times magnification; it's a

cheap viewer.2

P: |ooking tbrough the microscope at tbe Micbelangelo
dratuing) I'm thinking that there are some very fancy
techniques with which one can do topographical imaging
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and textural surface analysis, where one could very dis- PB: Primarily, if one can see through it. Normally, if it
tinctly see all the various valleys and high points in this wasamusicpaper,theywouldbethesamepapers. If they

sheet. It seems to me there are some very interestrng are not the same paper, that gives you one indication. The

thrngs going on over here, where there is some difference other thing is that there are distinct fashions and sryles in
in colour, and there are some places where there is a the wires, the spacing and everlthing to do with laid and

delamination; one could get a better idea of that or at chain lines with all papers. If you've got particular wire
least map it so it could be analysed. That might be help- grades, wire thickness, wire weights or patterns of chain

ful to realize whether this was indeed mounted to be used lines that are late-eighteenth-century patterns, not early,

as a double-mounted sheet or mounted at some later sixteenth-century patterns, then it is likely somebody

point in order to preserve it. has laminated the sheets later on. I doubt if there is

a watermark in there; there might be somewhere but
P: Sometimes you can use a slightly stronger hght - for it's unlikely.
a brief period - to get an idea before the thing comes off
the mount. P: Did he customarily work with what you called

muslc papersi

PB: This laminate is very, very opaque, which makes our
examination difficult. People have been expenmenting PB: No, but that doesn't really mean anything.
and talking about beta radiographs, but I don't like
them. There has been some success now with soft x-rays, P: This could have been remounted three or four
but I just don't like radiation. It's as simple as that. It's times before.

very laborious and time consuming. rDTe did some trials
with soft x-rays at the Tate Gallery on a Turner that they PB: Yes.

didn't want to take off its backing because it was incred-

ibly fragile. The people at the National Gallery were say- P: There are some Etzzling things in there that I think
ing to the Tate photography department, who had never can't be solved by looking at it and then giving an answer.

done any soft x-rays, 'Oh, you won't have any chance;

it's so difficult hining the focus right and getting in the P: There is certainly a blue spot here. There is something

right place.' !(ell, the very first one was absolutely spot blueish happening here - more greenish, but that is

on, perfect. But they have never been able to replicate always a debate. Then there is this incredible fibre mix.
that degree of success since. It's getting harder.

My feeling from having looked at a lot of what I call PB: What do you think the black is?

music papers is that this is one of them. The mills used

to do it by double couching or the stationers would P: The black? I haven't even progressed to that. But
do it when someone would come in and say, 'rUfould you there, for example, when you look at this under the

stick all these sheets together for me, I need some microscope there are definitely some very very intense

music paper.' blue spots there. They are very localized; perhaps we

could turn the raking light on also. It is hard to decide

P: It was also common restoration practice to laminate which one to choose.

sheets and cross-laminate.

P: r07hen you say black, do you mean black inclusions?

PB: And it does appear to be a cross-laminate, doesn't it?

PB: There are some long fibres that look quite black.

P: The surface is also glossy. In a later conservation treat-
ment they often dned things in a screw press, where the P: Definitely - very pronounced, and there are some

paper gets very burnished on the surface. fibre strands covered by pulp that are thread fragments,

P: Exactly. Then one would have to also ask when were 
too'

music sheets really used. 'Was that a practice that was PB: Right, and there is definitely a little bit of hemp, that
common at that time? Because these very special draw- is still slightly brownish, in there as well.
ings were, of course, so carefully preserved and mounted
that I think the option that it might have been a treat- P: Now, is it typical that these music sheets were pasted

ment after it was actually done is definitely viable. together like this and then used? Is it likely they might
delaminate locally like this?

PB: It's possrble. The only way that one would be able to
really tell would be to get it off the board and look at PB: It is, depending on how well they were glued

both sheets. It is lifting in one corner. You can see that the together.

other sheet is another off-white paper.

P: '!7here was the cross-lamination visible?

P: How would you necessarily be able to distinguish
whether it was mounted later or not? PB: Basically it was just in raking light.
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P: These lines here, these two, for example, do you see

how that just jumps up when the colour changes - that
particular one? I was first wondering whether that could
be a skinning that is so well mounted you don't see ir,
and what is underneath is a blue paper. There is also a
tiny depression here that's a bit bluer.

PB: It's very difficult. You asked about the laid and chain
lines alignment. There are distinct chains going that way
up it. If we turn it around, there does appear to be some

evidence of chains going rn the opposite direction.
There's one vaguely visible, running there. But for both
of those to show up in this kind of lighting means that it
has been subjected to intense pressure at some point. It's
likely that intense pressure was applied in either a paper

mill or a stationer's where music paper was produced.

The presses that they were using were infinitely stronger
than the presses that people doing restoration or conser-
vation would be using. That's my feehng.

P: 
.With 

lamrnation like that, it is so well adhered due to
the strength of these presses, you really don't see any
kind of join in the section berween the two sheets?

PB: No, you would see it. If we looked at the edge under
a microscope you should be able to see it. The other
characteristic of these is that they were usually produced
so fast that you get areas where they are not glued. They
are air pockets that have been pressed out and they do
delaminate quite easily.

P: I think pressure is only one parameter by which you
can change paper texture, so obviously this was not made
very wet when it was mounted because you would see

that, but if it was mounted I think all these gloss marks
on the surface might have something to do with its later
life. They might also indicate some kind of mounting
technique. I don't know whether the texture of the cross-

directions of the papers could be explained that way.

P: If the paper is made and the initial drying, which you
are talking about, has subjected it to greater pressure

than what a conservator or a restorer would have used

later, then why aren't more papers burnished? I mean,
this has a different burnishing than a paper that is dried
naturally after production. This has been flattened.

PB: Oh yes, this has been seriously flattened. I think this
surface was not produced by a paper mill. I think thrs

paper laminate was probably made by a stationer. The
individual sheets had been made and existed for quire a

time before they were stuck together, in which case you
would get considerable flattening. Some of the stationer's
presses were very very powerful - as powerful as any-
thing in a paper mill.

Julien Stock: What I think is important is that it is

heightened with white, which is a very typical character-
istic of Michelangelo. Therefore, was that lamination
done before the white heightening? Because surely if it

BOWER

wasn't, the white heightening would have cracked

or disintegrated.

PB: \7ell, it has got some cracking in it.

JS: But that could just be age.

PB: Yes.

JS: Let me suggest a few dates - my opinion of course.
It's unpublished, as nobody has seen this before. What is
interesting are two things. One, it's on a Richardson
mount, which makes the mount eighteenth century, and
rwo, it's cut along the bortom edge. This rs a drawing by
Francesco Salviati [referring to a book reproductton of a
drawing at the Louure wbicb is a copy of this one] with
'Michelangelo Buonarotti' written on it, and you can see

that the original he worked from was cut. Well, Francesco

Salviati died in 1562; therefore it must have been cut
before he made this copy. Also, the same figure occurs in
reverse in Giulio Clovio's 'The Crucifixi on' inThe Farnese

Hours3 in the Pierpont Morgan Library. So there are a
number of terminus ante quemsonecanuse to find a date.

My dating is second Florentine period. I don't think it is
later than 1520 and I think it is more likely 1505. It is dif-
ficult, because if you go through the De Tolnay Corpusa
on Michelangelo, that mode of drawing continues righr
up until 1540.

P: I thrnk lots of the things that you have put your finger
on here suggest very strongly that it is a sixteenth-century
paper, but of course the harder rssue of who drew what's
on it requires another set of disciplines and comparative
lines of investigation - which you're doing now. Are
you familiar with any Michelangelos on blue paper? I've
not seen any.

JS: That's why I am here; I have come over to this work-
shop to let you consider that.

P: So I think, rather like Rembrandt, Michelangelo never
used blue paper, and I don't think this is blue paper, at
least in rwo seconds' worth of looking. I could be dead

wrong because so often, if you go to the area where the
white heightening is present - in this case it is undoubt-
edly lead carbonate because of the oxidation that has

taken place - you often find that some of the colour rs

preserved there, no matter what happens in the sur-
rounding area. Now, I only looked at one area there
very quickln but I didn't see any of that preserved

colour that I associate with a paper that was once blue
but is now generally discoloured or darkened or losr its
colour. There doesn't appear to be any traces of that
colour that is preserved by the presence of rather alka-
line material in the media. I don't see that, and for what
it is worth, I don't see any halo around it that's often
found because of the migration of materials in the paper.

Regarding the fibre composition, it doesn't seem to me

that it is very unusual with respect to the sort, number
and kind of inclusions or extraneous materials. There is
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the odd dark fibre, some of which look protein-like.

PB: They could be wool.

P: Yes, they look a lot like wool.

PB: There is some hemp in there and I would say there is

also, in the bottom right-hand corner, a piece of straw

P: But the range of those kinds of inclusion look a lot to
me like late-fifteenth- and early-sixteenth-century papers

I have seen, both blue and white. For example, at the

Gardiner Museum there is a drawing on blue paper that
has a very similar range of materials in it, that was prob-

ably done around 1470-90.

P: I also think that one has to be very careful in compar-
ing paper qualities with other papers of potentially

known dates, especially in the production of coloured
paper, because they were used for so many different pur-
poses. I have found that in any given century - say sev-

enteenth-century Italian, which I have seen more of -
you could find very high-quality papers next to absolutely
coarse, lumpy papers, all of which were used for quick
preparatory sketches. So if one just goes by paper texture,
you can be easily mrsguided regarding dates by thinking
the coarser paper might be a slightly earlier version. It is
not necessarily the case.

PB: I don't think anyone would really think that.

P: I don't think this is a blue paper necessanly; however,

I don't think that one should discount that there might

be one rare instance where Michelangelo did use it. The

whole idea of historical rnterpretation is difficult because

we like to - we are always prone to constructing logical
pafterns and it doesn't always apply. It can surprise us.

PB: I think that's me that you're talking to, my gang of
people. The specialists don't do that - you, the restor-

ers. You're the ones who are open-minded. |augbterl

P: If it's not a blue paper, how would you explarn that
mottled blue effect along the lower left?

P: You mean along the left edge. If it's thinned, if it's not
uniformly a laminate, then you may be seeing through it

- an optical effect from the board behind or from some

repair method. I just had a drawing that was anributed to
Michelangelo that turned out to have big lumpy repairs

on the back that we couldn't see when it was on the

mount. Once it came off, it explained a lot of the things
we were seeing on the front. They were quite well done

except that they were irregular and they were very differ-
ent coloured paper and so it changed the optical effect

from the front. 'We were hoping it was an inscriptron.

P: I thought I saw a single fibre that looked blue.

P: And that looks like very intense tiny blue spots, almost

like pigment would look if it wasn't dispersed.

PB: It looks more like a pigment clump.

P: Exactly.

P: It's recessed.

P: It's recessed, which rs why we talked about the mount-
ing. There is the possrbiliry that this paper could have

been produced by a papermaker who made several dif-
ferent kinds of paper, including blue. In switching colours

a little bit of that blue remains; it may be stuck in the vat
or stamper throws and would ;ust mix itself into the next
batch. This would explarn an odd effect like this.

PB: That looks more like, wrthout doing the work on it,
smalt than anything else.

One of the wonderful things about something like this

and having a group of people like this is that we are

going to end up with so many different directions that
the research could go in.lto luhen Sloc&] You don't want
to hear this, do you?

JS: No, I don't. flaughterl

PB: \fell, I don't have a problem with this paper at all for
the period. It looks like the product of a fairly small, not
top-quality mill, given the fibre mixture, particularly the

odd bit of straw and other things that appear to be in it.
That rype of mrll did chuck straw in to just bulk up

the amount so they didn't have to make as much pulp.

They didn't really bother to cook it or anything, they just

chopped it. Also, a lot of smaller mills that were not aim-
ing to produce top-qualiry papers really didn't bother
about cleaning. They didn't bother to clean the system

out and only had one vat. If the first 50 sheets of the next
batch of paper had odd bits of something else in them, it
drdn't matter.

There's a paper company rn England noq a machine-

made paper company, that have actually developed a

technique on a Fourdrinier machine where they don't
clean the system out. And they make coloured papers

that are fantastic, particularly the changeover papers -
as they change the vat - which produce a few reels of
completely bizarre papers that are one colour at one end

and a different colour at the other - and they just sell

them. It is quicker and more efficient and they make

more money by not cleaning the system out - other than
by using pulp.

P: But what you were describing about this paper, you
aren't saying is specific to Italian papermakers - that they
would be sloppy.

PB: No, there's such a difference in quality. You could get

two mrlls at either end of a valley and at one period in
history one is making really good paper and 30 years

later, when it's a different generation working and things
have changed, you get the other mill producing really
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good paper and the first one's gone downhill a bit. It goes

up and down. Even great, name papermakers, the qual-

ity of their paper vanes a lot. After the First'World'War,
for instance, when 'Whatman had lost a lot of their vat

crews who went to fight and didn't come back, their
early t920s paper is dreadful - a lot of it. Then by the

end of the '20s it's up again in qualiry.

P: \7hy would I be seeing a metallic or graphiteJike pow-

der in the tear or creases?

PB: You all are seeing something different; you are all
picking up on all sorts of things. I see some things very
quickly in a paper and I would come back and look at
the thing over and over again and still see more things.

Are you talking about this area here?

P: Yes, and my first thought was of different repair tech-

niques throughout the ages, and wondering how it is that
in the past they seem to have better techniques for cam-

ouflaging repairs. Perhaps they might have rubbed some-

thing in there, unless it's lust a crease.

P: It would be interesting to systematically examine the

surface to see what oddities there are. This is the first
level of analysis, and then you can progress beyond that.
You could analyse the amount of metals and exposed

blue pigment at the bottom and find out what you can

gather from that. But before that I think that just scan-

ning the surface carefully is all one can do here.

PB: That's basically what one would do, systematically.

P: And looking under high magnification and different
hghting condrtrons to see whether there might be a clue

to what the content of the sheet .,.

PB: Thrs is a cunous thing; when you are examining any-

thing there are an almost infinite number of possibilities

of what you might find. And you could go in lots of dif-
ferent directions. You always have to bear in mind that all
this kind of research is, as you all know, constrained by
the time available, the cost and also the question that you

are being asked. I don't work for an institution, I work for
clients, and they want questions - specific questions -
answered. And they might not include 'Ii(hat is this pig-
ment?' even though you might try to say to them, ''Well,

to have this, we need to do this because this might -
might - give us more information.' Iffhat they com-
monly require, basicallg is dating and appropriateness

and whether or not it is right for what the art historians,
the auction house or the specialist need to consider. And
if you can, you answer those questions by basically the

simplest methods possible because often you don't have

unlimited time and you certainly don't have unlimited
funds to do it.

My initial look at this Michelangelo suggests to me

that there is actually nothing inappropriate about it,
though there are some oddities. F{owever, oddity and

inappropriateness are not the same thing at all.

BOWER

JS: What of course is also very interesting from our point
of view is that there's a professor in Hamburg who dis-

putes a vast number of Michelangelo drawings. So it
would be incredibly useful to have every Michelangelo

drawing - all the paper - analysed, because then one

could put it all together and confirm that perhaps some

of them, certainly in De Tolnay's Corpus, a lot of us are

right in dismissing.

That would be intriguing. I do paintings and draw-
ings as a specialist, and in the drawing field, although
we're thorough, this is unusual for us to try and find out
more about the paper. But here I'm worried about it
being on blue paper because, when I publish it in a

learned journal and say it is the only Michelangelo draw-
ing on blue paper (I am very happy now to hear it's not
on blue paper), everybody's going to say, 'But it's not by

Michelangelo; you don't know what you're talking
about - it doesn't have this-or-that.'And then later, they
might say, 'Yes, it is.' But with paintings in the last 10

years, we now, and Christie's, check every signature, so

our costs have gone up enormously. If we say signed and

dated Jan van Goyen, sixteen-whatever, and you buy the

picture and your restorer says, 'But thrs srgnature isn't
authentic,' we get the picture back and it becomes our
picture. And of course the same could happen with a

drawing. If we sold a drawing and then it was proven to
be an eighteenth-century paper and the drawing ought to
be 1520, that's part of the guarantee that you get when
you buy from us, so we've got to be careful.

PB: My process on examining this would be to do what
I have done here, basically, which is to have a look at it.
My next stage would be to suggest that the drawing
needs to come off its mount and that we really need to
look at the paper, because even though it's a laminate we

will actually be able to tell quite a lot just with simple

transmitted light, because one thing that really will help

is the wire profile. It doesn't matter if there is a water-
mark, the wire profile, the chain stitches, whether they're
twists or double twists - if that's visible it's very helpful.
All sorts of things like that will tell us a lot about the

time, and to some extent the location, because there are

fashions and changes in just that data,lf anyone wants a

lifetime's work, there should be a database on chain-line
twists. You also have to remember that the wire technol-
ogy was going through changes. In the fifteenth century
wire technology changed dramatically and they could get

much thinner wrres and could stitch them much finer.

You get anomalies where, even though this was happen-

ing, you get one mill - I'm thinking of a couple of
Italian mills - where they immediately go to these really
fine wires, incredibly fine, and the mill thatb yust up the

river a bit actually seems to go to the other extreme. They
start using even heavier, chunkier wires. It's really odd.
However, I think in order to try and answer the question

whether the paper is appropriate, is it right for that date,

if there is anythrng wrong with it in that sense, the fibre
content is very useful, The actual mould evidence is prob-

ably going to tell us more about where it came from,
what date, and possibly give us some indication of origin.
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Most of Michelangelo's papers were Italian, but not all
of them. Some of them come from southern France.

(See Appendix 1 for further analysis of this drawing done

by Peter Bower later in London.)

P: I wonder, when you have an off-white paper with a

few black or blue flecks in there - they may have just

thrown in a few blue things of whatever kind - that per-

haps it wasn't thought to be any less of a paper. It just

shifts the colour in a cenain direction ...

PB: It might be that there is a small amount of indrgo

in there?

P: Yes, I was wondering about that.

PB: But you wouldn't expect the colour to change quite
like this paper. That's just my experience of seeing indigo
tints that have gone.

P: From a great distance this looks a linle bit like certain
very off-whrte papers that have this very strange greenish

cast at best. That was not because they made the paper

green but because there was just a dusting of blue pig-
ment or whatever they added. It's like when you make a

cake and you put a lot of sugar and a pinch of salt.

PB: A lot of papermakers are cooks.

P: Yes, right.

PB: I saw the most amazing thing at a large modern mill,
Dickenson's mill in England, when they used to make a
wrltlng paper called azure. It was an azure colour and it
was Basildon Bond. They had state-of-the-art machinery,

but for 25 years a guy called Jack sat up by the top of the

hydro-pulper, and he had an armchair and a paper cup

and he used to put a little bit more in, like that, to main-
tain the colour consistency of that paper, which over 25

years was brilliant. When he retired they couldn't make

it; they stopped and rt was never made after that. Ten

years later they produced a blue paper but couldn't get

one like the original. Jack would just be looking at thou-
sands of gallons of pulp!

P: Analogous to that, I was talking with one of the

research people out at Strathmore a number of years ago

and he was telling me about some guy, Charhe or what-
ever, that worked with him for years and years, and he

was better than any of their machinery or anything else

for testing the freeness. He couldn't have told you exactly
what it was, but he knew when the pulp was ready; he

would just reach into the vat and sort of squeeze it and

then he'd kick the vat and listen to it.

PB: The other thrng is, rf you've got a beater roll which is

on a bar, you get a prece of wood, which could be an old
broom handle, or a piece of tubrng, and you put one end

of the bar on the end of the roll and you put your thumb
on the end of it and you stick your thumb in your ear, and

you can hear exactly what's going on as the bars pass over

the bedplate bars. You can hear what's going on and it's
extraordinary. I used to be a papermaker (that's how I got
into this) and yes, you can't explain half of what you are

feeling * that it's ;ust ready. It's the sliminess, heat and

the warmth in it - things you couldn't measure. I notice

even now when I'm going around mills that they have all
sorts of incredible measuring equipment, but in fact half
of them are cooking. They are still cooking and they feel

when it's ready. There's one beautiful mill called
Chartham, an old mill in England that makes detarl

paper. Detail paper is like tracing paper, but it's not quite
tracing paper. It's very thin for drawing on and making
tracings as well. The mill has laser measuring equipment
and all this, but they were having real problems with con-

srstency because that paper is made with incredible heat.

Steam is pouring off the forming surface as you're mak-
ing it and it is very difficult to control, so they were get-

ting problems across the web. They moved the reel up

about 30 to 40 feet further away from the end of the

machine and they put in a sofa, and rwo guys sat and

worked for 20 minutes at a time; they talked about foot-
ball and things like that while they watched the paper

passing over their heads. Screens displayed all the fine
measurements and they'd just punch buftons and things
to control it. After 20 minutes they had a break whrle two
other guys did it. I think they had to have srx people on
to do it, but it saved them a fortune.

P: The sensory thing is just so phenomenal. I was at the

Crescent Cardboard place one time; I think it is near

Cleveland but I've forgotten where exactly. Crescent

Cardboard makes a lot of mat board and various kinds
of cardboard in the United States. At the end of the day

there we were walking through the factorn or the tail
end of the factory, and there was a guy doing something

to these piles of cardboard. I said, ' !(hat's he doing over
there?' And my guide stopped and said, 'Oh, that's so-

and-so, he's the fellow that counts our packages for us.'

And I said, 't0fhat do you mean?' He said, 'Well, he

counts 25 sheets of cardboard for each package.' I
thought, my God, don't you have some other way of
doing it? He said they tried other ways of doing it, but in
fact - he's actually blind - his tactile sense was so

heightened that he can do much better than any machine,

with less percentage error than they've ever had. It was

fascinating to watch him - like thumbing cards; he could
sort of hear - he couldn't tell you what - hear and feel

something that was 25,25,25 - 
just amazingl

P: Peter, can you give a brief description of how one

might distinguish, in the machine-made papers, berween

the cylinder mould and the ...

PB: ... and the Fourdrinier sheet? Cylinder-mould sheets

are made as sheets or occasionally made as rolls. So we

have a problem here. However, they are always narrow,
right? There is a particular width. I mean I've never seen

a cylinder-mould machine more than about eight feet

wide. and if vou think of Fourdrinier machines. vou've
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got enormous widths now. But essentially the main dif-
ference is most cylinder-mould papers are watermarked.
Cylinder-mould machines are used for two or three kinds
of paper. They are used for artists' paper, they're used for
securiry papers, banknotes and bonds and stuff, and they
are also used at the bottom end of the market for boards
and rubbish like that which wouldn't be watermarked. If
you are talking about white papers, they are water-
marked but, like a handmade sheet, the watermark is

integral to the formation of the sheet - it's on the wire
side. On a Fourdnnier machine, if it's got a watermark
on it - and after about 1827 you get loads of machine
watermarks - the watermark is impressed into the felt
side of the sheet. So even if it hasn't got deckle edges,

you've got a nice trimmed piece of work, if you are look-
ing at the felt side of the sheet and you can see that's
where the watermark is, then it's a Fourdrinier paper. If
you are looking at the wire side and that's where the
watermark is, then it's a cylinder-mould paper. It's as sim-
ple as that. Having said that, distinguishing what is the
wire side and what is the felt side is not always easy.

That's the basic distinction.
A cylinder mould does have deckles, but only rwo true

deckles, because those are the edges of the cylinder. The
deckles on the sheet that cross the cylinder are usually
done by either tear wires or deckle straps and they are dis-
tinctly different from handmade deckles. They are usually
incredibly straight. If you think of contemporary mould-
made papers, most of them have actually got torn edges.

On the short edge you get a proper deckle and then you've
got torn edges. That's as simple as that, but when you
have a deckle-strap deckle, the line where the true thick-
ness of the sheet stops is absolutely straight, whereas in a
handmade sheet it usually isn'r, since the deckle and the
mould move slightly even if you're holding tight.

P: The older Fourdrinier paper - do you have deckles

along the sides of the machine belt?

PB: The earliest identified machine-made paper that I've
ever looked at is 1810, and I've never seen a piece that I
could prove was earlier. If anybody can find a sheet of
machine-made paper that dates before 1810, please let us

know because no one can find any. The only reason I
know it was 1810 is because Turner, the artist, actually
annotated the sheet'Elliot's paper.' The paper didn't look
like the drawing papers Turner commonly used; it looked
like a machine-made paper. Then, as soon as I saw the
inscription 'Elliot's paper' I wondered, so I started to
really look at it and the wire profile was very different.
There's no watermark or anything on it and the forma-
tion isn't brillant. It's very'juddery.'Elliot's machine was
one of the earliest made and the flow of pulp onto the
wire was often inconsistent on these. They were still
experimenting with the right gauge of wire to make the
forming surface and you can see from this paper that ir's
very coarse - surprisingly coarse. It must have drained
really fast. It took ages to get that forming surface right.s

Initially they had very very wild deckles because they
were leaving quite a lot of the forming wire and didn't

BOWER

really put an edge on it. Then they put on deckle straps

- rolling leather straps. They were usually just trimmed
off straight away. It's very unusual because they were cut-

ting them into sheets. They weren't selling them as a reel.

The first reels sold were to print newspapers after they
had invented the roll-fed press. Everything before that
was sold as sheets.

P: li7hen was the roll-fed press?

PB: 184O-something.

P: Peter, have you ever seen any paper that is made as a

chain-mould paper?

PB: No, but I'd love to. There are all these marvellous
things like Thomas Cobb's wonderful machine, that had
individual moulds that were manipulated and shaken
about. I'd love to see something that came off that.
There's also Ferdinand Leistenscheider's paper, People

say that Fourdrinier paper was watermarked from 1827
onwards, but Leistenscheider put a watermark in a sheet

in 1813, on his crazy machine that nobody ever talks
about. Sheets of this exist and his wonderful portrait
heads of Napoleon where it says 'made by Ferdinand
by machine' in the watermark. No one knows how he

did it.

P: Can you say approximately what was dnving the pro-
duction of machine-made paper befween newspaper
publication, wallpaper publication and printing publica-
tion about 1830?

PB: The customs-dury records in Britain show the
amount of paper produced by hand and machine was
equal by 1825. Basically it was for printing. How much
was for newspapers I can't say because at that stage there
was no distinction between the paper for newspapers or
the paper for books. It was all just printing paper. You
had good-qualiry ones and lesser-quahty ones. Stationers
and suppliers like Longman's would buy lots of different
grades from the same maker. I've done very little work
on the actual economics of it and what was driving rt,
but essentially printing was tbe force.

P: Printing for journals and newspapers and books. At
what period do you think Fourdnnier paper was used as

an artist paper?

PB: 1830s - as early as that.

P: As early as that?

PB: ri7insor and Newton were selling continuous
Colossal drawing paper, four feet wide, which you could
buy as long as you liked. It was one of the earliest exam-
ples of being able to buy Fourdrinier paper as a roll. I
doubt if any artists bought it very long, but they might
have bought a hundred feet of it. There are a few exam-
ples of Turner working on ir.
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P: You know it's Fourdrinier because it's so large?

PB: Yes, there's no other way it could be made. It has a

very distinct wire and you also get details wrthin the sheet.

The other thing that people were talking about was

how to identify Fourdrinier. One thing you see quite

commonly - I seem to be coming across lt more and

more in 1820s, 1.830s paper - is the stitch wire, the

exact stitching right across the whole sheet. That's liter-
ally where the forming wire is joined. You occasionally

see papers where everything about them suggests they're

handmade, but I cannot rmagine that anyone making a

wove paper that big is actually going to stitch nvo

together like that when the stitches are identical to the

way that they joined machtne wires. I think that some

of the early Fourdrinier papers have to actually be re-

evaluated because some of them were very good papers.

They are pure rag and very strong. Some of the mills

were obviously producing very good papers, a lot of
what gets categorized as handmade artists' papers. For

instance, there's a mill - Monckton's mill - and over

and over again you hear people saying this is watercolour

on Whatman. For various reasons I've been looking at

these papers and a lot of them are made by Monckton
Mill, which is just up the road from'Whatman's. They

were made on a Fourdrinier machine, not by hand. This

particular mrll never made handmade paper.

P: You were able to tell this by the wire side and the felt

side?

PB: Yes, and we also found some sheets with watermarks

ln them, so you could work it out. There were enough

characteristics in these 'unrdentifiable' sheets to suggest

that the fibre mix was identical; the beatrng structure was

the same. You need to really look at how the fibre was

beaten; different beatermen had different ways of beating

fibre and they would say it's ready when someone else

might not think it was ready. Each beater has its own

characteristics. \7e had three beaters going; they were all

made at the same time, at the same firm and installed at

the same tlme, yet every srngle one was different. One

you could beat rwice as fast in as the others for some rea-

son - 
just the engineering of it. A beaterman had to

know exactly what to do. A thing that people never

really consider is that all these things are done by rndr-

viduals. There's a mill called Tuckenhay in Devon that rs
closed now, but in its last years it operated three vats, but

one of those vatmen was responsible for more than 55%

of their output because he could work faster. They

treated him uery well, I'll tell you. If he had a row with
his wife or he stayed out too late in the pub the night

before, production would decline. However, you can't

run a business like that. Thev closed in t970.

P: You can't rely on one guy.

PB: You lust can't.

P: If there are no other distinguishing marks, one might

look at the fibre dispersion in a Fourdrinier sheet.

Usually, if there are any kind of irregularities, let's say

inclusions of some less-macerated fibre strands, I think
there is an inclination to consrder that a mark of a hand-

made sheet, but I have doubts about that.

PB: You do see it in machine-made - early machine-

made papers. You also see it in twentieth-century

machine-made papers.

P: Right. I was thinking more about those kinds of knots

that would be eventually screened out by new technol-

ogg knots that have real three-dimensional properties

and tight lrttle wads of material ...

PB: You still get those in Fourdnnier papers, but not that
often because doctor blades went on these machines

quite early. Various people are credited with various

inventions with the paper machine, but some of those

inventions are actually wrong - they would have been

using them ages before the patent. Like Didot's patent for
double-faced moulds - that is absolute rubbish. People

had double-faced moulds for 20 years before Didot's

patent. Didot was always thrnking, "I'll put in a patent

and try to get some money out of it."

P:'!fas there a time, a date where there is a very distinct

change so handmade and machine-made would actually

be very different in terms of screening out these materials?

PB: No, I would think the best-quality handmades were

as good as the best qualrty machine-made papers - they

are preffy much the same.'We have a real problem here

because what we are looking at a lot of the time are

wonderful works of art or books and you can't do

things to them. If you wanted to tell whether a sheet of
paper is made by hand or machine there are all sorts of
physically destructive tests that would tell you an awful
lot very qurckly - but you can't put a Michelangelo

through that.

P: Peter, do you find that there is anything valuable in

knowing about the introductron of the knotter, and did

that diffuse rapidly?

PB: I've never found it, in any particular case, of crucial

lnterest in terms of helping to date anything, but it rs inter-

esting to know. Knotters are so different. I know that the

first knotters at Hayle Mill were completely different to

the ones they were usrng much later. And those ones, the

early ones, are completely different to anything that you

see anywhere else around. They do seem, if you look at

their papers from the 1820s and 1830s, to be very good

papers without any of this stuff. So why did they suddenly

change the design? You start seeing knots after that. It
does sound very stupid. I think it is absolutely crucial that
you not take anythlng a papermaker says about their own
paper seriously; even though they wrote it down in 1820

and it sounds great and rt fits your theories, you should

ignore rt. Most of them lie through their teeth. They
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would say, for instance, they were using this and using To give you some idea - have you heard of Julius Grant?

that and you analyse the papers and no, they weren't.
There's a lovely one, Thomas Edmonds, who actually put P: Yes.

in his watermark in the 1820s the word unbleached

because there was a huge problem with bleached papers PB: Ifell, when Barry first started in the paper industry,
at this time. I don't know if anybody has read John it was as Julius' assistant at Croxley Mill. He's a practi-
Murray'sbook, 1829,onthebadcompositionof modern cal papermaker but he has always had an interest in the
paper?5 It's glorious, a lovely book, but an)'way Edmonds analytical side of it as well. He's lust got so much infor-
did genuinely produce unbleached paper - pure rag, mation; it's worth talking to him. He won't forgive me

unbleached paper. However, you do get chlonne traces ln for having given his name out, but there you go.

some batches of it. It is still there. So he was producing
unbleached but he was also producing bleached paper P: Peter, you have been talking about a lot of the visual
and some of these were made on moulds that had the things that you would use to look at paper. 'Vfhat about
word unbleached in the watermark. the non-visual - how it sounds or feels? Do vou relv on

those kind of intuitive things?
P: Sfhat about the Unbleached Arnold?

PB: I think it is there, but you don't rely on it. It gives you
PB: Unbleached Arnold was, as far as I know, always indications. You pick a piece of paper up, you feel it, sniff
unbleached. it, tear it. shake rt.

P: And made of rag as they claim? P: But you rely more on the visual?

PB: Yes, as far as I know the Arnold claims are pretry PB: I do all that while I am - well, you can't do it with
good, actually. I have never come across anything partic- things like Michelangelo.
ularly odd that would say not. You mentioned Arches,

but with Arches, Van Gelder - with all sorts of mills - P: You aren't recording it.
it's difficult to evaluate all the papers. What Van

Gelder were doing in the 1920s and '30s, I haven't a PB: No, I'm not recording it. How are you going to
clue. As conservators you must sometimes come across record what papermakers call 'crackle'? How are you
crazy papers. going to record that? Because you know that paper is

going to crackle, but that is going to crackle too - it's a
P: Oh yes, we get reverse foxing. part-sheet. The same sheet, full-sized, is going to have a

completely different tone.
PB: A lot of those white spots might be from really filthy
felts. Just not bothering to clean the felts properly. You Pl Right. It tells you something about the sizing.
get very weird bacteria, very weird things growing.

PB: No, the crackle tells you much, much more about the
P: Yes, it does definitely have a mouldJike quality to it. internal structure, the bonding and the internal strength

of the sheet.

P: I have a question related to more modern manufac-
ture. Not very much research has been done, in terms of P: Will that tell you anything about handmade versus

conservation implications, on rosin-sized papers. I do machine-made?

wonder, since in conservation you get early-twentieth-
century papers oftentimes used by artists that seem, just PB: Not rea115 except handmades usually crackle better.

by inference at least, to be rosin-sized but behave quite fexamining a sample paper]That's a strange paper. Have
differently from more modern rosin-sized papers. I think you heard of Mathras Koops, who went bankrupt - like
that in using organic solvents in a conservation treatment lots of papermakers? This is some of his paper, but it's a

there is a possibility of flushing out rosin size or what lovely yellow. This is why I mentioned that you should
might be a natural rosin product. How would one begin never trust a papermaker. He was making '1007o straw'
to compare or analyse the early or not so early rosin-sized paper, Hmm ... bright yellow, right? It's a dye, He did
papers with the rwentieth-century rosin-sizing proce- make straw paper, but that one isn't straw.
dures with the goal of making a classification system or,

at least, getting a better handle on identification? P: I7hat is it?

PB: I think the best person to talk to about that is a mem- PB: That is linen; it was dyed.

ber of the BAPH, Barry Watson. If you've got the mem-

bership list, write to Barry. Barry has forgotten more P: To look like straw?

than most people have ever known - he is in his eight-
ies and iust got married again recently. He's a good man PB: He couldn't make enough of it but he was - so he

and he's very, very good on early-rwentieth-century stuff. was faking it.
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P: Have you seen the straw paper?

PB: Yes.

P: And what does it look like compared to that?

PB: It actually looks much nicer than that. It's not as yel-

low. I actually wonder if that has gone darker.

P: Do you know what the dye was?

PB: No, I haven't done the work on it.

P: That's fascinating.

P: What was the appeal of straw paper - the colour?

PB: Oh no, they were desperately trying to find an alter-
native for rag.

Here is a completely random selection of papers I've

acquired. They were just bits and scraps. I once went to

a country house because I'd been talking to the owner
and he had some old stocks of paper and stuff. He said,

'It's all in the library.' So he goes to the library and there's

this big fireplace and in this wicker basket by the fire
there's just a pile of old papers which they used to light
the fire with! Here's one that proves you should never

trust a watermark. There's Turkey Mill - you know, the

famous Turkey Mill? Rubbish, thrs linle mill was in
'Wales in the mountains. It's not Turkey Mill in Kent.

P: Let me press you a linle further. You say that's not
Turkey Mrll. How do you know that?

PB: Because it's got S and T in the mark, which is the

makers. 1824. But ...

P: 'Were they licensed?

PB: No, it was genuinely the name of the mill. They did

an awful lot of good business just by the fact that their
mill was also called Turkey Mill. There were lots of
Turkey Mills in Britain. It's to do with dyeing cloth red;

they used to be fulling mills where they actually used to
colour cloth with what's called Turkish red.

P: Is all this in your books?

PB: Some of it.

P: When you have a watermark, is there a standard rule
of thumb for which side is the wire side? Is it generally

right-reading on the felt side or generally ... I know it's

both, but I am wondering if it's one way more than half
the time ...

PB: I've never done a survey.

P: Or rs English paper more often wrong-reading on the

felt side?

PB: I would say that during the eighteenth century most
English and northern European papers usually read

right-way round - the wire would read correctly on the

mould, but by about 181.0 or 1820, for some reason, in
Britain at least, the habit seems to be to reverse on the

mould - consistently too. There are one or two mills
that obviously didn't do that. You do get double moulds
where the sheets have been watermarked nvice. One's

one way round and one's the other way round, I've actu-

ally seen moulds like that. So it doesn't matter which way
you hold it up to the light, you read it right.

P: I don't know if you've talked about this sheet already,

but when you look at it on the light table it has a differ-
ent appearance than in normal light. Compared to other
sheets, like this one, for example, it has a cool tonality.
What can you tell me about it?

PB: In terms of the colour?

P: Yes.

PB: This is a mix of linen and cotton. The rags were also

somewhat dirty. They were having real problems by this
date. This is a real oddiry because it's got the Scottish

thistle on it and was actually made to commemorate
George the - I can't remember the number - 182I,
George [V when he went to Edinburgh.

P: Have you reached the point where you can distrngursh

between linen and cotton papers very quickly just by
handling them a little bit and looking at them a linle bit?

PB: I would say so, but people could probably give me

one where I wouldn't be able to tell. I think that comes

not iust from looking at paper but from having been a

papermaker and spending a lot time with the fibre in lots

of different forms. However, you do get surprises.

People were talking about artists using much older
papers earlier. Well, this is a Montgolfier paper, which
was very hard to get my hands on because the person

who had hundreds and hundreds of sheets of it (from the

1740s) works on it - it's his favourite drawing paper. It's
a printing paper and would still print quite nicely proba-
bly. It takes graphite beautifully.

P: Could you talk a little bit more about distinguishing
the felt and the wire side of the paper?

PB: Right, we need some raking light and an example or
wo [setting up lqhts).

I don't know how well anyone can actually see this,
but the impression of the watermark is in this side of the

sheet. That is the wire. Now, having said that, there are

occasions when the impression on a handmade sheet is on
the other side, but that only happens in a few specific

papers. If you are trying to make a really lighrweight
paper, what usually happens when you've couched it and

you put the felt on top, followed by the next sheet, is the

couching action for some reason 'pushes' it, but this is
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only in very thin sheets. In heavpveight sheets and nor-
mal-weight sheets it's not a problem, but in lighnveight
sheets there can be confusion, especially if it's linen. If
they're made of cofton it doesn't happen, but linen
behaves very oddly in all sorts of situations. With a really
thin sheet of paper there's very little pulp on the mould
and the physical wire of the watermark is as thick, if not
thicker, than the drained pulp, so when you couch it and
put a felt down on it, the watermark will fill in a bit just

because of the pressure, but it becomes very difficult to
tell which is the wire side and which is the felt side. That
happens more with linen than with cotton. Generally it's
as simple as that.

P: And if there's no watermark and it's a very thin paper?

PB: Well, if it's a laid paper you are still going to see the
laid structure. In a wove sheet you can see the wire pro-
file sometimes. I've found one interesting thing though,
with the use of a digital camera, transmitted light and a

computer you can actually record the densities of the
sheet quite well. Sometimes you can blow it up and
what you are seeing is the minute changes in density in
the weave,

P: Sometimes I get sheets where the felt impression is so

strong on both sides ...

PB: Then you don't have a hope - you can'r always see it.

P: Is there a point where the designation countermark
becomes meaningless with later papers?

PB: lfell, it's difficult to know. You only have a counter-
mark if you've got a watermark. If you've got a water-
mark in one sheet, it's a countermark, because it's
counting it and matching it in the other sheet. Otherwise,
most marks today can't be used like that.

P: So it's not simply having a figurative element and
some letters?

PB: No, no. There are plenty of papers where you actu-
ally have figurative elements and designs in both half-
sheets. They are both watermarks.

P: Then which is which?

PB: I don't really use the word countermark. 'Well, I do,
only because other people know what you're talking
about, but they're all watermarks really.

P: But in the case where you have rwo very elaborate fig-
urative things?

PB: I don't know what you would choose. You choose
which one you like best!

P: If you have a watermark and it's only a word or let-
ters, then itb iust a watermark and not a countermark -

Fig. 2 Watermarks reading NECKINGER MILL / 1800 from two sheets
made by Mathias Koops at Neckinger Mill, Bermondsey, London,

showing the typical variation between different watermarks from a pair
of moulds and the difference in clarity produced by variation in the
vatman's shake.

if there's no figure there?

PB: That's how I do it; that's how a lot of people do it.
Do you want to have a look at some other papers?

P: Sure,

P: Peter, are these papers from the same mould with just

a different density of pulp? I was wondering why you
had the rwo sheets here.

PB: No, they're variant watermark, They might be off
the same mould but, if I remember rightly, they are

slightly different lengths and there's a difference in the G
in the watermark (fig. 2).

P: Handmade or machine-made?

PB: It's handmade.

P: It could be the same mould but with some differences
in the watermark?

PB: These are not the same mould. This is probably
the pair.

P: It's interesting, you can see the wire paftern here but
not so well here. Is it because of the thickness?

PB: Itt just different formation. Every single sheet is
going to be different.

P: That watermark is so fuzzv. Whv is that?

PB: That's just different formation. The wire is not any
different to that wire.
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P: I(hen you say drfferent formation ...

PB: It's literally the shake of the vatman and the batch of
pulp - everything.

P: You'11 probably enjoy this. A while back I collaborated

with somebody from school, the Museum of Fine Arts,

and she taught papermaking but had never actually had

an occasion to make a piece of paper with a watermark

on it. Why should she? They're making sculptures and all

sorts of things with paper. I had a mould from Lee

Macdonald and put a watermark on it and went over

and said, 'Let's have some fun; let's make a piece of paper

with a watermark on it.' She had some paper pulp handy

that was wonderful abaca pulp and we made the sheet

and couched it and you could see this huge watermark

we'd made of a bull's head. When we pressed it and so

forth, the watermark disappeared.

PB: That's abaca for you; it's the fibre.

P: Finally - I am slow at this sort of thing - a light-bulb
went on in my head. I asked her, 'What's the crummiest
paper pulp you've got? What has the shortest fibre?' She

said I didn't want to use that, but I tried it and that pulp

produced a beautiful mark.

PB: Right. If you want really fine definrtion in a water-

mark, you beat short.

People were iust asking about definition of water-

marks and fibres [slide proiected for participants).This is
a watermark and it's a classic example of how you really

must beat short; short fibre gives you this definition. This
projection is not much bigger than the actual sheet size.

It's a huge sheet of paper but the whole thing is, at its
thickest - remember watermarks are just pulp-density

drfferences - about one millimetre thick. Here's a close-

up showing pulp differences and the incredibly short

fibre. One or two of these moulds still exist. You try mak-

ing a sheet of paper on it. It's appalling! I don't know how
they did it. Nobody seems to be able to make watermarks

as well as that anymore.

P: !(hat about the ones that they produce in Fabriano

today that are sold in all the gift stores there? They also

have an extremely short-fibred pulp but there is also

something very strange about the surface texture, which

makes me think they must have used some kind of addi-

tional aid in forming these sheets.

PB: Gin - it changes the surface tension of the water.

These are papermakers' tricks. Gin was used in the old

days. Gin and beer in Britain was threepence a pint -
very very cheap. But any spirit like that will change the

surface tensron of the water. It will aid or shift the

drainage. It'll allow you to do things that you couldn't
do otherwise.

PB: fanother slide proiected] This is Thomas Harry
Saunders, who was an extraordinary papermaker. People

will have probably heard of Saunders watercolour

papers and things. Thomas Harry didn't have any

descendants so the company name carried on after his

death. At one time he was the biggest papermaker in
Britain. He had 19 paper mills up and down the country

and he was very proud of what he did. Every time there

was a big, international exhibition or something, he'd

create some of these outrageous watermark sheets. As

far as it's known, there is only one complete set of them

anywhere. There's lots of them around but the only

complete set belongs to a woman who lives in west

London, who inherited them because her grandfather

had worked at the mill. He was one of the people who
had actually formed these sheets and he'd kept a sheet

of each. They're wonderful! If you ever find any, just

buy them. They are very collectible and very valuable.

But Saunders made them iust to say, 'This is how good

I am.'
\fhile we are talking about watermarks and things,

there is something here which we'll put on the light table.

In the lecture yesterday, I talked about photo-filigrane

used in fake watermarks ...

P: Are they done with different transitions of wire

thickness?

PB: No, with a light-and-shade watermark you carve the

mark in very shallow relief in wax on a light box. They

used to do it up against a wmdow. You carve a shallow

relief, then make a negative and positive mould of it.
Under heat and pressure you then force woven wire mesh

to take up all those contours, and that becomes your
forming surface.

This is a photo-filigrane lslide shownl whrch is rather

nice, a very beautiful piece of work. This is not a water-

mark at all. This is a photograph that they have then

made a metal plate from. From the plate they printed

gelatin under great heat and pressure into the sheet of
paper. That is Woodbury's photo-filigrane process.

P: That would be destroved then - those plates 
- rn

hot water?

PB: Yes, the curious thing is, when they're ;ust made

almost any amount of water will take it away. But the

really old ones seem more stable. You could get rid of it
but it would be much less soluble.

P: The watermark shown in your lecture - made by
'Warnerke 

- was that made with enamel paint?

PB: Oh yes, that mould (fig. 3).

P: Was the paper dried in that mould?

PB: No, he couched that off.

P: The raised surface was just parnted on?

PB: Yes, instead of using wrre.
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P: Can you tell us something about this pink paper?

IA sbeet from Peter's collection is shown.]

PB: It was made near the Rhine, southern Bavaria I
think. The watermark, RODER, you also see spelt
ROEDER. It's stamper beaten, with all this knotted
fibre. This came from a particular source so we know the
date of it. It's part of a huge amount of paper that came

from one particular place.

These pink papers were used in southern Germann
particularly the areas that had been under French control
in the 1790s. At that date they kept birth, marriage and
death registers for each tiny little place - their own
annual books. No*, the reason that I've got this paper
(and a lot more of it) is because the local government
had decided to disbind all these books because they
took up so much room. In some there would be only one
wedding in the whole ye r, or ten deaths, so what they've
done is kept all the pages with written records and dis-
carded all the covers and all the blank sheets of paper
that make up the rest of the text block. There used to be

three barns that were packed with this discarded material

- panicularly the book covers. The man doing all the
disbinding was lighting his fires with them. There were
thousands and thousands in the barns. You could hardly
get inside - you had to squeeze befween the stacks!

I managed to get quite a lot of blank paper but I
couldn't physically carry it all away. These papers were
made for all sorts of reasons. It's the kind of paper that
one might have seen somebody drawing on with pastel
or something like that, given the sheett colour,

P: That's where I've seen it.

PB: riThatever the papermaker designed his paper for
gets obscured once it was distributed out in the world;
it ends up all over the place. Somebody sees a batch of
it, thinks it's a nice paper, and uses it for any number
of purposes.

P: What's the date of it again?

PB: This one, even though it looks older, is probably
about 1810.

P: I7hat do you think the colorant is?

PB: It's coloured rags.

P: Coloured with ...?

PB: I don't know. I haven't done any work on it.

P: llooking at the paper under tbe microscopef It is defi-
nitely mottled, like mixed fibres.

PB: It's mixed fibres.

P: But pink rags - they must have been collecting them
specificalln because ...

Fig. 3 Mould used by Leon Warnerke for producing forged I O0-rouble
notes during the 1890s. In this mould the watermark has been pro-

duced by building up layers ofenamel paint and carving it down, rather
than using wire.

PB: You don't need much red rag to produce that pink.

P: It's like a can of white paint and you put one little drop
of red in.

P: One of the most amazing sources pertaining to differ-
ent rag collecting is this manual by Louis Piette,T which
can be found at the New York Public Library. It has

dozens of fabric samples to specify the different classes of
rags, at least 15 grades of white, from lace to coarse.

PB: Which year is that book?

P: First half or mid-nineteenth centurv.

PB: In my Turner exhibition there's a similar book by
Ludwig Piette.8

P: This one contained lots of different colour grades that
are all sorted by how much colour they have in them and
whether they are printed or dyed. It's very specific.

PB: Piette is amazing. I was looking at a Turner sketch-
book and I knew it was a straw paper - almost 100%
straw. But who in the 1830s made it? Turner used this in
1839. His sketchbook had a German binding, certainly
not an English binding, and I was just racking my brain
asking, '!7here on earth is this from?' Then through the
post comes a book with the note, 'Thought you might be

interested in this.'An 1838 Ludwig Piette book with 187
cereal-straw paper samples! These were actual paper
samples from different kinds of cereal srraws. It came

through the post! Number 99 was the sample match for
the Turner sketchbook paper. I put it in the exhibition.
They're side by side in the exhibition and it looks like a
fantastic piece of research, but it was a lucky coinci-
dence. It's a fantastic book. absolutelv wonderful.

P: There were several books actually. One had the fabric
samples, one is about the colouring of pulp with dyed
samples and there are some others.
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PB: In my book he calls himself Ludwig Piette.

The interesting thing is that Turner was actually only

a few kilometres away from the mill on one of his jour-

neys when he picked this sketchbook up. That particular
journey is fascinating in terms of where he was travelling

and, when he was on the Rhine, where he got different

papers. He stayed in one place doing these blue paper

drawings, and Richard Bocking's mill was located just

outside the town. This mill was producing a fantastic

rich blue paper. Turner picked up 20 sheets of it.

P: With the blue papers, is the difference in the paler-

coloured ones and the much more intensely coloured

ones that the paler one is just fibre colour but the other

has some dye component in it?

PB: Sometimes it could be but often it isn't. Usually it's

just the proportions. But sometimes you get papers where

you've got at least two different blue rags, a tiny bit of
red, a little bit of yellow, a little bit of brown, a little
black, whatever, and that gave the tone. The white rag

was the base colour. Other times, you used double-dyed

pulp. If you dye in the beater you get a really rich, con-

sistent colour throughout. Sometimes you dye in the vat,

or you dye a portion of pulp in a bowl and you don't dry

that out before you put it in the vat - you just chuck it in.

That colour will leach into all the other colours and you

see these wonderful tones where all the white pulp, which

is the base pulp, has actually been affected by the dye.

P: In Montgolfier they sometimes took a pigment and

mixed it with a dilute solution of starch - cooked starch

- and used it as a kind of pudding, if you will, to help

disperse the colour in the vat.

P: Can I ask a question about writing papers versus

printing papers, with respect to this paper? Would this be

a printing paper because itt so soft and it wouldn't hold

up well to ...

PB: No, if that was an English paper I know what I'd call

it, but it's not; it's a German paper and I don't know
what it was actually made for. I think it's a writing paper.

In England that would have been called wedding purple.

lfhy it was called wedding purple nobody knows, but it
must commemorate some story lost in the mist of time.

\7edding purple came in all sorts of colours as well. This

sheet, believe it or not, was originally purple; you can see

the colour has gone soft and gruesome - awful.

This painting is by an artist I'm beginning to do some

work on because his bicentenary is coming up (fig. 4.

See also colour plate 3). It's Thomas Girtin, who is very

interesting. This painting has yellowed considerably,
judging by other ones I've seen. I would suggest that the

mount is contemporary.

P: Is that a cartridge paper?

PB: This is what's interesting, and I would like to have a

proper look at it. Girtin did use cartridge paper but a lot

Fig. 4 Thomas Girtin (1777 -laozl, Okehampton Costle, c. 1797, $aphite,
watercolour and gouache on laid paper, Art Gallery of Ontario,

Toronto.9

of the papers called cartridge paper certainly weren't car-

tridge papers. They were just low-grade buff wrappings.
They don't have the strength; they never had the

strength. Cartridge paper had to have extraordinary

strength and it was basically waterproof. You could

draw on it, but painting watercolour on cartridge paper

was actually very difficult because it would resist taking

the paint. However, there are paintings on cartridge
papers and you can see holes in the painted wash - Iittle

areas where the paint hasn't taken. That's typical of very

high-strength - surface strength - cartridges.

P: Isn't Girtin associated with cartridge paper?

PB: Well, yes, but only to nineteenth- and early-twentieth-

century art historians. They say it was all cartridge paper

and believe it to be all the same paper, but in fact it's at

least L2 and probably 15 different sources. Some of them

are cartridge and some of them are not. A lot of the paper

is nothing like it. If you look under the microscope at

this, you see that this one has actually faded rather badly.

The wrapping papers - the flecks that one sees in there

are bits of old hemp rope. There are other white papers

or off-white papers that Girtin also used which have

flecks in them, but they are not the same at all. They

are papers that have been chlorine bleached and the

lignin parts of the stuff have not bleached the same way

as the rest of the rags, so you see these flecks. These

ones were intended to be white papers but they didn't end

up white.
Let's find some nice flecks. This has had some serious

things happen to it over time. Here we are llooking
through the microscope]. That shows up quite nicely. If
anyone wants to have a look, you'll see quite a curious

mix of fibres in there. There's a tiny proportion of blue

rag in that paper, just a little hint, and a lot of extrane-

ous matter that appears to be hemp. There's a little bit
that has a particular sheen on it in a certain light which

suggests that it's actually straw, and though the experi-

ments in straw papers were a bit later (the serious exper-

iments were in the early nineteenth century) loads of
papermakers from the sixteenth century onwards used to
shove straw into the vat. They just bulked it up. It was
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cheaper than making pulp; you didn't bother to cook it
or anything like that - 

just chop it up and chuck it rn.

Obviously people making fine white papers weren't
doing that, but a lot of the mid-to-lower-grade papers

have some straw.

P: What was the date you said that started?

PB: The fifteenth to srxteenth century. Definitely the six-

teenth century, but I am pretfy certaln it had been done

before that. Papermakers wrll always try to cut as many
corners as possible and they still do.

P: I see quite a few bits of straw in a lot of the cheaper -
especially the printed papers.

PB: Cheaper printrngs than these. But a lot of it can be

almost anythrng. There are some wonderful papers made

in the eighteenth century which have wool in them - not

;ust wool - but they're wrapping papers that print amaz-

ingly well. You could print etchings on them. I know an

artist friend of mine does that on old papers and they're
gorgeous. They take an impression really well. There was

a man called Phillippe Begonin, seventh- or eighth-gener-

ation papermaker in Lagat, near Ambert, and he has a
wonderful water-powered paper machine, which is

uazyl lt only produces paper about 24 inches wide. It
has no drying cylinders on lt. It has an open reel. You just

reel the wet paper up on a cage and then you hft the cage

off onto a table and you chop it all rnto sheets; the reel

iust goes woomph, like that, so you've got sheets. He
made what's called calendered paper. He made paper to
make up into calender rolls to go at the end of a paper

machine. So what you're doing is laminating thousands

of sheets of paper together like that and then, on a lathe,

you turn it so it's a perfect roll and you polish the paper

with the end grain of paper. But that paper that he made
is 50% wool - old gents' suitings. You go and see it and

there's these piles of old suits and things like that. Some

of the paper colours were amazing and a lot of print-
makers, particularly rn the 1960s and '70s, liked
Phillippe's paper, but he would never sell it. You know
you would actually have to go up into the hills and get

it because he would only sell to the calender-roll
makers. He couldn't understand why artists would
want his paper; 'It's rubbish,' and he would say, '!/hat
do you want this for?' However, it was gorgeous paper.

Rauschenberg and all sorts of people worked on his
paper. He could have made a fortune with customers

like that.
Phillippe married very late in life. !7hen he was about

70 I think his son Christian was 8, and he didn't want
him to go into the paper industry. He wanted him to
work for the state rn the civil service. But Christian used

to skive off school and go and work at Richard de Bas,

the paper museum down the road. Phillippe is sadly dead

now and Christian is making paper.

P: Have you determined if this work by Girtrn is a car-

tridge paper or one of the other papers? (fig. 4)

SOWER

PB: I think it's a wrapprng. The board that it's on is con-

temporary and it's like other Grrtin mounts. If we lift it
up, you'll see the board itself is a laminate of a very sim-

ilar paper. It's lower grade, a very buff colour and it's got

a 1ot of rubbish in it.

P: That shininess that you were referring to, is that straw
or is it some other layer on top?

P: It almost looks like graphite, but it's not as grey.

PB: There's one piece on the top right - a buff-colour
thing that's glowing gold and looks very like silica, like
what you get in the stem of a piece of straw.

P: So some of that glossiness is related to the straw?

PB: And some of it is related to the treatment that this
work has had over time. It has obviouslv been oressed

quite a lot at one point.

P: It was a much hghter paper too, originally.

PB: Oh yes, it's gone. A lot of them were almost white -
really quite nice. Occasronally you see Girtins in beautiful
condition and you know the paper is quite pristine. But
it's often got these little flecks in it. Lots of artists wouldn't
mind. I love David Cox's remark about working on wrap-
ping paper - Scotch wrapping. Somebody asked him
what happens if a fleck gets in the middle of a sky or
something like that, and he said, 'I put wings on it and rt
flies away.' It was a lovely quote. Cox's thing about
Scotch wrapping is brilliant because he was at Grosvenor
Chater, the paper merchants, and saw this ream of
wrapper paper and said, 'Oh God, I'd like some of that.'
Well, they ordered him a ream, and a few weeks later he

went to collect it and it cost f,10, which he didn't have -it was quite a lot of money in those days. The ream

weighed 480 pounds - that's heary. So lfilliam Roberts,

the amateur painter who was a friend of his, had to be

summoned from the other side of London with the

money and then the rwo of them set off down Upper
Thames Street wrth this huge chunk of paper. But he

could never get any more because, with those kinds of
wrappings, they drdn't worry whether one batch was the

same colour or anything as a previous batch. They lust
made it to be used for wrapping. I suppose he got 400 to
500 sheets; it's difficult to know what the actual ream

count would have been, and they were big sheets, proba-
bly 36 by 24 inches. So you get 500 sheets of that and

most of Cox's work was this sort of size. He got a lot of
work out of it, but he did eventually run out. He's inter-
esting in terms of how different artists respond to the

change in watercolour papers through the beginning of
the nineteenth century, when they're becoming more

specifically designed for a market. Some artists didn't
like them and drdn't work on them. There are almost
no examples of Cox working on actual watercolour
paper. He worked on map papers, printing papers and

wrapprnS papers.
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P: What is the colour of that wrapping paper that
Cox used?

PB: It was a pale grey, a pale whitish grey. People get

confused, though. A lot of people think it is a sort of
yellow colour because it goes very yellow in light. In
the 1890s a paper company called Dixon's decided to
market a range of artists' papers and they produced a

David Cox paper. They went to Birmingham and looked
at a lot of the ones in the collection there, which have all
been badly affected by light, and they thought it was a

yellow paper. So they made Drxon's Cox paper, whrch
was a yellowish-buff paper. That's a curious paper

because it's made on a machine; it's a Fourdrinier paper

but made very very slowly. It has about 35% peat in it
because itt got a fleck, and they got the fleck by just

addrng peat and a bit of red wool. They stopped makrng

rt when the annual demand went down to 16 tons. It
wasn't economical to make.

P: Do you know if Girtin or any of the other people who
painted on cartridge, where you have that really hard
surface, prepared it in any way so that it would take the

colour better?

P: It's difficult to see, but you do wonder rf it got rubbed
with anything.

P: Yes, I was looking for some evidence of it but I'm not
sure I'm seeing it. You can see where the colour has run,
but other areas look like they're smoother.

PB: Yes, you do wonder whether it's been rubbed like
that. There are some Girtins. some Cotmans and one

or fwo other artists who worked on cartridge, where

the wash is broken up - the water and the pigment
have separated.

He's going to be quite interesting to continue working
on. If you look at the back - the board - it's equally
flecked and has all sorts of stuff in it. It's obviously been

framed up.

P: Did Girtin glaze his skies quite a bit beforehand with
a buff tone?

PB: I've never come across one.

P: Are there a lot of forgeries?

PB: No.

P: Since you don't have enough to do, Peter, what you
should do is an exhibition about Girtin's papers and

so forth and then iust tell us all about it so we can

come look.

PB: You're loking, but I am working on that. With hrs

bicentenary in 2002, the Tate Gallery is thinking of
doing a huge Girtin exhibition. It's actually quite man-

ageable in the sense that his working life was very short.

You aren't lookrng at a huge amount of work and there

are big concentrations of his work in just a few places.

Okay, there are a lot in private collections and other
places as well, but rt is feasible in the time avarlable to do

something. It's gorgeous work, with so much you could
ask about it. ri7hy has the paper colour gone? There are

so many different reasons why all this colour could shift
like that, particularly when some of the other colour
looks fine; it's shifted but not as much as the paper.

Do you know de \fint's work? He worked a lot on
Creswick paper, which is a very odd paper. It often is

over-cleaned by restorers because it looks, when it was

made, as though it had discoloured. That was the sort of
tone and qualiry it had. He worked a lot in indigo, and

the skies in so many of de Wint's works have gone red.

The combination of this odd paper and the indigo that
has changed resulted in these wonderful red skies. 'Well,

there was a woman who came to the Tate doing research

into de Wint's red skies. She had to be told that these

were actually all blue which, I imagine, meant he didn't
have serious psychological problems and things like that.
I am very glad it wasn't me that had to tell her.

P: It is interesting and indicates how tricky, how sobering

it is to perceive something and clearly understand what it
is you are seeing and how you're interpreting it. For
instance, there was a scholar of r0finslow Homer who
regularly showed up at the Museum of Fine Ans in
Boston. One day I got into a discussion with him about
some of the watercolours we have in our collectron,

many of which, unfortunately, hung on people's walls for
many years, so you can see around the margins that some

of the colour is still left there. 'Well, I just naively said,

'Oh, it's too bad, look at how much colour has changed

there.' And he insisted, for many years until he died, that
lt was the result of some sort of unspecified chemical

interaction betlveen the mats and the watercolour pig-
ments that produced that colour, and that what you saw

in the middle * the brown colours that I believe were the

remnants of indigo - were actually the original colours.

It's fascinating, isn't it?

PB: It is a real problem. Kennedy North, who conserved

all the Cotmans rn Norwich Castle Museum and some of
the British Museum ones in the 1920s and '30s. did so

much damage to the understanding of Cotman because

everyone thinks that those great works - they all know
them - look like that. TragicallS he repainted half of
them. He took varnishes out, he did thrs and he did that.
Luckily he was so proud of what he'd done that he

privately printed a book about exactly what he'd done

and he'd also left the Norwich Museum with before-and-

after photographs which are - they are all in black and
white - very useful. But the problem now is that you get

a Cotman in really good condition turning up out of the

blue and some people say that it isn't a Cotman because

it doesn't look like these ones that Kennedy North had

done all this damage to.

P: Calibration of your vision.
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PB: Oh, there's one more here to look at fa watercolour
sketch by l.M.W. Turnerf. This is a little blue-paper

Turner. It's all right. I am happy to see this Turner sketch

on George Steart's blue paper. Not only is it a wonderful
paper but he made so many different batches. He experi-
mented non-stop, which is very useful if you are trying to
order somebody's work like Turner's. I have been doing
so much work on these particular blue papers used by
Turner, and they are an absolute nightmare because there

are 8,000 of this size - or something like that. They are

all one-sixteenth of an Imperial sheet. Bally, Ellen and

Steart (George Steart) were the papermakers - near Bath.

Nobody has ever heard of them. They made all Turner's

blue papers, the famous names for the Meuse, Moselle,
Rhine. Petworth. Cowes Castle - all those famous Turner
blues. A lot of the grey and buff papers that Turner used

were from this maker.

George Steart made such opaque papers that if you
hold them up to the light you can't read the watermarks,
but they are watermarked. It just says B E d S with a

date. Luckily he was a constant experimenter with prac-

tically every single batch. In the 1829 blue papers there
are seven or eight different batches. He kept adding dif-
ferent things to the pulp in the vat. Some of them have

lots of different blue rags in there, some have red, little
bits of yellow, bits of brown or black and all sorts of
things. Others had indigo added to the sheet.

P: Did he ever dye his rags the way Cobb did?

PB: Yes, sometimes he dyed his rags and sometimes he

was using coloured rags to start with and sometimes he

dyed in the vat, which is different; you get bleed when
you do that. lfhat he would do was dye already-made
pulp in a side vat and then add it into the white so the
white gets tinted as well.

P: How can you tell the difference between him dyeing

the rags or just using coloured rags?

PB: If you use coloured rags in the beater, you don't gen-

erally get the same bleed of the dye mixed into the white
pulp. The white pulp stays quite white. If you dye pulp
and just add it into the vat, you've only just dyed it, basi-

callS and all the white gets tinted. Thatb quite visible

under a microscope.

P: I wonder what he used for his dye?

PB: All sorts of things, which included horrible things
like quercitron and best Aleppo galls, which is why
some of his papers have turned awful colours. In the
Turner exhibition at the moment there are two pictures

side by side on two different batches of paper. They were

done at the same time, but they are from wro different
batches of Steart's paper; they've had exactly the same

exhibition history in the nineteenth century and early
rwentieth century. In one of them the blue has gone

completely - it's a kind of buff colour now - but the

other one is fine.

Fig. 5 J.M.W.Turner (1775 -1851 ),5tormy Landscape with Rainbow, 1824,

watercolour on wove paper, Art Gallery of Ontario,Toronto.l0

P: (ooking at a Steart paperl \lould you say that colour
is prery good?

PB: That colour is pretty good but some of the Steart

ones have turned really crazy colours. A lot of them have

lust gone.

[dis cu s s ing ano t h er Turner w at er co I our s ket cb] | hav e
just done all this work on Turner. I have looked at
20,000 of his works at the Tate Gallery and about 6,000
to 8,000 others. Yet here at the Art Gallery of Onrario
there are rwo Turners that exhibit something I have never

seen before in his work. It would have been really nice to
have been able to write about it in the book, but this is

what always happens (fig. 5. See also colour plate 4).

These are Turner sketchbook pages but they still have

the attached blank page. There is still a fold. I have never

seen that - the rwo are mounted differently but they've

still got their leaf. I've never seen that anywhere, which is

really extraordinary. They're both from the same sketch-

book, but which sketchbook? I think it is one of the ones

that just doesn't exist anymore. I don't think it's from any

of the 300-odd sketchbooks that do exist. The kind of
examination that one does with this is just common
sense. Do these dimensions, the stitch holes, the paper

quality - there's no watermarks in these - and the
maker - this one looks like a ril/hatman 

- match with
any existing ones? Could they be assembled to make up

a sketchbook? It's quite problematic doing this. In the

1970s Nick Serota fdirector of the Tate Gallery, London)
did a comparative study on the Swiss pictures, where he

made three new sketchbooks out of all these loose things.

Two of them were sketchbooks that are very obvious,
but one of them never was. It was actually just wads of
paper Turner used - loose sheets.

P: Do you think that these rwo come from the same book?

PB: Oh yes. The stitch holes and everything are the same

- extraordinary. It is beginning to be thought that there

have to be about six more Turner sketchbooks that have

been broken up completely or broken up over time, and

this looks like it comes from one probably from the late

1830s, early 1840s, I would say; the dating of some of
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these is getting a brt problematic. I've got a rough idea of
a few that have to be looked at now to see whether they

are linked to this. I wonder where it came from, because

a lot of these came from Mrs. Booth, whom he was liv-
ing with when he died. She ended up with a lot of stuff.

That's going to be a nrce piece of research later on.

P: Did he buy his sketchbooks already made up or did he

have them made to order?

PB: Both; he bought off-the-shelf sketchbooks a lot.

Many of the sketchbooks were not sketchbooks. He used

memorandum books, banker's books, ladies' pocket

books or anything. He also made some up himself. But

early in the 1790s and I suppose to about 1805, he did
get sketchbooks made to his specifications. He would get

paper and sometimes prepare it with colour and put
three or four papers together, different papers, and sa5

'Bind this up. I want a big sketchbook, a middle-sized

one and a little one.' They were leather-bound. Later he

stopped doing that.

P: Peter, did he ever make books of his completed

sketches?

PB: There's one called the Grenoble sketchbook from
1802 which is all on Marars French paper, and I don't
think it was ever a sketchbook, but it's been known as

that. Yes, they were torn or cut sheets that were then

mounted up on white paper with a nice little hand-

wriffen identification of the site or venue. There's 92 or
94 of them. Ruskin later took them all off, cut the

little labels and names out and put them in an envelope.

Don't get me onto Ruskin; he's not my favounte
human being.

P: Did he work on blocks, the watercolour-paper blocks?

PB: No, they didn't exist at that point. They came a bit
later; by the end of his life they existed. His most com-

mon approach by the 1820s onwards was to get an

Imperial sheet or a Royal sheet and fold it in 4,8 or 16

panels and stuff it in his pocket and go off drawing.
They're lighter than carting sketchbooks around.

P: Did he tear them up as he was drawing or did he tear

them up afterwards?

PB: Some of them were kept folded for ages, obviously.

Sometimes he would work on them when they were still
a complete sheet and then take out the one that he

worked up, because he might only work up fivo or three,

or none of them sometimes.

P: Can you tell if he was refolding the configuration?

PB: He didn't always fold it on the same fold, so there

are several folds. You can actually work out which order
he did it in with some, but other ones you haven't got

a hope.

P: Peter, just one question. Those (fig. 5) were bound

after he drew them?

PB: No, no. I think this was a sketchbook, but it's diffi-
cult to tell until you find the next page.

P: Why then didn't he render on the lower sheet?

PB: There were loads of sketchbooks in the bequest that
have got work with blank sheets all over the place. He

never worked chronologically through a sketchbook.

He'd just open it, work on it, then open it again later

and start working from another orientation to the sheet

- perhaps upside down. You get situations where, for
instance, he'd been working in England in a big sketch-

book, and three years later he's going off to the

Continent and, 'Oh, there's a lot left in that sketchbook,'
which gives the art historians lots to play with.

These disbound sketches are really very interesting

to see because it presupposes that the sketchbook was all
intact at some point after it left Turner. He certainly
drdn't use to do things like this. He used to cut them out
or tear them out of sketchbooks, but he wouldn't have

disbound it in this way. However, where the rest are and

which ones they belong to - I've no idea. After having

spent 10 years off and on working on Turner, you
just appreciate having another bit of the puzzle and

keep going.

The reason I want to examine this Turner work agatn

before going back to London is that (this is so common)
I hope to find another work where the paper matches this

one, with this mark that comes right to the edge. It will
have a bit of white on it and a corresponding torn edge.

P: So Turner would have done that afterwards?

PB: He worked on the sheets all joined up and then just

tore them up.

This is quite an interesting drawing (fig. 6. See also

colour plate 5). I7e'll turn this lstereobinocular micro-
scopef on. You can all have a look. You might want to
shift the focus; it is very odd for me because I've only got

one eye that works.
This is a very nice, pale buff paper. It seems com-

pletely right for the time and place and, given its size,

you've got a 507o chance of havrng a watermark in it, I
think it's papier bulle, which was a grade of paper; in cer-

tain periods of French watermarking you actually get the

word bulle in the watermark. You get fin, meaning fine,

and bulle,It's hemp and linen and sometimes other inclu-

sions. The other thing that's interesting about this is the

mount, where in a raking light you can read the mark,
which is 1815. It's quite interesting because, glven some

of the impression marks in there, you do actually won-
der rf there's another sheet. It could be a laminate.

P: You've not found a watermark looking at it with rak-
ing light?

PB: No.
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P: It looks like the hills and valleys of the moon.

PB: It's a chunky sheet.

P: Now this would have been made as a wrapping type
of paper?

PB: Yes, though papier bulle was used for all sorts o{
things. Some of it is really well made and some of it is

absolute rubbish. The bulle categorization was basically

because of taxation. You had to make it. There was fin,
there was moyen) and there was bulle. Bulle was basi-
cally a buff colour but they vary; some are almost white.

They are basically a hemp and linen mix, but you do
get other coloured fibres in there quite often. Sometimes
you wonder whether it's deliberate, the coloured fibres,

other times I just think it's accidental because qualiry
control was not hugely important, not for wrapping
papers. But once some of those mills realized that there
was a market, a better market for their papers, some of
them did start to produce better qualities.

Over here are more papers I have brought. They have

some interesting characteristics. The whole point of this
workshop was trying to show people that there is all
sorts of information that you can get out of a sheet with-
out necessarily having watermarks in it.

For instance, the shadows on either side of chain lines

- people call that 'antique,' which was a printer's term
originally that had nothing to do with paper.
Papermakers never call them antique. Those shadows
usually suggest a single-face mould, but there are excep-
tions. This is a blue handmade wove paper (fig. 7) and
it's got a very coarse wire which is actually visible - the
wove wire. It has shadows, which suggests that it's made

on a single-faced mould where the wire forming surface
is straight on the strut. However, if you look in this area

there are some vertical lines here, and those lines are the
support wires that are underneath the forming surface.
The reason that you can see some of this stitching, which
is where the forming surface is stitched down onto the
strut, is because they didn't clean the mould. There's bits
of pulp and things that have dried. I used to be a paper-
maker and thatt why I know that if you forgot to clean
the mould at the end of the day, the next morning you'd
have a terrible job, because there would be all this dried
pulp stuck between the wires. You used to give it a scrub
and then yell, 'Damn' and carry on working. The reason
this is showing up here - there's almost no pulp in these

stitches again - is that's where the pulp has dried
benveen the stitch wire and the wire overnight. Things
like that happen and it's very useful to see. So whar
appears at first sight to be a single-faced mould is actu-
ally a double-faced mould. It has these shadows because

it wasn't sewn down very well and it's actually the mould
surface doing that. This is just cheap blue-coloured paper

- wrapping paper. No real concern for qualiry control.

P: So that wouldn't necessarilv be pre-1800?

PB: This is 1804. I know where this came from and

Fig. 6 Frangois Boucher (l 703 -70), Young Country Girl Dancing, c. 17 50,
black, red and white chalks and stump on buff laid paper, Art Gallery

of Ontario,Toronto.ll

Shadows

Fig. 7 Transmitted-light image of the wire profile of a paper, showing

the structure of the support wires underneath the forming wire.

everything. There are other parts of the sheets which
don't show this and have an 1804 watermark - which
is quite useful.

P: Have you ever been able to narrow down to a smaller
range of time the earliest point in which the double-faced
moulds were used? Everything I've read says the last
quarter of the eighteenth century.

tia:::.'l
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PB: The earliest double-faced mould evidence I have ever

found is 1793. The double-faced laid mould comes in

earlier than the double-faced wove, though some people

think that it was because of wove paper that the double-

facing was invented. I'm not convinced by that. There are

laid papers from the 1770s and 1780s that show all the

characteristics of being double-faced, but unless you find
a sheet where something like this has happened, it's not

conclusive. So rf anybody finds something like that, I'd
like to know. The trouble is that kind of development

took place in a high-qualiry paper mill.

P: Of course, because it was expensive.

PB: It would be a mill where they did clean their moulds

properly and things like that.

P: You thought that maybe this sheet we're examining

wasn't sewn so well. Would that indicate an early

phase of experimenting with how to sew the two
pleces together?

PB: It might, or it could just be sloppy workmanship.
You have to remember that there were specialist mould-
makers but there were also a lot of moulds just knocked

up by guys working in the mill. I have to question this

whole business of how long does a mould last tn use.

From having worked with moulds practically, most last

an awful lot longer than the experts say they do - the

watermark experts.

P: When they changed to the double-faced moulds drd

they have to change the proportion of water to fibre in
their pulp?

PB: Some people might have. They drain completely dif-
ferently but I wouldn't have thought they would change

that much. It's a curiosity of forming a sheet that some

papermakers form what's called wet, and some form dry.

Which sounds a really odd thing to say, but you dip the

mould in and you take the pulp up and you make that
judgement of how much you've actually got. Some peo-

ple seem to get more pulp out of the vat quicker and the

sheet drains differently and that causes different shrink-

age. 'Vfhen I was making paper and had a business part-

ner, you could tell in a grven ream of paper which of the

rwo of us made which sheets. because his sheets shrank
differently to mine. If you put the ream together, mine

usually shrank slightly more in the long direction than
his - and that's iust to do with the shake. Also some

papermakers are brilliant at making very thin sheets and

some are really good at making healry sheets and there

are very few papermakers who can make both well. It's
quite rnteresting.

P: Peter, you said that maybe the t770s is a possible time
for the beginning of double-faced moulds with laid
paper. What region of what country?

PB: Oh, I'm looking at France actually. I think a lot of PB: Yes.

these technical developments occurred in France.

P: From Auvergne? They were certainly known for
white paper.

PB: Yes, and Bruges, Montargis, all sorts of places like

that. There was a lot going on. A lot of the assignat

papers for instance. By the 1790s they had very early

shadow watermarkmg, and they developed effective

chlorine bleaching very early. This was because they were

desperate; they were churning this paper out because of
inflation. Meanwhile the British were making more

French money than the French and shipping it over there.

Thrs large note is an English fake; the paper is from
Haughton Castle Mill. The moulds for that and some

of the blocks still exist. That's a printing block for this
an English woodblock. The genuine ones were

metal stereofypes.

Thomas Bewick was asked to engrave some of these

and he said he would have 'no part in that disreputable

business.'They must have been mad asking him, with his

sympathies. Sorrn I've got srdetracked. 'War and raw
material supply problems led the French to do a lot of the

serious bleaching research at this time; they just couldn't
get enough good rags. So much so, that at one point in
the Revolution papermakers were authorized to enter

bookshops with troops, so the bookseller could not
argue, and they literally trimmed the margins off books

,ust to get the paper to recycle. It was a very difficult
time. A lot of French mills closed in the 1790s and then

some started up again later. The English were having the

same problems with raw materials and they got into
bleaching in a big way there. I have always liked James
Whatman's remarks about chlonne: he wasn't going to
do it because he did some trials and he found that it was

injurious to both the paper and the health of the paper-

maker. This was 200 years earlier than present environ-
mental interests.

IA Vlhatman paper is shown.f I thought people might

be interested to see this prepared paper, which was sold

like this.

P: What is the date?

PB: Oh, rt's a U94 watermark. But J lilhatman 1794

could have been made in this size; this probably comes

from a foolscap. That could have been made any time up

to about 1799 with that mark in it. You could buv these.

P:'Was it coloured with watercolour?

PB: No, no, this is probably just soot - and water. You

get brown soot and black soot depending on what you've

been burning and you just put a load of soot in a bucket

of water and get a rag and dip it in the bucket and pour

it on.

P: Would this have been for drawing?
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P: \7ould this have been done by the paper seller?

PB: Yes, some artists did it themselves, obviously. But

this was sold as bistre board, or there was bistre paper.

You could get it in a variety of different tones.

P: !7hat's the surface like on the bistre paper?

PB: That's a particularly brown version of it. Somebody
just gave me a wad of different papers and several of
them were prepared like that. One of them had a won-
derful ochre watercolour wash over the whole of one

side, whrch is really nice.

fAnother paper is shotun.) This is a paper which I
thought people might find interesting, because what I am

trying to show you is some oddities, or what appear to
be oddities. This is called lined wove. I don't know if you
know lined wove. It has chains but no laid lines and it's
Italian; northern Italy and southern France in the 1820s

and 1830s produced an awful lot of this paper. The

Italians actually called it al inglese. But why were they
making it?

P: It's a wove screen?

PB: It's a wove with these lines on it. But they are not
really chain lines, they are just wire.

P: What was the point of putting the wire on there?

PB: You tell me. There are lined woves which are different.

P: It has a watermark. They took the trouble to put a

watermark in.

PB: I don't know what they were doing it for. It was just

a fashion and there are a lot of fashions in papermaking.
One of the interesting ways of lookrng at paper, even if
you don't have a watermark, is to examine the variations
in wire thickness and wire profiles, because there were

definite fashions. Once the technology was variable
enough, people could decide what gauge of wire they
would use and, for instance, mills in a particular area

would all start to go thin. ConsequentlS you get much
thinner wires.

P: Would you find this kind of laid wove in any particu-
lar krnds of publications?

PB: You don't find these in printed books. You find these

in bound notebooks usually, or as lerter-writing papers,

but there's no real evidence as to why they started

producing it. The French stuff is usually creamier but a

lot of the Italian stuff has been blued like this. This has

actually got blue in it to make it appear white - not
that successfully.

P: It's very interesting that there could be this mark
within a circle - that's so Italian to have everything in a

circle within a circle.

BOWER

PB: lexamining anotber sheetl Here are fwo, a pair of
marks on a pair of moulds. They are actually different.
This is a true deckle edge in both of them and this edge

ls torn.

P: So the mark was at the very edge, nothing in
the middle?

PB: Generally, English watermarking practice in wove
paper was to put the mark on the edge, bortom right usu-

allS but you get bottom left and you also get central
along the long edge. You then get people who make your
life difficult by puning two marks in the sheet. If you're

trying to reassemble things and you think there's only
one mark in the sheet and you're ending up with all these

extra watermarks - corners and things - you suddenly

think it's a double-marked mould and you have to do it
all again. They are very nice papers. Use the microscope

and have a look because they are really worth it. You see

all sorts of wonderful, wonderful things.

Here is a wonderful tracing paper; I love tracing
papers like this. Isn't that nice?

P: A nice oiled paper.

PB: Yes, it's oiled - gorgeous.

P: Now. when was this done?

PB: The 1920s. You know John Bidwell gave a paper

here about the Fourdrinier brothers and the early
machine? Frogmore Mill, in Hertfordshrre, was the mill
wlth the first production machine and it's still there;

it's still a working mill, now called the British
Paper Company. There's a guy who works there (sepa-

rate company) and he's the only person I've come across

in western Europe who still makes oiled papers -still with linseed oil. He makes oiled boards mostly,

but he will do thin tracings. It's incredibly dangerous

making oiled papers because rt can blow up. You get

a pile of oiled papers and if the heat builds up too
much, bang!

I've also brought a random selection of idiocies and

some jokes. This is French Revolution money. Assignats

are extraordinarily interesting in terms of paper history.

They are the first examples of shadow watermarking.
This one doesn't have a shadow mark on it. Does this

other one? It doesn't have a shadow on it erther -
they're fake.

Here is a million-dollar bill produced by the nght
people. It's not a fake. It's produced by the U.S. authori-
ties, but it does say'non-negotiable'on it. llaughterlYes,
it's just a joke. They produced about 300 of these.

Now if people would like to have a look at this
cheque written by Sir 'Walter 

Scott, tell me what you
think about it, anything that strikes you about it.
Somebody came to me with that and said, 'Brilliant, I've
just bought this cheque.' It cost him [,2,000 sterling.

P: Looks like a reoroduction.
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P: The paper feels wrong.

PB: The paper was made about 1948.

P: Even the ink is wrong.

PB: Yes, none of it's handwritten. The ink is lrtho-
graphed. But they have actually printed the ink burn on

the back as well, so they made a considerable effort. This
is not a forgery; this was made as a facsimrle by the

Royal Bank of Scotland. They own the cheque and they

made about 20 of them and they were given away as

presents about 30 years ago to various people.

P: They've done that recently too, printed up banknotes

from the original printing plates, and we've got some

of those plates and the forged banknotes. !7e're think-
ing of printing them up. For their centenary they
printed up one-guinea notes and gave them out as

presents on lovely handmade paper. So in a few years -
who knows?

PB: In a few years, yes. These were printed around 1958.

P: And there's nothing marked on them to indicate that
they're facsimiles?

PB: No. When people received them they knew that
they were just facsimiles. Years and years later they
started appearing on the market. \fhat cracked me up

about this is the man who bought it is qurte intelligent,
but it's so easy to see what's wrong wlth it. Even with
the naked eye you can see that it's dot screened. It's

lust unbelievable.

I was just looking to see what else rs here. [another
selection] This is a German fake of a British currency
note made in the Saschenhausen concentration camp.

I am convinced that this is one of the reasons that I got
into making paper. My father was in miiitary intelligence

and just after the war we were in Austria. At the time I
was quite a young child and one of my earliest memories

in life is of wet boxes filled with these currency notes

sirting on a stone floor. They came out of the lakes

in Austria where they'd been dumped. This one didn't
come from there but I still have some of the notes thev
first found.

P: Does it have a watermark?

PB: Oh yes. It's fantastic. They are some of the best for-
geries ever done.

P: lfhat's the context of their making?

PB: It was originally someone's brilliant idea to destabi-

lize the British economy by producing vast quantities of
this and dropping it on Bntain. We thought about doing
it to Germany as well. But eventually what happened is

that they were producing it to fund intelligence opera-

tions and buying goods from neutral countries in sterhng.

They produced some d5,000 million worth.

P: How much of it was used?

PB: Oh, most of it got out into the market. So many were

turning up that by the 1950s the use of all these white
bank notes ended. Many more were found in Austrian
lakes. There were literally truckloads that had been

driven into the lakes. That was it; they changed the ban-

knote design. These are some of the best fakes out -
absolutely brilliant. The only thing wrong with this one
is that this little bit of watermark here should be slightly
further to the nght.

[another selectionf You might find this interesting

because thrs was made not far from here, Domtar, a

Canadian paper mill. This is a trial banknote. Have you
ever seen a coloured watermark? That's a watermark!
Completely new revolution in security papermaking.

P: How do they do it in colour?

PB: Ha, I am not permitted to tell you!

P: But you do know?

PB: I do know how it's done. It's very complicated. They
very kindly gave us enough to put in every copy of the
journal we produce, just to tip them in, which was very

sweet of them. It's curious how I came across this. I ran

into a friend of mine that I hadn't seen for about 20 years,

in Bnstol, and we were talking, He said a very cunous
thing happened a few days ago. He was in a pub and

there was this guy burning blocks of these banknotes and

my friend said, 'Can I have some?' Later he gave me a
couple of examples and I was looking at them trying to
work out where on earth they could have come from. In
fact rt was this one and it actually says 'Domtar' in here.

So I just rang Domtar up and said, 'Is this anything to do
with you?' And they said, '\fhich one have you got?'

$aughter] It was this sort of greeny one and they said, 'It
was a trial that was no good; it didn't work properly. It
was too expensive to produce, so we've now found a

slightly drfferent way of doing it.' However, what was

this guy doing in England with wads of these? 'Well,

he obviously thought he had had enough of it. Domtar
very kindly produced a lot then. There are apparently
five governments interested in doing this for therr
banknotes but the unit cost is high. These are just

trial notes. Luminus is the trade name for the orocess.

They're Canadian.

[another selection] Oh, I thought you might be inter-
ested to contrast this kind of print quality with the print-
ing of those Chinese bonds mentioned in my paper on
forgery. If they were genuine, this is what they should
look hke - this kind of quality in printing. These are all
the same period and they were printed by different print-
ers. This is by the American Banknote Company, which
produced de la Rue.

P: So you think this is what they would have produced
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for the Chinese?

PB: I think the genuine ones were much better qualiry
but they still had designs wrth deliberate oddities
because the Americans had no intention of ever honour-
ing them.

P: Peter, I'm curious about a period in'Whatman paper

production where the Turkey Mill or mills may have

turned to machine-made paper without making it obvi-
ous. I've found out as much as I can from the sources

available to me and wondered what more you knew
about when they started producing cartridge and if they
were intentionally deceprive.

PB: No, I don't think there was any deception involved
at all.

P: It's just the way that papermakers chose to market it?

PB: Yes. Hollingsworth moved to machine-made paper-

making in 1859.

P: OkaS I thought I had read that they installed a

machine around 1848.

PB: They did put a machine in earlier but only went
completely over to machine-made in 1859. Balston never
put a machrne in but in 1859 Balston purchased the
rights to the rffhatman name. But there's a curiosity; the
large Antiquarian and Double Elephant sheers made at
Springfield Mill have traditionally always had the Turkey
Mill name in them.

P: Oh, they have? Even in that period when Hollings-
worth had the right to the Turkey Mill name?

PB: Yes. In the sheets made after 1859 there are other
indications where they come from because Balston got all
the handmade moulds. They didn't take Turkey Mill off
the moulds but what you see in the corner of some sheets

is a B for Balston. Then it gets even more complicated,
because James Newman, the artist colourman, was hav-
ing paper made for him by Whatman to his specifica-
tions. That paper had the lfhatman mark and a big
copperplate N, which means Newman. 'Winsor and
Newton were having the same papers made for them
from the same moulds, but they didn't put an initial in
the watermark. Those papers were stamped with a grif-
fin, a blind-embossed stamp of a griffin in the corner.
The fibre is beaten differently but they have the same

function - they're all watercolour papers, but it's their
own recipe.

P: Do you have any information on the difference in their
recipe for watercolour paper or what they thought made
a difference?

PB: There is some documentary evidence, yes. There are

'making-ledgers' describing what kind of rags they were
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using, what blends of rags, and how they were doing their
sizing. If you start analysing them you can see differences.

Some you don't have recipes for, but others you do.

P: Are those making-ledgers in the archives of \Winsor

and Newton?

PB: Oh no, they're not in Winsor and Newton. They're
in the Balston family papers, some of which are not
accessible to the public; basicalln you must persuade

John Balston or Keith Balston to let you look at them,
since it's family matenal. There are records in the Ciry
Museum in Maidstone and the Kent County Archives
as well.

P: 'Were there any records from the Hollingsworth
operation?

PB: The Balstons have got a lot of Hollingsworth mate-

rial even though there was a co-operative rivalry berween
the two companles. For instance, when Balston was run-
ning out of rags one time, the Hollingsworths shipped a

couple of cartloads of rags to him because whatever
affected one company affected the other.

P: Because of their shared reoutation?

PB: Because the public didn't really distinguish between

- the fact that there were rwo separate companies pro-
ducing lWhatman paper.

P: Okay. Even long after 1 859, then, you can find Turkey
Mill watermarks on the larger sizes?

PB: On the larger sizes, yes. In the 1930s and 1940s
they were still producing Antiquarian with JAMES
WHATMAN/TURKEY MILL/KENT and a date.

P: Since you find some of the trade catalogues, specifi-

cally by the 1890s, talking about the wonders of Turkey
Mill paper and'Whatman's, that makes sense. Now, I
know Cathy Baker did an unpublished master's thesis

comparing the Turkey Mill papers and J. l7hatman
papers from a set of Audubon's Birds of America. She

found an increasing divergence in Turkey Mill papers in
terms of durability and brittleness and discolouration.
Have you seen anything in the recipes or the papers that
would throw any light on that?

PB: No, but what is very cunous is that artists' prefer-

ences in paper change inexplicably. If you are looking at
the work of watercolour painters in the 1820s, Balston

seems to have been the preferred surface, the preferred
paper. In the 1830s you get a lot of Hollingsworth, and

then in the 1840s you get artists working on both.
'S(hether or not this was due to differences in marketing
by the rwo companies or distinct differences in the
papers, I don't know. I've got these papers, but the trou-
ble is you can't really paint on them to find out.
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P: To really see what the differences are?

PB: Yes, in some cases the gelatin is gone and in some

cases it isn't in bad condrtion. You're not getting a true
picture with old papers. Then, by 1859 Hollingsworth
was not making watercolour paper. The machine-made

papers that they were making were fine printings -
book papers and stationery papers.

P: Cathy Baker noted that was the case when the Birds
of America was published. So it's much earher and they

were interchangeably using both papers, but she noticed,

particularly in the later portfolios, that increasingly dis-

cernible difference.

PB: Oh yes, I think there was.

P: They're different in thickness too.

PB: Oh yes, I know that. Of the Imperial printmaking
sheets that both companies were making, the

Hollingsworth one was always lighter weight, even

though they were both called the same weight. The

Hollingsworth one was always thinner.

P: Have you ever run across a mention of Whatman in
Emperor size, which is larger than the Antiquarian, that
I found advertised as well?

PB: The Emperor was never made as a handmade sheet.

It's a myth in Bntrsh papermaking.

P: Well, it's listed in the trade catalogue.

PB: I know. but it's not a handmade size.

P: So rt had to come from Hollinesworth?

PB: It's machine-made.

P: That would make sense. I kept trying to figure out if
maybe it's a joined sheet.

PB: You could buy from 'Winsor and Newton, at one

pornt, Quadruple Elephant, which was not one big sheet

but a ioined sheet.

P: Right, I figured out that, but the Emperor I just

couldn't figure out.

PB: The French made Emoeror as a size and God knows
how they did it.

P: They made it as a handmade?

PB: As a handmade sheet.

P: It's around 50 by 70 inches.

PB: It's like Antiquarian, you need two people to hold

the mould and eleven people on the crew. Two vatmen

would work together, the pig on the pound, and their
job was to take the weight of the mould before couch-

ing. One gu5 called the bellows man, stood berween the

two vatmen and operated the counterweight attached to
the mould.

P: I can't imagine. It must have been like a circus.

PB: Well, I think Whatman was very clever. When the

Antiquarian Sociery asked him to make it - you know
he was going to charge them a lot of money for it any-

way - he charged them for making the equipment too,
because he said nobody is ever going to want this paper,

it's such an expense! Well, they were still making it 200
years later.

P: fAnother paper is examined.] If you look at a paper

hke this, what can you discern from observation that
would give you some sense of the fibre composition?

PB: Of this?

P: Yes, ;ust using this as an example.

PB: As an example, I think my judgement is based on
having been a papermaker and having looked at a lot of
paper. This is linen. It's as simple as that.

P: I understand what you are saying, I've made paper and

looked at a great deal of paper and I can say I have this
intuition that it has linen in it, but I want to know what
kind of intuitive things you're using.

PB: I don't know. If I could describe it, I would write rt

down. It's not just intuition, it's conscious knowledge. I
know when this was made, and if you found cofton in
there it would shock me rigid, because nobody was using

cofton at this date. The French started using cotton; this
is French paper, before the English. About 20 years earlier
than in England you find cotton coming into the paper.

P: The paper would sound quite different as well?

PB: Yes, the crackle. Obviously a whole sheet is going to
have a different crackle to a small one but that's not due

to its composition. Crackle is about internal strength,

how well it shrank during drying.

P: Well, wouldn't what rt's made of make a difference?

PB: It would make a drfference because linen will shrrnk

better than cofton.

P: And size?

PB: The size mafters too. This paper had gelatin on it,
but the gelatin is blah. I've painted on it but it doesn't

take well. It's a good drawing paper that takes graphite
beautifully.
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P: What do you mean it shrinks better? Is it more or less,

or is it more even?

PB: When you are beating coffon, linen or any fibre, you

can get more water into a linen fibre than you can into
a conon fibre - right inside it - and if you can do that,
then, as the sheet dnes, it's not iust the fibres pulling on
each other as the water in the sheet comes out, but also

the fibres themselves are losing water and shrinking.
They pull incredibly on each other and you get great

internal strength. Linen also has an odd characteristic.

The thrnner the sheet, if it's pure linen, the relatively
stronger the surface is going to be. Cotton doesn't work
that way. A thick linen sheet doesn't necessarily have a
stronger surface. It usually has a slightly weaker surface

than a thin linen sheet. It's quite odd. The mechanism -how that happens - I haven't a clue about, but it's a

measurable drfference.

P: Can you tell beatrng time, give or take?

PB: Not really, but you can basically say, 'God, they

really knocked hell out of that.'

P: And that's translucency as well as ...

PB: Yes, and also shrinkage and strength. The thing is,

you have to be very careful when you look at old
accounts. I wouldn't trust most of what papermakers say

about their own products at all. Really, they are very dif-
ficult. There are papermaking accounts which say, 'You
start with the roll up and drop it carefully and easily ...'
Well, half the time they had some nice old hemp sail-

cloth, which is tough. It might have been on a ship for 25

years and it's been exposed to salt and water; it's a lovely
bleached colour and a wonderful fibre to work with, but
to make that properly they bang the roll down hard
straight away and the beater's going to really shudder

and judder. After about 20 minutes or half an hour
maybe, you bring the roll up. You've really knocked the

hell out of rt nght at the beginmng and then you staft
carefully after that.

Sometimes papermakers are just in a hurry. There are

all sorts of reasons why things happen and sometimes

you discover things by accident - they must have dis-

covered some things by accrdent. I bet the technique I just

described was discovered by, 'Oh my God, we've just got
to get this pulp made. The boss is coming and ...'Then
they would crank it down hard and find that it actually
worked very well. It doesn't work well doing that
with cotton. It works beautifully with hemp and some of
the really coarse linen - thick-grade linens. It halves the

beating time and you get a very good qualiry paper out
of it.

You might see long, apparently unbeaten fibre rn
sheets. These might have come from long chunks of rope

which have already been cooked. They might have been

borling for 48 hours before they went in or they might
have been rofting for weeks. 'We used to try that. God,
was that nasry, but it makes great paper! The French
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used to say when the mushrooms are growing on it that's

when it's ready, which is true, because you are using bio-
logical processes to help you.

Another interesting thing about beating fibre is that
for certain fibres you don't actually want sharp bars.

People like sharp bars for cotton, but a nice rounded bar

is going to produce a much better sheet. Some people

grind their bars down and sharpen them up every now
and again, but a lot of things are actually better when
they're a bit worn - like felts. Papermakers hate new
felts, absolutely hate them. They'll go to any lengths not
to have to buy new felts. They'd rather buy old ones. If
they're about 10 years old, that's great.

P: How long did you make paper and what kinds of
paper were you making?

PB: Commercially I made paper for about eight years, I
suppose, until I had enough of being a businessman. I
just stopped because I wasn't actually making paper any-

more. I was having lunch and meetings and other people

were making the paper and I just thought it became

ridiculous, so I stopped. I strll do make occasionally; I
make about once a year, but only for me, because I paint
and draw. That\ it now.

P: 'Well, that explains your wonderful writing about
watercolours.

PB: The fun thing about it is the raw materials you can
get your hands on. \fhen Chatham dockyard closed, we
got some fantastic nineteenth-century hemp rope -
huge-diameter ropes. Then there's Mark Sandrford, who
is a wallpaper conservator. He does country houses

where they're replacing old wallpaper, and they remove

the old linen or hemp backings on the walls, which
are rotten. He turns up every six months or so with
giant bin bags full of eighteenth-century linen that's

come off all the walls. It's in a horrible state but it's

perfect for papermaking. You just cook it and wash

it - fantastic!
Nobody in his or her right mind would make paper

by hand these days. Everybody who does it is in trouble;
it's a hand-to-mouth existence, primarily because people

won't pay what itb worth. Think of how much a quire of
good writing paper cost in 1810 and how long it took
people to earn the money to buy it, then look at how
long it takes you to earn f,2 or {,3 to buy one sheet of
handmade paper now. It's dirt cheap compared to what
it used to be.

P: One of our local art suppliers, who is very involved rn

paper production when he can be, has said that he can't
market it because people are used to smooth, even sur-

faces and they don't want to work with ...

PB: Yes, it's an educational thing. If the continuity of
making had continued, panicularly in Europe, and if the

art schools hadn't changed how they taught people what
they should expect to get in a piece of paper - that it
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will do exactly what they want - then the situation
would be quite different today. For so much of art his-

tory artists prepared their papers. They didn't expect the

paper to be perfect when purchased. They made the

paper do what they wanted it to do, which I think is

great. After all, it's perfectly possible to resize paper, to
recolour it, to change its surface, to prepare it how you

like it and a few artists do that. but most will take a

piece of paper and that's it.

P: Or they go and get what is available, don't they? They
don't even think about it.

P: But they are making handmade paper in Asia and

in Nepal.

PB: Oh yes, and they're still making it in Europe. There's

a lot of very good European handmade paper but it's
hard for the guys making it to actually make a living.

One reason being, if people want a ream of something,

they expect every sheet to be identical, even though they

know every sheet of handmade paper has to have a slight
variance in it. \7ell, Turner never complained about half
of the papers that he bought, even though - particularly
from the 1820s onward - most were second rate. He
was buying seconds, or retree sheets. There are flaws and

faults in them, but that's not bad papermaking. It was

cheaper and there was nothing really wrong with them;

they're still perfectly fine to work on. The very same peo-

ple who want to work on these nice consistent papers

will often enthuse about the lovely variety of old papers.

It's crazy.

P: Peter, I don't know if anyone else is interested in this,
but I would be really curious to hear you comment on
your paper examination chart (Appendix2) 

- what you
do first, second, third when you have a piece of paper?

PB: It's just a list. Having said that, it is a model that is
not necessarily followed. In fact, different objects require
different attention, and usually when you find something

interesting, you immediately head off in a certain direc-

tion. You do come back and complete it all but it isn't
necessarily done in this order, but it is the method that
should generally be used. It lists the basic headrngs. You

know, people have been talking about nomenclature and

structure - they're the kind of headings used - and

practically all of those can be subdivided and would be.

It is not really a format, though it essentially follows
what I'm dorng. There is also a select bibliography
whrch you might find of interest (Appendix 3). You

probably know half of the stuff, but you mrght not
know some of them.

I notice that eight of the speakers at this conference

belong to a very small organization called the British
Association of Paper Historians, even though they are

coming from lots of different countries. So if anyone

wants to join, it's a good organization. 'We have a

member of the BAPH who is trying to compile a paper-

making bibliography - a paper history - and he is on

48,000 trtles so far.

P: So is this from his bibliography?

PB: No, these are just books that I have actually found
quite useful. In among them there are some very useful

books which you might not have come across. Joe
Nickell and people like that who are forensic investiga-

tors use techniques of investigating papers, inks, paints

and much more that are very useful,

P: Peter, can you address three terms on your chart:
weight, bulk and opacity? Can you then do it abstractly
and, if it's appropriate, look at the Girtin (fig. 4) and use

those three terms?

PBl. Weigbt is literally how much the sheet of paper

weighs. It's quite useful information.

P: By that, you mean a full sheet from the mould?

PB: Yes.

P: And the Girtrn here is a tinv. little ...

PB: Yes, a tiny, linle thing, so some of these evaluations

do not apply. Bulk is just a personal thing that I use

because it's a way I can hold in my head comparisons

between papers.

Bulk is related to thickness and weight. You can have

a sheet that's twice as thick as another and the thin one

actually weighs more than the thick one. It's densiry or
bulk - how bulky the sheet is - and that relates to how
wet- or free-beaten the fibre is. Do you know about free-

beaten fibre and wet beating in cellulose?

In a beater there are different ways of beating and you
beat for different characteristics. If you hydrate the

paper, the cellulose, a lot - really fibrillate it, really
hydrate it - that's called wet beating. But you can run
the same fibre through the same beater and have the roll
action slightly different, and it will still bond together
and work as a sheet of paper, but the fibres themselves

will not take up water in quite the same way.

There are certain papers where you want bulk. lfith
a good printing paper you want a degree of free-beaten

fibre in it as well, because it then takes a print impression

better. The sophistrcation, from the late eighteenth cen-

tury onwards, in beating techniques in order to make

paper behave ln a particulx way is extraordinary
because paper is nothing unless it is used. It's about its

use, not about itself.

Some mills used to actually blend different beater

loads. They would beat wet in one and not so wet, or a
bit drier, in another, and then blend them to get a char-

acteristic in the sheet that they couldn't get any other
way. Other mills did it by partial loading of the beater, so

the first stuff you put in gets really wet-beaten and then
you add more which doesn't have so much beating. It
relates to how much pulp there is per cubic millimetre
how dense it is.
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P: What is the relationship of bulk to free pulp and

wet pulp?

PB: \7ith free-beaten pulp you will often end up with a

less bulkier sheet because there's less shrinkage during
drying. S7hen you've got all the fibres entangled together
and those fibres contain a lot of water, they're wet-
beaten, and the fibres will shrink as they dry, producing
a sheet that is smaller and more compact. If they're free-

beaten, those fibres stay as they are. The whole sheet

shrinks a bit but the fibres themselves won't. You can get

huge differences. If you made a free-beaten sheet on an

Imperial mould and a wet-beaten sheet on the same

mould and dried them both at the same time in the same

weather conditions, you'd probably have a half-inch dif-
ference in finished sheet size in each direction.

P: The difference between free and wet is the amount of
water or the amount of beating?

PB: It's the amount of water inside the fibre - water that
you've forced into the fibre or you haven't. Wet beating
is what most people do most of the time. Free beating is

done for very specific kinds of paper.

P: \7hy would someone specifically want a sheet with
free-beaten pulp?

PB: A portion of free-beaten fibre is found in some

printing papers; those papers will give you a befter
intaglio impression. You get a really fine, crisp mark -
better than really wet-beaten. The English had such a

problem in trying to make engraving papers in the eigh-

teenth century because they were used to beating very
wet, and they also had much slower drying times, which
gave the sheets a lot of time to shrink and compact and
become tough. lWhereas in the Auvergne, sag in France,

where they produce wonderful plate papers for printing,
they generally continued to use stampers, which gives

you a more free-beaten fibre. They had much faster dry-
ing times as well. So the sheet hadn't shrunk as much; it
was less stable. That actually doesn't maner if you are

only putting something through a press once. As soon as

people started multiple-coloured printing, the French
plate-paper business ,ust went out the window because

they couldn't produce a paper that was stable enough if
you had to put it through a press more than once.

Opacity is also a function of beating and a funcrion
of the fibre and sometimes a function of the mould,
which sounds odd. George Steart made wonderful, won-
derful papers and was never really recognized until the
last few years as a great papermaker, because when you
hold his sheets of paper up to the light you can't read the
watermarks, the sheets are so opaque and very strong.
The little Turner blue paper over there, that's George
Steart's paper and you can't really see the marks. I could-
n't work out how he got this incredible opaciry; how on
earth do you do that? It didn't make sense rn papermak-
ing terms. And then rn the Royal Society of Arts archives,
when I was lookrng for something else and turning over
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the pages, there were letters from George Steart to the
Royal Sociery of Arts describing precisely how he made

his paper. He did it very simply with an ordinary mould
that had a very deep deckle. He formed the sheet and it
was put to one side; before couching, another mould
with handles on the back of it was placed on the back of
the wet sheet on the first mould and it was compressed

under pressure with a press. Then that was removed, the

deckle was removed and it was couched. He got incredi-
ble density.

P: IThat was his goal?

PB: He was making fine watercolour papers, coloured
and white. He made a range of 18 colours.

P:'lfhat years?

PB: From 1805 until 1832. Ifhen he retired, that was it,
there was no more. Winsor and Newton went, 'Oh, my
God!' and started getting paper made for them. They got

James Duffield Harding to design some papers which
were then sold as JDH Pure Drawings. And Harding
himself worked on them a lot.

P: Do they delaminate?

PB: No, because it is just one thick sheet. You could buy
George Steart's things as fivo-sheet, four-sheet, six-sheet
or eight-sheet. It doesn't mean they've got those layers; rf
you had eight sheets stuck together, that's how thick it
would have been. It must have been very time consum-
ing. But he obviously made a lot of money at it, because

he built a whole church and almshouses.

P: Opacity and density may be different aspects of the
same thing. It's up to you to say it's opaque or dense.

PB: This is a personal thing; it's not designed as a
formal thing.

P: Right, it's just to remind yourself.

PB: I do write it down and then sometimes. if it's neces-

sary, you do the measurements. In a perfect world you
would do it all - and it would take you six months to
do one sheet ofpaper. llaughter) It's like the Internatronal
Association of Paper Historians standard for watermark
recording, which is a joke. Nobody's got the time.

P: Maybe it's useful if you're trying to closely identify one
piece of paper.

PB: No, this watermark standard has been designed for
producing databases. You'd go mad following it;
nobody's got that krnd of time.

P: Nobody would pay you to do it.

PB: No.
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P: lfhat do you think of scanning for watermarks?

PB: How do mean scanning - in what form?

P: The digital scan to get a watermark or record the

translucency.

PB: I have a real problem with what then gets done to
them. If you do a scan and then that's it and you can't

read it properly because that's how it is in the sheet, that's

great. Then save it and keep it. If you want to read it by

playing with it a little bit, I think there's a real problem.

I have seen some very preffy watermarks scanned which

are not accurate, and they are grving you false informa-

tion. They have been 'tidied up' too much. To read it or
to get more information - I€s, play with it, However,

that isn't what should be kept as such. The watermark
recording is the first one before you muck about with it,
because, faults and all, whether or not it's cloudy or
unclear, that is how it is in the sheet. That is what you

should be recording. SVith scanning you have a real

opportuniry to get lots of different information, not iust
the watermark. You have the formatron, how good the

papermaker was, how well they could beat. All sorts of
information is in that scan. When you start mucking

about with it, you lose it.

P: I just wanted to ask you about the decorated papers.

PB: The paste papers? They're German paste papers.

They came from Germany. They're from Axel Fuchs.

Henk Porck was talking about them. These are really
quite nice.

P: What date are they?

PB: These are 1790s to about 1 820 - southern Germanv.

Pz [examining another paper) Thrs seems very odd; I
don't know why. It's just the feel of it * it's kind of crisp,

and this marking around the edge ...

PB: Right. This is aboul. 1.420, and the funny thing is,

this is generally considered to be a German mark - the

ox head. However, this is Italian - an Italian version of
it, and the paper is stamper beaten.

P: I suppose the paper I've seen ofthat age rs a finer qual-

ity than that.

PB: I'm looking for a paper that I brought which was

made for the Islamic market. Itt a European paper. A lot
of paper was made with a wonderful, stone-glazed sur-

face and then sent from Venice and northern Italy to
Islamic countries.

P: Did they glaze both srdes?

PB: If you polish it on top of a very polished smooth stone,

then you get both sides finished at the same time. It's much

easier and it halves your working time. They used to do

one side partially and then they'd turn it over and do the

other, so you'd end up with a fairly consistent sheet.

P: They would be using a starch slurry?

PB: Probably. But sometimes rt was just water, and you

can see there is no trace of any starch or anything.

Usually there is some sort of starch, but quite often there

is nothing.

P: That polishing without any starch would protect the

paper from bleeding?

PB: Not really, no. One of the odd things it would do is

heat the sheet to the point where you get distortion in the

size of the sheet. It will spread out and expand, then it
will contract agarn. You can get very odd-shaped sheets

by this method.

P: fexamining a paper sample] What is the fibre content
in this?

PB: Linen. Thrs rs a paper that was made for Cobden

Sanderson, the Dove's Press, by Batchelor's. Now
Batchelor's is a very interesting mill. They made for
'William Morris, and his correspondence is one of the few
where you've got a creative person actually writing to the

papermaker and talking to him directly about what they

want in the paper. Morris designed his own watermarks

- a range of four different watermarks for his paper.

Then Mr. Joseph, who ran Batchelor's mill, persuaded

Morris to allow him to make and sell this paper to other
people; it was sold as Kelmscott paper. And then other
people like Cobden Sanderson wanted paper made and

they designed their paper very distinctly. If you look at
that Sanderson paper, for instance, it has very atypical,
very narrow chain lines; the shadow is exactly where he

wants it and you've got the watermark in the place. That
mould was specially made for that customer to the

customer's own specifications. It's really nice to see. All
the Morris moulds were supposed to have been

destroyed and nobody really knew what had happened

to them until I was talking to someone from Cambridge,

and they said, 'Oh no, it's all right, we've got them.'
How they ended up there I've no idea, but they also

ended up with hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of
sheets of paper.

A real tragedy occurred at the mill when in 1940, dur-
ing the war, Batchelor's pulped all their paper stocks for
the war effort. There was all this fantastic handmade

paper which was of no practical use, so they just mixed
it with recycled; they recycled it and mixed it with low-
grade paper and produced a lot of paper and then

stopped making. They stopped making by hand and they
started making stuff called flong. Do you know what
flong is? It's a paperboard that used to be used in the

newspaper industry for casting metal type into stereos.

P: Peter, how expendable were moulds during the latter
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part of the eighteenth century? How much time went
into making a new mould? What would be the average

number of moulds that thev would have?

PB: In one mill? A one-vat mill, if they were making a
range of 30 or 40 different sizes, would have at least 30
or 40 pairs of moulds. By the end of the erghteenth cen-

turn beginning of the nlneteenth century, you're occa-
sionally getting people putting in their own watermark.
It's when you first start to get names in papers, in Britain
anyway, which are not papermakers' names. They are

the client's name, and in that case the mould was paid for
and owned by the client and was only kept at the mill.

If you had fwo vats, you could have a lot of moulds.
Also, if you were making Large Post writing paper, you
wouldn't have just one pair of Large Post moulds. You
would have several pairs, and at any given moment one
might be damaged or whateveq so if you look through
ledgers and daybooks you read, 'So-and-so sent such-
and-such a mould to Brewer ...,' who might have been

the mouldmaker. Occasionally you find a stock list where
once a year moulds might be listed in store or at Brewer's
for repairs. Alton Mill in Hampshire in the 1820s had
something like 70 or 80 pairs of moulds. But then
'Whatman, by the end of the nineteenth centurn when
they had a ten-vat room, a nine-vat room and a four-vat
room and a mill down the road with another six vats in
it, had thousands and thousands of moulds. If you go to
Hodgkinson's Mill in Somerset you'll find that therr
mould store contains 900 to 1,000 moulds. That's just

what's left - a lot have drsappeared. They were makrng
for a lot of different clients like Waterlow's, de la Rue, dif-
ferent stationers, different artists' colourmen and others.

P: The mould itself was a valuable enough part of their
inventory that you would have it often repaired many
times before you would say it's no good anymore.

PB: Yes, indeed. I really do think that the estimates as to
how long a mould lasts have been arrived at only by the
examination of watermarks in sheets of paper, and are

absolutely incorrect. I know from experience that
moulds are much, much tougher. In the very early years,

until about 1600, the moulds were not as tough and
probably didn't last as long, but by the eighteenth
century for instance, they're really tough. I've got
eighteenth-century moulds which I've made paper on
with no problem at all.

P: The other mess is this business of the pairs of moulds.
You have worked with paper. Is it very easy to work
from one vat with three moulds?

PB: You could do it. Papermaking by hand is about
rhythm, and the best possible rhythm is two people and
two moulds - one deckle, two moulds. It's unconscious;
it's almost like an act of meditation. You just really go.

And sometimes if you're really cooking, time flies by.

Other trmes it's really hard work, so you change posi-
tions in order to use a different set of muscles. You swao
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every 40 minutes, every hour or whatever. The crucial
thing about making paper by hand is how you stand, not
how you form the sheet. One's health is more important
than the paper. You pivot your weight on the vat. I used

to stand on my toes, not on my heels, because with your
weight like that you can move quite easily and simply. A
lot of people think that it's a lot of arm action. It isn't.
You hardly use those muscles; it's in the wrists.

'When you watch someone like Cyril Finn - he's

retired now after making by hand for 45 years - there
wasn't any unnecessary movement at all, and he could
talk and chat about this and that, and he'd be adding
pulp constantly. That's amazing to see; every time you
dip a sheet into the vat you change the densrry so you
have to iudge. I used to add pulp after five or six sheets.

Someone like Cyril does it after 30, 35 sheets, and he's

still gettrng the consistency. It's absolutely amazing! And
he would say, 'It doesn't matter, it's all right.'

P: How did you get into this, Peter? How does one decide
they're going to become a papermaker?

PB: \7ell, I made paper as a chrld in the Far East and it
intrigued me. When I went to art school and didn't like
the paper I could buy, I tried to make paper. It was rub-
bish, absolutely awful stuff. I still keep some of it just to
remind me how appalling one's workmanship can be.

Later I worked with some other papermakers and then
went off and did some completely different things for a
few years. \trfhen I got very ill I needed something - ir
sounds crazy - something that was very hard, physical

work that also satisfied my interest in history and sci-

ence. Papermaking, which I had already tried, just fitted
the bill. So I went to work with a few papermakers and
then set up in business with another guy and started
making for artists. I soon realized that the paper was
rubbish; it's terrible trying to sell it to people when you
actually believe it's awful. That's when I started examin-
ing and analysing old papers and collecting them, not
learning by the book but just studying what papermak-
ers actually did. How did they get these results and why

- because paper rs about use. It should do what it's
designed for; it doesn't matter how pretty it is. After all,
a lot of handmade makers who are working now pro-
duce very prety sheets but they don't function properly.
'Well, I was studying old papers and people started say-

ing to me, 'You know about old paper, have a look at this
drawing,' and it just evolved.

P: Coming back to how many moulds each mill has, go

back, for example, to mills established from the middle
of the sixteenth century. When they were disbanded in
the early seventeenth century they apparently had thou-
sands of moulds purchased by makers around Europe.

PB: But what's the evidence for that? I know they had a
lot of moulds, but they wouldn't have had thousands of
moulds because there's no point in having thousands
of moulds. Is it because the Richel mark appears as a
pendant across Europe? ri7ell, none of those moulds
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came from Richel's mill. The mark was freely used by

many mills.

P: \fell, it's not my own research. Apparently the moulds

were sold and people just bought the moulds themselves

and of course then they carry on making different rypes

of paper.

PB: The only reason that you'd have thousands and

thousands of moulds is if you had loads of vats.

P: And lots of mills.

PB: Yes.

P: Apparently there was a chain of mills.

PB: There were only about six.

P: Yes, well, I don't know how big they were.

PB: They would have tlvo or three vats. Itt interesting, I
love it when people use all these different moulds.
'$ilonderful hrstorical inaccuracies appear like in
Churchrll's watermark book about Whatman working in
Holland because of the LVG in the mark. It's lust crazy!

LVG was used by everybody.

P: Could I ask about pairs of moulds? If you decommis-

sioned one of the pair, what's the chance of continuing
production with the srngle and, if you're working to the

same size, substituting another?

PB: Oh yes, that was ...

P: Quite common. So to try to trace the twin moulds ...

PB: The twin moulds are the pair that were actually
made together at the same time. If a mill had loads of
Large Post moulds, Imperial moulds or Royal moulds,

they probably didn't even have time to think of keeping

the pairs together. It was just, 'Oh, we're making
Royal today.' Papermakers used to love making some

papers and hate makrng other papers because of the

physical effort rnvolved in making some of them. It's

not necessarily the big ones. Imperial - people didn't
mind. Imperial's fine, it's a nice tolerable level of
exertion depending on your size as a person. Super Royal
and Royal are great too. It's things like Medium, which
is a prrnting size, or Demi that are horrible because

they're double moulds. They're two sheets. That's a
real killer.

A papermaker had to consider the money, too. In
Britain you had all these incredibly complex ways of get-

ting paid. You knew how many sheets of a particular

size you should make in a day. Now, the maker might

ask you to make that plus 50%; then he'd have to pay

you a bonus for doing that, a bonus that was both
money and beer, Then the beer became money as well
rather than beer. It got very complicated. Also, in Britain

there were 60 days of the year when papermakers didn't
work traditionally.

P: In the summer?

PB: No, throughout the year. I used to note them in my

diary and try not to work on those days as a mark of
respect. Of course most mills carried on working, but the

employees said, 'Yes, we'll work, but you really have to
pay us.' A very comphcated payment system.

P: These 50 days were saints' days or something
like that?

PB: Some of them relate to saints' days and some of them

- well, there are some wonderful stories. For instance,

at Portal's mill they used to have a traditional meeting, a

parry at one time. They had a man called a bank officer
who worked for the Bank of England and would live at

the mill to supervise the currency making. They had

absolutely riotous parties. I've seen little notes Joseph
Portal wrote down a day aker one of these partres, '... do

not give the rag women gin next year because they threw
the bank officer rn the pond.' They got absolutely legless

and no work was done the following day. Every year

there'd be these notes saying they must stop doing this,
but then the workers would say, 'No, no.'

There's another lovely story from Portal's of a friend

of mine, Gerard Pink - very elderly noq but he started in

the industry at that mill before the war. He was 14 years

old. He said if he went into the houses of the rag women,

they all had the most amazing tablecloths and table linen

that they took from the batches of rags. Now when we

say rags we think of rubbish, but in fact a lot of the mate-

rial wasn't. They'd buy up things like bankruptcy stock

from shops - drapers or something like that. Gerard had

ternble times though, because he was supposed to start
off by working in every depanment. He was destined for
management but he started right at the bottom. The first
time he ever had to supervise a beat was for banknotes.

They were using corset cuftings, which in the 1920s were

pink, and they had to bleach them, but they had black
elastic in them and you had to make sure that every piece

of elastic was out because - you can imagine. Anyway,
he didn't, so there's this huge batch of pulp that had black
fleck throughout and, since he hadn't bleached it prop-

erly, was slighdy pink. \ilell, these days the mill would lust
make it and sell it for something else, but then things were

different. A car arrived with a chauffeur to take Gerard to
see old Mr Simmons, who was then the boss of the

Portal's family. The chauffeur wouldn't say a word to
him. Gerard was terrified. He ended up sitting outside

Simmons' office for rwo hours - they just let him sit

there. This was all the punishment he got, because when
he entered the office finally, Simmons said, 'How are

things going? I just wanted to have a word to see if you
were doing all right.' No mention about what he'd done

wrong. They just made him sweat for rwo or three hours.

P: It worked well.
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PB: He's a good man. P: At the far end of the machine?

P: Do you know if the paper merchants or the paper- PB: Yes. And the texture on the other side is different.
makers were required to register their name with the sta-

tioner's company or was there any connection with that? P: 'What's the difference between the rwo textures? How
can you tell rt's not the pressing felt?

PB: Not really. It's very difficult. You see, the papermak-
ers didn't want to know. They were very keen on not PB: Because of the weave - hang on, that one has been

having any kind of association. over metal.

P: Peter, another question about Medium and Demi, as a P: And they purposely would make them two-sided?
printing paper, for example. If it was harder to make and

there was resistance by the makers, have you tracked PB: This is like a forming felt, the first drying felt on the
percentages of output in mills of that particular paper? machine, but it isn't because it's too crisp. It looks to my
Ife find over in Australia and New Zealand, that they eye like it's been applied at a later stage, down the
substituted writing papers for printing paper quite fre- machine. They sometimes had a second press and they
quently and I always thought it was because of cost and would cover the press in felt or woven linen or some-

supply. Perhaps they just didn't have access to and thing. The French used to put linen finishes in some of
couldn't get enough of the actual printing papers, if pro- their sheets at that point. However, this one has been

duction numbers weren't high enough. over a plate.

PB: ProbablS it's possible. It's really problematic because P: ... which is more traditional. That was considered a

Medium and Demi are the same size basicallS but differ- lower-quality drawing paper.

ent mills called them one name or the other. Also. if it
was a drawing paper it was Demi and a printing was PB: Some funny colours, aren't there?

Medium, but they could have both been exactly the same

size; there's only a slight difference in sizing. A lot of mills P: There are. There's some lovely tracing papers in here.

were careful to beat differently for different functions. This was a detail paper that they say was 1007o rag and
Other mills didn't; they had a basic way of beating and gelatin sized.

the only difference is the degree of finish or sizing. That's
the only alteration they made. P: Is it a Duplex?

h [sbouing a sample book of paper] I wanted to have PB: It's called Duplex.
you look at these 1930s papers * as best I can date them

- and see if you know anything about them. P: Yes. It was supposed to be two sides, and they would
make the detail papers in different colours to prevent

PB: Let's have a look. them from lookrng dirry.

P: The first ones are the drawing papers, the Whatman PB: Here are some boards by Mr. Reynolds!
ones, and then you go down to the trace. The catalogue

will sometimes tell you the fibre and gelatin size and P: He's still there.
whatnot, but I am curious when we get down to the
Paragon, which is an eggshell bond. PB: Reynolds was amazing. He used to produce London

board and Bristol board and all sorts of boards. This is
PB: I don't know where the Universal comes from. Bristol. Is there a London in this book? No, this is a

Superior Bristol. That's a different one, a different maker.
P: These were just trade names. This one is their top-of-
theline drawing paper and they made it with a variety of P: No, I don't think there's a London and I don't remem-
surface finishes and different weights. This particular one ber it being listed.
has a sort of eggshell surface. I've read that it could have

been done with a kind of embossing characteristic. They PB: Sorne of the books you read will say that London
talk about achieving it simply by not calendering it at the board is made from sheets of Whatman, and Bristol
far end of the machine. board is made from miscellaneous sheets. Absolute rub-

bish; both of them are miscellaneous.
PB: This paper is not embossed. This is just felt texture.

P: Really?

P: That's the third way they talk about, the felt texture.
PB: Yes. If you see Extra Super Fine London board

PB: This is just a felt texture, but it's not the forming felt. and check the watermarks, it might be three-ply with
This has been pressed after. They've used a dry felt. three watermarks in there - onet Smith, one's Ruse &
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Turner and one's 'Whatman. The Whatman misht be the

middle one.

P: In looking at those boards, do you actually delam-

inate them?

PB: No, with enough light you can actually see them. If
you've got a six-sheet board, that's a problem, but rwo-
and three-sheet boards are not a problem. Nice surface.

P: That's when they were doing lots of pen-and-ink and

they hked it.

PB: Smooth manila, yes. Some fibres are really nice, but
manila is not, although you can do some interesting
things with it. It's watermarked along the edge: Universal.

P: I don't know what mills they were coming from but all
these companies had developed their own brand names.

P: What's the date of the booklet?

P: About 1930, as best as I can tell by looking. The book
is not dated but you get an idea of what was being mar-
keted and how.

P: Peter, you listed two books rn the suggested reading

list by Eric Hebborn, the forger. Have you had much
experience ...

PB: In examining his works? Yes.

P: Does he always use the appropriate paper?

PB: No, he plays games and tricks. He leaves clues as

well. I looked at a little Crucifixion drawing on a blue

paper, whrch was gorgeous. It was supposed to be 1490s

or somethrng like that.

P: What medium?

PB: Chalk, a sort of funny, chalky stuff- very odd, actu-

ally. The paper was seventeenth century but on the back

there was a tiny little part of a print, a woodblock prinr,
but it was enough to be able to identify it. He did things

like that all the time.
He's quite good at matching papers but he doesn't

always get rt right. A lot of it comes down to tiny detarls

in the paper that have to make hrm wrong - out of
period. Sometimes it could just be the way that the charn

twists are done. Perhaps they're a little too tiny. That's
really mind-numbing because sometimes you can't see

that at all and you have to literally go down every chain
line, the twist berween every laid line, until you can see

it. That's where digital cameras and things are actually
quite useful because you can really go in verS very close

and then play with it on a computer. You'll actually see

subtle differences in densiry in the pulp, which show you
whether it's a rwrst, double-rwist or an over-and-under.

He was yust playing games to see whether or not

somebody would actually prck up on it. His book, The

Art Forger's Handbook, is rubbish. It is a joke. If you fol-
low half of what he says, you'll never fool anybody. He's

left stages out and also added completely unnecessary

bits of technique that you don't need to do. He's a very
funny man.

P: The second part of my question is how often do you
see fifteenth- or sixteenth-century drawings that are not
done on paper close to the date of execution - the age

of the paper predating the work by fifty or a hundred
years. How common is that for an aftist?

PB: Oh, that is much more common than anything else,

particularly drawings. You get papers that are 50 years

old when the artist works on them - 60 to 100 years,

too. It's not that uncommon. The problem is, of course,

the other way around. I'm not drscussing fakes now. For
instance, I looked at tlvo works by Tobias Verhaecht in
the Courtauld. They're both on paper made by Jan Kool
in 1799 - a couple of hundred years later! They were

saying these were attributed to Verhaecht because of the

comparisons of the hand and ink with drawings in the

British Museum and in Berlin. rifell, I looked at those and

they are all late-eighteenth-century paper. There aren't
any Tobias Verhaecht drawings that I've seen that aren't.

So who is this artist? All of this work has been dumped

on one Dutch artist who is working 200 years before the

actual artist of these drawings, but, strangely, they do
look old-fashioned for eighteenth-century art.

P: They're by the same hand?

PB: They're all by the same hand. That's very obvious.
But who was he? A mystery. There's been a resounding

silence from the Courtauld.

P: I'm sure. Do you think Hebborn was a very good artist?

PB: At his best he could draw beautifully, but most of the

time he wasn't at his best. They're not that good once

you click on to how Eric draws.

P: I've only seen reproductions.

PB: The photographs actually flatter them.

P: He doesn't look that good to me.

PB: There are one or rwo, like his Crucifixion drawing. I
don't care who did it or when, rt's just a really superb

drawing and it's now in limbo. It'll turn up in another
auction in 30 years' time and somebody might well buy
it because the documentation, such as the reports and

things by people like me, don't necessarily stay with the

work. The works just vanish into limbo. I wouldn't be

surprised to see those Cotmans turn up again in 30 or 40
years' time.

There's no point in forging, really. However, it's nice

making a living from finding out about it! The thing
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about forgery is that most people who do it have a sen-

ous lack of imagination. It sounds crazy but they just

can't believe that they're going to get caught. They spend

ages working out how to do it, how to copy something.

They think, 'I'm so clever, I've worked all this out.'
However, what they don't realize is that somebody

equally or more clever can just work out what they did.
They believe everybody's going to be fooled.

P: Peter, I just wanted to thank you for the work you did
for me on the Benjamin'West drawing.

PB: That was good fun.

P: It was good fun for me, too. At the Brooklyn Museum
we found, and I mean found, a drawing in our stacks

wrth no record of acquisition. It was signed and dated
'Benjamin \7est, 1768.' I started examining it along wrth
my curator and I was just looking for anything that indi-
cated it's not from the period 1768.\that I found when
I was looking at it in transmitted light was a very unusual
panern in the mould, which is why I kept coming back
to Peter and asking about these moulds. I told him it
looks like there's additional chain lines that go halfway
down. I didn't know what to make of it and nobody else

was sure. I started looking at other Benjamin'West papers

and found one at the National Gallery and one at the

Victoria and Albert Museum. It was a known Beniamin
'West, so I asked Peter to go,

PB: I went to have a look and it was off the same mould
and the same lines were there.

P: You thought it had been some type of rewiring that
didn't go all the way through - iust part way down in a
couple of places. Anyway, rt was so wonderful that this
discovery made the chances of it not being a Benjamin
ri(est prerry slim.

PB: It's a very unusual mould; a very unusual paper.

P: This is a question that came up recently when I was

looking at a Lucas Cranach print, S/. George Slaying the
Dragon, and it had a fatrly prominent crease in it which
has given me a lot of trouble. I examined it very, very

carefully and there is definitely a portion that is repaired

and theret horrible retouching in areas. But the curator
said, 'Oh, I just thought that was the crease from hang-

ing the print after it was pulled,' It surprised me because

I've never even noticed one of those marks. I've seen pic-
tures of prints hanging and I've talked about back marks,
but I've never seen it mentioned, and I was wondering if
you could ...

PB: There are a lot of reasons why you can have creases.

You can get creases when you're laying the sheets after
they've been formed - wonderful creases that usually
stay together. After the sheet is dry, if you do one of the
finishing processes you can get creases then, particularly
if they were then printed on. So you get these wonderful

creases where you can actually pull them apart and leave

these nice shapes that aren't inked. There are loads of
ways creases can happen.

P: So you can't think of any kind of distinctive crease

particular to that procedure - a back mark where we

can say that's where it was hung after it was sized?

PB: No, I think they vary a lot.

P: The reason that I was pressing you earlier to articulate
an appreciation of the importance of paper composition
and production is my struggle to do the same on a paper

study pro;ect at the Library of Congress. I was trying to
make a case for better-quality paper, to explain how the

linen fibre was such a factor in the quality and durability
of the sheet, and how there is an aspect of sizing that was
inherent in the fibre and how it was prepared.

PB: It's very difficult. I don't know how you can describe

it practically when you know what you're feeling or see-

ing in a sheet of paper. Many thrngs play a part in that
experience, for instance, smell. A classic case in poinr
was an old legal stationer called Hoppy Hopkrns. Before

Hollingsworth Mrll closed, he'd had paper made there.

His company had paper made there since the 1850s and
they had their own watermarks. \fell, the mill was

bought by l7iggins Teape, who assured him that they

could carry on making this paper for him at their mill in
Scotland. Eventually he said, 'I'll take a ton to see how
we go.' Hoppyt in his eighties at this point. The lorry
arrives wrth his paper and he climbs up onto the back of
the lorry and they open the pallet and get a ream out.
They open the ream, get a couple of sheets out and
Hoppy tastes it, tears it, shakes it, holds it up to the light
and clambers down out of the lorry and says, 'Take it
away, I don't want it. It's rubbrsh.' The driver says, 'I've
got to tell the bosses why,' and he says, 'The fibre is

wrong, the sizing is wrong, the watermark isn't clear, the
internal strength isn't right and the sheet isn't the right
size'- it was about 5 mm out in one dimension. That
judgement took about two minutes to make. Any'way,

they made him another ton. He sent that back. They
made him another ton and he sent it back again.
Eventually he took half a ton that he wouldn't pay for
because he had a customer who needed it.

lfiggins Teape wrote this letter apologizing for the

bad quality of this paper and said he wouldn't charge the

client. Hoppy wouldn't have paid anryay. They did
manage to get him some paper finally, but I think they
hated him.

P: What a great story.

Appendix 1

A summary report following a later examination of
the drawing Study of a Mourning Woman, by
Michelangelo Buonarroti (147 5-15 64lr.

After the symposium this drawing returned to London,
where I recommended that it be removed from its back-
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ing so that a proper examination using raking light could

take place. The work was removed from its mount by

Camilla Baskcombe and underwent a series of examina-

tions at the Tate Gallery paper conservation studios,

under both raking and transmitted light, and under var-

ious magnifications. A further examination took place at

the British Museum, where the paper used for this work
was compared to a range of papers used by Michelangelo
for other drawings from the collection, to determine if he

had ever worked on papers of the rype seen in this work.
A full description of the work and its examination, co-

authored by Camilla Baskcombe, Julien Stock and

myself, is currently in preparation.
The whole object proved to be a very complex con-

struction. My initial supposition made at the symposium

workshop in Toronto, that the paper in this drawing was

music paper, proved to be quite wrong. Although the

sheet was a laminate, it was actually a three-ply laminate.

On removal from the mount it was discovered that the

work had been executed on a very lighrweight paper laid
down onto a two-ply backing and mounted on a heavier-

weight glazed card.

The primary support proved to be a very lighrweight,
pale greyish-white laid paper, derived from a blend of
linen rag, hemp and other fibres, made on a single-faced

mould. This paper was laid down onto rwo further
papers. The middle-layer paper was made on a single-

face mould with a laid- and chain-line configuration
typical of early- to mid-eighteenth-century French man-

ufacture. This sheet is aligned at 90 degrees to the draw-
ing paper, with the chain lines running horizontally. The

colour and furnish, a blend of white and blue linen rags,

are rypical of a wide range of strong blue wrappings
available from small provincial mills throughout
western Europe during the eighteenth century. The par-

ticular blue seen in this sheet suggests either a French or
British origin (fig. 8. See also colour plate 2).

The back layer is very similar in tone to the primary

support but otherwise a very different paper. The furnish
is white linen, poorly beaten, with some hemp and a

small portion of pale blue fibres. The ratio of blue fibres

to white is rypical of a type of very pale blue-white paper,

much lighter in tone than most European blue papers and

often used for wrapping and as a cover paper, produced

by several English papermakers from c. 1720 onwards.

The mount is a cream-coloured, hearryweight, three-

ply glazed board with a very heavy felt mark still visible
under 40 times magnification, despite the very heavy

glaze the surface has been given. Three-ply glazed boards

of this fype were commercially available from most
artists' colourmen and some stationers in London from
the early years of the eighteenth century onwards. The

distinctive rype of mount seen in figure 1 is that used by

Jonathan Richardson Sr. (1665-1745). The drawing itself

carries Richardson's ,lR collector's mark and the verso

bears an annotation in Richardson's hand.

Like all artists, Michelangelo worked on a variety of
different papers of very different qualities. Some have the

most beautiful warm whites; others (though still nomr-

nally white paper) have a darker, greyer or yellowish

Fig. I Detail of the surface of the drawing,showing a tear in the primary

support and the blue paper underneath. This was discovered after

separation of the papers.

tone. These 'colours' of white derive from a collection of
different qualities of rags having come from different
sources and variations in the methods used in prepara-

tion by different mills. Examination under magnification
as low as 4 times reveals that several of these nominally
white papers actually contain different proportions of
variously coloured fibre, as well as white linen rags

and hemp.

The primary support paper in this drawing contains

stamper-beaten white linen rag and hemp, and a small

proportion of other fibres, including very thin, unbeaten

blue and black-brown fibres that are 2 to 5 mm long and

2 mm long hemp shives. This fibre combination and the

presence of process dirt are rypical of relatively low-
grade papers made in small provincial Italian mills.
Although hardly discussed in the literature on the history
of Italian papermaking, this particular combination of
coloured fibres occurs too often in papers from different
makers in different parts of Italy to be merely accidental.

These papers were obviously produced as a distinct rype
of paper by several different papermakers from the mid-
fifteenth century onwards.

In order to determine if Michelangelo ever worked on

this rype of paper, the work was examined once again at

the British Museum conservation laboratories together
with a range of known drawings by Michelangelo from
the British Museum's collection. Two of these drawings
had, to different degrees, the same distinctive fibre fur-
nish, namely white linen rag, some hemp (probably

derived from old sailcloth) and small proportions of var-
ious coloured fibres.12 The hemp was 1 to 3 mm long
and the dark brown and black llbre 2 to 5 mm long. The

very poorly beaten furnish includes large unbeaten fibre
masses and some woody material approximately 5 by 5

very similar to that found in the paper used for
Study of a Mourning'Woman.

The differences betrveen the wire profiles in all three

papers are not very significant. This type of paper was

obviously being made at many different mills on moulds
made by several mouldmakers. Mould construction var-
ied quite considerably benveen different regions in Italy
and indeed throughout Europe, as the papermakers

strove to achieve lighter weights, greater stability and

better drainage.
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A great similarity in the manner of drawing should
also be noted between the work under discussion and
another drawing in the British Museum's collection.l3

There is nothing in the fibre furnish or mould con-
struction details visible in the sheet to suggest the paper

is out of period.
The apparent 'grey-blueness' of this sheet does not

come from the furnish used in the paper, but rather from
the blue backing paper, which remains visible through the
very thin white paper the drawing has been executed on.

This thin white paper is rypical of some of the quali
ties of paper that Michelangelo liked to work on. The

Appendix 2
Paper Examination Record

BOWER

presence of a range of coloured fibres within what is

nominally a white paper shows this sheet to be of a very

similar type to other papers from a range of different
sources used by Michelangelo.
Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Camilla
Baskcomb, Rod Tidham and Peirs Townshend (Tate

Gallery, London); Heather Norville-Day (Britrsh
Museum, London); John O'Neill (Art Gallery of Ontario,
Toronto); Jane Roberts (Royal Librarn Windsor); and

Julien Stock (Sotheby's, London) for their assistance and
provision of facrlities during the examination of this
drawing.
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Notes
1. Juhen Stock wrote, 'l first discovered the drawing pasted

into a scrapbook of Old Master drawrngs rn the library of

Castle Howard in Yorkshire, England. It was drawn with a
pen in fwo shades of brown ink with whrte heightening. The

whrte has been used to correct, as brown rnk cross-hatching

is drawn over rts surface. It rs adhered overall to a Jonathan
Rrchardson Sr. (1.665-1.745\ mount wrth his collector's mark

rn the lower right, JR. The drawing was cut in the sixteenth

century by approximately 35 mm along the bottom edge.

For a work of this rmportance to be pasted into a scrapbook

of drawrngs of medrocre qualrty is a mystery. There was no

attrrbutron elther on the mount or the page from whrch rt

was taken. tVhen rt lost its identity nobody knows. Of par-

ticular rnterest rs a red chalk drawing discovered by Paul

Joannides in the Louvre, and attributed by him to Francesco

Salviati (1510-1563), that copies this work even down to

the loss of the bottom edge. [see P. Joanmdes 1988 artrcle,

'Salviatr et Mrchelangelo,' in Franscesco Saluian o la Bella

Maruera.f I would propose that this drawrng is an impor-

tant addition to Michelangelo's oeuvre. Likely drawn in the

1490s, rt is probably a copy after a figure rn a now

destroyed fresco by one of the great masters of the trecento

or quattrocenfo.'

2. Lamagny illuminated pocket mrcroscope, model 7520.

3. Clovio, Giulio [1498-1 578). 1976. The Farnese Hours:

The Prcrpornt Morgan Library Neu York. New York:

G. Braziller.

4. De Tolnay, C. 1975. Corpus der Disegnt dt Mrchelangelo.

Novara: Instituto Geografico de Agostini. 3.

5. Rrchard Elhot and hrs descendants operated Chesham Bois

Mill, Buckinghamshire, from 1799 until the 1850s. In 1807

he was granted a hcense to erect a Fourdrinier machrne,

whrch was properly operational by 1810. On his death in

1815 the mill was worked by hrs wife and son as Sarah

Elliot & Co., before passing to therr son, also called

Richard. Elliot's paper is illustrated in Bower, P. 1990.

Tumer's Papers: A Study of the manufacture, selection and

use of his drauting papers. London: Tate Gallery. 124.

6. Murray, J. 1829. Practrcal Remarks on Modern Paper, with

an lntroductory Account of fts Former Substttutes.

Edinburgh: u7. Blackwood.

7. Piette, L. 1853. Essais sur la coloration des pktes a papier et

sur la fabricatton directe de papiers de tenure d'apris un

nouueau procdde. Paris: L.A. Mathras.

8. Piette, L. 1838. Dre Fabnkauon des Papieres aus Stroh und

welen andern Substanzen tm Grossen. Coln: Dumont-

Schauberg.

9. Gift of 1V.8. Dalton, Stanford, Connecticut, and the Unrted

Krngdom, 1959.

10. Purchased by the Art Gallery of Ontario as an anonymous

gift rn 1998.

11. Purchased as a grft from the Salamander Foundatron and

the Marrna Gelber Fund, with a grant from the Department

of Canadran Heritage on the recommendation of the

Canadian Cultural Review Board under the terms of the

Canadian Cultural Properry Act, 1.998.

12. Michelangelo Buonarotti, Head of a Bearded Man

Turned Slryhtly to tbe Left. Charcoal on laid paper,

BM 1895, 9-15-511. In Tolnay. Corpus 220, Drautings by
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Michelangelo. Ex cat. London, 1975,no. 55, and also Nude

Male hgure from Behind, turned to Rryht. Black chalk on

lard paper, BM 1859, 6-25-567. In Tolnay. Corpus 208,

Drawings by Mtchelangelo. Ex cat. London, 1975,no. 104.

13. Mrchelangelo Buonarottr, A Philosopher. Pen and ink on

lard paper, BM 9-15-498.
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Examining Oriental Papers: A Workshop with Akinori Okawa

lntroduction
Akinori 6kawa is an expert in the manufacture of oriental
papert and he brought numerous examples of Japanese,

Chinese and Korean papers with him. Some of these papers

dated back to the eighth century. He showed participants

how to analyse the fibre content ofthese papers. As well, he

characterized the papers by appearance, sound and tactile
qualities.Many of the participants were very knowledgeable
about oriental papers and we are grateful to them for shar-

ing their experience.

John O'Neill: It is my pleasure to introduce Mr. Akinori
Okawa, who is the technical manager at the Paper
Research Centre in Kochi, Japan. He has developed the
abiliry to analyse and reproduce exactly many varieties
of early Japanese and other Asian papers. Since 7979,
through workshops with conservators in Japan and in
consultation with art lnstltutions around the world, he

has researched and been able to assist in the identifica-
tron and treatment of over 1,000 works on Japanese and
other eastern papers. He will be translated by Deirdre
Tanaka and assisted by Kayoko Moriki. Mr. Okawa.

Akinori Okawa: Good day, everybody.
There are three handouts. This is the first. On the first

page there are instructrons for preparing the dyeing
solution that I will be using today. On the next page

there is a chart which indicates the colours that the
fibres will turn when exposed to the dyeing solution.
(See Appendix)

There was a question about what the GP and SP and
KP stand for. GP stands for ground pulp. GP will turn
yellow to yellowrsh orange.

Participant: Does ground pulp mean wood pulp?

AO: In Japanese when you say pulp it always refers to
wood. You wouldn't say kozo or gampi pulp. So ground
pulp is wood. SP is sulphite pulp. And KP stands for
kraft pulp. And AP stands for caustic soda - pulp that
has been treated with caustic soda.

The C dyeing solution is fairly standard. Has every-
one heard of this? It is the C stain from TAPPI.

P: Where you talk about unbleached and bleached pulp,
do you mean sun-bleached or chemically bleached?

AO: This information is taken from TAPPI. The bleached
and unbleached refers to chemical bleaching.

On the third page there are samples of various papers
made from k6zo, gampt, bamboo, ine (flbres from the
rice stalk), mitsumata and seitan (a Chinese paper). These

sample papers are made from 100%" ol these fibres. And

of the six here, the bottom fwo are not Japanese fibres.
They are bamboo and seitan and are Chinese fibres.

And on the last page I took drawings from a botani-
cal dictionary indicating what each of the plants looks
like. The names on this page are the Latin and the

Japanese. The English names, starting from the top left,
are k6zo, mitsumata, gampi and kaiinofu. Kozo is a plant
that has been found in Japan from time immemorial; it is
a uniquely Japanese plant. And kaiinoki is a plant found
rypically in Thailand, Taiwan and southern parts of
China. Kaiinoki is in fact a different plant from kozo but
in Japan now this is often used interchangeably with
kozo. The name mitsumata comes from the word, mitsu,
which means three, as the branches of the plant are

divided in three. Then there is rice and seitan. And onthe
bottom row are fwo types of vegetable mucilage used for
viscosiry in the water. On the left is noriutsugr and on the
right, tororo-aol, the most commonly used, particularly
for kozo, which has very long, sinewy fibres. And
noriutsugi was used more in ancient times for scooping
up gampi or mitsumata. It is preferred for these rwo
fibres. It is not used exclusivelv for these fibres. but as a

general rule it is.

P: Is paper made from the rice plant?

AO: The fibres of the rice plant are used but they are fairly
short, so they are used in combination with other fibres.
In China, rice fibres are commonly used in papermaking.
There was an explanation of the use of rice fibres rn
Chinese papermaking in one of the papers given the other
day. They talked about bamboo but perhaps not this
Chrnese senshi paper. This is the kind of paper thar would
have rrce fibre in it. About 70%" would be rice-straw
fibres and the remaining 30% would be seitan. Later on
we will have a chance to actually look at the fibres.

Another brochure that was handed out is an inrro-
duction to the place where I work. Our new facilities
were built four years ago. In this facility I work in the sec-

ond section, which is the technical deparrment, and we
focus on making paper. My work, strictly speaking, rs not
to do with examining old documents or dealing with
restoration, but in my work with various fibres it became

a part of it. Situations would occur in which a company
that sells paper would present a paper to the papermaker

and would ask them to make something exactly like this.
But the papermaker presented with the paper wouldn't
know exactly what fibres, what the content was, how it
was put together. So they would bring these papers to us

and we would examrne and determine the content. And
so what we would do is rdentify the fibres, whether they
were rayon, whether they were wood pulp and then we
would actually count the number of fibres, determine the
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relative measurements and then give thrs information to

the papermaker. And thrs is something that we do on a

daily basis at my work. And so, initially rn dealing with
these various forms of paper, we became fairly well

known. And then Mr. Masuda of the Tokyo National
Research Institute of Cultural Propertres contacted us

and inquired whether we were interested rn dealing with
old paper as well. And that would be about 20 years ago

now. The rest is history, and over time we have now basi-

cally established ourselves to the point where any

national treasure in Japan, the paper is brought to us for
analysis and examination.

On the second page, just for your information, there

is a photomicrograph of a portion of Lou-lan inscrip-

tions from the third and fourth century found on the Silk

Road at a place called Lou-lan. It is a Chrnese paper

made from hemp and it is kept in a Swedish museum.

And the third item on your chair is some matertal on

Kochi prefecture, which I hope will encourage you to
visit sometime.

Basically there are three main materials in Japanese
handmade washi: kozo, mttsumata and gampr. Each one

of the fibres is a different shape and length. And so the

final product made from them will also look drfferent.

P: The colour difference is verv clear.

AO: The colour difference rs related to the difference in

fibres. There is perhaps also some effect from the way in

which it was processed, the way rt was made. Particularly

in the very beginning, when you are making the raw

material and what portion of the bark you use - that
would affect the colour as well.

P: In that case, if the colour is slightly characteristic, rs

mitsumata slightly pinkish - more pink than the other

t!vo, or is that too general?

AO: Probably that pinkish hue is more to do with this
particular piece of paper.

Thrs is a typical kozo paper. Gampi has thrs rypical

high-pitched sound. And mitsumata is probably some-

where in berween kozo and gampi. I beheve you are quite

aware of all this. However, I believe that your connec-

tions with tuashi are based predominantly on washi that
is currently made where kozo and gampi are easily iden-

tified. However, in our case, we are often requested to
look at papers which are much older, that will often be

1,000 years old. The methods of papermaking were dif-
ferent in those days and often the fibres have been cut so

short, which is not a method that we would use now.

And after the paper is made, it is treated in a way that we

wouldn't consider doing these days. They made the

paper and then they wet it again and pounded it.

This is a picture that I bought at an antique shop last

year in Toronto. This is from a book published in 1763

rn Europe indrcating that they also used a stamper in

Europe to pound the paper. And this picture shows how
the paper is placed on top of a rock and pounded. The

rock is also used for polishing the surface of the paper.

P: I understand that they pounded the surface of the

paper afterwards - after it was made, after it was formed.

AO: Yes. This is a paper that was made in Japan n 1226.

The question is, can you identify this paper by touching
it? And this paper was made in 1267, around the same

time. In Europe they would stamp the paper once it was

dry in a dry state. But this particular one was stamped

when it was dampened.

P: Redamped?

AO: Yes, redamped, basically. First you have wet paper,

then rt would be coloured and after this dried. Following

this it would be wet again and then pounded.

This will clarify what we are talking about. Here you

have the original paper complete and dried. Here you

have the same piece of paper dyed and then the final
process of wetting and stamping. This is made of kozo,

as you can probably tell, but by the final stage, once it
has been stamped, it almost sounds like gampi; it has this

high kind of sound to it. So when you are looking at very

old papers you cannot determine rmmediately if it is

gctmpi, even when it has this sound and is very smooth.

The technique used to produce this very unique ftoeo

paper is something that is not used in modern times. We

were requested to analyse old paper like this, and in the

process we discovered that the densiry of this paper is

completely different from any other paper we had

encountered. And so we created our own version as part
of the experiment. This is the original kozo paper, and

then it is dyed. And then this dyed paper is dampened,

and then it is beaten to create this effect. Through the

beating it becomes much more dense and compact and is

about half the thickness of the original paper.

P: !7as this beaten in a large or small stack?

AO: It doesn't really matter how many. You can put 10

together and beat them or you can put 100 together and

beat them.

P: This sample - is that shibu on the outside?

AO: No, it's very, very drfferent. That one is dyed wrth
kihada, a natural yellow dye derived from the inner bark

of the kibada tree, but it has no kind of coating or pro-

cessing. It is strictly from the beating that you get that
texture,

P: It's very, very slick, though, that one.

AO: Yes. There are many things in Japan that are dyed

with kihada, because kihada also protects the paper from
insects. I will explain the beating process a little more.

The purpose was to create a smooth surface which
would be easy to write on and to prevent the ink from
bleeding. The papers that I have been passing around are

Buddhist prayers. They could be written quite leisurely,

without being concerned that the ink would spread. This
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technique is very ancient. It came to Japan from Korea,
probably along with the actual papermaking techniques.

The oldest record of this beaten paper is from 738; there

is a record of 180 pieces of purple-dyed beaten paper.

And after that date there are many examples. In Japanese
this paper is called uchigami. The uchigami, the beaten

paper, should not be used as a backing paper because

it expands.

P: Right.

AO: Present-day papermaking methods do not include
uchigami, this beaten method. As a rule now, paper is cal-

endered or else some kind of chemical sizing agent is added

to the paper to prevent bleeding of ink on the paper. And
the technique involves - the paper has gone through all
the processes and at the very end it is dried, and once it is
dry you wet it again and then you pile up these damp
sheets of paper. And when we reproduce beaten paper for
specific requests, we pile up the paper and cover it with
plastic to make sure that the moisture spreads evenly

among the paper. And then we put a layer of leather under-
neath and a layer of leather on top. And we start by hitting
it very gently at first. \7e use a wooden mallet that is about
10 cm in diameter. You could use a metal hammer. but the

difficulty with metal hammers is that there would be more

force from the edges and it could possibly damage the
paper and it would actually be quite difficult to get it even.

So in the beginning you would beat it quite lightly because

the water content is just over 30%. And then after you
beat it a bit you spread it out and let it come in contact with
the air a bit and then bring it back together again and beat
it again. Sometimes the sheets stick to one another, so you
have to every now and then separate them. As you are

doing this, gradually the paper will start to dry more, and
as it gets drier you can start hitting it even harder.

And this is aizome, indigo-dyed kozo paper, and this
is what it looks like after it has been beaten. So the prob-
lem then is often identifying papers; once you've pro-
duced this beaten paper, if you only saw this paper you
would see that it has a lustre like gampi. It is very shiny
and dense and so you would assume it would be gampi.
Unless you took a fibre you probably would not be able
to identify what it was accurately. So if you beat the
paper, what exactly happens to it? As you can see when
the paper is beaten, it has a very smooth surface and the
ink does not bleed on the paper. We do an absorbabiliry
test called the Klemm absorbability test, which shows the

degree to which the paper will absorb water. We cut it
rnto a 15 mm strip across and put it into the water.

Normally this test is done for 10 minutes, but we do it
for ;ust 5 minutes. And in this particular experiment, I
have paper that is a hemp and gampt mixture in both
beaten and unbeaten sheets. You put the end of this strip
of paper into water and you measure how high the water
is absorbed. In the case of the unbeaten gampi and hemp

material it rose 88 mm. and aker if it was beaten it rose

to only 22 mm.In other papers it would be, as a general

rule, a third; that is, the beaten paper would be a third of
the unbeaten.

OKAWA

P: So those papers have no sizrng?

AO: No, no sizing.

P: Is it dyed on both sides of the sheet?

AO: What you would do basically is that you would
produce the whrte piece of paper and dip it in dye and

then beat it.

P: One side is more evenly coloured than the other side;

that is why I was asking.

AO: The reason why the colour is on one side and not
the other was a problem created during the drying stage.

So basically this would be dyed with a brush, probably
brushed-on colour.

P: On one sample that is going around - in raking light
there are lots of linle shiny flecks on the surface. What
are those? Have these papers been treated with size?

AO: No. Sizing was not a technique that was used in the
early papers and the pounding was basically their way of
solving the problem of the ink bleeding on the paper.

Very few present-day papers are sized, but those that are

use animal glue or alum on the surface to prevent bleed-
ing. These particular ones that we made experimentally
at the centre are not sized.

Now I would like to talk a litde bit about present-day

paper and the various ways one can look at it and

analyse it. Then we will dye some of the fibres and look
at them under the microscope. The first we are going to
look at is tesuki washi - handmade wasbt. You can tell
that it is made by hand because of the deckle edges. But
presently even machines can produce this deckle edge.

Even though they are not very expensive or very nice

machine-made papers, they still have this edge. The

majority of these machine-made papers are made from
raw materials that come from Thailand.

This is called Ecbizen hosboshi - a very famous rype
of washi.It is often used for ukioyo-e. There is no sizing.

It is dried on a bed of gingko board, which gives it that
surface.

P: Why is bosboshi so thick?

AO: This very thick hoshoshi is from Fukuiken, a

province in Japan, and I am not too familiar with it. I am
not quite sure why bAshoshi is so thick; I have always

thought it was too thick. Apparently it didn't used to be

so thick.

P: I have been working on some Surimono ukioyo-e on
hosboshi, and I know it is a more expensive paper, but I
presumed it was just because it comes from a certain
region and it's a rare paper. Yashima Gakeite - he is the

same time as Hiroshige.

AOl. Hoshoshl was not really for woodblock printing.
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The local lords used it. It was very special paper for the

shoguns. They made it very thick because only the most
powerful and wealthy were supposed to use it.

P: These were private commissions, woodblock prints as

opposed to the nisbiki-e (a kind of ukioyo-e print).

AO: You had to be wealthy to :use hoshoshi; even now
you have to be wealthy to use hoshosbi. But now of
course there are all kinds of hoshoshi. You can get cheap

ones that have wood pulp in them. But that might

answer your question of why it is so thick. It would be

like anything connected with the wealthy: the thicker it
is, the more luxurious it is.

The kinds of papers that are made in large quantities

are used for calligraphy and they are called gasensbi,but

they have all been trimmed at the edges. These are all

Japanese and all the edges have been cut off, but when it
is made the deckle edge has a folded-over effect like this
(fig. 1). During the Edo period, from 1602-1867, there
are also many papers that reproduced this folded-over
effect. But even though they folded it over this way, the

assumption was that before you actually sold the paper

the edges would be cut off.

P: Is it always one side that is folded over?

AO: It doesn't seem to matter which side it is folded in
on. It is probably the personal habits of the person

making the paper.

The paper that is made for calligraphy tends to be

fairly weak paper. The reason that the edges are folded
over is because when the paper is still wet and it is pulled
off the drying bed it tends to tear very easily. This is
tesuki paper which also has the folded edge and is made

for shoiigami - the sliding lattice doors. In general,

paper made for shaiigami is kozo, at least the good ones.

P: Can I ask a question about a print? I don't see any

lines, any chain or laid lines.

AO: Because it was produced with a wire mesh, not a

traditional bamboo or reed screen.

P: I understand that, but a wire mesh also leaves an

imprint. You observe this in western papers.

AO: Basically it is a combination of materials and of
mesh. Normally mitsumata would be made on a tradi-
tional bamboo or reed screen, and in these cases it would
show. 'When you put mitsumata on a wire mesh then -
mitsumata fibres are not as small as European fibres, so

the mesh would make less of an imprint on it.
And in the Edo period there was a kind of paper made

that had a crepe effect. Unfortunately I do not have a

sample. It is made in the following way. You start with

- you scoop up the paper and you pile it all up wet and

then you press it and then you pull it off one by one onto
different boards. If it is thin, they will often do maybe

three together. Then they are pulled off all at once. And

Fig.l Example of a Japanese paper showing folded-over deckle edge.

then you hang it up to dry and that will give you wrin-
kles on the surface, that is, a crepeJike effect. Now in
Japan this type of paper, called danshi, is used to make

envelopes, and these envelopes are used when you give

someone money.

This particular paper was made on a kaya (screen).

Kaya is a Japanese reed. The laid lines on paper made on
a kaya screen are more widely spaced and rough. Each

piece of kaya is about 20 cm long. The individual pleces

of kaya are connected with a small piece of bamboo -
in the hollow centre, like putting rwo straws together.

You can see where it is connected with the bamboo
pieces if you would like to pass this around (fig. 2). You
can see that the marks from the threads [chain lines] are

an equal width across the sheet. And you will also notice

that this paper has been dried on a pine drying board and

the pattern of the wood grain can be seen on the paper.

This particular paper is made instead on a bamboo
screen (fig. 3). The stitching on a bamboo screen is much
more closely spaced together. The reason for this is that
individual pieces of bamboo tend to be short and need to
be connected more often. The bamboo needs these very
narrow widths every now and then to connect it. The

kaya doesn't need that.

P: ls udagami made on a kaya or bamboo screen?

AO: The answer is that it could be either, depending on

the maker. This particular sample of udagami here was

made on a kaya su. Yery thick paper like this would
require a fairly firm brush, a brush made of the tips of
rice stalks, which forms a firm, solid brush. Very fine,
delicate papers like gampi and tengujo (a kind of kozo\
would be brushed with a brush made from horsehair.

P: Does it mafter which side of the paper is brushed onto
the board or is it immaterial?

AO: It depends on the papermakers. Some would make

the paper and then flip it over onto the drying board; so

then this would be the side that would be brushed.

P: So that would be opposite the mould side.

AO: That's right. And then it would be peeled off. And
then the others would start the opposite way. It depends
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on the papermaker. This particular paper uses kaya or
reeds for the screen for scooping up and you can see the

pattern is fairly clear; it is fairly rough. In older papers

made on a kaya screen the surface of the paper next to
the kaya screen would then be the one that is placed on

the board. And the surface of the paper that is used for
writing is the side that was not in direct contact with the

kaya screen. Probably benveen 60"/" and 70"/o of the
paper was made and used in that way. This is mitsumata
paper made on a kaya screen. It could be made on either

depending on the maker. This particular sample of
udagami was made on a kaya su.

Back to the brushing issue. To help paper stick to the

drying board it is brushed, and you can see lines left by

the brush. This particular piece of kozo paper that was

shown was brushed with a brush made from very strong
rice straw or possibly hemp palm, which is also a very

firm, wiry kind of material. And then for more delicate

papers, such as this tengujoshl - it is very thin and not
very strong, so the hair from the mane of a horse is used

for brushing this particular paper. And in Japan there is

a very fine gampi paper called torinoko; in this case they
will use hair from a deer for makine a brush to brush it
on the drying board.

P: Aren't those hairs hollow on the inside - they take up

a lot of water? The deer hair?

AO: In Kochi prefecture we don't use deer hair so I am

not really sure. A friend of mine in Omi in Shiga prefec-

ture makes Omi torinoko and they use deer, but it rs very

near Kyoto.

P: Do you have torinoko paper here?

AO: Slightly thick gampi becomes torinoko as well. This

is thin. And this is so thin that you can't see any imprint
left from the su at all. And the reason for that is a silk
gauze has been placed on top of the bamboo sz. I bought

this near the Seine in Paris. This rype of paper was

exported to Europe sometime after 1888. And even

though I might try and look for this rype of paper in

Japan, it would be very difficult to find, but if I go to
Paris I can pick it up for 5 or 10 francs. \7e look at it and

right away we know it is Japanese paper; it is often used

for etchings and lithographs. I have heard that this partic-

ular paper is very famous because, after the First !7orld
'War, when the treary was drawn up at Versailles they used

this particular type of paper. It is called kyokushi paper.

It is a handmade paper from mitsumala in the Euro-
pean sryle, using a wire screen. The Japanese government

continues to make this paper for official paper purposes,

such as giving someone an award or a special edict. It is
made by tame-zuki, which is the rype of paper where you

iust put everything into the vat and just pull it up once,

basically the European style of papermaking, and this is

continued to this day by the government.

Kyokushi paper is dried in a rather unique method in

that it is dried in a frame.It is stretched across in a frame

rather than on a drying bed. Most Japanese handmade

0xnwn

Fig. 2 Japanese paper made on a koyo screen.

Fig. 3 Japanese paper made on a bamboo screen.

papers are dried on a wooden or metal drying bed, but

this one is dried in a frame and after it dries it is calen-

dered. This paper became famous because it was used at

Versailles; the French people decided that they had to
mimic something similar to it to keep up with this
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imported paper from Japan. And so they created a
mechanical version of this, and the mechanical version

created in France was then exported to Japan. And the

Japanese copied that and created another paper called

mozoshi (mimic paper).

P: Ifhat was the reason for drying it in a frame?

AO: Probably so the paper would look the same on both
sides, although I am not sure.

And the tengujoshi, which is going around, is a very

fine, cloud-like paper. !flith these very fine papers you
have the bamboo screen and then on top of that you put
a sha - a silk screen (fig. a). But you cannot see the

woven pattern of the silk on the paper.

And another kind of paper - this paper is made of
gampi and it's a very specialized paper that is used for
producing gold leaf. So they will put this hakuucbishi
paper on the table and then on top of that they would
beat down and produce gold leaf, so it is specifically for
producing gold leaf. And this particular one, the pattern
that you can see is produced by a sha that is made of
hemp, not silk, and of course hemp is much coarser than
silk, so it leaves a bit of a pattern on the paper. And there

is some clay included in the gampi.

P: What do they apply the gold leaf with? What holds the
gold leaf to the paper? Is it just the pounding?

AO: So the way it is done is you have this paper and then

the paper is further processed by using kakishibu - per-

simmon tanin - or egg. I am not quite sure - it is very

secretive and they don't let out their secrets about what
exactly they use to process this paper. But they get the
gampi paper and then they put something else on it and

then what they do is layer it. So what you have is this
paper, then a bit of gold, and then another paper, and

then a bit of gold, and you layer it all up and then you
beat it until it is a very fine gold leaf. So this paper is nec-

essary in the process of making gold leaf and it has

become a very specialized paper.

P: So this is the paper that goes in between the gold.

AO: You can see a little bit of gold still on the paper

where they have hammered it. After they were finished
beating and using the paper for making gold leaf they
would cut this large sheet of paper into four pieces, and
it was then sold as a blotting paper for women's makeup,

So the gold would give you a little extra shine.

On this paper you can clearly see some large dark
marks on top of the pattern of the screen. These are from
the pieces of wood that support the bamboo laterally and
vertically.

And among the paper in China, the most high-quality
paper is called senshi. I believe in the talk on Chinese

papers there was some mention of senshi, but I don't
know if he mentioned the seitan, which is one of the
fibres that is used in it. Senshi is made with seitan and
ine. Just in case someone knows Chinese here, I should

Fig,4 Japanese paper made with a sho placed over a bamboo screen.

warn you that seitan would be the Japanese reading of
the same Chinese characters, which would probably be

read with a different pronunciation in Chinese, in case

you are trying to correlate the fwo.

P: Chintan.

AO: Okay I knew somebody would know.
Furthermore, this paper is made up of three ingredi-

entsi mitsumata, cotton linters and esparto. If you add

the C stain the cotton would show up as red and the

esparto is blue. Sometimes the esparto would be a little
bit red as well, but as a general rule it is very thin and

blue. The mitsumata would turn an olive-green colour.
'We will have a chance to see this under the microscope

later.

This is Chinese gasenshi but it is slightly different. If
you look at the weaving pattern it looks like the shell of
a turtle. The bamboo screen is produced in such a way to
make this pattern. The bamboo pieces are straight but
the threads that connect the bamboo pieces and keep

them tied together are threaded together in such a way to
make the turtle pattern.

P: The tortoiseshell pattern I thought was from a specific
province. Is that true?

AO: This is from Ankisho. The problem again is that the

Japanese will read the characters in a Japanese way. So to
figure out what the Chinese call that and then what it's
called in English I would have to have a dictionary; I'm
sorry. Yes, you are right, it is a very specific place. I am

not sure what it is called. Ankisho.

P: Probably A-N-H-U-I. I have seen it in English. Does
that make sense?

AO: Maybe. I am not sure where it is. I have never been

there. Ankisho province and my prefecture are twin
prefectures, so we have a lot of ties. These particularly
high-quality papers are only found in Ankisho. For
example, in Fukuiken they will have similar looking
papers, but they are not all as good; they are not made

as well.

P: It would definitely be Anhui province, then.
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AO: And this is another way of weaving the bamboo
together to make a screen that produces a pattern in the

paper. It is called ramon-sbi pattern.

P: Is there any significance to the difference in the

patterns?

AO: These papers are from China, so I am not necessar-

ily well versed on them, but from what I have heard, when
you write on them (because they are used for calligraphy)
with calligraphy pens or brushes, the patterns that are cre-

ated by the threads give a drfferent effect in the writing.
Thrs paper is called gyokubansen and again is a

Chinese paper. It is considered to be one of the finest that
is imported into Japan. If you hold it at an angle up to
the light you will see that in different places it tends to
shine or sparkle a bit. They have polished it a little bit.

These papers here are all Chinese. And this particular
paper rs considered to be the highest-quality paper in
China used for calligraphy 

^nd 
sumi, pictures drawn in

the black sumt ink.If you look at it in this manner you'll
see that various areas on the surface seem to be particu-
larly shiny. It's a little hard to see. This is because they
have probably polished it lightly afterwards, the surface

of the paper. It's only this paper, this type of gyokuban.

P: That's to absorb less sumi?

AO: No, I don't think so. No, they are not polishing it
that much.

Probably this is made by scooping up fwo sheets of
paper and then puning them together and drying two
together, so it is actually two in one. Because this is one

- one scoop, so to speak. You can see the marks of the

laid lines very clearly on this one, whereas this one is not
very clear. They are sort of overlapped. It is probably
produced by puming together two sheets.

P: rWas it done on the drying wall?

AO: Probably yes, in China. On the wall, yes. They also

sometimes warm the wall and dry it there.

P: Is this gasenshr?

AO: Yes, these are all forms of gasenshi from China.

P: Does gasenshi paper always have narrow chain lines?

AO: Yes, gasenshi always has the narrow. This is the

most common gasensbi and it doesn't really have much
of a line in it.

P: Yes, but these are narrow - these are very narrow
compared to other papers.

AO: Yes, compared to washi, it is very narrow.

P: These Chinese papers that are going around feel like
they have a filler, possibly clay, in them.

]KAWA

AO: No, it's all fibre, but they have taken a very long
time to make it. And they use lime to cook it.

P: It is cooked with lime for a long time, so the residue

from that gives it this feel?

AO: First the raw materials are cooked with lime. After
the cooking they are removed from the solution and left
on the mountainside for about eight months, and they
are rained on and the sun shines on them. During this

trme the lime turns into calcium carbonate, which results

in a pH between 9.2 and 9.6. It is a bleaching process

as well.
Recently, however, it is somewhat different. And more

and more, rather than spending seven or eight months
leaving it out to the elements, they choose to use chemi-

cals to bleach it. And now, actuallS people, instead of
waiting for this process, put calcium carbonate into the
paper. So all pH neutral paper would have this calcium
carbonate in it.

P: In the rifest this paper would be used for lining. \fhat
is it used for in China?

AO: This would be all used for calligraphy, or sumi
pictures. It is perfect for that.

P: In my search for 100% bamboo papers from China,
we never found any contemporary papers that were

white and 100% bamboo. Only the mixtures.

AO: You want paper that is white and 700'/' bamboo. I
bought thrs in Japan, but it is imported from China. It is

about $35 Canadian for 2.000 sheets.

P: You can buy that here in Chinatown.

AO: This particular paper is made from bamboo and rt
is used for funerals, where it is considered to be heaven

money. You throw it into the funeral pyre or whatever,

and it burns up and goes to heaven with the person who
has died, so they are rich in heaven. So when they go to
heaven, the more that you burn the richer they will be.

P: As a matter of fact I wrote an article on a paper

exactly like that.

AO: A person called Hans Schmoller in England wrote
an article on this as well. We have got bogged down in
Chinese paper here.

There are various different kinds of &ozo. This partic-
ular one is called udagami and is used for slidrng doors,

not the earlier, lanice type of doors that I referred to, but
these doors would be solid paper. This particular koeo

paper has clay in rt. Now I will introduce you to the var-
ious Japanese kozo papers. This is Japanese gasenshi,

and in Japan we cannot leave it lying in the mountarns

for seven or eight months.

P: !7hy?
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AO: Because we don't have enough room. If only we
were as big as Canada! So a very small amount of cal-
cium carbonate is added in the beginning.

P: Into the pulp?

AO: Before you drp the mould. Yes, in the vat when you
put everything in.

Now this particular kind of paper may be familiar to
you if you have looked at a lot ofJapanese papers. This
paper is produced by adding rice powder. The grains of
rice are soaked ln water and then ground into a very fine
powder. They are added to the kozo and this paper is pro-
duced in that way. This is actually a corner of a Hiroshige
print. !7e'll look at this later under the microscope, but
there is a fair amount of rice powder in thrs paper. So why
would you put rice into paper? One reason is to make it
white. This kind of paper is often used for prints or paint-
ings, and if you don't make it white then colours won't
come out accurately. And also, because kozo is a very
rough fibre, the nce powder will fill up the spaces between
the fibres and give you a very smooth surface, which will
readily reproduce the woodblock print. And the way the
woodblock is printed - for example, rf you are doing 100
prints, you'd do the green on all of the prints, then you'd
do the yellow on all of the prints. And if the paper expands
or shrinks in berween those processes too much, then
when you put down the next colour it won't be accurate,
it won't be in the right place. When a fibre expands in
terms of length it will expand only 1 or 27o. However, in
terms of diameter it will often expand up to 20 to 30"/".
And so if the fibres are very close to each other and they

start expanding, they'll start pushing against each other
and they'll start affecting the other fibres around it. But if
you put clay or rice rn between the fibres, then even if the
individual fibres expand they won't affect the fibres beside

them. And as a result you get a paper that doesn't have too
much stretching. And so both misu and, udagami are used

often for the backrng of scrolls. These scrolls are hung in
the house, and whether lt is very humid or very dry they
remain in the same shape, in the same conditron. And con-
versely thts uchigami that we talked about earlier on is
very dense, so the fibres are very, very close together.
Because of this susceptibility to change due to humidiry or
lack of, even by the eighth century there is a Chinese doc-
ument on how this beaten paper should never be used for
backing paper.

The rice powder is made like this. First you pur the
white grarns of rice into water and you leave them
overnight to soak. And then you ger a mortar and pestle

and put this slightly soaked rice into rhe morrar, soaked
not cooked, and you crush it into a powder and then mix
it wirh the Aoeo.

I'm gorng back to the discussron about rice and clay
used in paper. For papermakers it is very convenient. For
example, the most expensive raw material right now for
making paper is kozo, and this would be about 4,600 yen
per krlogram. And if you use a kilogram of raw material,
you would probably only get about 557o ofthat, in other
words 550 grams of paper. But if you add rice to it you

would stretch lt out more. For example, the paper that we
will shortly be looking at underneath the microscope rs

probably one part kozo, one part rice. And right now at
the present-day market price, rice is - even the best rice

would be about 500 yen for a kilogram - so somewhere
beru'een 500 and 500 yen a kilogram. So that if you used

one kilogram of kozo and one kilogram of rice you'd
probably get about one kilogram of paper, because rice is
about the same - it is maybe about a 40% yield. But if
you use only kozo then you'd only get 550, maximum
600 grams of paper. And so if you put the much lower-
costing rice, since it would be about one-ninth of the cost

- so rf you use that you would be almost doubling the
yield of paper that you could produce. So this works well
for the papermakers. However, the downfall of this paper

is that rt is often eaten by cockroaches or insects, so this
would be the aspect that would make paper with rice in it
unpopular.

P: So the ukioyo-e prints, we can conclude, were made
using the lesser-qualrry material just historically because

they weren't so permanent, they weren't fine art.

AO: Maybe. Basically the example that I gave right now
was the present-day price of rice and the present-day
price of kozo, so this equation wouldn't necessarily work
for the ukrcyo-e prints. It was still good paper. But at the
same time there was the concept that ukioyo-e was really
just something cranked out for presents that you bought
to take home, so it wasn't 'art' art.

If you look under the microscope, the one on the left
is 100% kozo-fibre paper, and this one is the sample
from the Hiroshige print containing the rice powder. All
the dots you see would be the rice. And in Japan there are

rwo kinds of nce. One is the regular rice that you eat

with a meal and another one is called mochigome. lt is

much more glutinous and shrny and is used tn mochi,
which are pounded rice cakes. This particular paper uses

mochigome.

P: So different sorts of rice are used for this or iust the
glutrnous kind?

AO: The sample that's going around is regular rice and
this one would be glutinous, or what in Chinatown
would be called sweet rice.

And this senkashi also has rice in it. And this particu-
lar one has very, very little rice in it and it's mainly used

to evenly disperse the fibres. This rs a paper rhat is cur-
rently in production.

P: Does the amount of rice powder have any influence on
the discolouration or the permanence of the paper?

AO: Rice does not discolour very much. The paper used

for uktoyo-e is unique in that you take the kozo andyou
wash it in a sieve. So by washing it this way you get rid of
the extraneous materials other than the actual fibre itself.
And the reason the paper discolours is mostly because of
these extraneous matenals - if you don't get rid of them
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properly then it will discolour. However, the drsadvan-

tage of including rice rn paper is that insects such as

cockroaches love to eat it. From about 1878, the tenth
year of Meiji, they decided to stop using rice in paper.

This decision was made in Kochi prefecture by Genta

Yoshii, so it wasn't necessarily uniform. They started

using clay instead of rice.

P: I am wondering if you washed a sheet of paper with
rice in it, what would happen to the rice - would it
wash out or change?

AO: The rice might wash out.
This rs a book about different ways of preserving and

restoring ukioyo-e and talks about the pigments and the

paper and various different aspects of it. Included in this
book is an artrcle by Keiko Mizushima Keyes, which is a

Japanese translation of her article in English.l In this she

had not been aware of the rice in the paper, but she talks
about when she used steam on the paper it became

almost transparent. And so she came to the conclusion
that she should not use steam on that paper, but at this
point she is not sure why, the reason for this phenome-

non. She was not aware that there was rice powder in the

paper. Because effectively, when you steam the paper

with rice in it, you are cooking the rice; it is a raw rice

powder that has now been cooked and you get cooked

rice, which is gelatinous.

P: That's very interesting. It would be like cooking starch

paste - it goes from white to clear.

AO: That's right. So basically it changes form - it
doesn't go anywhere, it goes from a grainy substance to
a gelatinous one.

These are both kozo paper. Can anyone guess why
the colour is different? No, not nce. No, not bleach. No,
not sun. No, not sizing - srzing is not relevant. It's from
the portion of the plant that you take the materials
from. Here you have the outer bark and then you have

the very surface of the bark and then the inner bark.
This particular paper is made from taking off only thrs

very surface, dark part of the bark using both the num-
ber one and the number two layer. And if you use only
the most inner, number two layer then it would be like
this. So this would be more expensive. The original
material here would be 2,000 yen for a kilogram,
whereas this good raw material from just the inner layer

would be 4,500 yen, so more than double for the same

amount. The highest-quality papers are made with just

the inner layers. It is a purer matenal without the extra-
neous cells.

P: This paper that is going around, when the pulp is

first produced is it a lot darker and then when it is left
in the sun does it tend to bleach a lot? The two papers

that are going around - are they both processed the

same way?

AO: The higher-quality paper, the whiter one, would
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have been soaked in water and then left outside to
dry, where it would be bleached in the sun a little bit,
whereas the other one would not have had that
pfocess.

And if you used the browner paper for calligraphy
with Japanese swmi rnk, then it would not come out very

nicely. With the paper that has the raw materials washed

first, the colour of the sumi will be cleaner and more

solid. There are three kinds of paper where they wash

the raw materials first. One is tenguioshi, which is a very

thin paper. Ecbizen bosho is a very high-quality paper

made from ftoeo. Thrs example of Echizen bosho was
made by Iwano Ichibe when he was alive; he has passed

away now and he was considered a living national
treasure ruashi maker. And when he was chosen as a

national living treasure, a presentation was made to
him and the official certificate that said 'You are a
national living treasure' was handed to him. He got the

prece of paper and ripped it up right away. This is a
very famous episode of where he received the certificate
and right away chucked the paper. A papermaker is

very interested in producing the most beautrful paper,

so is always workrng towards that, and of course this
piece of paper is very beautiful, particularly beautifully
produced.

P: I(hy does it have lines, the thicker areas on the kozo?

AO: I am just getting a photograph that will explain it
visually. So thrs s a keta, which rs the outer frame in
which this screen is placed, and it is made with wood and

thrs one has some metal on the top. You can see even on
this one, too. So where the sa, the bamboo screen, here

where it hits the ribs, the ribbing there, that's where you
get these wide lines.

Then there is a third paper called Yoshino urushi-
koshi-shi, which is used as a filter paper for filtering

Japanese lacquer while it is being made.

P: I wondered if the whiter paper just takes less beating

to separate the fibres.

AO: Less beating, pounding - it's not necessarily con-

nected. Whiter papers and the amount of beating are not
necessarily connected.

This is a sample book of present-day papers. And this
rc a kozo paper that is made with the tame-zukt method.
This type of paper was exported and, for example,

would be found in large quantrties in France, in quite a

large quantiry. It was be exported after 1950 and it was

known 
^s 

papier iapon. And in the United States it was

known as Inomachi-gamr.

P: Or nacre or pearl paper.

AO: Kayoko Moriki's family has been exporting fine

Japanese paper for several generations and this particu-
lar paper would have been exported from the time of her

grandfather. It is often used for lithographs. Chagall and

Miro often used this paper.
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P: '!(as this paper made by the tame-zuki method?

AO: Vhen I get questions, my head goes in the direction
of the question and I lose track of what I am taiking
about; I should have explained this earlier on. In the
beginning I talked about how in old, ancienr paper they
used very very short fibres. The raw matenals were cut
into very short lengths in this paper. You see a very small
piece here, thrs white piece of paper here. This is approx-
imately 1,200 years old and I analysed this paper and
measured the length of each fibre. I measured 15,500
fibres and the average length of the fibres was 0.55 mm.
Present-day kozo ftbres are probably about 8.5 mm. So

this particular fibre is made from a plant called mayumt.
But even the kozo of old papers was much shorter as

well. The name mayum, comes from the fact that the
wood of this tree was used to make bows, so the wooden
part of the bow, whrch is yumi, is made from this tree,
And also a paddle which would have been used to coar
things wrth lacquer, was also made from this mayumt. So

the wood would be used that way and then the bark
would be used to produce paper. So this is the fibre used

for papers made rn 740. Andyou can see very clearly that
the fibres have been cut. This is hemp and gampt. And,

the average length would be less than 2 mm, just under
2 mm. And hemp is a very long fibre, so obvrously they
have cut it.

P: Is it cut wtth a nagmata?

AO: No, that is only for beating.

P: How did they cut it?

AO: \fith a knife, they would chop it up. There is a par-
ticular document called Engishifu from the year 927,
which describes a cross-section of all kinds of aspects of
Japanese life. In this document there is a discussion of
using gampi and, kozo together to make paper, about
2 kg of gampi and, ftoeo would be put into making the
paper and it would take between 8 and 9 days to pro-
duce. Hemp by comparison took 30 days. So around
about this time they stopped using hemp in paper
because it was not very effrcient. The Engisbifu is sort of
like the government paper bureau and they talk about all
the amounts of one year's worth of raw materials of
wood ash, what all the ingredients were that were used,

and how much was used. And when listing all the differ-
ent materials that were used to make paper, one of the
noticeable omrssions was tororo-aot and noriutsu,gt. Thrs
means that none of these mucilages that are now used for
the nert were used at that tlme. And so rf you don't use

mucilage, then the only way of producing paper is by the
tame-zuki method. However, these are official records of
officially made paper, and it's believed that in fact already
by this time nagashi-zuki had started to be used among
the common people.

P: Sorr5 can you remind me of the date that nagashi-7uki
started?

AO: There rs no clear starting date precisely for rhis rea-
son: because the officral way was tame-zukt and the
unofficial way used by the common people just started
and there rs no official record of when.

P: From your research, when is the first identifiable paper
containing nagasb i-zuki?

AO: That is very difficult to say. I have seen probably over
L,000 pieces of old paper, but there are various different
ways of takrng - like, for example, even if you p:ut neri
into the water you could still do tame-zuki, so it would be

difficult to determine that. For example, this one: you put
in mucilage and you sttll do tame-2ufu. And, so rhrs tradi-
tion of the official paper being created by tame-zukr,
which started way back when, continues to be. Originally
all paper was made only with the tame-zuki method and
gradually over tlme the nagashi-zuki started up among
the common people, and the officials still used the tame-

zufu method. And with nagashi-zuki, the way in which
the raw matenals are prepared becomes different. The
word naginata beater came up, and that is something that
rs used to disperse the fibres.

P: Yes. I know. but that is from the swords. But there are

also knives in there, but they are not sharpened very
much, right? I understand there are still quite a lot of hol-
lander beaters being used in Japan, but they take the
ground-plate out sometimes.

AO: If it's mitusmata or gampi then it is not a problem,
because the length of the fibres is berween 3 and 5 mm.

And sometimes in paper there are other things besides

fibre. In this partrcular udagami there is clay mixed with
the fibres. And this is misugami; it is sort of rough, as you
will see. Both of them have quite a large amount of clay
in them. And this Ecbizen paper also has some clay. In
this case rt ls very fine, so it is hard to tell. Sometimes you
use calcium carbonate, but in the case of wdagami they
actually go up into mountains and dig our rhe clay. So it
is very difficult to reproduce this anywhere else.

P: It could be used as a means of identification of a

region.

AO: Probably you could.
This is a traditional Korean paper. In Japanese paper-

making, when you dip the mould into the vat it is verti-
cal this wag and so the threads go in this direction.
However, the Koreans do it the opposite way. But this
traditional Korean method of papermaking is seldom
used. Most papermaking in Korea is done rn the

Japanese way. Are there any more questions then, before
we move on?

P: Are you going to show us any papers that contain
wood pulp? We have a Chinese art-supply store in
Melbourne, Australia, and all the Chinese papers, even
the very expensive ones, have some wood content ln
them. Is that also often the case in Japanese papers?
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AO: All the papers that are displayed today are hand-

made. Vhen you get into machine-made papers there is

almost always some wood-pulp content. Don't you have

good handmade paper in Australia?

P: Yes, we do, but this was lust Chinese papers and I was

surprised. They had a paper called cloud paper. It was

very fine, quite expensive, about $10 a sheet or some-

thing, and it was all wood.

AO: Is there anything you brought with you that you

would like me to look at, or we could look at these?
'When I look at samples under the microscope on glass

slides, I have rwo different methods. One is heating it
first and dryrng it out and the other is without heating it.

However, if there is rice rn the paper and it is heated, it
will start to cook.

I'll take a moment here to prepare the samples. These

are Tosa washi. Kochi is the area of Japan where I come

from and this is a sample of papers from this area. You

might find something here that has wood pulp in it. Tosa

is the old name for the Kochi region, before about 1850.

The C stain is applied to the sample and it has not
been heated. This sample is a piece of the Hiroshige

woodblock print. And so you will see a lot of small dots,

which are the rice.

Now we are looking at the sample that has been

heated. It is the same paper but it has been treated with
heat, and you will find that the colour is a little redder.

P: And this is a kozo paper?

AO: Yes, it is kozo and rice. When you add heat rt
becomes an alpha starch and it basically cooks it, and

that is why you get the different colouring.
I am now preparing a slide with gampi paper whtch

has clay in rt, which was used to prepare the gold leaf, as

we discussed. !(hen you add the C stain to gampL as a

rule you get a blue colour. And clay would only show up

as if the surface is slightly drrry. You can't really see it. So

this is gampt. Now rf you would like to come and have a

lookatit...
It is kind of difficult to see in this one, but if you want

to see the clay in it, it rs much easier if you dry it out. So

this is the dried one and then this is with the stain. It is

hard to get it focussed. Every time we change the slide it
takes a little while to adjust, so to save time what we are

going to do is go through the wet version first wrth the

stain and then you can come back and look at the dry

one. Gampi with clay - so now it is dried and heated so

that it will be easier for you to see the clay in it. When

you put the hquid in it, it is hard to see the clay. And in

cases like that, if you then look at the dried version, tt is

easier to see the clay.

The next piece of paper that is going to be viewed is

over 1,000 years old. It's called the Senpuku-ii okyo.

Senpuku-ji is a temple in Japan. It is a remnant of a burnt
piece of paper on which was originally written a
Buddhist prayer. Okyo is the word for Buddhrst chants

or prayers. Most of it was burnt, but we will look at a
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portion of what remained. It is made of gampi whtch was

dyed yellow, or just unbleached, and kozo which was

dyed blue with indigo; the rwo were put together to cre-

ate a lovely subdued green colour. This is the piece of
paper and it will be sitting in the box next to the slides rf
you want to look at the large piece first and then look at

it under the microscope. And this is a dry sample. The

wet one is in the process of being made, so right now it
is a heated, dried sample.

Usually when people talk about Japanese vellum they

are referring to gampi. Two years ago I had the occasion

to look at some Rembrandt prints at the Vrctoria Museum

in Australia. And of the 11 prints, 5 of them were on gampi

with rice powder in it. Someone did some research into
this and the papers were probably papers that were taken

from Japan, from Nagasaki, by the Dutch East Indra

Company in1,542 - around'42,'43 - to Europe and to

Holland. And the reason why is because they took this

predominantly for writing on, because gampi paper did
not bleed, so therefore it was ideal for writing wrth fairly
wide pens and it wrote very smoothly. So, in fact, they

probably didn't take rt to be used for making pnnts but

rather to be used for high-quality writing paper. And if you

write on kozo, then the pen wrll probably catch and the

ink - because ofthe type ofpens they had - would prob-

ably bleed out into the paper.

Gampt as a general rule turns blue. If the gampi has

not been cooked sufficiently, then it will turn green, but

as a general rule it turns blue. And you also have to learn

the shape of gampi as well. You can't only use colour to
identify the fibres.

P: Can you identify the different rypes of ftozo under the

microscope?

AO: It rs very difficult. Strictly speaking, ftozo is only

from Japan and the others are called kaiinoki, from
Korea or China, but they are very difficult to identify. If
there is someone who would like to do research into a

method of identifying the different types of kozo,I would
be delighted to provide you with some samples.

P: If there is a certain drfference, it would be useful for us

to recognize in conservation.

AO: If you look at the raw materials, you could tell. The

best thing rs to have a sample of good-quality kozo, and.

if your eyes are used to seeing good kozo all the time, then

you will know when you see paper that is not as good.

P: How long the will the C stain last if rt is kept in the

dark?

AO: We need a lot of this C stain, so we make maybe

about 500 cc of rt at one fell swoop and then it wrll last

about a year.

P: In the dark?

AO: \7e wrap rt rn foil and put it in the fridge.
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As we have run out of time, I am afraid we will have C. Hardwood pulps
to bring rt to a close. I have given you all samples of the 1. Sulfite
vanous papers. Please take advantage ofthis opportuniry (a) Unbleached: pale yellow green
to tear off some pieces and look at them under the micro- (b) Bleached: weak purplish blue to ltght purplish
scope for yourself. Thank you very much. grdy

2. High alpha

JO: Thank you, Mr. Okawa, for a very interesting after- (a) Bleached: moderate reddtsh orange to dusky red
noon, and thank you, Deirdre and Kayoko, for your help. 3. Soda, sulfate, and neutral sulfite

(a) Unbleached: weak blue green to dusky blue
Appendix green and dark reddish gray
From TAPPI T 4012 (b) Bleached: dusky blue to dusky purple
Graff "C" stain: prepared "C" stain may be purchased

or it can be prepared from the following solutions using D. Rag: Moderate reddish orange
reagent grade chemicals and distilled water (4,24):

E. Abaca (Manila fiber)
A. Alumrnum chloride solution of 1.15 sp gr at 28oC, 1. Raw: light greenish yellota
made by adding about 40 g of AlCl..6HrO to 100 mL 2. Unbleached: yellowtsh gray to weak blue and
of water. medtum gray

3. Bleached: Purplish gray color
B. Calcrum chlonde solution of 1.36 sp gr at 28'C, made

by adding about 100 g of CaCl, to 150 mL of water. F. Jute
1. Unbleached: uiuid yelloutish orange

C. Zinc chloride solution of 1.80 sp gr at 28'C, made by 2. Bleached: ligbt yellow green
adding 25 mL of water to 50 g of dry ZnCl, (fused

reagent grade strcks in sealed bottles, or crystals). Do not G. Strau, bamboo, bagasse, flax burds, and esparto
use ZnCl, from a previously opened bottle. 1. Raw: light yellow to weak greenish yellou

2. Unbleached and bleached: light greenisb gray to
D. Iodide-iodine solution, made by dissolving 0.90 g of dark bluish gray and medium purplsh gray
dry KI and 0.65 g of dry iodrne in 50 mL of water. The KI
and iodine are first thoroughly rntermixed and crushed H. Japanese fibers
together. Dissolve by adding the required amount of 1. Gampi and mitsumata: light greenish yellow to
water drop by drop with constant stirnng. light blutsh green

2. Kozo: pinkisb gray
Mix well together 20 mL of solution A, 10 mL of

solutron B, and 10 mL of solution C; add 12.5 mL of Notes
solution D and again mix well. Pour into a tall, narrow 1. Keyes, Keiko Mrzushrma. 1988. Japanese pnnr conserva-

vessel and place in the dark. Aker 12 to 24 h, when the rron - An Overview. ln IIC Preprmts of the Contributtons
preciprtate has settled, pipet off the clear portion of the to the Kyoto Congress, 19-23 September 1988. London:
solution into a dark bottle and add a leaf of iodine. Keep IIC. 30-36.
rn the dark when not in use. 2. Technical Assocratron ofthe Pulp and Paper Industry. 1993.

Frber analysrs of paper and paperboard. In TAPPI Offtaal
Graff "C" Stain Color Chart Standard T 401 om-93. 10-11, 13-14.

A. Groundwood: uiuid, yellowish orange

B. Softwood pulps
1. Sulfite

(a) Raw: utuid yellow
(b) Medium cooked: light greentsh yellow
(c) Well cooked: pmfush gray
(d) Bleached: light purplish gray to weak red

purple

2. High alpha
(a) Unbleached: uery pale brown to brownisb gray
(b) Bleached: moderate reddish orange to dusky red

3. Sulfate
(a) Raw: weak greenisb yellow
(b) Medium and well cooked: strong yellowish

broun to moderate yellowish green and dark
greenish gray

(c) Bleached: dark bluish gray to dusty purple
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and published widely in their respective fields. They
have worked together intermittently from 1983 to the
present on the technical examinatron and conservation
of architectural master drawrngs and prints.

Art Conservation Programme, Queen's University
Kingston, ON K7L 3N5 Canada

Tel.: 613-545-2155
Fax:613-545-5889
E-mail: burnsd@post.queensu.ca

Bustarret, Claire
Claire Bustarret is currently responsible for the pro-
gramme Techniques et pratiques de l'6crit in the Institut
des textes et manuscrits modernes (ITEM), Centre

national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS), Pans,

where she has been Assistant Director since 1998. She is

also a correspondent of the International Association of
Paper Historians for France. A specialist in modern cod-

icologS she has worked on literary manuscripts and
developed methodological tools such as databases
(Profil, Muse) since 1990. She co-organized an interna-
tional meeting on paper analysis with the Mus6e du

Louvre in Paris in 7993. She has published several
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articles on the use of paper by writers (e,g., Genesis 5,

1994; Genexs L0, 1996; and Cahiers de m,ldiologte 4,

1997) and co-ordinated a special issue of Word and
Image (t3:2, 19971 on genetic criticism. Other fields of
research include manuscript semiotics, writers' drawings
(in Language and Beyond, Rodopi, 1998) and history of
photography.

Centre national de la recherche scientifique

Institut des textes et manuscrits modernes

61 rue de Richelieu

75002 Paris, France

Tel.: 33-0L-4703-8943
Fax: 33-01-4703-8940
E-mail: bustarre@ens.fr

Button, Victoria
Victoria Button obtained a History of Art degree from
the University of East Anglia before commencing the

Higher National Diploma in Paper Conservation at the

Camberwell College of Art, 1989-91,. She has been

employed in the Paper Conservation Department of the

Victoria and Albert Museum since 1992. Previously she

was self-employed, conservrng original artwork for the

Thomas the Tank Engine series of children's books.
Victoria spent 10 months on an exchange rn Specral

Preservation Services at the State Library of Victona,
Melbourne, Australia, in 1,998.

Paper Conservation
Victoria and Albert Museum
London SI77 2RL UK
Tel.: 44-017'L-9388585
Fax: 44-0171-9388661
E-mail: vbutton@vam.ac.uk

Carton, Deborah
Deborah Carton received her B.A. in Art History at
Villanova University. She attended New York
Unrversity's Institute of Fine Arts Conservation Center,

where she received an M.A. in Art History and

Diploma in Conservation, specializing in works on
paper. Her graduate training has included a final year's

internship at the Brooklyn Museum of Art and will
continue with an advanced rnternshrp at Harvard's
Straus Center for Conservation.

301 East 45th Street, Apt. 19E

New York, NY 10017 USA

E-mail: dac207@is5.nyu.edu

Christie-Miller, lan
Ian Christie-Miller, a former RAF pilot disabled in
a flying accident, was awarded a Ph.D. at London
University for his work on Jean Thenaud's sixteenth-
century French kabbalistic manuscript. That research

led him to develop the watermark-imaging device and

its patented Four Images scanning technique. He is a

part-time information technology teacher, contributes
to the St. Andrews Unrversrty sixteenth-century French

Religious Book Project with bibliographical research

at the British Library and is working with Professor

Roudaut of Montpellier on the translatron of his thesrs

into French for publication as Introduction en la

Kabbale with Champion later this year.

The Dairy, Coldharbour Farm
Hundred Acre Lane,'Wivelsfield Green

Sussex RH17 7RS UK
Tel.: 44-1.444-471810
E-mail : ian@christie-miller.demon.co.uk

Dirda, Marian Peck

Marian Peck Dirda is a paper conservator in private
practice. She graduated from the Cooperstown
Graduate Program in Art Conservation, and has

worked at the Library of Congress and the National
Archives of the United States. She currently works in
private practice at home, and on part-time contract ln
the National Gallery of Art paper lab.

1200 Woodside Parkway
Silver Spring, MD 20919 USA
Tel.: 30t-589-6412
E-mail: dirdam@twp.com

Eagan, Jane

Jane Eagan obtained an Hons. B.A. in translation
(French and English) at York Universiry Canada, in
1982. Aker working as a translator, she studied conser-

vation at Camberwell College of Art, London, receiving

her M.A. in 1995. She is employed as Conservator at
the Oxford Colleges Conservation Consortium, Oxford,
and has edited the postprints IPC Conference Papers

London 1997.

Oxford Colleges Conservation Consortium
Magdalen College

Oxford OX14AU UK
Tel.z 44-1.865-276059

E-mail: jane.eagan@magd.ox.ac.uk

Hills, Richard
Richard L. Hills' links with the history of papermaking
originated in 1,968 when the newly formed Manchester

Museum of Science and Technology, of which he was the

curator, accepted care of the British National Paper

Museum collection. This comprised both exhibits and a

library. Demonstrations of making paper by hand were

soon arranged and proved to be very popular. He joined

the International Association of Paper Historians and,

after some years as a member of its council, became

president in 1978, a position he held for 10 years. He
was chairman of the British Association of Paoer
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Historians from 1988 to 1995. He has written numerous

articles on aspects of paper history, and in 1988 he

published Papermaking in Britain, L488-1988, A Short
History.

Stamford Cottage
47 Old Road, Mottram
Hyde, Cheshire SK14 6L\7 UK
Tel.: 44-01,4 57 -7 53t04

Krill, John

John Krill is Senior Conservator, Paper, at the \Tintenhur
Museum, and Adjunct Associate Professor in the
University of DelawarefJ7interthur Museum Art
Conservation Program. He has been employed at
'Wrnterthur for 22 years and previously worked at
the National Gallery of Art, 'Washington, DC, and

the Baltimore Museum of Art. He is a graduate of
the Conservation Center of the Institute of Fine Arts,
New York Universiry. He has been an active member in
the International Association of Paper Historians (IPH)
srnce 1974 and has been an advocate of the value

of understanding paper history in the field of paper

conservation.

'Winterthur Museum, Garden and Library
'Winterthur, DE 19735 USA

Tel.: 302-888-4716
Fax: 302-888-4838
E-mail: jkrill@winterthur.org

Maheux, Anne
Anne F. Maheux graduated from Guelph University in
7979 wtrh an Honours B.A. in fine art and received a
Master's degree in art conservation from Queen's
University in 1981. She received a Certificate in the

Conservation of \0orks on Paper from the Center for
Conservatron and Technical Studies, Fogg Art Museum,
Harvard University, in 1982. Since then, she has been a

conservator of prints and drawings at the National
Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. She was made a Fellow of
the American Academy in Rome in 1996.

National Gallery of Canada

380 Sussex Drive, PO Box 427, Station A
Ottawa, ON K1N 9N4 Canada

Tel.: 613-991-0009
Fax: 613-997-2680
E-mail: amaheux@gallery.ca

Mayer, Debora
Debora Dyer Mayer graduated from the Universiry of
Delaware/Winterthur Museum Art Conservation
Program in 1982, with an M.S. in paper conservation.

Her professional experiences include an internship at the

Fogg Art Museum Center for Conservation and
Technical Studies at Harvard Universiry Assistant Paper
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Conservator at the Conservation Center for Art and

Historic Artifacts in Philadelphia and Associate Paper

Conservator at the lfinterthur Museum. Currently,
Debora is the principal of a private paper conservation
studio in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, and she is
adjunct faculty at the University of Delaware, teaching

fibre mrcroscopy for the Art Conservation Training
Program.

64 Cabot Street

Portsmouth. NH 03801 USA

Tel.: 603-433-7020
Fax: 603-433-7737
E-mail: Mayergrpnh@aol.com

Meredith, Philip
Philip Meredith is currently Head of the Far Eastern

Conservation Center, Leiden, Netherlands. As a

resident of Japan for 15 years, he trained and worked
in the conservation of Far Eastern pictorial art at
the studios of the Usami Shokakudo in Kyoto and

carried out research rnto Japanese handmade papers

and their uses.

Far Eastern Conservation Center

PO Box2l2
2300 AE Leiden, Netherlands
Tel; 3l-71-51,6 8795
Fax:31-71-512 8437
E-mail: fecc@rmv.nl

Miller, Elizabeth
Elizabeth Miller has worked at the Victoria and Albert
Museum since 1979. She has been Assistant Curator
of Prints in the Prints, Drawings and Paintings
Department since 1990, where her chief concern is

printmaking before 1800. She has organized displays
on hand-colouring, eighteenth-century caricature,
prints of the Raphael cartoons, the mezzotrnter John
Smith and, most recently, the newly discovered Lafrery
volume. This year she is publishing a fully illustrated
catalogue, L6th Century Italian Ornamental Prints in
the Victoria and Albert Museum.

Prints, Drawings and Paintings Department
Victoria and Albert Museum
London SW7 2RL UK
Tel.: 44 -01,7 | -9 388 612
Fax: 44-0771-9388612
E-mail: lmiller@vam.ac.uk

Mosser, Daniel
Daniel ttr0. Mosser is Associate Professor of English
at Virginia Tech and Director of CATH (Center for
Applied Technologies in the Humanities). He is com-
pleting a Catalogue of tbe Manuscripts and Pre-1500
Editions of tbe Canterbury Tales and has published
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''!Titness Descriptions' o n the Canterbury Tales Project's

CD-ROM editions ol The Wife of Bath's Prologue and
The General Prologwe (Cambridge University Press).

Information about the project is provided on the

Web (http://www.cta.dmu.ac.uk/projects/ctp/). Daniel
Mosser is co-editor, with Ernest u7. Sullivan II and

Michael Saffle, of the recently publshed proceedrngs

volume from the 1996 lnternational Conference on
'Watermarks in Roanoke, Virginia (Puzzles m Paper,

Oak Knoll Press). With Ernest Sullivan he is creator
of the Thomas L. Gravell 'Watermark Archive
(http://ada.cath.vt.edu:5 9 1/dbs/gravelU).

Department of English
Virginia Tech

Blacksburg, YA 2406I-0712 USA
Tel.: 540-231-7797
Fax: 540-231-5692
E-mail: dmosser@vt.edu

6kawa, Akinori
In his position as Technical Manager at the Paper

Technology Centre in Kochi, Japan, Mr Okawa has

developed the ability to analyse and reproduce exactly
many varieties of early Japanese and other Asian
papers. Since 1979, through workshops with conserva-

tors in Japan, his visits to Chrna, Korea and Vietnam
and in consultation with art instrtutions around the

world, he has researched and been able to assist in the

identification and treatment of over 1,000 works on

Japanese and other eastern papers.

Kochi Prefectural Paper Technology Center

287-4 Hakawa. Ino-cho
Agawa-gun, Kochi Pref. 78t-2t Japan
Tel.: 81-0888 -92-2220

Fax: 81-0888 -92-2209

Perkinson, Roy

Roy Perkinson obtained a Bachelor of Science degree rn

physics and philosophy at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Studio art training was received rn the
private atelier of Chapman Kelly rn Dallas, Texas, and

at the School of the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston. His
Master of Arts degree in history of art was completed
at Boston University. An apprenticeship in paper con-
servation under Francis !7. Dolloff was done at the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. He founded the'Western
Regional Paper Conservation Laboratory in San

Francisco. CurrentlS he is Head of Paper Conservation,
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

Museum of Fine Arts
465 Huntington Avenue

Boston, MA 02115 USA

Tel.: 61,7-359-3428

E-marl: rperkinson@mfa.org

Porck, Henk
Dr Henk J. Porck studied biochemistry at the Free

Unrversity of Amsterdam. His Ph.D. thesis was a bio-
chemical-genetic study in the field of anthropogenetics.

In 1983 he was appointed conservation scientist at the

Conservation Laboratory of the Koninklijke Bibhotheek,

the Dutch Royal Library in The Hague.ln 7997 he was

also offered the curatorship of the Historical Paper

Collection, one of the special collections of the
Koninkliike Bibliotheek.

Koninkliike Bibliotheek
PO Box 90407
2509 LK The Hague, Netherlands
Tel.: 31-70-314 0572
Fax:31.-70-314 0655
E-mail: henk.porck@kb.nl

Price, Lois Olcott
Lois Olcott Price received her M.S. in art conservation
from the University of Delaware/Winterthur Art
Conservation Program. She worked at the
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts in
Philadelphia for 13 years, where she supervised the

treatment of library and archival materials and directed
the survey program. ln 1,994 she accepted the positron
of Conservator of Library Collectrons at the'Winterthur
Museum, Garden and Library, where she also serves as

Adiunct Assistant Professor in the Art Conservatlon
Program. Since 1991 she has pursued a long-standing
research interest in the fabrication and preservation of
American architectural drawings and plans to publish a

monograph on her work.

'Winterthur Museum, Garden and Library
'Winterthur, DE 19735 USA

Tel.: 302-888-4600
E-mail: lprice@winterthur.org

Reynard, Pierre Claude
Educated rn France and Canada, P.C. Reynard
now teaches early modern European history at the

Universrty of Western Ontario. The focus of his

research rs economic history and, in particular,
the papermaking industry. It offers rich evidence of
various aspects of pre-industrial entrepreneurship,
such as sub-contracting networks, maintenance
patterns and relations with the state.

Social Science Centre

University of Western Ontario
London, ON N6A 5C2 Canada

Tel.: 51.9-679-2L1l ext. 4988
Fax: 519-661-3010
E-mail: preynard@juhan.uwo.ca
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Rischel, Anna-Grethe
Anna-Grethe Rischel became a member of the
Conservation Department staff at the National Museum
of Denmark in 1980, and since 1993 she has been the

head of the Paper, Leather and Textiles Section and is
also a member of the Conservation Department Board.

Her educational background includes four years at the

Technical School of Arts and Crafts, ten years as a private
textile designer and three years' training in paper conser-

vation at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts School

of Conservation. She garned a diploma as paper conser-

vator in l99l from the School of Conservation with an

analytical project on oriental paper, and has continued
projects in this field.

National Museum of Denmark
Conservation
PO Box 250, Brede

DK-2800 Lyngby Denmark
Tel.: 45-33-473302
Fax: 45-33-473327
E-mail: anna-grethe.rischel@natmus.dk

Rosenfeld, Myra Nan
Myra Nan Rosenfeld was Senior Research Curator at
the Canadian Centre for Architecture in Montr6al from
1.985 to 1999. Previously she taught art history and the

history of architecture and urbanism at the University
of Vashington (Seattle), the College of Environmental
Design at the University of California (Berkeley),

McGill University and the Unrversit€ de Montrdal.
From 1974 to 1983 she was Research Curator and

Curator of European Paintings at the Montr6al
Museum of Fine Arts. Dr Rosenfeld was educated at
Sarah Lawrence College (B.A.), Columbia University
(M.A.), Harvard University (Ph.D.) and the Institut
d'art et d'arch6ologie, Universit6 de Paris-Sorbonne.

Both Burns and Rosenfeld have received numerous
awards and published widely in their respective fields.
They have worked together intermittently from 1983

to the present on the technical examination and conser-

vation of architectural master drawings and prints.

1520 Avenue Docteur Penfield, #24
Montr6al, Quebec H3G 1B9 Canada

E-mail : mrlittle@sprint.ca

Schenck, Kimberly
Kimberly Schenck studied paper and photograph con-
servation at the University of Delaware/Winterthur Art
Conservation Program and received additional training
at the National Museum of American History and the

National Archives and Records Administration. In
1988 she joined the Baltimore Museum of Art, where
she is now Paper Conservator. She has published arti-
cles on Hendrick Goltzius' use of grey ink, clich6-uerre,

inpainting materials for paper conservation and adhe-

sives for photograph conservation, and has presented
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lectures on the photographic works of contemporary
artists Mike and Doug Starn.

Baltimore Museum of Art
Art Museum Drive
Baltimore, MD 21218 USA
Tel.: 410-395-6341
Fax: 410-396-6562
E-mail: kschenck@artbma.org

Shep, Sydney
Dr SydneyJ. Shep is the Pnnter and Research Fellow at
Wai-te-ata Press, Victoria University of Wellington,
New Zealand. The press is a centre for teaching and

research in printing historS information technology
and design, communication theory and cultural studies,

as well as an active fine-printing letterpress, desktop
and electronic publishing house. Dr Shep's research into
the history of New Zealand colonial paper and paper-
making is made possible by a three-year Marsden Fund
grant from the Royal Socrety of New Zealand in con-
junction with the Alexander Turnbull Library, the

Humanities Society of New Zealand and Victoria
University of Wellington.

'Wai-te-ata 
Press

Victoria University of Wellington
PO Box 600
lTellington, New Zealand
E-mail: sydney.shep@vuw.ac.nz

Stratis, Harriet
Harriet K. Stratis is Conservator of Prints and
Drawings at the Art Institute of Chicago. Her research

is devoted primarily to the study of pastels, charcoals

and the drawing techniques of nineteenth-century
artists, including Odilon Redon, Edgar Degas and

Mary Cassatt. She received her B.A. in art history and

visual arts from Barnard College, Columbia University,
and an M.A. in art history and Diploma in conserva-

tion from the Institute of Fine Arts, New York
University. Most recently, she served as co-editor and is
one of four authors of the newly published catalogue
raisonn6 of the lithographs of James McNeill ufhistler.

Art Institute of Chicago
Department of Prints and Drawings
111 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago,IL 50603 USA
TeL.: 312-857-7662
Fax: 312-443-0085
E-mail: hstratis@artic.edu
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Thompson, Ruby Reid
Ruby Reid Thompson is Archivist and Resident
Associate and Music Representative at Clare Hall,
Cambridge Universiry as well as Senior Music Adviser at

Newnham College, Cambridge. From 1995 to L997

she was Assistant Archivrst in the Department of
Manuscripts at Nottingham Unrversrry where she pro-

vided physical descriptions and analysed data from
the Portland Collection. She presented the paper
''Watermarks and other Physical Evidence from the

Portland Literary Mss' at the First International
Conference on the Hlstory, Functron and Study of
'Watermarks held in Virgrnia n L996. Her rn-depth

research in English archrves includes work at the Public

Record Office, the British Library, Christ Church,
Oxford, the Fitzwilliam Museum and Triniry College,

Cambridge, as well as the New York Public Library. She

holds a B.Sc. and M.A. (Music) from the University of
Chile and an M.A. (Early Music) from Yale Universiry.

The Archivist, Clare Hall
Herschel Road
Cambridge CB3 9AL UK
Tel.: 44-1,223-332360
Fax: 44-1223-332333

Walsh, Judith

Judith Walsh has worked at the National Gallery of
Art, the 'Worcester Art Museum, the 'Wrlliamstown

Regional Art Conservation Laboratory and privately in
Portland. Maine. Her other area of interest is water-
colour techniques of American artists, including
\Tinslow Homer, Thomas Moran and Georgia
O'Keeffe. She is currently Senior Paper Conservator at
the National Gallery of Art.

DCL.PA
Paper Conservation Department
National Gallery of Art
Sfashington, DC 20565 USA

Tel.: 202-842-6443
E-mail: j-walsh@nga.gov

Woodward, David
Davrd \Toodward (Ph.D., University of 'Wisconsrn -
Madison, 1.9691 began his career at the Newberry
Library, Chicago, as Curator of Maps and Director of
the Smith Center for the History of Cartography. He
returned to Madison in 1980, where he is currently
Professor of Geography, editor of the multi-volume
History of Cartography and a Senior Member of the

Humanities Institute. His publications include 'The
Analysis of Paper and Ink in Early Maps,' 1987;'The
Correlation of l7atermark and Paper Chemistry
in Sixteenth-Century Italian Printed Maps,' 1990;
and Catalogue of 'Watermarks in Italian Maps, ca.

1540-1500. 1996.

1443 Mound Street

Madison, Vl 53711-2221 USA
Tel.: 608-252-0505
Fax 608-263-0762
E-marl: dawoodwa@facstaff.wisc.edu

Yeh, M. Brigitte
M. Brigitte Yeh obtained her B.A. from Princeton
University and an M.A. from the University of
California at Berkeley in the field of East Asian art and

archaeology before enrolling at the Conservation
Center, Institute of Fine Arts, New York University,
where she is a candidate for the M.A. in art history and

Diploma in conservation. She completed her final year
rnternship in the Paper Conservatlon Division of the

Library of Congress and at present is an Andrew !7.

Mellon Fellow at the Art Institute of Chicago.

Art Instrtute of Chicago
Department of Prints and Drawings
111 S. Michigan Avenue

Chicago,IL 50503 USA

E-marl: mbveh@alumnr.Drinceton.edu
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